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Taahnical Evaluation Report

71 J.E. Ffowcs Williams
University Engineering Laboratory,

Cambridge, England.

i/i Introduction.I flows. The emphasis was on aeronautical problems arising fr.om the field of aircraft
- ½ noise control and the decision had been made by the Organising Committee to exclude all

~ aspects of combustion generated noise and noise associated with moving turbomachinery
parts. The absorption of sound at internal engine surfaces was also excluded in an
attempt to guide the Meeting to concentrate on the fundamental mechanics of sound
production.

This report is made under six separate headings which effectively categorise the
I subject areas Into which fell most of the presenited papers. They are:-

1. Source Identification.

2. The Influence of Mean Plow Structure on the Generation and Propagation of Sound.
¶ j3. Distinctive Large Eddy Structures; Are they Deterministic Events?

4. Excesu Noise.

15. The Control of Jet Noise.
6. Problem Areas Likely to Become more Important.

I The main technical points %rising from the Meeting are outlined and the degree to
whic thy apear to be currently understood is assessed. Teppri nn a

I intended to be a precis of the proceedings of the Conference and no attempt is made to
I cover or comment up-on contributions of a review nature that were sometimes made to

tntroduce the new material.

There were, in fact, several technical areas on which there was no clear concensus
* I of opinion. Those developing areas are referred to in more detail and some speculatiox.

ia I5$7.de oni the way they aight develop. Also the M4eeting brought to light sowe apparenltly
.-. ~ioaoc tint techniczl areas that are only In an embryonic state. This paper Is concluded

v wtt r. :oma recormendations on actions that AGARD might take to foster their development.

As rSg-2aclden {ficat ton.

The identific,3tion and control of the principal noise producingq motion in tntrbuleoxce
Intha main objecuive of aerodynamic noise research. In tha past, this activity Ilas

taken the form Of a theoretical modolling of the rioise generation process followed by
speculative proposals athow the idontified noise productttq events niqht he toaditio by~~. ~ a variation in the P4*n flow georstry-. The nxper-lnntsl checking of those soqrce ndl
is a v"x-v recent dvopetseveral aspects 'of which %era reported at the Specialist

A V Meeting.

IThare Is no doubt that this acu:ivity will have a MAjor rolh- to play Ln future nolse

cotrol priovanase and It ta appropriate now that the eerly erse-rimental s!:tps hav* been

CtntrAry to arqertatWy p:opular belief there Is no urtoqacneas tir-ores to guarantae1that t-he 1'soia-co itmsured by ar-y onae of the sevearal ewtait~n source location shesi*I> jact~a-y th Mof the ohanrvs4 yw6, field. In fait, it ia know tht
etrtghfowrl a-heato ofiit "ic4f' theorn

... ~ etraldiferentstaz;zc-distributlont are capable of q4nerat",ug a. c*WROn distanht
'.titht ststn- tha et4tva~lenc. of the oxtncV'w fWa1 generate4 by so"urce distributiort

i-trior to a cliz:oti4 wurfak. 9rA- t~tý jj-rwi-teti -at the aurfczc. byj a auitable diotrlbutianv
Aof tvantoIol tn~d/r dxipole sources+ Kaz*y papers presen-ted at th-e $c-tcislist 6m-ting deealt

with dlifferet n'sn4to. of source lo;tatton but rncns? of thn faced u~p to the dif ficult 1rir,4" oftit*t7.r4-t1V7? or %t4coJa~titj~ or Che aegr"~ of asblcuity that must Inevitably bo
thait the& surQCe: Wnat b* L-ontajned in a SPeCiC.cara for. enwic, withinl the cotfi&nosf ~of the jet.cigrqot thaUt flhat aded constrai-nt oan irm~art so~z vna&qusaess to the

5tojrce. 4istrlbutlo~n. That %eeA. 'rather unli1kely though becauks. aa fair as the radiatin
-onbe modelled me or~inerain; at- any point In tbe satres raqglan, t0* intre,-,ths; zndIpoint at i44-zS b the cort*t Is 4aa04ed to .,4i at.

The 4eqrn* to btch. this eeeerttisl atAokuity of sourc ovtiton shoul ea~te

tk' t9*4orwill bo doubt be an itqdrtnt at"a of' further study.

Wil



T@'he most straightforward source identification principles are based on expio no
the idea that the propagating sound waves travel without dispersion in the radiation
field. They are essentially treated as conforming with ray theory, which they will at
high enough frequency. Rays are traced back to the flow to indicate the general area of
their origin. These procedures are incapable of distinguishing the location of the
source within the characteristic error dirension of one wavelength or so. This error
can be reduced by suitable callibration but it cannot be made indefinitely small. Thus

these schemes would seem inappropriate for the study of aerodysiamic noise sources in the
regimes which are well modelled by the acoustic analogy. Those are the cases in which
the characteristic dimension of the source is much smaller than the wavelength as it
inevitably must be at low enough Mach number.

Where the scales of the source and that of the sound it generates are not so

different, i knowledge of the source position, even acdnitting that the position may be
subject to an error of the order of a wavelength, may sometimes be extremely useful

J, information. This is known to be so for supersonic jet noise where the radiated
wavelengths are small compared to the length of flow capable of generating sound. In
this high frequency regime the optical and acoustical performance of screens and
reflectors are identical, and it is a straightforweard matter to arrange a system of
baffles to indicate the source activity within a visible aperture. The principle
adopted is *what is seen can be heard*. Applications of this technique to the sources
of supersonic jet noise were described at speeds representative of supersonic transport
aircraft at maximum power. There the source's convect supersonically throughout the main
source region and radiate miniature ballistic shock waves in the general direction of
the eddy convection Mach angle. The scale of the radiated waves indicates directly the
scale of the eddies that produced them. Consequently, by observing the direction of the
radiation field the principal eddy convection speed is established and the peak frequency
of the sound indicates the size of the eddies responsible for that sound.

SIt was reported that tests of this type indicate that the principal eddying motions
responsible for jet noise at supursonlc traosport talke-off conditions lie some 10 to 15
diameters downstream of the nozzle in eddies whose scale is about twice that of the
local shear layer thickness. They are extremely large eddies and are probably more
effectively thought of "a deterministic unsteady transient motions, definite enough to
admit some deterministic modelling than as the large scale features of some turbulence
statistics. The jet scale is big enough to support only 10 of these eddies at any one
instant.

A more deliberate investigation using reflector techniques was described by Grosche.
He reported experiments performed with tt4 ose of a concave morror, whose surface uas
part of an ellipsoid of revolution. That p -t of the so-and field with a ray behaviour
and originating from the vicinity of a focur vill be concentrated on the second focal
point at which a microphone is positioet,. trim microphone-mirror combination constitutes
a directional telescnpe that produce' r-- ;.,%'ure of the source strength in the general
vincinity of the second focus.

CGroscha described some *xperimental Js' flows which had been atirveyed with this
ellipsoidal mirror microphone arranqe.nat. No attempt had beu- made to correct for the
frequency distortion of the apparatus butt he showd. that the straightforward interpretation
of the results gave rise to an extremely plausibl. sourc, distribution. For example,

4% & when the -hock cell boundaries of an under-expandd sunersonic jet flow are platced at the
V senjitive regqon there is a wtgnificant increase in theý asured signal pndiratinq that

those boundaries constitute litortant scurces of sound. it was also reported that this
- procedure had Indicated the main source activity in l et to bh concentrated at the

f t• points of maximum -aan %Vrticity.

Taken at their face vil*e these resultv show that the sod sources i.n e oubsonic
7 AZ' jet are located within the first 10 dia.mters of the flov but that the source region

extends doiatrean of 20 di&%etors in the supersonic case. Particuladry strong 3ources
are founl near the boundaries ci the cmlls formed by Ohe steady comoressire wave•e present

-I'! V. wlen a super-sonilc jet emertge-s from a, Itproper'y cotetour*e4 nestle.

At io Mach nmber Groatte showad alsto that ti4m aigntficsnt sources appeared to no
c. concentrated at the nors boundary. He was ablh. to change the amprreint strengt• of
-tzhc , -ourc" by mof•yllyg, with a boundary layer trip unetream of tte no••l eaxit, the

Kturbbulence level in the mnotle flow.
A gimilar expariment was reported by tauC-er In Ohdch a .icrophtle is pla•ed at the

*ocvsx of -a pe4raolc mirror Ind directed at various parts of an allsy expanded super-
i sonic lot., Lanier teid that ba hupod to retv ý)st of the *reqtancy distortion. brought

about by tt-. finit# uirror aptrtuxe but even without this oral.tinary, results indicate
a 'to©ry plausible dis.tribution of source sotvtity not dia*iimil.r to that deacribod by'

h Alt-nui;. thetse ray theory schers are Inherently inc"kable of resolving sou•e•
pouition to withirn a. nsgll-ble fraction of a wavvlength the steadily maunttng
cir.critaQtia1 eviden-e 4oes indicatt that they a&-e extreadly Useful diagnOtic tools.I In the coActource limit, thit is th•.4oe to which the acoustic antlbqy portai.s,
t sAo1rc loC-tiorn procidures a 8-b.as•d o-1 an mafltical dncri tion of the soure terna.

S4 4 -'- qae te t entm:x,*nIva account of this saem wh ch isa ollos
Suppos that a dorc istributbzt 0 drives, a wiwoic wave field auco;ding to

'IW
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this can be written in the retarded integral form

4(xt) -- [0] (y,t-r/c) ;r ; y 2.
4irc 2  r

and the mean square field at '.arge dittancas can be expressed as an integral over the
source field, the integrand being interpreted as the source strength per unit volume,

0- 1 (XS(Y)dyasr3
16 2c 4 r2

where

s () = Q(ut-r'/c)Q(y,t-r/c)d3 e

'44.

C The function S, though it can formally be thought as the source strength per unit volume,
isn't actually any indication of the field that would be generated by unit volume of the
source field in isolation. As equation 4 makes clear S is an integral property receiving

" contributions from all space.

Siddon described a scheme he called 'casuality correlation', whereby equation 2 is
.. multiplied by the field quantity to produce;

7O• i " *(x,t)(Q] (Xt-r/c) d'y as r * - 5.

from which it follows that,

o I R(K) d'v 6.S-- 16wkctr±

where

w(Y &Yc~r4 ul,I.Ai%(y -r/cA. F

"" The casuality method equates the function . to the function S both hbing interpreted as~ the came source strength per unit Voltuw. R is apparently easily t&gured a--terdi.t. to
the prescription gi6vn in equation 7, which thoaifor4 afford a method of dateraising the
so-rce distr~button directly.

This achen- is attractive and inganiou*. It has alreadl- provided data that Lz
extremnely plausible.

4 Sye d&bnt took place regardisr the uniqueness td thi. interpretat•on amd it u.
-worth raeoardtnq t&e nature of that debate, sinct proceduras ot-thlc kined are likely to
feature e>,tenetnly An futur* sour ationperinte. .aon i h

• •. "Alt f=-ction A of Nquation 6 .Is oqviv'alnt to the funct•ion 3 of #qv-•txon in tho -
sense that both intagrate to the sa, valuc. Tkh two functions con th-erefore difh•r by
any f-nction of We15 intgral scale. and beth could be catlla tt source strwngth per
unit volze. Clearly this definit.,.in of the source strength is for from unique a:nd the
prescrtption by which the ast naningqful *our" strzn•-th d4mnity is d-etnvinh hk's yet 4
to i e laid dow. Perlhap the question is not really :-ignicicant; it taroused deba-teWbecause casuallty crrlatioans tan to be rateor &ndeflmite regardIng the nu.I*r of

t distinct edd~ies taking 1;ssrt in the noise podut process. N~o douibt, rhuI due Inpart to the i-deteri-nary of the tourco fI eld 4U to the alteady mentioe essntial
patn o thioen of th issue.e"ia

At is worth reflecting a little fulrther on othtar asp•ects of this prblef. The source
1-Str th per unit volume S to not nscassarily a pos~tive definite ftzwution. i thesuc

field were hoaagqeaous then of ---•zos it wtuld be positive dafnitt. But that it retharSant "acadnc Ligue since the d0v of ou d ctn be w i p ad the surýcel locatln
UIL~fngeau S s pubaly po~itIvo whea the Sonrtea field is aufficieatly *jow~l, ri;

foU vry little taeon -to be knowvn about this atject, whiclh is pratablil a critical issue,
fo tdoes net sean a setauible procedure to regard S ao the rouarce strenqth titasitv in

-- 4l



regions where it is negative. If the source field is sufficJently slowly varying then
equation 4 could be written quite formally as

S(y) Q2 (y)Vc 8.

where V is the correlation volume. This correlation volume tends to be interpreted as
the volumetric scale of the sound producing motion. The physical source region when
divided by the volume per unit eddy Vc is interpreted as the number N of independenteddies taking part. Siddon reported that experimental estimates of N varied between 10and a few thousand,

Views were expressed at the meeting that the main noise producing elements of
turbulence are likely to be extremely larga_ scale so that a debate resulted as to the
reasonableness of the deduction that thousands of independent eddies can be housed in
the source region. But actually V. is not a rhysical volume but an interral correlation
scale. This scale could be small for two reasons. Firstly there is the obvious
possibility that the source structure is so fine grained that it really does correspond
to minute eddies. But the other possibility is that since the definition of the
correlation volume is through an integral, the integral, and hence Vc , could be small
even when the eddy size is very large. Moit of the activity in the eddy would not then
be germain to the source process. For example, equation 1 could be rewritten trivially
as

S2 (1 3) = _ 2 Q . 9 .
Now the field outside the source volume is expressed as the difference between • and Q,

though since Q is zero there, the field is identically 4. But the source of that field
appears to be the right hand side of equation 9, the difference between Q and C1Q which
could very well have a much g=eater magnitude than 0 itself. But the D'Alamoertianintegrates at retarded time to zero, and this example demonstrates quite clearly the
essential non-uniqueness of the source field when viewed from the exterior.

• The problem is Jusc a: evident when correlation techniques are applied to locate
- the noise sources on the surface of a rigid aerofoil. This is an area on which coe.fusionhad existed in the past. The stresses on the rigid surface are clearly identified as the

equivalent sources in the acoustic analogy of the field. But it has been argued that
since those stresses do no work they are incapable of communicating energy to the fluid
and might well be spurious.

fBut there is nio real doubt that the field can be expressac- in terms of surface
st,!ussee. A systematic study of the correlation between these surface and field terms
was given in a J Int pa-r by Sunyach, Arbey, Robert, Bataille, and Comte-Bellot. They
reported corelaion het*en th- distant radiation field and pressure measured at various
-positioni aromid an aerofoll in a l1ow speed flow. They also correlated flow disturbances
in the wake shed by the aerofoll -at several positions near the tritlinq edge and
t entified the trailing edge region as the centr* -f 'at active difturbance.

From the trailing edge a pressure field propagat unstroan at about the speed of
Smsound, and this pre-saure is highly correlated with the souand radiated to large distances.

The correlation between the surfece pressure and the radiation field, when properly
treated &ccordima to Curl's equation, appraches unity for those presaures m-asured on
the aerofo!.l *urfik'a visible 'tro?2 the ,bservatIon p•oint. The correlation with pressure
fluctuati^n on the shadow wide of the aeromfoii rarely exctds l0'. rho correlations
1ndieaie clearly .t•-t the di•sturonve otwvctx lo.-wnstrea.N with speed of the order of
thea %*an flow velocity. Kence the pic.-t•tr g,•rqs that though the disturbances originate
Sat the t-aitling ed-po, týh ispgcrtant ioud prnoducing features are those aa-seociated with
the n-eLura puls travell4ng u apstrez ov•er the airofoll. at about the sp-ed of sound,"hqe r4-ttnq as It tz"tvels a treno$ surface dipole radialzion field. Presumably, the reason
for this is that thet liftlng prop•rtiet of t01 a fofeill Arv dQtqterned by traliling Ade
-an c iticl#. •tich, when adjustd, cause the flcw about the foil fto r"arraftre itsalf.

C That reArron"nqent occurs just as to-n as t;e flow knocv .f the trailing ed*g charn,-
-M. Thewnu propaqates fr~em the trailinq *dqe at the speied of tound and the resuJlting

A adjustnnt in -z-aicet p~rssure* drivee the main radiation field.

li,"tircl ocatiion nVperi"'nts with free turbulent flovssoz~ approxinattoas to the
.1: sorct strnqfth *erzity Ieusua Le-s Th. alavvurlte then- 904W3 to beV thgt sincedensity fkl<ctutilorts ar the essenc of 1owd, a direct "asur- of denity in the source

!Cgia n t-AchtL welI b-P th~e mOSt directt methoz! of deterd-nirnq the sziurc. -atrong-th. Twoz such,
meto•ds tear - ibe. b Itnai-er Ptartbaaraehy and Cutfel and the other by
IDiA3tV-ala' Gro*tche anmd G;t-ast. Sot-h these progrcscwws 'reed optt-cal probing devrices frosx
vbich the gari-Iation co esity was dotaiz'J. of -nb stdirl- lead eon to astirates of the
-. ource distrIbut.Ln tt..,, aqgln, both tON otstimat* appeared extreasy pialbI-., tbouih

- .- i aini•, no niquetess evuid b@ clit-ad,

- Set-oral Inresti�e ng points cans to light ,In thc enrsuin; dtIcussion. The density
flluatloh� tzsorve•- Ly snýLAS of an optilcl beam hIav ccntrlbutiw•.* frc two identiflable
texts. P!rstly. ln~rtial -afitctu producas prenMU-6re ?ai'" t!'at drivv Ut. Lensitty fied.

ptl ThiUviqt well be aLssoc-iited wit-h sound. Secondly, tho Wixing of two strean ofj different density pro-Sucas point-vise deanzity varlatIons which are likely ton bIn pI-saive
kin•tic torus that should be lude from the tomWqastiol of source strength.
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The possibility that non-equilibrium effects miqht limit the utility of turbulence
measuring schemes based on absorption t chniques was br,,iqht up hl Holbeche. N' rcmarked
that it was now known that non-equilibrium effects were miporzant in sonic boo--
propagation and he would expect that they might well be important in all transient field
changes. Since the Meeting had heard that transients were a Alstinct feature of jet
noise at high speed, it might well be that absorpcion techniques hKve an essential
limitation; they may not be able to respon6 r, pidly enough becau,'e of non-equilibrtaum
effects.

Another fundamental point emerged. How In principle could data regarding density
perturbations be used to identify the source of sound? As a function of density, the
source strength is the D'Alambertian of the dunsity field, that is, the difference
between the second time derivative of density and c times the Laplacian of the density
pcrturbation. If this D'Alambertian could be measured di-ectly t.hen the source cculd
be regarded as relatively unambiguous. But in fact only aoproximations appear possible,
&ad, so far, these appor.imations do not seem to have been subjected to an error analysis.
It was difficult at the meeting to avoid the it.pression that it was l!.9ely to prc--l
extremely difficult to predict the radiated field given only point-wise &nfo-c.•.;tin
regarding the density perturbation in the source region.

From an experimrntal view point there apiears to be advantages in. regarding ; 7,F
measure of the pressure fluctuation as the suirce of sound, Aerodynamic sound is *sriven
by a quadrupole source dOstribution so that the distant radiation field correlates with
the second time derivative of the prnssure in the vincinity of the source provided the
appropriate acoustic time delay is inserted between the two signals. Experii.mental
papers to exploit this £dea were given by Siddon and Meecham and Hurdle. Both reported
studies in which pressure had been measured within turbulent flow, subiected to double
tempor-el differentiation, delayed in time and correlated with the far field acoustic
pressure. When this correlation is high the near field probe is near a strong source,
when it is luw it is near a weak source (or, whal' seems equally possible, far from a
strong sourcoi) In this way the source poperties of a jet flow were mapped, and in
both the reported studies, extremely plausible predictions of the source distributions
were made. The main source of subsonic jet noise is around 5 diameters downstrean of the
nozzle exit.

Relatively small values of the correlmtion ro-efficient are found between the
synthesized and measured signal and, as has already been poin_-Ž cat, this can be
interpreted as an indication that the number of distinct eduies takinq cart in the sound
produciton process is very high. There was no uniformity in this aspect of' the preaented
papers. No doubt some of that Is due to the no--uniqueness of the source so that a
"uniform description could not be expected. But also, as Siddon exoiained, the data is
confused by noise generated by the ?.ressu,' *aiuring 'rcc.. Siddon gae- indications
that this noise had a very distinct contamlnat.ng effect, but, in debate, S-deon (1id not
consider that the Drobe siqnlflcantly c-.:ntaminated the pressure r"nasured in Its vicinity.
Doubt wais expreossed that the pressur siasured with a probe ivotch disturbid the. turbulent
shear flow could adequately represent the pr-ssure at that point 1,11 the absence of the
pr..B•, b't exoerimental viev-points wero giv-t that this was not. reat pr-oolee¶ an4 that
the pro-e distortion effect could be reacved by calibration. this was not an unanlmious
view.

Sourc-a location was also the the.-e of Belleval ane Perulli's pres-entattcn. They
d-*gcrlbod the study of ther ihfra-rod radiation fro-A a hot let flo'W. unsteaty infar

railatton Is cheerved at a~oustnc -1q~~ d it is observed t~hat the inera-ror'
of this result vary betnen tvh t ext oxtrereb, o tilovevln_ rshe " - _,-. to be entIrely
fo•rtultoua and the other that the oineu* of .rund anl infri-rcd are -,n and the sa"
thing. This is-,La was net.- advanced further. At the* Meetin-1 Pe-rullt c:i4nmrunt rat c.:! on Utzk
.totit~t•es. Znfr.-- •roceptor _eas a&re aimd* at th.. 'lOw aJ.d she u.t.'..ady par"t of
the siqnal correlated. In this way statirtleal ch'raCteflsttcs Of the t i
soured.* are obt~ained. On the asup~nthat the t1w scale, spars scalos ane cerreta1tion-
O peedsV WO reAS2urmd aZ-V ala-1 t-o 1 a! she tunmtlence* stress teansor, the statilstlecal data

-?can beused In %am est-iza iomn of the 5stsreý strengttlh dlitrib',4tIon encc-or-dlnl to tI-jhtillla
theo*ry. Thi os echnc w as d eýs.c rlA i b1hy P..-rgi;li1. The 4Av* prnvlida'c noseatially- valual;e1
lnfornsle-:n bujt there ts still a wary tens way to go,- be~tore an unanbirooos 1msr-~rpratat on
ot she data to achie-vd.

- ~5- 'A Runningý thrcough &.ill the-" paper% dskalin4t wlh th-0 lrxerln4ntal flns-tofth
sOurce* Ais'rttut~len in real founi prdw lng i Io is the cetwen th Od -at t%;@
predlictions rs~do fret tho rttc cf reas-uiable. Ot!her altitln eight sit
look ressmaaab le. All the schnýs ror csted do not aroadueod the tai" r~xuit, vo &'Utt -Siuv

-? .In plart "0onpe>riftemtal errors Cr-i at "_ t-'. basic ezrat In kte sOPpreflft Ion &icb'#Wt,.
't. ut rt-f' hq4*t. rz-a ft _'Ut i 00C*Lnta#ila tahig"uity in t06W s-ouro- fulnction. -3

unt~u~cts icpossible '3nd this Is truea whather the soarce is dsesribedi tUrru4%
theore'ticall or expkerivmertal. tecniqes 'ie this satsAt fof affairs, dnevl:Popents alen;
'these lines azrr lIbely to bti based on ac taxs.il:oarlty with the typ o r su4tso that
can tic paoduved* by.- thve 5p9110.tlan of various plansz'ble diarintitc nehans.

The~re Is mc doubt that athe xet roa apiplizati~n Cf the ntbod rrentsn
emcr~~u a-yer onsib prvie r ipOrI!r-te theoresti-al troeatnmntu, and tna'iInv AZ46

that iýi-arnca It is worth while pausinq a little t-o consider !t ,KoeN gain att17M C!
ox-poctod froe Increasingly sePhlnttcsisadiams~ atds. Mar-Leg Paused it agom 'tb-at4
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- doacriptions can only be established through continued use. The situation is very
wimilar to that existing when light is reproduced through a hologram image. An observer
in the reconstituted field is quite unable to tell whether the field is generated by the
original events or by a laser hologram combination. However, experience has taught his.
that in most cases it is the real event, and one has learnt to rely on that simple
interpretation of the source field! But it is not unique! In a similar way theI
indeterminacy in these acoustic sources might be equally trivial and we will eventually
be able to rely on their indicated location of the important sound producing areas. But
only experience w~ll tell.

2. The Influonce of Mean F-low Structure on the Generation and Propagation of Sound.

The Meeting was reminded of Lig-athi 11's paper at an AGARD meeting 10 years
previously where then existing experimental evidence was compared with the predictio~ns

A of theory. In Lighthill t s model the sound increases in proportion to the 8th power of
velocity, subject to a modificac~ion .ue to eddy convection through the ambient fluid.
That convection increases the efficiency of quadrupole radiation. The only direction
imuno from convective chanqe is 90 degrees to the jet axis where the 6th power
dependence is expected. That: experimental data seemed to indicate that though the total
power increused in proportion to the 8th power of velocity a 6~th power law was more
appropriate at 90 degrees, presumably Lightbhill thought due to turbulence being relatively
less intense at. the higher Mach numbers. Lighthill had therefore concluded that the
convective effect was there in full, and brought the total power output back up to the
measlired 8th power proportionality, it being a coincidence that the convective effect:
exactly coipensated for the lethargy, of turbulence at high Mach number.

But since then Lush has published in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics an argument
that the experiment quoted by Lighthill is not representative of mixing noise, because

- in experiments he has conducted on a 4 et emerging smoothly fro'r, its nozzle the sound at
90 degrees scales on the 8th power of velocity, exactly as the unmodified Lighthill
thecty preicts be r thred quto d ingScione 4.eietnzleei odton eeulkl
thor prediooth. and thesi qnote enoinet aexperimetionozrle exth codtionswere unlikelyt
tojctwl be rmetadthine istow knon toseaceadeition fr4te.hpoe a.Ta

* Lush went on further to point out that convective effect~s are not found in
experiments made close to the axis of a subsonic jet. Csanady had shown previuusly that
-the convective augmentation of the radiation efficiency would be annihilated if the source
%**re surrounded by a flow relative to which it did not move. The acoustic output is
determined locally if the source is cushioned by a wavelength or so of moving fluid from
its static environment and cannot then be subject to convective amplification. Lush's
axperimental data confirmed this view, but it remains unktnown how much of the difference
beitween the idealised Lighthill model in which Round is assumed to propagate without
frusequent interaction with the mean flow or its gradient, and the experimental result
Is due to the inhibition of convective amplification and how much is due to refraction.
Experiments show that the difference between the Lighthill modelling and experiment begin
'to become obvious at the beginning of the high frequency range where ray theory and simple
1.dc4 of refraction apply

41he Meeting waz reminded again that acoustic interaction effects with mean flow

*. 7 containingj concentrated vorticity are important items of the experimental data. iaol~eche
inv(estiqaited sound transmission through a trailing vortex system, ths vortices being
gener~atid 1ýy a delta wing at incidence, and the sound by an electrically driven horn.
The rt~sulth. show a nu"Jor influence of vortex refraction, the sound rays passing through
'the vortex centre L'eing changed by as much as 10 decibels at reasonable flow speeds.
Rays r-,zu rotated in the direct.".on of vortex motion the largest change being measured for
thesa rayn 'pass'nq close to the vortex core. llolbeche compared the experimental results
with ithA prediotlone of ray theory, the comparison is extremely good.

-in repl.y to. questiona Holboche said that the ringular scattering effects predic.ted
* in'theo~atical analvoes that treat the vortex as a compact scatterer have FnOt been found

-inth-xeias ..hough they : re deliberately sought. No thought it pertinent however,
ýha-an votexg"-Lted with a delta wing has quite a different core structure from

thttet4i hu theories.

-nohrQ2ect of the propagation problem was described at the meeting in two
separate:--xparimentgl results where the sound of a noisy jet had been shielded by a nearby
small1 quiet jet through which its rcaas had to peass to th'e obsarvation Point. Hoch and.

A ~Hasukins dqncribed thia effect as measured on models of C4-4 Concorde ailoncer. That
consists of buckots which squeeze the jet into a fishtail flow In whose plano thes-Jot to
relitivtly quiet. Lhey described studies of the sound generated when two let* wer4 in
close proximity, one silenced by the fishtail process and the other not.* It waels that
that sound is completaly incapable of propagating through the silencod jot. In fact, they
-ame to the cenolusjion that 'one heard the nearest thing Ones saw", w intat a ~r mnt
it was the silanced jet. A Rolls-Royce sxperinent vat described whaxe tha noise of a
supersonic jet tw* shipided by ur to 10 decibels by an auxiliairy fizall jet at the gano
pressure ratio ptesing only 10 per ci of~ the smaso flow of tht prim~ary.

The experimental evidence pointo to major influences of mean flow gradienteo on "ny
sound propagating throtgh an Inhomogemsuous flow. IWben this is the -c~s i.t Is Ugrio hable
that an adequate dercription of tha jet noice problem can be bated on Lighthill' U acousotib
analogy . Though thwt analogy is eacat it it woit unlikcely th-at the stress to"n-or tart=
repxesenting the propagation through the various shear layers cart ever bo known' inJ
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sufficient deteai for tha analogy to probe useful.

nkother aspect of the eame problem concerns the mechantcr b.- which -et noise is
controlled in the, so called, fiehtailed jet. It may be that the noise pr.oducing eddies
are de-energised in the finhtailed flvw. In fact, they almost certaialy are, and this
aspect we shall return to in Section 5, but there are two influerces &ttrilbutable to
propagation effects.

The flow structure in these jets appears to be a central fast jet shielded by a
relatively slowly moving fan that forms the fishtail. This fan may have two effects;
firstly it may effectively irolate the noise nroducing turbulence on the edge of the
central jet, from the environment and so inhibit the convective implification. In this
respect the effect is similar to that noted by Lush for high frequency noise close to
the axis of a circular jets but also the fan provides a flow with diffurent noise
propagation characteriatics adjacent +o ',xe jet and the sound generated in the jet
interior may be refracted away from the plane of the fishtatl to produce there a zone of
relative silence. St does not seem to be known which of thise two possibilities is
the dominant one; no doubt that will be the subject of future study.

Two theoretical papers bore toiewhat on this subject. The first, by Mani, considered
the radiation from a point source embedded ir a uniform slug flow. The second by Lilley,
dealt with developments based on Phillips' equation that accounts implicitly for a
spacewise variation of the propagation constants.

Hani's problem is an idealized one, where a point source Is located on the axis of
a jet contained within a vortex sheet. He has studier the sound radiated Into the staticenvironment by the embedded moving source. There was considerable debate &s to how well
this model problem represents a real jet flow, and no doubt there are always important
differences when the frequent- is high enough that the acoustic wavelength is comparable
with the shear layer thickne . The lover frequency elements slould however te modelled
adequately provided the eheý Laý e turbulence level is small enough that the sound can
be regerded as a small pertu:haJ..on of an otherwiae laminar flow. But this is unlikely
to .be the case in practice. This point will be returned to below.

What Nani'e anodl problem does, and does in a completely unambiguous way, is to show
that mean flow effects can be very considarable indeed and can give rise to consequences
that are simply not predActable from the acoustic analogy in which the effects are
ignored. Mani quantified the differences as far as the radiated power is concerned. He
showed how the effect of convective amplification was negated by 'Jet shielding' provided
only that the jet is thick enough on a wavelength scale and the mean flow Mach number not
negligible. These conclusions are broadly in .greement with Lush's data, but as Lush
pointed out at the Meeting, his experimental observation concerned the intensity of
sound at separate points, and not the overall power, which was the only parameter
cousidered by mani.

Mani went on to doscribe the influence of jet density in the radiation field. He
considered the case where the product pc' is conserved acrosm the vortex sheet and
therefore as the dentity is varied su is tle speed of soumd, and the jet thickness as
wts&Crd on the wavelength scale. A cýangq in jet density has, therefore, two effects
in his mod 4. Firstly, tter il a density discontinuity at the shear laymr which must
have a dynaaic effect. Secondly, theot.is the variation *n the wave proptrtion properties
within the jet a4 the speed of sound is varied., In itnverse proportion to the square rootof density, and it fact it seezed from the ore-entation that this latter efifect was thewre .signifirant, In this model ho established the influence of mean flow density on the

Scoustic powdr radiated fro a point source. On the assumption that this sensitivity of
the radiation offcivency to let denity carries over to turbulienic prcduced sound, the
strength of the tut-bulence source of itl-f belng propcrtioral to Jet dnsity, NxrbA foundI that hit *04l predicted the evorifzntsl data obtained at Vte NGV arnd $WECMA extremely

.; 5 t.wll. He %akes the i -rtant point that thi variability of noise with changes in Jat
density need not b* exp-ained a-titely in ter" oa the bnic source strength which seems
SW be an ecualty Uipotant efiet to do vith the radiatisn iotedanee and its dependence

on dneity

--Mil auarib 4,Vel•op•sRnts te- theory, dliberately aired at accounting for wean
.. 0,fieoss Anhcoaoqervi u.e t4Pn Is t-Aszed on the ldes that nwtdKý "n be -dascribed tkzacratie~ilyI as a anal) peturbtion -about a basi-adly laninar flow, *Ad the equation that dota that

4- f isof c nt the 0ne 44ed to Invesftiga te thsa bilit Of fha lamair flw. there woe

-U bWnAd to Inture ln this UProVah to tho acoustic profngsttoi' Problem.

Th bigi todot;;llf boe1 vstdt6*cond orestabiit :r9
knw fhiýrti iia*11*L3 * ptr t-utnstions butMaei.

motaio of the Iltr~i f ielid iU *xpwntielly growiagq becaus. of the iwitability thti1
clearly it -it poiritteaw -to *55t-0& that tis*0 catn rnaain linewar. In the OjecuseivioI linarffect. ts a W happteý t manr.W anr, It WA* "his, viev that the acoustci
C. dic-tton problem c•otld .!tilb re.d as k .isnitWily lii"flx of even though non-

-t.- ,p.oble - ti s•l-vbtL•.ditte.atfly 0 ,uoacoww Ott ftsantal *f ets-Seas fould this noticl .tether 6*fuA4it4g Aiat qa -i it it damoatroat* that 1;y apýrocti g
lOWa stfec Uthis 10u had be dkine t I,*avwluthuhl~U f the div resonn.s
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associated wJth mean flow inhomogene.tien which simply couldn't be anticipated by a
formal application of the acoustic analogy. Having said that it seams that there is
still some way to go before this approach can load to results that have not been
previously derived by .ome other form of analysise that is, eiter from the acoustic
analogy or from the other limit, ray theory. In between the problem is complicated, and
will probably have to be approached numerically. No numerical results were presented to
the meeting.Ihe philosophy behind this type of modelling was debated at some length.
Exp4rimontal observations of the jet otructare indicate that the flow is very different
from a weakly perturbed laminar shear layer, The view that it was most unreasonable to
expect sound to propagate thiough such a very rough jet boundary in a way that even
approximated to the transmission of sound through a smooth flow with the profile of the

* mean jet was expressed forcibly. On the other hand it was reported that stcbility
analyses that aAelled the large eddies as evolving weak Instabl3ity waved driven from
a lamIner flow with the mean velocity profile have much in common with the measured
shear layer turbulence. The convection spend, characteristic scale and even the growth
rate of "'he eddies as they propagqate downstream are predicted to high accuracy. lhs
may or may not be a coincidence. Professor Hichalke described how in a computation of
this kind he had worked out strsnk lines which bore a retnrkable similarity to rariui
v'iuaizasitons ot experimental jet flows. Crighton, Krishnamurthy and Hichalke
described how they had independently calculated the growth of instability waves on a
diverging shear layer and Crightoa said that he had continued the analysis to a point
where the interactien with the nozzle boundary and the subsequent radiation of sound
could be described analytically. They collectively seoemd to have no doubt that it war
relevant to descrLbe the large noise producing eddies as being the instability products
of the primary flow, the stability of which was determined by the mean velocity profile.

I * Another view was expressed also and seemed to find equal nupport. That was, that
the eddying tations are so intense that they quickly deform the velocity field on which
they grow their amplitude being dctermined by an esa*ntially non-linear process. tn fact,
an individual eddy grows on a jet wvose structure during the eddy evolution tire Is -
completely different from that of any nominally steady flow. In fact some felt that the
opposite view to stability might be taken. It is not the mean flow that supports
instabilities that are observed as the large scale eddies, but it is the large scale
eddies, which are the characteristic debris of the initially thin shear layer that
dete.'sine the mean flow structure. That Wan flow is established as the average taken
over in ensemble of many individual eddies growing according to the velocity field at
thei: time of existence.

In one view, the mran profile determines the eddies, in the other th'e .ddies
s determine the mean velocity profile. That debate is likely to continue for a long time

and shows every promise of providing fertile ground for progress towards a real
understanding of the sotand producing elements of turbulence.

3. Distinctive Large Eddy Structures; Are They Detrministic Events?

The Meeting witnesied new developments in the current trand Away from the statistical
* description of turbulence and sound towards a more definite modelling of distinct

elementary %otions thought to create soufii ofiective.y. This ±&vy much the 4eveloant
I that Powel foresaw tn the meting organiaed t-en years previously. The attractiveness of the

view is easily appreiated, because many of the motions can be visualiiwd effectively and
several eyperiment.a described at the meeting dealt with particu'arly graceful4ddying/ ~~forms. The technical relevance of especially powerful isolated soures is obviou S~n 0*.!-:A-M

t the highest irteasity peaks in any noise s' gnal M-cur infrequeintly and must be generatedby an extremly effective transient force motion. whe -apar by Naurau and fH nung
-~ ~>dencrl~bing the sound produced by the interaction of & shocke wave with a concentratedvortex was a superb example of how beautiful the experimental vAsuelivation of the process

can be, and how much damper it is possible to dalve into tho detiled f .ysto. of the
problam once the source process is identifiable in a ditinct enough *nne that it en

detetminisatic when one coreentvates ou a suf ficientlv localise sAs- i of that. .l10:1 bPAL
the innovation seeAs to be that the". are particularly re~lvant a•nais to be selselted
that giva rise to extrewely poverful round r•orces. We cim look. forward to c ýfi:Oql
samling experients in which the *ost effective s•our-e wtions ar extracted from the
bulk of the turbulent motions and studied i j10*y 'Auch g•eato. dapth emd etatl t has

jbeen ponkible to date. Tiha evtdeun:e for this view is tr, falloud..

iOaAsureismt of the distant iicise field troza the Oiyaua :5,93 turbo 3Ifat ýthat po-4er*
*Concorde were described. At the highest -jtet vsflocitiss thesan visnt"t subJec~tive

catgorseda a crac~kling #wind but thern apVe4acn to beno diet1"ir'gAihale difforevnes An
the Spectral cotenat of the tie of a•• a tacllr--.gi• aieg i-t. the pro0 4-o".ty

AX~t$ ~ duitibtwonof a r~ckisvzjat is btWi" sksviad andtow'retf~ntl cutnskowias fector In tfle -ditanft t.cm t1.i_ d of
the " 6 -" i 0 -as -t...o t.

the radiated field. A* hte -u~to r~ nat"Iyp*t
ot*-rmO therrtulati p s.Q nSee64o04b tttenwk

*je lv*And Aot int some i41toy cry 64 that patclr .4"ne

UW sicl*pike foru.stjion W& bees* ocorwd --toanriz$aWa*1i' tottyn&4. oW0401 jet flw ?tthutsore woe" ft. u e twdtriNe£auadaos~



talsuopa tMe tondency for spike formation was at a maximum if the telescope was
focussed at, a reajion appjroximately ten diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. The jet
con4Li~ons Eene extiremry sidd~lar to those of the Olympus at high speed. In the model
situation there was no possibility of a cellular standing wave system because the jet
modal jet at the same .%slocity but not ideally expanded also displayed the opiky
crackr1U;1 charactentctics at high speeds. Because of the clear subjective signif!,caince
or the spikes their possible origin was debated at some length at the meeting. It seems
Unlikely that thkv can rca~Ult from non-linear propagation of a signal that initially
rtartz, Its ýovrnesi with an munkewed. probability distribution because it is extremely o
difficult to identify any process by which non-linear effects bring about this skewness.

Ov the other hand Obermeiar described to the meeting a modelling oE the behaviour
the Tio egration through which he was able to show that-on passing through a cwastic
an IN' wave acquired momentarily a distinct spikiness ir the positivc pressure part of
the signal with a rounded expansive trough. It was maid that sp~ikes were present in the
near "Ic aity ,5f th; 5At and that the probability-distribution of the signal with
crackle did not seem to evolve during propagation over a distince from 5 diameters away
from the jet to 150 diameters. That indicated the spikes resu:lt from a distinctive
source activity rather than from some characteristic large amplitude. But the possibility
that the signal cohtinually forms new caustics cannot: yt be ruled out. It was reported
however, that if the jet were exhausted through a notcheod nozzle that produced a
characteristic fishtail, then in the plAiWi of the fishtail the spikes were absent andI; also the sound there was at a very rigeh reduced level.

if the spikes are genr.rated by a particularly efficient transient source they are
probably morc eas..l4 Ljdelled when they are reigarded as deterministic events. Legeridre
emphasised that it was a matter of comac experience that violent events are extremely
noizy. In fact the essence of an eificl~nt sound source is that the characteristic time
scale of the vmt~io is swLil ..nough compared Ct it.s scale that th" ratio of the two,
which tot=s a chsacaeristio velocity of the r' .don, is su"ersonic. Then the eddy is

non~oapat ndfell inteoposite ertreine cc' that t~ated by the acoustic analogy.
Far from the sound beinql a smal. perturbati-ýin c& ..sud by flo%., the wave field is then of
the sarva or-lax oC ,ragu$tud. tas the basit: source motion.* An impulsively arrested41boudAery moticon caused all the lecmi oresy to ýe rudintid as sound. 0. 1. Taylor has
worked out- how all the vir~x.31 energy around a slo-ly moving sphere is shed off as sound
if the sphere is impultivel~y arrested. That is the most effective nerodynamic sound
source yet modelled, .zrd i~t is alto tti .zound source mos~. completely modelled, for there the

mo ioIs describe in analyti.cal detail * There reems no doubt therefore, that
identifialble large eddying mo~tion* that tithes: grow rapidly enough, or acvolerate
saufficitntly abruptly, can tort "taft~cly uriful eelm of jet noisit hources, And the
Neetiag was presentad with sev~r~rl fac~inating dGSCriptio'3 of suli motions.

PolJrvart howd the Hooting the latest of his facinating films produced in
conjunction with Wijnando aodfj zicnhrst. Polder-yoart described bia study as an
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visualised V1t a. stroaowspi c ac~tion and by control at the relati e phase betwecn jet
excitati1on. mnl viscn, thkc e -0 otion #:An lie slowed de--. Indefinitely. This scheme
offtwa the Potential for -stvidyinq the 01410te detailv of this (#Xtreaely Powerful noise
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travel downstream into a system of larger and less numerous eddying motions. This view
of the turbulent mixing process holds the promise of a much more rational understanding
of the sound producing motion than is ever likely to be possible in the conventional-
statistical description of shear layer turbulence.

An experiment in a similar vein was described by Emmerling. He had studied with
Meier and Dinkelacker the pressure perturbation on a plane surface supporting a turbulent
boundary layer. They had developed an extremely novel method of measuring the surface
pressures in which a test section of the surface was constructed with an array of compliant
optically reflecting segments whose deviations under the unsteady pressure could be
measured by optical means. Eumerling described in imense detail the behaviour of certain
violent transient motions in the boundary layer as they grew and travelled downstream.
He reported a veOL high correlation between the large scale structure across the
turbulent boundary layer and the occurrence of distinct pressure eddies at the wall.
With this experimental scheme in which distinct motions are measured rather than the
statistics of the motion a powerful verification of a dynamic model has been obtained.
The experiments are consistent with the view that the large scale motions of the
boundary layer induce a changing boundary layer profile which erupts ±n a locally
unstable region to generate extremely active bursts of turbulent energy.

From these presentations, all concentrating on identifiable features embedded in a
nominally chaotic flow, one can see that the subject is in a very exciting transitory
state in which the statistics of the flow is gradually being de-emphasised. By
concentrating on identifiable events in the turbulence there seems to be a promise that
important items of the motion will be understood in far greater depth. With that there
is every possibility that the understanding will lead to eventual control of the large
eddies and the dominant radiated noise.

4. Excess Noise

The Lighthill theory of sound generation by turbulence is an asymptotic theory valid
-for sufficiently low Mach number. The most outstanding prediction is that the sound
intensity will scale on the 8th power of jet velocity. Yet experiment seems to indicate
that there is an inevitable departure from the 8th power law as the jet velocity is
reduced. In most practical situations the departure occurs at a relatively high speed,
at jet exit velocities of 1000 feet per second. But from the clean nozzle flow exhausting
from a smooth reservoir of high pressure air the 8th power law can .be maintained down to
jet speeds of the order of 300 feet per second. The reason that the 8th power law is not
maintained to wery low epeeds is thought to be that there is in addition to the
Lighthillian mixing noise other sources of sound which become the dominant sources once the
jet speed is reduced sufficiently that the jet mixing noise is smaller than the sound of
these other additional sources. The term Oxcess noise has been coined to deal with these
other sounds, and since the definition is intended to cover all other sources thare can
be no unique explanation as to the origin of the excess noise.

One source of sound additional to the mixing noise is that generated when turbulent
eddies scatter the wave energy of shock waves that form in improperly expanded Supersonic

,t jets. Often the energy so shed is sufficiently powerful that on interaoting with the jet
nozzle it provokes an eddy in the jet shear layer to travel downttreuw to scatter the
shock energy once more a characteristic time later. That regenerates a sound i a4s and
thia procese leads to a discreet frequency sound known as screech. The W eO cycle it
easily controlled and is probably not of great technological significance.

Until recently it was only the frequency of the screech cycle that had ben
properly predictable from any theoretical modelling. But the rneettng heard Havor-Bourlie
and Fisher describe a quantative modelling of the sound generated by tubulence InterActing
with an array of sho0S in a superconc jet. They deacribed- a model in iwhih a turbulaft
eddy trivels downstream at about the ran sheair layer velocity. mintaining cohere,0-nce end
surviving the interaction with several successive shocksc. In thisway the oud generted
when the eddy Interacts with shocks forms a phased evray of acoustic emitters, aild thi.s

leads to a distinct-and predictoble directionality of -the radiated sounds, 'a- directional ity
whzolly attributable to the geometry and phasing of the array.~ Ths hrerSum ise
model takes no acount of any. posflble directionality. to_ thes ound rakdiate~d by. an~y OU41

-Ushock %luring vodrtex #tgcitation. P1 abet ad IRsrpor'louxne Rind nxperimsatally that -t&4e
strength of' the radiated wAVe is in direct ptoportion to thii pressure io frnears
the neon thock waves of th- jet. Thay have. pro•uy-da-mode• in which the "t itt of th.
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accounted for the observed tendency for jet noise to increase with the reducing density
at low jet velocities but to increase with increasing density at high jet speeds.
Lush and Fisher went on to show that this interpretation though consistent with the
experimental model was actually no more than an esptrical fit because a more careful
which scale. in proportion to the sixth power of velocity and not four.

Some debate arose on this po!nt Professor Lilley not agreeing that the fourth power
term vanished on careful analysis, though there seemed little doubt in Lush's mind. The
meeting was not presented therefore with a convincing account of the reasons why the
temperature effects on jet noise were those experimentally measured though the paper by
Lush and Fisher provided an excellent empirical fit to that data. It was not clear that
the source of the fourth power of velocity term was properly attributed to the
non-isentropic mixing, and bearing In mind that the meeting had already heard Mani's
paper in whivh the temprature dependence had been accounted for, not as a source term
but as an effect arising from the variable propagation of sound within the jet, it seems
that this subject 's far from ozosed.

Mont of the studies conducted und"• the general heading of excess noise have
concentrated ot soun4 generated either within the engine or jet pipe system or by the
iftSaCt 2 of turbulence with the not~le plane t. This subject was described by Crighton.
It was inteestiug that though this is an area on which much of the recent jet noise
research had been concentrated, and which is clearly the one most relevant to the noise
of modern engian with thi low specific tarust, Crighton's was the only paper on this
topic.

Crighton SePhaused ';hat all practical flows would have a certain level of turbulence
at the noezle exit plane. %his turbulence would induce an unsteady thrust and to a lesser
extent an unsteady mas flow, acoustically equivalent to a dipole and a weak monopole
respectively. the sound iLdud by notzle based turbulence would therefore scale on the
sixtA power of velocity at lw snough speed and must as the MaIch number is reduced
overwhelm jet mixing noile. Crilhton vent on to show that eveA if the nozzle flow was
generated frow an absolutely smooth upstream reservoir, the tark'tlence in the downstream
jet. mixing layer would inwvitably induce unsteady pressure perturbations at the nozzle
ciusing unsteady noxzle exit flow. Thev nozzle based sound io tterefore an inevitable
part of jet noise however smooth the tpstream coditions. Thii nozzle based source has a
characteristic directionality, the week monopole exactly. cAn"lled the sound of the dipole'in
the downstream direction and augmnts it in the upstream x -eiAon. Nozzle based sources
have therefore a characteristic tendency to radiate to h~qh Anigles and into the forward
arc. Crighton went on to show how these sources, being &ttoched to the aircraft, are
subject to Doppler effects associated with the aircraft mtc. These Doppler effects
increase the f.vquency in the ' forward direction and incsreae tAe intensity of the nozzle
based sound by the inverse fourth power of the bappler f•etor. Crighton reported that
these effects were consistent with recent .xpariiantal d*t, :and that the directionality
of the nozzle based sources is quite the opposite from tht' due to internally generated
sound which. tends to radiate wrefareuntilW into the -e*a ard arc.

Crighton also described a method of parametric empliflcation of internal noise.
The mechanim .hae is that sound incidnt fro upstream (or possibly froo the outside of
a jet ptp., can :trxqiar at the nmotle exit -v'te a et Sh'at layer wave which grows
exponentially durng its Initial travl ;tetraam. ti ingwave acts ba)cc and it
scattaerd by the sharp lip of the. nottle to S'ritrate so•U•A4, y effectively ineedo. I.
fact Crighton said that it was possible to show that this, vechanisMa vans capablel of
aocouc.ting for the 34th ampl0ifitionafc esrd late al by Crw 0h had
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detailed theoretical Aodolliag could hardly be relevant. !Even if the theoretically
modelltcd source is the one most dominant In the practical situation there Is still a long
way to go before the model is describe effectively at the range of parometere
charaoterimtic *2 the actual experimwntal situation.

S. The Control of Jet NoieseI
In a joint paper Hch and Hawkins described the soarch for-jet noise suppression

devices that ins been sponsored by the Concorde programm and it wasB interesting to
observe how small A pattt of the probloo was occupied by conventional jet noise of the
type that has been tackled in the past by multi-tubed and multi-spoked nozzles of one
type or antother. c~rtainly the prograune had Its ad hoc asearch for nightmare nozzles,but in the main Itcht and Hawkins* described a rational process by which efforts are made
to ideatiUy the principal noise sources tAich are then t~acted one by one.

The most outstanding feature is the directional suppression properties of notchedK
nozzles of ethe type used on the latest Version of the Concorde with the type 28 nozzle
system. Static noise reductions of am~r than lOad are reported with a thrust loss less
than 5 per cent at maximum take-otR power, wan the fundamental cause of this reducttion
is still a matter ot debate. The notched nozzle flow appears to be a central jet with a
subsidiary lateral fiubtailed flow etaergtng from the notches. it seems that this
cowposite flow is not as %nstable as thea circular jet to lateral disturbances so that.
Oath large scale powerful-lateral jet motions tholught to generate the principal noise of
the unsuppressed jet are Inhibited. And It may~be that the effect of the lateral flow
Is to shield the noise produced. in ithe cenwtral, jet core from propagating into-tile
.lateral directions * Anid pens ibly the sound Is sImply refracted away from those directions
or perhaps the eddy cotsvection effects, so important -at -these- jet speeds,. are modified
because the-eddy is moving less quickly relative to the locAlenvironment provided by theI auxiliary lateral flow. But whatever the explanation it stems clearV that the principal
noise generated by a very high speed jat is subject to at leafst ~directional control and
other previously, less important noise' problons..,beoome dominant issues.

The meeting heard how auxiliary ttuhtailed Jets could be placed adjacent to a noisy
high speed jet to shield its noise. tvideatly this procedure is riot yet optimised but
the tests done to date indicate that a distant obs -erver hears only the noise of those

... .. .. .parts of the jut with aW uninterruptetd mbient flow propakgation path. 10 decibels of
shielding was reported from relatively'small jets adjac~ent to large noisy ones. Bat again
it is not clear whetter the auiir-dacw e.iodifiaa the -sound at ýsource or merely
its propagation characteristics.

LIOnly one othar item bore directly on the control of jet mixing noite and that was a
s--" rport from Professor Youl# that. swirl could ha a beneficial effect -.A let mixing noise

though evidence an-tb pois ont was still extreml pre
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conducted with Ronneberger in which they had measured the influence of mean flow on the
impedence of a perforated plate. Much of the behaviour could be explained in terms. ofI the resistance offered by the porous plate to flow across it, but there was some
indication that non-linear hehaviour had to be taken into account, and experiments on
that are evidently just beginning. *

The possible developmoivt of short. take-off and landing aircraft calls for lift
augmenting devices that mig~ht involve the jet being directed at a system of flaps.
The interaction of the jet with those flaps is known to be a powerful acoustic source
whose control is still in its infancy. The basic noi~se generated by the flow about the
aeroplane as opposed to the engine generated noise is also emerging as an important
item on large aircraft in high-drag landing configurations. This is another item that
is only nov beginning to attract the attention of noise control workers.
The.... The shielding afforded by an Airframe structure has yet to be exploited progerly.

The eetng ear ofprojects where the engines are located above the wiags to 9 leld
their noise from the ground. It seems to be an open Issue as to he* effective such shields
can be and there is a real possibility that additional sources will be created by the
interaction of jet turbulence with the trailing edge of the shielding wing. It may be
necessary to place engines very close to the upper surface of the wing to optimise such
shielding effects, in which case problems arise regardin~g the possible generation rMf
noise in the compressor operating on highly distorted boundary layer inlet flow. Also
large unsteady structural loads can be expected on the surfaces beneath the jet mixing
region.

The meeting was told that the space-shuttle being constructed in the American
space programme. had new and important sources of noise associated with its novel flight
regime.

The emphasis now being placed on discreet eddying motions and the drift away from
the statistical approach shows promise for the future. The importance of the noiue
generated by distinct powerful but isolated events points the need to a conditional
sampling approach to experimantal jet noise r'rsearch. The meeting saw the results (if
several extremely effective flow visualisation techniques and no doubt these will also
have an important bearing for the future.

On thb theoretical side there is a possibility that non-linear propagation effects
must be admnitted and studied and their relevance to practical noise problems determined.

P~ The current tendency to ignore their ef fect may be misleading.

J most of tha debate on aerodynamic noise concerns the fundanental mechanisms by which
I sound Is created; it rarely ventures into what is technologically the most important area

V the control of jet noise. There is good reason for this of course becaus silencers are-I' traditionally studied ir comm~ercial companies researching to develop a product. Xt may
well be thAt the long term progress would be enhanced if research laboratories joined in
tha search end studied the changes in the flow and in the sound that results from various
silencing scheme.p in very much more depth than has been past practice, mid ACAiU) might
have a role to play in encouraging such work.

it became clear at the meotinq that there are two now problems of outstanding
Spractical importance. The first is the entire issue of excess noise and its control.

The second It the effect of flight oh the various sources of soand and the appartnt
inability to predict the level of noise 4n aircraft will Make given only. its noise (Onder
otatic conditions at ground level. The teasons for this should be established as a
matter of ur%=ncy* and wayg of simulating flight efftctively either in a wind tunnel
poasibly simil-Ar to that described by Do Haett, or In a flying tost bad or vith a moving
*ngito platform aust be found. So far it is far ttcm clear whAt kind of facility woulAd
be *out effective but it 6a becomig obvious that such a facilituy would be expeosive and
might w*-lI requirs ut~~nlspot A~ihko could placy an i!nxort41nt role In

4 defining and encouragqi 15A provision of 4n effective flight noise siatio facility.
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Recotmendatlons
It is currently impossible to predict with confidence the noise that will be

emitted by an aircraft in flight given only its noise at ground leveL under static
conditions. The noise of all future aircraft will have to be guaranteed to meet
definite certification levels so the task of devising a reliable flight noise prediction
method $s of paramount importance. AGARD might consider tAe setting up of a working"panel to define and recomend ways of providing the means by which this indeterminacy
can be removed. it may be that teats ha,. to be conducted under controlled conditions
on a moving jet noise platform or a major acoustie wind tunnel m&y be necessary or a
versatile noise flying test bed. Such a facility may require mAultLU-tional support
of a kind that AGARM might well proVide.

The aerodynamic noise field is one that is currently eve.':.ing extremely rapidly
and many changes ocour between the specialist meetings that A(JA(i orgatise on the
subject. It would be useful therefore to hold the s8eosalsk- meitings more freqtvntly,
possibly annuaily.

AGA1•RD might stimulate the exchange of Inforvation regarding noise suppression
techiiques which have in the past been developed within cormercial institutions where
they are not subject to the depth of study required for their detailed Understanding.
But their development is costly, AGARD vight provide the initiat-ve for an aircraft
noise reduction programe which could be conducted in sufficient depth that the
detailed changes being made by the various silencing schemes iere properly understood
and documented. K positive effort is needed to inject deep ai&ntific enquiry into
practical traditionally ad hoc suppressioa studies.
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OPEN G ADDRESS

by

ire. R.lgendre
The Chairman of the Programme Committee

Although not myself - pecialist in acoustics, I have a strong interest in the subject and
I was pleased to accept the Fluid Dynamics Panel's request to organize this Specialists'
Meeting; I knew I could rely on the assitance of those who are experts in the field.

Sir James Lighthill is unable to attend our meeting because of other commitments,
but his name will be mentioned many times during this conference. We are very happy
to have Professwr Ffowcs Williams with us; although not a member of the Fluid Dynamics
Panel he has given us a *vJy great deal of 8sdsisneo in preparing the meefti for which I
thank him vaxy much.

I hope this meeting will reach, and perhaps go beyond, the level of the successful
one at Saint Louis on Aircraft Engine Noise and Sonic Boom, in 1969. Indeed our
purpose is not to repeat the Saiat Louis discussion but to extend our understanding
beyond that achietvt there. It will be a difficult task; noise is closely linked with
turbulence, and after 50 years of study we st ca•ot claim complete understading
of that subject.

After Profesr Ffowcs Williams' introductory paper, which will deal with basic
mechanisms, you will hear several pers on Jet noire. These will show that there has
teen more marked propres in the field of experimental methods and results than in
developing Lighthli's theory. 2. do not say this in a critical• y; we need more
knwledge of the existing situatioa before we can formulate rational theories. I hope-tl discus"' will deal with the coielattlm between Ugihthil's quidrupwe theory[
and the iclative disp'laccfut of vortex rows movinj at different velocities. Tbheme ae
only a few pqprs oo sas boom, but they contbutW •ell on the subject. The
relatwoAhip between boundaty tayers sad noise is a d1tficult s•uect: we hope more
work in ft hild will rault from the papas prcazte&.

We W• Pwp ft• P•-a at our meet~ti f=• four other AGA RD pVm4, but ia
ft event, wt Unv two only, the- Ae=rAoc Wtdau Pnl and the Sttuctufre and Ultauia
INjPe We think thmo ptn -ow m" kw dwhk coarbuzin to our meeing
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IMPMUIVB 80DhSS OP AERODYNAMIC SOUND.

by

John H. Pfowos Williams
University Engineerilng Department,

Cambridge.

The rapid acceleration of large bodies causes the local motion to shed its kineticw energy into the radiation field, For example, a body steadily moving in potential flow

sheds all its 'viitual' energy into sound if it is brought to rest impulsively. Such
rapidly accelerated lare scale motions therefore represent an extremely efficient
source of aerodazio sound. Motions of thi : type are diI:ussed with a vien tc ex-
plaining the origin of occasional particularly violent pressure transients that are
observed In the noise field of high velocity jets.

Steady flows generate the sound of an organ or flute without the action of surface
vibration In a musical but mechanically inefficient manner. The driving flow, with
velocity U, develops instabilities that yield an unsteady velocity of mag•itude aU say
with a oharaoteletio frequenoy U/1 set by the mouthpiece length scale I which is

zatqsedto a pipe resonance frequency. The unsteady pressuies In the flow, of order,call drive r esonant mi. otion in the pipe to a sufficien|tly high amplitude that the
driving pressure can be balanced by the radiation pressure at the pipe opening which is
snall on the acoustic length scale. The oscillating volume flow into and out or the
pipe constitutes a compact monopole that forces a radiating pressure field tcU1/r
associated with which is a resonator response velocity aU. The driven motion within the
organ pipe is therefore of the same order as that at the mouthpiece and must have an
A esatial back reaction oR the flow even though the energy radiated as sound is ex-
tremely s•all, of order a'M times the mechanical energy in the driving flow, U being
the Mach nuber U/o. Therefore, though it is true that the acoustic pressures can be
related to the drivi:ng flow of which they form a mere by-product, that flor is itself
dependant mm resonator characteristics. Then the specification of the sound field as a•,. function of the flow parmaerete complete as tt is, fails to be particularly helpful

for the epoential prblem of determining the source velocity has been avoided by citing
1it v a pa.ter. The organ pipe pro'blem will not be fully 'understood' till the

untrloaeies of unsteady flow in a coupled resonator and mouthpiece are worked out in
detail, and this is still a very long way off.

la forming the subject no aerodynamic sound Lighthill (1951) deliberately avoided
situations in which the unsteady flow might be considered sensitive to the field it
drives. He concebtrated on problems where sound to generated by flow in the absence
of resnators,. or Bounding , ar and considered o•nly those cases, where energy lost
to so~und to an • Inlgiicant fraction. of the energy flux i. the flow. But the velocity
toield d-Yo by tie anlyn q1adrupoles of- his acoustic analoy do not actually
realn "ale in ccpnaftio with the drvlwugttirbulauce, for near a quadrupole of
stength. desui•tl u he pressur is eU 2 ( 9 r)S and this is associated with a driven

_ j -elocity fieldf order U, W the tA•uapio that the source length and time Acalee
are I and I/ nspaetily. A ertiulTr quaedrupole in thb analogy appears therefora
to be hiighl affected by i1t Induced near field, and it is clear that the acoustic
.aalogy.#i•- which the quadriuole ltr.ngth is cousidered detereined lndependantly Ait its

Sfi.lt. e " . nO bawls or. •nvetigattirg th deteils of sound evolution in the near
field of that e-ly , A4iii, as An the ease of the orgn pipe, though the analogy
pJu"-ids&a a oca~plte speoifieatida of the don-d field in tems or, soure flow paraeters,
It lea1n A V great 4sl ufisq1A Vest of te recent dvelovanntat In zbý theo.r of
-oro.4yu%.ice ham b the is ovb ncel-ag of Prti.lasr s"ource. flowe and

intb4 $Atail4 oc Yt~tliot or tu4 f -4 in th *1loimit? of eip#0Ul*134t strong sourcek
c~tressuc asturulecedriven ncmn~t bubble. (eflphtimt and Pfiwivs Wiliam s 1968)

*b~�h da.fi arftoee of Ulare iscat.ortug cnr-.etic. (Crijriton 1972). These develop-
suis flic Lg~ii~l'sWor tituLCl asthas~rcengi so wst1V _unsxe to be in

s09f 460e . -•c•vo W tho tebusttic SCal*m. ta th•. rto of" flow elooik, to t0 acoustic
apnd to takna a WAl espeaiop pmntswt. TDA .nerv rsdiated ae aUn to isW thlee
c**a a. negligible frmoct an or thakt isTh Zio 4N VU- ode con, be srlstlý" that t0e
setarc- U-tIC•t 4 deerined.. id-. de MW��.- eMW --the ion 'ftWid ad ca•n in

low* che UcU2msbr vshaoy ha rin be stortttho4 vi t~e 1imit te deaeribe 7000tnoi•s l _reb1n S aervwitt4 totu-*t e te ,etavarat Mach. nugb.er. ar f-ln'

avail fl r no ot at *11 **Al Irv owMXsct lizvortant *sw nsventLe
fl-on sad itattza 4rtt Wy '$t hobok Waves ;Whtct Ar* iv no0 nM-xaA ztcg11jble by

0- V. t te tlO* 1100 -c SO this p*eer it to

jtaet t74eatlinr sew tto *t c uha-- v, jhi U4gbspe pct L lqwght, be- -iodeld sore
*tfstiny ad t s~~uia6 0ibocriti f s me poli& clneroterle~tics foxtir ini

t06h ol mti a ffd of, au* pn1o set. Tn _re-t tireo o$-:P0Je flseowtxt 'to tt of the
t#acoastia *Ima C bezl Us:0 rtovre ltzh Attt~ r iii~c !,it taaidra nh e * 1sr er thanft ~ ~fr bwir4- or, i.M~ltrw~ t .of a lwLrdbaoU t&* ItefconstituiteA
the scoutid eshsaw.ter~stVtnute s"aadtesudfed a
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Sound is generated by unsteady f .w, so th t the relevant measure of time scale
is that on which the flow ohangesw u anndJ%# being written Por the characoteristic
magnitudes of particle velocity and its rate of change. If sound can cross the source
motion in a small fraction of this time, then all points are effectively heard instant-
sneously and the source field is said to be compact. That is the limit treated by the
usual acoustic analogy for aerodynamic sound generation. But if the flow changes in a
time very much smaller than that required for sound to cross it, then different elements
are heard independently and the source is said to be non-compact. The non-compact caseI ccrrmsponds therefore to extremely rapid rates of change in flow velocity the limiting
case being that of an impulsive acceleration. We will review some aspects of impulsive
motion and then examine their possib~.e relevance to aerodynamic sound.

* Consider first some low Mach number impulsive motions in which the velocity u
changes discontinuously in a propagating wave across which the pressure rise is Ct
(u= ti). Any impulsively started boundar" motion will cause such a wave field. For

* example G.I. Taylor (1942) showed that if a spherical body of density equal to that of
the surrounding fluid were subject to an impulse, then one thir'd of the energy im-
parted by that impulse would radiate as sound. Impulsively driven motions evidently
induce sound fields in which the energy is comparable to that of the main flow. It is
this feature that makes them extremely interesting within the aerodyamic nois content,
their relevance being more obvious possibly from Longhorn's (1952) analysis. From that
it is apparent that the energy shed into sound by an impulsively retarded motion is
exactly the kinetic energy of the (non-radiating) flow previous to the deceleration.
That Is a 100% conversion efficiency of the energy of looal fluid motion Into a
radiating sound. This sound production process falls within the category of aero-
dynamic noise. This view is by no means original though I am not aware of its previous

* publication. It has certainly been taken by Professor Lyon and colleagues at M.I.T.
and W.R. sears at Cornell. No energy is supplIted by surface stresses. The abruptly hal-

* ted boundary causes the previous local flow to be gradually rearranged and evolve into
a sound field. Levine (1912) in a problem of diffraction radiation by steady sources
passing rigid obstacles was able to show that all the energy in that part of the steady
field distur~bed by the obstacle was radiated as sound. Again there is a Oon to one
correspordence between eneriw radiated in a transient event and that normally stored
locally in the near field of a steadily moving source. It is as of the near field
which at low Mach number Is virtually uninfluenced by compressibility is poised to
escape as sound if provoked sufficiently abruptly. Though ull these problems involve
linear low Mach number motion, it is my view that they give a strong clue to the
energetics of all non-compact sources and that the high Mach number aero'dynamic sound

~ Iproblems might well be approached quite differently from the low Mach nuw.bar flows for
which the acoustic analogy is helpful. Instead of assuming the eource flow known andU ' solving for the small acoustic by-product one might regard the sound as the vehicle
by which most of the energy of uniteady flow is lost provided only that the flow
adjusts sufficiently abruptly. Since these motions are the most efficient sources of
sound one could then concentrate onthe modelling of specific transients in the flow
This point will be returned to later, but first we treat some specific low Vach number
oases which help to point the way for the far more difficult high speed jet problem.

The principles involved In motions about abruptly halted boundar~y surfaces are
very simple. Prior to the Impulse there is a flow about the body and that flow. of
course implies a local distribution of kinetic energy. If noo the boundary is stopped

~~ ~ impulsively, ther Immediately following ThL itule th ~rmisuatrd since
information regarding the boundaufy motion has niot yet propagated away from the sU~rface.
That information, travels at the speed of sound, and th6 local cotion will adjust to
the new boundary conditions just as aoon as sound bes travelldd over the flow to con-

-~ ..*vey the news, and It In dxrlilg thin time that the. flow is rearranged Into a nýror*gutlnu
~- ~.' Ifield that transports all the energy, to Infinity, Viscous effects tire nealigibla,

becauoe In the time aound has travelled at swed t, over the flew scale 1 to effect the
m etamorphooie viscous di-ffusion hie onlyr affeted thAt fbeV wip&,ii a dlasisance 0 of
the boundary whibeh is only ftho usually neglig~blo fraction) YW'f oZ the qooplete flov.
U &no )R being the Vach and Reyjnolds number respactively. The itapulse I MllU~ a fe U~
only the layer to which stu~i4 hae pentrte."t, and so U'ng as this io Yerv th-an An

; coapuinison wi-th the badv cu-rvature, the vetlon induced~ there io enaenttall.$ th.-t ofr
a one dittensionsJ. wave in thich the normal -urft-ce vebowits1 lugps to e' 'o It

~ re-Imvulse va-lue u Va.Tie Jump is 4ccqvVpl shed by tn I-nitial pressurme dlscon tinuity
Pen which propagate sawxy frcee the. bouzdory its wltd ecyn namanrdtr
MInead by$ the ratio ofr diotente triAvelled 1VO the Initial rsdiua of curvature. f"or
exasple the tr vamutation or tOw flow abtut a do r alswaring ainitl at 0 cpeead of LfVfiVaseja lecezoplithed by * preiasure Vulse Of rtbout 10- stkacpher-,, uhlhI*) i of the sa*e'
inarnit-de isa tbe oyre~In. it sonicbom., This to the ainieu-m stowid rield that *-I
abruptly arrested door motiom cot atkes and is siUVIWI lo1a to the VOUnd 04A;Aed bY any

vibaton ha Ioneergitied fronm tbe kinetic ene~rgy of the door Itsef Te dclrt-
ion autqt be ipRIefor Wet. eiasonti;g to Apply. In praetice this tamng- that trA
door muut be arrested ini U" tIa- tervol a"Anai tzerth that tenor cud t rw
through the diet t-*d. flpow whibih extend* a. =-d the body ror allout. a ffo*% r.r -4-,he
door travals 10~ ft In3 tha~t times, go an lapqlaivs dsetleratiton is nne asettplet

~~ within a dis*%nes of the order Of 10-2 olew a condftton only aarivllys "et with
Kost dmesetle doors. Npre rtdua I docleratitaw proceses &arv dpattle or absorbing ot
ltast *WOm Of tha aneri of ON fluid *OtIm i so thai the "frit *Ill In ~ew-V'ea be Vary
auch quieter - which 1-a an obviously &%W*latod- ewa1VdAW obgtzrvation.

A sec4ftd 00 WOCtips fxlýrIpls of an I1pulwtie de oIs rravdift 'by the C'Udda
tosuiocing or an initially bu*1144 clotb or paper. 1fIt in tmaoialtZnn, 4 lem~th -A
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!t taken Lup by the end motion at a separation velocity V say, then transverse motions
over a distance of orderA must be accomplished also at velocity V within the time
AV, These cease abruptly on the sudden tensioning of the material. More probably
though the tensioning will generate a membrane capable of supporting transverse
oscillations with a characteristic period T say. The flow will be arrested in a time
of the order of that period during which sound can travel cT. Only when this dimen-
sion is small in comparison to the typical scale 1 of disturbed motion can this prob-
lem be considered impulsive In the sense treated here. The limit implies that the
sedbrane wave speed Is very much higher than the speed of sound in the surrounding
fluid. The membrane can be arrested only when membrane waves have travelled Ita length
to convey the information regarding the abrupt tensioning. These waves travel at speed
lec say, the length of the membrane I in the period of natural motion lA,=. Only when
this is small compared to the time taken for sound to cross the disturbed area, i.e.
l/cm C 41/c, can the acoustic problem be considered truly impulsive, and this we see
corresponds directly to the condition that the source region contains a natural velocity
faster than the speed of sound. The equivalence of supersonic source phase velocities
and impulsive conditions Is thereby illustrated. The cracking of a whip is a similar
case where the effective sound radiation can be regarded as a result of either an
impuloive tensioning of the whip or a consequence of the wave velocity in the wLlp
reaching supersonic speeds. The two views are equivalent and it is this equivalence that
makes the study of impulsive sound generation relevant to the understanding of noise
sources associated with supersonic aerodynamic flo". Particle velocities need not be
large in these high phase speed or effectively impulsive cases. In fact they must be
small if the sonic problem is not to become one of unsteady strnng shock waves. But

I even with abruptly decelerated low partqjbatlon velocities, the acoustic field it very
powerful. An ac(stic pressure of order1reV le induced by the sudden tensioning Uf a
membrane when its ends move apart with speed V ase the kinetic energy of the induced
flow prior to deceleration is converted Into sound. Natresely high acoustic pressure
transients are thus formed. The particle velocity in the induced wave is Initially
of the eame order as V. Normal sound waves involve very low velocity levels. A velocity
of 1 ft/seo corresponds to a sound of about 1'0 13, so that It is ensy to appreciate
that extremely hiu levels of sound can be generated aerodynamically by the impulsive
deceleration of bodies aodving at modest speed. Very often the kinetic energy of thebody is also dissipated as sound passing initially Into as mechanical vibration that is

- I acousticall7 damped, That mechanical part is of coarse additional to energy provided by
S the fluld from its initial motio• provided only that the velocity iLange is suxficient-

ly abrupt.

I The analogy between impulsivel, started flows and supersonic motion past thin
bodies is of couse a famillar one in aerodynamtos. In fact the essential linearization
Involved thern can be described as one of treating the perturbation as a weak impulse.
A> Any particular fluid particle of a uniform stream at speed It is caused on 'impact' withthe body to a acquie a trwnavena velocity u, say, and to move parallel to the body
surface I-nclined at an argle O*u/ to tha naln stresa d.rection. If the change is
sufficiently abrupt, and It is provIded the flow velocity Is much greater than that

rof sowd which cannot thn propagate to warn the approaching fluid of inlnent ohange,
that chan&s Is effeated by an impulse. The pertu ti elocity uVW is ocon-nquently
part of a wa field In which h presure -iw u or reD, a failliar featur or
linearised supersoic flow in whtoh the prenure la determined by the inclination of
the floa surface to tE.a main oa-tas direction. Thane too It Ia comon exparienice that
the enor transported amy from the o-arce by the wave field to of the sawe Order ao

ii Ithat avatlable In the dieturted floe.

I ti slnents of a rea•sably tractable modelling of a. order one efficiency aere-
dyzwvao etund pr%-±uctitn proeusse am therefore

yea disk turbancesp arounid soaurcew lit. mwzparasoo efonvective actio n
2s weak, diatutbxtcacs or aen Obritly aeeleýrating motion.

4 Bth thease altuationt can t-o examinod by lI-naalsed sxslysie a-nd it is eggsIII shown that
they Are quite difteme.ot to th.ose oatc tt nrod4r'SAOic aCtACee in seve~rl Itmpo•tLnt

i<cc " spects, eas e of whicM are da-cuaead bel w4  0 3C ou me if the perturba ti abot the

~• .;slan flor Grw strwtg, that io the unstetady Ynoioltes rise to nn*r sonwic, or eveonjY i •cpea..atic• levehti than the turbulenc. is ure aptly icds4lled as a rdo colaci.n
al bof Sho* yev It io thqn po*intless to atteaPt a study Zt hoe wxch motand tLMt turbU.-
laceca geasrs-te4 Rtth~r Wne should 4XUfluik'* at -ohWte tIAbUlente us* gsnerstod

by the co-aesc. e !tr GM1 shtck vavaw, sucOh as atgbt rtsUlt It a slren* d.Ivi Tn by
j tnrwcly high prwsat-~xte alir ist~c is split 5tntc a ParlCUtC smtaa~lwje of shocks by

-AhWtttrirg action or the slren, &*0. That' IsteaL obviously 6ns In which tebr
I th Nt'~t71-a usfl inapoagtn a e fel that evfrntually ce~capeafs b

I regli ma (sound,

Trdferred to 9s 'cckiet ?batw tste -to be a.o ctanrraol tietirction bat*&nn t he no1e*
CI#Ax¶ o a cracflrt~ liet sari othreev and the r~~Im. cctiitloA in-ectassary for the

itVpra*1i2 of crackle aft rot at- oIl weli dccoentet Whe ther er t~ oda et sl

.. i

I bi~rtht cnttkle to "a at-tribteit or aupt-rtet31 $eta,, W"d Sre tkJellnv it to be thýe
tion othertltn ±n th tact tQt smen t'.e hAo- jrte1 ofrn 4do craCkleTe-eo

47-sr,. s iatýclv wbatbl.otinly and- acme feel It a particuA~larl arneolngi teatujt or
Se ~~s. toi t~ze.sfcrw Importt~at and- vary lnkely. to featur* In Ntvre aub"KsctiVe
mesre f Wm4n8. Vr rsflcal ILars4iw is8 tht crac~kingU is &s to particla
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violent pressure transients that occur irregularly a few times per secund, Indeed a
careful study of the pressure variation at points where crackle is evident has indicated
extremely large tranvients which may well be the cause of crackle. But it is by no
means clear from where +hess trensients originate. They have also been observed in
the field of a model jet, thoughi there the Impression of crackle is not rearly as
distinct.

The experimental obsarvations seem to be as follows, The distribution of pressure
in these crackling noises is such that there is a very much higher probability of large
compressive pulses than there is of rarefaction. The narrow spiked compressive peaks
ocour a few times per second at full scale and contain a wide spectral distribution.
They in fact display the properties of a non-linearly steepend Aave. Cn the other hand
the negative going pressure fluctuations are much weaker and of continuous wave form.
The spikes are narmow enough that they seem not to contribute significantly to tho ener-
gy of tile sound, but that aspect is still a little confused since the transients arelarge enough to cause significant non linearities in the response of normally operated

acoustic recording apparatus end may well h-ve been imperfectly reuroduced in the sub-
sequent analysis. These experimental observations are therefore unconfirmed in detail
but there can be no doubt that the positive spiky transients exist in sume degree, and
it is interesting to speculate regarding their origin. Por this the acoustic analogy
is not really helpful, nor indeed are any of the schemes that lead back to a pinpointing
of the source in some turbulence motions only the statistics of which one could rMason-
ably expect specified. These large transient- must originate in a particularly effective

S discrete event, and for the reasons already outlined, that event is likely tv be one
in which the flow displays a distinct supersonic phase speed or adjusts to a new con-
dition particularly abnuptly. The latter is the more appealing since that would not only
account for the high amplitude of the Spikes, it would also fit in with the relatively
short duration of the observed pressure peaks. But how can such transients occur and
wny are the; inevitable compressive? Some chartcteristic non linearity is evident.

Non linear propagation could not distort the distribution about the mean, since the
convective steepening to equally iffective for both positive and negative pressure per-
turbations. The peaks are certainlý, big enough to suffer distortion during passage to
traditional sound measuring stations but that is in this context a side issue, since it
cannot begin to explain their origin. Neither can their predominantly compressive
structure be explained by a weak transient source motion, which are all Just as likely
to generate expansive pulses as they are compressive waves. Their ori,'n is core likely
to lie in strongly non linear motion where convective steepening at the source flow
concentrates shocks Into intense propagating waves whtle associated unsteady expansione

4 tend to disperse. There are several possibilities for such violent but infrequent
¾ transients.

4 The mixing flow is a chaotic bundle of vorticity wbich is continually becomtng
more convoluted as the turbulence cascades to asaller scale. The velocEty field strsins
this turbulence deforaing the vortex lines nnd occasionally the strain will be such as
to straighten an initially buckled line. Further strain in the dlrection of the vor-
ticity must spin up the vortex, and demand work from the atraining motion on which It
therefore exerts a tension. The abrupt tensioning of much a vortex line sight rell
provide an Impuleive source of sound.

Non linear limits or 4n Instability waye might al'- act aunl-ctently rapidly thAt
the chnaýne s itpulsive and thereby an extremely efficient source cýf radiattoc. The"man Jet rlow is 4ertainly unstable to amall disturbances rhtch grow presucably until
their a'plitude io big enough thet the waves break into hrftnler or are saiply arrested.

6::. 4 both 1lhtintl pto-eases might act crone tro partioe dies-p_coent Is. a smiable tracticn
af either the Jet dCsAetor or cC the instabIlity wavelen.gth. One nlqht expset the-refore

itInsntability waveu to bea fed gradually from the mean flow and to slhte e",ev-, ws their-
s- plItuil- iw arested, the oeflcienc of Othat radiation prcoe~e d.ependirn entirely on
'he ttje ccple over which the rge occur•. The a-chanico of the deceleretlon mlRht

sutfocently (stro-ng to atop the, gr-t. That view !is eug~szavted from- e~bszrvaiocno cfo
a rhallow *star layer ¶ct g-nera*fng au-ra'ce wavea in a cose andogy with the oere-

wille., 1910),. The :atn Ieut flo to seotLues obaenvi to buchle and In dcing (o
aesPowsrfll aurfcea tAans that 1wtt n'Y from tth rlce. 0 .1 - Tskylor hass rolfted'

to the amnbcgy of lee Reynolds nisber 1;t Ilow stability .2rawith Uhoseof cth
Suler strut. to bV.0flzg lo01s 'rThe stalln bo~dy 09f Ote turtmulentl let might be Pegtr*t-5: §,;
lirzt Rnvotliruaoe 10 the se-nse that tu~rbulenIt dftftsioln troansorts :-tentua latralX
ma Ctffctiyvly mal Vmould * Mgt' Vveacoca strsa*, and tile oean flew night well diattlay t4h-a
saxe st4.Ulit, poeertles al the iaw-Rsynolinunbe lazinar !et, indeed the ast-ilcw
water Jet bucklet to gneZerte sato ves Ye effectIve"y, wnd .ce same Is probtbly trze of
ca coafirt or 4t1p. n tat hyv'ohasis.

"•• .Crop and Char4*ge (19701) demtriv_6 thi ¢C~fisC4&Ce Of roffVes JD%-, 211 &b•t. rere-
tohe tuttuithe aistr Jt -l~~ It5- vwtu Ieduced ton best bsfarde4 toxperlantt teer iua

All o? the** acticas are rr-ctably too coeplar fao nt1 t.iUve anayt -ielltrin"
""5' but tUY teem to Se to be plausible saaocg that th for the bwte• for Ilocati& tvn
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wArce of especially violent and significant waves, and should therefore be at least the
subject of debate. It seems certain that quantitative modelling of unsteady flows will
remain intractible for some time yet to all but the technologically trivial sounces. If
real jet flows are to be discussed at all that discussion will be confined as in the
foregoing to speculative but plausible qualitative argument. But the idea that clues can
be obtained by considering abrupt changes as the e,sential ingredient for sound pro-
duction in the opposite extreme to that well modelled by the acoustic analogy for com-
pact sources seems helpful.

Formally of course the acoustic analogy can be extended Into the non-compact re-
gime but the task of specifying the source propertie3 can rarely be divorced from that
of solving for the entire field. The interaction of the sound with mean flow gradisnts
has to be considered and useful steps continue to be made though the modelling there is
often too complex to give clear trends. The work of Phillips (1960) developed by Lilley
(1964) and Pao show the emergence of ray theory in the asymptotically non-compact case.
Again there the energy in the wave is to be determined loccally and calls for a detailed
modelling of the flow at the source, a problem that seems inextricably tied te that of
compressible turbulence,(Crow, 1966). However the tendency for waves to radiate in the
Mach wave direction, for their scale to be dictated by edf length scales at high speed
rather than by eddy frequencies, and for the wave strength to increase in proportion to
the eddy lifetime are all predictable (Ffowos Williams, 1963) and seem in general accord

* !with experiment.

The analogy has also been extended to include surface effects at high speed (Pfowcs
Williams and Hawkings 1969) and to treat shock wave sources in a definite way (Parassat,
"1973). But thi8 work Las yet to be applied directly to the important practical problem
of noise generation by supersonic fans for example - though it is undoubtedly relevant
to that problem. The obvious predictions of that theory indicate an important change in
the physical source process at high speed. For example, it is the unsteady blade loads

- • that generate the whine of low Mach number turbomachinery - but they can be shown to be
utterly irrelevant at high Mach number where surface pressure radiates away from the
source in a manner independent of the Instantaneous integral of that pressure which
determines the blade loading. It is only when vhis and similar points have been properlyv
appreciated that real progress can be made towards the minimization of supersonic rotor
noise at source. This is an area deserving of detailed and careful analysis.
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I ~Oral Script of t~he Introductory Review Lecture I.

IMPULSIVE SOUW-ES OP AW)DDYNAMXC SOUND

I by
I I.E. Ffowos Williams

University Engineering Laboratory,
Cambridge, England,

It was just over ten years ago that AGA'RD organised in this city a Specialist
Nesting on the Mechanism of Noise Generation in turbulent flow. It was then ten years
since) Lighthi Iis pioneering papers had given the subject a sound theoretical footing.
The highlight of that fleeting was Lighthila' s presentation of the jet noise lecture he
had given to the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics as the 1963, Wright
Brothers Lecture. There he described how his general theory had been extended to high
supersonic speeds and how it had been compared in-detail with exeimontal. measurements
of jet noise. That cotmprison seemed very satisfactory.

In 1954, Lighthull had assumed, without conclusive experimental evidence, that sound
producing turbulent eddies in a jet flow would be convected dowinstream, and that eddy
convection would have a pronounced effect on the noise. characteristics. It would- teLnd

'V to amplify the aound z:adiated downstream and attenuate, though to a lesser extent, tha
upstream sound (Pigura 1). Figure 13 of Lighthill's lecture coweared the prttiotn
directionality resulting from eddy convection with that measured on model. ar jets.
There was no doubt that eddy coawvection was a real effect and papes by Wills4 , iiradshaw,
Ferr s and Johson, Eupin and 0 MloCr utenan, ail preaeuti*4atheS cils

MieatIng, provided extro"aIy comprehensive doouetntatiort of the varlationa oi eddy
conecton pee wih ýt conditions and position in the flow.

Ed:: y conveeent with tss h cos output of turb-41nce above the basic Sth

competing effect#.Tsplic~o cwausd by eddy cionvection cowpsnsated exactly
for the tendency for twrxbuliance to banciwe reletivsly leas inteuau with incresing14 jat

dep~r, a o je n--vDon aloityisclse4*rt thatZo pewer- thatzi V the h*-
<,,,'.,...t~t~....toI abs4at. SO dcreesi - to - Je it axis -tinn.U

velocity dependerancel tkw oxpeednatal data he Aayeh* ie.we cssrtosi t4 eight.
I ghh$tc~cledte ecu a n the no. 0th thth thlo* y rooiiOa er..y li ttle-Key s~~~~ddiftcatloa to0 &0avctt Cot soet 4f the *.zperiaeat~lu',srdfte o 4oi 1

btits *ACaused by trbol Unce ar--no naa otsmet in the. eour prtduclins xonkcns of thot . ~~AixileniC jet indiate thttetoitloct was tht A4ep-tts Wi* i i~ur'i I Morer V.
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A-2(measure and understand and change? the turbulence stress tensor identified as the

source sound. Since very little Is, or probably aver will be, known about turbulence

that was rather a depressing point of view, indicating that a general reduction -in -1 exhaust speeds was teonly reasonable method of jet noise redcltion. rgre

the attempts to make the noise fields different fromt axisytmuetric as a promising avenue

for furthor work. In view of what you will hear of the development of the Concorde
silencer this remark seas somewhat prophetic, as do some of Alan Powell1's statements
on that occasion. He was advocating then that the basic elemonts of sound generation
might well be modelled effectively by considering extremely simple unsteady flows,
such as those produced by the mutual interaction of concentrated vortices.* He also
made the point that flow instability was at the root of aerodynamic noise sources.* He
said that the mean flow instability is-the cuase of flow breakdown into noise producing
turbulence end also, that unstable flow is capable of amplifying any sound with which
it interacts.

Much of the development in the last ten years has been along those lines. And a
grnt deal has happened in that ten years, not the least of which is the evolution of
the von .K;Aan Institute out of the training centre for exprimental aerodynamics!I

On the aircraft noise front the biggest change has been brought about by the
engineering feasibility of large by-pass ratio engines which exhaust far less kinetic
energy We lb of thrust titan their putre jet counterparts This led to a natural de-A pthamis of jest noise end a significant improvement in operating economics!

That its the last ten years aircraft noise has become a very much more important
issue and is now one of the dominant design features for new aircraft types,
Certification =ides have been introduced to control their noise and there is every

I indication that technology will allow a realistic tightening of those regulations and:~ ½.)might even lead eventually to the elimination of the aircraft noise nuisance.
<4 mved nto he un. tois sources in the high powered turbo-machinery of the large fan-

jilt eigjin4. That M&Ohinery is contained within a cowling, so that there is opportunity
___ * -to absorb the "Man tefors it n ento the surrounding atmosphere. the development

I of surface catimtealwith qood sound absorption properties 'than mounted in &An

IMi eatJpst, hammbe o"e of-the sajor recent advances. This step alone is
capable of reduiwg the tuboschn ry nise of an aircraft by between 10 and 20
decibals-, sufftcoint. in f~t- to rev"a! the -prevriouly hidden let noise. Even with3

4,the"e MeW fn Jet- ng~zS*,# furthar aileacivv io deapendent on corntrol of jet noise,
this tiWe 4cXm jet. "ttb a Xelatively lW jelt Velocity.

In tit last, teA I,~ Also* thnt, has bedan: ennormous ivtwstmeat ink the long rang.
tssot ftlat. Teirainpesreto Alleviate the nQois nuisfmce has 1ed to4$ J a a-4i fg~~maa ofaspsesw h nois o 'the firot generation lc*, by~paue ai

g jets, an tuvr a4iat Uas led to a nietwpasie of -lot noise, still 0 major fe~ttare of
4tQthos fwgine 'Mt t"k-f POW".. ft~e need here io to dovise6 soms slencr thtc-Al bo

M4 7M&tanbc~l to aisx s -airc4:aLt 4  Sy contolling, thait noise, the Wneaflts
cci.qitsttcaalg lm i et-itbefor-e the older- aircaft a"
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A great deal has happened too on the fundamental side and the picture.as-we nov

understand it ia quite radically different from that depicted by Lighthill ten years ago.
In addition to those sources well modelled by the 1963 status of hs theory there are

new, then unexpected, features which we now "e as being crucial... Also it nov eem

that some of the data used by Lighthill as a basis for checkingqthe theory was misleadizg,

particularly regarding the sound measured at 90 degrees to"te-jetai.i.o n -

experiments are performed with cleaner aerodynamic flows and better equipment than they

were ten years ago and there seems nov to be no doubt that the noise at 9WO to the ayis

of a jet emerging from a steady reservoir scales on the 8th power of velocity, in precise

agreement with the basic form of the Lighthbill theory (figure 4). It se$m therefore

that those aspects of the turbulence responsible for the generation of noise do not

lose their relative strength with increasing jet Mach number. The ireason why the
radiated acoustic energy scales so closely on the 8th power of velocity, dispite the

amplifying effect of convective eddy motion, is conclusively shown by Lush to be due to

a basic breakdown of that convective amplification at high frequencies close to the jet
axis. The simple predictions of the convective quadrupole theory are not found there.

The frequency of the eddying motion and of the sound it generates, should increase in

proportion to jet velocity. Also, because of eddy motion the sound heard ahead is
further increaned in frequ•mcy by the Doppler effect which is at its greatest in the

direction close to the jet axis. But a close examination of the experimental data led

Lush (figure 5) to point out that this was quite contrary to experience, though at 900

to the axis the spectrum showed the pre4icted Strouhal'dependence on Velocity (figure 6).

Lush concluded that the sound radiated at goo was of pure 'ighthillian origin but that

other effects neglected in the simple modelling must be dominant at high frequencies

close to the jet axis. In fact Lush found himself agreeing With esartady's point of view
that uoarrectlve amplification becomes irrelevant for tlse souros sufficiently embedded

in a flow relative to which they do not convect. Whanevr. a moving source is shielded

"".by a wave-length or so of moving fluid, its radiation is determined in the local

envirom•wnt r*elative to wbich it is static and is quite. different from that -radiatd by

a moving eddy in a static environment.

Convective quadrupole theor predicts. that the sound radiate. d clo- to the jot axis
shold en, wthincreasing jet speed. to lncreunl hig frquny wbn measured

relative to that -t,90 "$icb.is inuna f rO the Doppler effest. •Lzh a• .w .. that

that, .-. ' "
Bth sor ediot - •. tefeactioppouitvo the t ha at (
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experimentally by Gordon. I reprdc here (figure 8) his experimental curve, published
4ý. in 1964, showingqhow the basic jet noised is supplemented by a dipole,, and eventually

a monopole, which takes over at sufficiently high Jet pipe tu~iabnce levels. It seems
nov that the sixth powar velocity dependence of the-noise at 900, quoted by Lighthill
in the Wright Brotheta Lecture, was generated by such an additional noise source. it
was not untfl sulfi'iently smooth jet. exhaust flow* were'stizdied, that- the basic jet
mixing noise was dobeoved in the relatively quieter regiona of the Jet noise -field.

this noise, additiotnai to the jet mixing noise, tends now to he called the excess
noise and is the area on which much of the recent jet noise research has been
concentrated. T~his is because it is the principal noise of the modern low specific
thrust engine and becuase it is also a dominat.c featxýe of the high specific thrust
engine at isome important'operational conditic is. Jet mixing noise is highly attenuated
by a flight-reduction in relative jet velocity.. Also jet mixing sources do seem to be
amenable to novel suppression methods, ai~d even the static noise field of some high
Velocity jets appear to be dominated by sources other than jet mixing.

The term excess noise of course covers a multitude of sources, in fact anything
additional-to that thought to be associated with jet mixing. Unsteady combustion
processes and random turbulence within an engline are potential sources of sound. They
should be amenable to absorption, and jet pipe sound attenuating liners are becoming
standard items of noise control. The turbulence interacting with the nozzle to cause
unsteady variation of mass flow and momentu is not so easily controlled. Neither are
the mechanics of sound production easily understood. in the practically important
regimes the.Mach number, the parameter assumed small in the-theoretical modelling,

it barely small enough to make Mhe modelling relevant.

But e%*ea when the model i~s relevant the problem ito not straightforward.. I have
-9 4mentioned how turbulence can cause an unsteady variation of i~an flow. But in fact

thes nes 'flow will -only -vary, it the fluid inside the jet ise sufficiently compliant to
allo th inerna voumeric change neessaary to satisfy the unsteady outlet Oondiftion

Mon. thile prle is orked out In detail, it is seen- th-at the monopeis e satoy
weak avd the theoreticail indications are that At: radiikate a -soWund proportionfol to the
si"xth Pover of veloeiWy a W t the fourth -that It- assaw.' & with- uncoat-rea-
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scatterer the steady non-pulsattile source generates no radiated Uield. Levine showe
'that, all the potential energy: stored IA' 'that part- Of the field subjected to the influence
ofithe edge was in fact transformed by the scattergpocs Into a radiating wave. There
seems no--4oubt. thertfo e that- turbulence near sharp-edged sca4-ter$Aqg surface represents
a. potentially ef ficient: source, of sound, productioin.

Mow, all..the robleas I. have i6ie t e goeay neato of sound with the
seen f loev end itso gre~tiut. Such interactiont has also been subject to substantial recent
thaoretioal activity, That work is not based on the Lighthifl model hut rather it seeks I
to describe with analytical. precision the detailed structure of particularly simple
pertusbations, Of a moD"l jet f low. 'That flw sof course unstable, and if perturbed,

disturbance* will grow on the jet and generate noise. Itssamplitude is uncontained onI
linear theory. Such instability waves can- provide explicitly defined unsteady flow who's
interaction with simple scattering surfaces is amenable to analysis. Crighton has studiedj
that initilemyo sprtson thneatwon tlby~ a talso fhero lyrshdm a nest-infinite dutsoelir et n
thet problemo sepaatd g tneration by amunsteayo erlyrso from a semi-infinite sutrelig een
pipe. This time the radiated sound is influenced by coaditions at tht sharp edge and
Crighton his shown. how tde scattering. efficiency Is increased -by the imposition of FA Kutta
condition at the nousle boundary. The -velocity dependen~ceof the sound field is an low as
three In comn cues. In that work Crigbtoaa has argued that -eveni -if the emerging. nozzle
f 1w were to start off. smoothly, the instabilities In the jet would eventually act back
an tv'-ý nozzles and drive in it an unsteady- exhaust flow. The radiated mound so produced
is described by the unsteady mans sadA maaiflux inuced at the nozle by the shear
layer disturbances.

Looking back on the 1963 Mating it is remarkable how clos e ti development parallel.

the thoughts then exressed by Alan Powell. Instabilities a~re shown to be important as is
'~'the insight to be gained by examining in detail thoce. unstead -flows sufficiently simple

'Ptto admit analytic description. At that lesetiag PostolI had suggflte that the sound
K ~radiated by a pair of spinning vortices was one sucb tractable flows and ha outlined a

calculation indicatilug how their sound sealed ott the eighth power of velocity. Four
g year" itter-, Hulletr a Obeselerio an-alysed this. problem by the method of mat~che

s~y~~tticeslanson.Th scussotfters a alternative analytical Approach to-the
Lighthifl fonvAlin. ithey fountd thAt th1ts% dddntsae a h ihhpwi of I.

t oý*x dd w taia sho n ater, byghth, ihhl
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prinoipally in the direction of the eddy Mach angle. The scale of the sound wave is
exactly the same as the scale of the eddy that produced it, so that it is possible, by

a observing the directionality and frequency content of the distant sound field, to infer

raotdi h ora fFluid Mcaisi190 ithsbefontathemain
noie sures f te!unsuppressed circular high speed jet lie some ten to fifteen

diamter donsteamof he ozze, n edyig mtio whse cal isabot ticethat

of the local shear layer thickness. Evidently noise is not generated by the main
en~ergy containing eddies but by the more deterministic large eddy structure that may

u all be far more amenable to control.~ That interpretation is quite different from the
ine made by Lighthill (figure 3) based on low speed measurements oZ jet turbulence, and
in fact leads to the do-emphasis of the importance of the bulk of turbulence as a source
of noise.* It also leads one to speculate as to the possible origin of the very large
scale eddying motion. 1,1any now believe them to be the early instability products of
the mean flow, which eventually break up to form the chaotic turbulence.* This view leads

one to suppose that their cha-racteriat ics might well be similar to those of the
principal jet instability mode, the jet being regarded as a low Reynold's number laminar

flow. The mean velocity distribution is certainly very like that in a low Reynolds
number laminar flow, the role of the turbulence being to diffuse momentum in a manner
effectively equivalent to a high moleculdr viscosity. We continue the analogy further
and seek now the origin of the large scale sound producing eddies in the instability
of the equivalent low Reynolds number laminar flow. G.I. Taylor has shown that such
instability has much in comeon with thes instability of the Ruler strut, ffe has drawn
the analogy between the compressive buckling of a strut and the buckling of a low
Reynolds number jet column. G.I. pointed out that it is easy to experiment with this
flow: one does it every time honey is allowed to drop off a spoon onto a slice of
toast! The colUnn osCillates on im~pact with the toast. Those oscillations are the
instabilities of the primary jet.

we can look to the rhallow water analogue for a simulation of this ýaffect and I show
you here .(figure 9) a photograph taken of shallow water waves being generated by a jet
containing larga scale instabilities of the type that might well model the high speed

This lItking of the iuvportant sotwces with the large acale eddies that may well be
driv** dirootly from the instability of the primary f 1ev suggesdt, that the source
stxnth iol bo changed eloiwth -oi1catioin of I.he man flow stability
Char,&Ctteietie". Crighton ha.4 shoWn hoaw on ellipticaIly Croass tioe 4et cnaie

wtthia a vort" shewt has% quite differe~t instability, eb s~eteristics from the round

jet. As the, aspect Catlo0 of the (lliPse 4. incroased, tranaVer" VAe* arfa Inhibit*Ad
edtbo Iet takom on sow -of tht ch*rtatrlteisoic *-l the tv "-Lbanoionu1l ot that to

pr~O t a ppig ocillation. tWe aholl hetar r.C Ihoih and Hawkins how fl~htailad
lots haVe re .arkabl* Jet "I"e att4%nUAtion P *rOWU6 In -Whe plane of the fishtail.
but soma or lablo -o make Auch war noi** in this nves plane. td £e ias's1
not sac, o w.is t with tba viow t~hat it to a Aodlfcton oftelree aytructue
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the Jot Inefr~ tA6. that the ektensive finhmIl 1lOW 014eldA thou frcft thA enviroft-
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-There see= no doubt that tVase suppresslon devices that rely on some amysetry of

the flow provide a significant advance in the control of high speed jet noise,
(figure 10) and it is interesting to look back to the comments made by Mollo-Christansen
at the Maeting ten years ago, when he auticipated that such effects might well be
present and exploitable.

We shall hear also froa'gah and Hawkins how the noise of one jet can be effectively

hielded by a such quieter ,jet, and thiwis probably an Important principle that has yet

to be exploited in a practical design. A Rolle Royce experiment, in which a small

triangular let ehaustIng a thin lamma containing less than ten. ýpe c Ft CE the mass

flow, produced an attenuatlon of the order of 10 decibels in the shielded direction.
I sho here (figure 11) the field Of a conical nozzle at a pressure ratio of 3, with

and without the auxellaryp jet, and it will be seen that there is a very useful

attenuation effect waiting to be exploited.

There ca be no doubt from exprim•e• t asch as thes, that the interaction of either

th our, or the mound, (or both) tith mean flow is an- es.sential consideration which
out be mtered hefor+) the jet noise problem is adequately understood. The recognition

of this led Phillips 'in 1,60 to reforsulate the aerodynamic noise problem ai, modal it,

* not as Lighthill has dsne by an equivalent set of waves propagating in an ideal acoustic

medium, but as a driven aestei of waves natural to-the-motion of the man flow. In this
way, by specificalvy taking account of the variable wave aropagation characteristics

Phillips, approach contains a potential advantage over the Lighthill model, an advantage

that should become more aid wore obvious as the grequency of cound increases, ae it

inevitably must tit high 'anrugh Mach number. We heard Professor Lillay describe at the
1964 Specialist Moeting &a application of th01 theoY to the Pressure fluctuationsI under a turbulenr boundary layer. This form of analysis baa be m the subject of

I extensive recenit investigation by Lilley and by1 Pao. It ia obvious that the approach
is more aoplex and nore difficult to understand, ar, because of that, general

Scosquonces off the mAel ace hard to elicits from the theory. out these are early days

J xand I look forward with intoset to *hearing of -Professor Lilisy's recant research -later
in this metYing. XMIitaly -at any ratev, that. theory Malt he teated ott the flcne with
"t.e es•ileat velocity distrtbutLoa-, such as the p4aallel plan seeAr lar or the

Parallel circular jet. Coo would hcai. thought that .ow c of the .cba. briwght

' I • ooa4 t way, thAt their .. sl•c4tionA t.flos ofa rv ro*. so tioal Sha can be.Ittai tvk that Ci Iu$*I to 4istiAnte eatign priascipias. it Ua Mrtsit that thOsef
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distinct event one stands a reasonable chance of understanding its origin. Because
the 'spikes' are big they are clearly an important item of the jet noise field - possibly

the .most important item.

Now these spikes arise only at high power conditions, or, more specifically, at

high jet velocities. They are found in model jets, and Laufer and Sohlinker have
observed them on a model jet produced by an extremely smooth electrically heated nozzle

flow. They make a further important observation: that is, that the tendency for the

signal to be dominanted by spikes is accentuated if the signal is obtained by means of

a reflucting telescope focussed at about 10 diameters downstream of the nozzle. This

indicates cuite clearly that the spikes have their origin in the mixing jet floy and
not ir scme spurious unstaady engine exhaust condition.

I now show you a sequence of noise data taken on the Olympus 593 engine at Rolls
Royce as the engine power is progressively increased. (figures 13 to 19). At low
power the signal is quite evenly distributed about the vositive and negative side. The

power spectral density of the signal is shown on the figure as is the probability

density. The skewness factor, you will see, is at a low value. As the power is

progressively increased a tendency for positive spikes seems to evolve. There is no

distinctive change to be seen in the power spectral density but the probability analysis

shows an increasing tendeLcy to a skew form. In fact, through the sequence of figures
the skewness factor increases monotonically. The dependence of the skewness factor on

"the jet velocity is shown in figure 20.

The spike formation has a subjective significance too. I vouid like you now to
listen to recontlgu of the sound depicted on the preceding sequence of diagram.

As the pomw Is increased and the spikes become evident, the tone becomes harshter,
not distimilar to the sound oroduced by the tearing of paper, (figure 21) and I think

it may vwail ba a contributor to the annoyance of Uh sound.

The question X now went to address myr"If to is what :type of source Mechanism could

bo reeponsible for the poduction or for•satio of these spikes? I will taki the vieaw
- that they are prodoced by definite trAnslent events in the Jet flow. I do not think

they could. arise Eroc nonlifeaor propegatica effectn*; 'This is because non-linear
propagatim tanda to distort the phAms oft sional aM alter its wave fore in a

bsicall avwnatrical %&=*r. one cant be certain of this. of courste* bec-auso the
prcbi~ of ae411n-liaer aatss propaettion. even thouqh it is described In a definite

WAY urg .y .r's.. equation. astlio detall,. Bt the
rab1ita7CiVetrends era pobtWl similar to those kneun tow exist for' havcmic' waves

iWh1ch vlnf* lteito a pernctiy ragulsr- V vrMoON A~t"a msystrio about the pftitive and
"negati alite. ADsro notliwear propagatiotA dfects tead to distort the ph*"e of the
nVAI ttn large. a$Iti4e Aisawts itravlitq fetter than the low,.and tis would
inevlitably ±.a4 toa look of oocntlatlou. betw~ee tbe sioutvl heard clos to the let =nd
that. mhsa- farO Aay. In fact, An thes ska. aor hoard the irelioa bet-

""i- Atad .ar f0e4 to rn kaxkbly high, as iO sh' in the nxt 221

"".ere a CorretAtig vcM4sfft of Wk lo saturti b.twea tbe touad Iivt dittsir-te

a-y fC-m".-t x- d 10 at Ata 'of tU A01i0e a•d ft ta field
souAd Inaur*4# var* thaa W4 disarewA ava~y tst~na OAJet. That corc.elOtiOA Oxhibits

a p@~ll~ 4-aity in ht it Q 0016403 vith a Icelatvnly Mhlh cQrr*latlcn- at
sOparZation. Wn' rinxh greater tha th- *.rtctotist c Oariod Of the -signal. Thits to
estraflo sugatkK 4.w of. tbe loss of Uot' ftequ44cY tifonathndi tbou4h of couIW~ if
tA* uoted uara generAted by, a tnit~titoca uarpo thare *06uld be no "anM., at
thel lowest f$eqais TbsPolat Is ewV4issid 4 a citsttnwt synAthetic

signacl, g6toWUAta by *Xauf raiOAquacos of IGa-tnpaýc fro& U*d 'Ne lo;404t

fr*v4Ucy elects. Uan beer. d4UfltAfley wwOwS&. Th'e AaUW correl0tio 'Of -thatt I sythetic e±4na1 is "4w* be1*4 t- gw fl" W. Z Ste chan santic ua~alaticc at large
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time delay is very suggestive of the data measured on the real engine.

We have a clue then that it is not productive to try to explain the origin of these

spikes through any quadrupole source model. They are probably generated by far more

efficient methods of sound production. Of course, the aerodynamic sources are

quadrupole and this is only reconciled with the foregoing view when it is admitted that
the quadrupole strength may well Npend on details of the radiation field. In other

lords there may be a significant back-reaction of the field on the flow whenever

particularly efficient generating processes are involved. This effect in wholly

additional to the way aerodynamic noise theory it conventionally applipd.

Sound is generated by unsteady flow, s3 that the relevant measure of time scale is

that on which the flow changes, that is the ratio of the particle velocity to its

acceleration. If sound can cross the source in a *azall fraction of this time, then all

points are effectively heard instantaneously and Ith. source field is said to be compact.

That is the limit treated by thO usual acoustic mnalogy for aerodynamic sound generation.

But if the flow changes in a time very much n-aller than that required for sound to

cross it, then different elements are heard Independently and the source is said to be

non-compactý The non-compact case corresponds therefore to extremely rapid rates of

change in flow velocity the limiting case being that of an inplaisie acceleration. Such
cases form extremely efficient sources of aerodynamic sound.

Consider, for example, the sound generated by flows about impulsively arrested bodies.

The principles involved are very simple. Prior to the impulse there is a flow about
the body and that flow ot course implies a local distribution of kinetic energy. If

now the boundary is stopped impulsively, than immediately following the impulse, the

flow remains unaltered since information regardin( the boundary motion has not yet
4ýW propagated away from the surface. That informtion travels at the speed of soumd,

and the local motion will ad-just to the noe boundary conditions just as soon as sound

hat travelled over the flow to convey the news, ind it is during that time that the
flow is rearranged into a propagating field that transports all the energy to infinity.

Viscous affTects a*e negligiblep becauna in the time sound has travelled ait speed c
over the flow scale I to effect the metamorphosis viscouas diffunion has only affected

that flow within a distance Rvi/c of the bouadzry which is only tMle usually nagligible

-jfraction) Y of tha tx,.~lwte flow, Nand ja being the* WAcit OAd eynctilds niutlar

POrespetivly t-3 seln i ause initiaVely afet nythen ine oý oto w hith . oudv hurasureI- the 0ttoo induced thexe is aasrt••.ley that of a ow diuensionzl wave in which the

ot-at surfdce velocity juw4e to e.fro it* -p s valua usay Ti3U-

It. accw-pllae k.t &a InitlTel pszroun disCon tY OM.a #th p*Opgatn awy from

'Slthe boundarY. its. amplituide dt-kaviug is a matter dattfluiatd by the ratio of distance*
-p ft ~travel led to tIa in.1itial radiu pi~uvtu.~r txsa t'.to tracsautatioa of theA

f flow 4bc'it a door slim.Sing shut at a Qeed of vi/t/ncý. is. accowmliuhe4d by a pres*ure
pulse OC about 10 atmospbero, aVdch in of the eto" aawnltude as tue cvexjý nn:X

!o, traulentsa wtt oarigiWlte n particularly of fectirw discrott sVent!;*a
1. Lor the raoMS as t*v tit~ ~c ht r likely to be 'c#ase U which- the

CV fow 4iseiayua dittlact st4persoatit phase tpeed' or Mdjuats t* a3 ne ondiio

prartcularly Abruptly. ftkas would not cwly ucoun o h ihapiueo theo
spilee~i it woDa lals f1itt wn-ith the* relatively short durXation Of tin cheertdd
PressUr Pweak. But how CALI such t-r~ahents occur aad why ate tho -inev 1 tably

~t. t~raen? Teir or-iin is ikly tO lie 4A strogl 041 = noo-iiia Wio %O&aWro

an~ctnsk*se~ueAin at tbA source oCoosU4Uwatas W&%45 into intkanae Pz-agatinq Sbocks

ftla ut uvt i" ats
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-Mixing flow is a chaotic bundle of vorticity which is continually becomtin more

convoluted as the turbulence cascades to smaller scale. The velocity field strains

this turbulence deforming the vortex lines and occasionally the strain will be such

as to straighten an initially buckled line. Purther strain in the direction of the
vorticity must spin up the vortex, and demand work from tha straining motion on which

it therefore exerts a tension. The abrupt tensioning of such a vurtex line might well

provide an impulsive source of sound, - analogous possibly to the sudden tensioning of

a string, or sheet of paper.

Non linear limits on an instability wave might also act sufficiently rapidly that

the change is effectively impulsive. The mean jet flow is certainly unstable to small

disturbances which grow presumably until their amplitude is big enough that the waves

break into harmonics, or are simply arrested. Both limiting processes might act once
the particle displacement is a sizable fraction of either the jet diameter or of the

instability wvvelength. One might expect therefore instability waves to be fed gradtally
from the mean flow but to shed their energy abruptly as their amplitude is arrested,
the efficiency of that radiation process depending entirely on the time scale over which
the change occurs. The mechanics of the decsleration might well be in iact that the
surrounding potential flow builds up a compressive wave sufficiently strong to stop the
growth.

Crow and Champagne (1970) describe the coalescence of waves into an abruptly forced
'vortex puff' in another process that would inevitably lead to effective sound generation.
Again if this occurs on a time scale smaller than that required for sound to cross the
disturbed flow, the sound induced is best regarded as a direct propagation of the

i -abruptly generated pressure into sound.

The vortex pairing process we shall hear Professor Laufer describe ia another

abrvpt motion that might again eupport impulsive sources. The non-linearity of the
problem there s.eems capable of inducing sudden Whanges to the otheowise steady

I. downstream vortex drift.

. All of these motions are probably too complex fox- quantitative analytic modelling

but they seam to me to be plausible enough that they form the basis for locating tie
* source of especially violent and aignificant waves, and should therefora be at least

the subject of debate. It sees certain that quantitative modelling of unsteady flows
WD-ll remain intrantibla tn for axL timen - for. al" Wit- the teIto lcs-eicUly txivic'

sources. If ral let flows are -to ba discusmed at all that disecsion will be
* confined as in the foxegoaig to speculative but plausible qualitative argument. .or

that, the idea that clues can be obtained by considering abrupt changes a. th* essential

Singtdient for soud production in the opposite extraw to that well wdelled. by the

* acoustic aalogy•• ro compat sources miqht w1l prove helpful.

- t.xh of the Materigl included h-er is ki4.o- to tMe duthr througO his assoolatlona

with polls-Royce (1971) •d4 hs i irnvolv*ev n in eoir high apeod Itt nol"t rtsearch

-• . program.. Sýne of it is of a prlir a-y nature. The author acknowle.ge, the

euthusiastic sopport of the ,olls - Royce Direotor• in allowing publication of this dat.'.

A,.

t I-. . |," .
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Stationary cold jet.
Measurements at Mach number 0 -3 and
Reynolds numiber 6 x 105 (Laurence 1956).
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DISCUISSION

Dr Fucks: Concerning the debate whether or not model jets do "crackle" and the entire question of how thed
fphenomenon can be quantified and its cause isolated, I would propose a relatively simple approach: Insert a probe

V *microphone in the core of a subsonic let, say three diameters downstream of the nozzle. When you listen to the
pressure signal through earphones you will hear a sound which closely resembles that of jet noise. When one
traverses the probe at a constant speed in the lateral direction onc. may easily distinguish three regions where the
statistical cliarazter of the signal changes very drastically:

(i) Tht core region is characterized by a aclatively smooth and almost "comfortable" random noise. With
increasing distance from the jet axis, however, certain "crackling" events occur at irregular intervals, the
intervals being of the order of seconds near the axis. When the probe approaches the mixing region the
"crackle" will beco"'e more intense and occur at shorter intervals with the still audible random noise

I remaining almost uaitered.

~, I(ii) In the mixing region the second, irregular noise component has become dominant, and the pressure signal
resembles that of a hot-wire signal detected at the same location in the flow. The underlying regular noise
pattern is nevertheless detectable by the ear, wh1Fch seems to easily discriminate between noises of simila
spectra but of different statistical character.

(iii) When traversing through the entrainment region, the irregular content gradually decreases again. The
impression of "crac;kle" returns, becomes less frequent, and finally (at approximately two diameters from
the axis) dies out' leaving the regular jet noise chairacter in the rapidly decaying near-field signal.

The phenomenon described shows that crackle" may be characteristic for any jet but generally is of minor
Iimportance in the radiated far-field. It is v.-ry eerily isolated by the human ear and may b-est be studied in a flow

region where the "crackling" events occur only occasionally, e.g. right in the middle of the potential core of a
model jet.

IPtof.Ffawcs William.: The observations made by Dr Fuchs are very interesting indeed, and I ;gree that such an
experimenta approach may well prove effective in studyirg the basic origin of ceackle. If I interpret him correctly,
crackle is alway's a feature of the jet motion but is only coupled effectively to the acoustic field at high jet speeds.
If indeed this idea can be verified then it may be much easier to study systematically the baic fluid motions9 that

Igenerate crcl naltof low speed where crackle bs inaudible in the far field. That w~oud no doubt consalerably

Dr Obm'nejes': ProfFfowcs Wfllm-s dlci~somd among other things the so-called "cnsckiing noise. Pe-rhak* the
following eomnment may be helpful to develop 3 quantitative un&kmtanding of this phenomienen. If one KiýVes
the existence of pressur distributions in the flow similar to the front or the rear shock of a "oic l>-xomn then it

~~' / seems reasonabIo that these sho4klike pressure &Is~btribtrlm &e patly focused and p--rdty scýýttatd by tho nmrbukence
within the jet.

r, Isc a casc. howe -r. one can expect for th ifl ce of 04v fo0sn eecrslt hirtthowe &Wen

inorNper No.11 (Rf 1.) That- memns Wfukd poaitivt parize fcluctutions and ivwie'd ne~itive oones

To explan tht inflw- qce of tin, scittering ol~rrts one art rtfcr to our psmsr ww-ro e S P*~ alew lIUWar
inethods to dcwitrbe thp- datilt~on of a N-shapod presure s~gnatue of a 3oW-c bomen by turbultncea. The basic
results of thAt paper fitow Out thi distortion can be explained in a fmrt ippo'xinatkin by the phssr uninablL
a(o the sin&L, oi Pen -components of the tosta prtsw=e ditribuotio. Atda it tum ea t 14t uth po~tivc pirsweat
fluctuation =r spike 6Ad Q , tptsve- emu avr sonuded.

L lP.Obermweir -%-ýSoidc Se~uv~oo' x"' a Cvastk-. AGARD C'PP 13 1. Paper No. 11.

2. F.Omerfwier Do$ Str-eurrhwItmn cfjg kj.j-~y Dwr4rdgev AM et-acar&U
&At"C i. kWa 4Uu&-4ait ut f Ur Stsu" eiýAt 114 1971t)).

?eofFfawcs Wikkuiw- Us I aid~ iA o ioaw kme, I have betes wsbk to tt&nk of any rL3ite, wrphkutdA, prxvwtioti
Offect capable of uvistun distinet'L firtr~ce IsetWlen PoUtive antd neptive Vig res&r pa atonsso
hawe oOsa to the chd;XNio tlta the &.0A Or Mof the tt4ki spk4 Musst be bi the uuL-&y flo w thst tnermtes

ternus'. rut DIG (.btmce VWI htI hn s&netes M nbtkt, in raonpa4in tu*t if thoe *&vat are.

r,--UUnd by Somse WN MCVP~qy ;,I tha popaptioA constats it tca-itw %WU rt'u~a ad that pi~ieeim ie
rea cb.-Mfristire af a'Oýaitl e~ips W1e~ au." sefum. T t Ownfmoa Vaems to athow open the Ponalblity

that redI - ptopfii sa tke~eftct we also ctpaibk of v eatwiaAv- tv lwk wij;- Imait reAin for trb?
mat an cen

aA
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AND RAMA=D M0163 FROM A U1,GH-TEMPUBRflJRE JET

£ by
+ 4j ~~P. F. austier, S. P. Parthassrathv, R. .Qfe

JtPropulsion Laboratory

Pasafadn, CAlifornia 91103

An experimental itwostigatiou hae 14ýin coati-cted to characterize the fluctuating den~sity within a
high-tc.ýperature (110A0 abo.cjtadt hrteietenierdae otesrotdns rs{ correlations obtained by 'Antroducik'- time d..lay to the signala detected froa sA~vtially separated crossed
laser l-_sw cat up noa Schi treft systema w a- used to determine radial end 7xial diatribtatious of the
convectstaVaeciyo the moving nioise sources (eddies). In addition, the at'tocorrolation of the flue-

lfite invaestnisetIon th ovn r eferenea codutsamde va cauAted riom .a densitor flutuoasbintroducring

velocity wz bpn from measurements of the stagnation temiperature, and Stagnatio0 and stiatic pressures

d 'un jet subsoniaque bohut@a temp~rature (110ftK et Is brult irradia tout aux alentoura. Deb- corr~als-
tiona troia6aa, obteona. en Introdtu'sant un dierlt de toryps dans Its signaux ditectis a'ý partir de faisceaux
laser croisis a parts done l'espace 2~t disposis melon un systo"Ie Schlie-ran, furtat utilisa'44 pour "ater-
ainer lea distributioue radiate at exists do I", vitemee do c~zxictioo der t.Girces nobiles do bruit
(tourbillons). 1, autocorrelation do Is denqitt' fluctusate Nit ivls dauii Is syst~m mobile de coordon-
nice des tourbillocs. Do plus, ).autoecorr~lation du bruit irrxd~ dana It sysatne --obile de rbf6rance
M~t tvaluie Ai . rtir des corr~lsiona crofalas en intreluisaat PAo etqu ia.lasgtu ditc~
par des pair-es !ae micropihonese dpat~ done V eapace. Loa Asul-ste du bruit irre, A furent compar~z avec
la tl4oris do Lifittill et avec las donn~ee do Lush. Lee dittrP-'tions radiales 13% 1 -vitiasse mayeanun

i.rtut obtanuea k' ~r-tir des asures do tosp4~raturar de st~aý6iatioa. t. des pi .:oions stag"ion at
otatigua* V laieu do soodes.

a,b,c , and "asna of ellipaoid rtspectively, Pt tgaicpeeL

a 0 sq*4d of woun at saiont coiditioaa p stat:c prossenr* at the wall

C. cress cotvaelatioo function --vo-poi'nt correlation of the tsy

D diameter of jet at flow )paratioc fluctuation a ~P
* Volts&* eiJgnnl OUtpt Of lae~r dQ~aCtOr kis ariena cress corre-lutica fuactien of

~ *qt.~y ~the lasecr vasIgul

i C 0 ictiw of ties. £4. 03)-2) r o.aned b~y Eq. (A24LI); 41so the diatance
fr'Cm t'ei cffnter of ttm noatle at tb.~ exit-
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IU mean jet velocity at tho ntao• e exit or SUBSsRtnSdownstream of the normal shock wove

ex axial distance from flow separation location a azrbient onditions inside the anecholc
inside the nozzle chamber

x,y,s coorcinates with the origin at the noesle c convection of eddies
exit, see Figs. (t2-1) and (A2-2)

of ratio of highest frequo, , ant the ede of a d density
band to the lowest frequency of the band,

Eq, (A.-3); also a factor in Eqs. (2) and (3) a eaission conditions
5 eisaiLdn aUJie, tha anale between the jet H horizontal beam
axis and the line Joining a microphone withthe center of the nossle at the noisle exit i index

plane

y angular deflection of a loser beam n noise

Stime increment q quadrupole

a Gladstone-Dale constant t stagnation condition
. coordinate along the a direction with origir V vertical beam

4• on the horisontal laser beau, see Fig. (M2-2)
1) ,coordinate along the y direction, see b at eale p with respect to the jet Vxis

Pigs. (A2-1) and (A2-2)
e angle between the jet axis and a line draw C along the C direction

fro, a noise source to a microphone

. coordinate tn moving reference frane, a along the I direction
•:.•equal to U T

eqa c a along the ý direction
.;coordinate along the x direction, or beam 0 initial condition; also nozzle inlet

-s )separation distance, sea Figs. (A2-1) and condition
(A2-2)

p density 1,2 oicrophone numbers; also different tina, or
locations; also indexes

-r time delay
A r,• time delay for which the rtu density fluctua. 78,90 780 and 900 with respect to the jet axis

tions decay to one-belt the mexmuzm value
•" autocorreletion functionb representing the

-" noise in the various irequency bhne .

Eq. (A3-3) SURMCRUS~I
-y auocorrelation function in moving fran of ' fluctuating quantity (indicetad in figurec

It reference of the eddie but not fn equations)
() denotes "fucto ofvesrage value

L 2 or { demotes "ltiplied by"

c > donotte aver~a-ss

&erctti a vector quantity whoa it appears

.... th s.ymbol

Perhaps tha. '*aSt stS~nitfioS~t obsajtcj to fully voderst~nd tCte inoise *our-eeo in free jet Clovs is the
tonstdtble taskof ixy~ritott~aiy chrav~tarthtni the turbvleoace chqt t erae inhesereion.A

Corvato4ý;twr*#- W-Sustw o th dttrtbutio(ý of fluc"t~&tn, quhl-ttias :er noise* .c:trtss) vltbtn
Jets end t he deertattv'n of thOA xr-bto of oetsh es, ot h tterdt'da ~tina ICZce-

""-- th -ivrsi!,da 4Otca

tta vua.iai theb jet aL;PrersSt t. s ;res~nt tiw to t'4 elftct unocbtintlota ia Q $-4ctical ut-*e. Thi 1 t
mn~ Zevta With 0"eis ato of c 4lt &vC'p!, imsrtntoeio ct shIq L0Ais- of tlph-svped

cl~atr5 or4etg Inslysts p->-Vu T 's any icaazctof thLe flucttý.~.in2 ~ntte related to
the rediated aiseo rqutree eiuqdificaZctn4* in tsrne* of !I moe ha teaes-cs h re ttat

""Th ,ritots1 in Sttptor to be dttsedptrtst"~ t9 oseas ýo of thsrectertr-ng th ft-tat
104qittitcithat 5ncretOa0, toe no-a as, weki so to & wtho-S of chrceiigthe vwise* thIr.l rV6dtsted

be-ac -:haractertzad ky rt.,- u*.* o cnnaooQ ehtir2 thaXt Vein c~. tne y tU.ntv4c tin~ de%0 terO to t~
sigal deeced -~spa~a t cnawtettant la-se ftse tsht VteriT&S-t4-te ? h

lasere V*Oe set %P at Selre-n . Frost the cross corrsittetec of t-he #$ttialWy tpet~atS t-e-r
the cove tio vlCIZy of tb* %QVIflj Ouits anrd the Vktst~4 niy sonrlto ervo -Voluat&S.
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radial as Hell as axial distributions o. the Intensity cf the dencity fluctuations and of the convection
velocity were obtalud, the characterisation is based on a modcl consiseZing of point noise soairces cot-
centreted along the axis of the jet; consequently, it was assumed that the noise vws essentially being
radiated from a line antenna.

A distinct advantage in au experimental sense of cealins with the fluctuating density rather than o
with the fluctuating pressure is that the ,eusity and the two-point correlations can be evalu*ted compAre-
tively easily without disturbing the flow. Such diaturbances could occur, for example, with the use of
probes, particularly since two probes close to each other would be required in order to obtain two-poict
correlations

The radiated noics is compared with the theory of Lighthill (Ref. 1) ena with som of the data obtain-
* d by Lush (Ref. 2). In addition, it is chaoracteriand in terms of the noise cross-correlation coefficient
and the eutouorrolation function in the moving frame of reference of the eddies. Cortelations of the
radiated noist were evaluated from the signals obtained with plIrs of microphones by intzoducing time
delay.

The experiments weru conducted in an anechoic chamber, The jet fl• emerged from a convergent-
divergent nczle in which flow separatien occurred downstream of the throat b4cause the nozzle was con-
siderably overexpanded. Consequently, a shock structure wet established but was contained eutira7y within
the norzle and tha flow was subsonic aud ahockdfree at the noxtle exit as verified by Schlieren and shadow-
zraph obsatvetjons. The average stagnation temapirat=u at the nozzle ialat taking into acco*nt all tests
was about 1100 K (1520"?) and the Mach number at the noxzEc aeit was about 0.5. Radial distributions of
mean values of the velocity, stagnation temperature, stagnation pressure and static pressure were obtained
in the jet with the use cf probes.

2. COMMV2SON (W LIO•MUfL IS TWORY TO THE POINT SOURCES

The theoretical work of Liglthill (Refso 1 and 3) is based on the concept of quadrupole sources dis-
tributed over the volume of the jet. The analysis of the experimental data to be discussed, hwever, io
based on the odel of point noise sources concentrated along the sxis of the jet. Measurments were made
throughout the jet region with the laser beaus to obtain uadial and axial dirtributions of the fluctuat-
ing density; however. the amunt of such Uapping is for from adequate for direct use in Lighthille theory.
Nevertheless, it is possibie to demonstrate that the Light-hill theory can be coneetd into a form which
for quadrupole sources resembles the autocorreletion function derived directly frow the poinit-source mod*e.
The analysis of this conversion is cmitted for brevity; however, the proc•dure followed inwludes (1) late-
gration of the cross correlation functiou over a noise source -or eddy), (2) integration over the crgssSsection of the jet -nd (3) conversion of the integral along the sxis to an integration of the Gmiesion
time. The emission time is the time interval required for t.h rooite to proplugte froo a aource to a micro-
phone. During this time interval the noise source will have tiw-ele'd to * neo locatiou. The finl expres-

A I saon for the correlation function is

E2 @in 0c oo 01 [2 ain 02 co-s 621 iL r 2 4t (1)

C ( T A - 1  x2 l h a p e G 2 Jk t o L A ( 1 )
Cr I Er~l sin couset e1 2  2[ -McCose62 ) ( a a .t7

Equation (1) correeponde to 74e point-sourte model, Eq. (A3-1) of Appandit A, It should bt noted that in
Eq. (A3-1) the factor 1/16 IT' has been included iu the defi•itiou of the source strength and as a coea s.
"quence is contained in the no. s, autoctrrelation !unction. V. The trigoatric t*evrn the nuMir.dor of

Eq. (i) result from the definition of the quadruapole as doses the roAatity [1- 1bei*ng1Wa a c'ube
term instead of a squared Peam. Tq in Eq. (1) is the autoco-rrelatico function of a quanrupole in the wv-
lUg frame of xolareact of thie eddies. Its ftunctional relationship to ei4ulr to thast of Y" ofE.(44)

The two equations tire identical in content.

The experiments wre conducted. in an achoc chi ch ig deascrib4 in W. A. Dtri-• thaoa em-

par~wente air from the outside a ds• ar i •o the chamber b) Ch wall da(, -so In A;iia-t P Ift~ - !-A-
side, whic~h was caused Vy the in~joctor aetto of OahetJs. BefrA3ottn Ot.•.es chs-gr tha ftitase air Ws
distributed behind tha wedge blocks that U d te roce, aod th% •tb d air et e tahr pmr r e i-

eeu the wedges &a shou in Pig, 1. Thia• -- isad t-e prnibilitý t1at igoiticaet n-urctleetou flow

patterns would occur inside the chaber.

Compressed air -Yas sup~iiied on a steady bca:k, basis by a coA4*resiwr plant aC44ilt~y *.,A we, hewarV3
P ~~~~using a turibojet burner. ste burner we; located a "Wsi8rbl ditncp27 s ;,tzraao h i

so that good mixing of the flow culd occur bWefore it tered the otate. n-- diaieter of the d&ct low
ad between the burne an the u~vlo u~se &M5 a.Te m~aas throast diemee ce .lwLte teca
traction area ratio vas larie with low vvoloitte upstroea of the Ite.

The noise produced by the cpotres coni Vration V0 *wesUeated frea 0 ,*ots:urLta •o .•,- with a

19sc diaawter dyuamlo vicrophc~a probe which Vng iaaaatt-d so tte concetiarA !msid tlvt hg &uc-t V-t a

distance of 70 ce upatresia of tht neessl exit plane. %he Trcoie ;N17 ocee o ner e ontd 0-sse sh taticI
pressure fluctuations. Theso tests wore coadoctad4 under cOld !.o (nrhiat ts0rt"v)cett.n vr

range of ctegnatioc. pressuras including the p.ruasW e at VUic tVW htflw ttsa- a.Teup
stress noise Inside the duct etas reo tn W a Pire tons at 5,60 RU; EcnnWr, Pim4 turea Wet'sO uob
served outside the ]at under hot f livW ceoditicuc. Iganee, tua. ott6a jO4ars*od ivL t.\wv ftin ust*zt of ame
nostle was not conoidarad to ba a significant contribution to the Vae radatd ro tbe et

4. XIS TATTI0N

The Pnoise ra~tflted r the jett wn uoatouro &4tb S wead6 rot tin. FAX #lrcfrnh=s, TUCy ve,V
placed in the vortical •psitioa such that tV' c Wi•e ca a .%smiontA i viw Pastiug a. sna ta %at*rliUA

ri
Xr- xiel 
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Tite detected lacer aignals wrint, rcorded on Wagnetic tape andthanka pltyc.I bank thzýu4,h L :nrerstlmt'; in
struwant to obtain the cross cotrslet'ons in the saw manner as the noise signals. The analysis that was$ ~1  used to interpret the laser kignal to -41 scussed in Appendix A2 -alo..

t ~ jRadial distributionas of tin awman -'at votlocity ware dsterminnd ftc. $itot pressure, static pressure,~ ~ and from otegnation temperature useaurcneaosshflw Mcctrseruedt uasre rst sroa and shielded thermocouples vera used to stetound tempratures. Ukassreus probes auxantad in lineI ~wrar uzed to obtain these presoures and teaparaturee.

The stagur dot pressure at the noesle inlet was measured with a piotapoe n the stagnation tea-
perature at this location was obteined with a thermocouple probe.

Both Sch&Ieren (in addition to the laser cywta* end shadowigraph systaul were used to Observ, the
4flow patterns within the jet.

S.NOZZLE 7102FELUDM

Th-v jet flow discharging frov the nasale exit pleAs was cubsecaic; howewvr, for a 2ortionk of the din-

tones donstream of the throat within the uncsle the flow vas supersonic. Consequently, a Ciacussion of
the flew felad inside the nosle is naeede to clarify this transition.

At the uonic inlet the stagnation tuamprature averaged cYST antwumsc tests was 1l00#K (1520'?) end
the 8 tr*Sje irtagnatton pressure was 2.48 bar (50.4 pete). The variation in temperature wat not sore than
*k 15 X *ai the variatioa In pressure "as not wror than * 0.024 bar. The flew d-lechargad. into air at vir-
tually atmospheric conditiocs Inside the nsnchoic cambaer from a cocvergent-dtvergaat uwnale which was
considerably overexpanded, The mascurc4 presents inalsid the enachoic chamber was only 0,006 bar less
than staosphertc praisure. Flew gepa'catiou occurred inside the nasls in the divergent section dowustreems
of the throat as indicated by the preseure rice shoink balom the sketch of the armale in Fig. 3. At the
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MTION
SADr~ FLOWWOA

e4 0
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The 041TMaUreets that Vire mad* to mote these wevee consisted of (1) wall pressuirez. from vhioit the
flow eparation and the analts of both of the oblique wavee were detqrond~v tnd (2) pitot probe pressure
mufisur~aents al1ng tshQ CQUterUWn In a cold Jet frost 119ich the, saistenee and location of a normal shock

~~ XC~~ waeihfch-wa'sWc th* sale was estAblithed. The"e waves were probably curved, rat~tor then being straight
as .btun. Their Wool abipas are not'ltamn because the extent, of the neasuromonts was too limited. Ad-
ditionai discussion of theai wve~s ead the Wnrespondins flow field may bu found in Ref. 5. In addition,
the t anantoia flow field I% temou of tcdAfl san axial diver3.butiova of Mact No. as determined experinhn~tal.
ly is given in Ref. 6. 7A* existence of aCditional Week oblique shatk Vwavs (wot shown in Fig, 3) which
"emanted from a location toir the tangenty bebtwee the circular-ertu throat end -the conicet divowgent see-
tion 'is discusse In Ref. 7. row saparation and raattseboaat that occurred in thv vicinity of the curved
inlet section %ten the nomaic inlet -was stwahed to a constant-diaeeeter duct upstream is presented in Ref.

8.Additional flow information ftogther wfth wall bieat transfer iwasureusats vh'4*h show zhe boundar-y lay-
or ii inarisaticc effect* appear In let. 9.

A ~ The jet wes steady durfug the experiments discussed hore and did not: oacitllta about the ceuterline
of the nozzle. Such oscillations did occur at 1CWer stagnation pressures whay- the fl.ow separatitu point
was farther upstrean; howeve, no dM ats weetquirsd under those conditions.

The origin of the "frae jet"', although contained, wa3 actually inside the nozzle &#Amerntream of the
flow separation point. In the laser beow and In the noise analycas the disaneces along the flow
(:..direction)o hawevr, are nfrearned to the asual. exit ylane. Tust downotresAw of the Haeh disk the
diamter of the jet was estimated to be ebcut 6 cm and the Mich No. was 0.5. The jet velocity corrax~on'I-
lug to thtas Aaeh No. 19 310 u/sec. The velocity at the nettle exit plane was probably soumbwat lower,
ho-mver, its value was not det'irmliiwd. For convenience the flow conilt-.1ons are given In Tabl-i 1. All cf
the shock iWasvet or cotained within the nosslle. No such waves were observed in the jet downstream oll

the exit plane with Schliaren anW shadwaoga~ system that were used for this purpose.

Table I

Flow Conditionl.- and Lover Beam, and- Microuhone L'ocatioun
j ~Jet Diameter D, at Flow Saperation (Fig. 3) a 5.6 cm

Mach No. at Flow Separation (fig. 3) a 22
Vach No. Downstream o,ý Normal Shock (Fig, 3) - 0.5
Velocity Dowustream of Wornal Shock (Fig. 3) - 310 rn/sec

Average WMosI inlet stagnatica pressure - 3.48 bar (50.4 psi&)
Average Nozzle inlet ataanation temperature - It009K (1520%~)

Anachoic cbmbetz pressure -0.98 bar (14.2 psl&)

Location of Locatious of Lccat~ion of L~aa;;tionv of
Vertical Rovivacital Vertical xoria,,ntal

Laser Be" Uaser Isaw" t.Asr 868M Later Beams

-Five beaus for 4 - 2ivc be&=s for
each value of C eax6 value of

Test x *a y x a RduTact % a n/D) Y a a 5aduZ

67 28,8 6.7 2.0 28,6 0 6.5 6.6 .101 121.4 23.3 3.0 12l.0 0
88I 29.8 1.0 213 3.2 M0 122.8 1.0 6.6 6.6

'I8 11, 3.0 -1.0 2.7 105 12Y30 2.0 2.6 2.6

Ik 17, 6.0 9_ 9 ~1i.L .~1
97 68.2 1.5 6.1 7.0

9369.2 1.6 2.7 5.' 60s eft~i 4oca. Oi.irtlt)r -1. 2- - -... _

101 73A4 7.0 .9.6 9.0 04 4a. (fts. 2N _N1, W P~ K'. o ta, ~

II41 10 6215
YýZ __ _ _ _ - _ - I-ý

..... r"Q a 4"A tet~u! of thsOux "IV$~ wief thu Jilt vtwalty V,. W.0s detodr*Wma cwv omen of
W, 0*4~ycra tie at ý ie* 44" (A Ig.4.t alAhtkaa 01 11t v 4b ereo of the twol V~a

rum.~ jeT4uaaoi hA4* Ab4 itW4 4040ergwt roo ae4ý s -O*A~ 3.~h~0 Umutm i~v~eif etu asl
*L to1te a daiawpwatonr e,4* th st W~ t OtV.4 W*.J-n djsw 4", ataL. V%4. -~r.. it t oi, t-co- Clut 4- to
4iwW lau~ta~o tUhe M jne t 1ciOfaU t*cacQ dsc(t . tba bhit e 4tjg*ýv eZ tha iet
Wie Voic to ahoat 40 016 06 rgLiaa -of UWgsat Oew (mms'Aau WJy) at *Us. a4iali wa~a vti j CurdoWT
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a radial distalma between about 5 and 15 cm. The ratio of the jet mes& flux to nosale ua$* flux was 13.6.

Also shown in Pig. 4 is the radial distribution, of the convection velocity of the eddies IJC. which
woos determined from laser beamusameureamists at five poisftione spaced vertically across the diameater of the
Jet. The des ohoms that both the jet velocity anid the eddy valocity are reasonably mysimetrical about the
centarline of the jet. AMdittomal results of the convection velocity are discussed in the next section.

Rladial distrilmations of the stagnation pressure, stagnation teqwereture and static pressure reforenc-
ad to ambient avaditions are tshown in Fig. S. It shout& be noted that the static pressure In the flow is

below ambient pressure, ewen this far downstrtu. If it had been assumed that the static pressure Vere
the sawe as the ambient pressure, the msxiuAn velocity wbuld have been calculated to be about 7 par coant
lower than shown in Fig. 4 sand the disaster of the jet vou7.d have been about 13 rer cent smeller.

120 Pt1 8A4)4~~
Tt = I109K (I 960R) x 16 cm

140t

1 0 
____to__.0__1._

'100-UCx16c

I 80- L .3-T/,-.
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Figure 4 RailDistributions of Nsa Velocity Figure 5. Radial Distributions, of Pressure
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T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ue iiso he coavection, velocity cfteedeaUwseautdztteeit oain hrve slaver theam-

the x~rmanal cosscorelatoity A opario oet elctye isr t ery08adial distributooftecnction veofithe

count',mveloityat the other axial locationa are shown in Fig. 6. The diotributionsa Are essentially
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Distributions along the axial direction at various radii are shown in Fig. 7. At the larger radii

the convection velocity would be vero at the nozzle exit (outside the jet). Farther downstream as the jet
spread to the particular radius, at which a measurefent Is being made, the velocity of the eddies would
be observed. A maximu. value would be expected before the velocity decayed. Such a trend is apparent at
redit of 7.5 and 10 ca. Near the centerline thern was a continuous decay. A convection velocity of
125 a/eec, which is based on an average throughout the let, Wee chosen for evaluation of the noise auto./1 ~corrlation function in the msoving reference Erams.

4 8. EXPUDCWAL DUSlfl IWOZUAICS

f~yTypical cross correlations %., of the density fluctuations vs tim delay T, are shown in Fig. 8. At
A zera separation distance of the vertical and of the horizontal teaso (9 a 0) the curve is symmetric about

~i. tants is increased. The upper envelope of this family of curves Is a Smooth function as shown. It is the
-. autocorrelation function 2ff In the moving frees of reference of the eddies, that is, 2ff Q0 or also;

it Is the Fourier transform aoa fluctuating density spectrum. The locations of the lager beaus are
shown In the sketch In the upper right-hand corner of Fig. 8. The radius of the measuring station wasS. 10.0 cm. At this axial location of x a 23.8 am the results obteinad -at other horizontal beam positions
resetble those shown in Fig. 8. The peak correlation values -differ, however, as does the steepclss of
the cress correlation curves, and, of coursa, the convection velocity.
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it is the second derivative of the pj PH fluctuations with respect to tine delay -, vhich is related tothe density autocorroltion y.ad,.* hence to the noise eutocor•eistim y,. £ddLtiocal experiental data
iv raqAized before this can bi done with sufficient accuracy,0.d6 i .. 1.6 I I IDISTANCE FAOM 1.4 - DISTANCE FROM
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Figure 9. Distributions of ru Density F pror 10. Tin Scale Distribution
Fluctuation. at 9 0

The decay of the ru value of the density fluctuati-wae vs bee. separation along the flow to shown inFig, 11. These results us given at only thre r4adi at each xi•al location for clarity but indicatetypical trends. The hbilhr no values at a - 66.4 caft the lar;er radii are evident in this figure also.It is apparet that the dacay in incensity of the eddies in the a~# shear redioc (otter radii) occurs
J, over a comparatively short distance.
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tlshea discul~iaou by JUwb (3.1. 2).

Lu hV ho go" £004 A t between Liglithulls' theory and his expariueatal results for wemision
angles wart 90 over a ci ifinant range, of t~e frequency parieter. The dota of the p~osent investiga-
tion to re~ftrasced to an eamiso eangle of 78 which to considored sufftcia!ntly near 92for extrapols-
tio to 90 without incltwoitoc&=racy. Thus forthe reference conditiou of q 78 Sq. (2) becomee

S 2 2 2(3
ctC + a N0

f 7

The data of the present experiment shown in ?ig. 13 we"e correoteod with the uae of Eq. (3). 7urthericorc,
the convection velocity U., was chosen to be 200 u/sac, Thus Nc 0 .. This celected value of U,~ Is
based on the distribuations aehm In Pis. 7. At the nossle emit (z w 0) the radius of thsl -Jet was alwxit

/1 3 co; hence Ut - 200 a/jino and stince UO 310 a/gec, IJAUo = 0.65. This is the same value of Uc/NO u5sed
by LUsa who made use. of the results obtained by Davis, Fiaher end Barrett (Ref. 11)~. The quantity of was
choass to be 0.3 to used by Lush.

Th-3 rtault in Fig. 13 inicate that for low angles and high frequencies Likghthull 'it. preidiction (the
#are 43 line) is hi~hsr than the enperiventol date. This probably occurs bwcasos of the absence of aP.
priopsiato accountability inj the theory for the effects of reraction of tho noise by the vdov, and of the
conveeion amplification which results fro* the scarce smoing with the flow or more slovily thsin the flow.
At lay frequencies the xpertimental results are io reasonably good agreemet with the t'mor-y especially
at the larger eangles; Uawever, ther is still an effect of the aiec nl ttesalra~sa h
cWmpaIsmn of the results at~ 35 with that of Lu4sh t 0 a 34 is quite good over the entire frequency
parameter reage despite the sitcaificant differencie in this staguation temperatures of the two sets of data.
This is the only emiseicr angle conno to the data of Lush =An to the dats of the ptaeL nt invetigation.

Ctiarscterizatimn of the radiated noise in terno of the autocor"4ltion function '4a'f, in the roving
fram. of reference of the eddlies is shown as a three-dimenatooal display In Fitt. 14. Zn this case the
couviiction velocity vas chosen to be 125 m/ffisc N 0.36),* initead of 200 =/&*a, banause the lower value
is ore nearly a ean Yalue over tihu extent of the jet as can be seen io Fig. 7. The effecmt of the cmc-
viection velocity on tte results is largely assactatied with tha relationship between the times t, exad the
distance a. Since the correlation is dateralued primarily Eros geometric conviderados the dsac
sadle in Fig. 14 would not be affected very much by such a 4-Iffevsnce in velocity but the time scale

. .. .. .would. The autocorrelativa function n'y (t, 4t) reachea a maclua at about 13 co downstream of that ns-
ala OXit Plans and thou daCaLYs to a Wmal~ value in about S willisecoad-a or approxsiatily 63 cm from the

At
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though the moving poiAt-eource theory does not take those effect. into account.

The following numerical example is a deacrirtioa of the rtathod that was used to compute the autocor.

relation function shown in Pig. 14. A constant convection velocity of the eddlew was assumed although
allowance for a variable velocity could be incorporated into the procedure. Three frequency bands center-
ad at 1, 3, and 9 kWe uith aý - 3 vwnr used to evaluate 01 (At) using Eq. (A3.3) in Appendix A3. Note thatthio a refoer to frequency bands of Eq. (A3-3) and differs from the of of Eqs. (2) and (3). For l - 3,
the bandwidth is about 1.6 octaves. The time incrament 8, which was used to evaluate 40(t 2 ) in Eq. (A3-21

c• tmwas 1.0 m. Five incre•m et were used which =edo it necessary to determine gi at 6 nodal points.

The experimntal correlations C(T), were avaluated from the signals of the following pairs of micro-
phones shown in Fig. 2: 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 7, and 8 "ed 4. Also, the autocorrelation of micropbone
No. 1 (1 and 1 with time delay) wso used. As an examle of the thapes of these curves 1hc experimental
cross correlation for Non. 8 and 4 and the autocorrelation of Ieo. 1 and 1 with time delay are shown in
Figs. 15 and 16. A tired value of Tr &ad a particular orientation of a microphone pair determine a line inthe At,t 2 plans. The correlation C(i) is a line Integral of nV4n along this line. To obtain informationabout nyn in various regions in this plane, different varieties of such paths (and therefore different

oriencatims of hicrophcnee) were chosen. Points were than taken from each of thesa correlation curves

0.81 _T •
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0 EXPErIMENTAl 0 0 EXPERIMENTAL

0.4 - 0A- A CALULTED0.
8 -4 8 al.,0.

0 2 0.-A

i/f -0.2 - -0.

; ; -05 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 1. , . .

17M ATUE DELAY; Du ,

Figure 15. C rleouoCoFs of Calcuaed io ulated
Correlation Coefficiente with Autocoreletton Coefficient

"I Ftprtuaal Velues with fxprimnatel Valueti

#at diffrent vlues of time delay T. thireby establi•hing a set of siultaneous equations. In theory,
oaty a total of 18 values we required to evaluato tin unIkown coeffiieants since the number of nodnl.4. •aints chose* we 6 aM the mrner of fmquadoy band- ias 3. However, a total of about 100 va uied for
bet bter ermaobvi siut the coaW atiu mathod imnolved the u" of inversion by least squares. The source

"[4 I fu:M-4ttoin tun•atz of the fr4quercy cl tiae, i.e.., f,(9itt), obtaaed by this method for the three
basis (0ef. 12) is c wsltcot with observed trend. for s4ubsoic jets. For example, the noitt* sources at4' ½ . eA4hn- frequoanote occur wear the omaul tdu and the lcser frequencies extend over e 1.argvr distance

1 alc the jet.

~ I Achack a* tkzm tuvcrsioa by leant squires of t00 computattic method using Qb' coarsn tins step v-ia. obNtairA4 by tftorariu thw coqwod cWiftiato inte 1-4. (A.34) and calculating V-tlsel ff C(fr). Thesa
c,'4UT4 Veline ar!' gh'qte Tis . 1S tA 1 ts* Coýarisen with the Wp•.u.r-ia nu.s. It is evide.t

'., , that th1e egnemt is war; sued eMA u , tht 06e Inysreio give god results.

In hi lr~~stgaio wnri*et raeca!ce s a b -t7*uperatbre subsoninf jet Whic seytarated
4i' t a A pm lewe %Vlodity ma*16 the 4tverLteetz porttno of a macale. $EQ separated jet flow prog-res.Sed

~~ ~thrwouh a shak strwcbae cicttsin Qtl m tily vLiaua the Smeals A-W thee b.cas& nbdwatc Wetfo it reache'd
,.,- . the m l it pita..

U rat keoCnfttr from Wasevre~ee obtflj'M ft .ttI th. Jet tin 0Utwit* 'tht noaV-0l .te u 4u pettalay
-~ ~ g s edA&m z asej Losaa ew o" up Gs a 1441nnrý cy~fl that the maite sourcs tn e hvcbttttt by
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radfns ")94 1"*t rwwa.4 0xt.Wrr Uyc~ete of atvtc Aatzeut ea prW atue 04eallv eaae

*1cw1a0% cxtsid't thea jri AW maden this mroumsure taczsfz-pa e! -the reiased0 Wstve c't"tu with tte
use cat the tawectie6 nVOICKIty. h t.viisfnit tuie inetme In tuis aeving etacettace ira
Of tUe *d-isa W" 4vcktel'W4 Czogflc wil t:4 %A"s tetnitrW *a its* s#atral dtiýtrtbztitm.0 noe scalIy Ee
of t&e m1A* socan %-" 0f t!W rs~lace r-4s*Qta UWe esan w*te, staaete in Ce; Jet. A featuro C4
flie sflresbea L-9 tit the', wit fl E to the dett-iigisuam aZ 0waisa~~Wre noise eouraeA
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of convectiou amplification io the theory, The eicperiwrntal nonise resultsa at on4 comon *Mission angle
agree quite wiell with the data of Lush svou though there was a large difference in the stagnation tempera-
turae~ of the jets1 ýUvaatigated.
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A 1 AIfRlORREMAIN FuCTIONS OF A MVWi HiOiS MSOURE

Autocorrelatioc functions for the fluctuating density of a oving noise source cw. be determined fora jet flow from amosurmani• ohtained by the cressad-beim laesr-Schlisron. mthod described in A~pmndix A2.
In addition, such functions fos the radiated noise can be determined from the cross correlations of the

signals detected by a pair of microphones as described in Appendix A3. The moving serce autocorrelation
functp•t are. iqiaxtant because they can be used to obtain a daeription of the entire noise field. In
the tvoing reference Ireua fluctuations occur more slowly; hence, greater accuracy in tint derivativeu im
obtainablt, Thus the intensity end spectrumm of the fluctuating density withlu the jet and the intensity
and 5vctna of the noice, thtch is .tlated to the ra6ated sound pressure outajee the jet, can be
evaluated,

The a*ntcorreletiou %unction in the coving from of reference of the eddies my be determined as fol-
loas: Firmt, lot G(Xt) be a flU-ntuating randon scular fUncrion itQ the turbulent jet flow. In the present
investigation, for xale, it would represent the fqctuating density, At every point X a convection
velocity D(3) ti defined, If now a typotheticel protb is considered which eonses a fluctuatieg quantity
and which ollovw the motion of t1•- eddies at the convection velocie". the signal absorved would be givenby G(!o+ fn U de,t) where M. in the ivitial patition. Thu.% the qua-atity G, is 3 function of time only

because 1# aa function of time taken along the trtajctory of the probe.

Tht aocorrelatioo funttion obtained from theo siee at different time (diffozmt locations) for
a probe moming At the velocity U, to Sivon by the *nom zl avorzg of G as foll.ows:

The masurment oLainad frcm the probe at one time eltcr havOg been delayed by e time interval 'r is ml-
tiplied by the asasureent from te oame probe obtsind aesitim later, If it ti assum.d that 0(Ft) is

Slocally howoenasou and locally arationary. that to the now value of G is not changt•g with ties,

y is a olowly varyi-n function of x and t ten tho flow is aptroa•uattly homogeneous m24 apprcnidtely
statiouary, For jets that are strvctly stationary there it only a sl0 changeo of y with a end for this
case the rfght side of T4. (Al-1) is equal "o

t•

-x x 2 t,) orU

that is s-fi + (t)dt: U (t'),r'r

SThis varies slowky with t and rapidly with r. The coardinat- x refer* to the i.nitial puimt at . nosleo
e xit. This is the fu.ction uhich iL obtained from the laser b4 cross corelations dascribed in Apzwiudix
A2. fhere, the mthod of obtaining the autocerr•latic fuction in the novl4 frowa of refisreica is
Sdveloped -from the mnaure ts of lignals detected by the use of etat-iontry b-as. This noisae atocorfe-
lation funtion La converted to the moving refereace fraen by tntroduc$lm the value of t j dat-irined frz

- £the laeer data.
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A 2 IASER SM~IERD I2UAYS!S
This discussion pertains to the evAluction of the a-itocarrelation function of the fluctuating density

for an observer that moves slong the jet flowe at the comzection Velocity of the eddies. The aiitocorrela-
tion function in this awving frome of reference can be obtained from the detected signals emitted by
stationary laser beams. This cam be donet either if several beaus are displaced dOlen the flowi direction
or el" if one of the baa. Is mmvd to different positions at whicht date to obtaimad. The amotlytical
procaduire that will be follovwe is en extenvion of that used by Wilson and Daskovalsa (Ref. 13). A sketch
of a typical ar~rangement is shown in Fig. A 2-1.
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the horizontal b"a. Thus, the displaco nt of a horizontal bean along the flow diretion frcu the verti.
cal beam is taken to be f , The coordinates in three disnaioos are shmow in Fig. A 2-2.

Am the beau passe through the jet it is deflected whereuvr there is a gradient in the refractive
index. It can be eLoa that if u is the refracrive index, the angular deflection y, of the bea is given
by

3 -t&1 is' -r~dii(A2-1)

A~~h a f(fJ
dC

The subscripts H and V refer to the horizontal and to the vertical beow reepectiv-ely. The diansions Lr,
"ad Lj represent those portions of the beam length* which lie within the jet diamter. Gradients of
the r fractive index in Eqs. (A2-1) and (A2.2) are taken along the flow direction because it is oney the
deflections that result from thest gradients that will give correlations. If gradients perpendicular to
the flow are sensed, Schllsren signals will be obtainsi; haowvr, their cross correlations would be seor,
Thus the knife edges of the Schlieren syeram sust bo aligned psqadicular to the flow for both tio vorti.

cal and the horizontal berns.

The output signals of the Schlieren detectore rAy be "xpressed as follows:

ev Sv%'IV (24

S is the sensitivity and t the boea length bet'oen the edge ef the jet and the detector (Fg. A 2-1,. The
signal from the horizontal bee is delay"d by a time interval r, and thereby a correlation viih the other.. signal is obtained vhich is the average of the product of the angular deflactioco as foelove:

< <Y1H(t- ) YV (t) > r r < [ (t -- )>c~ dC W 5

The relationship butwena the refractive index and the density is &I/x - D/ýx) where i* i the
Gladstone-Dale cnestamt. The, if Q is defined as the exprimentally deteruined cross correlation fuac-
tion, its value in torwo of the density gradient is established by cobining Eqs. (A2-3) ard (A2-) to
eliminate y arid n, and by introducing the relation between the refractive indax and the density. For con-
veniencu, the quantities obtained frc maussur =Arts arc groupe, together and equated to those quantities

. under the integrals that are to ie deteruined. itwo

< *3 e,(t - -r tv t)>
<~~ ~ ~ 2a(, I ~ ) ( ,y~c + CQ- > dTldc (A2.6)

4. in Eq. (A2-6) by detoting functiots of (y + T.), (x & ) ano (a + C) it is asocnil hat !:. SeMnral the"laser bama do not p6as through the exim of the jet. Hover, this of c•srse is r. a nequirnt.

hioie that tQ U Eq. (A2-o) ti at t fuanctico of the tive t. bautto of the utrctiocrlty of a r*al
jo.This Io a lie axssumptio* because the ttsi perriA t, in oraere of U~r-nlceis* tartar titan the tie*

delay T. vic1% t.e Lwasure4 4jt aigcotk&

tane" to ý thek co.-relattioo In the tnt~w,;*ci ciaazributes appreciably to thla Integrel, tet Ii if

ther* toea wqAý 4ependn4__Bc on a~ nd z b-ut a strrca &e"mnd4ice on __ja C.

... Y +.. -,pA+ • t+t

-

a

Tha 6eftrýnm iuantity q, I to e eaý pc cC~relAxien 6obitton o! the ict.ir e It n a real jtt
the ndiioc f b wjewitv is net etrlctly n4tisftsd bkcaw of th-e ;rcnth in Malster aln he flIaw

4irectIon (dWe'eecVtCit of the [ic'W Vithb Mrnrt t. plOstti&. Veet 4l4,a be-an lecatios Eccar
7. of theQ nasslle alt plnv this t~tAfhQ#ep a! hraee in .mus C on cb" valatm of La is W-C SraL -Zer t1'44 is

the tinfiutceO Vf the &am thaqin" toc, t e64 A.
it is pe*4flk to 'at the !"zivs d no rtc trý tbo rtaa of - to +4w becsLae the ora.*

ticttu te ifaradwet kee t "10 leedat~aacsa of~ c .ta Ia, beodtehreleofthed,

tkie- eas be nitarg- the tbhe ;t hft. ale ~nallieco of 140s. W46) &a (A-241 gi-vee'

•--h
, .. .(.a-y.s . r)=a.-"7'-•'t. .q . y . ; .L_ .. .C -') E•;. . .. . I I
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The quuntity to be dettroin*4 in Eq. (A2-8) is the autacorr-eltion fuizction Q; con*quently, this
equation must be Invwrted. In order to siuplify t•i. procedure the fluctuwaions will be considerod to 'oe
*.otropic. The axsumýion of isotropic fluntuations implits that fUxed values of the crogs correlation

coefficilnt Cre apherkc1 eatrfaces. Furthermore, it itplies that ab the eddies move dowatrean they bo.
cvaa larger. Actually, however, the peak cross c--rr4latioi~u becom e•ller; hence, tht "sizes" (radii)
of the spherical surfaces become snaller until they finally dimitdah. REevertheless, by asuming isotropy
Eq. (A2-8) become2

S...Qxs I24 ....
Q (,7,y,Z; t,*) Q YS U + [g 2, q) d11dr (A2-9)

a 2 2-1 +1
Note that in Eq. (A!-9) the quantity L- Ucr)2 has been aubstituted Kor 2 -j is the Convection vAlocity
of the o4dies a&ong t (the flow direction); therefore, by this substitution Eq. (12-9) has beon converted
into tha wvviig fraae o!• reference of the eddies. The inversion can be accomplished by a change of var-
iables and rathenatical manipulttion. Thsis, defit•e R and p as follows:

"R U -C UT 2  2 + C2 (A2-10)

Next, consider the influence oi x, y and z to be stall compared to a, T and a and combine Eqs. (A2-9) and

-~.r~ (IL.r) 41j dt (A2.12)aC2

TlTn it cau be shown that

1 1

-. .n

The area integral £ d1PdC of Eq. (A2-12) which is the cross joectional area of the jet cain bu evaluated
by the following c ane of variable:

2r w + C2 (A2-15)

f dqdC- 2z 7 rdr %A2-,6)

""or intagratton across the radia', plane k ant T 4re con-.ant and from Eq. (A2-10) it can t-z shohr that

rdr - RdR (A2-i7)

The integration of X is from P to m. Therefore Eq. (A2.I.2) becoaes the followig after introducing Eq$.
(M.-14), (1-2-16) and (.ý2-17)i

I~
By intagvtlc Eq. (A2.18) bac ea

After a rscond integration and noting thsat p, , the de•yr w au ocorrelatton ý4ncti.n Q ýczi- b ct4a-
tba dependsnt variablaj.

Then by apq~ying L'Baoupitoal' Rulo to Eq. <A2-20)

Q(Or)- rLT'.& (21

Thus the invexaiou tas been coo pleed for tta conditioo ol; lwWoy Thu ývsntfty Q to cvaluat-ei froM
"Uzaurmmatr side with the lea~sr bsoam thot proja~ct~rig z iloe. Thsj*a u"Sý1- .nto cre lo a-
tious acruiss the eddies. It can be ohmn, bouiewiar, thet at avy tizted '~ieof tWoo dtlay --, th- Poict

0 correspcuds to the uaxium vr.luas of the Q5 (9.) vs r %'vNs. This is acc*Vl.s1"e by a Tebo-.

-7!
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sovies owxpansion and by the requii'eumat of symnatry around lb - 0. It iswane that the coavcction velotity
Uc, introduced inta Q in Eq. W-29) can be evaluated exp(ýriusntally from the Qg(g,'r) curves. This con-
ch'rzacterhe the radiated noiea.

r2 1

~d4~yJ I("4-22)d Jy
IThe validity of the assumption of isotropy for the flwactui :in& density is not kaolm by expaex-imnt at

the pyosant tim consequently, the peosibilities, of relaxing this assei~tion by somna of other nodal. are
in order.

£2.4 Nonigotgonic fluctujat~,

Consider a more realistic concept, that for VAsich Os~ surfaces forwad by const~at values of Lbe cross
correlation2 are allipsocda1 (rather than spherical) with the csj',r axis a, oriented along the flow~ in the

direction. The ofter two axes 1 and c, are not necessarily equl. For this case Eq. (A2.9) may be
~' j written as

Qa (,B9, - -~ 'r ') v +dridt (A2-23)

-9 by following the sams procedure of inversion as for the isotropic case, Eq. W-221) bucoms

II ~ ~ ~ ~~ i Q~j-[ i[Q(Y~) (A2-24)

Eq (2. uhc spylia4 freleoa sfcstothe smw as the iUotropt-c relation rsxceut for the
f ~farator [X~bc]. Hance, it is &Mront that trhis tern increases t1-o aut orraletivu fuectica t-.acausa it

is likely that the elongation occurs alml (or x) in ths dir~ction of largest flow expansion of the jet.
An ceriacatel evaluation of the factor a /be] for ths t'lucuat4.ng density has., howevr, not been accm*-

pliahed. Therefore, this aproach canniot ba uead in the A~aysia af the d~tt t.alaaa it Vers Mraly for
conporstivo purpoees vs~th the ui.,e of salected values of la Pl~c]. Thia hUs not been doe- hwver. W'ben
sphericAl symt-ry does not exist, the rotati*XNl effecet suot AIlZO be taeae into account, h04asver, this
effect is not cooar red har*.
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A 3 IU(OPIM AXALYSIS

The theory for the evaluation of the autocorrelation function T., cf the radiated noise as dottrmine
ed fro% mfesuraewts obtained with the use of pairs of uicropbcces to deunribed in detail by Parthasarethyin Rai. 12. TM -a, stationary note& urj~ese -•oniderd first and thou the thoy a md too-ing sources such as those that occur In suboic ad in supersonic jets. for subsonic jets, as considered

in this investigation, the experimentally determined crose convretion function (t), s my be spaesed as

TOI - y' (t t-"I()d
CM a "o I (..3-1)

r1I(t - 0)(l - 0 uom 8 1 (t - -r)] r2 (tz) [1. - ~ coo 82 kc)J 2

The Uoer limits of integration are:

T if T > T +
~-4-s&.2 T2: 1/61T1 + T if T2 < T1 +T

in Eq* (A3-1) the eutocorrelation function of the nose& Y contains the constant 1/16 The cross cor-

relation function C(T), is evaluated fron esxprlsstcl eureents8 and the unknown varfible is the auto-correlation funtion of the aotie Yn, in th moving fru.i of ref•rence of the eddles. Thus, in ordar to
evaluate 'n Eq. (A3-1) mist be inverted. To do this It is convenient to .onuidor I as a function of

at- t 2 - t t, By referring q(A3-) be is equal
to (t - r•(t)/i), then At is 0(r(l - rl(t - )/a& + r). It is also com-e t to reprosent . in theA form

w Tusi to a functlon of t2 oy 3W•W is a function of At only. Ths quantity Oi(&t) ts chose to be

the autocorrel azica funWtions rop utiwn the no•• s in the various octave (or wider) bands 1h. Taee
2-unctins• or •of the e (R t etf. 12),

N-l iti(sit) oe z1k At -(A3-3)

Thu m 5,Eq (M-33) nra otcos on autworomletion function for each thoaan band. The frequency to i at theleitr of this band ard tte ratio of the highest frequency at th dego ftebdt hetwa rqec
is a. For an octeve Wand, a '2.

Ahe otter function in 2ý. (A23S..), rqg%.), is tak~e to be pieces-wcnn linear vtth value gi(jC) definAdI ~at the nodes 0, 5,--6-. 2  a1~ t2  Therefore, in Eq. (M.-2) thev r* are urfsnwn coefficionts
.2 ~~~that mist be 4atcrrnedQ to ov~~oY.Tsaccofficiants tow be dattwinnd. Ow a set of sirultaneoua

cqtztioua that resuilt Iriza th4 se o Eq. (AM3.) if known vanmn of the cross conrcatias and of the4 suteco.rretletoas are iutrmi~aed fo;ý C(T). rvaluatioc uf the *iov.'u coefficients Inwiwat the use of in-
Vtrflcc by least raqUares. Only positiwve n'as of th. oeofficiants ea" selectO wince the nolan is beivSI ~radtated out of the JVt. A owmrical aaplco of tbe Vvocedur* is given in SecO1.c 9, my"=SI L.ia.

.6I
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DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF SOUNh SOURCES IN
AIR JETS USING THE CROSSED BEAM CORRELATION TECHNIQUE

¶KR. J. Dankevala
Cambridge Collaborative

238 Main Street, Cahb'idbe, Massaohuiett.

F. R. Grosche
DFVLR-AVA G6ttingenG~ttingen, W. Geyminy

S. H. Guest
NASA/George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

SUMMARY
r ! Properties of density fluctuations were oeaaured in the tuVrbulent regions of a

2.54 cm air jet, at H =0,7, 1.0 and 1.94. AFter zalibration tests, it was found that
the absorption of infrared radiation at 4.3 microns by the naturally present quantities
of carbon-dioxide in air was directly proportional 'to the air density if a sufficiently
wide bandpass (0.Op)was used. Moreover, regions of the band could be selected that
adequately discriminated against temperature variationis, The cross-correlation of twosuch besms intersecting in the jet gave a measure of thw local properties at the

interqection point.

fntnThe paper presents a derivetion relating the local density correletion
V function t the self and shear generated nise in the far field of the jet. The

measured correlations are us ed to predict the axial distribution of source strergths
and the spectrum of noise due to a unit volume of turbulence.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

va velocity of sound
t D Jet diameter

I signal!•ii fluctuating componert of Eignal

X absorption coefficient
k fluctuating component ot aboorption coi.ffiaent

5.N local Mach Number
A acoustic pre•sureSp0 ~pseudosound p-e ssuiv--j.r radial distance from jet axis

corralation function in fi-, id coordinates

correlation function in moving raference fr•ame
RL posit.i-n vector of observer location
YZ position vectors inside flow region•.• (E,rt,ý) vector with V a-j origin

Sti*e delay0 an&le between flaue direction and observar

0 fluctuatin4 cosponant of density

1. MlIASUKEflIZ TECHNUIQUEa
1.1 optical, Cmrossd aei.m Correlktioui Te3Chniacue•,if__•If a bezza of r-adiatiwsn pxses through a tnrbulerl, fluid Vhich meatulatoo the

Avntyamaerto prectevs, the :,n=te signal '1(fe Can be expressed in termtso"th iitial unaborbed sý€.•al Io and an absotption coefficient X(t) by Beer's Law:

jf0 .Jz dn(1)T!

•-$ If no. v( separate the Y man and fluctuating N-ts of th•e irtetantaneou signl j:'L•ca-W~ the absorpt>ion ooe~ffiivants, it c•an be sho%;-n thati .

a " J-&(t. Sui (1-2)

. N

., - -- -:2:-'*'" ?a:
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where I is the transmitted mean signal level; that is, tie mean signal at the photo-
detector.

The basic crossed beam arr-anaement u.ing this concept was proposed by Krause
and Fisher [1] in 1965. Two beams of radiation, which may be adjusted to a known
separation in the flow direction, alre passed through the flow field in mutually perpen-
dicular directions. Cross correlation of the fluctuating transmitted signals will
yield turbulent properties of the area that is common to both the beam paths. Specific-
ally, if the beams intersect, the time averaged product of the two signals will be
finite only in the neighborhood of the intersection point in a region of the dimensions
of the turbulent length scales along the two beams. We can thenfo..-A write, using the
beam geometry shown in Fig. .:

< it)i()>

ILC k(ylya+n1,yaht) k(yitCy,&a ~.vsCt+T)> dnid (1-3)

_L21T -L1

L1, Ls are the radial scales. We can assume, to a good degree of approuimation, that

k(t) is reasonably constant within the correlated area. Then, for ntersecting beams

R•(OO) < k1 (Y) > L2L3  (1-4)

Since radial scales are relatively c.onstant across a jet cross section [2J,
the covariance R(0,0) is thus directly proportional to the intensity of the absorption
coefficient fluctuation at the bean intersection point.

As the vertical beam is moved downstream, the correlation function R (Zt)
will trace a set of curves similar to those shown in Fig. 2. The envelope of lbs curves

I represents the auto-correlation function in a reference frame movinq with the fluid at
its convection speed. We shall use the symbol RL(OwT) for this a&tocorrelation function.
The rate of fall of RL(OT) is directly related to the eddy lifetime or decay of
turbulekce and varies with the region of ýhe jet in which it is measured.

1.2 Relation Between Heasured Signals and Thermodynamic Fluctuations

Fluctuati.ons in the absorption coefficient can be related to fluctuations ofthIna- properties of the Sas from the known spectroecopic properties of the

radiation employed. Unfortunately none of the constituents of atnosnhtric air have
strong absorption bends in the visibe portion of the spectrum. Initial experiments
were conducted with ultraviolet radiation beams centered at 1853X where oxygen has a

/continuum absorption band [3]. Two problems became apparent. The first was the
difficulty of obtaining a& strong steady source in this region and the second was that
strong scattered signals ware obtained from the n4tural particles in the air jet, The
scattered signal varied with the diameter of these particles and also with the concen-
traticn of water droplets entrained b; the dry jet from the suawrounding air.

The fundamental vibration bands of CO? in the infrared region around 4.3U
wsre found to be fe frm most u? these problems. The longer wavelength reduced the
an-ant of acattering from natural tracers, while an electrically heated tungsten-carbide

'rod (Glob~r) produced strong teady ejmisaion in the infrared. xpe-rieents were conducted
in a calibration cell 141, [5] to obtain the enact speot•rosoopic properti*s at the
pressures, concentrations and temperatures expected in unheated and heated air jets ofS.ublsonic and mcderately supersonic Hach numbero. It waa found that the weak line

4 ppIcxination is valid for low concentrations (< 0.l) of C0g at atmoephtric rsa
4. and above. In this case, the absorption is directly pr--oportional to the partial pns-

sure of t~he CO2 . Figure 3 shows the plots of the derivativt of the sbsorption ooeffi-
cient, Xo, with respect to CO2 concentration, f, versus wavelength with Y as a prasetar.
Using a bandpass setting of .08p, effects of varying temperatunvo can be minimized in
the wirns of the band at wavelesnth settings of 4.20 and 1 .31U.

All the measurements reported in this paper were =ade at the 11 .31• getting
because of the greater absorption at 4.31w compared to 4.20u The measured signals a"
pr--;p•ortional to the partial pressure fluituations of CO2 and hence to the density
fluctuations of the air P(.1), indepen.dent of temperature affects. Therefor*, from
eqs. (1-3) and (1-4)

------

. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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tod R(O,,O)~ ~ 9( _iI be proportonal)

2. APPLICATION TO SOUND SOURCE MEASUR~EMENT

Westrjgo Lgtilsfrua[1 o h on radiation field in ter=s
of the quadrupole distr~ibution T'

P(X,t) go 7 -(Y______ L. t- (2-1)

i~~~ii a~V#7J4

4va4 IX- - 1 T

where) T Yax - d (2-2)

uThecoordinat sythem for fhied teqpesr lcuatioaishwins Fg .At doistnatedsy

to lagive oprelawtion iesos ftejt qato 21 eucst ý om

4r

(J.- 0)t > dY 1 d Y (2-3~)

Fue'0 a rbthrmore in~ thelfar field theprsured ilctaations arne d ominate by the-
acousti rdrivation~ fP lid pt.so thau-4at p t- p can t be rpaced by ina pXthe [7]. ~The
atcnsidrr atonly f athetitfarl fieldy pret.a fluctain za be uVittta n tin a spectialwa

tor gie th.e relationt~

0 at



P..

"and R < %T (Y.r1 ) T t(Y..iJTJ÷) > (2-7)

To minimize the effects of convection of space derivatives past the stationary measuringsystem, we in~roduce a new frame of reference moving at the convection speed of the
covariance Riskz. The transformation in teors of the convection Mach Noý M is made by
substituting

and (2-8)
R Y.•.T) R, .,j.(YJf,.'.)

With this transformation, eq. (2-5) becomes [8]

P(Xt .) - x .. f (kRr(YV,xt) dX dY
-a X15w'•1'4, ' -s ( j ja-

/ -•J -- -X4-I Rg(Y,,,t) A dY (2-9)

16Vr~a'x6( N Cso 6)~ 9dA0

A where 0 is the angle between the vector (X-Y) and the flow direction. For correlation
K•:7:•; lengths << tygical wavelengths of sound, T can be set equal to zero; i.e. the phase

ditferences within an eddy could be neglected in the moving frame. This would complete
the elimination of any app&rent convection effects from the integral, the sole effect
appearing in the facto- (2 - N 0oa 8$).

The integration with respect to A gives the contribution of one "eddy"
V . (which passed through Y at time t) to the Tar field pressure fluctuations. We shall

call this term the sound source im-tegral S(Y,t).

2.2 Applicatlon to Low Spied Cae d

'1 In the case of jet turbulence, there will be a large shear jradient in the
-,• flow. Tha far field jet noise can be looked upon as having wo distinct components, wilh

separate spactra. One io due to the tur-bulenee alone and is called self-noise. The
other arises from crose-couplint of the turbulence with the mean flow shear and is

¶- called shear noise,

'2'2.. Self Noise

If there is no appreciable chear in the flow we Qan ebtain R-.ikl in teens of
the pressurm or doelity covariance ueins the app--toh of Ribner in. A considers the
pressure field ac cmpcsed of an flbiwnt p•-,asure (wich ue shall take As ero), a
pseudosc-uhd field p0 and a aoun4 field p' Tnt Vguedo;sound fivld doainutste within and
near the turbulenca at subsonic spe-ds constituti•n what is knoin as the acoustic near
field. Furtheor cut it i4 cve-rridden by the accustlo radiatifon field P' TheSp field

Z is do.inated by inertial .f fevats uch like the pr4esure field in an inccmprt esble flow.71 The accuatto, source stren tb is0 rolated to the PacudoicunAWd PecsreO9f ;to bY the. -elation;•....•.-•_.•...froM dilatation thief7 Eel

-i I Taking the sean-square value of this,

I "!ii•-'-";k - ,¥•, (2-12)



where R I(Y'j.' ) < P0 (YO,t) 0 0 (Y'j't+T) >.

The pseudosound pressure p0 is essentially the local pressure fl.uctuation in the turbu-
j lence at low jet speeds. Thus the source strength can be written in terms of the density

cov'aria~nce as measured by the crossed beam correlation technique after transforming to a
moving reference frame: we can write from eq. (2-10)

38 4 (Yst) R R(Y, X 0) A (2-13)

2.2.2 Shear Noise

To bring out the importance of the velocity gradient, Lighthill [9) wites the
time derivative of pvivj a pc derivatives using the equations of motion

Pi j jk Pik vjPjkvi)

iNtegleatedg ohe allspaustrm infl and pand the last term which will drop out when

The rate-of-strain tensor s~ defines the distortion of a fluid element. In case of
strong shear regions like tfil mixing layers of jet&, the mean shear W12 overrideG the
fluctuating shear and the dominant quadrupole is f7Z " Ov 1 ~. The rate of strain i.neq. (2-14) can then be r"plaiced by its dominant term dUl/dyl, aild we obtain the source
strength [101

- (pw.~.) du1  2S

it' i

and

Equation (2-16) raolataG the cr-o6,&d beA'. :eVariaMO& RgVJT to t'IQ 90o'CCeS~gh
Evaluation of the sound cource integral reui-ao na sov rcf.Z"anC

-4am. -ee we can write frem eq. (2-10) for sbahr, noise:

CoiP11k&eq. (-) an 2-9)givea Linthe :Ilationship between tho im

I*(X-Y) + RY

%j *of-Y - 93-)

ams~ 9 is the rangle batt.sen N L AFA (I-



For low speeds the first term on the righi: hand side will be very small compared to theI
trln, and fra~ feuton 21)ad(-7

Hence the frequencies are to be multi plied by a factor 1/(.l 1 I oos 0) when obtaining
spectrum for noise as perceived by a fixed observer. The energy spectrum is obtained

;4 R. (r') 0 oo(hw T)d (2-20)

E (fr) -a'( R- (J 1(r) aoa(s: r') dt' (2-21)Hir LI
I where f is the frequency in the moving reference frame and the corresponding frequencies

in the hxed frame should be obtained according to

- L (2-22)
1-N st#

The covariances pertinent to the determination of sound source intensities

/ must be measured in, or at least related to, a moving frame of reference given by the
transformation

I~~~ N aj~NT.

With the crossed beam system at $ ,3 microns, we mitasue the two-point density
covariance R (YCI )with t as a parameater as shown in fig.- 2. The envelope of tese

Ncurves is RD Yijr-OJT), each point on ths. envelope represent-s the value of the

covariancai when 1-C- U v a ( and hence is an autocorrelation function in a frame moving
at the convection ape6a U,,
eq. (2-10) given by:

S6~(Yt - ý R2Y 1 0 (2-13)

S tYet) a ab(r ~ 0RYA.o) AX (2-17)$hasr 0 Ly D-

KRefozrlns to rig. 2, at % 0, X, &-~ 1 And PSfY,A1A0) wRX(Y.*t1 .). The cur-ve forI consta-nt can then be traced n-ut startis frp = - whre A~ -1  nt tin,
IC, onstant Cur-v. at T, UQ/U~it(2 - ;j), etc.

of that* R~(Y,X,t) tracess at Y -7 0 snhown in the* fiiurc-. For telf noise, the fou~rth

are flvays .xrsrttnetal veariatIons in this beijhts of> the covariancoa at oexch value of C
darivative fhlaeurezoent is not axpectod to be. very #raois,.

A 20 eit, diameter econvargant nozzle vat uted for t~tuo~cin subszonic

(25 fac ad aci01 doc vlctje*4r co trjz-iiratnlifhig
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A photogriph of the Crossed Beam Instrument is shown in rig. S. The instrument

is designed to accomodate almost any radiation source. Two eleatrically heated tungstencarbide rods are uged as infrared sources. Two McPherson Model 218 0.3 meter scanning
monochromators were used at the detector end of each beam to filter out all radiationexcept a .08u wide band centered at 4.31p. Indium-antimonido photodatectors (Texas
I nstruments ISV-1101) were used to measure the transmitted energy. Independent
were necessitated for each of the two beams to avoid correlating the electrical noiseinherent in the source and detectors. The outpuW of the photodetectors were amplified
and filtered in the frequency range of 150 Hz to 50 KHz.

The optical system employed mirrors to focus the radiation of each sourceinto the flow and tnen image it onto the nonochromator slit. The beam were arrangedin such a way that approximately ejual lengths of each beam traversed the jet duringeach measurement. Details of the instrument will be found in Ref. [113.t
3.2 Turbulence Measurements

Figure 6 shows measured cross-correlations at various radial locations 2
diameters downstream of the nozzle in the subsonic jet. The stagnation and static
temperatures in the jet are noted for each symbol shown in the figure. The temperaturevariation that existed between measurements did not influence the measured intensities
and we can assume the validity of eqs. (1-5) and (1-6). The mcasured correlation
function with intersecting beams is therefore proportional I., the intensity of densityfluctuations in the flow at the intersection point.

Figure 7 shows the measured intensity profiles for the sonic jet at variousaxial distances from the nozzle. Although the exit velocity of this jat is sonic,
the velocities in the measured regions will be subsonic except for the "laminar" coreregion. The laminar core extends to about five jet diameters. The intensity profilesat each axial distance in the mixing region peak at a non-dimensional radial distance
(v/v - 0.1)1(y1/D) -0.06. As compared to hot-wire (velocity) measurements, the pressure
fluctuations are weighted toward the jet centerline. It is er'pected that the weightingwill be weaker if the jet centerline temperatures are increased) although this has not
been checked experimentally. Another feature of the profiles in Fig. 7 is the largeturbulence intensities present in the so-called laminar core of the jet. hof large pressure fluctuations in the core has been confirmed rece'ntly by Lau, Fisher
and Fuchs [12) with the help of microphone measuremants.

Figure 8 shows relative intensity me isurements for the supersonic air jet.The core now extends to approximately ten nozzle diameters.

I 3.3 Sound Source Distribution
For the unheated subsonic and soni- jets, the lo' aeed fur-ulatioL s of

S.e. 2.2 will be applicable. We can obtain Rr fr•-m the envelopes of the measured fixed
frame space-time correlations as explained in Sec. 2.3. For obtaining the darivativas
of B1 we fitted an exponential function by the method of least squares:

K+

The function Ra..us expected t ba sy-ntrical abut the x 0 axid. This w<A achieved

ib:-by taking tho =dulva$ -2f the time lag in the expOneni-, Ti-is matho-O result-0 In a bettr

fit to thed - 0 Avis Qoartd to using Only even Wvers of tht oxpnnont- as sug~otted by Chu [13). The 1east squ/ares routine wa-, used to fit t•',e s lopos k • the

functions rather than the function itself,

AY:-•i% " Figure& I and 10 shc vazplew or the type of fit obtained by unin i
constants in the exvponent realation (3-1) fcr -or-4 ntinsý h

Due to i;i~ufficient data, we lave a•s4s•d that the volte inegrals witlh ret-
. I •poct to I in eqs. (2-13) and (2,-i7) ar prorr-tlonal to the intogrand, at A - 0 and

o :--...:>. S .ea.; ' r , a-% •.

- -2y
_____9 L a', 0, _______
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We found both the derivatives to be much higher iii the mixing region. On the
Jet centerline and in the core, of coup-se, dV1/dy, - 0 and a 0. Table I shows
the predicted ratios based on our measurements for the subsonic set:

A TABLE !
I%

Jet Mach No. z 0.71

;' iAxial Coordinate Radial Coordinate 8ahear/8oaf

Y ID v/I (eq. 3-2)

&2 .4105 1.56
3.5 .36 1.68A 3.5 .54 1.40
6.0 .54 -0.52

10.0 .54 0.687

At y/D - 6.0 the measured RL did not peak at T 0 and consequently the fit with the
exponential curve was very poor. The radial coordinates at which the meaerements were
made did not in general coineide with the regions of peak shear, and hence no estimate
of the source strengths could be made for the subsonic jet speed.

We made more detailed surveys in the case of the sonic jet before proceeding
with the space-time correlation roasurements. The result was a more consistent set of
RL measurements in the peak shear region at each axial location. We wer2 able to
compute relative levels of the sound source strengths (again per unit volume) at axial
coordinates y,/D - 2,P,4,6,8 and 20. The result is plotted in Fig. Il. Both self and
shear noise source atrengOhs sh. maxima at six diameterc from the no-zle.

3.4 The Far Field NoisetS lum

Figure 12 shaos the spectrum, calculated according to e.a. (2-70) and (2-21)
- for the soutnce coordinates ; ID - Ia.0, r/D w 0.54. The overall spectrum is obtained by

adding the shear and self noise spectru,. Table I1 summarizes the dominant freqvencies
2 for various source locations, A field measurement with a microphone at ?0 degrees from

the jet axis showed that tht overall jet noise spectrum has a peak in the 3.15 K~lt 1/3
octave band. forx the 30-degce angle, auid jet Mach No. = 0.71, the frequencies in
Table Il should be multiplied by I.7 (assumiing convectios, MWch No. M - O.Z). Thus,
.the peak frequency of overall jet noise afr-ev' well with the dominant frequency of the

I regicp between ;j1/V L *,0 and 7.0. Dyerr[14] has suggested that the pek frequency of
the twersi noise spectrum is generated by a slice located at 5 diazatere from the noziae.

TABLE I1

JuKach No. 0.Y1

Source I)oe-ation D o m i n a n t F r o qu e n c ie

4 Shier Noise 361f oSelf ci Overall

-3.5 0.54

-63, 5, §• -25100
•3.0 Ek 00 2 no

S 7 0 .4 V10 20000

10.0 0 00 15013 1400

tt• 3.5 CRM-arisanl with Measu.ements with tne Aaouetic ,Nirl_

SThe distributiot. of sund surc*e intetnsties fq:" the U5O jet wVC ;13o
Lyasre tn et.lliptical airo-irpoasystta. T'he zethod is describez¶ in deatail

-) in W1S- L'uc to diffraction effects. the spatial/ iroit4-ti-cn and the gain factor of
such a tL-rrcr wicr~ophcr tyscnta arm f'tiont IOf the aco-istic -tavelnegth. The r•sswre-
Mn wt"ere tanoe sde in st'andar 4 a Lv• e -rdo from 2 ?Cto 1 o6 ai: - r'es etsfo

thM jet, cerxreoted for L-ain factor, eare plotted to a lineaLr uesue in !i&. 13.
Th* ovtarafl noise curt~e is obtaine--d ly ad-ding the sot~and intoneitites for allfetor
bands.



The source distribution predicted by the crossed beam correlation method
(sum of self and shear noise from Fig. 11) is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 13,
normalized with respect to its peak~ value. The eagreement between the two distributions
is good in the mixing region. In the fully developed region the crossed beam prediction
falls short becaus-4 it has not been corrected for the increase in jet diameter with
axial distance. The location of the pronounced peak in sound source intensity at
between six and seven diametrical distances from the nozzle lip corresponds to the
transition region of the Jet.

4. CONCLUDING REMARK.S

_kS The limited data available to us has dem-onstrated that a technique that
measures density fluctuations in the flow can be useful for the prediction of jet noise
characteristics. The crossed beam correlation technique has the advantage over a
microphone because it does not distrub the flow, is insensitive to temperature changes
and measures density fluctuations directly. More exhaustive measurements in air jets
of larg~er diametera should enable researchers to gain insight into the scaling laws of

'it 'A'~sources.
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I 0r Jet Stagnation Temperature
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c sicMirror Teclrn~lle.
Overall Noise

Crossed Beam Technique

A ý'LOctave Band

yD- Distance along jet 8xis
Fig. 13 Distributions of souad source in a jet of Mach nuaber

I,1 deterInind with the Crossed-Beam technique
And with the Acoustic-Mirror technique.
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DISCUSSION

Dr Fuda: First, I wonder whether the correlation of intersecting beams in the jet really give a measure of the local

mean square density fluctuations at the intersection point,

R (0,0) o:2

Knowing that the correlation is a measure of how much the absorption processes along one beam path have in
common with the absorption processes occurring simultaneously along the whoie path of the second light beam, the
question really is how are density fluctuations correlated over the whole plane determined by the beams? From
correlation meastirements in the corresponding turbulent pressure field (J. Sound and Vibration Vol.23 (1972), p.85
Figure 51 one would suggest a considerable contribution of R (0, 0) from fluctuations far outside the beam inter-
section point. This unwanted contribution makes the interpretation of Figure 6 difficult, especially for r < 0,5 D.

Second, can the authors work out an experiment with laser beams whi.,h could confirm their assumption of
small correlation volumes and their prediction of "source strengths and the spectrum of noise due to a unit volume

of turbulence"?

Dr Damktumk: If fluctuations far outside the beam intersaction point are coherent, their contribution will need to
be taken into account. This will not significantly alter the interpretation of the "sound sow-ce" equations - they
will represent strengths per unit axial distance instead of per unit volume of the jet. Relative intensity profiles like
the one jhown in Figure 6 will also need reinterpretation. We are now in the process of setting up experiments with
lasers as well as f.ctsed infrared beams to resolve this question.

I

- -1
t7•
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.-.-- )

_ _ __ __ __ __ __
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DISTRIBUTIONS OF SOUND SOURCE INTENSITIES

11 IN SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC JETS

by I.
F. -R. Grosche*

Deutsche Forschuags- und Versucheanstalt
ffir Luft- und Raunmtahrt E. V.

Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt Gi~ttngen
34GOttingen, W-Germiwq

-UM"W

Clues ýn the validity of aerodynamic noise theories can be provided by comparison of predicted distrib~u-
tions of sound source intensities in turbulent jets with source distributions determined directy by suit-
able acoustic m~easurements.

A method of tracing the sound sources from the sound radiated into the acoustic far field was therefore
developed. The sound waves emitted by a smal1l volume of the jet are focussed upon a microphone well
outside the flow by means of a largo elliptical mirror. The distribution of sound source intensities is
investigated by moving the mirror-microphone assembly along and normal to the jet axis.

Results of measurements with subsonic and supersonic jets show interesting details of the noise genera-
tion within these jets.

LIST OF SYMBOLS.

B (mm) width of apertura, see Fig. 6

b (-mm distance between con' er and first minimum of diffraction pattarn, see Fig. 62W :20 2vlct ofsuda nozzle exit

d I(km) son rqec

f (kilz] center feunyof anoctave band or third octave band

0 1dB) ai factor oftemirror

I (Watt/rn son8]tawt

I (Watt/rn I sound intensity in the free field of a point source of sound, see Fig. 10
F2

LK Watt/m I sound inteneity Wu the. mgximum of the diffraction pattern of a point source of
sound, seF1o. 10

L jd~jsound proswure level

(F d~l vound presat~e level in the free field of a point source of sound, see Fig. 10

Jdfl] sound p 'oseuie level in the miaximum of the diffraction pattern of a point sourceofsun eFi.1Mac sondumr atg no10ext 3  2

M Wocl Mach number

M2Mahnmeatnzlext M3u/'

'"N (Wattl sound power radiated

*7 Dr. rer. mt., *IrAstitut fflr Str~mung~uecha~nik Aerodynamisohe Versuelwanstalt G~ttingenI
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p (N/rn2 ] ambient pressure

p1  [N/rn2 I settling, chamber pressure

Str Strouhal number, Str =fmd/u 2

T ~ 0 ]settling echaraber temperature

u[rn/al jet vei~ocity at nozzle ext

X* ,yz Cartesian coordinates, x in the direction of the jet axis, see Fig. 1

fin] acoustical wavelength

Th. foTRowinmthoNsar mainly used to investigate the noise emission of turbulent jets, see Fig. 1:

a) Acoustical far field metsurements. The distance of the mi-
.7. crophone from the noise generating part of the jet is larger

W FhkVHMthan 20 nozzle diameters. The frequency spectrai and
b directivity patterns obtained relate to the entire sound pro-

0 OR -ducig voume. easuemens ofthis type, e. g. [1 to5], a
be compared readily with general theoretical predictions
like the U8 Law bec. [3, 71, but yield only little informa-I tion about the structure of the sound source.

Ib) Acoustical near field measurements. The signals received
by the microphone represent not only the radiated sound
waves but also the hydrodynamico pressure fluctuations which

to ~ decrease rapidly with increasin distance from the turbulent flow.
This complicates the interpretation of the results, particul-

J4, arty regarding the sound source distribution within the flow.
Near field measurements are especially important for

Iiv ~ detormining the loading on strictures in the vicinity of jets
and other strong sources of aerodynamic saund

c) Flow measurements. These investigation.. .re concentrated
on the sound source itself, no direct information about the

9 I ig.1 Methods to investigate the radiated sound field is obtainad. Mainly hot wire measure-

metodsforinvestigating density fluctuations are doesri~bed for example in fI 7 to 22]. In general,
th measurements yield the distribution of certaia turbulence properties within the flow, from which
th9pta distribution V~ sound source intensity is to be determined by means of the theory of aero-
dynamic sound generation ZI Rsults can only be obtained undae- certain assumptions, since it is still
extremely difficult to provide all the experimental data required for these calculations.

d) Direct acoustical dotermirnation of uound sourco distributions. Inidications of the validity of the theo-
rise and assumptions applied to m-)thod (c) can be provided by comparison of the sound source distri-
butions calculated from flow measurements with source distributions determined directly by auitable

--- acoustic measuremento outside the flow. This might be particularly interesting in the case of super-
sonic and hot jets, considering the various mechanisms of sound generation involved.

The method sketched in Fig. 1 is based on an optical analogy. Trho xound wavon emanating from a
small, volume of the jet are fccussed by a large concave mirror upon a microphoi e wel usd h

V. '(. flow. This technique was first presented in 123 to PSI, recent investigationu with modified versions

-ae published in [261 and 127]. Other method~s to determine tae sound source distribution in jets by
acoustical metisurements are used in [28 to 32;.

Th becieof ih netgtosdsrbdi hspprwas to mban yie an of the concave mirror
technique, detailei1 information about the distribution of Bound source intensities in subsonic and super-~
sonic jetv from circular nozzles. Turbulence measurements with an optical method have been conducted
at V.he same test set up by t. J. flankevala et.aL. (331 in order to provide ckita for a theoretical calen-
I -don of the sound source distributions. The results of both investigations are to be compared in detail
witla each other anO! with source distributions predicted bky other authors, e. g.(34, 351, as soon as the
data reduction and analysis of the measurements is completed.
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2. CONCAVE MIRROR TECHNIQUE

After successful testa with a pre'lminary set up using a sphorical mirror [23 to 25] an improved system
with an elliptical mirror was developed and used for the measurements described in this paper. Fig. 2
illustrates the principle of the system. A ".arge elliptical
mirror - a piece of an ellipsoid of revolution - which has
tw¢, focal points, is positioned in the acoustic far field beside
tha jet so that cne focal point is within the noise generat- - I ¶
ing region of the jet. The sound emitted in the close vici- /
nity of this point is focussed by the mirror upon the other / \ /

Sfocal point where a smnart microphone is located. The Jetsound pressure level measured by the microphone is di-

rectly related to the sound power radiated to the elliptical
mirror by a small volume around the first focal point of 0m
the mirror. The microphone is mounted on an arm tattached to the mi---'•" The ti:tribution of sound source Micro-J~O~

•:intensitiev. -:-.,in the jet in investigated by movin-g the phone
mirror-microphone assembly along and normal to the jet .

S ...... ~axis. 1 m1

The essence of this technique is the use of sound waves
radiated into the acoustic far field to form an image of 2 Acoustic mirror-microphone system
the sound sources in a region well outside the jet. and with an elliptical mirror, schematic
to survey there the sound pressure distribution, which
corresponds to the actual sources. Effects of near field prcssure fluctuations can be neglected if the
distances of both the mirror and the microphone from the jet are large enough. In the case considered
here theae distances are 1.0 m and 0. 6 m Nsee Fig. 2) compared with a nozzle diameter of 0. 02 m.
The elliptical contour of the mirror was selected instead of a spherical or parabolic shape because it pro-
duces a better image in the vicinity of its focal points.

Fig. shows a photograph of the mirror eysten'. At the
Teft hand side is the settling chamber with a slot nozzle
(not used in the e-periments described in this paper). 1
The 1/8" B & K*) microphone pointing to the center of
the mirror can be recognized in the lower purt of the
photograph, being mounted on a strutted arm attached V ic.
to the supporting frame of the mirror, so that its dia-
phragm is in the lower focus of the elliptical mirror. The
diameter of the mirror is approximately. 1 m, the
distance of the focal points from the center of the mir-
ror is also about i m. .t,

The mirror is made of laminated fiberglass. The sur-
face has a metallic coating to render it optically re-

).;• / fleeting. This makes it possible to check the adjust-
! / ment of the system by nmeans of a point sour( of light. -f

The traversing unit allows the mirror to move with
constant velocity in the directions parallel and normalto~ig 3h e xs Acoustic mirror- microphone system
to the jet axis.

at the test rig

The block diagram Fjg 4 illustrates the measuringi systen. The signal is f-d from the microphone to aB & K amplifier combined with a third octave/octave

band pass filter set. The B & K level recorder is 77
started slimultanoualy with the motor of the ti-avers- '-

ing unit. Thus the records show immediately the mesa-
sured solind pressure level versus the location of the
foca, point within the sound generating flow field. The NOW
frequency range of the equipment is approximately ucmMro
25Hz to 160 kHz.

Severst points are to be observedi when interpreting
the measured distributions:

a) Retraction of the sound waves by velocity and den-
sity gradients within the jet may slightly shifi theSmeasured distributions against the actual. source Moto 51i-•

distribution saFgain Block diagram of the mirror set-up

BrBiel & Kjaer

A1
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b) Tine measured distributions are only valid for the part

~s. of the total sound power that is collected by the rnir-
ror. The results can thus depend upon the orientation
of the mirror, if t',e directional characteristic of the

~' ~ sound field deviatesa considerably from spherical sym-
metry. It maay be necessar-y therefore to conduct two

A i~rctionor more sets of measurements with different orienta-

at¶ao the results in a suitable manner.

I C) The spatial resolution of the acoustic mirror-mxiro-

phone system is limited by diffraction of the sound waves
at the edge of the mirror. This point is to be discuss-

A~CJOh~flQed more thoroughly: Fig. 6 1"""strates the diffraction
Bemof plane wvsat an aetrofhewidth B . Theci __angle a indicates the direction of the first minimum

R of intensity of the diffracted waves with the wave-

Fig.5 Dffeentseting ofthemiror ength X). *In the case of a twodimensioaal slot,_ one
finds easily the relation sin a = )JB . This equation
is modified slightly for a circular aperture to

Wr~frctln I- ~sin a 1, 2
* ~~B '(1IlI~ according to textbooks oni optics, e. g. [3(). The tower

part of Fig. 6 shows diffraction at the edge of a focuss-
PF*V W5hTMM Of k'If~twy at ing device. The distance b of the first minimum of
sinat . X18 (Difftoctionat aSWA) intensity from the center of the diffraction pattern is

san~ .. 2 I8 l~fracion~t Cic~lr Aeft~)obtained under the assumption that Eq. (1) can be

(~) iffrcti at ~ ~applied to this case as an approximation:

b R- tan a ~Rsin a 1. 2-1R (L 6(2
B (2

Since

tan 0- 0. 5

for the elliptical mirror used here, one expects

Fii~ 6 Dffrctio effctsThe resolution of the mirror war aibteby ms
sttring the diffraction patterns of a point source of
sound, which is sketched in Fig. 7.Typical diffrac-
tioni patterns, normalized by the sound pressure level

L in the maximum of the pattern, are represented

Nezzin,'i 8.The loud-speaLker of the point source of
souxi~ -was drien by a randomr- noire- generator, the

WO Mt, Ptastk OMmicrophone signal was filtered in third-octave bands,
f being the center frequency of the band. Thle width

_____200 9the diffraction ijnagof of the point source of sound iW
510plotted in Fi!& 9 versujs the wave length X c/f

cc-rrespottditg to 'he center frequency f

The distance b varioe very nearly asm

b 1.3 X(4

Loud- SpcW(in satiofactory agreement with the estimate Eq. (3). Al-
S so given in Fig. 9 in the distance w between the cenl-

Fig.7 Pint ou~e o soud fr cab~aion ter of the diffractio.n pattern and the point where theJ ofthe irr. sytemintensity has decreased by 3 d13 or 50 ~.One finds

These values indicate the spatial resolution attainable for diferont sound fi-equo'acieti.

The gsi tu" the mirror system is defined by 6

J?~IN,
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L and posiionre the sound prsoureleese-
Sue. The~ 6M beiong. thoe soun tnenit measured curv

corr~pthe to Eq. (7).o The rsystem thethe mabim-
tof. thedffatio imagbued tof thlye pithsuc fsud n I en h nest measured Cý i
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35L adLaethe invutInaio ofcpdrtsb eassur te leels ptial

t'i~usrxtd byll 61) Se/otverialo ofte esreesa d a flew
corraTnaerpore inetoEd.7 toe reduceir the truece lbe-..
tcmof. metjinerl be usebeto analtse tcremensuerned 0h I
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4tnc of& 10is Gayir factor to the~tn geonriio within a

diffsorg-~ hattheflow~el1 cit iseaintiay cn- Fgfu1nSttion of be soith feunozzlthA_
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atst (rdaert af fin~u ex Ibl)ove th niecrs ei of the sett)Jng chamber. Tecompress-
ed ar i suplid trouh aRexbli, hse hic islat s te 3ttling chamber from vibrations of the pres-

sueLns.Tetta epratr. a e eemndb four thermocoliples mounted in the down.

___1_ hoshnzze uWeL The convergent-divergent nozzle was aesigned for fully expanded flow of

Machnumbr M . 9 The convergent nuzzle can be fitted with a tarbulence ring.

3. 2 Test program

MeNsrremento were condue±ted with the convergent
- -20 -0202 nozzle at Mach nzin.bers M 1 0 r."d M ~1.0,

an t uerrtia. 2 2
and atsuperciticalprescur-e ratios ,/ 2.1;3.7

207. 1 which are equivalent to Mach numbers M = 1. 1;
1. 5; 1. 9 of a fully expaaded flow. During a number of
test runs the convergent nozzle was fitted inside with a
ring in order to attain a ýiirbulent boundary layer at the

29.7 Wiwenet -DN&WI~n Noz nozzle exit, 96v Fig. 12.
II'

The sound sourc distrlbut'lor r.f the jet from the con-

'1Curergent N~OZZ10 N--d vergent.. divergent tiozzle was investigated only at the
Olud VA#1100 fL~urbuce Rxi fully eVpadod flow condition .2 1 19.
ri,1 Convergent and convergent- divergent The spatl&l distribu~lons were determined in octave

nozzles bandv with center frequencies f m 2 kiz up to
125 kliz to provide dsta f-or quuntitative evaluationi.

The unfiltered distributions were additionally measured for qualitative comparison between the flow con-
ditione investigate&.

:1 4. RESULTS
Some characteristic results are prevented in the Figr.13t10Sonprsuelvlmeurdbte

ffacousaic. mirror-microphone system ;kre plotted vorau6 i tne x/d between the nozzle exit r-tane
and the focal point in the Jet No corrections for the frequew<y dependent resolution of the system have
W-een *pplitd to these first graphs which therefore re-present the actual sound source distributions only
anpproximnately. The mirror was parallel to the jet aaxis as Illustrated In the left part of Fig. 5. Tests with
the mrnrocr oriented as in the right part of Fig. 5 gave similar ret u-its and will not be further discus aed
in this paper.

Fi,13 %bows distributions of the overall noise and of
-2 c) 2 £ x.Ad Th &rernt octave bund.- for nozzLr e.xit Mach numb-er

-, JZ N .h 1. 0 . Ili* turbulence ring was fitted into the
nogml.1_ T1he maxiniur of L-1- unfilter-ed signal (overall

.~ LM~.~"~rt Sw~enoise) occurs about 5 no Lie diamneterz downstream eif
fo the norzle exit plane. ~tZ thand of tre mixing zonu of

120- tOw et. T-he muimxxa of the octave banda arce shifingtcx-, -towar-ds tho nozzle with incrvaming center frequen~cy oft. ~ni-sa I' he relation beteoen c""tr fr-eq.. enciev and

S .b.Strouhst.Vra~raber Str- .8/u 3  in giv enbyth~efollow-

2Y ~F tin416a. 3 15fi

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S tr (L 1 3 0.2 6 0.52 0 2. D C B I

0 5 K)' is 20 25
Diffraction im.%age off a point source of riounri for differ-

* ~Fig. 13 Distributions of sound source intensity ant frequencies are plotted in theq upper rivht of F'ig. 13
fo- different ontAve tands; Mi ~1 0' at the @=am scale. Th.e ftanic of these Images of a :\oint

2 source --re conaiderably steeper tlzaw: theo slopers of the
corriaponding distribaitions maeasured at the Jet. This leads to the qualitative- conclusion that the limited
"sptial resolution of ri-e acoustic m~irror d~oes not strongly affftt Lie shape of the source dis~ribhu;tions mea-

* c~~~~ured in the Individual frequency b*A.d8. A tk~ta~led analysis of We~ corrections necessntrv to attt :n ael~
values of sound source intausity it under way.

The distribution in tlma 125 kHz b~i.:d bas PA sriaa but dhL-dnc; maximum at X/d A ,which Is reduced
. Ato u rippla in the Lower I r#'quce:.cy bands and in the ovse-ell noise distribution. This rmaximumn in proba~Ay

due to "Ulp r-olsc"l causod by the pressure fl~uctuatirns of the turbuleat boundary layer inuida the nozzle

induciid by the turbulence ring. I
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The influence of the jet M~ach number upon tile sound source diet.iuin is demonstrated by F~.14. The

distributions of the overall sound intenvity are plotted for JetF; of Macb numbers lit 0. 7 and 1. 0

4 from the convergent nozzle and for a jet of Mach number
M =1. 9 from the convergent- divergent nozzle. Tho dash-

eW~nes refer to choked jWs from the convergent nozzle with -

prssr raio 1.uvtn oMc ubes1 n .9 [
in fully e,~panded flow. Theae Ineasurerner~ts were all made
with the turbulence ring iniserted into the convergent nozzle,
but teats without ring showed no significant effect at Mach 1 o~fet0%egn o

9 ~~~numbers M >1 I~. --

The distributions for Mach numbers M 0. 7 and MA, -~Sok Cells ftvm

22
0are quite similar to each other, except for the absolute 1 3 to-.4

intensity and for a slight shift in the position of the maximum. 1J
'b

The supersaonic fully exprended jet has a rather fltat maximum , X ZI
9~ j at approximately x/d -14 . According to [311 the mixing zone 0

(and the potential core) of this jet should end at x/d~ - . 5 1 i

and the supersonic core should run out at x/d - 19 . The f--I --

maximum of the sound sour-ce d"tribution is thus between 0-

these points; this corresponds well with results of tests publ- __ __ -

liehedby %. C. P ot te randJ. IL Jo ne a (31. Some ripples in 1 0 2

the curve indicate noise sources associated with weak shocks 1
A in the f',ow which could be established by shadowgraphs, see Fig. 14 Distributions of sound source

Fig. 15.intensity for different Mach

The distribution of the Jat with the same pressure ratio (fo~rnubr(oealoi)
M 1. 9) , but ern~riating from the convergent nozzle, shows rather strong peaks which could also be

identified from shadowgraphts as sound sources due to shock turbulence interaction. A ahadowgraph of

I ~ this jet is reproduced in Fig. 16. the positions of peaks of the measured sound source distribution being
iniae yvri5 ie.Sound waives radivted from these locations can be recognlze in this photo-

grakph-

F74 ~
. . . . . . . . . ..Q

-ýn

4ý

Fif. 15 S'-tadowgroph of Ntily expanded jet from Figm. 16 Sbadowgrs~ih of c-hoked let from con-
coveretd~rgen tn:l.it -di.~)vergent notzle, Mi 1.9

2Vertical Lines5 indicate tho~i of

A stroi,-g fl~uctuating screech was ob~eerved- with the soupd rzadiatAon

choked jet of Mlach numl*tr M - 1. 1 ,The a&mplituda
fluctuatiens ares visible -also at the peak of thin sound toorce distribtuti,)n plotted .n Fig. 14. Eliss Litdica~es

that the a-.ononcei p~ealiat N/ki- S is insinly lu,. to the screzach nolivs radiated.

17 ,1 de" tnsrateo a very distinct influence of the boundary Laver co~ndihon inaide the nozýLe upon the

;ioise generation of guhordc jets (in thoa gfven Reynoldu number rungel. %x-Pkur~ern"s with Oic %e~r

n~ozzle, laminar boundai-, layar. show much higher soilid production close Ito the reoc-ie than trvasaurc-

mniT.ft with a turbulent boundary Layqr inside the nozzle, whic.t wa&. attained by inserting ai ring Into the
n~ozzle, see Fti. 12. r e effect is Wti~ted to the region x/d< 2. ', and more'Pronounced with increasinig
frequency Althougz' tile effe.. has not yet been inve&tigated very ioroughly It is belleved to L-e caused by

V.ring vortices or simrnilat d~sia,,r).nces in the larnirar-turbouien transition region anrd its vicinlty. Such a

structure 4-f the fMow field in fhe region ,x/d < 2 is visible to a certai~n tittent in the 6hadowgraph F,~i
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FAR FIELD ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AND

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS FOR A SINGLE AIRFOIL

by N. SUNYACH, N. ARBEY, D. ROBERT, J. DATAILLE

and G. COM4TE-OELLOT
Laboratoirs do Miceniqus doe Fluides

ecole Central. do Lyon

69003 - ECIJLLY - FRANCE

I SUMMARY

6 A MACA 6512 a 1 irfoil, whoase chord is 5 cm, in placed in a uniform flow
ducted into an~anwohofc1 Rhme -ihasedragnnrm20t 0ms

Its acoustic for field is analyzed in relation w.ýth the narmal velocity flucý
tuations iiý thw nokc n h preasuro fluctaatians on the airfoil surface. Cross-

coviclaion riasuemato howthat the aerodyn,.aic pattern close to ties trailing edgo,
op to etr~as, ontolsthenoise eaiasion.

n voi atChc612u A p10t do norde a cma, met placE dons ur. jet d'oir dtbouchont

doneunachsre ~dch~qu svl% ievitnete de 20 A 4n P/s.

Le cheamp do preocion lointain act analyeA mn relstidn avea lan coepoamnteo nor-
melee ds Ia vitosso daen Is aillage at avoc he,. fluctuationt do pn'ceuicn A la surface Omu
profitl. Ltm :d4Ailtate axpkiuwantaux obtenue montrent qua l'Aeiuuaon manors est oonts~l~s
par Iva ph4noatneat adrodynavaiquims qul useproduieent ac b*bcd doa fuito, c~td sntrdoom.

NaqI NOTATIONS USED'
s soustet premsure in the far finid

7C t pressure fluctuation on the surface of thu relrfoil
or t'rsaneuarnca cpwmnt of the velocity, fluctuation in the wake of the airf oil

Z¶a signal under the tilde: Is Tiltarad

Easignal in the bracket at * ti*% delay-v
131 cfurrtlatio.1 cotvficient between !K and p ,the second signal at a time

k daky c " f~ined sa

a i.tndaw raffrring to the extredde of the airfoil
Ir 4.: ndox nfntrvng to the intrados of the airfoil

V6j acoustic przpagztion tios between the trailing edg.j of the airfoil and thefar field etcrophan*

4 1 a irfoil chard

*~~T- L3#li1 L i~ :? ic noise Of a winglet airoil was inveatigetod follcwirg work. by
LigTHL ot02,*ie utl Mtb4) In 'which sqtsiwalsnt ucurnS W*an. sought such that placed in' n-

othsivim maittmj tam-Tvo teyropnotdadi the note. gatiareatn4 by zho weardyflanic

Ž~Y -Jftr field at polag -in Sm iven 09ls*~ VWS~ILIA 160, by

......... ..
~Y ... ZV
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The usual tnotetione and conventional approximations are used

S: surface of the obstacle

tnormal to the s~urface S , towarda the exterior
IT.: pressura an the obstacle 1

Vzvolume of the fluid, approximatively the vtolumc, of the wake

In order to chmractorite thaws different ~ourcme. wa investigated the corraels-tion between the different sourc'*a and the radiated acoustic pressure. He~re tim method
is beass on an ides put forward i-y LEE (1971 ),which gives an estimation -if the "naie
emitted in the f~ollowing form

Id/f +ZnC

~f~cm a~MpfjllIj

Ais the percentage bandwidth of the filter, Ar, Ar' IT and oree the contributions ia
the aignals #wt, #Lu' , it end p rolativw to the froqusncy f? . It. All brs noted
that the filtering affect on the timse.derivatfvoo iittrcducsif modifications to ethe delay
times (-~for a 2 nd derivative end' Tae4ir a lot durivative). The main cross-
dorrelationa to be measured ors then

ýA oweerfo the interpretation of the phen~aumn, other correlstFi-ki Welotive to the *asm*

~t~ IIn ordertto carry out thoso 00smursuentu, proag~ure transduter. wars es"added
in the surface of he airfoil, but-wive sensors were pluced in the va~t of the airfoil,
and two'sicrophonuo were located umn either side of thueit'd in t*,i acouatic for fiold
(Fig. 1).

2. eAPERKNWTAM PROCEURE

Experimentui "toe made. in th'a aftachole chamiber at the Ecole Contra*". dt LYWR"NA MRHIAt2T &. al., 1973) into which is ducttid -1i Sir Jet.. Th Y C NA 0 0~~fi.t
a chord of 9 ca. It Is pleotd ii' the ptontlrtl 60tio of t0M jet,. Two vidlo-10*60 ýitirdirt
the rsctonqu1e.~, ncngle (30 ca x 1`5 cwj, 6 edag itt *horbto* dimenityio, supon *tho Affa
Th, imu volocit~A to304 */$ which, fior theoftalrol, lce4.o to a+ I Y"Oldv vlua~bar

06 Va2Ax19 .I he 4ocident tulrbuleftt 1fVal it -w~dto .
SThs prfuoa h aaiietyo.hv.t- olu-t

and built lat tho Lvbowwarwyo Thi~r viz L4 s*"It oaulh to AMloe t~~V tiv *. 4t

100 Thit 1 val iah Ife~to tat be Plmcu4 iit _ ýW. -fta 4k.~ 2,&Wit*0e 0:6,
oirrail eftd-4110" it ft bV UwtcWWXi:d% flwcfixlcxy 14* 6'e Vitd~l rs(~ avtpcot is ahatm~ in rig, 4 vid it is quits. cl~j*#* o -t~ht of' a r/'
In ddittaft, thtm sw ~~sl *4 utic -14w Ab* leif fttq~ V

A
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Thu X-wiree which can bta displaced through the wake, are Dias probes type 55A38(5 tungsten wire) ; they are fed by two constant temperature Dies anemometers type
means of Burr-Brown analog amplifiers (type 3003) and squaring modules (type 4174).

tz I For the for field acoustiv. masaurements, two I"~ B & K microphones are located

at about 1.60 a from the airfoil# an the normal to its chord, and connected toa &KI

The a.sctronic equipment used to obtain the spectral and correlation measure-
ments is given schematically in Fig. 2. For the correlation measaurementa a 29 % bandwith
is generally used on the 2107 filtar, the frequency ranging from 500 H: to 5 KHz. In

get rid of low frequencf spurious mignals, part of which only are due to the cut-off
frequency (about IOS HzT of the anscholc chamber.

Yn the correlation measurements, particularly those concerned with the signalu
from thu pressure transducers embedded in the some side of the airfoil, (intradom or '
extradoe) the slight phase shift, loear than 7', between any two measurement circuits,
is taken into account. A phase check is carried out by means of a loudspeaker placed in
the far field and emitting towards the two pressure transducera considered.

3. P9ESSURE SPECTRA

3.1. Radiated accustic Proseures.

Spectra of the radiated acnuctic pressure p.rer given in Fig. 5. Thu jet

contribution whichi Is the background noise in that investigation is also indicated. At
naiesr was datectable at the four velocities investigated. The frequencies were approxi-
mately 1500, 2500, 3208 end 3ROG Ha at 20.2, 29.2, 34.2. and 36.4 m/9 respectively.
These frequencise can be fitted to the empirical relation

who"e farms is close to that given by PATTERSON (1972). It corresponds to a Strouhal

jnumber of 3.1 S, if be~ad on the boundary layar thickness (assumed leminer) at the
trailing edge./ ~ f3.2. Preoamurs-fluctugtigns at the _ourecof -of- the airf oi.U

u~sd. ISpwctr: of the pressure fluctuotion 17s on the airfoil :ntrpdos ars, given injfig. 6.In-rder to comp~are these spvctra with tep& spectra, hed scale is again
used. Expressed interms of the external dynamic presseure of the flow, the r.M.e. level

ithn2.4UI0O , a vary small value in comperison with that encountered for turbulent
flows.

A striking result is the reosemblance of the Tre end Pe spectre, partitularly
in the come of the Strouhal frequency and the frequency et which occurs the rapid
drop of the spectra.

4.1. Ce.rltins, A7r

.4 Examiples of these catralationt ara givon In fig. 7. In thsaec urvatoe. pwtiel

naio i itocors t atioe 4010y i~tqi~l to thu propagretion tias vp Thia is quits

atoqya iaplate wthh*asignal V vtakiev in tewk.This tiat delay is
cLnit to Vo only sfth 0 io tak*A Omar tbV tftilfing e&;2 (e.g. poi~~ I Etut*il
da~rveve when th*014041 V If ta~or furi+.Wr d04600tiWd (e.g. polint J), Me~ time

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ being the Uwtoeroal velocity. / wiht U
-Thei vow-* Uahavibur Io f"-04 for all thie fxsquaneiee I" the obe"VV4 stroumhl

"~buaj o?' thta upsetta (lVr *id910 1.5 Mi 06 A XR , ot U' 3ý- noi*/. fijq . 9) .j

YTSoo 'Polult~s tenid *.triged to ahmv 6tht thie sca6t i*Vartatit ciatiution to th*
VO " integrol 00' $p ;V.icm (2) will. cat frefmthun cjho of the tre1tvi sov .I

Iii that ti-it stiba-, tho *Vt vanorstU4 tloeo to. thi trawnir wtzp otp'asqto Mora*d tt~v
_J11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * f .f~l ixpi-t*4" h-ttY~t tutva k o.~wdký4f

Aý1 Z
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IA further cozmawu conearning th.e correlation IV% is that the optimums
are mainly detectable when the dignal r is taken near the edge of the wake, Fig. T,
specially on the extrados side. lit that region the intsrmittancy coefficient io of the

i¶. ardor of 0.20. In the central part af the wake the optimums are probably mocked by the
interactions of the flow structures related to each side of the wake.a

nozze Sigila roaulte were obtained in the mixing region of a jet. ):ove to the
nozle(Fi, ).Findings sri here at variance with those of LEE (1971), n LEE & fUDNER

(1972) which dealt mainly with sections further downstream. It is considered, however,
that omitting the uonvection affects may lead to assigning too high scoustic contributions'4 4 to the downstream regions. The influence observed of the nozzle edges and their subsequent
regions of discontinuity. may probably be linked to the "excees noise" of low speed jets

(CHI;NTON, 1972).
4.2. Croee-correlations %

A lose extensive investigation of these correlations has bean made. However
~ 'w i ithe results seem to show that these correlations have a similar behaviour to the '7u4 pa

correlations.

Ij4.3. Cresa-ccrrelstions. t

•4Curvee correepording to three locations of the pressure transducer are given
in Fig. 10 and show thats t

W ( - the correlation levels of TC& P are very high 0 .aO) whereas£ j tose o ,br! areat most equal to 0.10

(i)-there is n alight drift of the time delay at which occurs a positive
extremum, depending on the location of the pressure transducer. It will be ahown in

t"/ Isection 4-4 thct thia drift is due to a praesure wave which propagates along the airfoil

~, j at conic velocity.
(iii) - all the positive ixtreaums appear at ties delays clove to the acoustic

propagation -time te . The nearsr the pressure transducer is to the trailing edga, the
closer to VO will be the time delay.

Uiv - these findings usesm verified for nil the frequenciest belonging to the
Strouhal range of % spectrum.

0 ;f.: , VIn consequence, the eigltal lie is essentially mad, up of an acoustic pressure
associated with a wave propagating towards the lseding- edge o? the airfoil. To a jt;mine
the eventutal role of Tra as an acoustic source, the value of the correlation
has to be considered at times T, - 14? .The contribution to. the suirfuace integral

1 ~away fro* the trailing edge. ipretw h on fitgain i oe

4'¶In order to irfttrpvtet the drit in the delay ttse obaserved In aection 4.3,
/Crose corrilationt have been mad. betwena the signalt of the praceuro transducars

cwbaddwd in the oxtrados of the airfoil. A cortuction ma rde to allow for any slight
phosa difference between the tran-adjcaks, mu explaintd in seftin 2. RAeultsat of ; 11
ehctv that a :3re#saure.i sIna travat"s toward& the Ieading wdqeý at a spered c-lose to the
spend of sound. PAYTERSUN 09192) mos&e to have been the ftirst to observe this propegstion
for a styastricel. airtoilh

to, -tnq o nt"that this wave ketps propagating "hen it hydra-

4 thism n~rtvbttimM s upvtpacndto thid fliiv and e-1vtj downatrewo by it.Po

thdpar'urbation load* to u ý U. e n c~cgptable value fox a tu;rbUlent Inow
cOnseqijT1ts, it 01 4als( p I!iiil 0o awdd ijl h bvc th pttbtin
the b~iOesnsy laser on this ox.-tvt4se of the air-toil is loaner.:

A.S. tt1S-ialier fiend$-4rt heOve tssi ob eiaznee focr tht vktglwnsg fl on 'the
inrdc f the aitlfa$$ The M tsi ptOf, the t1tvats ssa, Owe.V loen iwp-ottit

hot* ,zhaaoi the a4tt4*t.

fS
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4.6. ~g. tob

These various carrelatione are shown in Fig. 12. Thuy show phadse opposition
between 'no and TU4 , and tht antieymmetrical charecter'of the far f4,ld, The low
-level of the corrolaitions.invOlviibg TIE. ii again observed.

4.7. CrsacorsV&on

For a fixed prosaure transducer, Fig. 13, theme correlation curves again show
the downetream convection of the wake structures.

C13NCLUSION~

A~i The acoustic field of the airfoil investigateu is govtmrned by the aerodynamic
phenomena which take place at ths tr~ailing edge of the air-ail, especially an the extra-
*doe. The fiwl.d is formad by a 3trang volume source cobcontretod in that region and by
the in-teraction of that scurms with the airfoil surface. 7hie interaction loods to
surface sources whose Importance *tens to become greater further from the trailing edge.

Iresuaijtl an attempt ir.,made to evaluate the integral* numericll.Eauto
of thia violuma in'teg.enl iqpaars dif iciu1.t beeause of the Dirac ompect of they ,Eo,&u,*ht.iThe
evaluation :fthe our-face inteqril- pueet to p-event lsG4 difficulty.
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(Office Nationali d'Etudao it de Recoerches Ala uatius)

92320 CUTLfM.O - reitos

La des criptionx tbioriqito dui rgyowaamnt scoustiqus 4'n .jet eat, s~riilrelesent, dchante per des
grandeur. caractSvistiques do turbulence ddfiWi I 3P16&qlie dui lvolts. issit total. Cos grandeur. soatdhduites do noalies thioriquea ou do ssumes luti~lismnt I.- tecbniqw~e de corrhition.Dc lt c
grandours scat des grandsuro wusmnav dams Is tqpt c'sat4&-edlre pr4seatatavnt do 1 'eneoshlo au
spect"a.

Dana ce travail, sprain= We 81ai icoiour I& nature des sourcee acaustiques quA. pe~uvent exister
damt un jet chwd et aprb im rappl des teoh'iquc.& 6* fuisceaux arites, on present. ou des ezespitas
we. repztsentation do ia turbuleme" d'un jet chant I pmrtir de denzit~s Wjjstnles croishca. 11 eat elans
resibi. do d~finir sr. toit, Voint du vtnbn source 3 as grmnd~ws carsatGArtiques da turbulence par baadsse

frtLwa oot de conzaatrs sinsi law dispersion.

4The theorotiaacl Ctscriptio of a jet acoustic radiation is usuallyT Cncribed by cw-mwteristic
turb'.Aana "etat tofirad at the ±ssie of the total emissive roiwaa. * toe data are deduced from tbeoreti.-
in tiac, i.e. mrso tbgth whole0 spectnin..

I ~~It this Ppeape after a d~iscussion on the natire, of socuati sores' yi exist in a hot jot,fand r"t 0 -1 S ting the ec=ased batr&tacbniquas 1 , is prost'nted, on *Xtapls@, a representation of a hot jet-ntuee b7 sei;PA of cros'sed spectral Gene tiess It Is then possible- tto dtt$e at any point of the source
iol'ae the ahzrescteniatic tmozlumh~ data by Aw~~rncy t434t, and thus to kncv theikr diapairnon.

V*t~ic d's Aaoii~ac vitaea. ft fluid*
rzit cofn*aPVl" AX

.P ' ~~oit turit C tlu n a rsin

td " art. 4 t*a tt-l r4S-lttOOf4At&

U -0 du jo 41f'U-
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L'objst des travaus effectu~s par l'o1Uzn [aj en coopiratica area la SUMIA (2] souG l'GSIde
des Bervice: Technaiques de, l'Mfrcaautique out de dhfiair mie procddure do :anactfiriation des sorci
de bruit dans =c jet ahoud. La nfiaessitd d'une tell. proc6dure out apparue 0% quo certeaces limit..
oat dvS atteisatee en natiere do r6duction dui bruite En effet, suite amx trovaua Ge LI9HIMII Y
RPhRO 41e t ?FCW'-nTWUi [52 , pour de eaiod uisoniquumsyn, nioor nr modles

th~oriqoeset reuures bonores dams le champ lointain existe. Cs: aadfleu thhoriques permettent do
l'rcbe. dit an vuluae t (di zrjat. t at npeatr-a) 9 l'aide (* grmndeurs de turbulence G~finies !L

116choll du voluemouijet cat accord n'eat pleiaezuent. rdaliu# qu'eai introddoisnt tous
t I foric expiriqus des conmtantee et on admettant tine variation Gee grmadewrs de turbulence muivmnt dee

I liot diduiteo de3 U50les euu-AJnea coropte teau dem rieuitats eqapriaentaux F 6

Doccc fait, is bosoin a 6ti remienti de oerauthriter lee sources I4d bruit & mne I6cbelle
spatial* plum hune, per neapic en £tudhent Di contribution do diffircmte treaths: du Qai

- met en nto rliant interveir pour la assure macuntique qne certainea partilts dui jet (I lVatde

tic duivoumei source[])

~ j seit en cdsptwt, la afthodt des corn-Lne impage en efteotuant dem corrilations mitre aicrophoaes
pied' sur tns parci parfaitaent rAtiobissmate 18)

* ~~~ P.D plus, pour arriver i me, c hflfle spatisle plus rine, ls ac-itaenm ont dfiveiopp6c

SIutilimS, pour carcthriser is turbulence Ge Jets froids, lee film chauds [9., [1.Qj d es ca pteux~s
scourtiques [11.1j is strioscople lIsar [12 j , 1233 sr*r de i'sboorpt~ionifro.geEC
[15] et, pour lea jets clasuda, x'uisiomin intrercuge 16) , [Mi~ . Par sflleuns, iU cam, de jets troidio
eat le ~.0'0. qtA d. doh zn a ieni Ai ITi O"'lt. Aet4 -Tl*ttt~oi av~uttiqtis, per oonfl1atcnm a partirr di
wwavres a fii j che ad et su~ aicrophoio3, [ni j (18, ý119.,

t2.- DPZNTICOM DR LA PCV

Dajia ie can de jet* co~uds do forte cii do faible Titease, In situation eat tr~is ecoulpexe cur
lt I=n tbderique du fait dui m~l.*e d'eftets lits soit ku &radient de denui6, 801it & Is tesp~r~ture
qiua U 'soutent et a. silent.& Is vitaose. Cam eflets ont Wt conatathm exporlaentsiweiait [20) .Dfes

raer obut a t i ctatneettnd n j,[2tentative. Ge clsacificeatioat aii qulune asyaaI'e tbtoiq dfitaili~e Ga- coo effete, on tent quo e&uh-

La m~tizod-e do travail proposle par i'OUR cot ime mdthodo tuabale, Got ie but emsettiol
cat do parioir qualifier liactioc do uilfenious k structure agemnique an sA~r,4)dnaaiqu& ouir la riquene-
=Mat acoustlqa (dirnetiwiti art spectre, Gas le chsw lointain). La Giami~rche wsentisile qui domin.

Q en tout point par des grmndours apatio-tempoxcllou.

NI2.1 qu leisvs~tdI otato enl jot fournit des renseigtmnesit locwmi our Ian sourges

do±>- . bruit ci otirlorEisn nre

-~ 12.2 - qua Go cc pr&1~vseeaat ow pogut ad484m i'$vcgutioa spatitae W*% g dideisf (Is tuirbulenice Wa traAý-
teaiat hybrid. dui mi~oatl

2. u'np at iin, a pertly do nmoe giandeurs, re~zte-ri "r cmoiau ntuliyingu, *uA r:V'onwc~ut -I

scowtique4duemito cheap 1iohttt. ?AA 4trcl, or inverse 1 'dquatku 4 m* ini~ . s. Goat
le ataved *aubv diait Is tourco scoutique. or- Etablit dinai zes cczoVt*~4aee etre Is

-N~i& -rYct ano lotatain Ot is Cha&s ttwttulant "atstr.

L'uetakele do cotta proeedure avant 4&;$ ErA pradaet$ S ilu'(, ,f~ a f2j
noua expoatras daas ci triauil der4tOa tz mogre.-rrdstits wix. rointe 2a tt 2.2, iir~s'a

45 ~~~brat raispu do cotte procdire et am pAiAdmatso coaehubi~ou 4&asf

a.-.DgRM0 xsscLAnxoW

t~aJ' a uvqlznro Owu jet. saveetiolwiAt diwx (ic wa~ do d nter 14 3.& M, :M t~4m-
nat-uf ccuvriso iota* MYC x * 1100V X. ut#IS, rc atnati do GePro§"ms (c anEtbo
Osiit 41'CnSda w trwod4wun. 13# iiC-i 4. toa0 (ltott w4'esie .44 1405a, fis.2i

I I awa- eat r-40at tiit pat "Iwor du3.ut~a

~iU~S.Sit~t O~ s UA~tit I"art" iiatiqtio ttAtilt ii4 '0t q~wn. tti.Nr-ul

tS Dt1 4t
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do coirxia#tioii.

%tconfiguration permet en particifier 46 d~finir Ift coefficient d'autocorrgiation
C f:,o a) do i'biuasion lafrarouge dui point considhx4. Thrin, si leam dent axes sort Ecartgs
de ia distance 3,on nesure it coefficient de corrlatioa ocmiahe C (j t¶,C EU tragant
lea courbes de c en fonction de T pour dirfffrentes valeurs de on pent faire apparaftre
lea parn~sm~ apatic-twaporela de ia turbulence.I

Ce type de mesures exige is rfialinaticn d'un rotage m~cmiique soipiS et insensible Axii
vi'brations, qul permette le dflplat'eenmt contr8i6 vt pr~cia do I'm optique 4'eu moins um radio-
matre pendant le dfirouinent de lterp~rimeatation scoustique.
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oa up catIs, muse volumque at

is ~ ~ I tesu(nt4Pnddi
avce : vitesee dui fluids, p0 prenaic, C:vitesce du son dabs. Ia miiu n repue et

kit le'4er ntonddi

:1; oft pa~ a)eat I& premsicii aeoustkque en Ift1ioctant tat C tJ 'g5 tant Wn
point courant du voline source. C

on pout Sdufir. wes deseriptka ternsie complkte du champ swnore f partir dee relatiods:

I ~~3.2.3.1 - Auto-corr6lstion Pf#'o>ida cham swnore lointein

? dQa <pi,,ptte}

at 6tat au points courant* dui wciua sourcsj

3.2.3.2 -Vesiatt spectnilel(Z.,g)

3.2.3.3 - Yitmsuiti swourd~

-53.3 - Couclusions cnsntielin4 &a. zriri p C03in

La e6terwlnstion qusatitativo do P9tiuaaizt senor. par Its bweuns 4~aission nrcu
ul -eat pas actuelliamet ponibi. pa =-44ut dOwe mse. At i'6cheob al ds ipaum lea infInftla
eo..pesiswas Us r~siltat ti ca.ulcul tw-c iUn matures acoustiquos, pour- data riginsa do faic-tioc-
Aw~at 4ifffiruts, no pouvaiont ktro que qujaitat-imw.

-'Oda presmee csp*mLnfS oaswt WAto1Wn

1*R eoicui iirfrit trs.4 Cozcteamn¶ tsoa d", nrmtoUw 6", gr~deuno scottiqijz tc ..4 ...... ..
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................. 4.a ........... Rob fl do* loahuoutra d
Des conr~istion on dfdult (fig. 8) i'Ocheli. int~peeeeigunrpreatied

.............. ... .. ti'.. 1'ensemble dui apeotrc .eoclul oTF

Dee dmnadtls speetmijes merics, on dfidait do atbno, pour tout Point dui voluas soure, Weo

doieL le ongaur. pour oaque fitqVUee dui spectre.f

Pour chap.e friquunce is veiaticn 1% 1 'smplitnlde 4eta iAs dnit6 sipctrale croishe an fonotioa
as 43 (Gearta. lual desnau roadamato) Oa en dhdUit aiasenmt 1'gcbelie intfgral. des lea-
guuurs powr ia frdqufo. eoculddr& On~ cotattte qua is figure- 13 cat satiable a l~a tire 14,

SI~~ig 13~a -aret a.ti iss rftnraewrJ
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diffiretito inforustioca sont 6Mdutes et peruetteut do domaer tan. itterprdtatioc pizysique dui signal.
Pour coin, desmMicro!pioces moat plsdoa dans is cheao proohe, is long dtxo lipse pax-l~l.l & isxe dui
jot et 9 men diotmnce ouffinawnt petite pour quoe ohAqus sicrcrpacce reaid coopt. veufltisflmsnt dux

rqonnhsmt socuatiqus d'nao soul. tranca dux jet.
a.1 L'mnalyso spectral. dui sigsl !aicwophoniqtis tctrequ1.aasmdisotSc ltefoa

wmotcnt iorsuqje 1Von e '4ldgne dui plan dt sortie t%*ta.4

4. - L'sanaysc spectral. dui sipsi infraxroW prvetsat 1. iks caractane, wee un. pant. di~m

41 ~x - des ausitis! spectrales crois~n on diduit ia contributiona diu tonam source oboerv* par Ii'ifra-

f raaage a re'oaamamt sonar. an friquicee at an dineti~tt. Wt exspi. typique ent px4me'EI

Iw oaors eIc~o6~ ma4 Sahjt lihre uPororitiqueisau d'1mnetuaro 41corpsaomtrfi

I&r4oeuco d'un. Gsioeaion spectral. paflticuUars a&= alvatours do 13 =2 44ai kw vitolam limit'
axiaamt ur = disa~c do O amwi (10t GisihtrO do ia twyaro Stunt do 90 = enrirc).

Des oorr~lattion infrarouro-ficrorhoceu piecs 6am 1. chaso prooho (a two. distance rubole
do ao ) oni a Vu diduiro qu'& cette Smisaicex spactrla perticuli~ro correspond tans EmissionA ~swore sitiM dons Ia ink. band* de fr~qusaco awec =a r.k'unmct amnaxi At W0 eviro

C4e13 obstlrttioil*,qaxt 6t0 affectuiah dau 1 'installation do 1 'OUA oft desneasures scowiti-F
qixos tact le ciuAi lointain s-oct non eipfifatifla, vat 6t0 confir~ass wa des massues acouuti-4

0xee a dns i% -zbszbre sourde dui (V - SACA I utan distance, radials di 6 a (montana acoustiques

U 'kw-r 105 on a porttt'saWians spectral. Wa~ tin;s d'octav 4A aiiasi Sicrop~oaique

4 ~du Jot at I& diroction dcoftervaticc).

ami rnurquo qua cette hmisuicn eat eftectivsnat vassay pour 9SP".L Alasi CU a Vua pri~voir
les cociftuq±cos acoustiquas do lci't#Astt d'imeowcfiprstioc taubilonte atuA. Cans un voluma
ebieg Cfirinl &At Jet litre. WwL'e4"a do tale r~sutatist pa twAce do fiAauce eat actuellant
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R.,DISCUSSION .. -

Mk Dh~ekelchag I would like to ask the authors whether they can explain the fact (comp. Figure 9) that the I
measured ooiwection wilocities, V0 , for sianul distances x from the nozzle are considerably sib,: ýr than thecorresponding jet veoioty, V. Is it possible httecreaeoat of the Infts red Signals in these ear awe

not generated on the jet axis bLt by lare staUct in the turbulent mixin rqgion?
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NOISE SOURCE OIAONOSTICS USING CAUSALITY CORRELATIONSW

At ~by1
.4Thomas E. Siddon

Associate ProfessorI
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of British CoI'nb'a I4

Vancouver S. B.C. '

~4~' ~rd~i~f~i;5~7No noise Canada sae

Due o te cmplx Omx" f nisemechanisms for current quieter generations
of ircaft ithasbecme credi fficult todetect the small changes in

vera1 dcibl lvelwhich may result from localized design modifications.
An ncrasiglypoplardiagnostic technique establishes 'causative" rela-

ticahipsbetwen ndividual noise source phenomea and the overall
(cowosite) sound radiation.. The method uses real-time cross-correlations

betkvt-en tefrildsound pressure and fluctuating hysical parameters
occurring in,-on, adaround the noisa generating mac ine. The technique is
based on esabousttd aaroacoustic theor-y and has been shown to yield infor-

mat~ onaccsti: sarc ditriutinsther lcalspectra, n clsoI ~coherece. The present paper reviews the basic causality formalismts and4 ~Illtistrates tWelir use by reference to a nwumber of proven experimental appli-
cations. It is showan that by judicious clioice of control surfaces the
Wohods can be adapted in unique ways to the elucidation of a number of
un~resolved noise generation and suppressioa phenomeno. ExaWles pertaining

1 to jets, suppressor nozzles, rotating fan b7-ies, and flow interaction with
leading and, trailing edges are inctluded.
PRECIS

LeI problme. d'bvalt'ation de l'nties de sodifications gon~triques dr6lAents4
d'avicns modernes rsilflnc1tuxA sw-r le niveatt du bruit est d'une ccoilexitd a
considerable. Ctci rqflN-,o de fa w le I changament de la pressioct sen~iqre

~J~t-,sultantýA soit parfois tr~s ftiblit cause de l'edstence d'wi gr~an nowtrw
detources discr~uos d'4-issioo. One technique bien utile dass I'eaelyse de
dbr itelerda to totate d tm ans uedrcin ma.La earth-

Stin 6ie Ia p~resston senore a~urle bitm, ý 1'aya de l'gpareil avtc les variable.%-Aflictoantos aux vSOrt&fl P14 - &es prcpul&*vrs rend potssibi tl cilcul To i 4
Iocsllzation, des sourtet et lours charactirlistl'ws spectrales, &otie CC&)1fl5.F et.. Dus Vr~g~ pr leti ad n Passe en res Ita titbrte de cakrnalltt

;n lipg ctioteT 4rtrL br4ie, sub" d llustreti -s prise
at*vlcttons pnratlnues , Tehenortolre. Pjý.jj fait-on dbtnstisition de
I 'Outilitil d'un cfto aoorapri4Sd6 surface.%C controle pour l'thude cetI $baoes de pre--tctiori Wiltttof d' b _ Let exsvle pri P eT

I rat~ee oa~-atintdevs J12ts edi vI-tesse i)&sle" dot. Je "-Iuts supirima-
&tr, 't roitý,s de, wAti~iateurs e.Its arr4,ts d'e.¶tr e-t do sortie *s profits

!n the.lo qŽ~t fc,;' ssiutiodW to emcarrf o~ stitteA.e in pa-rtl~ar, for ai f-u,*aental
L4n -.tvzin o2 f nglit 5* to ~ o4 atelnistt. vit -1 r-cosstro't arxst aofa

"tirlev of, sut of twheart diýKaxtftI tocMiwes. and spWfltil pztilrQ dtivncntý irvdlticrlj~tv .ysr
aefrtlprg&s a cntso rei:uot tAvscwvtrc.tca ~vl~~snt i

cno)Cle 11*ti ofl rtois iaa for cvre~t r~zittli pi-#vtrlto* syrtta It bc s dtfficwlg.
j dtttc t4r sawilhcagge in overjttl 0t Ta* i yK t fn Ka elisseCud "a4rentric 0e4&ffCAttnt.

acrcdiufetcnl- b"~'Tm tktt %Ftrt*nt Act t t t  stertts4itAlt

-L p~o~~%a Wt'~ ahet *tot -1 Aý49 cao:lbvdZk to ow #z~meuf -flteld sA4 t-hset :Thts. s~t
týi~tsbie v .ietf ~ vtin crsn-c no,4tAs?4ts sto z*tJ 'rlI ý Id aWa

LP W 4~~JI.1~ )lSW%* '4jt-L_ CIWI %7,%*1*4

e~ztc~ yti oldfc~a ftli Fntlivit cc &tw tic -catkc dtrtitias *Ir loflsr ýit, 44q UMI S4
sc4t "we £ it ciiy

- o teciwo toss~ g~r~star{~~tMfite tvcitc1ot~~a ~~oiof±;e

_ 4' . t4ru.t tcaoz;~- -a~tiaz zrr~twl a&attyb '
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4 2. REVIEW OF UNDERLYING THEORYI ,
The basic origins of noise generation in fluid flows car be ascribed to velocity or. pressure fluc-

tuations In the source region, either in the vd)lsv of senstble tjrbulent motion"M or at boundary surfaces.
Th'e classical Lighthill/Curle solution of t' wa'o equation give,

L.3 ( iIALU$A ~ ~ dSy t- 2-t (P v dS(y) L J-\ (i]1(1

whera

/j aPuiu3 + (P - c ap) -i

[1 denotes evaluation et reterded time

-.4-Thus the radiation from a low sj ed turbulent flow can be approxmiated by either of the f,,llowlng
equivalent forms*;

...L1 \ C(PUD) _dvy 2)I '

4 1 I-A. t) 4;c '~dY(x) (2)

V

ICurie introduced thze effect of surfac/flo, inr'nsctimns by including the surface integrcl terms in
eqt uation such isurfaces can be real or Wa be hrothetical cont-ol surfaces selected so as to exclude
an uninte#,esting or excessively ce~licated region frow the field. *c~her rigid, or flexible, th-e

redeton ro thse suracs will be accowuntJ for ýy an appioxiusation consistent with (2) and (.3): 'F.

KIn equations )4)th field polwrt &t x sZAnto bea far rseioe+ from 0e source regioq¶

'Turbulent vtlocity fluctuations u aM surf~ae -*I~r velocity uv- are msma~d na¶with re.ýPect to ti.C
Lie atlieat speed of moaid c. The q45i..incv~pr¶4StblC 9resz ,p(O, app .eachs the total pmssure fluct~a---

'de in t.M source volua. Suarface strcs flu-ctutiod tC is small with respect to Surface presure p.
The emnfle L describesý the direction of tAt field point at x with repet to "hne local surface oMal a'.

-. .- 4 t4 souirce point 2. r is the distanc becbsen i md y. (Voi hi*; speedi 1,w-s No?- tc&aPlicatcd solutions
I aro eeded to acouwt or thepresece r I th m ia shear stross fluttuatlons, together with count

thve ard refractivw effcts. The ezfineac of such solutions. arid their potential l-wortaa-ca, ame the
"smimit of ugh ipurrqott &ebate).

_ lssical A chtoor*lclst-,"
TO !o U a ta r e ft ens Mvt nW t bern WIerY sucan~f~l in Ct~ftu fi- datalled nf~r mf~ ~at~

44y bam~~ ~ rc dtmcune 'rin fnitcs (2) to (4) 0,lc0 yield tmre 1 ra.Aie

%~ 4 I stec ia tj"t 1A Lem of cOVln topit cz*wrtiatiots of so-ure f-luctiset-imm varfi&'%ý. for enrve

~,Is ua srtitr-#iy tt*ar fa~t 4 io 6"M'401 two Poit;~r df *U-teeltn (-I toec mc4 t of the-
ii- t ~jsw tf *X44Aes of Vogh an 0n4kribfst i$ tut iýf dw r0 it~cfn *w fuliln dlwmsinm4 >j

Ofucur $ wttu--Ltceraer a pm~t fit a .Jet ebkrtt *Is mnd4 to tr*dict the 1cogstic *OL;.r-z* radiatfion
-{ 'freei tMt- Pott. Htwct*r to dup't cate *-* 44 cz$$isact ftr 4A y ¶-0rcs Poi nts: wul d b* kfutdbi.

bec&sA of the O" wqt ila ane of 1wttvtii~l Ctfl$-toWi~thtI> nsimwwrwts if4Sy -

A 4 re Ew't tecIfzt *ttekilisfl cs~sttwv rol~tte-SAlPS babWi~ ;m nr-rit~s LEOI Methsst
jar~tt &~ a Ndfl~ ~Th*' loeewliw*lo teocsedi. 6n -e ha SI*II of tý'ZW bS¶iC fl4dt

attan %aI~*~(I)tt (41 treaitlk ti by s*OW pzftn'at Nt~jjtt1) nr !t" t S, er'd a tftj
-~~~ 13~f teke1  !ttrV&VAj*4 tcarf~tat ep of stcitrartf mnr'C wigii1K, ut th the.eccotlto

fls~t,1o for voliN caS4*te$&Pd tos ; Wet CAN. *dtt fly. M- (

~ t ZtuI zfetatod W a* cot¶rS efforts, of Aw§* W3 F02, Cercos,
k~b#i "r. Ri*a*? os;rsm tati rlMk- M' V.Q4fio 0-) Kw cay -comata fee 1;9itfmat

tutettomS to the -ýrAvt st Ot !jj! L rUt iw utu s te #ftlitr.
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Similarly, P.~uation (4) yields the autocorrelatlon function for surface interaction noise:

~~F ~ ~ 0,7 j yni C+ CosG0)] dS()

~ The causality correlations on the right hand side are functions of 0r; typical correlation functions ýre 4
shoil nse onFigre1. Such runctions may be computed with one of several signal correlatrno

available on the market.

NN >

'4 N I(N

IFIGURE I WIdSE SOURCE DISTRIBLTION IN A I IOJTBY CAUSALITY C3RRELATIO,. MSXEO CURVE
4SHCIW TYPICAL DIPOLE D&TINTONR TO SIEFREFLUCTUATION ONPOB 2

The acoustic contributlons frow -Acn unit of saurce vc'uin or af surface area are deterrmined
N ezPlicitly in toru of the. au, mist. ifurcttions:

1 -T x

r

Alterrjtfie foral of (8) tvsý (S; are possfl~r W*cre Ib dt -Urtvetvwu, 4re rwlacod by r"a) tlim

aorsvtives of th son- f~ci-0 qianltfties. TNvcs:

~4 p ~ ;t ) * $" dt) etc.

Tit tý.. tr'n vi thý rf-iz Itw5 std of (91 deiserve goo irnterrp-tnc7Nt~ the first en-ceibes. att#Ar$ItiR4"14At frzw a(-I Nlai&~ wc# fh 2!ft e olarcf~lt ..eCnt rrnil 006 %0 (o p l Pitr t i o intlt k -t In t .0W~ksi rtn fr-r, s m if , . r c""" ~ ~ ~ ~ h krise~ tx neltitrýs VýMcl'. #rv ro st ) w 'ar witit a t iy tA -t PeCIft ttru in f1) let'z to f
½- e-rwlst~w faciio rst s ~1 .10F~ srcci ~w fill 4wlwatt it UsM tJe.re a uiAticear 0 rivi dly

vs ~fl*n9ICI' vfbt~tIP. stifKt*S toL% Item vat qewealtr ivorut-it

N:ýT ike `sýrftat: dipele St'r~ct?' for a sutat IAsry vxffec. or a rfs~dy r*Ut"eln fa- bladt may t'e N.

tfltSyasIs of dtipole rai4*tfo trot s fist plato w0tft'l o! :Irclar iplwtft We Ith stntsEt~ f1v41
fl~r* 1J1c#Ia't lt4 to a S iftt EINtItcIO ;16t as deptctc4d 11 Flyurt (r -t.Z cs~1t
0*M #StrrtSk tar u~ft VI. vel 0 tcr0j*0Pc UR~ be kesPtiM1ta t.til *fueitr versios of (El. A t3lcelj

rt"lt ttr8lIC 4;*d tflUlqet jet, &46 to PAcki'." itt in F.~
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AIR JET

FIGURE 2 SURFACE DIPOLE SMT FOR SEPARATEB Fl-O OVER DISC SHAPEDI NDEL (TAKEN FRW4 REF 2)

2.3 Loca ised spectra
Fourier trsnsfws of (6) and (9) give the elemnta spectra from each wnit of surface or volia 2,".

T he contribioto t he overall Speflral denslty #(w) in a gimn direction, arising from the ditlattion

-s4 td e the tr t)e ovr I sp tral de n lde M f

tMere At 1 is aq litude of theis: tr,

The lo extent of cohecrene for the dilotltloeal pon t re fSiu d is e wlsoed by a covre tto vein,

• I' (Ls -'n],0 d'•" Vc v 0 -(•.Z (13) •.

byn rtahe d filtegrning the le kft ha d siderereens beoe tipvtcrrelation. ic fiartaorigir prabe egUnratson

i thi ' . w dpe.t-f sectrali sqat( par unit

I.-Equat•n (1•4) it~h CL).ot• usin '10), vt 0t .or the 4,r .• vtion wolm:

d.3 -S cos (12) '

Wr :"t Ii s tW &•itwr e•,t-tto. the caotalttv co~Nli p-t•, ova:ha,,d :"
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A parallel definition of correlation area for surfact dipole distributions is giver In Ref. 2.
ofThus the causality unctions carry Information about the local source st~rength, spectrum, and extent

of cllernce.The thodis nt, hweve, ab e to m ve the ushape" of coherent regions.
2.5 Arr4_ys of discrete sources

As, applied to arrays of discrete, well separated. and uncorrelated sources, the causality approach is
not new. For ir~stance# several years ago Gc"f descri bed a series of source localization experiments

Swherein each source was characterized by a single ntar-field reference fluctt~otion.16 For such an girral
our intaqral distribution expressions (6) snd (7) may be reduced simple approxlmate. sumation, giving
the not for field radiation at:

14 : N d;;'
*ne a C )m 1'c n7)

Heare N4 and N derte the total WUp2ay of di~crete surface-distributed and volume-aistributed sources,
rtaspactively. The values of E-pR/dS anW dpz/dV are unique for each of the mth and nin sources.

* The contibutio net from a single coherent volume source Is given by the nttem Thus:

( k1*tp2 C2~¶ (8

NX Here-dp2/dY and Vc have been eliminated by substitution of equations (8) and (15). Hence in the special
case of dicae trated sources Itb waximum value of the causality care-lation coefficient, squared,

yieldsdone co ibtion to 02.8t from the ~ource point of p(l) datectin -it is not uncommon t
further assume all Hsourices t Oof equal strength. Then in the absense of surface radiation the number
of worces is estimated from.

VI

Aparallel analysis can be uevelopo f~or the surface distributed sources. (9

It, conclusleo! I t should be pointed out that a large value of normaalised correlation C~X is necessary,
but not sufficient, to idantify a donminat noise somre. One must first of all know that,%i is indeed

wturing a source fluct.Ation, not wrely a near-by acoustic signal. The extent and coherence of
MotIlwously ds riibuted soiurce phaflmena must be iissessed from spantial surveys of the appropriate wcaus~l

_6Illrptaie ~~l
-t has occasionally bee suggesWe that the. causality method is only valid for the Case Of man1Y
tlyuncarve'setd soiirc*s. Trer* is not swch restriction in the aialysis of Sections 2.2 -2.4. In

factwhee s -fte potoss any degree. of counter-coherenca (anti-phase cca~pments). the coonli~ Vor~vel tons
favor, only tI~ase rerd&ml w-urct phNowoma which ma4 a contractiv contribution to the radiation in a

___ peciic dirfction. This property imy be illustratad with refoeneca to a very simple exawle.

a Ow

N -1

WUIAs t'-- A011 1-Wptk't *~ ef ar'u ;"Ii, ý ict'" infmfntý bei'fl. A far ftlg

it "MOA001 W*SAi to tr1e af b 41 te 6tu$i -;W ý. tkae t~ Os illustrattA is
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compared with speaker dimensions. Etch -speaker cone is assumed to move as a coherent unit. We consider
.~.,,.four cases of excitation; the results are summnarized in TABLE 1, below:

(1) speaker Aonly 1 1

(2) AlAiBin phase 2 2 4 1 jj(3) Al&ecounter phase0 00
(4) A&8incoherent 1 - 1- 2 .707 J

I1. First only speaker A is driven. The causajity fugnction 6r will appear as shown in Figure 1. For
Al~this reference situation the quantities dpl/dS, p net and Cm, are arbitrarily given a value a1.) Also the piston area S,,, *1 unit.

2. Now the second speaker is switched on, drivein in phase with the first tn generating.,the sawe4surface acceleration On- In this case the far field pressure p 14. doubled; hence dp,'dS and S
I ~are doubled, following equations (9) and (16). Itfllw ta ne -4 according to both

U; Il equation (17) and our coawn sense rmins equal to unity hdowever, since there is only one
I; coherent source, although now Nwice asiarge.

I3. In this case the second speaker is driven counterphase with the first. Thus, although the source
futajnlevel remuins unchanged, the far field pntssure will be zero due to cancellation.
Hec p/S, S, and Cmxare also equal to zero.

4.: Now the two sprakerLare driven with equal rms acceleration On bt ffo w unccriglated signal
generators. Thus dp'fdS is unity, as in case 1, because the causality function up is unallfected
by the radiation from L Sc equal; the area of a single speaker but since there Ire now two
uncorrelated sources, P~net *2. The correlation coefficient Coax .707.

4~ 3. DETECTION OF SOURCE FLUCTUATIONS
Hot wire and hot film techniques for detecting velocity fluctuationis (in the presense of a mean flw)

are well established; however difficulties arise when components at arbitrary angles (e~g., ux) must be
meaure du tothepresense of a steady cooling flow along the hot cylindrical element. measurement

of the pressure p(orl ps is co~eptually more attractive, in view of the scalar nature of the variable.
The difficulties inherent in the accurate measurement of "static" pressure fluctuations in turbulent flow
are, on the other hand, well recognized. Earlier work by the present author led to the developuent of a
sp Iderebut we;rro-o atine probeAwicah9 effected a redcton of turbulence intersction erotto a liie

3.1 Probe contaminatioii

* Recent studies have revealed a more serious difficulty which arises when undertokirJ causality
* ~~~~ ~expirieentb with a pressure probe of convetional cylindrical gowetr (sc sroe( nFi.1T&

Extraneous radiation due to prol'azfflo interaction lods to a contamination of th correlation function as
shown in figure 1. To understand, iwgirne a patch of turblence Convecting pest the probe. On interacting
field microphoem. A short time later the same patch of turbulefte interacts with the stean of the probe,

-*sentding off another dipole pulse. These dipole pulses are colerent with the bascic p1', fluctuflioo #M

* -, -. -- eartier n ae hntwtu inl h ouli ed~~ for screlto tobbodndinhrfre vake tor extr-aneous contribution to 0th correlati on. SecAuse the coZotn.~fftats leve the probe
peuir way near thv corre-ct value of atoustic travel timt, at in Pigutre 1. UVin a shorter nota* Corte -

4' ~ ~ r CC (rducn e distance betwee nose and pressure port), skes i-the thre coiitrituttng effects letss
ditnuishable, so that one 'is n~ot sure htow *uch dipole coaiflhiutitn is Ar~l is4 the sgcature.

to be highly sensitive to tna degree of spWic~ts peobe- inttej-eVenc noie. Th* situation sit"n to dawWE Q ~ ~correlotior, vollian Vc. To putt time probe ctntwn-inftn etffect on a qntttvbasa penmtar calle d

'ASubstriot d, 4potetsr anffcttive 4$nte rwdtfrti 'r4 fatC tho ýrob.. &,svavii ttho robae to be sail with

t00 Wttdrwwci i*sd velocty ht.tat" *M tU0 M., t4 taV'Ue in rdI4*13 1c ohili'reu
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~-ihnar sttses t-tf lT44M s " at tyTpical P4flbe.'For a t4ay iprn ip" i? ,o~nfow h C

-~" .1cat b etimate ¶r0o the relutaftio:

tiat ýk_ 1t ith Ihw tS44Nht 44N1 I Soo*~21

~~~ ~flow sjead.. This 'S bws.U.u 41' tie U' 4-~ of the 64410 octiv t$" U~5~4U t'ic*t
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Sof the Inherent self-radiation. Assming that a value PCR < 0.1 is desirmble in order tu avoid over-
7 estimatiOn of the correlation funrtions, It may be shown that when used in a turbulent Jet of diameter D,

a cylindrical probe of diameter d should meet the following criterion:

d, (22)

. This relation accounts for nose-generated side-force radiation only."

3.. Foil-to PVsure 32f JI
In view of the above finding it became clear that the best Kssibility for suppresing the extraneeis

radiation rested In minimizing the surface area of the pressure probe in the direction of the field
microphone-' "1 This consideration led to experiments with a rAber of foil-shaped or knife-like probes I
which are designed to be inserted into the source flow such that the plane of t4e foil is coincident with
both the direction of mean flow and the direction of acoustic detection. One such probe, developed by 4.
Racki�" is labeled (1) in Figure 1. For subsonic use, this probe is made insensitive to velocity fluct-
uations both norem to, and In the plane of the weg -shaped foil by locating the pressure sensing ports
very mr to the trailing edge (two rts register the average of upper ind lower surface pressure). Thus
this type of probe is capable of givIng an alubst error-free measurement of p'a while at the nin time
minimizing the spurious dipole radiation in the direttion of detection.

I Current findings suggest however that even a fell-type probe of the configurdti . showm her does not
adequately suppress the contamination due to self gsnpated Mise, w*h* used in a small laboratory jet
fl(ow e, 0.3. D a 1% inches). The problem is thoueht to arise frou a drag dipole Assoclated with str•am-
wise force fluctuations on the cylindrical probe sta. Such a contamination source can be significant,
except for radiation direc•nns coincident with the axis of the sttm. This possibility is beiftj investigated
further. In the long run, optical Webing devices swch as the laser doppler velocimeter may afford the
best suns of detecting source flutuations within the volume of the turbulenc*.

it j 4. APPLICATION TO SRUSONIC JET NOISE

A Paradoxically although we clatm to kno much about the mechanism of jet mixing noise W. are not, to
this day, absolutely certain about the basic diftribution and spectral character of the elwentary sources
in subsonic jets. The classical picture, widely accepted and supported by a substantiol body of experimental
and theoretical evidence, is show by the left-most sketch in Figure 4.

:afti "Ed"

mwbaM S ~ c &4 0" A WVO swr, ÷,, ___" vfý
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sources in ttA jot are to bt accounted for in N. Using the above technique with imasurements. of u' p, Lee
and Ribne obtained estimates suggesting an K of ordar 2500 for aoaoy y prtn Okat i- twh r.3,

~i o~aOur independent exprriments, utilizing raOlas the source fluactuation variable yield an N more then an
ore mfagaitude anal eir (aOut 100 to 160), for a let ofthe sane Mach No.9* t  The experimental set-up2 was illustrated in Flpure I. wnich also gives the mansured source strength distribution, for radiation at

14 45 degrees to Use jet axis. The strongest sources appear to be concentrated In the refions of most energeticV
turbul emic, as the classicol models have always predicted. There 15.40 apparent radiation froc the core

J ~of the jet. Unhappily hoisver, on tgtegreting our distribution of dp /dV over the entire jet, following
/4equation 6, the resulting value of pR was found to be almost ten time larger then that. obtain

as destermined with the foil-type probie are still too large, probably due to raiation, resulting froman
acoustic drs§-dipole acting oar the stem of the prbob.

On 1he asswtption that the dirag force fluctuation can be approxiuiated by thte quasi-sed rltionsip
0(tn'i AC l~tw ,,t aMý assvising I~ equals the Correlation length Lc for the turbulence, it is possiblev41 to astimate a contamination ratio (PCR) equal to about 8, for the dreg dipole. This explains the coo-
value 0.08 reported by Racki in refonattes 9 and 13. Thus the Lee-Ribner1tirate of N - 2608 is probablyF

¶~ close to the truth, for a low speed jet, in view of the much smaller size of the hot wire senor which
was emloyed by them.

Sy contrast, in s recent pape by Scharton an$ White"a& value Na-.3 is reprt$l forma near-sonic jet.
The correponding Ia 'g value of correlation coefficient (Cgjx a0.55) can probably be ascribed toacombubation Of twO factors:4< 1. The experimet employeA a 1/8 inch diameter probe in a 5/8 inch diameter jet. Asswsing an

effective dipole Ore 5Sp - 24', equation (21) leads to the prediction that KCR wv I for the
Schartonf-Whi te 'Case.

C. The repot" value of Co was obtained by octave-bmid torn g ttejtSrohlfeuny
Thus thte estimate of N exludes all possible souWt33 whose ciaracteristic frequencies liet

It is apparent that the probe radiation naist be weakter than the inerient self-radiation from an adjaent
correlation volume Yc. Sirce the evidence seems to stu~gust a highly uncorrelated stiucture for the basic
noi se generators in subsonic jets, it is j~gin$ n odirgr probe interferene moise merely ad the4basis of l ittle observed change in overalrY- fiil eretl, h6althe probe is insarted. This is contrary

I to a suggestion made by &.arton end White".

:J74.2 Comnnts on chrn tutr otoes
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FIGIM B C3NFIWMATION FOR 1RIPLE CWJSALITY COMELATION

iO T etl teesln this controvermy a new expe•'i•nt is Proposed. As depicted in Figure 5, two probes
(.Mt-tire or pM.We• are) positiono. in tIi sneer layer at r/O - 1 and at aymatical points with respect
to a fUP field Imkr.... YM folloWailncasality correlation is fraed:

tian =thetgmtial wepamtion of A and B is imll, C(t) will attain the sue value of Cx as If only
om s&ae prow w•re us•d. The circunferential ssfration M6 is then increased C wtre ISF. If the
value of ?;s taln& costnt. for AM as lare as 180 degrees, then we have significtnt radiation from a
first ~re made of coherent struicture. if - decreerus substantially with M, such a made is probablyq isignificant to the radiation. Tis r•ri. should be repeated for a wide range of Hach nuers, since
It mAy well occr that circiafermntial cotieott structure becomes Increasingly 1oprtant as trmntsonic

codtosam approche.

1 5~. RADIATION FRMl RIGID SURACES
Contrary to tMe observd non-closure of integratieA for volume distvrbuted dilatation sources,

(occurring for r•esos described in the previous section), surfW source distritutions have been inte-grated in several circumstances to yield the correct values oL .P~t' These experiments utlize carels-
tos bet*e surface pressure ps and the corresponding sound, in attorda e with-equations I and 9.
Closure was reported for various tYWpe of flow Interaction *it% a small disc-shcN"J airoil Inserted
into a jet floiw2 , such as the c*se depicted in Figure 2. Incident trbulence was found to cause strong• leading edge ratatiton, uhile in smooth flow at low angle of att.ack, vanex shedding leads to a soree

ncentrati alo the trailing edge. Similar experiments by others'',' have helped to provide insight
Into..•td h of not:e ge4eratton at traoling od-g and ouzle lIps. The eerging ,icture sn m to
su*st that alternate vortex zhedding, with a fairly narro band of preferred frvuencies leads to a

Sti-dependmnt rlaxation of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge. Te stagnation strealinno switches
" cyclically fro u•ppr to lower surface inkscing a fluctuating dipole ccentration ar be ad.a. as

.~Sh depicte in Figure 6.

f ~ ~PUUAE 6 PWC4AJIM Of TRAILING EM~ WiMS
I Th-4 54ctr'N Of the T4rc flIUMtation is broVsdened ty the turwtehInc i the wiisrday laevl%. Fior ffn-
J *nt4ct~l ttch are siftlonly64.Ihi the eSQUltIa acntstic Modsttwt has a crdiod div*StvItv. with a

4., slwr 1u 41 W d&flrnea fdtutton.. E4 the, f*mtan $ncrttfoi On parvtr in U*dipale C"Wst isW0604~ Ir,* ath rejittvM Oftud hee 'm trWA tw0l is Wet itu5rnd. * Imt di60_ o jhlto
*oa teAt r4xt ty ?Nxde amn Cat~au4". Y~ rt*lacI the d1sccntlr.4 !W~aCsý aiferf~td 4~Y 04

$4h2 tnvilfUI&,* F1~ lt a a ugW4 ' t c lhtU e tofta stnt g'sillyu.1 &tMMuuin 1 feoed :kl tMA srn
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Zr$ '~A per~odic correlatiw, functions with dominant spectral content at the blade nassage fv'.Aquncy, as depictpd
I ~on Figure 8. The wrerodic coupo*nt was unexpected in view of the tloretb.1 null 'tar rotatilonad nOise

£ I aon the axis of rottion. Examination of the data suggests a t-aneonic coupling betwen a oneaperbrevOption
blade pressure periodicity andea seven-tiu-per revol ution Oiscete tone in the fav field soutd. Te44causality tekitnfue locallses the pnomenon to the outer purtion of the -rotor disc as lllust'nrted by the
spAR-wise source stenth distribuatton given, In Figure S. Our interpretation of the tinderlyinq mrý-Anits
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6. APPLICATION TO SUPPRESSOR STUDIES

I ~~~The causality methods have impor~tant advantages in the stuy of nois reducto etrsfrmli
I ~clement suoprussor nozzles. For example edge radiation from nozzle lips arises from instabilities in the

developing shtair layers, in similar manner to the trailing edge mechanism depicted in Figure 6. Thisj
/ figurations. In particular, as the basic let is brcken down into smaller and imaller nozzle elements

the effective length of trailing $e surfaces increases proportionately; it is conceivable that the edge2- ~ radiation may rise to the soe magn~tde as the supkressed jet noise. The acoustic fractions associated
with this "lip" noise can be assessed by measuring the appropriate surface dipole distributions, using
simple multiple-nozle rigs as depicted in Figure 9.

'¾ To Far Field Microphone

S.

1 -3' -so

.xLip.-radiation vestilatr:n R~tion

_qFIQEE 9 BASIC S4$'*SSOR ELEPOT EXPERIENTS. USJN PAIRED NOZZLES

If the prcte cofantattin ao difficulties diacribed in Section 4 can bet sinlmtze it will diso be Paossbl e -
to inntitigte the viol Lwe-4istri b~jtd sousea strength 'in multi-el-awnt nozzles. Thuas typical profits for
flirtd'42t. cofigurations might be measutrvd, as sketched in Figure T. Curve A deoicts a p~ossible result
for Wis clsl pce tidnz*I thre shear reduction by entratrenat plays at domi -tnt rol e. Onk the

--- ~ -- o1'r tznd Cjrvie B lllisttatn a p",_ =1bc t wt~ o " pmllel slot nonkts of high aEpect raio,
vwraN hMeldirnu by refrative cdnilfiti is sore significant. By nisufrgp *L4h profiles for sever40

otvcýs ttrt ereaieiArtauc of thee two co~itrtbistin e~ff~tks_, stt he atsesse$ for the
d;r istvt**d' 1lW, including -th regf-n ofit tntarfrese. Using (ccr -,aI41N0 vvtrtlet for a single

isol~atd $ta-s 4ase-line WA~ tiutatve informatlon on loca st-ure suppc'CSIIm htill be 4btained. As 4n
sWItooa fwuatuit. iexantioo of t,*tin dxair rvtd ilyield i1,ti *on th Wng~tii distdrtfuaa

4"ue wir trctlvt WrecS &WA cy "-bIt the najams~tfot of SOWM which reftzats &?APoA ath -dear side-A
(sble lo)Jt tr0p tut *k~fh tneasta 4'ittly thewoo.

1 i. a~tt abltity theory 0 tecontrol surface S 4iay bhe sacWctd tocoi c-4e ithI
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8. CONCLUDING CO•ENT
SAlthough the diagnostic techniques descrid hefrin are far fro* being perfected, this author he-

1levee that the causaTl-Iy method will prove to b& of twnse value in future studies of noise generation

phenomena. The biggt wekness seas to lie in the am of t-ftlow probing for the source fluctuation
q4untities. Much current activity centers aroim the datoumt of non-intrusive (optical) Probing
divfces; while theleyasy u!m ly prove to be a w successful Substitute, we would be unwise to over-
look entirely .the P~istbi1ies fair l ovment to ourestablished base of mechanical probing technology.
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DISCUSSION

Dt Fusch: rt'e technque proposed by the author as a means for convlating the cause and effect *of aerodynamic
sound emission is welcomed as a promising extenglon to techniques confined to the aueor the effect alternatively.
UTh interpretation of these correlation results natnurlly depends on the model the investaptor has of the turbulence
which causes the efc.Frtevysp cialea of an wray of discrete, well separated and completely uncorrelatMd
sources of equal strength Prof.Siddon is right when ud sin i Equations (17) to (19) to calulte a number of 2500

The point I want to make is thiat the extremely low correlation (and the correapoitdiagly high number of
independent sources) does not necemsriy confirm the validity of the eddy model itself. Another possible explana-
tion could be that only a very small portion of the quantity used on the cause-aide may be effective in generating 4

~~v sound. This immediately brings us b&4l to the question: what are the dominant source mechanisms, which tie
preferred for study, In a turbulent jet? I doubt, that in the '"cohmmet stiucture controversy" one pgais vory much( ~~~from causality correlations unless one assume. to be known, a pou.what one is really looking for: tecorrec
model of the turbulence generatinS souzd.

My Last comment concerns that part of Prof. Skiddon's paper (pp.7-8) in which he see M. to hame YWMilterpreted
my correlation results in Reference 20 (F~igure 9 on p.87)ý The curves clearly indicate an axisymmetric content in
the unfiltered and filtered pressure fluctuations of mome than 40 and 60 per cent, respectively, and not of 10 ard
40 per cent as suaneted by Prof.iddon. How to correctly Fourier analyse turbulence Inito azinlmthal components
will be shown in a later contribution to thewe Proceedings.

Ptof.Siddon: In his second paragraph Dr Fuchs~ aujests th4t a small value for the source/far-field' Correlation
coefficient could reflect the fact ihat only avery srall portion of the quantity on the cause side may be effective
in gVnerating sound. Indeed this is exactly the virtue of the causality app~roach, the method singios out only that
pato hesuc fluctuation reponsible for sow- nwt cnrbtotohefar-field sound.

Neverthelass, it could be tbat Dr Fuchs has a vald point here. If the turbutence- fluctwidion is domlnhs.tc by a
cntribution from a relatively frozm spatial pattern sweeping past the probe, such tW1 only a weak re~sidial fraction

is coherent with the fv4klei sound, then the nonnauLzed m=usity correlatien *wil sppew -=wnturalli sm.ll. In
V'other words the trw~ sourc" flixtwf~io has s&an ove.r-riing uncorrelsted convective sigal m ixei with it. This

could W-d to in exaggerated estimate of the number of independent eddy sources. TI - notion is supported by our
4-ý Itthenretical finding that the mspditde. of the. causality functions varies inw-msly with fte 'lifetime." of the CAn.a;ngw4W,

decaying turbulwene pattern (eeg., see Appndix A of Reference 2 or Appendix C of Referece 13, Paper l%4_-7).

ýv. 411
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Use of Croas-Corrolation Measureronts to
Znvestigate noise Generating Regions
of a Real Jet Engine and a Model Jet

I*~4iProfessor W. C. Heecham and P. H. Hurdle
V School of Engineering and Applied Science

University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

sou e prespure. crs-orltoso theet::tatic pro. pure fluctuations (as measured

with a B £m K microphone fitted with a nose cone), with the far-field radiated
soud pessre.Whoe masuemetsare made for various probe positions and a large-

~ 1number of far-field positions (at various ang'les). Vnadtotetssaern oSnumbetiona different jet exit velocities. The measured, nowalized cross-correý4tion
fittosvary between 0.004 and 0.155. These value& depend upon the angular position

of the far-field microphone, the jet exit Mach number, and the position of the probe.In additio~n, the cross-correlation technique is employed to study the symmectry of thd eI 4 Afar-field radiated sound about the jet axis. Third-octave analyses of bot the probeA4 1 signal and the far-field radiated sound are imade. This is the first time correlation
measuregents have been made on a jet engine. In addition, we report on an extensive

noie srve, a deezied bov, o amodel jet. The correlations are related to soundI ~~~ source funcions and jet source regions are discussed. .. .--

Vt son-il position Q(x~ypr/ak fraction of sound fLtensity
T at j, originating at y (per

V jet velacity fluctuation E.. rssvcizotlers-
S- ambient density orltm .

-~~vw fractionofreunyi
a,1 am in lieestyq,~w the sound intensity at x,

Da jet diwetur originating at X (permiE
Soure poitios voum%uXurt' posiion vol uarufe) ~cyo

pea {angular) E.ynyoradiated sound.
r ~angular frequency ofr""wavlenth of peak- raetated soundfrequency radiated sound 0 acpo4 18M3-o by X W'th the

. p. .- s-tatic pressuxo f luctuatioa dow-natream diviction iIIn the jet source reqgon, y1  diatence of a radiating eddy
approximately equal to jet from the static pressure
preasure fluctuatilons for. proba
inceo~prensible 00ue to dispi~acesnt, Of static. )

coeprnesibiiity effects; origin poein th
represents soutnd fid WA vector distatnce from prom-.

Qpr*A'enu Change" exte.alI sure probe to x
to tbhe 4eatu-

lot ourtia ricwa fraction of mean sped.time dv I ain croinb- V* n au ftevlctcoreIoio Valucuet of b a

erast crofl al:th on:02'fsatic p. verat~e s1'tic preaau.%ro . I I
pFlsrejU~G Within teJet- in jot

rotc regJo. psnt.!'ZV prob~e tro~aneatfa
< . c,, - ar* eidpxtsrtcrs dist&"C*

pCesrr crb-Vr~tn - Voluit6 elesenats for Q-fluiAction z
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decito has b.u sucssu in man repcs hoevr it copext als ofer.

dsrpinhas been verycuseful inpoiing data resp.ating towtevinerior srcmlxtuy alof a fjet.s
Howgever conlyntatfew onaurenblfo theueohiwreammters ooas-crirgelation yo fluidutins

ingdirctie ecever fo hghe frqinacmes .aa Thmper usourthe hodt fire anerodyneicr

noise produced by a free jet; the proposal is, kiquiv-alent to Lighthili's theory. This
source theory was later expanded !lnpr( 7)and: was recently g~iven a more rigorou-smathematical, foundation by Mac-char 8 j lhe., theory proposes a pressure fluctuation7source model for a free jet. AL rltatc~nsi4p Ii~ shown between the stat.>, pressure flue-tuations wihnthe mixing aid transitioni regions of the-'jet, and p-'~ field radiated rWsudpressure. Recently a number of eapoerimental investiciators'( to makepressure-fluctuation measurements Va: a free jet. In 1971 thrtee papers (1. were pro-

. sainted on preliminary exper-iJriental investigations of th pa e~r ore oe.Sdo
4~1 and Rackl found a normalize~d cross-correlation beVtweain the hy~droy~i rsu letuations and the far field radiated sound of euiptirxiin'_J 0.02 rodynetie pressure flube-wspositioned one diameter off the jet axiu and five d_'=ieters from the jet nozzle withthe far field miecrphone positioned~ kV 90* from Ut-c Jet axis Inarcn aprShro

and White (16 ) report.. normalized oroso-c~rrelatifn of 0.5 for a soniji jet with the~-~-i static pressure fluctuation probe positioned 6,4.diameters from the let nozzle- on the let
axis, and the far field microphone positioned at 30* froca Ethi 4at axis. This 'rra~sa
correlation was made with the signal filtered in the V*lOnHz oc~tave band. The widediscrepancy between these-two reported correlation stueie.,- may be due to the f act thatA these two tests were run under quite diffezttnt conditions, one jet-bqing sc-ntc and -limited to an octave frequency band while the other is believdz to halve baern carried outat subsonic velocities and a broader freg-aency range. In adldition, ini thea test conducted. /4by Scharton and White tha utatic-rtuosure-fluotuation probe was positionted on thes letaxis while Siddon and rtackl measured the static pressure one diameter off the jet axis(and across the jet from the far fieald microphone).

IThe purpose of cross-'correlating the static pressu;re I luctuiations with the farfield radiated mound is to identify the noise go:.. xwting regions (within the mixing and
trainsition regions of the jet) which are predominantly responsibl, for the ra-diation ofsound in the far field, .tvrosaglr osiios

I In the pact All experiments utilizing crias-correlation techaiques have beenr con-
duc~.ad on free, cool 'jets. The Present papel spaqarizea results from two'-different .-.experiments; in the first we review rosults llt 18) of cross-correlation experiments
performed on an actual 'hot) jet enginmeo the General Electric >58 gs Ienerator modifiedto a turbojet configuration, Theze are believed to be the first such exzoriesnts per-formed on ajet engine; In the. second part1 wa present the results of an extenuive surveyof cold, model-jet source rcegionv using c-ross-correlation techniques.
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t Mee sam,&i the jIntegral is carriqZd uot onr th* vitburb.nt zegigns ep tOw 46t. X nor*
rigognous derintiotti can- be founA 1-in the rutirataca. The tlheory * Isw ivr 1-id 'th- itV-- .Ls t_0 lo~rqge true tbat P, ý:' p. i.e. outsideO the let rzgioun. Thus eta it-ztqr'al estastsontly envot 1V

ah results given in both (1) #Ten (Z-) y1eld ti*v to ivnf*4d;Xt
-- - - chtanqsts wb o-rld occur if thwre n're to reatz flav in %sr eatnecnti~j

the refractl-st¶ effects of ~~ntw changals (if aayV with-in thejet aV not contained In thaoe etpr~cmions. Thee *ffectS arwA typically, treated as $
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w-..u..LLCUi the cross correlation c The data were not of sufficient quality to permit
teduble differentiation shown~in (6) consequently we are forced to estimate 5h/ 3effect of those derivatives and do so by replacing the zecond time derivative by-u0

* In the second set of eucperimenta we differentiated the signals using in (6) the re~fation
for statistically stationary processes,

(12)
<(,t) -- '0 ~tr ) d 0~t-T)

Ifin (9) We set T 0 ,the left side is equal to unity. we have for the function Q
from (8) the approximate result (the change of sign would be correct if the sound had

Sbut a single frequency), <p Lyj >1/2
Q~,xPo 11f. Yz

N1 (x 0) 2 ( rx
411a x (13)

Sorubstitutng (mesel funtions inx(9)iwentshol thuigas haerte rifelaetion d Define Q

flY r(15)

Sb thephscauitrpettono these functions is evient we should) theshv herlto

inesTy) athyswicha rgiae intetheeregion ofSmlaiyfrm(0 thoe functions aeiet0i h

qtx,y,w) is the corresponding fraction (par unit volume) of the far fieold sound pressure91in an interval about wz which originates in the region y. it should be emphiasized that
the basic theoretical result summarized in (2) has not taken into account refraction
offects (ontly important for those frequencies such that the sound wave length is less
than 0), and moving source effects. These latter effects arise in the idealized caseI-iwhere the region generating the sound may be thought to bo in uniform motion, because of
the mean jet flow speed (see- Lighthill references). There is soons question as yet con-
cerning this model of the sounid radiation process. It may be that the region of soundf t generation can be batter described as a pulsating region fix,-ed in space. For example,
consider the turbulent region near the end of the potential cone which one, perhaps,
would not care to characterize as sources in motion. if this latter situation should
turn out to be a bettor physical modal than 4 moving souirce description, then there is
no difficulty with moving source corrections. The ivsgaonof these questions,
using correlation functions, is left for later work.

The jet. geometry is shown in Fig. 1. In this work the pressure probe. the far
field sicrophones, and the jet axis were arranged to lie in a comm-n plane.

It will be helpful to present a qualitative dia~cussion of the characteristics of
the cross-correlktioc soaas-areents Nwhich are to be the main subject of this paper).

- ,Suppose that wec place a static probe in the turbulent jet) locate the otrigin at the jet
*exit as showrn in F:igure 1. £*t y~ he the distance of a aound-rAdiating eddy from the

pretssure probe, choosinq positivt in th6 downstream dircction.--A-
We suppose as stateA abovke that x isa very much greate-r than the displacement X of

interest. 17h* statIc pz-ousore mtaeuraoia~t is advan~ced In Itiae b4- an amount 1, compared-
with the sound f Ie-lId Pr~gssrre imeasuarenent taba.n -'- pthe sitlioan X. First, linacoa tho ;ou"z
nteas-aresapt is frade at a grenat dIetstanc fr-c. tha jet, "e 0an aestme that thta angle hbetween
r'Z yl is appomxim.Ately aquA). to the angle e. Therefore we have v

r-r' Y, os)

-Min for a naximaz.-a valuu4 bai the crs-creai a ue-ssr*nt we must have "m- follotin-g
-rola-ttonship beti.'an the 4uzati-ty t ard tht othar quantities dsscrib'uC):

* - t-(17)

a~- c
This Is obtakined hr_ settimng the tint adv#,nce vqual t. the z=. of the tine. it: tAlkes theA

0 ~signtal to zosaefrom the radiating poiinto the far fIeld point plus2 tha ti-ro it
takes Uth gc--;wee (eiiy) to- coiýWo't f'.00 thek pressuro maas-u'rin poin't iprebeW to thez
radiating point. 1U. s',-ppos titat this latttr tine ts not skuch grciater that the correla-
tioa tlik fb-w t.he -bktnrbeLnra (aM-J the sCIZnd) . othervisa the correlAtion ucald drop to
Ztcre. lit're vs s'upoSc that the radiating, eddy swst be iicwnsrr*ru (or opatreas)ý f too the
prenbrt prote petition:, as aheews iv. rig- 2, in order that %we arzvr & correlatilon of *-

sinfoatvts fthe r*4Aatt&!- eddA*y is Shqr%?thvedo by Voethený one yet oamw!ster 1ft
5v-t-he trapnsvvcr~a dIrectiwn fraf 0the static p-resus -rcprobew masaurimg pos4.tio, the correl-01

tian-' Will tbe quite C-=11. OWa if wesUlfe the poiatogveinlG.()%sca

ctot

sin-e U -c A X3re i tr.4ansic flow. Otte Cusan s tha;G -t for a1sicst all cagses W/u -
Co- poitvc *5oL . 4.pa ejt,.rs.-. if O-ho A.-n..at ix-s qt*a.4ar than t-he tizi of

Z" prcpagatCM. froom the pressure parcZe posirtii to the sound) field aicrcpi..ons:t. rja" , hQ t
Posit lea of the4 rcziiatirq' edady &CCMtc~ybqa for t-he vrlto for that tin3e A4Vafc'-e i-s

doir~tre ftmth* prtnxsrCA pr-3bet 7O >0 Conversely. ifI the adac ine I IQ*s than
the'~ond rz~-Q o~tine, r )ik~ the posiltioa of sh aitin wybs te to

ClA presgrar probe, v<.-
WO canat "s~xAbly expect that tbare will Me awy apprciab0le corre 2stion



for kr - rl/a I greater than one or two characteristic times for the radiation prowessa.
(This charactgriatic times is of the order D/y'). This is the result from' a large 5mberj
of t~urbzilence #experiments which have shown that an eddy dies out after approximately one
suich cor~olation time.

it will be intereating to offer a reasonAble surmise conca'ming the shape of the
cross-cc -elation measurements. To this end let us suppose that & typical eddy responsible
for the sound radiation consists of a modified vortex flow. Then we can mak(r a semi-
qu..ntitative guess c~oncerning the behavior of the static pressure as the eddy psiscoa the
probe position, recognizing that the Bernoulli princ~tp-a gives us the quzl~itative behaviorI
of the pr~essure in the eddy field external to its core, as it moves past the prob"e. We
reach the following estimate of the behavior of the pressure for such a sy.~tem. The
outer edges of the vortex will show reduced presoure, (less than the average pressure p
within the jet). We suppose, as is customary, that the vortex has a core approximataly
in rigid body rotation. Matching the velocity at the edge of the corn and solving for
the pre~ssure in the core xe f ind a Irw pressure point for the eddy at the carite; of the
core. The expected pressure field plotted against time is shown in Fig. 3-AkW0. Pro-t
(2) we see that the negative of the second time-derivative of the static pressure iv~ the
source per unit volume of the sound, except for a multiplicative constant * A qualitative
picture of this quantity versus time is shown in rig. 3-B.

The product of the quantities shown in Figs. 3-~A and 3-B is an aftimiate of the
expected behavior of the oross'correlation functions measured during the course of this
experiment. We shall see that this in fact does resemble the shiipe of the typical
correlations obtained in our experiments.

3. FULL-SCALE JET EXPER1MBiT

The experiment was conducted out-of-doors in a remote section of NASA Ames
Ridsearch Center, Mountain View, Ca. Test runs were made eat. aI in the morning hours to
reduce effects of extraneous upise and ambient wind. As a further check, wind velocities
were measured before and during each run with an anomertxeter * The average wind speed was
3 to 4 miles per hour; at no time did it exceed about 7 miles per hour.

The jet source was a g~eneral Blec-.trio T-58 gas generator modified to a turbojet
configuration. The jet was exhausted through a circular nozzle having all exit diameter of
6.*5 inches. During the top+4 no engine inlet noise suppresizion was applied. The engine
waa run at four different j_,; exit velocities. These velocities gave Mach numbers be-
tween 0.52 and 0.99. The gas exhauist temperature varied between 535 0 P to 8960F respec-
rtirestepoecudno epae nte eta eino.tejt h os

The probe used to measure the static pressure fluctuation was a WAR 4135-1/4 inch
conO~ensdr microphone with nose *one. Since this transducer is not ouite to high te -

souprck and the probe meehanism were mounted on a trailer which was firmly anchored to a
cement pad. The centerline of the jet angin.r and the height of the probe was 70 inchesI
above the s.ement pad.

The far field sound pressuro. wag monitored by means of eight BEK 4133-1/2 inch
condenser microphones. "ttaeo microphones were supported on thin tubular steel stands.
Thuse were positioned 79 inches abow. ths cement pad, thuu placing them in the same

Z I plane as the centerline of the jet ond tha probe.
a * The signals from the probe and the far field mi.orophonea were PH recordedi.. Th*

recording speed wyes 30 ips double exterided. which provided a froquency rso~nse range of
zero to 20 kilo~ertz.

hd The fax field microphone iometries ware exployad for the experiment. Geometry *1
hdtefar gield microphonis po..itimond at a distance of 28 feat from the jet nozzle

-~ ~ exitt starting at 200 from the jet axis they were spaced 100 apart. Goeontry 02 had the
microphones positioned at. equal angles on either sida of the jet aria at a, distance of
28 feet except fox. two microph-tones which were brotght in closer in order to study the
effect of the signal reflected from the cement-pad. Uy plAoing far field microphones on

- ~. ,either side of the jot arie 't was possible to observe tht. syma~try of the jet 60144e
pattern.

STwo probe pos~ttions were used during the axperitl~at. Probs poaition *I was at thle
tip of- the potential coxre axld otne diameter off tba -jet "Axs. Probe position 42 WaSI ;closer to the jet nowzz10 and less thiAn fon 6kaeneter off tho ;Lxis. Fox bekth periitiona tb*
probe axis wais parallel with the 'Jet axieA- Both positicns were Just outside the 104
velocity cone.

Probe pos ition 61 waa employed with both fr'r field mirpoegetriva. Vor thio
position the jet was run at four different Nf*ch numbers. Thm o-r o 042, 0,2 0.85 #~
0.99. Probe positiou 02 wan only oaployeod withI the far tiold 94dwstry 41,~c Co kch svimbex"

Tesignol a ra pltayd 19,kon a cha~g n n4=el rt Tho Xb miqual, d
the particulnr for field aigbal.beinq Oroes.-cOrrzis~t6, wore cotinl--uoulY aonit4'rd on
the oscill~oxcope. These two aijuzAls w-.=# pasised throv~h ao ',it 0~ machod Sava Paao flit-ove
whose cutoff frequencies werG V48san 0Knt h two 4g6ale '4wr toa '0pon
croas-correlator unit. The output. of tdiis unit ware obeve n an) ctallloscor4 -0 ad V4ud
tKe plotted on an X-Y xocordear. Xn additi~on to the correlaitiea, third cOtaVe tpoctx'i I
analyses were slads of the. ricorded s~~s

SThe ti4otv iuloaat :Afrtb* ou PI fre~ ~.bt PWimimu.e

istics * The rise slop*$ at low~f~una for tho fi:t jnrebe P,0it-Wcn, *XV0104
A.ideatical for the so-ur dif-erent jot vae ctiogs. -The Up&-4tiu peek- W10A

{ ~~proportional to the'exit Roch nunbers. The high rui1v all.t ot4nf tuose
cures realso very similar up to a fraquoy Oi L8zvsr h i14U ,5
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shows about a 5 dB peak at approximately 10 RHzs "he higher speed flows show high freo-
quency spectra which begir eo flatten out at about 16 Kin. It is possible that these
anomalies result from dipole radiation from the pressure probe. In any event, the affect
is slight below 10 - 12 M~r. More will be said on this matter when we examine the far
field third-octave spectrum and the cross-correlation functions.

The normalized cross-correlation functions are shown in Figs. 5 nd 6 for the
probe in position 01, for the far field microphones at various angular positions and for
M = 0.52 and C.99 Nach numbers In all these curves the cross-correlation shows & mini-

, mum of two peaks, for exampla, for B equals 201 and Mach number 0.99, we have one peakwith a normlized cross-correlation value of 1.132 follwoed by a second Peak with a
value of 0.117. The second peak -'a caused by the cement-pad reflected signal. In Fig. 6

the peaks for th-, direct signal and the reflected signal are well definad up to and
including the angular position of 800. Por 8 equals 904 we see multiple peaks, perhaps
due to the interference of the frame uoed to support the probe traversing methanism. The
delay tie T imncreasas with tue argular position, which coincides with the fact that the
distance from the probe to the far field microphone inreanes with inctaasing angle. The
normalized cross-correlation value in general decreases with incrcasint far-field angle,
and with decreasing Jet e.hauut Icch number. The cross-correoation broadt\..s with d-rmeas-
ing Mach numbers showing that the dominant frequency &uc-eases with decreasing jet exit
velocity. At largir anqles 0 the dominant far fLi :IC frequencifo are higher than those
of the lower gnigles. The reflected signal does decrease the value of the cross-correlation
of the direct nigna... This is espec'ally seen in Fig. 5 whtr- the cress-correlation due
to the reflected signal "has .7r-tly overlapod the directly-prepagate.as orcio-corielation.
The nnrmalized cross-corre•ation for - 20 and 3400 Fig. 7, 0  hos a;hat there is a
significant degradation in the valuo of this func-ion'as a result of the sound traversing
the jet. This reduction in correlation caa be laid tot 1) refraction eff. tns on the sig-
nal due to its having to traverse the hot jet (sea jelow in this connection) and 2)
(probably slight) scattering losses as the mound traverses the turbulent jet.

The time delay for al disturbacss propag•ting across the jet were calculatAd by
using ucbhann and Wbor(21) teaperatire profile for a circular jet, By observing the
path taken by each disturbance through this profile an average sound velc .ity was calcu-
lated for each disturbanoe an it crossed the Jet. These tirci checked with those measured
in the exprimeant.

The function Q(R,X +Y,x)D3 for the probe posý.tioz at 2/D - 5.2 and Y/P a 1.0, for
MAch nuabers 0.62, 0.0S5,7=k 0.99 versus far field angles is whawn in Fig. 8j here
t ezr'/a tho prope time delay from the pr*e. For these plots the highest cross-I corrolation value was us-ad whether from ..ae direct signal or the reflected signal and

whther positive or neg-iti'#). The function Q gives the fraction of the ge•nraed sound,
"per unit volume of source re-gion, originating mt the probe position. The function is
proportional to the corraeition of the static pressure with the sound field pressure.

', Tes graphs -aho that tho fraction of sound ariginating from the eddy center6d
about the pressura port of thz pvobe was grea-ter the saaller the far field angle. The
results also show that ths fr&aiion of sound. frc this region is small, showing that the
noisni gnerati•- volume of the jet 14 fairly well onfined, presumably nearer the jet.
axis than wte týhe probe. For Rach number 0.62 t.o fractional noise contribution from the .
probe positior is c=siderably less than it was for the highar Mach n-Naers. This would
stuggest Oat at the liver Hach numiew tbo nois genaratinq volume i confanod oven more
closely to the jat axis.

Burlto"v aantoned that for tha croen'-co-rrettttioa seasurementu made with the
preour proe d th* far- 0,41~d aitiAiS ~opposite si16ev of the jet that tit1o soundPray path toa benI diue to tez~rxttur, aod vvdoolity ((tadioutit 9-nria g1 raph for
tiar . nuatrr V1. ore uatt that thV fanctior Q(4X *Y,x)D for Y - 340" ts approxi-

"A ii .Y N-a to 0 5,09 to ?09'• -t'h.,t tl-•. v-a.•. fo 6 0, sl0 go-4. -M l

cat least Q vai croes th jt.
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noted that oven such errors as thtŽ vause little difficulty in correlation waasu'vements
if cross-flow e eacts are largely uncorrolated wvith the radiated eound.

Bidden. made an extetsive study on the remponse of pressure meoasurirg inai-ru-Imentation in unsteady flow. Uo concluded that the correction to root-m nPrssure

both theoretical and experimna invesrtigations of various error mecha~ism which affect
I . j.. the measurements of static preasure fluctuations iu lower turbulonce level flows. He

flucedtuatio a ýadr onoral naoun ticophn osq nacrt itr ftesai
pressure laatos

We also asdnacosdrbeautofwr (tberpltdesbe pI llt static pressure rbe
The teat gomt- alydfor this experiment is shown in Fig, 3. it zonsista of

two far fie!I p ofiin l2 pressure probe positions. For rune made rt Mach number 0. 5,
Azll ~ the probe positions ofX/D'aol ware elimincted. The prob;e positions are selected so that

we cover the regions of the jet which are believed to be them major contributo~rs.
Anal~yses ofthe data were miade in real. timne "sd f rem tape loops. For correlation

measurements, tape loops can hea run repeatedly in ordIer to limprove the ratio oil correlated
(S Isignals to uncorrelate-d signals 'noise oackqround).

7 - by&j.For cross-correlation measuremants, the signal& were differentiated as daac. Tbed
byE.(14'.

Third-octave spectra of the static prea-.ure flucctaationr' fcr one probq rposition
arcrsl~owa Ina Fig, 10 to- bot RLh 0.5 and 0.6. 1*amining tha3 on-axiv neasa~rncv e S em
probe vortex. ehedding is evident, An particular for Mach 0.5, aa evidenced by the slight
peak at t~ K~g, corresponding to a Stroihal number of 0.2.

Frommeauremnts(pot reported ore) it was fouad that tho static pressure
Kfluctuations were 4 dB greater in the ishearw region (mixing regioni) of t,,he jet than they

were at on-axis regioaz. Furithe;, the mi~xinj region fluctuations 'inse of higher freqauecy
than those on-ax is. These characteristics were te,?rotuced xni sound field cross core-
lation measurements discusised below.

Aste-oo4Amvdoti-o h e 1%vlct rfl,(e i.9 hr
is a d'-aatic drop in pressure love], and far field pressure (uound tiild pressure)

I characteriitics be4-gan to appear at the high frequency end of the apactram where the .
~ ~ curve begine to deI*iate from the slope found~ withIn the jet. The prossure levell at

X/fl - 5.5 and 1T/D - 2 is down appronisatoly 25 dB from the peak 0 raceure (fluctuation)

Astatic rrensure radial profile was ma'½ at 5.4 diameters down the jet. The
OMA result at Wts test is shown; in Fig. 11. The kzaoc i this curvo shows the 0061ionr

where the far field pressure signal bogis to dwainate the static press~ure fluctuation&.I
As described above, the pressure souvce modul is not valid beyond this knee, end the

i integral in Fig. (2) must be brok~en oiff thes.Toetrniinrein hw uefe
quency depen-dence. This curve suggests that the sound source ra-gion is fairly well
confined near the jet axis as is confirjed by corralat.ýon amzsoruants discussed below.

in k'g 0w seta h pressure, level differsancre Letween the teste at Macb
,WT4 0.5 and 0.6 was ap-proximatally 3 d8, as expected! the pressure fluctuation variean as tbe

I Jet velocity squaked.
Vth (unwanted) radiatigo sound by thea iwesurs probe in. inpoflant; itR effects

arQeshown in Fig. 12. Curle has shown suiuh round is dipole, it is cat-lod by turbu--
a j lence inter'ation here with the probe ramulting in (mainly) fluctuating lift. and ilooser)

we 4iscuwss now zorae of LQ zearadli Una-cwrlt~io th atatic prezssurel 41th
ound tie 14 prevssurz. To Fig. 13 uOorrelati~ez are ;hown for Racti 0.6, Ausibig Various rA-

theproa, dAisto witb-in the tina Sýj8 -P 3~ Thenia av ntt%=-lie.U
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I the jet at these Mfach numbers. From Fig. 16, the turbulent volume mainly responsible for
sound genaration at this far fie1l position coisests of the shear mixing region plus a
cylindrical volume centwcee about the jet axis fros approximately X/D - 3.5 to 8.5. As I
bWfore the diameter of this cylinder is equivalent to the jet nozzle diameter. It is
recalled that the frequency of týhe radiated waund is higher at these larger angles.

The 0-function along the jet axi. is plotted on a lcg-log graph in Fig. 17 for
0 -.00. The source strength falls off lIkQ the 3.7 power of X. The rate of fall off
is slower than predicte by )pbner(27) and by fyer (2).

A check on the validity of the work As provided by the volume integral of Q; this
shoul be approxasstely unity, =bracing as it does all of the sound sources (recall thatuo i# malia~d, ae Sq. (IMt Th" results for theme approximto ntegrationaeshw
in Table 1.

TAML I
Integration of Q-function

Hach # 0

0.6 30# 1.11

0.6 60* 1.76

0.5 309 1.47

0.5 60S 2.14

s provioawly mentioned, the Q-function was calculated by using the largest pek observed
in the correlation function. Since the delay time 'r/a ) could not always be well dater-
mined, it is possible that the aotual value of tbh 0-fg~ctio0 for a particular position
should have boon bas•d on a correlation value adjacent to the peak, tending to make our
results overestimates. In addition, the pressure levels used to calculate the 0-frnctions
could han an uncertainty of I 1 dB on the average. Considering thesa two factors and the
coarse Integration aployad, the integration oZ the 0-function showe good agreaent with
the tho•rT.
so COPnusiGHs

SBoth meta of woxnriaants utwmd aratee the usefulnss of the use of pressure probes
and crosa-corrslations for th. d.atrmination of jet sound source positions. The results
of the model let ouptrnntssha w that the turbulent voluAe roopoeible for thL; major
noise qurating awanims of a i jot, fo % Mach nu e teste is confine to a
cylirrizal volume cantere Qut the jet axis and located in the gmstera vicinity of the
erd of the potential Yr oq•iao of tho let. This cylindrical volume has a diameter
j pprcixatiang te Jot _4metr and a length equl to aproximately six diasters. For

US higher far-fi*cG angles the ame rtinin region becomes 4n additional, strong source
tron•sy to ocotrat totA tn jet wssle with the shear mixi rion becoming more
inportnrt for -all far fi~fl4 &n1jle.

T i10-w aut3wton WUth to *wd: a? s~w~ tkns f"y wfeyV CaX;On Mr.* D. Regain,UCLA, fu-i his r,4XmW aasiglA'w- during the ar-s),io jthae of this programs Hr. 33.LHodder

(U.S. flj Mcbfluty RWID uLeN, for extenssivo 'taciu eel belpandW K9. D. Mickey (NASAksi

V>4  ~ Awwc" b Ceantvrj ftr ccordintatiajj this effort betv'ee IUA AMes snd 0CM,. This study was
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Dr vnlew" I am both very imm..s=d "id happy with the Ruthor"' reults from cauge-effect ~sure Cc~~velftionj III1
~ t subsonic jets. A co~mpaison between Figures IS and 16 indicates that for small far-field angles 06 300 the

maximumn correlation coefficient-a are obtained with the probe microphone on the jet axis whereas for a0 600 ft
the correlation coefficient iU greatest for probe position n the central mixing region. Departing from the authors
owin interpretation, way I sugget the following.

P'~~ I ~ At anigles close to the axis the sound emissio ipromntydutoasy etric source component
according to ?Jlchalke's [Z.Flugwiss. Vol.20 (1972), pp.229-2371 theoretical description of noisa. from azimuthal
Jet turbulence conrjar~nents. With the pressre probe measuring only the fluctuations induced by these symmetric
components when positioned on the sxls of symmetry, the high correlation values there can be undrsood without
assuming that "the sound source region Is fairly well confined near the Jet axis". In this case the on-axis probe I
weems to best monitor the camu. II'

At higher angles from the axi the sound may be due to higher-order azimuthal source. components. T'hese,
~ I however, can't be traced on the axis. Hence, though Figure 16 shows considerable correlation coefficients on the

axis, the optimum vclues (tap t0 0,357) are obtained with the probe in the mixing region. It is particularly interp.st-
in& to note that correlations with probes on opposite sides of the jet have 2pposite sips, thus indicating ai dominant
first azimuthal source conmponent or "snake-like" jet instability as pointe out by Meecham and Hurdle.

Concerning the effect of vortex shedding and attend-mt dipole radiation (wbaen the probe is withi the jat's
potentia core) may I ask whead;tr there are reasons to suspect this of dominating the correlations other than that
of the high degree of correlation 1tef , nevertheless, aucem that large crrelation coefficients are at variance with

Ta model in which thousands of eddies contribute to the far-field noise.

Finally, did the author make sure that the rectvimgles in Rpgres 5 and 16 could be taken as something H -he
independent eddy volumes, and how did they consider the fact that Q, is negative in some regions wher, perform-
ins the summation EQIVI in Table I? Also, did thte authors find that filtering of the pressur sipaias may lncrease
the correlation coefficients (a phenomenon which was mprp4ted in Reference 16)?

Prof.M.chza: The pxoposab Involving Michalkies d~scussion of sourcea roei possible to Mu. The reMarks coDnCern-

ing on and off-axls mesasuements of' the sourivs ame consistent with Michalke's discusson, We do like tho phzysicd -W

-view wisic we proposed of course; the idea that fth tower frequency, higew-ntenslty sound (obwrfed at Smaller-k-s to th0~tai)cijae i h -unable repon at tho end of the potential core seems to u~sappeai~ng. And
4, ~we also like the physicil idea that fth high-r frequency sound obsert~d at lWarger 6 ortignates in tho znlxing-

Concminj the avii -tee fof diw-ia ruxi-d On, r. Lhe probe; we feel that when th rb swihnte -tntial
cone, si-id in partlcutur when the probet is mey -net' the- exhtaust eit.jt Such i"Polo soumd Is imiposrtwit within the

raiiee4~ fel. er eaon outlicdwti the body of 1.4e work wt teel tha~t ~ur~h sound is uniwspoflana .. I
WhMt tho Pbe is outside tn Posential core.

Ptomi otv viewp*obtth rectang~, tk;-JC nze61not be ctnerM eae iatdpendcit eddy vehuata (SM Equation - --I
do uch work W ratert-4e4aabt but do eu Ma Ahfliesiss 1Xe AIesie Q4orelatio o;erfU~icW~t

'It
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2~~ BuDtler, I A &Wo~i n P Petbney
*'z2

Aerodynamics Department, Royal Aircraft Establiabsent, I 1
Farnborough, Hampshire, England 0U14 6Th

*.AAKSome expertaental aid theoretical studies of the interaction of sound with a rotating flow-field iti the
forst of ar aorodynamic vortex are described.

fthe axpeziaxnts nera carried cut in the acoustically-ýtreate;4 vtking-section of the RAE 24-foot diameter
apari-jet vinid twnnel. Vortices were generated by settizq a sharp-caiged slender wing at incidence in the 1
tunniel airstream and the effect of the vortex flov downstream of the wing trailit-j-edge on t~he noise
propaatimg fromt a stall loudspeaker source was investigated over a range of sound £requencies and wind

Gonsid"rnbleB refractive redistribution of the sound energy by the vortex flow occurred, leading to far-I
g ~field regiron of markedly decreasted and increased sound intensity. Qualitatively, these effects are

consjistent with the predictions OF ray theory, although the interaction persisted down to frequencies

where ray theory might be regarded as inapplical 0e.
Come possible reascas for the observed differences with theory are briefly discussed.

Refraction becomes of considerable importanice in the propsgation of sound whenever the ray betiding, caused

Wa redirection of thte tourid enemy. Some familiar prt-ctital illustrations of m.-rked sound refraction
effects which can occur in the atmosphere may be recafleds the occurrence of sonic booms only within a
groun corridor of finite width (about 80 k2e, the inaudibility of thundawstort3 beyondi a certain critical4. ~dietance, the O~courr-ne Of Zones Of alilesrn around Intense explosiOns on the pound, and the noticeable4
wise rednctioats uhicta occur rwetaie ground on a hot, sunny day.

Significant ray bending can also occu-r vithin rotatitg Flown typified by at wrtex or an eddy and in th'is
I ~~~paq the results of aome recent studies at the W5 into this interest~in phenieenon are presented. The.

effects obsermed may nill have some eventsal. practica~l applicativA to the reduction of airicraft noiise..& ~Vortices are always produced by aircraft in flight and. situations can occur, particularly for rear-engined

Er ~aircraft, utter wnise from the engines nay ptopegate through A vortn (or vartex systema), crtginatin at

the wing frailing-edlef; before reaching an obser-ver on the grounad. The posqlbflitrý that vortex refraction B

eight be resposible for the somewhat lover than expected leveE of sidulnag wise thigt have been reported
"t z~for twen uircrsa configuriation Ws "tia aueted, ina fact, a few yeasrr ago.4-1SowM propagation tirough rtat~ing kiova having concentrated vorticity has been considewsýd theoretically

biy several arbTors (i, 2 3, 4) for situations Uteri the scud vaawaelgth is much naile titan the lecgthCaceo i lwso tha catthor taxi aflli(d. %I-, ao (5) a w"w eqUaticn 4jTp.'ocI, which avoids
"W bcn r#SV;0e-tion, was v;PlieW to the pale ous blw o4'? the scatterfin of a plane seurA va" Passing-: i

The gntriýy arA d~fferetial oquationt for tthe rAy-path In polarý cordirmt-atarot 0&'ua in rig 1,. Zlso eho..Is a rnaindw tuat at Wm point, th& raV water,-t which is the direction of eativy ptopagation, is formbedgtam tiva t~ecn' etA of the, Wae" ntral UP) ad flow vtcocity (V,;.
Althoax" tkit Wifrewntial 0Auatioa eta 'he salve~d exactly tot ray paKths in partienlja. floW flses, tIM C*a
Qc*M'gee (4) -A0 Apie ak iatrct 0put peoý' a to caltulate the paQ.Vths ok-h a pocattul vattcx

$!v yt ras rocVly A:" the airoctiot of0 rotdato, trith gassier be- &n the grtater the valve of Va~. ab
4* tn 1ll zý,tti: a of:tso i4:p~at b t&V ro in k~t s%- awrynov thg-Mb tflnto @Z e rtuinof

vt-ta 0e preaictica of tW rodietribaatitzm of anrgy Wovtdas af tat tar the v~aidity- of pay tkeaory witu t
go Umnr L S?¶HXUii; Sons $'q "ialty 'xrpetiueatal. 1nWwt-1atiOat oa Use intn'&~ta inof- w vwith the eaIWeg vortex3

'c-s "4-tot lov-s~.4 c-jet ' Ultuawie at t rar~nroona " (6) candwrerepote Ira l. r (7. hewoki
rjrfooaz lo-p4 asftfledslnd dlt vi ng aurl& t irtidnc man bee cjar4Vfiriepot W te Vicl-.wze
scfton botMary" %M11e Of tof t-VFs 4, hn* bk-a liste witha so"4 eohna material- to rcdv%4 It

suitbletosacniticaxp~a~i, tea~a~it teats, lit$ 5 aW 6, have0 i;ýWnm that neglotigil refieo iti
0DcX "w aot I kiis wicth a 14 cat taic layer of wlyotic fota nentIst oW the willt, 4th the

I F W
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addition of a&oustic wedges (30 cm long) reflections do not become significant down to about 200 Hz.

Ref (6) includes a more general discusion of acoustic considerations applying to noise testing in subsonic

wind tunnels, as well as some further information on the tunnel acoustic environment.

The reasons for using a delta wvig at irnidence in this work are principally that a stable, strongly-rotating low-field is easily produced, whose properties are reasonably well-defined. The regions of

increased and decreased sound intensity were clearly detected (7), but a detailed interpretation of the
results was made difficult beUase of acoustic interferenve effects proluced by refle;tions irc the wing

. surface.

These difficulties arising from the reflected zound field were overcome in the present work by mounting
the sound source behind the delta wing, 3o that the sound travelled through the rotating flow downstreamof the trailing edge. iowewer, in this region, although no acouztic interference effects wise, the flow

structure starts to become modified by bound vorticity shad from the wing, which gives rise to an
additional vortex from the trailiV-edge rotating in the opposite sense. This can be seen from Fig 7
where the formation of vortex sheets behtA4 a lifti slender delta wing is illustrated. Near the
trailing-edge, howver, the leading-edge wortex is the stroar and remains a principal feature o the
flo. The refractive effect of the seondary vortex syste is relatively ama,.

The experimental arrangast is show in Fig 8. The delta ving, which had a 709 leading-edge sweep and
1.53 m chord, was supported from a central pillar, with the loudspeaker sour mounted on a support from
the model so th~at sound transmtted though the trailiv vortex systas wmild be detected by the travellinG
aicmphone. the latter" V& a li-inch' Br and Kjae Type 4133 free•fild micropbhone fi•tted with
loose c6one Type UL 0304. The sourtce and odcopbonA wer arri• to be in the sam plane perpendicuar

Sto the gre-stream direction. The loudspeakr• (Goodmann minriature horf-type) was excited with a thir~d-
octave &We of wh~te wise, and the signal Pro the nicropboen wa filtered to the same bandwidth to
reduce the intpusion at broadband tvanel bw ridI noise. the sodv presure level v&2 recored ona

, rd~l avid ~jaer %evelrcrer 7r• " 2 305 v'idLh -au synhrnied with the -icropone travese system.

The third-octave sound pessure lervels In digital laa vers also displayed on a General Radio "Laal Tia
Analyser set up in para11le wit! the level recorder system.

In the earlier exerimnats (7), the migle of incidence of the delta wing, thn wind spe•d and the souznd
frequency woe varied to test both the effect of vortex .trength and wavelength parakeý ka, In the
present series it was decided to dispense with the incidence v..itioa and to consider a more extensive
range of freaqencies. Accordin~ly, the incidence was set at 15 and by Using to loudapeakers (one '_-r
frequacies greater than 3 klr, one for frequences lass than 4 kl•z), a total of foutenm third-octav- "

bads from 800 Ut to 16 kiz wae covered. The wind sped was varied over the range zero to 36 V/s in steps
. oi 12 */s, corresp-aoing to a free streas Lah zuber ixzrament of 0.035, and no•-dimf.sional atimuthal

velocities in the vortex (YaCc) of proxate.y 04251, 0.05 and 0.075 respectively (8) at the tWe
values of tunnl wind sped used, iT8 micropbon was tranvTsed over a distance of about 2.5 a to jive an

19 ~angular range ( *)oappoximately 40 atthamsow"ef(igfl).
For each frequenc and wind speed a traverse was also mde wto h nO signal fed to me loudspeke in order

': to determine the level of the tflel backgrow8 noise in the paticular thf.d-octave b4d of intercst.
In ge=n0al, the rwa l noise was Such weaku tm the signl from the lomdskLerT except at the highast
wind speed when at frequeates below 2 k2& th tunail nwise was intrusive. Use tunnel background naise

Sspectrum at a wind speed of 30 w/s is Illustrated in Pij 9.

V Nssurmsatents vae taken witla the loudspe~ake at two stations dovtwnstre of the t~railing4 WV* (0.25 a and
1 0.5 m) in ordtr to look for diffe•emts prodoce by the delop,, aet of the secondary vortex. A few

traVWase %V"n 4se WAde with the wing at tero inicidence (hen no Uwading-edge vortices aer Rtodkca) to
7 sbow that the eftacts observd v" associated with the rotating fw w4 wat d4 to tow uexpacited

ifectcrc oV' the £re*-stretm flow Wc it. interaction withhu sOm og This gaset WaS investigated
thoroughly in ith pirevious teats (I)$ tiia it we Shown that theta was w-6r$ little chargeo (lss thtan I do)

~k '~ 4 in the sound fluid with. the witg At utko inaidanca as the wind seed4 u.as inntased. This conclusion was
4 camtfirmcd by the present inatetigation.

flic ccrsldsrI•d•to Cd Wot slq~w %4 to nsak* atual sarrtent# of the flow rototionwa vlocity downstrea-
f of the traillng.4de In porallel Vith the Acoustic teats* but a hOa7I flow- visvualisation tech~nique (a

phtgragit of 'the trak a3! a $*All 11pt tfthered4 Poor cone) W"s cact to downst'ate tae Prassace of iwa

Coatra.rnautin vorutice in the wake iad to detnire' tte at300xsAte location Of tbe n~taz ceinflh.-".
Fig 10 shows !he traces or the oatIn the lezos t t) e ltU dpas a micrphn tm su an it can be
seen ;-row Whs that wilst the lti; agi ($~y wtxsildaett h ~j th r ibiv llg"I" (atoie~aer) vmtt i.* loy o w4 .^1i~ble *ýW ma "va ton •dt - .c,- Ot~ 4wa rays. This p~oa1xiility•

will be discussed Ulat.- inSeo &*Ora~ei~a " t~dtwaia rd't sw

U -t n this seotioc, ray ttcory is us4d to pt*Uct th~e efft of the Ileadiec.44 vorte oi the sound intensity
('F ~~distribiutioc, The flow fisId 01" a 1. t,4 v ortas vCsistwý orf itac i -erviscous Core, an outfr core .-

f e y a r4lt.4 :tax shee t £4r..% c-.ttr inilweic flaw. K4Ssu ts nOd In tuk A flt&ct Ct)
et-rs in Fig III in4ista that iitt-& the ctgitz.,ope regin, i r velocity, %, shows fnly sail
Variation Vith radius end tsAt the d~ivrta ox, thM 1Inz., VtSOCf 00"e Is Itss than 10% of t14 dintsr of
the outer Core. This sUiAatt that & flow *WAl with V6,.. crni-tamt (gwr FIV 12) will be suitaba ftoV A . ~ ~calcua~ting the ray Patus ~ttiO et Atidi J'Ž*i vCf 00l4e to -th* cntwe a?' the vwoter. For such A. .

velocity ieterAy ""atU" glvd ira Pip I sý'. be iuftccnti nc to yield U fthe lwilw exje'naioam

$o4m a pta
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-Iwhere V a 4/c is the wn&-uiaeasona±, asin~thal velocity,1

cS jcthe velocity of sotund,

r, * are defined in Figl It

and A, I are constants for a particular ray.

A is given in t 'wms of theinitial tolope of the ray by

-VI
As. +a {(¶ vI) [ + (I v1)(~X

45and X is determined xfrom the condition that 0 *0. r nIat the sour-=.

Equation (i) is valid up to the point of closest aproach. oi the pay to the vortesxm ch"r. After this
point, the path is the mirror image of that bef'ore the turuing-rpoint.

Ray paths given by equation (1) are sboim in Fig'13 for V- 0.0-5 over the region r C(1. Reglons aof ray
focusing vad divergence are clearly indicated. TILP correspoading sound intwnittydtsitinstr

'it-- ~~~are sfr'w. in Pis ¶4 for V a0. 01 , 0. 03 andG 07. The swditesyiscluadbyonizign
initially uki~fora distribution of rayis and ccsarag the wwtcsr of rays ishich arrive in a given amgulwr
Segment writh and without the. vortex present.

4 c&azlllswr .7 SMRDNTAL RESTfLSs wuv -nOKSneUUa in.

ISome experimental sound-intensity distribtutions obtained wit,. third-octave bands of white noise centre' atV I12.5 klit &id 3.15 k~z are shon'ý- in Pigs 15 and 16 respectively. The soux'c~e position was 23 cm dovns4 "ea
of the trailing edge, ard the measvred sound levels for no wind and at each of the Loree test vind speeds
are compartd. The horizontal scale gives tlha angular position of' the microphone C)relative to th line "'C
from the sotree through the estimated primary or steond&ry vortez ceintre. The rcdius of the pris,7 jt region.

# -"~" Iof rotating flow is approxivately 15 ca giving no,-Adlntusional waVe ua.ers, bt of about 9 a&W 15 at
~ ~3.15 kls and 12.5 kflz nspeztively.

-S-C-i,-. Th reglions of inasased and r'sdujced sound intensity can be seen clearly, boeig particularly .awktd ýt the
highest test frequency band vith a maiudmna redortion of about 9 "~ and a maxP't Inces oiab 6 )

The eaffet of the flow tec-omfes morc proounce'd *s wind speed irae (I raer rttoa eoiyh
the vortex) 'knd less pronwhced as iat frequenc-y of tba sowssi is decretased (Mten the nn avleng'eh of thet

~' .1 oubd approwachs the 1e". th scae of the flo%-field). Sir.Aar tradls vere observed In the resul~tv obtained
Iwith the sound s-4T rc 0 andownstream or the tWn tailu d

Qualitativmely the Werexert between tUm thea-stikal (fl4 14) w-4 e~driomeutal nsult'J (9ig 15 an hjI
I. quite good Lnsofwr as the regions4 of naAn-m decrease AMd Increae at, titensMity n"vM to the left as. the
~y 4t"~ Iazimuthal i-elocity Increases.. Uoew,ýw thet amtoe a dlflaitaices ip dee-s41t and, i.1 order to offer acm4*tE.*

... I ~possiUe explaations f'o ths, the data oX' Pigs 14 and 13 will be diecVas4t alco tbe erixtal dkta
at the hig-her frequarcy is likely to be nsT relevant to the pre4dictioks ot ray thecwy.

r P~~~irst a! 0lIF one WYmay ostdar the posipble qualitative eftectsý of thescnar tilr-wa vorta con
thea0; 'trst- it-t-tCAO Vinesiy t5. --CM'h - Nh" Wr*lO I 4 0-V''Atm
ths vrthe sou010 oneiy f rntr -etatsowns oifg ity OW. theretca rsLvtsof L-vstetu kVrs
Clasou yte atd tvsinsFiteo nd c mscrary otgiVkw "ItTmPza In*&
a is ar!rt An itt effect vili be similar to that Of A (primAWy) V4rtex2 sy'St~ hAvlift a fOWn

r r ruintbel \ocity (suct- as Fig 15a). Also, sin* the nowwdcy vortex rtimest In thte oprposi*te -stn, theQ
raysu~l btbent towards the right and tho positions 61 the regions of M4liUicatFon a-A Wqdm awuna ica ll TZ'Y"'K'> ~ ~ Wste :effec~t of tbe secondary ni-to. A ccmaz I so. of Fig 15t And c shoe EýWthw that 4110l beivre.Qaiaieyti orsod eyvilwt i 5 :astes!ae inrwht h

S Iits ate to the right, a result Wifsd ýs coiatiotit wit.h tbe pseereding- argument. &i-t

Al -we the ternsOcran ci -. * o? Pig 14 vert chosuen so that the regions Of i'.r'lb &and n.rwsound

V ~~~intensity WVod colncitcappantl with the esptiAanutal data. of Vig; 1%, the white-, 01 V 41o Fig 14
turn out1 to be lower thana thect-rs:ln values int Pig; 1. Tha,# art rhel tw reiwasn fbr tWs.

'K' ' Firt, the theoretical model &te* t anrepreawti the expwrlwttfl siteatioa exncvtly in- that 0,e tniLoe of
constant velocity is ntiroted to be r 4 0.3 In the eýCrisrm~tri c*Mrad~'. wtl r tcl.0 tor tte throethIial'

- calctantiwit The ray bemiirg v~ldc canaa tUe uador pat of tthe reditribution of sergy ts ftven to tts -

'41 ~c PlraViY clot. to the centre of the Votax, sad- t"e outer Part op t04 nlow simply Mes tho ftfect 3f
9' diverting this paltter ktorhe to the Iex't-

I V~S'Acocily,7 th* ¶ý*Sio asuisaptlo;e "f ray theory is that the s'v*nvlaqVtht It excrt anfl"1. This implies-'
that wit Soud of finite Vafvele~t'h at acoustic trq dill tk.* intibsretioa with -the Wortaxte r flwVill rot '

b-S complete *ad aooaunfjitly the rays wilt be nafractid 1-4% tL&A indicted by fl$ tbafly. A c0wnttisoft
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of Pigs 1ý and 16 hews that at the lover Frequency of 3.15 kilz (Fig 16), the redistribut~on of sound
energy is less marked than at 12.5 kIIt (Pig 15), although the size of the vortex region (dieameter - 30 cm)
is of course unchanged. Experiments were carried out at frequenc-ies dewn to 800 Rb, but it was found that

Ibelow about 2 kils (wavelength -15 ca.) the vortex was having very little effect, the difference between -

Ithe 4ntens4 ty patterns at zero and maxui= wind speeds being less; than I Cd. f-
In conclusion, a brief cosezt is made on the second region of reduced intensity which appears on the
extreme left of Fig 15 a aid b. This ii believed to be an interference effect caused by the convergence
of rays of finite wavelength - the intensity calculations leading to Fig 14 did not take tkt phase of the

i.nverging rays into account.

1~ R B 1 2 s Compressional wave-front propagation through a simple vortex. J1. Acoust. Sec. Amer.*,
Vol ýL (1948), pp 89-94. C-

-M2 J C Cooke The refractlfhn of sound by a vortex. RAE Technical Report 67175 (1967)

.3 2 F Sralain Aco.-±stic ra'-s in tue-dimensional rotating ,zovs. J. Acoust. Sec. Amer. Vol A.(1969). -

pp 115.J-1157.

4 T H Georges Acoustic ray paths through a rndel vortex with a viscous core. J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.
Vol 51 (19n2) pp 206-209. M -

B-A HAller and I V Hatschat The scattering of sound by a single vortex and by turbulence..

6 TAHolbeclie and J Williams Acousti' consider atons £a- -,ise experiments at modlel schle in
subsonic wind tunnels. RAS Technical Report 72155 (19? Set also AMDA) Report 601 Paper 8 (1M). A

7 E G froadhent, T A liolbeche and G F Butler Interaction of a vortex cont with acoustic radiation.
I RA~~E Technical McrnorandtwAerc 1462 (i1972) (also paper presented at Elurreaech 34, O~ttingen 1
I September 1972).

'I I8 P B Earasbaw An exptrimeatma investiaation of the structvsa, of a leading-edge vortex.
eý.:-rý:jAeronautical Researchb Council London. Reportz 4n~d Hemaranda No 1201 (i196a)..
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DIScUSMIN

Nr Dlaehdw: I would like to mention that at the Max-Pianck-Irntitut ffir Stramungsforschung in Gottl~ng
extensive theoraticil and expezlmentaJ work has been done on scatteuin of sound by vortice and tutbulemc.

URefetences on this work can be fWWn in a paper by D.W-Schmidt and P.Tilnman In the Journal of the AcousticalK
Society of America (1970).
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THE ISSUE Of CONVECTIVE AMPLIFICATION IN JET NOISE

Romani Mani
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory

General Electric Research and Developmeat Center
Schenectady, New York 12301

SWWM

The p resent study considers three problems of the sound power and power spectrum S
U) ~produced by moving acoustic sources shrouded by let flows. Tnej Jets aze assumed (forL

simplicity) to be characterized by n~ slug flow or top bat type mean velocity profiles.
The sources are simple harmonic in their own frame of reference and are assumed to con--
poesuc ovectin aihteoevlongity. as s ofaronlet. The second problem considers thecaeoamn-
voctwthte samc C~vetn loitga the l fa on et. The firstd problem considers thecseoamn-
case of convected line sources in a plane or two-dimensional jet. This is motivated by

fromneed to understand the effect of off-axis lines of convection. The last problem is
frmthose of the ambient. It is mot ivated by the need to understand the noise from

heated Jets.

The studies are all motivated by one notion, namely, that Lighthillts original idea
of ascribing jet noise to coavected sources radiating freely to the ambient needs re-
vision to all1ow for maim flew "shroudizrg" effects. The studies ex lain several experi-
mentally observed features of jet noise such as the failure to exlbit convective ampli-
ficatiom (particularly at high frequencies and shallow angles to the exhaust axis] arid
associated failure of peek frequencies in the power spectrum to shift linearly with jetAS
velocity. Imp~lications for the jet density exponent issue for heated Jets are also con-
sidered. The study may be regarded as movn source solutions to the Phillips equtio
for jet noise with a specific velocity profile, namely the top hat profile. Thee audt-i
vantage of choice of a simple velocity profile is to obtain solutions valid for arbitrary

s frequencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

~s The Lighthill equation for aerodynamic noise for an inviscid gas, in the absence of
mass, force or energy sources, may be written as:

~ (Ti) (Ta [
where T u{ UJ at 08 - f~Teatureiit of (a oth stotionag is edatif wae oriera

uc tW Uj diffwere fros u1 by th suta ctnduto steadyto *mysw uniform l p usn g U ~ thbe-

contsinauibly euthat that apprsiatiosof(ies:b u pma evai orrc

pbroe scmp~ae by ah fac11t o ip y f thatUislfvre (prtlcuslarl X~in th e s trasv rs
d Inc (n) hszbut it t~rndor nto cfo (o) tintoaCt) dos wasrv topilesrater o of) b then

4d$onmediia 640 Z2ind eq&tiZ Forenul the sturtbzg poitj nt Vqurt-t 01 Ti .CW. l
84-ic te lwifereir*n u a y co ithdwe aquatetiou iut ob tieady for r lg p/ arwthU a1 tobe-

ceone rlusbig hat kid sippiroxiaion of (p velocity flucltstiens. yb aidfrvc
Theko dia c ulwty witha the convecsetedwv uto of (p £euwyx(p ral tyhe tat davsel db

... .. jp'il s (1) i s cm athety ithi er dfa~ct ult U toel v~atti genera olutions the it. nStverso

"-*th't but PthIip 0UtiC21r"0- Cs #t(atu) pets> 0)edes ally tpoy ill synpt*oatiof hihoE
qtne anlysi htk 10ndera th aayss at suiteabiy for U. hilp veloct ets. dwc athe

asset sttuzy is stiatedn bytem Itd toi**o *vl~ 501uet12 peri tent ton leratfr~qaz aace
k v a&c lover waet vv ctftas. For osuchloer, frecue-tncis pint ofn pereIs -uaib on

thoe tru a. cavewctprefd byv 4uta slu fbtinv dor togp/httpej veoity p oro-

the -diffiare t two t asp caectsA ofv the pesenc of a ea low thatrs do p reciv e4ilctt b-a V> ti --ydficl '6t'uzfealsltost t Sae
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recognition in Lighthill's work (2]. One is the recognition that transverse #radients of
the mean flow could couple with gradients of the fluctuating flow to produce 'shear noise".
The other, more subtle effect of the flow (in view of the largely solenoidal nature of
the iii) is that the noise generation process is best &scribed to moving sources. It may
be said that as important as Lighthill's recognition of the quadrupole order of jet noise
was his recognition that the sources must be viewed in a convected frame of reference inVorder to preserve source compactness and in order not to artificially inflate the timerateo of chauge of the turbulence (ai frozen subsonically convected pattern of turbulenceradiates no sound). Peculiarly however this very insistence on use of convected sourcesled to a major difficulty of th e theory because the effect of notion on the acoustic out-
put of a source is to enhance its output, an effect described as "convective amplifi-cation". This led to a priediction that jet noise Power could exhibit a higher than aneighth power dependence on let exhaust velocity, a result never observed experimentally.
jet noise data show a very good eighth power dependence over a wide velocity range upto
jet exit Mach numbers of 2.

Three good explanations have been given for the tenacity of the observed eighth
p owler dependence. First (a~s proposed by Lifhthill himself) it is experimentally ob-J soewvdhat tsuretlencntnity Mach nutrsaeraisened Seondjeth init veddycifetiye dror-Of
soervdwhat asujetexcntnityMc numbes tarbuaiedecon level finijet meany vloifety)e dorop-f
rection to Lighthill's moving source solutions of Pfowvcs Williams and Ribner [3, 4] tends
to reduce the radiative efficiency of the quadrupoles at higher let velocities (and
associated higher frequencies). Finally as pointed out by Ribnor [S), Powell (8) andCssnady [71 the fact that the moving quadrupolies a'ne embedded in fast moving fluid (withrespect to which they awe not moving at all) indicates that only limited convectiveamplficaion ill ccur -fi act at very high frequencies no convective amlification
will occur.

Recent experimental evidence suggests that t.2e last explanation is probably the most
pertinent one. The reduction of turbulence intensity with increasing jet speed is experi-

4Y mentally found to be too small to effectively counterbalance the theoretic~ally predicted
convectiv 'omplifl~cation. Measurements by Davies, Fisher and Barrett [81 haye shoun that
the finite eddy life time correction of Ribnor and Ffowcs Williams cannot be significant
for subsonic jet Hach numbers. Most importantly, recent careful jot noise experiments by
Lush [91 land strong support to the third explanation. Lush analyzed jet noi.se spectra
at various angular positions in terus of a source frequency parameter (which corrects out
the Doppler shift effect), He found thiat for off axis locations and for lowenuhvls
of the source freqency parameter, the predicted convective szaplification doe indeed
occur. It is at Shallow angles to the jet axis and for high values c-f the source fre- 4
quency parameter that the convective amplification fails to occur. Such a detailed-Apicture of jet. noise can be shown to be fully Compatible with the idea that the shroudin~gof ~.moving source by fast moving fluid inhbits cr)nvectivoeuaplification.

Thrve model problems, all inivolvin the calculation of total power emitted by a
moropole source convecting along the axts of a slus flow jot are outlined in this study.
The source fluctuates in its o~im frome of reference at a source frequancy w~

2. FIRST MODEL PROBLEM (Figure 1)

Consider the probloem of deteraining tho SOUA4 field due to a fluctuating moopl
point source translating at a unifora subsonic velocity tVc (whart N < , N being th-0
Mach number and c 13 the speed of sowid). The sour"e translates aloag the axis of aroud.je wow Yalciy roil W asue t te Su$flw elciy roi.0..LI0
tho jet velocity Is ta~an aqual to that of the ioturc. The problem is illustrated in
f4 igure 1. The u.wnopolo source is aszumed to- bave o tito depondoaa* in ltn; own frda* of
reference of qcoo (W t). Ths rean Jot density and tompraturs are esaux~d to be. the Z
Same as that of the "'belnt.

oaniytically we winh to determiue in acous-tic velocity p~outiatl *which satisfies

ud f region It (wit-hiu the Jet) IN tI
where Vý stom4o for the Laplce* oporator in tbt y i plate. At thft jet still-atir 1ktor-
face, il~e., at r ti, ~er~utr (t~) aoutituity of prosrt, p, '*ter

p in regiou 3,W
aa4

P*0 4 Ac#) In region liX (M
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and

+ Mcnx. in region 11. (6)

An elegaut procedure of solution suited to the above problem has boae given b:* Morse and
Ingard (13] and we follow closely their method of solu'tion.

Let v.i tc, denote the Fourier transforms with respect to time of the corresponding

0 eJ4J dtj 3 (7)

and

54 ~~Also, we write cns(w~t *(epJt) e(Jnt)]. The problem for the transforms is

VJ 04 0.I in region 1, ('

(1 - + + Z~M~+ k I. Iv~

IJ(k - k)x J(k + k0)x
t~ I x Eep('- .)+ exp(-~--] in region 11;(2)c.

1 P * . in region 1, (3')

p a ~ -ii * Met),in region I,;('

2<. . -JWii + * in region I11.'

Lot 1.+ an -J iail * Mcor an inere girrs ond to. th(oltonwt te) -

to # x(jC k )x/1N) in squuticn (2') and to the terv involving nxp(J(k k XI/M}.

m ote that k w o te %Ic etc.

-* ~Consider in detail the problos for .Intuitively, it is clear that Itp nall
hae n -dpedocsof the typo ~4S k)I} 'Pactorlnj" this dependence out, oneac

¶ Iis left with4 the eollontng probliu in the t 9 A- le:

rttr-I1

whore (9'7 I 0
1 M ~ 0::~ - i ad *t 0 /l* 1. GO)N2i

'-~Sore k'A ku Is Nenandk'>

I (c Q -) k t)- (10
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Also, letj

K-j 1C [.4 U L(k ic)(k -s)

0 0

Note thn 4
74If > K > ok >k K

0- 0 0- 0

AW~'( Thefact that Vt' > 0 only if Itt > k > It expresses Ano result that inth fa fil te
moving source yiclis a frequenc 9 pec~ruM containing frequencies in the range w /A - M >

ill W > W /1 + 14 which is what we ergact from the Dol~pier shift formula. We restri~t our -I

r *dio to this range of k. T e matching conditons for equatiox.ý (8) and (9) are that,

(r C+(r a-C) (pressure matching conditions), (13)

J+15 i~rat -r rt a C (transverse particle displaceac it (14).. t
o matching condition).

To solve equations (8), (9), (10), and (11) in the range k- <c k < k and with restriction
to outgoing waves at infinity, in the range cIt<k < K, we assume, ?or $ in regions I

+~ + Ck)x J(k k k)x
in I: A -q----r (15)

+ + jq H~l(~r 1 k k)
a0

in +1 A J(~)-(6

A and if K1* < kt < kt, in region 11,

0__ 0

r~ -a

WT ~ (The form for gin region I is indepenadent of whether kt > K+or k < K*)
-0 -0

Note that the change of sian K+1 depending on whether kt elk (1 M4), It (I - )] isasaociated with the fact that iftoot thth rsn rbo eeo infite radius
(i.e., the moving fluid occupied all space) the Doppler shifted fre-quencies would range

Iover W (I - )t 1*1Q nohrwrds., as is well known, there is a differeucoc tiu
the Ilopler shift fdequencies depending on whether the observebr moves towards a sourco orwhther the source moves towardi the observer. This diffe~rence ilb enlte o~-2
play a key role in suppresintg coave-ýtive amplification at high frequencies. .-

1Equatioas (15) and (16) or (15) arid (17) may now be readily solvod for A! arid A-
by us-stg tho matching conditions (11) tand (14) Since W-0 ar# interested in fir fielA
preoasuras far outside thia jet: we only give tha result for A':

if k' k

1 '.
8

J lik op i-

_o Uc *8o H (k a)3 1 (ca&) k jt It'S )'(

(b) if%-c C kk0 . -

0 - ik a_____ ) * k 1 W 6.h)l

Equzation (I&) estsentially cower'.tws t-he fotaal solution tn tht ýVrblem. The for field

this proble0, evelrY point *n a Cylindricsal surface c-oncenty ic with the #t e0 ri~tfes
th* same pressure time uiti'iry. Hes W c ad* v Ittla~d (10), have discusd t orougty theprobles of detoruiniu the power *peCtr¶Jh and total pzver radiasted by the so'zrco Qad
it./RI N)] IQ M -4)]1 ana -is giv*n by

I l~p0 c~ffl -Is) (9

1~~~ 61 4Hu



I The total power is given by

Actually Morse and Ingard [10] consider the case of a monopole point source convecting
at Mc in free space, for which case

+ * -jq0 C)

and hence_ _.t1

IW I and the total power is

Nhs,, q1 lit
Tuin the case of a convected monopole, tCie convective amplification is as (l -Ma .

4$)det o weter corIf we take the limit as k a 0 of equation (18), we find that A+ tends to (indepen-
0 0

2s tht AI y j ,. ' (24)
'- 0

4~ ( ~W) f or y~ <'W <r (25) a--~ t.T 0

and
qwl + 4W

0 0
Bp~cw~l -(26) 4

In the general case, At 1(w) and P are given by equations (18a), (l8b)', 39) and (20),
and specific results will be discussed in the following.

The total power emitted by such a source nondimensionlalized by [q'u8wp (1 -I1
and expressed in dB. is plotted as a function of (koa) and N In Figure 2Y

Shorn by single points on the extreme right in Figure 2 are points given by 20 log10~< I ( - ?2), beinig the correction if there were no convective amplification at all zorre-~ A4'spondina to Eso-nady's suggestior. (7j. The portions of the cuirves corresponding to car-
. rections >0 dB indicate underestimates of convective xasplificetion as estivnatd froma s4A

freely moving source model and conversely.

Clearly, such curves confirm the frequency dependent nature of convactive suplifi-
cation. The cuorves flatten as we *ove to the right end if we identify the point on e*ach

. curve (for the different Pfach nusbors) nc. which the correction is within va dec~ibel of thelimit as (k 2) ~ .one deduces that beyond a sourc Streua ubrV ~]o .
-~.... . I there wouldobe no signific~a~nt oicie lifleation. Figure 15 of k~usgls pap-or (2] )-

indicates lack of convective amplification Ceyonid [2f &a/Mc] oC about 0.3.j

Finally, ". consider thtt iwalicetions with rogard to Strouttal scaling of the results
ýAshown in Figure 2. As a start~in; point, in Figure 3 we show un-der the curve labelled4

'Ca jet 1ach _-tusbatr of 0.57 %et V0*. This curve is chosen as a base3 line because at that
*low Mach nuzber of 0.37 an-d location (904 to jet axis) we erpicet little conavective

eimplification effetts. The abcissse are sh"wn in Strouhal nuabers9 St (ZiaMc), atd
the ordinates are arony relative decibel levels.r

.nAtest spectrun at 90* wa3c~s tf becatse, an ddition t lack o n ODVfCtive
. npiiizario eff 'is, the W0 location alto 1pravides a vary good and clean sea-ure t ofKthe intrinsic strength of ihke sources (!heir frequoncy distribut 'ion). This is bec-tusej

thatloctio is *lyclaacrxi_^ý Abasc a-sumi-) oft-he process

usd n ervig igre4 s ha te r~ue 't dstribu~tenoft04 Wltri skcs"urce Ii
h~at follows is to patout that the radiative efficiency of tb-a sný'rce it, i, eqtietcy



dependent and, being higher for the low frequencies than for the high freque~ncies, causes -6.
peak frequencies of the sound power spectrum to scale with velocity much slower than a
fir!!t power (as is assumed.in conventional Strouhal scaling), The particular low M.ach
number datum used to establish this result (taken in this case as te 900 intensity
spectrum of Lush [9]) is not the main issue of this, paper: a different datum would lead
to the same qualitative conclusions. ldeally, perhaps, one would have to work out
separately the "shear uoise"l and "self noise" portions of the power spectra.tThe spreading of the source frequency due -n the Doppler shift makes it a little-n
difficult to apply Figure 2 directly. However, it can be shown that the Doppler spreading -will be narrower than conventional moving source results would indicate (11]. Further,
if we are Interested in the sournd power spectrum, it seems reasonable to apply Figure 2
to Figure 3 as follows. For each Strouhal number St and Mach number M, determine a source
frequency parameter k a - St - itH and then determine the decibel correction from Figure 2.
Starting with the cur~ie labelled M - 0.3, such a frequency dependent correction procedure
was a pplied to derive the curve labelled M - 0.5, M - 0.7 and M - O.S from the curve
of the Strouhal numbers) at which the sound power spectrum peaks. The spectra are pretty
flat as is typical of jet noise but an attempt was made to estimate the peak Strouhal
number as a function of jet Mach number and the results are shown in Figure 4. Undoubt-

z4 adly by a purely fortuitous coincidence, the curve in Figure 5 is fitted very well by a
rtlation of the type (St) CO(.21)/M. Since the Strouhal number itself is given by
(f DIV), Figure 5 suggestg that the peak frequency in the sound power spectrUM is in-
dependent of jet velocity being given (in the case of Figure 5) by [(0.Zl)c/Dj. Such a
t~endenyfrithents.k frequency to be independent of jet velocity has bten noticed in

4 The suggestion that emerges therefoie is that the tenacious adherence of the total
power to an eighth power law as weill as the tendency of peak frequency of the power
spectrum to be relatively insensit~ive to jet velocity are both manifestations of the sane
resuit indicate,; by Figure 2, nametly the inhibition of convective aaplification with in-
creasing frequency and jet velocity.

3. SECOND MODEL PROBLEM4 (Figure 5i)

13 In this case we study the acoustic output of a line acoustic souirý. convecting at
jet volocity in a plane slug flow Jet. The problem is two-disfensional and this enablesfus to allow the liwoe source to convect along a line displaced from the jet centerliae by
:mn amount ch. First of all we shou~ld note that t.he convection picaonftrfra
freoly moving line velocity source is (1 - N2~ 51t. Thus all e a eto mplification fco o
factors shown in Figure 6 are in decibels with res3pect to (I MR. 7 4

The conve,.tion ampl?.fication factor now depends on M, k h and a. The interest incqse of Fiur 6 is reall,, in how the results vary with v in the range of 0 < a < 1. Itf
is seen frog' Figure 6 that over arange of (k h) extending from 0.01 to 1.0 Tnd Mach t
nwmbers ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 the convectioH aroplification foctors are relatively in-
sensitive to a. There is a slight variation (f order I d8S or so) at the hifhast value
of (k h) but basically lie okay interpret Figure 6 as indicatiag that the precise locationfof th9 line of source convoction is unimportant. The physical explanation for this re- f
sult appe'ars to be that by and 'large what determAnes the convective Raplification is the
total extent of "strouding" to which the moving source is axpo-Sod. This "total extent"
Is not different for as-yumetric as conitrasted to syuzmutric -convection.

This modei prob~am leads confidence to the notio.%Lt that we st-Y continue to use center- -

line source convection for the round jot prob)ea at least as far merwe stmte r
concerned. It is hardly necessary to point out itat -~ kIng xioncvnter ine source can-
vection in the rvund jet problem would create considerais analytical couplicutioni owing
to the ensuing lr:I of axial syametry.

4. TRISW I4OWL PROSLAM(ijuW7

j ~This model problem is similar to thAt of Fiktwe I with the difference that hoiu the
jot density Maod srpeed af sound an e Cd are difformut frcv% that of the albient p gild c.
Nowevcor, we- ipose thle ýaaditiofi~thst p 0-c- P- c.l ti~ tasuro that the statir~ pr-er in-o

I -- side the jet is the tao* fit thit of theib~iavti l ~ s &i.suamm tha-t the specific hi-ast ratio
-~ jof tho jet §!Vuid is th* vaa --is~ that off the Wdbient). The mnathaktaticol foirpul-ationi is

KK_ similgr to tha-t for the first problem except 02*1 we have to cogstantly account fear th~o
diffdrenices in wiean donskty aud opv~d of tourd iawid* "a~ v'jnslev th4 lot. ino d-!,Ail3
are too laborious to Qutin6 no-r &And we co-afino atursalvts to a. discussi')n of the results.

As btforo we cemputo Che nodmesoal~wr P' 5 2a~/fip c (' N2)11 u.tre.

illusuZ f or-asý S - 10. 1jfirst fix a vaitiu of jot vol"c-ity 'a V /C. (I.
8, 9 and 10. thl&ld

LIterilue ,tve valutl o1 W_ 0.5, 0.7 Snd 0.0 ar* ahtim.) itv *ISO fixine
th~e wiu fthe fquanc yparmeter ( Qwe compt tho veriaIriee of Chornod Muns!me~

oftepwer vii.9 (a lo 3 n ~xt fitted by a relatloo if *.We powr - ( f ) '& nh i
isdMWm.ndb fitliij the bett ste-eitht lie Go P. lot-bog Plot of P, v&iýs (0/0)

The fitting is aore by aleast squeri4 me60d.
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Th~e puirpose of the above exerch~e is probably clear to the reader. We are trying to74 address ourselves to the so-called jet density exponent issue for the noise of heated
Jets. This is the question of how the acoustic power of a jet way be expected to vary
with changing jet density at fi;4ed Jet velocity. Having derived n' from the calculations
of. V1 as a function of (p /p ),we note that since %itself varies as p(Whether one

~ uses the quadrpole or silpig source approach to JOt oie thtrue varation of the
power with (p1/p0) wiA-1 he as (p/,T where n1 ft n' + 2.

InFiures 8 - 10, plots of n) as a function of [k a/wN ]are shown for Pd 0.5, 071
and 0.9. 'ihe Li ghthill theory of jet noise (Jconsidgrs s~urces radi ating fi~eel,! into

'~'tthe ambient and hence picks up only the effect on power due to the effect of density on
q .Thus [2] would predict n -2 indepiendent of jet velocity or frequency. The present
r8sults are ivre complicated showbig ni to be a function of jet velocity and frequency. ~.
(Note that (koa/wMo) may he teme a source Strouha number since it is W0(2a),2w j,

These results are in fact iai i,-ugh agr-eement with what is probably the best published
experimiental data on this subject, namely the work in [12]. To show this we have showni
in Figures 11 and 12 some such cornp arisons. These figures are taken from (12] with
points superposed from prescat work. In Figure 11, we show the empirically determined
exponent n for the total power of a heated jet as a function of Nd - V /c by the SNEO(A-
necessary to estimate a source Strouhal number. Based on the Jet noise of low M~ach num-
ber jets (where Doppler shift effects sh~ould be negligible) the dominant source Strouhal
numbetrs may be estimated to lie between 02.1 and 0.6. The eyxpeýimentally determined
exponents for source Stro~ihal numbers of 0.3 and 0.6 av'e shown for N0 - 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8, 0.9 and 0.95 are shown in Figure 11 and are seen to bracke't the SNEC4A-NGTE data
quite well except for the case of M - 0.5. A feature of the presvnt theory is that it01turns out that (taking the limit as kc a - 0) at very low velocities the exponent n ispredctedto o to zero (i.e. no ?.nflI~ence of jet density on jet noise power at fixed e
exitvloct) Sevoral possible explanations for such discrepancies at the low !elocxtý7
end suggest themselves. On sta Xprenal i i~ most difficult to determine
such exponents at tke low velocity end since internal sources doo to coubustion could
influence the jet noise measurement (it can he shown that such an effect will explain
experimentally obsýerved indices lesser than that predicted by a calculation procedure

2 ~which considers ouly the J',t noise). Secondly the present calculations do need extension
to other order multipoJes.

IFi sre 12 is siaply taken out of [11] and shows thAt at a given jet rxit velocxty
(subsonic) the effect of heating is to raise the low frequency portion of the power
spcrmbut to depress tho high. frequency erd. fThis is in accord with Figures 8 - 10

whr smarked, n~ 0 corresponds toportions oftespectrum that will be lowered by
hi heating the jet and vicm vprsa.

A ~InY- su~mary, ell three model problems have been pursued with the notion that there
may be purely acoustical explanations for several features of jet noise such as those Of

Strouhal. sca~ling and the jet density ex ovent issme provtded t~iatwecgi tath
This~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~W rrercecognizjote ercntatwiht e that tihFre.

sources do not radiate freely to the ambient but are sub~ect to a 3ot~ouding or enveloping
effect of their inmediate abetwhich Is the moan lot flov.
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114E NOISE FROM SHOCK WAVES IN SUPERSONIC JETS

by

M Harper-Bourne, M J Fisher
lr.stitute of Sound and Vibration Research

University of Southampton
Southampton S09S5NH, England.I

SUMLARY A

no~se from jetus operated abova the critical pressure ratio. rhe model regards each shock cell end as thoeia oe spooe o h rdcino h hrceitc fbodadsokasc atdI
source of acoustic radiation with relative phasing set by the time of eddy convection between them. Thisj4 leads to a prediction for the peak frequency of this noise component as a function of both pressure ratio

~~ ~ and angle of observation which is amply confirmed by experimental results.14

The modell is also -exteinded to the prediction of the spectrum of shock associated noise and these predictions
are also compared with experimfental data.

It is also showni that the iitesity of shock noise is a function only of pressure ratio. and is independent
oif jet stagnation temperature and hence jot eff lux velocity.

1. INTROCUCTON S

The shock waves in -in -:ncorrectly expAnded supersonic jet will interact with the jet turbulenceA 1 to produce so)urce onoise in addition to that uue to the turbulent mixing. This source has, two com-
ponents, one, of kiAich consists of discr-te tones harmoniically re-lated, often term-ad screech and the other
moire broadbandi but strongly peaked, often termed shock associated noise. The former, which involves an

t Iacoustic fe~edback from the source region to the nozzle, was studied in s=m detail by Powell [1], but the
lt-rwhc 1%esnially from the sace source but without the c-coustic feedback is very poorly documen-

ted. This sore broadbad component has been studi&. extensively at the ISYR in recent years. The study
has comprised Woseparate but comlementary facets, namely usin an optical method, the crossed beamIschlioren tvcnni quo LZ1, to probe the naturi of flow field near the shocks and also obtaining a comprehen- <

sive set of mesrmnsof the sound field.

tThe naajority of the sounm! fteasureaaýnts were obtained in the Institute's anechoic chamber using a
25 ftsie convergent nozzle with air at aaoiet ttqperature. A speacially designwed silencer with sett-
I) 1kg cihas-er was used to ellimiate air supply noise and provide a uniform exit flow.

<Al The infiuoncv 0f shock associated toisse on thte variation of noise levels with jet efflux velocity '
15 ii ow hir i Figure I. It can 5"rsa that, at an mugle of obstrrvation of a X00 to the jet axis no
signIficanst char.4e in tihe geneoral 4aemenuny cibserved4 at sub-critical pressurt. resi-n, occurs wthenl the
nozzle chokes (i~e.. M.I. by Contrast at a - Q-O and j430 an extrci~oely rapitteas of noise
levels eoisuzs once ihcox wavfl appear !A the flow field. Furt~heraore ov~er th-1s ranet of angles the noise
field becomes progressively le*ss directIonal as the4 prvssure ratio is inicreased. It is to be emphasised

howve t~t N ?sults presstntedd ham, aw for an ureazted Jtflow. For high stag"ation tiemperature
%6,4 jet., tese zhrc.aro faqr 4%i drzwatic tAen observed here due, as we shall iktow below, to the IncrtAse0d) ot~uinof Rlteing noise. !)a the, othier, hawd it ts 0 bhe egmp-hasised that the levels prsrtted in

confi~ur~tien thmse wola ere, nci ovlitudfe v'Ar-yig, oný z4ISb a fct of fivertile the jet W*1 beiis-r te atotnil oitad odtos Subtvisaqutly it was frudthat a,.
acusicreletr a ctl lae srrtediq h o rnk inthe notr ed lns lo-td hsnn[ sattnalty Hwevrit also had Sit vfr Ote fft of calcn the scentoes nlry 4-,innt. They

F~r espeigo ref coerin meal d sufce oc o l s il te pesh C.Oew.%4Vth acestcc . emp-vio ate4 Imese

projrt5 smwept. f~t or SS iM,2)I in ftiz pr r (iC s Se9)-0 the, losser bmt still effective A -

thock aIssociated nMise. tirct It is 6nevtlubly Nefd y 4aas deg,ýrot of 17iXing ouIse, t0ilt, the
-resece -Iof s~t~hif it1 Is qem.iitwd to qer-sat, coil inatrodu1-e ttfur-thor uncet4nstintýSlhito the2 ~ ~~~as-ured trewde tod dpeoclt

A w--e infermative &zn-ft~r o-f preeeAtlr.g tk-$ee-ýWlr I fer pr"sllre '-atls abrov tt* criticalI
v-alue is shea-~in fipvrf 2. Her* the o~verall tocid- lrstevela at CA19, Apsr'-pttattly nor%,Alised fr o

a dlaeMiter and Jisteac.e of obarvatien, is plotte--d flalnst Oie parr_ýttr 4, I)r~
~. -< ~ noul4



: and Mo is the fully expanded local jet Mach nixber, a function of the pressure ratio only. It can be
seen that apart f~ron, the smaller B values the measu'cd levels are directly proportional to the fourthIpower of o. Also shevn is en estimate for tihe mwix~i noise based on c• •:,trapolatlon of the lower speedIdata shown in Figue 1. It :azn be seen that as this "estimated mixing noise' contribution falls progres- '

Isively below the wensured levels so the 8 la.w is w)ro~accurately obeyed. This suggests therefore that•

KI
the broadband shock associat'd noise itself follows a oT law, but that at the lower B values the total JJnoise follows a rather slower dependenrce due to the presence of mlxin noise. Further evidence for this •
matd mixing noise is nex gliible aall j nut the lowest pressure ratios ,nd the straight line relationshipis obeyed over the entire ra'zge of measurement. Co~uparlson of the lines drawn on Figure 2 and 3 indicateh
furthermore that they differ by onl 2 dl, indicating again that he shock associated noise is relatively
powidirectional. Also sho n in Figure 3 Is the noise from jets at several stagnation temperatures in the

'daa region of Fi00eK. It ca ýn be seen th at a sufficiently high value of m, i e, pressure ratio5 the points
coincide with the cAud jet line thus indicating that the shock noise is virtually independent of jet

temperature.
the b sThe a qependence observed above suggests that the amplitude of the 'sources' producing this

precisely the dep londence of the pressure difference across a normal sho.k of upstrem idmaer fo. Thus
i superficially it appears tha t the source strength associated with the shock associated noise it proportionalto the pressure difference across the shock waves. Of course it can be argued that these relationships 1-
will not apply directly to this case because the shocks in the jet are not normal but oblique. Some re- (

4asuacontis matebwseaied frer the crossed bea~ oflire measurements. Thevariaton of theliedrwonFge 2ad3nict

mean square level of the measured density gradient fluctuations with axial position is shown in Figure 4.
It can be seen that the variation is domined by a series of h alm e lly spaced peaks, each one
occurring at the point where the shock waves terminate in the jet shear layer. Furthermore, measurepent
of the variation of these peak levels as a function of pressure ratio show that they also follow a S"ZT J dependence. This ssuggests that therti is a strong camnpeion between the sound intensity and the density
fluctuations at the shocks and also that the par eter B is a good representative of the oblique shock

strength.superfi sc i ary threfore it apperrs ,that the overall level of shock associated noise is principally a

function of jet pressure ratio and is relatively independent of either angle of observation or jet stigna-s
c. tion temperature. Whe•ther or not it is thle dominan(t noise source for a given pressuri ratio however .-.

depends on these parameters since they set the mixing noise levels.

S3. SPECTRALn CHARACTERISTI CS

A model, for the prediction of the spectral characteristics of shock associated noise, has been
mevolved by extending Powell's dreginst rdie for .the disc r we t c ailoents. In this model the end of eachIshok cela is taken as a source of acoustic energy and the relative sn betweden the sources is set byone

the convection of turbulent eddies between them. This model is well justified by the schlieren measure-mcnts which sheoed t hat t h he peak levels (Figure 4), of the density gradient fluc rations coincided with
te shock positions at the nd of each cell. Te peak levels also varioed as d

-e wendnas btwen these peaks the vari-tion of the densityo graient fluctuations was found to be a far we&ker
function of B. Thus it appesar that these shock regio is are Intimtely associated with the productiona of the shock associated noise. i

p-13.1 P•LEVAST Ft.OW FIELD NE.ASU&REI•---T$STion of del peployed theio fnre cons yts of an array of so•tces In line with the nvtole olp and almost

I/ eqally stpedr with seraratnon it. The measured Thpenoeca of shock spacing on prqssure ratio is shown in
21- Figue o. This s Ie nopinal e t gr -ie t te i th eoret~cal derleacin due to lack[ ehlch yields:

3. SPCTA CHvkst.OERS(2)

A coe~d averag.e value of the constant for the array (about eight shoc.kwaves) is 1.1. For a detailed :=repAn mod o r th e snI liear variatio e ns-ta in FIgre is of inc ed as follows
hervored t extend yintPelsren mncin, 'dsteset how I h m the edd io eicdhntity)

shvre &/l 1, is tabe s out c ofaosiceeg and the relstine ihain bete) for souce is s.31 (3) y

t .I is a.ssiaed that Ut cozetic of a th is model l irt d alog tis llne of sbyuthes causes ren h toear
e.t an acoustin sietabf at th tie of arrival of th cd-dyl The sIpals l sity of vtee sas a idathe s and

To quantify • thes aks the conv io velityh e crossed ben suctiua syste-o s was usd to opticallyr A
functis an copare, with thus aid of t digital correlaton, the time hlstory Fit) of fluctuations ocur-
ofri at th o separate shokawa•es, S aod s.

"" Cress correlation Obtarefird this ay, for ta rypicol shortwav pasrs -l /4, i /5 ah n 4/6 are pAl-msFented In FIgue 7S It is fond frno te pk value of 4/5, them tc 11utut Ions at shockduves 4 P.d a, ( y-d

abc--t fA, coe. a' geat. .ftv•onstan for the fArte (Arot ceigt s-hnflicnt/ tIsr si ilri asnhe I I e d

the sound 'from ihnd iv neal s ource ian et , prtW i iculrly i '-' d- a a ~aseftlsowrc s.

:i:•Own AkLsoe, n i is abut6' ndV "f tan in • (21 • fo r Lt is m 1.31. gve

.Z- _.--s
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where U is the eddy convection velocity and this is seen to be about 0.7 Uj. (The same was also ob-

tained ifi a subsonic Jiet.)

I 'The cross correlations were repeated using analogue filters to analyse the signal fluctuations
contained in a narrow frequency band (dw) centred on frequency w. In this instance the correlation
function tends to oscillate indefinitely and in the limit (as dea 0) we obtain a standard statistical
result

This peaks at a time delay which varies only slightly wi th fr uency and therefore U (w) is rtai -
nally - uai to the group convection velocity Figure 8. Also shown in ?i ure 8 is the variainote
filtered correlation coefficient for the adjacent source combination (4/5). This relates to the spectral

amplitude (modulus of the cross poer spectral density) and is defined as.........

where I. In-i

It tends to vanish at the high frequencies, Figure e, but is otherwise nearly constant. A useful
empirical rule, representing Gaussian decay, is

It s fund(reernce [4]) that the more sheared a flow is, the more rapidly does the turbulence

distort. The effect of Increasing the pressure ratio is to move the shockwaves further downstrea where
the sheir is less by virtue of the increased shear layer width. However, the shock spacing also~ increases
and the turbulence must travel further between the adjacent shocks. Those W~ effects tend to cancel with

Ike, 'he iesult that the correlation coefficient is ir~depoadent of pressure ratio.

3.2 FORMULATION4 OF THE SOUND~ FIELD

Having outlined sone useful flow statistics the sound field for the postulated source m~odel may
now be iforailated.

The nth source, located diistance. from the nozzle, contributets to the acoustic far field

P (r *)' 8n 0 r

where F is now the (randoa) source flucZuatiun evaluated at retarded timne. Thir. has a spectril dens ity
~ I a Continuousr function of frt ecy and pmesuk~d i~k6epen4nt of angle of observation e.

~ jSumaing the ccntrihutions from an array of N such sourcti and Squaring and time averaging, yields
an expression for the sound jnit

(r 0.0t s E (t at.F (t a o

. .... .Thefluctua~tions of p are statistically stationary and it tiivi follc*ýM that

r r

Now in (8) It is ev'ida tat lu"*fluctwitions in a given ba, f frre~eiwqis wast be retponsi-
blo ftr the st ,:- r~di.#M to thot szm Nr.d. T'"- f~e to-isi again the lifeitng case of -3very narrtw

cciwsth Th control it.~ e~ity h 9)f I tim tt b,3sng, iw' irs ¶Ctin e.0. Also, o t-ho basi thaesth for
ocnvhtldth cothel t_ rt'aitys s(9 e Phasi n , { ~ i e.) l the $ afn 1)3oe t~At sisr takstu fore2 1 ~of (5) which wo eivaluate at the time delky n(I

The-tfcr in thif tostance (10) ig equal to



x xx

C~().o 0 Hccose1 -I .....[ .
1where H is the ratio of UJ~ to the ambient speed of sound a~ and (I cs)is a Doppler factor

41 K ~incorporiting the variation Aretarded time end source phasing. (4~oe
Finally, inserting (12) in (9) a general expression for the spectral density of shock associated

/noise is obtained, namely

Gp~r0 Ga~w) cos~ S (1 - ccoseJ (13)

3.3 BRIEF COWARISON WITH ICASUREMENT

For a preliminary comparison it is plausible to ignore the somewhat small variations in shock 1
I -wjspacing noted previously. (This aspect is reconsidered later.) Therefore using an average value L.,

(13) becmes
44~~~~( Ir 9 s) 1n-l. Hcose] (14)

ano~) G.1(w) cos'

Consideration of this stamation indicates that it will tend to have a mnaximum value whenever the argument. -'1

C-of cosine term is either zero or equal to an integer multiple of 2w for non-zero valuas of (n - m). The
former condition clearly occurs only atthe Mach angle, a cos (I1Mc) when it exists. Experience indi-
cates however that at this angle the mixing noise frequently dominatescand we shall not consider the
possibility further.-j'1

The latter condition suggests that the shock associated noise might exhibit a peak ~ialue at a
~~ 'K frequency given 4yIs

P L(l1 H Cose)

Aand harmonics thereof. Consideration will show that wi th this coW~ination of convection speed, shock cell
5- Ispacing atid angle of observation, the radiation from all sources Interferes constructively a' this specified.f Ifrequency. At other frequencies this constructive Interference is less comlete and hence lower levels of

3 noise are anticipated,7Confirmation of these ideas is presented in Figure 9 where the spectrtn of noise radiatedi from a
shock tree convergent-divergnt nozzle Is c*verqd with thzit firoa a convergent nozzle operated at the saw ~&
pressure ratio. It is clear that the extra noise radiatEd by the convergent nozzle is contained ini a
spectral region centred on the frequi-ncy given by (15). above.

/ -The variation of this peak fraquemcy with both angle. velocityv and shock spain i s foun~d to -
~ / Ifollow the prediction of (15) closely. The change with angle is showi in Figur1e 10 for several pressure -~

ratios indicating the apparent Doppler shift.aa

14. APftICATION OF "

I ~Using (14) for guidance a *eans of c~alipsing the iftasured spectra was initially souight for scal-
Sing purposes. A ccc-utatioNal stssd of the inaswrtd spaectra was then undartacon to quantify VieV narmalised

Jsource pranoter required for a genral predictioni techw'iqu.

The- expansiaAof (14 .-tisesnllyto ifrn y~ fUA. li, or% drs
- pectively to ai £ a and n A n. The for"., terms a"e th-3 irdividual soui-e Spectral dentsities,' foe,

instrd U" ta AM t~heir sta r-reseets the g"~s sourct spetsxa. %.(POe) .4 <k g T4e lattcr taeiws are rosponsible for thef interference, drnrnstratW previou-sly and their sup can -

be e-i ti-r positive (constrvctlv4ilatetr-fer~sc.) or negaie tdsrcieinermec *dsn go fre-
- -. qumncXy 4Md angle of Obseration. IM the event that the Sources were to be camýlettly uncarrelated. these

term would of coursa be zero az-d the noise spectrum then simply eqaual to .. )

Mhe expansion of (14) is therafore exprtsseS in the following for*

2 i- L oii'
C;I w O 0a" r')Os (- oo ~ o0o. (- (1ss ), t

/~2' I;



where the cosines are harmonically related and correspond respectively to,li- - n. -0, 1. 2, 3. ... (N - I).

and the spectral amplitudes are defined as follows:

I. -? - .'.

0o Go(to..)= GI%(w) + G,,(w) + G33( + et (17a)
rj

,, 2 G2(ro,,,W) -2- G2(w) + G2(t e (17b)

0 S l

.r .. ....

2 G2row -2t> G&3*, +ei (1c

.3 etc etc

. Each component in (17 b, c, etc) can be related to its respective source strengths in (17a) by
i-;:::•'using a correlation coefficient, similar to that discassed previously, eq4uation (6). However, to computethe shock noise spectrum it is the spectral amplltudes ohich are required in (16) and these it will be ob-

served, could be produced by any' co;7hination of source stren:gths etc in (17). Therefore without loss of
•:'•!•..,accuracy, it is pemissible to introduce an average correlation coefficient. to .*• determined empirically

'ýp : and relating directly an interference amplitude (17 b, c, ..) to the group sour'ce spectral density (17a).
:L:•• When this is done the following expression is obtained from (171 for the interfrence amplitude in general:

fGi(ro,w} 2. •Ci(w)'. Go (o,w) (8

!•where i =m .. nj A 0 and Ci(w) is a group average correlation cc-fficient which like (6) caanotex lue of One.

•'!T•,bIt was noted earlier that the correlation coefficient tenvds to be independent of pressure ratio.
Therefore the spectral level i•t (16), for ex&le the Doak value, is essentially controlled by the level¶f the source spectral density. But co[sideration of (16) and N18) indicates that the spectral dcstriou-
tion is (ete0mined by the following three par +tters:

and I A cOSO

Unlike the first t( b terms, the tc st onre is a functson of soh r.-equency -21f, aI the fun-
ndaenti pek frequenc equation (r5). For ccvenienco, it can be exresse .& L_. Io n thesonpler factor is e lla•t d to vary, for instance by varyiti 0s pr O ioterferere coqttn buti) in (16H shifts

in frequency, relative to the invariant so mce splictrud . Thi afore r ered in (16) dantheit for different
, are, unlikely to be a unique fuction of f/f r This i Lrnt e out in p(7ctice.

•;:•-4,2 SPECTRAL COLLAPE MD• SC.ALM
We The onrll sound is dn te f ingt xpesioivn obtaed l of (16) with rispnct to r efuency, a tud ely

-- From Figura-s 2 &r4d 3 its depen<deftc (in 48) is givan, ai

G.r1w) x .,.C 1().G(( 0, ) (18)

whr I=jm jt n C--s. rupaeag oreain oficetwhc ik 6 cno

ft Withih ts e set li rdn it of i Bu t cserait, ofm inte(fe1r6en t,.-)in (16) vdrtia.e!ly vtnish uper intr-

-s tIa tion iCHoTrmine byeot the foloin thre parameters:wde
at tM sw4itnstM

"G,(r ,Q) d an 1c-u(1

Un wlk the firta 0!o termf~s, the litw. ont4it is a funrtction a ofbti.eunc thi 2ff) a1 the fun-
Dloppler fator is 0.allowed to vtary for insythnerby vanfrying w. the intrreal cs~m1ontwt n(1)sit

in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pm freuecy reatv to the ivratsrcspc . the ef re the nQ spctw mesue f rv difeen

'p 8, d har t tM bSep.N n sa p n lntiolly a f/f.on of i. 1W latsr will aoso o* issnemed foer thp

FrcWtis ACFfiguesd t epnec In' s itna
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The length scale x is taken to be proportional to the scale of the turbulent eddie's intersecting
a shock wave. This will be proportional to the local shear layer width and therefore roughly proportional(

to shock position from the nozzlej

stanaiontiealltureeed Uloesca not varysmchiover the pressure rangetesthed cnevertiohelesscbtwee Thes
would then yield a typical frequency equal to the rate of intersection. Jnfortunately, for a given jet
hot and cold data the veli~city does change and by a factor of up to two. A comparison of these data,5following the methods outlined below, iowever, showed that the source spectrum remained invariant with in- -¾i
creased flow velocity. We do not currently understand the reasons for this observation. Its acceptance

~, -,as an experimental observation howiever suggests a scaling for source spectra on the parameter wL/a 0,
t~I1  Ehe source spectral density is therefore expressed in the following form

%(r0 ,W) (J/) O#) (23)

where H is a universal spectrum shape function.

Inserting (23) in (21) the dependence on pressure ratio is established

g(Pj/p(24)
0 0

This result is used to normealise the measured sound spectral density. Now when (23) is incor-
- 1porated in (16) it is found that the normalised spectrutr is theoretically a unique function of f/IF when4)T the quanity (l Rcc058)/Hc is held contstant. ;

Shown in Figure 111 are the spectral levels mneasured at different pressure ratios for an unheated
9jet. These have been corrected uising (24) and because (I - N cosa)/14 is nearly constai.t, chey are

plotted against f/f .Asatisfactory degree of collapse is ohiservee 5xcept at low frequencies, where
for the low pressure ratios mi.Jno noise dominates the leiels. Figure 12 shows data for which (1 - M4 jcose)/H is comparable to the previous case, hut for a stagnation teniperature of 11000K. Again a use~ul
degree 5f collapse is observed while comparisoin of the two sets of data also demonstrates the utility of

I this method for a range of stagnatian temperatures.

A4.3 PREGICT10N OF SPECtR.UM

a * F or a general prediction tecirnique the following irfonuation is required In (16) as a function o~f [
> I (a) the normiialised group source spectral density H (W,. andm

(b) the set of correlation coefficients. C1(a}
IIn oractice only the first coefficient, (a) need be! tabulated if equation (7) it~ vied. As

will be shotni "I1c. z4 sligt ificotino involvi4 the uaequ4nl shock tpactin, is acalyxeded to (16)
bef1t arailcoyPeicinfruai ealis-td. The qwsintities (a) an (b) -ire d&eamlnqd throu-2h i
a c~itational study of the choked jet noise spw-tnrr, fteasret at diffremnt anCrhes to the jet ards andJ

i qj Ifor a range of pesrrais hrbyproýWdin A Fultabirt variation of both (I I %cale) and e ret- t
this date alone is used.gb daiwaolyaalletrheuetejtan

The- spectral anolitvdes ar-e ind-apen&'nt of angle ea nd thar, fort the directivity or (16) at~< N::, IConstant freluency is daue solely to the cosifnes. This pemits (16) to be solved as an even Fourier series
with indepenent variabile Vf'.

With cinstant frequegncy the equ~ation predicts for the spettral level, a series of Na~wrmoically
~ jrelaited peakas of eallevel corresponding to constructive interference. Ths- cc~ur atl f/f V1. 2. 3.

- tc. (hsitra roiigtre ratogr #o"e sources presenft.) Kow,*ver. hAi f/f de
extend to valuesl~ of 2 or more in the meiasured directivitv. only th undMenta pe is wel deinod.

Asi"IlI ar ObservaticM canl te r~de2 of the 10ovnd spc-tra. Figure 9, wh~ere the tndaaestel is seen to deelnete
3the spectral distriution, 0f couretr this c-ase, the harmyics arm tntiipkated hadirl differenrt peA 4.

levels due to Ott frewtany depemdencc of (a) wnd (b) above. I4pwcver a drastic loss of coherenIce (b) at
high frecquoncies is discounited here for the rctic.ý:n tVW the furt-aiaatal Is readily dlscernad atsale
argle1s. (eg q 600) tooQ it theft occinjr at frecucacics cwmpe4ra7de to thte missiN higher hermoatic pe4*s In4"
F Figure 9.

*?-*se discrepancies -Mprwl it etm frsw the sift ov-ersfieillficatinis, ibuly the use Vf a Ccrstanit
%hcstc soacing L- This wit foupd to r*doce by about 61 trot en cell to the next. see cgur* 6'. Also

ecfn(3). TtcM effect a-f incorponitirq (l) In !he pee~rarlised rersult (13) is azst easily vlsUalls.ed
whe' L/1  Is assumetd very Luall. lIn this hsstace t04 exns~ion 0; (13) its In pe'rt ioientic-al with (16)

(fot %Aicnl L wa:s nssvtnd constaft) bd 'U t lc~ Intr* ef tee arise. lTh tirs~irtf (WUi I -1)

>9<~ i ws e Ia to
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U AL r G t sin [- f/f] (25)

:71 WY. w 12(+) 223(w) + 3G34(w) et IrFw p

It will be seen that these terms are in quodrature with their corresponding cosines :uzn any)
Asthyhave a frequency weighting. Taken as a whole, their effect is to generally enhance the% destruc-

tive interference below the fundamental peak and 'fill In' above the peak as Is observed in the measure-
~cents.

2 T3 ~simplify matters, the spectral ampitdesG the sine terms areasueeqlfoan
givenvalu of Imi - nj. This can be jutfe then69relative cant-ribtion of the sines to the sound

spctu is not unduly lre.

21 ~Now incorporating (3) in (13) we obtain, for the sound spectral density,I/

P(ra'Gw) E 4 E Gmn(w) Cos h (1- M case).(In -01 Et K) (26;)4
Po' r0  m n c7 I n

Then expanding and re-arranging in the manner of (16), an expression suitable for prograpming is ohtAined

Ggr.o~ii ' ~i~L.%w1 N-(i+l) ci ccsL-u 1 ]
(r )1 +5 s Cos (1 O'S@)..'

NIA where a L~sOt8'
1 si ~ K + iS) (28)I

~1A least squares analysis enabling a 'jest fit, of f27) to ;,.ie nmýasured directivity was established.
The ata as aitially adjusted to remove mixing noise using an ex-trapolation or subsoni mesrent bu

Vthis affects the low frequencies only and is of uncertain accuracy. Putting N - 8, AL 0_i and
Q 0.7 %,O the directivitlos for a wi'Ž. range of frequenccies and different p6,essure Ll ratios were pro-

Icgssed and the resulting sou-ce spectral levels normalised using (24). The results are apresente plotted
Iagainst Strouhal number in Figure 13.1

4 1A %ery reasonable collapse for the source spectral estimates is observed it. Figure 13(a). The1
scatter at low frequencies is thought due to inaderua3te corrtction for th-e mixing noise at the lower '

pressure ratios. The original assumption regarding source frequenty, namely that f~o Uc is used here.

However, U varies little in ladis data and is ac-proximately equal to a . The shock iTspac~ing L doesj

vary, by acfactor of 2.3 and the collapse therefore confiros 't- 1cuor9ance Acontrolling source f requency.

Th he spetrum peeks around a Strouhal inter of 0.65 at approximately 16" 48. At tho pxtrewintiJos. ,

~~'g~t ¾s f it c~tanges by roughly 6 dB per octave (c- )

" j Shou in Figure 13(b) are the coajtted valuies of correlation coefficient for adje'cent sourcesI
(1 I). Considerable scatter is observed b~ut the valueas lie within the perwissiblo range. The flow A

m srects, Figure Bja) were used here to su~ggest a wean varito sldln)

T"? solid lines in Figure 13 4re taken to be the universal spactral characteristics for the shock
associated nois~e of a choked jet. using these along with ecuio T i) $Af(27) a -pWR-ed d progr~o has

I ~been written.a

N:tc jm S confirstl of thfi v~idity ofu toPrcjgra~e ~tMn a4ove aralysis is givtf In Figure i4t

cie ar fundin hedwr~stre&-ýc quadrant (eý - b" in figure 14), Rteme th scc spectrum tends to
eserge ecbtvv the gntas#,4t andthre is &m su-ggestion that loo arid %1W range* frequencies tend M'. to

I i r-.diatek efficiently at the smaller eigles.
t lK~im rtcent prtdiction; (ne~t show.¶ here) beut for jets hiatid to 11030K, 411se tge quzally wail

wit ýeavurturt providing the* frinqurcny teatr is defirmi a: tL/a i~e. ltenat of flow vellocity.

The shock %waves lin a choaked jet 4trz vnrerstnble fo-ra soiace of tr'.-w aVnd srgM. The intensity
-~ -.- '- kof this 'shock tssociatod waist is virtual ty indep'r-fdet of anglt o? obfernvtioi tad jet V*loc0ty but a

k`Ac.tier only of pn~strre rtit. tn Waticuiar, it is proportional to the fojurth pvweAo the shock
stnngta (a). Its hfisf s-,ectra is distlnct frims that of Im1s tn fot~adi iaatrsdb ah

The frWqueci.Y of this peak varies With "Nglet In th*anner Of t &ool-4r Shift aW ft, prwoptttOrl to set
vtlocltj 4nd inmrttiy prp~ti-wa to flock sjsactng.

2- A s3Olwle o.v4el for "h sinek iroisa %xrags -ta supcunsfully #1eWu e to r petet the souwI
raitdto th. far field. Thet principal ass1tt-. wvly, Vnst ntch the-ak cell end4 *AY W rtAreu2, &I

a cctr-act source of asotustlc raiatIon, with relative "hsngst lay the t~te fa~ owttlabt
vaw 4s amWl Sýýistantlated. AdclylIled apllkstioa of VMS ratfi to the socnl f M1wrwts revltx-i

- t hi a star of fUNdaamn1tnl CwOmusioi'tr~ ~ ~ ~) kg sald can b* etotaposd Iato bAD c~oeem ') rasosst coatirttltiot) equl ta- ti*:
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of the individual source intensities and (ii) an interference contribution, arising as a result of the
sources being correlated. The two ccuonents coubine to form an interference rippic in the sound spectrumu.

10 Consideration of the relative phase and differences in retarded time ýer these almost equally spaced sources,
explains the variation in peak frequency. Also, slight variations in spacing account for the virtual ab-

__ sence of harmonics of this frequency. A successful decomposition 3f the measured spectra is achieved and ¶
utilised in a prediction progranmme.

Using the model to compare hot and cold jet data, it is tentatively concluded that the character-
istic frequency of sound radiated by individual sources is independent of the eddy velocity! No explaia-
tion for this essentially empirical observation is currently available. It is MWpe that future work to
examine the detailed physical processes associated with the shock/ turbulIence interaction mechanism. revealed 4*
herein, will also incorporate the rationale for this observation.
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NOT SE FR~OM HOT1 JETS

1-,A. LUSH and N1.J. FISHER

INSPITrAME OP SOUND AND VIBRATION RESEARCH¶ ~UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAJTON

ORFAT BRlVAIN

SU1(ARY
Measurements of the noise from sevesra indeptendentt workers of hot sub-sonic jets show

.~, 3that the noise decreaises relative to the urheeted. jet at high jet velocity but increases at, 1ow velo,:ity.
The decrease at high velocity has prev-iously been explained by the reduction in the jet deaisity for the
hot jet and this explanation is econfirmed by the present study. Te increase in noise at Io ve iy
is attributed to en additional source caused by entropy fluctuations vhich varies as U4 compared with U8

for the usual mixing noise. A simple theoretical model using Lighthiains theory of ae-odynemic sound
ýy is propos ed and this gives very good agreement with the experimental results, but -the theoretical model

cannot be justified rigorously. However it could provide a isatisftrctory .setho.d for prediction of the

noise from hot jets and a basis for the collarse of data.

a local speed of sound
AAoifcenlf t-/)
a0  ambient speed of sound

B coefficient of~ (i/a )

C specific heat at constant volume

Cspecific heat at constant pressure

D jet diameter

f frequency

I sound intensity

4k density parameter
p pressure

R distance frosw -urce to observer
S entropy

S. entropy in jet

Sambient entropy
.3 0

t time

T Lighthill stress tensor

ibcttemperature

u fluid velocity in direction of observer

U, U jet velocity

v traneverse velocity component 6

Xi space vatiable,
pdensity

Pi Jet density

a5 sient deneity
rtoof *Pacific heots

UntilRecen1tly w"s widely accepted that, the tffect on the Jet noise of inc-reasing the Jet
temperature at- a conc.tent jet velocity would be a reduction in the noise radiated as a result of'& reduct-

Sion in Je. dcnzaity. However measurem~ents of the noise from hot subsonic jet& carried out by 5~tM
(Aativoxr,! G(As Tuirbine 9stabliuhmient) and al',o in a~tyby S1XWCA (since published Joi--tly in

r~.(Jindicate that while this reduction does coecur at high jet velocities, at lorw velocities the
rtdiation tctually increases relative to the unheated jet. At this stage work at IMY caneentrated ou
Vinding an explanation for this increase in noise. Previous experiaental work on hieated jets had

- ~generally found a very small etriect on the radiation (r-.f. 2)0 certainly less than that expcted beesuoe
of dnsiy reucton. These results led Ribner (ref. 2) to suggst that the reductior of radiation

due to reduction in jet denh4 .ty was to some extent cancelled by an additional source of noise due to

flcuain inetoy hs4geto a oloe pa Rb oatmtt sewArate the extra

dpnde~e o 4. I in a tfrthtar found that the usual mixing noise cosponont, Uhich vas 683Lmed to Vary

teoetcm-slly. Also the U'cxrponent increased with incrvasing tespaLrature in a way compatible with a
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model based on entropy fluntuations. A similar anaalysis of some new hot jet noise results from
Lockbeed Georgia Co. confirmed these findings (ref. 3). The analysis of these two sets of data
together with the development of a theoretical model based on entropy fluctuations was published at the
British Acoustical Society 1973 Spring Meeting (ref. 4i).

However a cloauer examin'~tion ole the theoretical arguments shoved thrt this source would actually
Lvary as U6 and not U4. Unfortunately it was not possible to reconcile the experimental results with ,Y,

noise was generated upstream of the nozzle by the combustion pxyoccnss, although the close agreement between

widely differing r:.gs made this seem unreasonable. NOTE then carried out some experiments usine an
electrical heater and generally theso shoved good agreement with the prerious tests, indizating that
cambustion was not involved. Further confirmation was produced by recent ISfVR reult, Zor which ain
electrical heater vas also used. In fact these results completely confirmed the presence of an addition-
al temperature dependence source varying as U4 . These recent ISVR results have now been complet~ely
analysed and are presented in this paper together with the previously published NGTE results.*

One important difference between this work and that publisWe previously by others is that we have
concentrated exclusivelyv on the analysis of the radiat~on at 90 to the jet axis, and not 'the radiation
at the peak angle.. The reason for this is tbat at 90 to the jet, the effects of source conv-ection and
refraction of cound are eliminated and the analysis can concentrate on changes in the source strength.
At the peak angle t.f radiation, the effects of convection and refraction are superimposed upon the
changes in source strength and since both are likely to be functions of tenperreture, it would be impossible
to separate thn two effects.

In view of the very close agreemient observed between the ISVR and NG77 reoulte, it is worthwhile
outlining the main differences between the two experimental rigs. Th,ý NGTE measurements were mide in

the large auechoic chamber at Pyestock and the jet wan heat!:d by burning hydrogen in the plenum chamber
upstream of the nozzle. Total temperature up to about 900 K could be achieved. Considerable carn was
taken to ennure that the noise radiated from valves and the burner were minimdLed. Free entrainisent of
the outside air kept the chamber temperature near to tha ambient. Tho ISYR measureuents were made in
the large anechoic chamber at the University end in contrast to the NGTE mcasuremen~s the air waz heated
electrically. The maximum total temperature obtainable in this case was about 500 14 AgaiL great

4 ~care vas taken to minimise rig noise but no special proviaions were made for ventilAting the chamber,
However it was found that the chamber temperature did not rise above 35 C. The effect of tile change
ambient temperature was allowed for by making measurements at a constant ratio of total temperature t.

the ambient._ _

2. T,'ERETIAL ONSIEPAION
R bner's sugg estion of noise radlated from entropy fluctuationn wes investigated using the frame-

_14 work of Lighthill's theory of aerodynamically generated sound.- Tn this theory, a turbulence reg3ion
- INgenerates sound as if it were a distribution of' acoustic quaLrupoles of strength given by,

T A u 2+ P-a 2 Wl '

A ~rr r so

where u it the fluid velocity in the direction of the observer. The viscous contribution to this
source trnth has been omitted as usual. For- a cold, i.e. unheated, flow, the term In p-a 2p will

* be neiL.'ly zero, since the pri;ssure and density fluctuations will be largely isentropic and thR sounid
speed (teLperature) 411l be nevxly equal to the ambient value.* Thus in a cold flow the main. contribu-
tion to the round generation is from the term au 2(eynolds' stresses). However in a heated flo-wi,
the term p-a 2p will not be zero because the prelsure and density will no longer be isentropically relatýed.I .From., the the~modynamic relation.

it can be seeTA that tedniyfuuaonfnr instance will be cc~zposed of an isentropic (2)sur
* ., /fliuctuation and an entropy fluctuation at co-nstant pressure. The pressure Pluctuation contained in

P-a p will partially eaneel, loaving a contribution froas the entropy fluctuation. The fluctuating
"dnity is given by

P (3)
'2

where p iwd a refer to at-an Ymlues of density and speed of sound rgspectively.
Since we are restriiating our attettion to the radiation at 90 to the jet, the exprtession for T

simplifies considterably because the mean -elocity ' will be very az~al so tbat; teras involving it cUi
be neglected. With tthis aim4ilification and using a3. quation (1) becomes,

where the mean ter=s nae been &dropped since thev do not contribute to the rate of change o~f T which fZ
sht is ivqu3.red for the far fiteld radiation. Also the triple product 4.f fluctuating qaantitlis has been

4neglected. The first, torm is the ci aitribution from the Raynol's I strea* and the mean density is taken
to be that in the centre, of the shear layer, In general this is given by

. X u + (1-k p(5

uiere k is a paramieter lying between and 1, which represents the position in the snear laysr,
e.g. k-i, vould correspond to tho arithrzetic mean. For swall varictions in je, denrity., the meani
density would also be approximat,44 given by thte geometric mean /v .p *but thit. result becomes in-
accurate if the jet density is aubstsntially less than the &Abir'nu' 0 The second term is proportional to
the temperature difference between the source region and the 4abient. In the oame of heated jets the
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coefficient of y' can never be greater than unity and varies rather slowly with temperature. If' it is
assumed that p' varie3 in a similar way to ov' 2 , then the term can be combined with the Reynolds' stress
term and the overall density dependence assumed to be p. However this term may be important foi jets
with temperatures or speed~s of sound substantially below the ambient value. This point has been dis-
cussed in some detail by Lighthill (ref. 5).

However the third term of (4i) proportional to flt~ctuastions of entropy does appear to give a source
of acoustic en~ergy. Moreover, if it is assumed that the magnitude of the entropy fluctuations is aX
function of temperature only and independent of velocity, then it can immediately be seen that the
acoustic intensity of this source will vary as U4, since the rate of change of source strength will be
proportional to velocity. Tt is assumed that the entropy fluctuations are simply propcrtional to the
mean entropy difference across the shear layer. In the absence of static pressure graeients, as in a
jet flovz, thie equation of state for a gas mybeue to give,.6

Iffinal.y4 it is assumed that the Reynolds' stress term and the entropy term in (14) are independent
(e.uncorrelated) source terms, the intensitf of the total acoustic radiation may be estimated from the

sun of tesquares of the two terms times the fourth power of a typical frequency. This results in an
expression of the fort,

17S

where

A~ f)2 = ( A .i1-k)2()

anid

C 0 T.

JTht coefficient B may also be written in terms of jo.!o since T.ITo -Po/p The log term may be ex-

panded to give approxiirately '1-

"(P + Pi f)

and if is taken to be the arithmetic mean

0 j
*the coe~ficient B becomes,

gK~jB- (1- ... (10)

The .two coefficients A and B will also in general be functions of the troulhel number fDIU Z-
and the r4~o f the observer distance to the nozzale diameter, BID. In tefollowing work, U4values
of the coefgiciento are Alwavs corr"cted to H/D-l, assiming an inverse square lair dependence.

3. AMALYS10- OF -RPIM~TS
'Me results for the radiatioun at 900 ar, analysed ajsumiug that the rAdiation iutensity is

----------- .. given by equAation (7), in which the coefficientzA and 3 are assumed to be f'unctions of tespersture ratio,

T Tadin the cote of filtered results, functions of ftroubal number, fl)/U * The method of analysis

essenI .. tially of' satch.Ing the wmeaured velocity dapeadencr to the theor~tiics result (7) by
suitably adjusting the values of thc coefficients A anid B. This process in coutinued by trial and error
until a good fit has beon obtaine4. This analysis was cared out first for the overall intensity at aill:
ing the measured results at a constant Strouhal uumber, nDUur rat-her than a fixed frequency. The use of
the Strouhal nut'ber ensure& that the saws soor-e is observed whatever the jet velocity and jet disaseter.
In this way the variation of A and B with both frequeacy (Strouhal number) end tapperature ratio can be

Typins1. exauples of curvv fitting ft?. the ISO1 results are shown in figures 1 and 2. Thie first is for
the overal intensity and the other for a Strouhal nur"er of 0.1. Note the ertremecy good fit-that can
be &vhieved over the whole velocity rarGe sepeciali1y for the te~ersturv ratio of 1.7. Vac tamo process
was also carriad out for thnt N=F results although the curve fitting vas loee exact in this case because
thte velocity range was more limited. (IogA~sutally the agreement between this method of walysiis and the
intorcept-slope technique iiwed -in ref. 5 is v~ry good, but the uw metbod is wxh quicker). Where they

overlap the two sets of data "are very well,, especiaWJ the cold results.*
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Since we are mainly interested in the variation of the two coefficients with temperature ratio,
* ~these variations ere shown in fi-gure 3, for the overall intensity and in figures 4., 5 and 6 for the 1/3

octave i~ntensity at three Strodiel. numbers, 0.1, 0,3 and 1.0. It can be seen that the vnriationai for each
coefficient are qualitatively the same for the overall and the filtered results. The ISMf results fit very
well into the gap in the NGTE results, although the coeffieient of U8 shows a more rapid decrease with
temperature. This is particularly noticeable at Stroubal numbers above 1.0 and indeed th"-. decrease is much
more rapid than the moat rapid variation predicted by the theory. It is thought that this reduction in the
high frequencies for the ISMT results Sloce is due to atmospheric absorplion, which has not been corrected I 7~C

Spectra for each coefficient, combining the two sets of results are shown in figures T and 8 and these

efficient of U8 in the 16Rrsls a esenepcal for the temperature ratio of I,.T

The nalsis f teseresults shovs that the noise from hot jets may be separated into two
cm~oent on of hic ýýtheusual mixing noise assuzwd to very as Ue and the other a source which skppears

to aryus 4. t i fondthat both of teecomponents vary with total teupermture ratio. The co-
effiien ofU gnerllydecreases rather slowly with temperature but the soefficient of U4 increases

rapidly at smnall temperature ratios and tends to level Off at the higher temperature ratios. (figures 3,
49 5, 6). These effects occur more or less equally over the whole spectrum and the spectrum of the
additional source is very similar in shape to the usual mixing noi " spectrum. It is possible that the
peak frequency is slightly lover for the coefficient of U4, Becauso of the ~-ood agreement between two

independent sets of reaults and with the confirmation from two other sources, namely Lockheed Georgia Co.

rig vs'ed.

A theoretic*1 model based on the noise generated by entropy fluctuations has been studied and in its
simpler interpre-tation, the theory predicts an extra source of monopole order white intensity varies as U4
in agreement with tbo observed result.* The temperature dependence can als( be estimated and these resultsf

are giveiz by equations (8,(9) and (10). If the variaticac (8) and (10) are superimposed on the A
appropriate figures, 3, 4, 5 and 6, it can be seen Wift there is a tolerable agreement between the measuredI
points and the theory. The. value of k in (8) has been taken as 0.5 in this case, to give the best fit

M over the wholb temperature range. Hcovever a value near O.'T5 would be more suitablP for the XSVR results
alone. Such agreement would normall~y indicate that the thworetical model was adequate and could be used
with confidence for prediction purposes. Hlovever in tLis case the simple, interpretation of thc theoryrappear to be incorrect on a closer examination.

In the derivation cf the theory it kiae been assumed essentially that the entropy of a particle of
fluid folloving the motion is constant, i.c.*

oinother words that the molecular diffusion effects of viscosity &ad thermal cnductio r absent.
Thus fluctuations in entropy at a p;'4nt are caused by the convection of fluid parallel to the entropy

gradent. Thus the rate of change of entropy can be partially, at any rate, replaced by a divergene
which is known to represent a higher order source, in this case, a dipole. The complete source term can
be foundCsao -by examining the rate oT chca'fpa (see equatiwi (1)). Using the therooynamic

Wihthe help of the equation of contiuuity, this expression may be used to give an equatiola for
,~which is pert of what is required, i.e.

attU

Ueng the continuity equatich; again to give j~,the eipreasion f~or the rate of change of p-4 2o
ia given by a

/ (V_& 2p -{y-l) p' -~ (p-a 0
2p)uj

In this expression both pressure and density ma~y be referenced to tChir ambient values p andp
The first term, which involves the fluid dilatation, is a monopole source lbecause tho iesmurs -erturbatica
ppwill vary as U2 , and gives a velocity dependence for the far field variation of at leout U , The

see&id term is a divergence and consequently it represents a dipole ounrce, Since the apace derivative
will. be converted into a time derivative for the far field radiation, there will be an extra two powers ofI
NvYM if the viscous dissipation and neat conduction terms are included in equation (14), the dS not
produce a variation of U4. ~e te'pa~

However the experimental results quite clearly Show a U4 variativn although, if the resu~ts azre
analsedassmin th ti is U6, it is possible to produce a astiafactory fit to the data at temperature

ratios below 1.4. For higher temperature ratios however it is not possible and a U14 result is auch
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beore satisfactoy leasit tdotentseob possible teaoo fo hsdrepancy.e currently, aevented thethory wiay

becorrect, it is possible that serious errors have been made in determining scaling lavs, because in
a heated flow, the dynamics of the turbulence may be substantially changed. For initance it bas been
assumed that turbulent velocity fluctuation varies a~s U and the pressure fluctuation as U2 and this
may not be correct in a heated flow. Secondly, the extra sound may not be generated 4.n the jet
turbulence at alU but be coming from some point upstream of the nozzle, in which case the theoretical
treatment would be different. At present neither of these possibilities has been explored thoroughly.I

5. CONCLUSIONS 1
Experimental results show that a hetted jet has an extra source of noise which varies as U4 and

increases in strength with the difference in temperature for density) between the jet core and the
~ 'ambient. In addition to this effect, the usual r.-ixng noine which va~'ies as U8 decreases in strsngth

with temperature in the way usually expected i.e. it arwies as the square of the mean density between the
jet core and the ambient. A simple theoretical model based on the sound generated by entropy fluctuations
gives a very plausible explanation of the observed results, but the theory cannot be justifie(4 rigorously.¶ ~ Hovever the theory does give a method for the prediction of the noise froat hot jets end a basis for the
collapse of data.
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ON IM tNOIR ISM JETS

Depacums ofG. M. Lilley
WW2n o alurmastics emd Astronsuticsa.

Usiversity cof Souzhara, K4Ia~da>

The ecast eartlul experiMucAtl resgults of Lush and ochers have displayed results for the
~ K directivity ama spectra of Jet awigse which are Wt easily reconciled with toe normal dlasgwos~sl treat-meatoof jet VAL" e m haze Us L ic lle~ moving source Raodl inwolvIug co~ewti'ie aelificaciom. AlthnigtLighthill's thsecy is exact, usavwrchles it is slmoet isposaible a priori to eveluate the Lis~htjillcoerc ftnctiou T -In mest alamtestry qplicstionse it is usual to wpproxiats tonpoetiene! to the rWtof the IMe daraity and the =eA square of the volacity end 9 "&etat01

pcoeible ecurcas ritha the jet f low coctrihaue with equal efficiency. Pot anise pcsratiout an the4 dainim rqgios of a jot1 , such qproximsticea infer no imacractias betwee the flow And the Wave nation<j cedLue to the emitted aced. 2xasciaceut on the other b=4audfw that camcp. in tam temperature and
Ma velcity distributions do modify g~ iatoanity sad dir.ictivicy of the radiated &wed and bocce

SA wMtificatioe of Ligkthill'a theory is discussed in *~lch prsr dittcos in the jet ar,
treated aso ame wr flow problua which iv settled to the 4autar flaow radiation problem. In this treat- A'1ment the source functiot involves quadratic and higher order saa1 dierurbeace tern. This opproach,althnhg mare complicated mathenaically the's the exct theaty of tigbthill, hag the adv1atoge that it ~A irateattsattica direCtly to the, role pla"d by the ax velocity at twemrstare dstieciutics an the4 peoratfe mad propeuttcns of the aemited scow.

The model in its siqslsst fore CAM be reduced W a vortex *bast model sMd tkus drum atteetiamto the stability clerocterictics of thes vorte, Aseet. in the sW er! r aa the nozbility/4~~~~ hancteriecics of the mining regoo n recaois4'r~d ad Ito leant ctatio aps oe% re te -sduatie
the larp-sacee eddy setiee. fla HOWe suabtility than" is axteade to deal with WOo li'zeurities sad,4 aso a reclt, t00 wilted. of the lsergo-sals msjoc 1.A dsealuedA . This is comarso Win~ the Massuredloqp-ecole atroeta of the jet. From this model the at. cuftccsicc of th sre tiocna x
Li~ed.

toe inqr caelM.e 'dAb so" i'eolcs frmi this ama fotmlatih sand ca-Tspsrioc s Ues& with

oxeeroflingalo
t ~ e n 

.~ -

d jet dtaa.-r
*42)~~~ 6&raQ tattnn t (LigtaMhl)F

b Gpecif it esflalpy V velocity

V w~wsa nd fot'cace welvc~ity& scle 9icheec
~ diicac (pcitlaof obsec-wr)N V ~ec warbasd athe #anreraci

so aW-ctd of seusi 'tpic*c ofi QGUSCt
. I ratio of Qecific Mats

Q etB rctcn vUesyfaemeic vigcoait, 4

u ~ii6a freq-usecy
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LIhtbxll 'a theory of esudymamsic mete. applied to thu problem oe the notes game~r uAt froms the
uiaso" e~ofea tubloat j019dadtfc foreitscaaothk as WlodSOW91ofttIepflpG rtidUof the *&CW

tims coveuisece of the stress *oearlT tbrougftst the usisag rectin% Currently so theoretcol pr--
dictions exist Cor this coauaisace and40 feviexeuieatl data are afellable. Tie ifllusive dissctor of
the Tj cwevuarace is Verb"p more readily realtsed wbA it is stated it involves, in Ireard.l focO ¶
ordor quatitee ead heludee the ffcsoreactlon and difftweties of tbe presaaer fie14 of the
tetuleoce by the flow its*lt. The difficalties, in the ewolunisan of the T 4 esaerisuac has bees the
mejor strabling block in asking detailed isroads lnto the predictive of W.datgmerstiom fro, jets azd
to a better srnderatmdin of the soise chusrcteristice of the gsnrc&sd molee. The problem cas be put
smonbar way. rea* eAst is kano of the struet..a of tus~etulat et is it Poseilbe to eat up a uitable

V- pkyeical Modela which uh-M OWd late Lia~thil' theory Can shquately predict the cojor characterbitics4 Iof the acoustic redietfo? & s roh of ouch physical Sadle en described below end each in shown to
q ~descibeea of this essential characteristics of the ratiated noise. woa the results of the theory are
4 c&amp" with eqeriamax.

The flea cnaamndvaem eqeesimsa for a tiscales fluid ulsin rectslagw Cartesana teaser notation

cos 0____ ...........t..

- U,

State4

toare tr t.Vis coevitse stress Laar.s to the bee~t flUZ VOt-0r e. C ± is toheb- dtointtsi

feactso, k Is Mae seeiific atbelpy and y is the rota. of tkas spedife Ic tu. Other wof~ haw their

is ardor to portr.U monals Oopertta. on thee cYP~idtlWe Wil wat" %A's use of tEmir cnwraa-
petr4ia fors ?-a twcor motetist This is place cl , 2, 3 we writ. nspeuctiwely C

weOr. rr- r. Ime * is Ebe square Of the lInel &Q46W speed.

isLpbtlu-*& of a"r*y4"wdc C6,SQo be qoalees tka t5'wm 6rvimflve 04 1 Mwith Zhe
*iL&K Wa 4a to "V. eive -n UAMW#0" MasWQn sew ado for the daait~p vP fhtir Ospaies is veiua

tar T~ q 57 OV a % 0ýj is Lit offoetive etres tesrqr toe dwestty fl~tecadons It

The cwsnepaaflu4 eotv- fee tMe prease* Is

IrI

tho foreleg Iseedea is rap-laed b1 a2 vv. Sos results basedn Wete aid relted qappe-

isatloas are disctussed Minw. i
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Lightbill'r theory of sarodynamic noise is appealing since it replaces the actual flaw by an
equivalent fltow at neat in which are embedded sources of strength 2 . which can mwov in thin

uniform fluid at rest havingl a constant speed of sound a Thus in the analogy the sources rove but
wot the fluid. Deuce shea is knows throughout tha n~at flow the wave euation 8 ca esily h
windc and the density fluctuatzoo*, "n thence th~e mean sotad intensity, caa he evaluated in the
field outside the flow. But T cannot be 4atimate A by sany current theory for a turbulent [lows
"ed henc at mwet the soun intensity in the far-field &Wd its directivity can only be found to som-.. order of approsaataon. T-- problem is made sore ccmplicatcd when it to realised, as indeed was
stressed by Lietkill. that Ti1 not only Includes the fluctuations produced by the turbulent flow,
but also includes these effect4 resulting from the interaction between the turbulent flow en~d the
wavenatlas gaseeated by the f low. Thus unless these latter effects of refractio'n an-d diffraction
art property included in eveauating Tthe final result, for the fst-fisht inteseity, will be in
error since these phooeamna present. in the real fltow will have been ipuorea in the analogy. Ligbtbill ~."-
Vse fully mare of these difficulties in the application of his theory b~ut stressed that at least In

f ~cartlsi ceaae of the generation tfws:nan~yul ls uhphnmn ol be of sajor
ipttIn deastericiu the far-field intaeseiy sad the total ecoustic poser output from such flcove,

It is clear that say iwgrovwmnt in Li&thill' theory msat in some massure allow these pbflomsn to
p t q springy rifler than a seciedary or suheidary role in the formslatiom of the dominating equations.

before we tea' to this aspect of our pr~obler let as consider the ieparate wtsr in Ti. Yhe
first tern owv is the uawztt flux per sait volum in the jOh direction resulting (rt-n fluid crocising
a surf~ac paegpoediculsr to the it 4iroctiom. The second toe-rn ia just the viscous atreuc tensor
awd so in & turtoleat fluid we ass i..~c it is augmnated b6y the taynolda stress ow1v 1 . The third Zarnr
(p - P %2fl is Mortally ccnsidan to be of seall order in toqiatisot with ov~ Alt least in flQVa in
whieb the texptatwe 0.17 differs slightly f rom the mbisut radius. (ktsides the flow, N&Pere onily

*gadW" trier, the flhb±at7-ica in (p - a ared identically "rar.

00

uafystated bztvsnr that in turbulent flow fields disturbseaces. will ba pradsAincatly aca-iseerropic

ewea V~ough iseAkropic di-stugtasceu. in the form of sc"nd wilet.e will be paeealeo. The gaSUMra
eqarice for pecn.fluesvaaines withis £ tusbulsut flow is from 9

_ r vi P 1
Wiets "iain denot fliataatke ill ties. Or. the other h&ad tn A xra& is&satropcai ly GicturketI flosw

2_i~j

2 -...... 1

wkaere &u~flu MI tnose0, am s;nvlasrpi le csun Wthe.o em -: orda4r of %Mgaftr b-~at, 4Cn _rhtZ Vtr
fect~ utsctysclof the Errntals& flactootime. V tbo typical easm vpn~d .d W the lengtt

&-"'it &f the# Carbela14t flgctukt&3er., Wn fiad isa ttm-teoat flow is "Lich thoen is a cost'Alet G6oud

- it? 12 -

What'e K T ¶/s,ý eax suf (is (r) desstea the rnnýioezi or we-iov trt-tc pert.. At suffiettstly low
tbch KmsL-ct tiw ptasser. flwctsatisme rfth~e a flow ousild be txdsaada by t!!e- ditutncs u to the
a ed fiel~d. ID ts ehec of e-ase wvo p'4 vili loe RI 0 0X I}. Thu. csrrnIP.HV4 fluctratieoe
Lu suttetp 0,7 t~oWAnbte- cas bea deceeamia by b"1is aM art the 1isas4riso pertsrainw Of theM ofgStara

0 0 (1. . . ..0

sL.-vlu ctar in Los Mbek %saýeatic t'o flactuatie Lun estkal~ are dctlasrtad lby the tlEetustitea, ts
dohyz A t w of proeesror. Thincfr thee a tosuch fis.. seed4 v ta rser Osset csatep lc s

ces" ste jtnat ftuuctio. af tht nrienc~repgc Part Of teU dashyl lieCtusIoe which are aot acbes. e-Cily

!yc 1 alWtts tnaitcr 6W~ eas C4 tMe lo " mo. b u er Flaw- to a hoe turt~aleet jet.
The (shLoving wffreaiace oe-ie& vill held for a tVrtelna prdaiti mkerT of asityý- -
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-h'v'* uT l j,

dr4

0. 5

K, ffl

Si~ __ 7 /dy4

MWh"-ce near the1 cetrte cit tbU IRW4 region having an ovaeol diffunrnne In .uUCM1y of (ii An) d

in velocity of We r
A7j bj ho

Thu. we sea that

k6ere K is a fmuctioc of h N l C nl. Lull the jet is Very bat, v4th hib fl 1, it ia son that the 00oo-

diree-zoaal eathtalp'r fluctua~tions or* nearly doublet. acrepai4vlctyfutaid. o
find La low Poch nimnr flows that (S~ - a)1

nAis iAte~n~mA"t of KnctF :vcr aot P1 0 . Ilto d N.aWCt eumor f low's i-- ter-eby deduca that the third
tv-n is T. , *milatees aver tue rn.Inkikg tw tervau &M hAv a1 eagsitude lcdapeedent ci K4ac4 ntmer. V-a
Ca" nsnizi EMiS result snt--tr way. It it %at t-h~a presxsu-re I luctutiosa Which -40minate in V~t term

(a - a)Within a ttsisrlaut flowe bet th~z S;QO-iu~t-ruic Jaeeity fltctwA2!LOISt. sipwco 44 ' 0

(p' - "...-.........
7rAiM resgitA 46 Pdfr41et MocaCW(&2e N!an oaly bsea t obiaizt trm a ~~ rdar of aa#ni7-0te

t - T eS etutA to q a ee2w ate he

£rnals~rly Ir*o 2 and 3

_4a- tr -A I. tbs ;

tluctaatw a preesa~rw in it trurhlmt flov sr-s jiztly the ztesitt Of 9 kLt-rnai tatit :

nttiz--n & Wallh YVI:St parmztiWk the Local pai" set OWe flwcraa roe Eis c zh r.' •Nftoltclr 1
crossiaa the zurt ace of tut Winem. Tb, ivOerqeaaeastioe for t-ho preapz.r it VQvtYor'rar
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and the role of the fluctuations in total energy flux, as a source term in the generation of sound from
a turbulent flow when the stagnation entiolpy is scay tin&s the static enthlupy, ho, in the medium at
rest outside the flow, is clearly deuonotrattd.

We have ineed establiished the identity

r2

We note for future use that

2(y -lOh a a0 0

% so gn alternative form for 24 is

¼, ~2*
0 +v *e(h6 -hj,6

) 1t "0 -2') ...... 2

'1 Ut 1&avc included the- vieccus end heat r.,miuctioa tc=n for comidenanss in cvrntioo& 23 to M,. In
any practical applications these tOa0 can kiuPAWo JU~tifisbly be n&eglCted.

I ~Some explanation of the soince team in equation 23 io elcerl; ncess~ary since it differsappreciably tron. tbat givwe by Lighlbill. Vtrstlp ukercas in Ligbthili ' ewivreqsioc for Ti. it e
deduced that sound is generated by filutuatinsts in enusnttz= flg-t wa ua find that sound is nree

i hmugja tLt "wadg naucs jtem, iv adiin dizefttlv fron tha flgwtuatinnz in kier~ic -=-or37. rIally
the- flwt-ttiaricc in totalsitsergy flux across surfaces within the fLow ramult im soisd gearattot< Thace

*ioidaod are new and significant results.
714

Zbe wolutrot of equation 213 taken over a voirn2 V enclosed a' asurfaca S is, follon Culs

t , V- - 26

koat of toet aI h

equtie

A __

Ip-p 0 ) 5 1 t? ~ [COWL-ii? 0 V

[PV. dL

*Z *t P3 4-4'rr Ujjwrj !L

Vtere t-i #ýJe !bc- a-MCtta c*OiAes Of the wir'srdV tnOAl o the ndo.Tac erdi eut

cbýtLZLy 0thiv afl't tot ul& sto-t that ]Ere fa ~ai4lt pn*4as ure tn Curls sa~wn tar

-'sSi -, .e i,- 6o

I o-r
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¶ The dif fare:es between 27 and 28 iie entirely in the use in 27 of the ozpacded form, of

Wa note o'her ionu of 27 can be derived but for our purposes this appenar to be the wiat convsnieiit
One.

In the far-field at many unv-lengths from the 1 by 27 beconus, for cases where the surface

integral is unimportant, zi T!iuii¶i (j) )1 ctrbio

0 2

-+ vv N0 e
2...... 29 .

P 0 P v cc uhlc it the usual result for a vcltfh distribut~on 3f qoedrupoles.

For the ueamd Antgriil we smut irot untoc that ctrictly the equation of routishuity has not bceov. used
in the drzivaticn leading to 26, 27 or M9 Thus although it appesrru to have a magpltudaý of 0(N) wa
ftidtvtdt~ it is also possible for this toer to be GQQ' This arises winc" the mmo-viseosis

" "qsc , tecj is

~2 fh, -%,I 3(__ s h-h
..........J~....... 30

Tbsthe cotiuinto the LotlAsosi Vonr tvut pe ntvole. i

) 2

Fluakme"wto v a" cif ied b7 the cUm Tho ) %Ure Ft is the vmiw sPecific total estflo in the CM'O

The ~arcraI ib at4 the %malutiCa of vole. Integrels Involvi*g div on tau beilutad
fte~th. Prua the equatiOe Of eCetMIMity %V hEIM the idesthty.

MgD M sw caticer of tie divert.Jcs thenso sAid sauamivg that the "fsxfa ivxternl nelbshe

to1 C.2" eLu C fvtf yI tbo dinwette. irvieV? teai. L4a iota that in
eva -a 4 sa bin~t~ity tha *McvFtaI part of p to the dinttaeee sowew that ov, swerimg iY

31 npntawtta'uys frr n mtstiu"l o.atibtitis %ua (ris 31 we cme thee

a Qi 1 s re4t tl'ý %fl toe iecdsi(or isenutiWic) 40 &tt*f J I *alorWoe. "WeOW" r4.twtwi '.4a tv, 20 V4 (.V# rbutu i a diftcu~elsy in piecil* R-0 order Of
UBSAaIk4to# kw sqVet*C bta ý1, i s in tki O feft gin. ou the tithe bad ehideoL viel'
the o0gaat JZ7s- U$a4 0 ~aa w etvar Zoe i±ee, or sý. tt'tialty deste for ov} 04 era
t01ir Utit Elulcczza" U-te S&- 3. 61 *9 ~Het 1*M' VS talus' 04 c Zal~el* *W ity t(inost'AICMa

*4 aft t theni f lcg aftWt rwsktay'. ha istsaa V .St, va epeat= 1t Y,. * u (stamos of ý0

41f;
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can be used to justify the results in this section. For instance noting that for any scalar quantity X

a a x ~ DX 3
at "'axi j Dt

we nee that

a2  h, a , tr halJ 2
T*** " hL ~ho 1

0) .- t' at 2 o .....

which le&..s to the *a.t order of magnitude resultt quoted above.* A further comparison with experiment
ii *&do in latvr section.

go far we Niavt concentrated on an invistigation of the terern' in Tjj involved in Lighthill's
theory (,f &a' odynamic noise t in a view to seeking their respective orders of ragnitude and their
vitriat.)n with the Macli Nuaeber of the flow. We now turn to one other aspect of Lighthill's inhomoganous
wave equation fc-z t~he d-unsity within and outside a turbulent flow. in this for mulation

'Tu - Oliv - I 5 ~ ij+( ,)a Is ot~y relevant in solving aerodynamic probless when it is

irmdepeader-, or nearly so, of the d,!nsity fluctmottions within the flow. Thus the right and left hand
ti&1-4 cZ the inhomganeous weve equation are then regarded as independent. It follows that if telzo in
ljexist which are linear in Mhe disturbance density then these cannot be rege'rdcd as 'source terms 'uxt

Pons be grouped &lona with the other linear terms In o' on the left hand aide of Ote inhomogoneous wave
2 * equation. They represent phenomena such as refraction. convection and diffraction of density

fluctuations gencrated within the flow and influenced by it. If such terma appear on both sides of the
equation then a solution of the resulting integral equation can only be solved by iterative methods.
We therefore seek a formulation of the equation for, say, the disturbance pressure in which the 'source'

*term is to a good approximation independent of the disturbance, pressure. From the discussion above it
apperra that the dominant source term, in the generation of noise from turbulent flows, should be that
associated vith the rotational components of the flnictuating velocity sud thk2 non-isentropic part of the
density fluctuations. Further when prtzsure is the dependent variable no terme invwolving pressure can
appear in the source function.

We conclude this section by re-caphasisiag the problems in the evaluation of volume inte~rals of
the 'source' function whatn tha~t function is neerly a - -plate divergoet. We find that such 4 term of
sonopole type detgenez.tts into a dipole te-s, i.e. a pole of one order higher in magnitude, and so on.

However there can be problems *rising io perormi.ng this operation as we have seen in eqvation 31 abort
thus a fonopole term lilte ~a r ot ha oaploeud by a dipole tarm just bercause --. vtot

considering in some detail anc to hew this term should be ioterpreted. In this case ve observed that the
velocity to the dipole term was not the total velocity in a turbulent flow hut only it. irrotational
cowponent. It wo~uld the ef..-re appear to be esssntial to replaze all 'source' terms involving v

by their ePa~nded foree and eialoying the ejusmirin of continuity before evaluating its r~rder of utgtnitude
or dependence ovk velocity say. Meu in ths presenit case tlvui full ;oition of tl-A inho"Anaous w*vevj euation for tho pretsura ý6k be writtsnk,

1t, J 31fr

z V~. .L It V ¶Ii l -Id

v j L 4 Tv: I oIvi

r h 4k

The volAw Sattkral t-ove Mvvw alrea~y beet vsfertu t-d Mho'ý-ao Indicato the Pvto-woce of

oter are awlar to the~d fotzd by Oirlev excet Em OWe heat comdwtier.1 aad the wiatceus $",ta~ work
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momentum flux and mass flux across surfaces as well as related fluctuations in the total energy flux.

It i4 of course not implied that all these additional terms, from those noted by Lighthill, lead to an

order of magnitude greater than the contribution to the noise intensity from the well-known quadrupole

term ovjvj. What is ifplied that these additional teruehaving there origine in the fluctuations in

temperature withi• the aerodynamic flow,cannot be ignored without due note of their order of magnitude.

One such case is that of low speed hot jet flow which will be considered later.

3. A G(ZRRALISEP "AVE E9WIOh

In this section we will derive a convective wave aquation which avoids soV of the difficultles
sxperencod with the use of the Lighthill source function. We comance with equations 5, 6 and 7. On
combiuing 6 and 7 we find after tow retrramnmant

at a 4j+ v~t -pvjh) a

..t...........5
ph ph

a result corresponding to equation 22 and therefore having a similar significance. From the 'mechanical'
energy equation found from the scalar product of v with 6 we derive the remaining part of Dr i.e.

Dt

.. Y'. . 212v
v4r D v + 3T

j E a G,1 . ... 33 a (Th131 ax3
2

Dr P 1 8 (Qj vii OvjhS) D I a Ovj Dt ph as r
•'•'• • ............... 37

hFurther Uro E 6

Cxj I, ri g) 3X A
so tt •finally w dete Phtdllipat4i

tb: r O • co c'uai 21................3337

convecDed e ,ar OPSItiot

0 3 1 a,

V2V. V 1h.
K t

A ~wbore the final tarn CAP a&5O be twrittee o

41 11 1v r

C j) av ~- fxn4 v~,Aflrt f roe viscosa ...ý cmndocttsSA teflowe v n o"b4CL tbe 40daiw ow taiwX is 38 are

5-, -. '- YN IF~

I (bc) DvlP 55a,
Thais ovter-.ts alftuos a4ztln ita 12cI acI to theta iis Lig~*biittaens anwrlto

inavolve -1M *edfll4 r. 4.ttrt frame C LhA fti trs- tu s all $rtaw Sspe,*e"o 41 ilectutia" (a f,6261~
M viUswi. tcfluid. te list" tntGkSf* dnn f epicia attnttoa. -s t U t as A -C,~ ~ ~ o.

7 wicisysQ*rl~se4W 0# asZa rn flowm te .6 tors in~z La 444r~flc to etua ptt*~ltutt" nt*ity1. ft*ýtnt
ink ONe c& ef a 40ar 11W it b-4is t04 ptokc t OEtA Soo HenwvnssWfT" gtaiett tiuce4 ala
-Crdint ati the pntartusd"a 0*1~t '1 (4 91fixt im h osli~ci t prw~ta

tulocity i wsv~sw als a ftcacd *t tha ro"ms tlNtflW %at shU oe ze a a a stn

-1 j tatM
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A morn satisfactory equation for fluctuations in r therefore needs to be found and this has
been the subject for detailed investigation L~y Lillay(S) and co-workers for a number of years. An

equation, which is suitable for slowly diverging shear flon, hbt been obtained and is such that the
'source' function contains no term linear in the dependent variable r'. The left hand side of the
equation includes gradient terms involving the mean velocity and the mean temperature or enthalpy.
We assume that such gradients are slowly varying functions of the distance downstrean and are
doednatad by their values in the transverse direction. The equation, which is of third order in
r', is

B3 (-&2 V2V,) a;2  a a,' :;2 8v1  22 r,
SDr3 Dt(a , ax D + ÷32 (Ax, t) .............. 40

Dt 312 3x i x

1 .~here D 3 l
Sn * v- and ; and a are respectively the mean speed parallel to the jet axis and

the mean speed of sound. Botb vand a are assumed to be strong junctions of the transverse coordinate
4 X2 but are also weak functions of the axial coordinate xl. This equation can also be written in terms

of axisyastric coordinatee, (r, 0, a). The 'source' function A Cx, t) involves products, squares and
higher order products of the perturbation quantities and indeed we-flnd it contains two groups of such
quantities one of which is multiplied by, and is therefore augmented by, the mean flow gradients.
A ýx, t) being a non-linear function of the perturbation quantities is a true 'tsourcel function. Our

main difficult is that we have replaced a seemingly simle source function a2Tilax ;xj in Lighthill's

theory by one which is more complex and for which the physical significsnce of the individual terms is
far from obvious. Nevertheless, although this might be reasrded as a major objection to this form of

analysis, the formulation of the inhomogeneous generalised wave equation for the variable r has certain
specific advantages over Lightbill's seemingly simple attack on the problem of aerodynamic nowsi. The

notable advantage is that the first order effects of refraction cd convection are included in the left
hand side of the equation.

S The meth#d of solution of equation 40 presents many difficulties and to date no formal analytical
solution is availablo. The main a•.tqte so for have bean associated with the develowokmnt of strip
theory me thods which An at finding the coatribution to the far-field intensity from a local strip or
slice of the turbulent flow allowing for the influence and interection betwean Lhe upstream flow vad
"the turbulent flow at the downstream station mer consideration. This effect of '•wy in respect

•:•-:,•of tt.* distur~bances present 2t a give stationappears to be of major iaportanme as seent fro& tb•a
•!•-:•expearimetal vok of Crow(6), Fisere(?) am his coweker an others. The related "r~oach eassumes

-that th local turbulent sthe ,fuctu-atis in vequllibrity ard oi date• i d cpltaitly f y tha encal tie
averaitd values of velocity mud temperature aW their distribution. It is further argued that at eah
sta..•~tion &Iona tha jet the fluctuations in velocity are dominat i* a certain freuny •andMw • t z

spectrum of the radiation noise receives its main eoatribution In a given freqauaey bmd fro ome
' •section of the jet. (Tha qu•stion of the value of this dominnt frequncy at each section, an its

deaendeace on the large scale structure of the local flow, is the subject of a sCapat.e investigation).
ahus with this modal, apart free the inclusion of the wans flow effects In the left head side of the

jenerslisad CocvWCtie UAWa equation, the evaluation of the far-field inteoeitt is slimlar to that in
. Lighthill's theory. in buth theories it fo asuaad that the relaevnt source fucetion is tznam so that

its epate-tin covariance can be forwulateti at leot to s cceptabls Inorimaom. In this typo of
mo-del it is fouwd that the results for cle intens!y, y p.:tnm aud di••crivity Are not 1natly dampe~ot
oa the flrot choice for this coveriane•. Esther it is the eeaer In vhich the ecallta functions of
length and time invo•l•ved with the slowly very-lug character of tbo progressi" g flow to distaess de-
errata4 that gOwra the characteristics of the f•rftald rVSlaflce.

oee eossetial, differ""c exists betwaee this moda &ad that b~asal e*g Lighhill'e tcouaseic
.-1.)'•, neloey. I, the listter all sources distributed thw•oihout che turbulec flow relate e lly efficie tly.

Itn the mdel usad bars this is cot so. lba charbcrerleric e4quAisxte for a ptarllel Miti*$ r•eio at a
local strip dmkeitrwaw of tsh uasele -xit cam be writta (With I equal to the r4diwe it cylinaricaljg ...ol.r coor.i...)

j whee ~ i the ovrier COsVft-iiet at sh let* ais of r sag i: a fsasert of Oms avifl aed d c-1
T-4 frtrist CsOixteta of Vetnu•or a-d fre -m . qfa) s.e W) Asr dntarstin ftru the ktO srrp~r-

ties of tIe flow ot tie statitic-. r-h fArfM11 Iateamlty itak d Qetri. tan e d*Snerwwsd itre ctt*. It
Ii! f-[w d tOat LIAn#4ll's rea lt thot All #e0rcaa costri-!Wa to he- fat-fietd tpmetr w, ti Amy gRelb
d-trtctit9M4^2 Q Can -" alce 4(2) P0a45*# trns"!tos pon 0 4 those viodiryj the soeluties to the
ichuaeao is"'u bAs. -eqcibc "o tuat Of ro difl.cnia tttu s*""oe. Thereete I* flat 1it axrctil diAtio.4 40aAMot i nbe#b, [mtqaeyz•A : lvucc hren- soam6-r Vorpdfnbt. ia a nrYritielsr

Cavierwly,~~tte at-se Ica04 In thet" h4bCý aitghtoa
$ tvrt AyuIt tOe maa-tsl4 c-at-ef at math4 42a1n Is 14-IdsC4k withl art P14 w0ld C-MlC0l te ;DO

t b "sei, of the ifhtt of aretfre o* cud o ray scwtics. Thes thory Uez0 em the dtiffrsctisn

dqut~t ! t wati Vlid all 41 *Av e re And fregusedec euny4t its so far en the local paralile

J gSohaisaxa of ej,4ttiom 41 cam be ebtaisu for eabitary swoxte ftncrfoes a6 tle ir distribution.t>. - fThe solwt*%ttesraiti ons h te.o i) aeW fod Wf Phlts Lilleya
men toesaly byý ?aetU is teav, of airy tuoedus*. Inch solutic*n A" valI4 St a witis V*44 oft
tt4LnW e atcuartso sslstifna G! this .qtatlu.imo eý aetaa -l te
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The usefulness of such solutions depends critically on the source function, at least with regard
to its spectruw aroun. its band of dominant frequencies. Exeriment confirms that these dominant
frequencies are closely related to the dominant modes of the shear layer as evaluated according to linear
theory and modified by non-linear treatment to include the effects of mode distortion due to vortex
stretching and the effects of finite growth towards a finite ampitude, Although the complete !-elation-
ship between these modes and the large scale structure of the turbulent motion, the effects of the inter-'$ 1 mittent nature of the turbulent flow and phanomenon such as turbulent bursts, are not yet fully under-
stood, it is clear that a working model is being evolved for the large scale structure of the turbulent

shear flow from which the source function can be evaluated. flowerer so emphasised previously it is the
changes in the slowly varying structure of the shear layer which sppear to dominate the characteristics

of the sound radiation. It is because of this that experiments on the effective noise source location
in &i.en frequonzy blada are urgently needed to confirm the nleuentary calculations which have been
performed.

4A COPAfSON IMH E•fItMW

In a uuiform hoc jet isruing from a nossle into a stationary atmosphare the niose generated in
the mixing re-ion cza be evaluated from equation 34, which is rtpeated here for convenience.

(p-o , t) . -_.• v) dV
[2 2 2

V

Lv ow h/ 0  v. ............... 3A

6 4go have negliec-ted all visr-ous end heat conduction caere. The far-field sound intensity per unit volem
of mixing regi"o can tnaratorvel be vri:tan in the foll(ing fort, on Introducing velocity and lacgth
scales iu thi turbulent flo of er t0 I respectively. and on the aseuption tist the various Integrals

iare uncorrelated ome to another,i3 i Do) e 2 '2 1 re [v12
l~~0 0 vV

0 0

................ 42

where sQUfix 'a, deivntse a slaitable sate value and S ia the local w. ;th of the flow.

On inseQrting- suitable nlOV fur thy wwricus 4UAntiitOe Sppearing iu equation 42 we see that the

-~ 7 ar-field uoisý. icatusity tea be wrinte.

£7I.. Cii71ii : 0 NI 0(l) -A move ctreful sialyst. couuzi Itdicate '144t oa~4t erorC.Awtmt, tti-cb is -f order =Itr, in tke *%prcesioa4r for *boulW be .vs f=nCttese of the4 ratio
h~ nIt 04% h Wtio Veispasi* 'eel, e 0 j"lcitv a h t tie ata~tfa nO pcific eetkalp' at h

r-t .ikJ. sk neatrP1at eare of thek entitl :iteetlc
t3)' thew~*4riarfsa vits1 etls on bot jets 4ek by trAb3 , Cocking ind

SatstLzas tai sboew tha n ist ediA#tists lbstwa ae 4i-ffsret se-ce *f szirlverimee tsl
7; - ow e 'de ~48 of v61iwe Of V, An sai t*jV ttnx. IThe cqeriseet#l Ce4elts fit t"e eVa ImW at ý

to the jet &Zia %-,**

- ikn.e"s reejkly %ith ev-- pr~ittios.. Thee the, ~rw~rsdit rtelt tAa kbet t~Wlta)K e"-iis sewing into
dlifferent rcsjoeaof etoe atM 'q PkW~te nW&*nted dan flwt~atiaas to a ettestz atc.;. Issati to
incresasi a~tad, qpane to be vwrifisi txeetmaa"It. 1-4 .1•-•'.

• :.• ] • - . 4
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It cnhowever 5a queried as to why the term in Me in equation 42 and the corresponding term in
equation 43, do not figiake in the experimental results. However although a replot of the experimental
data demonstrates clearly the presence of An intervediato range of Mach number where a M 6 law holds
little is gained over the establishment of the law for the asymptotes of the intensity curve at very
low and very high subsonic Mach numbers.

As stated in Section 3 the elementary results obtained from the solution of the convected wave
*equation indicate thet so-called high frequency cut-off at small angles as is found in experiments such

asthose reported by Lush. Other fes.:ures of the calculated results, such as the attenuation of
cranfrequencies in Pertain anglr~s depending on the Mach number of the flow and the wave-inumer,

havepatto e cosre indetail with experiment. At angles other than cut-off some of the results
otaine fof itheresoltio tof d hispl ath detiled resutsdfe greatly fron those of Lighthill's solution.

Thu i i o itees t dspayth dtale rsutsfondfrom igtl'sher ionareasonably24 ood appvoaieation totefo il sicroae.Kn ftefaupao hscalculation have
beenive boortII) ut he orerecnt clcuatins avedisplayed many interesting features such

4 ~as the nlov variation in the peak Strouhal number with jet exit Mach number and the characteristic
slopes of the low andi high frequency parts of the spectrum.~ Further results are that roughly half the
total radiated noise is generated in the mixing region upstream of the end of the potential core. This
result is trues for jetl exit Mach numboer (V /a )loes than about 2 and uhere the jet is shock free.

5. 1CONCUJSIONS

Although many of the overall features of jet noise are weill pr.adiited by Lighthill's acouatic
analogy theory of aerodynamic noize neverthelessn it is found Cuat a serious defect in the theory ts
that in tea applications the interaction between the flow end the disturbancees generated by it cannot
-eadily bo incorporated. An attempt at including the essential features of this interaction form then
uAzn direction for the present work %eported in this paper.

However, it is also demonstrated that certain features of the Lighthill theory hava not previ-
ously beca uncovered such as the effect on the radiated noise at low Hach mumbers tin. jets at elevated
teqweratures. It io shown that as the Hach number is reduced the noise no longer follows a V8 law, as
for a cold ilov, but progresvively changes to a V4 law at sufficiently low Mach numbers.
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DISCUSSION

Il PrNofMlcalke:

1. The Equation (24) d.crived in the paper

aa 'Y-l 10
(p -3ý?P (-Y - (O 'iri + J)VJ(h 0 - hs)) - -y- ?xJ 2 at

seems to indicate that for an inviscid and non-conducting flow with small changes of entlialpy h ho thie
_ ~term al8t(p - ap'p) does not vanis. On tho other hand, w~ing the equation of state and the thermodynamic

relation _ P ' (-yc

where S is the entroy and cp the heatcapsdty coefficient at constant pressure, one can easily derive the
equation

a +
-~ a (p-a 2 ) A

at V h /at c, a8t

This equation shows that for h ~ 0 the term (8/at)/(p - a 'p) is non-zero only if entropy fluctuations
1 ~would be present. Can youi show that in this specia cmie the remaining terms are identical in both equations?

2 Equation (12) 4owflies that the presure flu~ctuations p' wil~l be of O(N42) in abs m-ce of sound waves.
QC.tvy to twsý Fuchs (1972) found in the core of &jet p' -O(porIu') where 0 is the mum speed.1 1 ~Cjuld you pleas explai how the estimste (12) has been deriv~ed and what assumptions have been made?.

~~P!F"P i-v-.: In reply to tj'e co"mniurts by Dr M4ichake I UT"e with him that entropy fluctuations are alw2ays pres-nt
~ ~ ~enceare ow'ca ofnoise evn 'nold flows. fin his second question 1 have assurned that

u' Uin nthe expru i &.iby Fuchsso Wa p' is O(Mo') .

A- 3
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MECHANISMS OF EXCESS JET NOISE

¾ .D0. CRIPITGON
Mathematics Department,' 1 Imperial College of Science and Technology,7i London S.W.7, England.

Excess noise is a term used to describe the deviations of measured noise fields from the

predictions of Lighthill's theory of pure jet mixing noise. This paper defines the current state of
theoretical understanding of those excess noise fields which are not directly attributable to rotating
machinery, or to shock waves in supersonic jets. It is shown that unsteady flow interaction with the
jet pipe :an generate intense forward arc and sideline noise levels, while abnormally high rear arc

W levels a•2. ,ugaeted to arise from the propagation of genuine sound fields across the exit plane, with
associated refraction and diffraction effects. A fUrther process, not yet properly quantified, is
related Yo the instability of a (fully turbulent) jet to certain preferred large scale disturbances, and
leads to a mechanism ("parametric amplification") by which internal sound fields may be greatly
augmented in either the- rear or forward arcs.

?4 " 1, INTRODUCrION.

Broad-band deviations from the predietions of Light ,illis theory o.f jet mixing noise are
p4aticularly apparent in the sideline direction, snd in the forward arc of the aircraft. Rather) f similar deviations ave found in model experiments, in high by-pass ratio turbofans, and in high speed
turbojets operating at redu:ed power tettin 76. They are not necessarily related to =achinery noise, or
to shock-turbulence interaction in imperfectly expanded supersonic jets. In many canes a critical
situation arises in the approach and fl:,oer phases of aircraft operations, in which the forward arc

ScDroed-band noise field ry be comletely dominated by "excess noise". In part this is due to the fact
that excess noise sources may te sufficiently powerful to be readily detectable :!tsairally (us, for
example, in the series of experiments conducted by Gordon on spoiler-gnerated noise Ill). In part,
how~ever, it is also Aue to the fact that flight effects on mixing noise and on excess noise may be
very differaent, be~ng capable in some cases of significantly amplifying forward arc excess noise,
while suppresaiLc miXiUg noise, with the result that excess noise flelds which are undetectable
stacally may becere dominant in flight. Examles of such effects are p.o'rided by the NASA/General
Electric flyover tests [21 involving a variety of suppressor nozales, in which virtually every poosible

7' crebinatioa of increase or decrease in rear or forward arcýs is exhibited by different not-les in flight.
i I Thu, while there is elea-rly no pousitility of say umnie.rsal excess noise source, or of any universal

forward speed effect, it is equally clear that adela of possible pr-ocesses are badly needed, by which
-. c-rrelatin,-prediction and control teethniques coul -be4gin to be formulated, at least fcr some

2• cawegories of engine.

"' 1 he far back as l965, two possible mechaniism of axcess noiue were clearly reogisd, thoU4;I - V ~detailed qua-ntificatIon of the Processes is & wuch more recent sette!r. This paper offers a brief ev'i .of the basic features of tlhe relevant theoretical work, with eviphwis cn properties which night lend
theaselvvs to sourc idntification e:cprtnnta, anid to the' dwvelopment of correlation techniques. The

-;sb;.- -te .ihi th al .otvo mechanisas r- freed to above ecrczcrn Wi the Venerttion, by obatatlswt, heticpo

IC0on'V4eted downstreAaZ 4Uerets the evit Pisa-z, fwI4 (iiU t" Vne t-~ of noisetby unnetly ttcw' arcotd Ie:
ob~stacle within UA's eiie the noise then p'ropoApt~n ing #ee'ti- down- the ttilpire, auffrinj
diffrctttion b-y t noztle and refraction by tbe miigr!e~rt patb ta t-he &xs~iest air. (No clemax

4 dist-inction ,Ian, of Czfe, e rsde tetv.'rn (i) Vol ( ii) unles b. otstacle coocernad' is more than. a
ct~racefl Vacviwlength. ua-tnsaz of 'the nestllle equally. tttre iwý no absolut siii-ne in te

. .et Vlam. IV the s.und rz is i & (i - pay plae with.in a varrels.h of th exit i' euivalent to it.)

- &.-; third uineha,• li is taicM ernd witzthe J tt a ne-f interna l toise (to %n.3T
A - Cr-t' a 1 t4.11Noýc), aLias at is mnindapmbkl n hndauc etrlnt

I:- the nexlt suc-tion we cc at V,,* results wr ecw-~ sik~ie tertclasll eee' - h
i.,e-ttof ,.etsw ts at tU angAe t ij-ipo. S-cti-•.n

1 3t.Trn review. eurwentkcle 0C tte tjwstia- olf #C--4- prc¶-ac-atlon ý.C--&Jt c':* t c i' Yh
nks~r -fprobow rnd~i C;en 'ývIssue it- piar~ticuar is raisedA by the fac thsat atheV4 tuatc I

zntsrestctsfl th pruoact ofr sed ou o te ovwn erd of a itt p-ip4 izn ute -rrsez't 's o flow I
- ha atu~iaascu.nd Vtn trA'-4 Iiu0g &-w- the tailpipem Cox triter off uneIable acfts '-, the,

ef~e5 r liws t ýztulee sar 14:cr. As velaltb C nostin a o ,,cur a tie)oft hr o a ith ilI ~ ~ *ýt d trea "ea layer, a_- p o An Vzc0 I asJ L. h a pr sh wn o crtem newir-%o ai
e~xami-fe# ty Cre'), tbe wraZt-ak ves o un bteact s cc tiescle rc.srtIn4 th!e tarn sort" o'z in~rteltizzr
ecwdJ ril. a: s dito asedv in Ce. 0ThIt iv' a3 aspet c-f the ýlf N ob tavch !tax wszwpe- thetttnt c-f

b at?1v 0ia%:- 34cr om-_ltaiicos !has a 6inretivity quzits titfle f¶W eht tit drrze
somn! ftl-s-I '.iti b"etet o t* e~ zbaetw sy ttudies. kxecatLifly, iý *tot for-th -,nrAv, ideas cr. the

tr-ipla imt~tsatcci betVeen aný £nimdat taoa nSw, a '!#t pipe5  "t 63 .rstlea#eT- 21*er.

I ~~At to star is aay rat ee~icsal Mitail act ce4e bare. mke a..u %tttct4bcct is to shz tw ee

adt at thee, 4&tamri-ctiu htn, at tahewry .esat, %~ 1.rae 6na. i ccac wi-,th . "tstftr ri%f*tU**G b 1's o- fields foond it patc.
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SOXID F~om -L!_-Su!:-FA~El:!Az~

c e Ott t-- 0 u ence-generated noise in an unbounded medium, a cosplnte
ssecifiration of tie ... tirý...'1 aiven values of the quadrupole stress Ti. , composed mainly of the

flictuating Feynclas stresses, is taken for granted; Lighthill's theory then provides the prescription
according to which the sound field is to be calculated. Curle's extension 151 of that theory to include
surface effects gil-ves an analcgous prescription for the sound field - provided a complete specification
cf surface velocities end stresses is available, in addition to the tonowledge of T. already assumed.

*.rle's wzrf thus constitutes no =re than a fcr-nnl theory of surface effects; a deductive theory, on
the other hand, would assr a k.- wledge of T.. only, and from this calculate the values of the surface

pressures ead velccities, and hence the sc=ni field. In this way there would be no possibility of
in=znsistencie: arising, as they often do in for--al theories, from mutually conflicting assumptions
na:e sinultaneously about T. and the surface fields. !he cc-fusion prevalent some years ago on the

4uesticn of surface effects prov'-des &. 1equate warning of the danger in using formal expressions for
the sound field. Such expressions have .. .4 their use, of course, in particular as applied by Ffowcs
Williams & Gordon 161 end Ffowcs Williams 171 to the hypothetical surface at the nozzle exit, to
predict the dominsance at suff.iciently lod exhaust speed& of monopole and dipole sources associated with
unsteady flow at the nozzle. We snall see shortly how certain versiors of those predictions still stand
after the application of deductive methods.

A deductive approach to the problem of flow-surface interaction noise is then simply one in
which Lighthill's equation - i.e., the wave equation with a known quadrupole (Ti) inhomogeneity - is to

ce solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions on the surface. As in Lighthill's theory, estimates
of the strength and frequency content of T.. are regarded as given independently by incompressible flow

arg_-ents, or possibly from measurement. Ideally, of course, one would like to calculate the internal
flow and the sound field simulteneou_-r, not merely postulate one end calculate the other; in a very
few cases, noted below, it is indeed possible to do this, and the results agree with those predicted
from the deductive theorizes.

The first problem of any importance for our purposes was that solved by Ffowcs Williams & Hall
181. A semi-infinite rigid plate is immersed in unsteady or turbulent flow characterised by a velocity
U and a length scale 1. Regarding the flow as acoustically equivalent to a volume distribution of
uncorrelated quadrupoles corresponding to turbulent eddies, Ffovcs Williams & Hall. show that the
scattered field from an eddy of characteristiz frequency f diatint r from the plate edge exceeds

0 /2
the direct field (given by Lighthill's theory) by a factor of (f re/an) , provided the eddy lies

within a wavelength of the edge, so that f r,/% <c 1. In particular, for the dominant eddies we have

f ' U/9, r° % X, and the scattered intensity exceeds the direct intensity by a factor - 3. (Here

M - U/a is the Macb number, assumed less than unity.) Moreover, the angular distribution of theo

scattered intensity is essentially as sin 2  9 (where S 0 0 is the continuation of the plate), and

so has its maxin'., value on the plate. Generalisations of this problem have been considered 19. 101;

for example, if the plate is cosliant and fluid loading effects large, the intensity law

I - U$ sin2 y e is modified to I % U6 sin2 0. Although the latter looks very much like the field of a

dipole transverse to the plate, there is not necessarily any multipole interpretation of these flelds
scattered by obstacles with dimension much larger than a wavelength.

These intensity laws are confirmed in detailed examination of a couple of specially simple fLovs. 0
In one Jill, a line vortex passes round the edge of a plate, and in so doing radiates sound. In the
other 1121, a vortex sheet leaves a splitter plate and develops unstable Helmholtz oscillations. Sound
is then generated principally by the interaction between the unstable shear layer and the plate -- or
equivalently, by the unsteady shedding of vorticity at the trailing edge. In both problcme, the internal
flow and the associated sound field are calculated simultaneously. Errors in the internal flow can have C)
grave consequences for the sound field. For example, small and apparently innocuous approximations to GJ
the internal flow can be regarded as equivalent to the application of sources and forces to the fluid,
and at low Mach numbers these can produce a dominant, though spurious, sound field, thus making more
complicated problems quite unsuited to purely numerical attack.

Regarding the semi-infinite plate in these calculations as some model of the tailpipe nozzle,
we see enough differences between the intensity and directivity of the edge - scattered sound and of the
jet mixing noise to justify more complicated models. Leppington 1131 accordingly considered the
interaction between a Lighthill eddy quadrupole and a semi-infinite circular duct, with neglect of mean (/)
flow and the associated instabilities of the shear layer. In the low fr-quency limit (f D/ao 1, C)
D the duct diameter), he showed for the axisymmetric mode that I V U6 (1 - cos 0)2 while for the first

azimuthal ende, the sinuous mode often seen in high-speed Jets, that I % U6 sin2 S , S being measured
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from the exhaust direction (i.e., the continuation of the duct'.

These results are both of potential importance, and deserve the closer examination of thei. given
in il4. There the unstable shear layer oscillations triggered by unsteady flow were considered, and it
was shown that the inreeracticn of such unstable mod-s with the duct from which the shear lay•r is shed

1 2 2 e 2 tlo
generates sound f•elds with the parametric variations I ' Ut (2 - cos A) 2 I - U sin 6 at low

frequencies, while I tan -L e at high. freque:cies for any order of azimuthal variation. It was also2

shown that the low frequency results can be interpreted very simply in terms of monopole and dipole
sources at the exit plane. The dipole coirresponds to the cas 6 p.rt for the axisymmetric mode and to
the sin 8 for the sinuous node, and the dipole strength is equal to the net unsteady axial thrust
flu~tuation and to the net crass-stream thrust fluctuation in the two cases, respectively. In the

axisymmetric mode, a weak variation in the mass flow accompanies the thrust fluctuation, and in the
"-1sence of any field incident from upstream infinity in the pipe, the mass flow monopole and the thrust• pole are coupled so as to produce the (l - cos 8) factor. (This excLusion of an incident field coming
don the pipe toward the exit is supposed to restrict our attention to the results of local unsteadiness
near the exit, the case of an incident field being discussed separately in 53.)

The rultipole interpretations are very useful in leading to numerical estimates of the sou.n'l
power in the scattered fields, and in predicting the effect of forward motion. Let the r.m.s. unsteady
thrust fluctuaticn be a fraction E of the steady thrust, let S - f D/U be the Strouhal number
characterising the thrust fluctuation, and let the duct ve in the upstream direction, e = r , at
Mach number M . Suppose also that the unste%dv levels relative to the nozzle remain unchanged. Then

a

the details of the calculation show that

I D ( 2 C, S2 (I - Cos e)2 0 , (I l Ma cs e)-4 (2.1)
r r

or

.(1) (D)r £2 S2 sin2 C 0 U3 M3 (1 t a c0s 8)- , (2.2)

these referring, respectively, to the axisymmetric case (fluctuation .. axial thrust) and to the sinuous
mode (fluctuation in cross-stream thrust).

The important features of these results are (i) the sixth power intensity law, (ii) the forward
or sideline weighting of the directivity factors, (iii) the amplification of these fields in the forward
arc under forward motion. As far aS the predicted leve3. goes, one can show that the efficiency of the

fields, with c - 1%, is 1074 MN, which is to be cmpared with values of around 10-4 MS for the
efficiency of jet mixing noise under typical (i.e., not particularly clean) exit conditions. A 1% net
thrust fluctuation may seem excessive, though many agree that such a level might well be exceeded in
real engines, mnd one can show..i any case that even under the cleanest possible exit conditions £ must

exceed 10-3.

What these calculations have really done is to provide a rigorous justification for much earlier
and more primitive, ideas about "nozzl--based" sources (or "lip noise" sources). Those earlier ideas
16,71 simply asserted that thrust fluctuations would act as exit plane dipoles, mass flow fluctuations
as monopoles. The detailed calculations show that these ideos are essentially right, provided, in the
sxisymmetric mode, one recouxises that the monopole and dipole are in fact coupled so as to produce the

(1 - coo 8) directivity. The Doppler factor (I + Ma coo 0-4 representing forward motion effects has

also been seen before (e.g. in 12, Appendixl). The derivation given ther", however, does not
differentiate between mixing noise sources, which are not carried along with the aircraft, and excess
noise sources which are. Thus one might get the impres-8Ton that the Doppler factor should apply in all
cases. even when only pure mixing noise is present. The derivation of the Doppler factor in Eq. (2.1)
makes it very clear that the factor only applies to excess noise sources of the monopole or dipole type
which are carried along with the aircraft. Moreover, a source should not be further than a typical
wavelength from the exit plane if the Doppler factor is to apply. A source hidden deep in the jetpipe
would presumably not display that factor, as the power generated by a source could not be affected by
effects, such as relative motion, occurring severQ± wavelengths away. It might possibly display a
different factor, if its sound field could gain energy from the mean flow in crossing the shear layer,
mid that is a possibility discussed later, in 0k.

We conclude then that excess noise in the forward and sideline directions may be caused by
unstea4y flow interaction with the tailpipe. If the unsteadiness is highly correlated (c a 1% or so)
the intense fields described by Eq. (2.1 - 2.2) will be generated. If the exit plane fields are not
well correlated, all that can usefully be said is that the interaction sound field still has a forward
directivity (I % tan 0/2, except very near 0 a v, whatever the azimuthal order). It seems from the

examples quoted here that high rear arc levels cannot be caused by these mechanisms, though we should
nmation one case 1151 which has been found in which the monopole and dipole exit plane sources do not

couple so as to produce the (1 - cos 6) factor. Thus it may be possible for exit plane sources to""
generate excess noise fields peaking in the rear arc, althouab the evidence to be presented next
suggests that this is not likely to be 3o.

' C
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3.CL"4 ?F•c.A:ATIz:; c.UT CY A cU'2.

en gy enines, the rear ar-, fie~ds dL-r abnormal2y i broed-bara lev'els d t:,- hig,
an , - 'Co) to th< enhaust at which turbine and compressor tores are often heard. In many ca•.nz-
these fields are appreciahly attenuated by acoustic lining cf the tailpine (ts, for example, in ý;crdcn's
spmiler noise experiments at mcdel scale il!-. T-he-se two properties, couplel with the fact that the
flelds generally vary relati-ly sl;wly with exhaust sieed, suggest strorgly tha. the fields arise froi
thc tropagatior. across the exit plane, with associated refracticon and diffraction effects, of , elds
vnih: already exist as sound wlthin the tailr-ie. The scund presuca bly has its origin in unsteady flow
over various cbstacles within the tailpire; !oýwever, the fact that the scud prc;agcte, as such away
from 2h: obstacle leads to a very differ'nt lirectivity outside the pipe from that ultimately generated
from the cn-aticn of a non-prcpagating unsteady pressure field ty the obstacle. And, further, the two
mechanisms call for quite different suppression techniques. Acus I.c lining ray attenuate the rear arc
fields under diszussio here, but would nct be expected to attenuate forward arc fields of the kind
exemined in S2 (-xnless, as is .s3sible * the ll.er reduces the inhomogeneous jump in conditions at the
r.ozzle, making tho orc-erties cf the tpilpipe more like those of the shear layer, with corresponding
reducztion of interaztian noise'. On the other hand, screers or grids which might be used as turbulence
suppressors, in ar. attempt to reduce the fields of $2, would not be expected to attenuate the rear arc
fields m~ess the screens had an appreciP le acoustic impedance.

We now sub.arise the essential facts about somn propagation out of a hard-walled duct. F1irtly
we neglect all effects of fl.e, end at first we also take a two-dimensional parallel plate representation
of the duct. The results for the parallel plates are extremely similar tc those for a circular duct
(where results for the latter are availax!e at all), while the exact solution for the parallel plates
is so much more tractable than that for the circular duct, allowing the important ftatures to be stated
sincly. Let the duct have width 2F, let k be the wavenumber 2'f/a with f the frequency and a the

0 C

sound speed, and write 1h for the Eelnholt; n:'aLmer k!. in the case of the circular duct we are generally
concerned with values cf H betueen, say, 10 and 10C, in the broad-band excess noise context.

Fca a given value of 'A, there are S + 1 mccles which can propagate unattenuated in the duc.t,

being the irtegral -art of 2H!, the mods having variation Co 2- (y - 1) acm.ns the duct, with

n - 0,1,2,... N. The field incilent oM the exit •.ae from• an source aistribution further then a
diameter or so inside the duct can be ex;ressed az a sun of these propagating modes Only, non-
propagating nea.-. 1d modes being expcnential:y -At off over a distance of order R. If M is at all
lsrtge. however, .t may be necessary to retain a large nmwber of modes in the sum, particularly if the
source nmction is not well-matched to the duct geometry. 7bis makes modal description much more
appropriate to the toen gen.eoted by rotating machinery than to broad-band noise generated by randomly
utnstealy flow

with these limitations in rind. cocsider a mode of order n incident on the exit plane from e
source well inside the duct. .f r is even we write N frr the integral part of Hi/, while if n is odd

N will dernote the Integral part of H,'T * *. Them •te radation pattern consists of a set of M lobes,

of wnicc N - I lie entirely in the rear arc., 0 ' while the Nth starts in the rear arc and

contains all- the forward arc field. (Our ter.m:n•-ogy corres;cnds to regardinrg the duct as a tailpipe
rather than an intake, Sc that 9 n 0 would be the exhaust direction if there were flow.) The
amplitude along successive lehes decreaszs steadily as 1 increases rrom U to "/'; furthor, the

amplitude alcrg rays in the final le decreases steadily from its peak, attained at an angle less than
or equal to -/2* as , increases into the forward are. These features are exhibited in Figure 1, which

is a logarithmic polar intensity plot for a mode with n a 2 at a Helmholtz number H a 20, eorresponding
to, say, a frequency of 21CMz in an engine of 3 ft. diameter. This value of n is chosen since it gives
rather large forward arc levels compared with those for n 0, 1 or 3. Even so, it is clear that the
intensity at. say, 120° is 10 dB bel--v that at 600, and some 28 dB below the peak. A large number of
such plots. covrn-g " wide reame of frequencies and a variety of source excitations, is given in JA6I.

Details of he amplitude and phase con only be found from the full Wiener-Hopf solution to this
diffraction problem (see, e.g., 1171 for references). This solution lends itself to rapid :omputatfon,
even though its analytical form is .ot especially simple. The exact solution to t)'o corresponding
problem for the circular duct is consi.'erably more complicated, both computationally and analytically. U
It is therefore worthwhile drawing attention to the merits of a well-known approximete procedure which C,
yields essentially the right features in very simple term. In the approximation, the field at the
exit plane is taken as that generated by the incident wave alone, with neglect of both the reflected f)
waves and the nonpropagating near-field around the duct lip, and the duct is then regarded as fitted
with an infinite rigid flange in toe exit plane. Thus, the velocity is then prescribed over the whole ./ •
of the exit plane, and the radiated field can be readily calculated throughout the rear arc,
0 M/ 2 ./" Both the approximations seem plausible at high frequencies for angles well below W/2.

but the procedure does not constitute a rational approxlmaticn in any known sense. Despite this, and .9
although it cannot predict anything in the forward arc and might be expected to be poor everywhere
except at high frequencies, and poor at all frequencies near the sideline, the approximate procedure 'SI
does have the following remarkably useful properties:- (I) the directions along which the field
vanishes - i.e., the directions which define the lobe structure - are predicted exactly by the
approximate method, when applied to the parallel plate duct, for all modes and frequencieos-
(iii it leads to very simple expressions for the radiated field, from which qualitative features
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dFig. I Far- field dir'ectivity pattern. Par'allel piate duct. H~elmholtz number H1-20.

can be easily discerned (for example, the qalittv enet fchn o h fiel icident from inside

Mode number n~ ~?. Doffe alinaie i effinal lobe fo ngo the case n i n id2.Tkn r,,
the duct can be seen very quickly, such changes arising perhaps from change inl the properties of the

* dact wa~ls): - (iii) it does not seem to involve a large ab~olute error, whatever the frequency
parameter H. Candel 1181 has examined the error incurred in the parallel p! 4to duct for values of H

* ~~betreen 4. and 20. He shows that the maxiar,;a error in the radiated intensi',y never exceed 7 dan
that over a'ost of the rear arc the field is v.orrectly predicted to withir. I - 2 01 by the approximate

4~f' j - method, It can also be shown that the approximate method gives exactly correct results in the low
~ frequency regime kR << 1, vhere the field sh'~pe is essentially isotropic. (This is rather surprising,

*since the idea, that the duct can be baffled vithu real change in the rear arc field is clearly
inappropriate when kR << 1, while the condition kR << 1 is precisely the condition which ensures3that
strong reflected waves and near-field components will exist in the duct in addition to the incident
field.) The limit kR -~ 1 does not represent a case of any imp~rtance here (it would invclvc
frequenci•Zs lowter than 100 Hz in real engines), but it emphasises th sfleso h prxmate

wathod at all frequencies.

r As examples of the very compact expressions produced by the approximate method, we'quote the
wv'll-k~xown formulae for the directivity pattern of the far-field intensity produced when a plane wave
i*; incident inside the duct, viz

Hsi )2
(si (HZ sin e ) (parallel plate duct), (3.1)

j (Racin e)

sin C, ) (circular duct).(3)

*These are of'cour-so, just the expressions for the directivity of a rigid "piston" oscillating with
pre~au'.ibed veioci'ty and surrounded by a rigid baffle.

It is infortunate that no wtproximation has yet been devised to predict the forward 3xc fields
in a fa.sidonr However, thegeeaimotneothfowrarcneslybskcedn
xsing tb6 remarko %.lreaidy made. The sideline field can be found approximately, and we know froa
s tuj3es ;-)f the parUllel plate duct that the field decreases steadily from the sideline into the forward
arce In the frequa...cy regime of inter-aet here (10 < H < 100 say) we conclude at once thet the forward
*arc f~eldr. ar. very-. much smaller than the fiteldc at angles 4 to around 700 1n the rear arc.

The effect o" qtow upon the ..atures described above is not known, even qual-itatively.
iOandel 1_11 hias given trw~,s±o~'mation5 by which the effect of the ooze uniform axial flow everywhere
flow inside and outaide the duct, Wý Lh a shear layer shed froas the lip. A vortex sheet model of the

j. ~shear layerv with uniform flow inside. the duct and no flow outside, is relevant if one accepts that
N, diffraction and refraction effects arp determined by the early thin Part of the sheedr layer. Lbeaving

- until 94 the questi.on of7 shear layer instabi~itios, the problem of round propagation out of a duct and
4 anrosc the vortex sheet can be solved formally~, but set@ heavy conL~utational problems at realistic

frequoncies and Mach numbers. The approximate method is unfortunately of no .soe here. It now has no

"I trnves. mode co (y - R) for exas~le. No doubt one aspect of mean flow and the shetr layer

~ '~ is to produce a refractive effect, shift-iag the whole directivity pattern to higher angles, and
creating a zone of silence around the e~au. Buy, how large the refractive effect is raraisin
undetermined, so that we do not know if it ir sufficient to shift. the principal static- lobe round

d;I to angles of 50 -700 at vhich intanae fields ,including turbine tones) ara of-ter. observed.

2";~~'
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4. PARAME~TRIC AMPLIFICATIONi OF INTERNAL NOISE.

The diffraction and refraction of sound generated inside a duct, as it pas,3et lecr.;a the exit
plane and through the shear layer, are energy-conscrv~ng proceisee, Energyr 1. not naceaaariiy conserved
in the interaction between a sound wave and a shear layer. A shear layer may develop unsatble
oscillations in response to a sound wavd, and some of the energy in the unstable node will ý.e radiated
away as sound. This radiated energyr can only come from the sean flow, and thus the ;wstab.,.e shear layer
can act ae a Parametric amvlifier of an incident sound field. In the case ivben the sh-,.r layer is shed
from a duct, a triple interaction occurs-, the sound wave excites instabilities on the shear layer, and
the unstable modes radiate a primary field %'as if no duct were present) plus a acattered field &rising
from coupling of the unsteady flow to the duct. The primary fields have a directivity concentrated in
the rear arc, around the region of peak jet mixing noise, while the scattered fields have the foward
or sideline directivity associated with moat fkv--surface interaction fields (see §2). Parametric
amplificatien of internally generated noise has thus the .jssitility of producing fields with either
rearward or forward directi-dty - even though that internal noise could only be besad appreciable in the
maor arc in the absence of flow.

Before going further, we must acknowledge that many -.torkers feel that calculations of the
unstable response of laminar shear layers have no relevance st all to the behaviour of a fully turbulent
shear layez at very high Rzynolds numbers. They argue that the flow is #f.lready under a broad spectrum of
excitation, and that external stimulation of a jet by even a relatively intense sound wave cannot possibly
override the excivation already present. That is not our point. of view e',however. Most of the cneriw
of jet turbulence resides in intense fine-scale modes, with which no external soune field of coMDarable
scale can hope to compete. Spasmodically, however, the energy orginises a fraction oi: itself in a
coherent large-scale fashion. Ccherence in the attribute which enables t.he large-scale node (even if pot
particularly intense) to overcome the background fluctuations, and to compel the whole jet column to
respond unstably just as a laminar flow might. An external e"citation, suitably coherent and suitably
tuned to the intrinsir jet structum-, you, t-iager off similar instabilities. The .txperimental work of
Crew & Champagme 1191 and Crew 131 has c, cý I confirmed such i.ens. at any rate for fully turbulent
jets at fleynoldn. umbers around 105 1191 -.,d 106 131. Thesm shov that the most easily excited instability
is an axisy~etric one at a Strouhial number of 0.3. !4iehalke 12-01 has shown that this Strouhal number
is :redictable from the linear theory of 22ta instability, that it depends oa the ratio of momentum
thickness to jet radius, and that it u-sutdly lies between 0.3 %nd 0.6, close to the Strouhal number

.i?:ik~. Ifor peak jet mixing noise. It is all too easy to dismiss these ideas On the ground that they have only
been shown to be relevant at Reynolds nunbers a little below those of importance :b_ jet enginen. Rtefusa.l
to accept them seems rrely likely to prolong the sterility into which jet noise theory Dait fall in the
absence of mny other autisfactory model of jet structure.

* C~ 4Deteiled calculation relevant to anxy realistic situation is still some wa~y off. The simplest
case, involving uniform unbounded flow szid vortex sheet sheer layers,* has only recently been worked out
121, 221 , together vith extensiens 1231 to descýribe the -triple interaction between an acoustic source,
& vartex sheet and the plate from which the sheet is shed. A further extension of this work to the

M, excitation of the circular vortex sheet shed from a round duct by a source within the duct (and
including coupling betueen thip shear la~yer and duct) is shortly to be coq~leted.

The vortex sheet modeli' of the shear loyer permit unbounded exponential growth of unstable
~ Idisturbances, and preclude realistic ertimaltea of tbe sound zild There are three obvious ziechanisms

which Lan tr.-inntc t-ht gz-zut of instabilities iu j-!t flow - (i) nonlinear saturation cocurg, (ii)
spreading of the mean flow cuts off the Xrowth of a disturbance au it travels into wrn stable regions.
(iii, fe-scale background turbulence atte-nutes the disturbanice "n the o-inner of an eddy viscoity
mechasnism Ui) is propesed by Crow & Champagne es the dostinant feature, t'-ouoa calcuilations carried out
so far by the author indicate, an the contrary, thbat (ii) controls the growth and decay of jet
instabilities much move effectively.

Cro 31hasfiteda conveoiel't runalytical exprtasion to exp~sriviant&l rsuItso the
f 4developawnt of axioyasmetric disturbances con a jet. An *xpYessici for the sound fi*eld is then obtawied

-*..from Li~jthillls interral1. The fornla shcwrz that the far field of a source in a duct in t"e presence
V of flow can greatly exime4 the ftr field ýýf the ee*e souroo in thet absence of flow - i.e. , that the

wiunstable jet oscitlations wct as an AiirofIM&atsi.&l~y generated noise. Experimmnts 131 on a tone at
850 Pis in a 6" teilpipt nnd exhaust spedbetvsen P0 sad l400 ft/sac confirM the eera~l ides, an~d also
confirem Crew's proedition of %n smylification of 34~ U under the riibt conditions (athnugh there are
points of possible ccatontion in the txparijmn',ý_ sat-up and the int-erpreta-tion of thie *ea~ure1mnts).

c Jusr twhat the vcoition of this aec-han-itm is in th 1,-tv3d-ran.3 excess nos cmtorta is not yet
cler, jx enineapctr W~~vodd sLarg spikea %mdzar sa =radictshle u.41inadVezsiv

amntuzually reetrded ask Qttý to gany my'stt*tic Phe~nectvnn Perbapa evotfle mechanIism is the CSL30 Of
the spl~tma, *ad $wyz "*, wire importsanly, it is the achaurisa behind ±sh f th-e more -sidel
Occurring bi *-b,=d, noise.

ttredistinct uechaisaeB Of broe'ban mxoos aoise have been idetntifie nt .. is ok

Th1ese cccwri~ss =s'iezdy VIOW inmtection with th* tailpipe, Vpropa~stticx of interaal noise out or the
tfilpipe, and tS* a&)litying efstrct on internal mrvoia of unsatabl, et Oiic! ~ticns. Thty are
distioguimvbed principsAlY ty &ir-ectivity propertiesv, by the *ffhts vtzach avud cr turbulence
s uppmessor in the tvail~pipt bare u4pa! thou, ýby f ward motion effeeta, sad b-y veXýcty du~tedftce,
M cures, diffsct srtatncmnisem share s-om pror-erties ir. 'e~m"On but t~here is epno..zg theoretical awl dance
to enable circu~mteatial evidenice to be ttui-t. fin Vhich s:r*loeation wnd dae eo-rra-Iatiorl aethoas
r-ke be developd. fte ex~ieriment*S of GotAd-o jil set. a good WX420le of the *W-OpeiatV -ie of pigees of



qualitative theory as an aid to definition of an excess noise source and to the development of simple
correlation laws with 30Me l~gicai basis. Hopefully', similar use of more recently discovered features,
such as those assocaited vith directivity end forvard motion tffec-", vill provide a basis for tt-e
cleare~r interpretation of exper'imental date. taken in wore complex situations.
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SUMR
The sound propagatien in a flow duct is influenced by the acoustical impedance of the
walls. In many cases perforated plates are used as acoustic lining. Therefore investi-

g.ioaof .'-he inf..uence of grazing flow on the impedance of a single orifice serving ,as
a simplified model of a perforated plate were started. At small flow velocities the imp-
dance cure p lotted in the complex plane passes through a spiral. For higher flow veloci-
ties the resistive part of the impedance increases linearly with the flow velocity whereas
the reactive pairt decreases.* A relation between the imp~edance and the static flow resist.-
anca cza be established. Possible nonlinear properties of the orifice are discussed.

II NCTATION

a rradius of the orifice, A.,slope of the "atl part of Wg, cz sound velocity,
C a cojli~tce of thw measuring cavity, Jusj~) imainary part of a complex nunber,
i c -1 1 ,l r length of the orifio0, ,k.* sound pressure, Re:r Reynold5 number pU~a,
Re(s): real part of a oomp3'Nx Labors S & Strouh~l number awtL' , U: -flow velocity,
y r particl~e ielocity , lIT.-otal impedance of thd orifice, U* a radiation impedance of the
orifice, )14: nc..'alised impedance WI, Osbounaery layr' t.eickness, 1p:viscoeity,
vs frequenicy, padensity of the seli...., u' angulav frequency.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prnopagatinn of esiund in ducts ie influenced by tAv acoustic properties of the walls.
.W To achieve noise damping very often linings of periorrtad plates are thsinefore mounted
r ~~some diat.Aices from the rigid Wall. The irtterepe'-e is subdivided into aeperate cavities

and in some cases filled uith sound abnorLing material Crock wnol) to prevent sound pro-
-. pqation in this "are In this case the attenuation of soyA1 is caused by the lose of

4 1 kinetic energy by frictionalt forces in thja neckc o/! the resonators formed by the perfora-
to,; p_,ates and th. cavities, or by the latses* in tthe abaorbi.g material. To get the de--
sired sound absorbing proper,-4eis of the duct -ti resonst,)rs hMvi to be designed carefully
(that noons a suittblo resonance fregi-#iuq Wu to b& inot-led by choosing the .;orroct
dienqilons of t he x'esmtatcrls rucic and cavity). Such problems have bean tre.-ted e.g. by

IU. Ingard /I/ . Thus ýt is -ouaible to calculate the prop-rties of resnators with ade-
quate 4ccnracay for applicatton.

in the presenea of o4 rneým flow through the duct (i*s. in. win~d tunnels, fans etc.) the

s.~tvaionchages flco:xperimtrit made by Hmeyr 1 !iechel and Kurtzc 17/1, it is known
that the s~cmd atter~utic n In absorbiag due-to is infl~ucnr't. by flow. One can imagine that

Iinteractions between the fluid oscillating in the or'iftee of a resonator and the shearI so of te-,an flow above tho orificev rA~ take ,Iace. Therfore, to calculate the
u,-nd et'eenuetinn in a due#t in the presence of a atnt flow the acoustical ispedance of

tho walls (in this once: perfortated wtlls or !41ulholts-rononators) mutt be knovwn as ak
funct1%rnofth gi~rani flow. Aq I f trat avpromahi to the uA eretard ig of tFe inter

actonsýneitjatoisaot' Wnlmseme of r*ing flow on the (Apedance of s ingle r-
fice w-n's cairied out, This influance beingj explained one PnLy hop! to be2 able to gi~v-

-ointrtxctionp for Vhe design of sotnd abaorbinS lining sa n in thi preaoncs )f e um
flow.

end of the orific, Averted frct the wifid turptnl iwads into a cavity textinated by a

iaval-bgt the vnasuzt constanýt all over the cavity. The-refore

It quipmen, Ft.1 39061t &CLin qisatcrl ig#&
p*Asntr. TQ Xd-QU ktW-c tji~ ytedfeeýc ftq

-'-3egxaa bt h it f h vtetdvde ytsprilavlct hog
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Thus temeasuring of the impedance can be reduced to the ineamurung of sound pressures.
To get P2t epase and amplitude of an additional sound pressure generated within the

A cviy s athe t zero the particle velocity throvugh the orifice. (This procens is
controlled by the hot wire probe.) Then the sound pressure at both the aides of the ori-
fice must be equal. P2 can be measured with the vase microphone as pl. Additional cali-I brations of instruments are not necessary.

- 3. THE ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE OF AN ORIFICE FOR AIR AT RESTt For air at rest the impedance 3f en orifice mainly consists of a reactive part which isV~ represent-ad by the mass of the plug of air- toscilleting in the rneck of the orifice and~ 9/ its vicinity (endcorr~ction). Additionally there is a small reusistivo part due to viscous/losses in the orifice. Measurements of the impedance with air at rest wtr" carried out to~1 check the accuracy of the whole arrangotent. Altor introducing all necesuary corrections
(e.g. for the influence of the rigid walls of the cavity o-n the iapadanae) good agreement
was; found betweenr experimental and theo-otical veints of the impedance. The range of the
frcquenoiee investigated was 200 - 600 Rx. The 4iamster of the orifices varied betw**en
2 snd 7 za, the langt1t Letween 4 and 12 va. Thus tho diewnajong of the orifices were
slightly g~re-ater than the thickness of the boundary layer of the laminar grasinz flow in
the duct.
4. TfE ACOUSTICAL IHPEDANCC Or AN ORIFICE WITH WIAHAR "INGw FLOW

With laminar graniag flow the imptdaiwce chaages in dependence on ~n~tmof the flowabovectho orifices (filow velocity,bouatdaxin huv inth rompn spinu out iFnn

tio-n of the flow velocity (Mc 2). At snail1 flow veloofttoa (hig4h Stw 4Ml numes
-~-~S eauU orn' wthth rdivs a of the aorifilca) Vth )*pcdeaee pastes through a apt-

ral. This spirnal ca-r; h* 6aIler or !&arge ktpc~niii on p,&rsWeT*r Awe the dimn-rer Of
Y ~the -3rif ice otr the frejutnoy. In the asecond cc-valled 'qussittatWic' ta-ie (100i Stwuhal

n-uwmber) where tha transit tine of particles a(- 51 the ot~i4f1 i&eitall c,-npArid with[..the period of oscillation the resistive p"rt Of th* ispsd-goe ina'-4rovoj liriariy with theflow velocity uhorei*As the reactive- partC d~ar*"*b (figý )b 4i 4j kTese etacatws~ ea*
t'<Vt valid gor all impedance curves seasued up to now.

absove the o'.4f ice which is preueite-i in W . This i*odel it baise on the "tat tioft thattI w-Lves are vxcited in, the shuar 1"vr above t1he orifice by the souad preaeurs* dffore~nebet-non both the sidag of the orifices thvv4 veevqa influacet the p~rticel nlccafty thrdioaihthe orifia..g .
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deigdnc of thed ofedn asfond toribie weth gaingesdn fof qth leagthu o

theoriice atleast if the len~gth is greater them the ditafr of the orifice. There
foeweasm that all changes of the impedance WT are due to changes of the impedance

7o te ndoorrection exposed to the grating flow.* Thisnmeanv tIk-at we subtract from the
impeanc ofthoorific, the partst u to the neck and the inver- endoorrection.

WiharAtrr Re(W is very small and it is due to viscou& louses in the Vicisty of
theoriiceandto the radiation of acoustic energy. Iu(V ttsO) corresponds to the mass

ofthe endoorrection. In the following it is used to r~oxtalMz the impedance W thus Ob
tiigWN. Teflow velocity is normalizeod by the factor at obtaining the reciprocal
Struha nuberS': U /au

Asan example Wof an orifice of a diameter of 4 smat a frequancy of 315 Hz can be
soen in fig. 5. to very small flow velocities an increase of the sass part is accoapianid
by a decrease of the resistance. At fl1I = 1 the situation changes, the imagwinary part In-
creases as a function of the flow velocity. One should re&lin that in the presence of
(low the increase of Re(W dons not corrspend to an incresuo of sound radiation but to
the diss ipation of acoustic onergy by viscosity c& turbuler4,- production. At a f low
velocit of aboujt 13 a/s the imaginary part becomes negative indicatin~g that the wnec of

2z -

3' it 1 24 v 40) is 56

ri, 1l" part or tfe ls±sc #,/a) t various freqteaciea at(a fufction Of tue fl* ow t)Zty U Wai). (Sass orifice s &Sia (14.2)
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C -3 I ~~~Fig. 4? Imaginary p art of the impedance Vr (N/ tvrou rqece
4 ~~as a function of the flow velocity UC&s. (Same orifice as in3

fig. 2)

~.the endcoorrection is 'blown' away. Then, in the 'quasietatic' region the impedance curve
changes into a straight lint. At flowi velocities greater than 4*0 rn/s measurjments mad'a
with the described measuring equipnent no 10~4cr led tc reproducible results. Therefore
it is v~ot yet possible to decide whether the decrease of mass continues vith increasing
f low velocity resulting in a springelikes behaviour of the orifice.

!SA

of -'n

.St orsaiin fr-adnco y o anori-ices as a fu ntion~ ofte 2
niralStriouhal sttuho~r. (Fequonoiy v fl$ UA t, radius a 2 so).

The flat vtaloeity U WO in)1 writtin bolow the nenured points,

The i~dS~w~e -Ysy daptnd o h tcllt-wi3'4 r-araztetare flow velocitty U, cajutar Ire-
quacyaradusa.bo~u16ezy leyar i tbt -sw rSa( the )dntnA-tic Vits2OettY ;f Frsr

thisee parn~teVv tb* follovin& nb-iAtkt nw~r* van be cadeulaodi tzch.-e
bei:W-$ S C eui ws'4' IA. the Rsy-noid#rrabsr U ujW.ja and. thm ratio a Ls.fron OWur

nAeu arntsnt ' e a %4 lier latlon for Us(4) II tM4 'qtý6taisttio' nwgton-

U t ~A tM S n~y h- fu=ctttnya of S P and at** ThU ccnbfoiOLt A 64we to bo in&anen4.t

jWnt be aththdbcuaolyo twdata anan* a

<IIA Wrafmet .A at lizoar relation bet**"s A t6AvA t gwl w % nS tovat enf v*.Au* .t
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Fig. 6: Coefficient A as function of (6/a)2 . Acoustic: 0 , 2a 1.9 mm;

S> 2a 3 mm; 3 , 2a = 4 mm; V * 2a = mm; Q, 2a = 7 mm.
Stac'ic: . , 2a 1 1.9 mm; A , 2a 3 mm; v , 2a 4 mm;
V , 2a 5 mm; *,2a mm.

For couparison, A as obtained from the recent measurements is plotted in the same manner
'< (fig. 6, open points). The boundary layer at these measurements was thicker than that

at the measurements 35 /3/ where 8 had not been measured directly but was assumed to beproportional to (U)W-129 For small (/a)2 the data p)otted in fig. 6 show a linear depen-

dence as in/V.
A sft82- .OflA

1 (straight line in fig. 6) For higher values of 5/a the meaaured points lie above this
I straight line. ThIs is reasonable since otherwAs the real part of the impedance Would

get negative for (3/a)2 greater than 0.17.

Another kind of normalization of the impedarce could be achieved dividing by the factor
sr . A brief calculation shows that

is valid. The extrapolation of p d,-wn to zero yields;

The oe~fficient A n be ragardsd as a coefficient of proportionality which is giveun by
the static flow reaistanace fuO) . This static flow ruistance of the orifice was measured
by a r-all steady flow throuh the orificej it increases linearly with the flow vclocity.

•.• ~In fig. 6 the co*Mz•n -.mcaclae fo tht static sessuremnts (solid points) is

•c eompared with the acoustically SOasur*d points. There aor svm divcrepamcies which probab-
• ly arise froe the limited accureoy in extrapolating the coefficient A frow the acoustical

In fig. S u~thecd•in. so~uae rete ttcmaueet sldpit)i

In case 6/1 gets large ccapared to uni omn chould obtain a lineaor rlatiqn
A v A

t~l (according to /3/ Y. Thorefora the oeasured data for A art plotted as &a fuscetion of a/S
>~> j in fig. 7~. There is som4e evidet.* that A goes to zero If a/b does. Tho scatterinj off the

M e.auring poilhts is to great to verIfy the liner relation given above, Especially it
is not poleible to detersi.e the. valu' of A'.

1- &. MO4�ILXCAI Pa fTIES 07 1 CAIFICl

I Another in-t#rstIn. fact is th-at the- flow dap*r.d4ecu of the #4xdanv• vetr strongly
chanjes If a naraw-ýshed xamize screein is stretched across- the orifice St varloues diataln- .

ccc fom it top 4ef/ l t is rwsaz b*eb that an influ~nos of the geau. sreen on the -

- chang of the c-Uct in the prns.ico of fle oc-ourf even if the se-crn ia lio.atsd at
J te bottce ed4g of th o-rifIce. M,4itiot4lly, t ecnt Wafureaeflte -hoted that the flow

I dpenentchan~gu of tho ispedncr Viry vith the volume of th-e cavity. A provisional
t xPIt.&tico can be gitna as' follows.

Fo- j Tr &IV at r-est the: o~r~tice is driren-f in t?*- lWipaa r*4iOn. out in the pri-Ietsc of flow
the Proprtiss* of tha orifie0 becOMe nOelisa*Mw thotwh tbo gej.rtiel velocity -still rv-
Umire TramilT In pits OR the laidtar fku0 above the, ti~icsi turteleut fluctc'~tioas Pf

ithU§ pc'ttclu vtlccitty thrgcqh theciic e %M*'ur by t00 hot wirg ftrcbe Thng
I ftttioý"twOI aisfl~ originatt frog the tttstC ilitios of the fr*e a1ý34i Isya*r abov# the

4 * tttk sadsi~tleadto ntiiz ThtraetM ~.th -th tsusoittC meflutitt *i!;jW..
t. I ~~tbtMe mcad be toe epa"c of the, bintability or tbo wPUZWta inIt~tctitW on theW

k ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ V acutcli0dsc0fteoif ice tfogether Utd tb * CaeAviY sWO enatialy the geni

*. .k j1 '•.
- , . -:/-
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A DETERMINISTIC MODEL OF SONIC BOOM PROPAGATION THROUGH A TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE

by

B.H.K. Lee
S•t~onal Aeronautical EstablishmentNational Research Council of CanadaOttawa, Canada

H.S. Ribner
Institute for Aerospace Studies

University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada

SUMMARY

The propagation of a weak normal shock wave through a turbulent atmosphere
is studied in terms of an idealized model. The turbulent field is assumed to be weak
and represented by the superposition of two inclined shear waves of opposite inclination
to the mean flow. The resulting flow is of a cellular nature. The cells are rectangular

A in shape and the sense of rotation of the flow alternates from cell to cell. If the
angles made by the normal of the incident shear waves with the direction of the mean flow
are greater than some critical value an exponentially decaying pressure wave is generated
behind the shock. 'Spiked' or 'rounded' waveforms are obtained by adding or subtracting
this pressure wave from the steady state pressure field. An illustrative example for a
mean flow Mash number of 1.0005 is considered. This gives a steady state overpressure of

P 2.45 lb. ft.- 2 across the shock which is typical of the overpressure in a sonic boom.

. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbol Definition

A' amplitude of perturbed u' velocity component
B' amplitude of perturbed v' velocity component

C specific heat at constant volume
c speed of sound

F defined in Equation (22)
"f perturbed shock position

N Mach number
SP defined in Equation (8)

ppre•s.-e

pt perturbed pressure
St amplitude of the entropy perturbation

1' perturbed entropy

'7 1U velocity

U1, vt  perturbcd velocities in the x and y-directions respectively

VM -mplitude of ahewr vave
x, y cartesian coordinate

o I noc-diensional shock diepl&ikoeent

1 0 a to$ e

Sy apecifio heats- ratio

- angle wade by the noraL( of the dlsturteae wave wIth the i-aXis
flit._• •"eor crititcal angle I <

I wavelength

S p density
a definedi Equatioes4 6 and (7)

period

V Ppt"sgoe atI shok 0ition
•.• , ;SbserptsI *dao-tn conditions hbeaud sh-ctk yav*

,••, i -. .
•::•;;..C
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on sonic boom propagation have received
widespread interest in recent years. Ground measurements of the pressure traces generated
by bomber and fighter aircraft show that precise N-waves are rarely encountered, but
instead, 'spiked', 'rounded' or approximately N-shaped signatures are observed. The3e
various waveforms are generally attributed to turbulence in the planetary boundary
layer2 . Other interesting features of the sonic boom are the anomalous rise times
large differences in overpressures over short distances, and large temporal variations in
maximum overpressures at a fixed location.

Complementing these experimental observations a number o5 theoretical attempts
have been made to establish a model of. sonic boom distortion. Crow proposed a first
order scattering theory incorporating both inertial and thermal interactions and was sue-

• I cessful in predicting some of the statistics of random perturbations in the boom
signature. An improvement of this model taking into consideration the thiokened shock
structure has been given by Jeorge and Plotkin ) who argued that the rounding and thick-

Ki ening of the shock structure are due to the strong turbulent scattering of high frequency
wave components.

The narrow 'spike' wtdths have been explained by Pierce4) as being due to
loss by diffraction of the lower frequency portion of the boom. However, the theory is
primarily qualitative and gives relatively few :edictions which can be quantitatively

compared with existing sonic boom data. Pierce J also gSives an explanation of the
anomalous rise times caused by atmospheric turbulence b"sed on an extension of the con-
cept of geometrical acoustics. He suggested a wavefront-folding mechanism such that the
shock is made up of a large number of microshocks, and the long rise time is due to the
gradual build up of pressure across these very weak shocks. However, most of these
theories are based on a number of approximations and assumptions which lack rigorous
Justification, and experimental verification is non-existent.

In this paper a different approach is used to investigate the distortion of

the sonic boom waveform. Instead of the usual statistical approach as used in the above
mentioned studies, a regularized model of turbulence (an array of rectangular cells) is
pioposed and the interaction wit1 a normal shock wave is analysed. The ideas originate
from the earlier work of Ribner6J, who considered the convection of a certain pattern of
vorticity through a shock wave (Fig. I).

The specified pattern of vorticity consisted of a single Fourier component
of an arbitrary velocity field (which might be a turbulent field) and can be represented
by a planar shear wave which 1, being carried along by the mean flow. The shear wave

has vorticity by virtue of a sinusoidal variation in velocity with distance perpendlculax,
to the wavefront. If we superimpose two such shear waves which are inclined to the
shock front but in opposite inclination, the resulting flow is of a cellular nature
(Fig. 2). The cells are rectangular in shape and the sense of rotation of the flow
alternates from cell to cell. In a coordinate system where the mean shock position is

stationary these cells are convected by the main flow, and the two velocity components
in the cells have sinusoidal variations in the directions along and perpendicular to the
flow.

Figure 3 shows the undulations of the shock front to be expected as It
propagates through the cellular flow 'turbulence'. Associated with the undulations will
be distortions of the shock profile. The analysis herein will be directed toward cal-

culating these distortions,

In Ribner's solution the unsteady flow problem was treated as an equivalent
.stead- flow problem by a coordinate transformrtion. When consldering two shear waves

-- Inclined to the shock in the opposite sýense It is ncceasasiy howevi-r, to choose a

stationary coordinate system and consider the flow to be time decpendent It 1i arsuined

that the at~litudez of the shear waves are equ-%l hut s.all compared to the inean flow ao
that they can be cowbined linearly, The undisturbed ,:hock wave it. taken to be station&ry

and perturbations of the chock front are generated by the rotating flow in each cell.

Similar to Rlbner's r-sults for a slngle shear wav•e, if the Inclin•a•on of
-the shear wave to the shock Is greater than come critical value the individual s-hock

distur--ucr a caxa ecabine to radiate sound waves. Hfowever, If the ••ngle is less than the
crltie&l an expoanntially decaying pressure- field will he genetated. Now if the cells

are ade up by shear waves inclined4 at ales to the s.hock front ler than the critical
Svalue, then 'spiked' or 'rounded' waveforams c&n be obtainet by adding or subtracting the

decaying pressure wave from the stsady state pressure lclld.

In extvpdIng the result3 to scnlc bcec rtudit-s it should be noted that the

&nelysin onnoldeis the prvisure behind the unperturbed sho&i-k J-Tý to be unifen-_. How-

e'iver, following the leading shock of e sonia boot N-vave, the presure detre-aes l&nearly

o"wng to the expansion wa'es traIlIng behind the shook rre-ct. The situation It, however,

correttly modelled for the rear shoc"k ef the ,N-vtve, downstream of wihioh the preosute is

"uniform. Experir-entallY, both front and rear stracks a•;p-&r te ,urff#r virtually Identical

increz-ental ditstotions nr. psssR.ge througoh atnssphorit turbulence; thu. the linear pres-

sure deca•- behind the undistured front shock does not appear to have a sign-fcant
influence.

R!
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2.0 THEORETICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Governing Equations

Consider the uniform flow of a nonviscous, nonconducting pqrfect ga~s. With
reference to a stationary rectangular frame of coordinates with the x-axis in the
direction of the main flow, the equations of the propagation of weak plane disturbances4
can be written as:

+A U u -P'+ [u ax (2

atx a
where~T- Upadcaeteveoiyo h en lw netre dniyadsedo

soundau rapciey. Tepiedqutte, th 1 is, (2)t tad& dnt h

whr ,pand assam e the perurat ons t of the mean flow , tonb e rofthre d for iyndspedo

whundrespc'Atvly B', pn Srimh mliue f~h etred quantities, that is is l ndGdnt the

ccarFrequwingy Suanttn appoac (5)a ito Ehaqgv. (1) tnon7 )weotin theg std o h

inercto of a iM(soundwaewt ashcelt bie) (6)nl md yte omlo

the1 ditrac aewt the x-ais.Frtherore agwns define ad co3 s 0isan dd sin
anerassume the petc .urbation of the mean flow. toe b~eg v of g thn form):orepd

pi - son wv) e

IU(0x+Y' lo

wndher e C' ',Ba;-ndroS ware the amplitudeslo of th:ert rsurbdqaties p~ra~nd W sthe

~~~fl~~-h rali? sepatel sig In. E5. (a6e Correspond
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± w (ax+Qy) - tt (shear-entropy wave) (9)

where W is the emplitude or the shear wave.

1 2.2 Boundary Conditions

Let x af~y,t) be the perturbed shock front displacement from Its steady
state value. Using the oblique shock relations and making the assumptton that af/ay and
ar/at are small, the linearized Rankine-Ilugoniot relations for the perturbations behind
the shock wave are:

6
p'- 2 p' + t( 9 u'-!' )

P2 p1 P1 y+ 1c + 1

Ur fc- + 42ftt4
Cr1l) M2 (

2

2McI (M2l)C(0

Cy2l)M (Y

14 2 1 C~V 1234 - Cr1 M1[y-l)H 4' 24

4The subscripts 'I' and '2' refer to conditions in front and beh-Ind the shock respectively,

* ~ and M, is the mean flow Mach number.

2.3 Angle Relations for Retracted Shear Wave And Sound Wave

4 ~~Consider a single shear wave convected by the mcln flow at a velcit U
7Let 01, 02 andi 8) rvoresent the anglea made by the noitals of ths! incident shear wave,

refracted shear wave aid sound wave resp-ectively with the horizontal (see Fig. 1) anda
&x.d 0 to be the cosine aond sine of e vith the Appropriate su+scripts for each of the
three dIfferent sets of waves. lmeedi~itely behind the shock (x w 0), thet rcfractsd ahear
wavle and sound wave must coctbine to be In pnate with thit input shear vaev. Pron £qs.()
and (9), the exponentia~l rectors awnt be equal and we obtain the following equation for
x 0:

After -on. oi~plitieatiuns, wethve

IR" and

I -

r' -Y .-,+1 IN 'L 3

Inorder tfht' tee a~ tob fie r*1uire
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The critical angle 81 is determnined as ate-tan of the R.H.S. of Eq. (111)

disturban~es behind the shock can cornb.ne to radiate plane sound waves. If 8, > ec
anepnetal decaying pressure field will be generated instead. Since t""- l>tter is

the aseof nteestin tudingthe distortion of the waveform ,ýehio~d the shock, the
for 81 cr*

2.4 ecaingPressure Wave

For 01 > 81 cr, let us assume the exponential factor in Eq. (5) to be of the

form IC(oa+iv)x + o~y - wt]. If v > 0, the prezsure wave decays exponentially in the
x-direction butl not in the y-direction since it must be In phase with the input shear
wave. Using this e:,potiential factor for t1. perturbation quanti-atives in Eq. (5), we
obtain the following expressions5 for o and v after substituting Eq. (5) Into Eqs. (1) to

a and v 0 Cshe~ar-entrouy wave) (5

and o 2 (lM~a 2 '+2(decaying sou-nd wave) (6

c

Equation (15) is the smeas the results obtained from Eq. (7), and unlike the sovnd
wave, the refracted st.,gar wave does not decay along the x-axis. Behind the shock wave
wehave:

by equating the exponentia! factor y>f thy ini~idezit shear wave tv the &ound wrzve. '2s~
thIs expression &-nd 1 ie fact that at + 85 I Eq. (1)con ýe 3implilled to givre:

U

-Y - 2..X (m;-

tat

- -

do demtrt the -ftlba e'd we th,ýcs solutic-ýý f(ýr v
~ ~And a 8 ar-d~ te - v-& ' -' I 7e pertzrted 1he fxntI

asuh~zr tore 1c11n~ia aftw 91~ e~ ar ;I& 1~r, ~cai

r~.5t.1~Cltue co-qvennt r, 1-1, te~i h .
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p'W a f a -xij 4

* -1i2y -L - P sin 1- y e-Vxi
p2  P2

-, Al f F sin M-- yje (22)

where P, Op, F and OF are given in the Appendix. W, and X are the amplitude and wave-
length of the incident shear wave respectively. Since the shear waves are convected by
the mean flow, w is related to the mean flow Mach number by the 7ollowing relation:

(23)

Finally, the velocity disturbance field upstream of the shock - the cellular flow 'turbu-
lence' - is given by:

Sx
ul -i2W0 18 sin ye 1 i

(24)
Sx

vic 2wi Cos YM e e

3.0 AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

A numerical example of the propagation of a weak shock through our cellular
flow 'turbulence' will illustrate the formation of 'spiked' or 'rounded' raveforms. The
mean flow Mach number is taken to be 1.0005 giving ,, steady state overpressure of 2.45
lb. ft.- 2 across the shock which is typical of the :Yverpressure in a sonic boom*. In

j order to obtain an expornentially decaying pressure wave behind the shock the angle 61
made by the normal of the incident shear wave with the x-axis must be greater than the
critical value 01cr In this example 01 is taken to be equal to 01 and the results for

cr cr
61> 8 cr are quantitatively the same since the pressure amplitudes change only very

slightly with 81 for thie Mach number.

In Figure 4 the non-dimensional pressu,'ýe disturbance field 2 (1'] and

Sperturbed shock shape xs W are plottel ueing the real part of Eqs. (21) and (22)

Ifor MI - 1.0005. The x and y cooidinates are non-dimensiona3ized with respect to the
wavelength X of the incident shear wave, while the time t is normalized with respect to

the period of one oscillation - For h 1 f 01or the computations show that pr lags
= 21T For : O Imeth cpuatins fshow thet prelassrby 90 degruesz this can be seen in the figure for t. 4

ow, reaches a maximum while the deviation of the perturbed shock uape from the nean is zero.t =t 1
At times 0, 1 the perturbed pressure behind the shock is negligibly small.

The sinusoidal variations of the perturbed pressure and shock front with y

are clearly indicated in Eqs. (21) and (22). Since v is very large (v m 3100 ) for

Mi = 1.0005, the pressure profile decays very rapidly and the wave is damped out com-
pletely before any oscillatiors in the x direction can be detected. If the amplitude W,
and the wavelength A of the iný.ident shear wave are given, then p• can be determined, and
the shape of the 'spiked' or 'rounded' waveform can be obtained by adding or subtrqcting
2pl from P2.

To obtain an idea of the magnitud^ of the 'spike' for a realistic level of

'turbulence', we assume a value of - 0.1 and find that the peak prebsure fluctuation

is approximately 50% of the steady state pressure p2. In the planetary boundary layer a

value of W = 0.1 corresponds to gusts of approximately 70 m.p.h., which are notc1
infrequent.

*More specifically, it is of the order of the peak overpressure produced at the round by

an SST in craising flight; this includes a refht-tive pressure doubling." 7as - t
away from the ground our exampli has about twice the strength or an SST pressure sig-,
nature and il more typical of a strong boom from a righter airplane at lower altitude.

l~/,
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However, withr this choice of 'turbulence' level we have violated a basic
assumption implicit in the analysis. For a given value of t&~ mean flow velocity there
is a corresponding maximum shear wave velocity W, (analogous to turbulent 'wind' velocity)
which must not be exceeded; this results from the requirement in the theory that the ve-
locity normal to the shock wave be everywhere greater than the speed of sound. This
limiting value of W, scales downward with decreasing shock strength and is very Bmall
indeed for sonic boom shocks. For realistic value of atmospheric turbulence velocities

valid region.

4I.0 CONCLUDING REMARY. euaizdmdloratb j

The interaction of n weak shook with a reuaie mdlo urbuent
field - a cellular flow - has been studied. 'Spiked' or 'rounded' waveforms are obtained

a6 a superposition of a decaying pressure wave perturbation on the steady state pressureŽ4 field. For weak shocks typical of those in sonic booms and moderate turbulence wind
velocities (peak velocities of the order of 70 m..p.h.) the equations of the analysis
predict pressure fluctuatitons of the order of plus or minus 50%, according to whether the
wavets are 'spiked' or 'rounded'.

If two of the planar cellular flows of our model are superimposed with theirWflow planes at right angles, the result is a three-dimensional cellular flow In long,
narrow boxes. This somewhat more realistic simulation of turbulence will double the
predicted pressure fluctuations, for the saine peak 'turbulence' velocity.

the widths are not. According to Figure 4, the spikes decay so fast as to be much too
narrow compared with those typically observed in sonic boom signatures; the factor
appears tobe 10- to 50-fold.

The theoretical model Is, moreover, limited to very weak 'turbulence' veloc-
itis wenthe shocks are very weak: the permissible 'turbulence' level and shoci( st-ength
ar idtogether. This las dictated by the basic assumption that the flow be everywhere

suprsoicupstream of the shocik. Thus for the cited results the equations were appliea
welloutidetheir legitimate range of validity. The example should, nevertheless, be
adeuat todemonstrate qualitative behavior; it may be expected to show least error for
the spied'waveform prediction, upstream of whIn~h the flow is always locally super!!onic.

Inparticular the height of the largest spikes along the sinuous shock should be correct,
aItdepends solely on the Rankine-Hugoniot relations applied to a normal shock.

Some more serious difficulties with our model are as follows. The 'turbu-Ilence' Is simulated - even in the more realistic three-dimensional version - as a cellulayr
flow in long, narrow boxes. For the t8pecified Mach number M v 1.0005 only slightly above
unity, theoretical considerationu constrain these boxes to have a length/width ratio of
the order of 30. Such boxes are indeed Fourier components (in a sense) of the turbulence,
but are hardly 'typical' components. The analysis teugge,5t5 that these are the componentu
that dominate the 'sonic boom' pressure signature distortion, but this Is ne~t really

proen. To carry the thought f'urther, the several shear waves constituting our eel-
lular flow mo-del are prope'rly regarded as Fourier cooponents of an arbitrary flov. The
r~esults developed htrein for the individual shear wave-shcok interactions can be put ±ntcstaistc-l rlaIons to yield the interaction of a turbulent flaw with a shoc wav (the
sttistical g rael. hih o h pie anb opue o aie icu taces andte
general procediirx Is developed In Ref. 8). In this case, howevtr, only statistical quan
shepe of individual spiked sign-ýtures is not 7rediated. The determiniatic. model has
then been exchanged for a stocbastio one.
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APPENDIX

In Eqs. (21) and (22), the valuta of P, Vp and #Vfor the pressure field
and shook shape are given as

_ (Al)

are tan- (A2)

/a2+bl (A3)

where ~ ~ ~ ar tanl 81 1 ~
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SONIC BOOM BEHAVIOR NDIAR A CAUSTIC

by

Frank Obermater
MAX- PANCK-ISTITUT FOR STCROMUNGSFQRSCH G

-@ I SUMMARY

This paper Is concerned with the pressure uignatun of an Wdeal N-shaped sonic bocan cauised4 ~by an acceleruted projectile; especially its signature In the surroundings of the so-catted caustic and
behind the caustic is discussed by the equations of linear wave acoustics. The calculalions are per-
formed for a special case, wanaytically easily handled, where tho acceleration phase is chosen in

N such anwy that the correspondInS Mach-cone, modified by the acceleration, is composed of a trun-
cated cone, the lover part of which has a circle like curved surface and the upper part is an ordinary
straig~ht cone.

The proposed theory yields resultz which are in good agreement with measurements.

SOMMLAIRE

Dens c* trevait. on trolt0 do ta atrnitura do t& presalan d' un. bang supr-ccaiq usa tdia, CA~
forme do N caus-o par un avion. Cicadtermine natsnnnenit - cccp- trant, tn Is vmalslige

immtliat dt u tin antitqVe (3t ; WAn di'stuwe. tfn antn zAn dertnr, Wt eagtiqueo -k Vlade d&#
4 treite astalyiqvettiat tn ffikt It phad"asttsa dal I'0 tvon 4,42 fit ts1"rs do ltir. tg.'cx 4t0

toA41e 0Mc qui on ualt paruie 0t qui Out axacdit Par tiectC*4rnic4ts ope d'iu wine do1174*" odtd"tsts qundaacouu40q4. b:sT~ ian UrL4"Asltu Q*"ts U keI

tDr. rn.iVt, WtaamckaWtU r MtwrbstMt4Vr
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1. INTRODUCTION

The basic mechanisms of sonic boom development caused by an unaccelerated, supersonicallymoving projectile and its propagation through a layered, homogeneous atmosphere are now sufficiently
welt understood. This subject can be handled with linear techniques, if one is interested only in localcharacteristics of the sonic boom. One such case is the behavior of the flow in the near field of themoving projectile (apart from the immediate vicinity). Consideration of non-linear effects becomesnecessary when the propagation distance of the sonic boom must be taken into account. This is thecase during the development of the sonic boom, I. e. the steepening phase of the shock wave system asit propagates from the near field to the far field.

In general, ray tube theories, 1. 3. modified geometric wave theories, constitute the starting
point for the latter discussion. These theories take non-linear effects into account only in the directionof the ray tubes; the position and the differential cross section of the ray tubes, on the contrary, are
evaluated by us3,.g methods of geometric acoustics.

• 'In contrast to the problems mentioned above, the behavior of a sonic boom caused by an accet-orated projectile has been les satisfactorily solved in the literature, especially its behavior near acaustic. Here, within the framework of a ray tube theory, one understands a caustic to be the envelope
of converging ray tubes. Physically, this implies a zero differential cross-section of the ray tubes atthe caustic and thereby leads to infinitely large pressure values. This means a failure of the concept
of ray tube theories near a caustic.

. The aim of the present paper, therefore, is to discuss an apprsach to overcome these diffi-culties connected with the singular results of ray tube theories. We shall proceed from the assumption/ ~ that sonic boom focusing is a local phenomenon which can be discussed in terms of linear wave acous-tics, taking into account diffraction effects. For this case, non-linear terms in the correspondingequations of motion discribing cumulative effects due to wave propagatitn over long distances have no
j meaning.

" :', .;-• By means of a special case, in which the acceleration phase of the flying projectile is chosen in
such a way that the corresponding Mach-cone, modified by the accaleration, is composed of a trus-..• cated cone with a circeltike curved surface and a straight cone aper, we shall show that the theory we

j suggest leads to results wbich agree well with the experimental results.

2. TRANSONIC THEORIES

Before we discuss our theory in detail, we shatt give a short survey of previous attempts to over-I-come the difficulties related to the infinite peak overpresoure obtained by ray tube 9heoriea at a cals-
,*:- tic by other investigators.

:- Such investigations are similar to those of boundary layer theoriep. (M. J. Lighihill [1;
Ht. N. Bucha•l J.B. Keller (29, where the flow field Is divided into two reions; the first is the region•I outside the vicinity of Lte caustic, !.n which geometr.c wave th-ories can be applted, and the second
is the region near the caustic itsesl - the so-called boundary layer region - in which the equations ofmotion are reduced to modified tramonic differential cquationn. The asymptotically valis equations otmotion for these "outer" %.d "inner" reVgion can then bh solved, at Least in principte, by using Meth-
ode ouch as the "Matched Asymptotic Expasion ".

I For thi, purpnox, W.D. l-a IS) an• A. H. Stba*e 141 procted from he. following coeneption
in thair '"ransolic" theories. They Introduc• , a sj.-cia coord"late system moving with the votocity
.a I n . tra ins the vlocay of msod. n is z normalt vector pointing in tbh direction of the prop-

agtis of he hok syotewn sit this caustic) and having Its ornalnr_ an the etuitc (so. Fig. 1). Intain coordinate systar the cau-tie tui- ont to be, with re2trictiocs, btatiortar RM the lo-A fldet
itpif Is- trunsoalo. Tha original focusing 0f the sho'cl warve systeml appowra as a 'ectn"of theshock waves at the soniclie W whereb fin the literatur# a sin- lifld shoctk mjwaacaed by a lisevyvids-
(uactiou io dliscussed. butlii~a N-4haped ah"c wave eyttem.

IW4 first aflalapt to deecrIba Lhe r#Aslotoo;0 a nsk, dn1,Wtigilts (I.eS. fa discG.ainUtty in thederlvaWtoa. of ti flo•w vaia-btte sad not in ai flMw variabtea ttmvlv*e) at th o - ue w0 irth the
R% ~~~halt) of ak tr-Ansoaic teory -ewas xt4e, as far ts we are an&ortby 14. . Lasd_4u ead FhN. MLifschiu In

(e . Ty p for

V.
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whereby x and y are space coordinates strained in the usual way (see, for examiple, K. G. Guderley

incoing efletedFig. 1: Coordinate system used

inconing ef lctedin transonic theories
1.l shock shock

pg
caustic

a-~

By virtue of a Legelxire-tranuformation

---*1'+YV X.

this equation can be brought into tile form of a Trlcomil-equation

1 ~whereby tL) (u, v) describes the potential in the hodograph plane, and u sod v repr~s;"it the com-.
ponents of the velocity field.

The aotution given in (5) is empresed in termas of kvpergeometrk functloma

whera A and 8 are arbitrary cotwtante. and W Ej ivon by

Fut!A r d*etal n dE$ o ThuM in 15s Sinot MhWV~.I 20tC1 UOAte b OU-

leadsle toe b=otce ande doe nota~t dotctob del.ten ino (7-r~bEthe Offetao qsttoa~iqaio

foIh rreit ittt tLwcutc1 p onr ax y. at thoaetLock fwte~l b ut ietb i4vs na-
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4~i ~.To summarize, it seems to us that the difficulties connected with the application of the transonic
__ theories, mentioned in brief above, tie primarily in the fact that diffraction phenomena, which have

considorable meaning for this problem, remain, for the most part, neglected in the tranzionic thea-

In the present rAeport then, we shall not further pursue the question o~f the extent to which the
J transonic theories are nevertheless suitable- for describing the flow field of a shock wave system in

the vicinity of a caustic; rather, we shalt discuss an alternative theory.

~ i3. LINEAR WAVE ACOUSTICS

~ In this section, we shalt discuss the flow field of a focused sonic boom in the vicinity of a caustic,
using equations of linear wave acoustics.

I Our attention was drawn to thin method by its analogy to optics. Namely, if one discusses the
gt behavior of a plan~e light wave focused by a lens, then this problem can be handled sufficiently exar.tly

W ~ outside of the focal point regi( by linear geometrical optics. Near the focal point itself - a special
case of a caustic which has degenerate to one point - this geometric theory, however, yields van-
ishing ray tube cross sections end, therefore, infinitely large intensities. But '. In known (see, for
example, P. Debey (8]) that these difficulties can be easily overcome by congsidering oinly line r optics
and by disregarding the condition )./DG~c I which characterizes geometric optics ()L is the wave length
of light and ID is a characteristic geometric length of the problem in qu~eotion), The success of this

1 procedure is based on the fact that a linear wave theory which takes diffraction phenomena, among
_ oý,rs, into consideration is considerably less lim~ting than a geometric wave theory.

This fact, in our opinion, has received too little attention In the literature on sortic boom focus-
ing, perhaps because ray tube theories are prim~arily used in treating ordinary sonic booms in a real

ratosphere. This is even mirrored in the terras used, e. S. the "caustic".

In addition, keeping in mind the analory to optics mentioned above, it seems to us that non-linear
;7771effects in the near field of the caustic itsel' are not meaningful. In the first place, as was &I-ready

mentioned, sonic focusing is a local phene1menon so that non-linesarities caused by cumulation can be
neglected. In tie second place, the peak pressure amplitudes measured near a csustic do not jus~ify
taking non-linear terma into account. Finally, the execution of the method suggtsted will show that it
yields results which correspond quite welt to the experimental results of J. Vallee (9]

For clariffication of the probtl'r to be discussed, first a qualitative representation of the devel-
opment of a caustic isi given in Fig. a'a in the framework of geometric wave theory. This represo:n-
taion satisfies the geometry of the probler in question completely, but I, does rot allow quantitative

6t~ematsabut hepressure dtrbiosnear and behind the caustic which could oe compared with
teexparimental results of J. 'iallee shown In Fig. 2b.

~ IHcr~ce, our goal is to datermine the pressure distribution of a focused soniq boorn theoretically.

-T %with tMe aid of linear wave re-oust~ics method~s.

Such a linear treatrient hits a basic advantage in that, using Fourier -transforms, we ctin reduce
the problem in question I~o ihe description of cylindrical, harmonic waves in tlhv vicinity of a caustic.
In ordie.- to be able to e-iscuto the necessary Fourier-transforms and th# Inverse traostormi Aithout
difficulty, we she-ll "ov an Incoming N.04hped chock wave systern with a very sho-A., yet hisnits. rius
t~me. ((m~se, Fig. 31, whosae value it adjusted to real values.

t~Fourior -tra~nsform

for thQ prer.sure disetribution. pit), of an N,* twen y-ieda

whr P bt temaimr valup :of pk. at a fixvd point x. is the duration oa the sonic

MA'
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I a Fig. 3: Pressure signature of a

N-wave

A ~In order to simlnipfy the following calculations even further, we shalt assume, in addition, a two-
dimensional flow field, Tflis is certainty justified for the present discussion, since the radius of the
Mach-cone is large compared with the radius ofl curvature of the concila surface In the focusing region.

4 We have now reduced the sowttion of the present problem to the ev'aluation of a pressure field

4 Icaused by converging acoustic waics of arbitrary" frequencies in two dimensions.

This pressure field is analytically determined in that it must satisfy the reduced wave equation

/1< 2 82 o2 (3

<pA and in that the irncid-ent wave must exhibit a prescrl~bed behavior on the given surface F (Fig. 4).

to. X Fig. 4: Coordinate system

This latter is the boundar-y ecdl-ttion

_r-Rlý k H'2)(a Ir-RI)) F
Inn Go imtn

In ts 'n~tngvase t very large distance. Uhia bounddary corkiticrn c"n be replacedi by isieo 121)

A ~~tim.,a

Hiere, R and4 G or* polar ceo.rdinates arnd ti's I"ct-. (Q)) and PQ) dtocrlb'e the asnptiwuie ar-ti
-s- ~phan. of' Oho wav es tpctlv~y, wnich pr-ap4,-ztn in 9-cir~ection f1r om the surface F which is di; -

Tecomplate bmrotrýaycodtt arq t-horeby: &n the re~t1oc c4 the sujrface F- an irradiatto-z
oiruitlin in form of a cyitatirtil flve is preezCrIbed. white1 for Ume remnatingn regiion. Itte Sotoiner-

It hentur~eoutth tateslution of Ks-ain1as =- td (4. 2. at th. c2austict rietds a Itiite mrarl-
Mum of Q.* pintE rre amrpUtx4. while Ute *tngC4urknT d--a to gtrntica sUca d-ves nat exifft. a~s
we shall datious in detAil.
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As is wefl known, the solution of the wave equation, eq, (3), and the boundary condition, eq.
(4. 2.), can be described by the following integral representation

-jr, -[a 'rcosee]I
r-O

A (, .) I(e)e dG' (5)

Here one Liust integrate for arbitrary frequencies W across the entire angle sector, 0, i. e. across
the entire surface, F. Unfortunately, the analytical evaluation of this integral with the functions 1(e)1
and a(G) seems to be possible only in special cases. In general one would havo to apply numerical
methods, which are quite time-consuming on account of the alternating behavior of the integrand.

4. MODEL CAUSTIC

We can simptify the problem in question, eq. (5), considerably if we confine ourselves to special
geometries of the curve 3. In the following we will discuss the case in which the acceleration phase
of the pro~ectile is chosen in such a way that the shock wave system is composed of a circletike part
F and a straight part F Physically this means that the caustic degenerates to one single roint, 0

(see Fig. 5)..

/

Fig. 5: Degenerated caustic

1x

/ jo
In determining the total prevsure field in the vicinity of the focuving point, 0, we discuse the

contributions from FP and F separately, and we finally superimpase thwn, Thia is justified or, the

bpaic of the linearity of our basic differontiel equatjr., eq. ,3).

4.1 . Contribution from F

Let (0F(, W) be the required amp-litude of the preesure field on the #urfac3 F 1. Th•n, for

Ssufficiently Larqe s-values, I(G) is

with R independent of 0.

As addidionat cwndiliane, wo poistutate that the mzpiftudz, p•,(• be .nd! ndont of 0 arxi tht
the 0enite, 0o' under which the surface F 1 ic seen frown the focatl poit, be s-mtll ba eoxaperinon to

1, in the sense that we can repluce coo° by 1-1/202 aud eitae by eo-/6e. These #•up- .

tioao do mot, bOwever, .jascalt1 Umit the pnorut;y, hi•ce in thi a•* e refat cauatlc Whlbhdoe u.o
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dencrate to one fucal point, the flow field at each point on the caustic is also determined, respectively,
by a small segment of the total shock wave system, F, on which the pressure amplitude can be con-
sidered a constant.

Keeping in mind that, on accout of the geometry of F (a(Q) R is valid) the contribution from

F, is represented by

from I(~o jfle i* Rnrcos (8-e')da(6

Now we would like to show that the ringularity of the pressure amplitude at the focal point resulting
frmgeometric acoustics can hr avoided. The use of wave acoustics yields a completely regular be-

M. £j jhavior of this pressure field.

For hils purpose, we evaluate the irntegral, eq. (6). for small r-values and any given angle E0,
taking inoacutthe relationship

We obtain approximate*y

2 X2
fini

282RX2 6( 02 2] .-~~~~ -+ ia a IO()

-~ ~ ~~I th ate fppocialtion, Itmd Fa cuirtefrtcmb adedIar this resultap~ud tha thpne.

Thyical phae dimpistrbuin elipi of thet y p iressuretwton $ine th e fiintytal toapoint -a lkwite be easilyF'2' dstribt ion becme flte(adwde iA .3)rtt-tg

- ~~~This re ~sul di es triation tof In ithe vrsu ticitityof thefoalrt the fo riijiaat ca iccewaj b eyi*icly

2¼2
6S lA 

a1+

and n atowet aprodautoa o trniaof at

-A,-- - - - .,.~.--- - - --

to %4ci------------ ------------------- ------ wfj' e-<¼.*. ic

This............. s.............................................................................



Let us now consider the further vicinity of the focal point. In order to point out the basic aspecto
Of of the behavior of the pressure field as clearly as possible, we shall confine ourselves in the following

to discussing the integral, eq, (6), only for the special 0-values: a) e 0 and 0 'r and b) e0 /
and )= 312w.

it In the case of a), observing that 60-,W, the integra .. 6). Is reduced to a representation by
Fresnel integrals

rL(R -X ) -I .! ,, --.

with~(+ f-ia 6 or x>O0 and (4for aC 0.

From these the dependence on the distance from the focal point of the amnplitade variations and

"S ~ the phase of the function p can be directly stated ah

1' e(1.21

CO

sinnrtd _g]Vad

aLw rctant sn( 2 d

The vahues of the Fresnel integral are tabulated os functions of (see, for example. Th. Abramo.-

witz, J.A. Stegka [10j). The functions A( toaM4n .)aeson ipfalyi i.8

-..... ...... rticutarly, for the Uisltia5 eaae -O.et w cot yet discussedl, we obtain

asup~udo as

L. aýan Qp~tu s "epeident of trw frvquency end at totaL phase vblt frteIM~onfo xf
Wn to tW)r]&a + WOlt of 42. in nj6rameat rub me"lts ObU6atUd by gecantrlc acouinios. OýWtousi~

this nv-utt rnansi tha4t Ulm odd tinne ducrrItninf the 1t-ehaped prseaur. ,$itr atV)z~-
munst biýe haftpd into oven futictions davic th- lbs ttodifc Oeigeture alter the aneno boo-i passed
tbr:ý,4tb3ht canmtic rtnbn and pr::atfl to x -a, cc. tatin ve axU-U, oVrtd h

X I S~L~polt cakuUO.-ana to chapter 5.

TOceacudt tb 4izaceton ofta Lto'rol, eq 6.we cor. aýAldgr 1$ b. 0 V2*
Ou3/2rv. whichl'a4u iot

...............................................
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In this case, the analyticat treatment corresponding to case a) seems to be possible only for
YV/aoý I and 400, whereby the latter is &Ire&*y included as a special came (x 0 0) in the discussion

on page 16- . Therefore, we confine the discussion to the first case, in which the above integralt is
tranformed into an integral representation of the Airy-function:

0

i-:(0 e Fif :Te•C~td ara~oA•)o ~ ~ l OS~t die

I U

.........

"' ~with f(r4 and

S-3 -2 -1 1 2 3~t 4

r/tA I flg. b: Th ptWs narirtlon d X")ofG pressure fileW

e Si

$114

•' I . ,•{•

We shall ,ot diteasc bis n• `.u.t It i,* but oCl.y 1 Umat`o. .At the4 .Oyui.a1 iAnsrPr-ta4Oa sw...-.
Snaxilart) o titc.a4CVt Qu 0 l "A t j.0

mI

'-a-

S'. *"-*IJ ----.



~ 4. 2. Contribution from F2

In order to determine thle contribution from F to the flow field in the vicinity of the focal point
2WV 0 ~the following problem must be solved. A plane wave of arbitrary wave length propaaig iii te

9-direction strikes a half-infinitely extended, rigid plane (see Fig. 7). We are especially Interested
in the pressure distribution near the "shadow"-Une gi-3, 1) 0 for distances chanacterized by

1; this case corresponds well to the situation caused by real M~ach-cone data.
0

planeF _ _K ~ ~~wave _____ __

region 2
* Fig. 7: Refnaction of a plane wave by a

hali-infInitely extended solid wall

It La not necnnvry to go into details on determining this solution here, since it can be found inN ~textbooks (se*, for nxampt~s, P.M. Morse sand K.U. Ingard [I1lJ). We obtain

Po~ [(2 kE½o[]e's 00(2fl½c6..] (2

'-=7u e dt

~ /1 For the limiting ckas Ui MP 00 a and 0, tV" above solution is cimplifled to0

for all frequcodels. I
This means thAt on the 'ehsdow"-ttte betne*n rogloa I aLnd regio WO, gSpi00 obain an NI..sapsdsokwave kytm -oisnyst has onLY bolt tW tapltude of the InctOming; shock wavetysa.howtver. For r~ 4-vatuea. whchUsInreio 1, yvt av*re reoved4 euOit~nlo r fr&- h

- -- tion, for ony givtn vatviuee, boir h onoit 4xwn(3 ~lby o be caWtctidat nu..

*"i*,ly Iato o4utb (2 ithvt

In order to detormina the total priwsoun of t!e *hock vroe o6le at tba- focal poQn 0 &W~ ataufctenfly grttm distsma bes tU"" Sn c-p#t -4.AS '-. 5. N
tmq49n.d. The rtsults a"e discussed La the tint Va4rspab.

_X'
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5. NV_'MEBICAL EVALUATION

-r The piessure distribution of the shook wave s'vatow to be investigated, as it 1i; obtained fromi the
I ~~ solutions In chapters 4. 1 * and 4.2.,* after applying M~e iuverse Fourier-transform

(i 1, 2 corresponds to the contributinni from F1 and F) wasn determined numerically at and far

behind focal point for the following representative case: Let usn assume a pr~essure distribution on the
surfaces Pand F2 located at a distance of 3000 mi from tha focat point 0. Let the circular curved

Y~ part F I of the surface F appear at the point 0 under the angle of 20 The numerical evaluation of
-~ ~ the results of the above paragraph then yields the pressure distributions at &Wi for ballnd the focal

points hown in figures 8 andm liz9.

8fod~d

bb
I-2

Fig.02 PrOgaure W1PA~bfU' i th# Sluck wave asyatem st the focal Point. Contribut-i'v frcr F I
(ed've U4, rvg V2 (Cur" b); i=cOMin VCO 1. T 1.2075 -1"s

th f1o" Cs tiad5 4WVa W" wry wou wilb the pm""ni d~fttbýU =4tW'd IV

'M* aznPUU42-0 of out eurV'q- 00 M4e oalt'ay tifnnot be dix'.cttw 004paxrd wihthz& toa#f 191.
Wh W~ t-hey af of O *&W#menst~iOMU thy .rwe ao ndn ~~teraiius it of i~ stwisce F et

tW4 Ane 5." 0 04 IS qwtatitatlive &Vt*aot ýc owly be tapte~d wbe the catoutations arm caitd

Itt
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ap(normalized)

-14

t (s

-6-10~ 0r -24O0 Me(2 L~--

Fig.9- reuuresigatue ofthexho wQvafarbehin the cunetie e=ampred with the original
jiN-shaped mign"tun; iIncoming nflS: IT 1 0 0 ,5-

6. CONCLUSIOUS

/ I. asd upon the fact that th* foevthug of & sic bocox, is a keatI pbeOa44nec th qahn, of
__ Linear wave acoustica were swUed to detettine~ th# pneWjatw dlutrtbutoo Of such ak sod(; booni near

and hetbind tht caUstic.

al9vEzUcft results were obtained --or au antyticAlity masy-to.bandta case. Ide thicae seedccaer-
OfC~~h Aahcn con!E e A, ttuc d Co"S !t wWCUd tbo lower part hast cvirc ckurried

ftarfce, and the upper prt in ~an oriuary ku*s4gAt c,-*a #pox. juat 'aaOf ethe atasic degeeretee tot
a focal UU4

C) Th rop" *d thavoryiseW . Mtw e pxm. ian &n4 it daae at tbe C4AUaitad avoid the Sincular be-

Wi) The pressure etoatc. cita N-waM~S stair boomn crstppf behin the cyaustic to a P~resert
ditrbiaticg with two pcddavepeak "taw, COcaSMS4*0 witthe nUni n xaelats Xesults.

nn~tl, OM canejw- a that OW M iuthe itw will, *~ vskutte which 9age qna~tttAtivoiy with- aspe-
uMe~tat Utat it the cekiwnia ate perfarnuid tea' a zrelo shock WAve sys-tan end a ruct Mc-o.
which do- wot l±zply Uta the acqe ftli isassn~fn to a focaL mae.
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INFLUENCE DES CONDITIONS METEOROLOGIQUES SURt LA POSITION AU SOL DlU TAPM DE BANG

14.Schaffar - C.Thdry
Institut Franco-Allemand do Rocherches do Saint-Louis

12, rue do 1'Industrio

68300 Saint-Louis
~it Prance

OndAtudie nua~riquoaont les d~p1.c,3nts du taisdeba lift;:: conditions
w'41lgq~ I nfsd odge ordf~etscsd o.O Loflatate quo ins/ogor emtetd oiine etpsd agprrpotAl trajoctoiro do

l~aionpouentvarer o mnibe cnsi~rale le ditanes ~exincionlongitudi-nale(exr~rltdarrbredu api) a lcftae puvet 8re ripe d lavalour standard,siatquo 1e vent prsaenta tine coaposante dievde longitudinalomont ou transversal.-set aposition dui paint do focalisation sous trace (oxtrgmit5 avant du tapis) pourunvlroctiligne acc~i~rA (I &/s2) s'Ocarto do * 10 km par rapport I 1: valour Stan-
L'snalyso do is dispersion, iies A 1a pr~tcision des domnndes m~tdoolgques,motequo l'incontitude West pas ntgligeablo aui nivoati do l'oxtinction longitudinal.(3A7ki), ot la coaparaisou des r6sultats fournis par de; sondagos dhcal~s do sixbours fait appanlttro des incertitudes coapavables.

NOATONnoubro do Mach

lie noabre do Mach d'eztiuction
X anloiud do vontE do Jiavion

Y anlttdo mudo vo l4.1avion
v projection dens is plan horizontaj dui trajot parcourti par tin rayon caractdris-tique entro 1e point d'Eaissiou et is point d'arrive, au sol
wev distance v pour l~eztinction longitudinalo

We cmyonne do piwlioura distances d'exttnction
Wstn distance v on atoosph~re standard

f distaXIce It A 1a focalisaktion SOUS trace, wsal compt~e A partir do l'orlgino
N 1j

Vt.V coMposantes longitudinalo at transnersale do la rite~s; V du vent par ;.apport Al'axo do vol 4 1'altitude de l'avion
ni direction. dui Vent

a cant tfl4
0 angle dui rayon coractdrisltiqxie sous 1 'crizo~ttaie

a(z) vitnsse du son en fonction do l'altitudo*
u~ / .u(z) co~osante du vent suivant ia normals au front d'oude en fouctiau do l'altituds

Ld buig produit psi, tn £viou ona vol tnzpersonique tst isa ThAo&tUXZM pysiquo dont
la pilupart des £?'oQts caasacen: A 6tre bien connot, taut au point do v-u' do na props-fti10utnatt~sopnorostaŽn4~ qu'au point do vus do sea eliots, tlustitut France-.&..al0Utc!~c~rtos44San-Louis d6a a54 sorts uu'* cntim ntribtiama 4 Ire

.~. .. , . 3 'o) at a *is on CCeUvr. twt gdOnrstur 4e bang quA, par ses 4inonstins at sos ptlopr-SmfcOs ao Ids lartalisgt-to d'wte s~rie do roch-archos tant ~atnucture~llo qtto p'hy-
L'iwineaes4 d lo V trA- en sonlice d'avioas sujpertoriquos conoriu(VS&ua!$ c.v ta4at 4La W4vidanc.I 'is-,ortAsic, do 14 position au t.ps 4e Sn44 na r1prnitio dn Q3 s iz. En aflot, 11 importo 4. cowm44tereO*w tim e ww aaopsjsn 1iftdes iton it orologtts Sur ins difflornt-os grandeur. canIittfrilizn t t*14's 4.1baiAe, winai q'ua Vitauston 1404. bags Suir l*$ limites o1ttriourts do t~vph
Lot at's~ t::~ ' rv gl r44cowetc. Sdes sw~ an cowa (rJf,. [1.1 o-t %41) Surt co swvi0 to PO coravie4w1_on a adopt io priacp. d Aircrs-%t Hsnubli.'I±tmnt (MZ) 'isn itnt Jsýto gtaitt1 ',tr! ;O &8riuA a ~ bwapetiItudjaar$td cabller I 01r'a5t~3P~Eflq~.a 10 . rial.0 donu Iwtk ettr 1 f utd sunaen4 ~n~~
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Apr~s la description du tapis do bang at des m~thodes num~riques utilis~es, on.4 exposera les principaux r~sultats concornant I 'influence des doundes uadt~orologiques starla dispersion du tapis de bang.

2. METHODES ST PRINCIPES DU TRAVAIL

2.1. LeO tapis do bang et les cas do vol sch~matisds
Le t pis do bang pout Stre simplifid (fig.1) ;il comporte trois parties princi-pales, dens lo ons diiuni paveol~mns odotqi~ntetlotnto

- laportion du tapis qui contiont la zone do focalisation, qui correspond A Ua phase
accilrde dui vol;

lat~ralo ; cttte partie correspond A la phase du vol en croisiare
-la partie torainale dti tapis do bang, ofi los derniers bangs dais lors de la phase do-
cdI~rdo arrivent au sol.

En fait, toute la zone terrestre couvorto par Is tapis ost touchde par des
bangs mis en pratique, seulos los linites extdrieures dui tapis ont tine importance pout
la pr paration des plans do vol. Enfin, 1'TSL ot lo RAE ont ditudid chacwa tine partie dutapis :le RAE F' trait4 10 cas dui vol en croisiare (extinction lat~ralo) et l'ISL a do-
ter-mind la propagation des bangs duis sous trace pour les phases acceldree ot d6c616-
r~a dui vol.

Los cas do vol ont 6t6 schdnatis~s suivant los quatre paranbtri~s , M.Z, cap, y.
Pour lo vol de croisibaro, le RAE a choisi : M - 1,3- 1,6- 2,0 ; r 12 000 - 15 000-
18 00g0 a ' . Les cas do vol trai:Es A 11ISL correspondent A M - 1,0 a 1,7,
dens !0 but d'oncadror au mieux les vaelurs rdelles pour une loi do montE. d'un trans-
potteur snpersonique at do peruettre d'Aventluelles interpolations (on extrapolations) apartir des abaques d~teruinges pcur les valeurs choisi'as. Los caps correspondent A des
vols transatlantiques Ambrique - Europe et retour (70o ot 230') et A dos vols dans le
sens eodSu t Cu-or 160 ot 30)

La figure 2: nontro tine m~thode d'utilisation des courbas M - f~w), - liant lenoumbre do Mach at la distance horizontale franchie par le bang pour un certain noabrodo sondageas m~torologiques -, dans le cas oO l'on veut d teruiner 10 point do depart
de llacco6lration 1ransoni uo (quelles que asient las conditions m~tdorologiques). Dans,
tine premiere ftape,, Ie trac des courbes M = i'Cv) rar cas do vol permet, pour 2,Y Va-
riable, do d~terminer Ilenveloppe lisite ini rieure donnant la distance ainimale, d'arri-v~eau oldu bang etd'en uaciuire ensuite le abaques H, z, y. A partir du profl± d'ac-c~ldration M,z, on d~torlaine par interpolation la courbe id w correspondant an cas doY vol. Dans la deux.0me 6tape, on suppose quo Ilavion so dirigo vors tine froati~re s~pa-
rant dewx !zo~tes : l zvone II o,) los bangs na soitt pas adai3, ot la zone I oil leg bangssont peraii. Le profll d'acc~ldration pout Otre tradujit on tine courbo N,x oft x reprt-
sento la distance sriparent Y.'avion do la frontiaro des deux zones. Dous la derniýTe
Stape, il siff it do d~teruinuer par trsnslatAon le point do tango.nce des daux courbos re-
produites surivi tanne graphique ;le lon 0 an ruEdn e 1 point do d~part do
1'acc~l6ration transsonilne. Do ce fait, le aromier bang qui arriei aui sol et qui cor-
respond I la focalisation sous tracd touche i, so! sur- la frontiliro des deux tones.
Cotte %6thode pent aussi 8tre utilisge pour d~terminor lo d~pa_- do l'ecc~lfration pourdes conditions 00torologiques particullbrms On Otueiera copendant, dans la suite, laposition du point do focalisation sous trace pour in LdJ do vol acctl~r6, rectiligne

(z*11 000 %& ot accdldration do 1 m/s t ) &fin do d~terazvor Ilinfluence dii vent sur I&focalisaL-ion.
2.2. thdr

Pour ur~e 6tude gonwitrique 11iapprocht acoustique do is propagation du hung oat
costituo Itban.l L loi rfractio ades rayons caractgriatiques deviant, en aitn-

thsreona~tegan irpopgltons

avoc o Cs

l'iatdice 0 indiq4ant los conditions in-itioles A l'rAltitudo do vol.
Les *60thedes nuh~riques utilisgwl intilrent 116quation ý1) pas I pas, en tenantcoupto dos. Prasw~ate evla co, ditions m~torologiqueS dans dos tranchos hori-

tontaiws,I ; LoI prc-gra.e AUAP do W.D. &k~nS (W6~.[31) a OtO siapIii6 par la supptession doCe qui twuncewrno 10 Calcul do l',1totensitO dui ban.#. Ce program a tie omploy# da! dcuxversiow , AIRP1- siawli pr~cisiou (O tiffroi szixaificatifs) . at AMAPZ double pr~cision'A ch'ff-&'s
Wuxld~ta1w pro naaan a 6t6 fourni par It Service TUchaiqiVo Adronautique STO

et modifi6 pout traitor I'esso~aile dos cas do vol.

liv
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Des v6rifications an atmosphi;lre standard, ot1 les distances do propagation peu-
vent Stre calcul~es exactemuent, inontrent que la pr~cision des programmes est inogale et
qu'oan particuller les distances d'oxtinction longitudinale iont sous-estim~es. Le ta-
bleau suivant donne les diff6rents dcarts, enregistres par rapport aux valeurs exactes et
fournit uno estimation dot; 6carts en atmosphiere reelle oa le contr~le West possible

__ ______[ STA: ARAP1 ARA02

Atnshr Ma-ch domnn - km at < 100 mn C S0 in

standardion 4 5 km - 1 km -100 A Z00 m

Atmosphbre A Mach donn6 1 A 2 Ir, 1 00 mn 50 M
r6elle A l'extinction 1(- 20 A 30 kn) C- S 4 10 kin)l ( 1 kmn)

Co tableau appelle que.Lques commentaires
-Dams certains cas atmosphdriques particuiiers, des rayons d'extinction peuvent

allor A l'infini on thdorio et la precision devient illusoire, d'autant plus que l'iii-
Itensite de ces bangs finira par tenire vers zero.

-Maigre son, impr~cision au voisinoge de l'oxtinction, le programme SrA6

pormot d'obtenir correctement, pour un ensemble de donnees atinosph6riques, des valeurs .
tolles quo los dcarts at les ecarts type.

L Ie programme STA6 ost 8 A 16 fois plus rapit~a du point do vue temnps machine
qua la m~thode de HAYES, si bion qu on a ntilis6 ce programme pour une Otude statistique

3- on verifiant cartaino~i valaurs avoc los mdthodes ARAPI ou ARAP2, suivant los cas.

"2.3. Donn~es mt~oroloniques
Los sondagos m6tdorologiques servant au calcul sont de provenance diverse do

la station de Can borno, C~ornwall (GB) d'une part, at do la station do Nancy-St-Dizier
CFr) d'autre part. Les vaileurs fournios par la station anglaiso ont 6t6 utilisdes con-
jointement par l'ISL ot le RJAE ; ellos so pr~sentont sous forno de 104 sondages hobdo-
sadaires, ;iltornati'veinont A 12h at A Oh, realises pendant las ann~es 1963 et 1967. La

Iposition g~ographique do la stption - latitude S3 131 Nord ot longitude OSi9' Ouost-
garantit aux sondages uno cortrine ropr~sentativit6 des conditions 24t~orologiques au

W point do d~part do la triijoctoire supersonique do CONCORDE pour los vols Europe - USA.
Wne analyse. de lai vitesso longitudinalo du vent, dans la tranche d'altitude

4 7000 - 13 000 a -pour tin vol USA - Europa (cap 70*), montro quo los vents dominants sont

~ &~fdos vents d'0uas't ot qua Is. composante longitudinale d~passe souvent 30 A/s (108 km/h)I
ot attoint parfois 60 x/s (voitr fig.3).

~ iiLos dor,.nes iaetorologiques do Nancy s'Etondent seulement sur nine ouinzaino do
jours (1-15 avril 19'72) *t compronnent :dou:A sondagos (6h-12h) par jour pour le vent en
vitesso et on dIi-ection, un sondago an tewp~rature I 12h par jour ainsi quo 1'6volution
do I& tewp~rature au sol, io Sh en 3h. Ces conditions 6teorologiques parLettent do ju-
or los Ocarts iu'on poul: enrogistre'c dans los distances de propagation du bang antre

oux sondagos c 16ls do 6h. En effet, I partir des donn~es initiales, il ost possible
do construiro (!ts couples do sonda as, le prosaer I 6h ot le douxalfte A 12h, on admet-
taut .iue lo~s deux soindages an tomspiratuval so raccordent pounr z - 1500 a

D on ts donines daNny e et oiat otausside utVos,
3vec dos vitesseas saxisslos voisines do 60 a/s.

ufn aspe-ct , d~pondant des donn~es aftforologiques at d'unn inportarico non n~gli-
Veabla yuur lei. calcuis do propagation, oat is priscision aOwe des diff~reates valdurs
parsion des vaiAables x~tdorologiqtues, on aduet Isaduthodo saivante

A partir d'un sondage donn, indice 0, on crfe 20 soadagas 16garouont difft-~

rents, d6:erukia4s par ~ * A

(1j)

ion (n q~e

We.
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3. RHSUL1iTS NUMHRIQUES
L'6tude syst~matique de 36 cas de vol pour llensemble des conditions m6t~orolo-

giquos d~critos en 2.3. a fourni un grand nombre de r6sultats dont le:; plus importantsseulement vont Stro discut~s dans cc paragrzqhe. Les figuros 4 et 5 moutrent quol ques
courbes M -f(w) obtenuos par le programme STA6 avec les donn~es ndt6orologiques do
Camborne pour l'ar.n6o 1963 d'une part, et pour le cas de vol z - 11 000 z, y - 00,
cap - 700 d'autre part. La figuro 6 pr~sente los origines pour M - Me des courbos
M - f(w) pour le cas do vol prdc6dent (valeurs calculdes avoc 1e programme ARAPI). On
o~ut ddja juger do 1i'mportanteldis ersion due aux conditions n~t6orologiques, aussiion au niveau do l'extinetion long tudinao quo pour M >Me

3.1 aExttinctin coe paramnte eo classifiatini ieto u etelatt

d ou fae lenttaos gexanihes det venta tes droi t 196 ot losr concusons csudovant es

Mac L'ex vento ariMe -vargientde 101A15e la distance d'ectinction la rbblt our quoi
I-l dwpade 30 do10uble oi d e lavlao ot6v rpr evrnd avur standard psodour~.

-otmn delanporetionc do v'ugent, ionc ou cpdo I~a miuion, doe le smblte lce, come I

Eotr ladfigure 7,mm paa randure doel colposicantionltudirecton du vent A in corr-Id
dation, ontpouV t d~li osatr do ope 0,6.qes axA ex-vetara tvn

de Loce deutxavr gaouche oe avtese ventst trasversadot- tlos conlsonnt ds risuntes

voipsise lt loubl dort par rappr A vlur standard sont de 17S.ies
- fL'e vent re fae iznurae ef la distance d'extinction dininu onmane avbaii ec89£~~~~pu l'qiudo we~ < 4w kms1tkand' 00 ete j5 kn 6 npu
- L 3 00m) otnc do~e, l;audistatince d'e ti imintion c do e wi l'axigl do~e oto pse do

Datinset cos a~utas lie faut dess 0,6.ioladsesonln a rc
dos donnes deux groliupes. Ceta tesdspersiovnts rjses don3ne k u letntidon longi~tudi

loisdisportions carils sor trapourt po& alur dstsandardesoilovnt n dgigablsse4 m
L'tude deasndages g ~drales doin la dostrance nirexu dnton di'inctire uno toyn-e

daz - 1300m t emie adsac dimnto nrewtovo pour leondagol do l~h arged rpont Aw ie passd

snaodon ce. L'~cartauioyo esut doss i'orre do m tsusst al la dispersion dueA ap~cso
deis preciasindsdno. Cette todiserin domad5ai A 7t- cofima par u~xicin onstudis-
ique, surun plus grand nomble do couple msi doondagos de lal (11 soulten L dur cart

letudisersions cue indiquse l'aportapour do s sondages mtorole,,iqentU rsset 4ou is r

1,1tincties latnrales ~ad e6 ote unva e1otntoetn

dac Auo lau exminctions ent~raew, trounfe pouroio le onauo de 1a2h par rapport .4w li taceu
ausobdg do in. traocoicart sulvanet do odiro eto 5i venat, suno iomissr lan displusiondu
Ao la pr~ison des pa rport s. Cara tyndanceu ddraneraitnAite oni 6e opa~ro utndo stans
vent. Pour uplus can ~, tdinomyia de oupieste ~sonants dOue~st (1t souesnsbeet pour et
Staude) vatincio ele Miu 1oismpraines d~ue sonae aeproduit qe ~cns orI&p6

Extournctionclt~rlonbbrladsacsd 'xr6.e i ei ntaed

Ccaie st raval sanesA dar I V ('rro [-;I)~ dostr caps 3400 cc 25' - 70't - 1600.

au so ou is rjcotipceio rb, c orsvntI diemton dist entes unrisientisions esoplus dou

mo'n p rim.c pen raporctio!a dorIn symi-lrijuedr noinsle anoat-osphOrde standr emsansr
vet. noard sas vent 4,z bedi~st ane doxtiices vn itsrl d'Ouest at mosendbe, aodt pour

chqu fautint r.atraler ni quo pour ioqnces tapodlimtes-q~o~m r~blt
ii , Pourncio laetntraon babord l distance et Vexotripitd pdu rappor A la doni- d

lgEur noinake nfnto ola4x-a7ornmiaeosadkte-a toptv

sadard e sos iven le distranels dlotanc-zon do pru~aleo Uedntu trac des nondtidon
fotisen rolfln dquts Si to Ro cogundtiuhe.rlgqusdnqo1 o~t o~c

1 ou I-xinctll5o iatga3 (flg.4 Ottecr doub t ~tre1 plu and par rapplut A lab d".1-

ta.c .pa itoltes do jp0,$io Sou (N~c pour) , k N* ,I'n _air ~arl.lsdsat3d pocainsu rc einatd
soin on win .~edna de codtin *5Arlgqe a u- en--r eXc
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Las distances do propagation anormalement longues par rapport A is vralour Stan-
dard corsodante n'oxistent plus, los dE assemonts vuaximaux enregistr6s 4ta4nt do

4Sf4 ordro de 421 (M. - 1,2) et do 240 (M - 1,6), copendant en moyon~e, on rozrouve losva-
lours standards correspondantes.L iprindeAI rciindsdn~smtooo
giques suit is m~me logique et lo tableau suivuint 2ontre l'Evolution do cellos-ci on' ... ~fonction do M4.

4 Dispersion Valour
- ioyonno maxtmale

1,2 3201 8 50 a
1,4 110 m 410 m

1,7 ~60 m 300 Q

Enfin, dons le cas de sondages d~cal4Fs do 6h, la tondan-e A is diminution entre i
is distanco li~e aui doux!)m 5e sondage par rapport A cello Ii~e au premier, romarqu&,e A
i'extinction, disparalt at fait place'l une dispersion acyonno qul d6cro5ft si M4 aug-I 4'Q Imonte 1 I£ 2 km pour M4 - 1,2 at 350 m pour MA - 1,7.

3.3 Gas earticulirs et remar v'~s stir l'influence dans Is dispersion do ia
preison esparA~ Wtrs soia6

L'ktude Ae5 rayons caract~ristiques, aui voisinage do i'exrinction longitudinale,
Z, montre quo, dans, it cas do trajdts tras longs doubles ou triples do ia valour standard

correspondanto, ces rayons n'arrivont pas tangents aui svi, coarn '7est le cas on atmo-
snh~ro srnndard, mais qu'ils soot voisins de Il'i~orizontaý'o dc . vine trancho d' -titude
ofl, en gdn~ral, la vitesse du vent est rolativoment forte. Do tels trajots sont reprd-

zýý, Asent6s stir is figure 8, oO) l'un pout aussi remarqucr he nouxbro r~duit do points do son-
dage dans los zones ofl los rayons soot voisins do l'horizontale. Cette remarquo pout r6-

-%.0duire I'iuportanco des trajots d'oxtinctlon anormalemont longs, car pour en rayon voisin
do ]'haorizontale, use petite variation do vent oti de temp~rature pout soit le faire re-t mentor, soit lo faire descendro plus rap-debent. lb ph~nom~ne de co genre a 6t6 notE
pour Ilun des sondages do is station do Nancy. Des vsr-ations ai6atoiresc uasn los pars-
metros dui sondago (± 0,1*C stir T, ± 1 rn/s stir ha ;itesf, du vent et S' stir sa direc-

0 tion) ont fai. varier ia distance dlextinction lon~itut-naaho de 80 a '4 kin, soit us
7 E~cart do 44k&

SVDo toutes structures atmosph~riquos sont ceufenda3  rolati ;emont ares (c St des
cas) et sont caract~risdes pzr des couches de "courb-rre iw, a", dOJA ....rqu~es par
NICHIOLLS ot JAMES (rdf.CJ]), od Ia souse leo la vitesse dui sa ot .' 71s projection Ju

vent stir is normalo au front d'onde, a * in, -Lonlstanta.

L'analyse do ia disprrsion, ll~e I la pr~cision des variabiLs nrtdtoroiagiques,

t~s, aontre quo, s! la dispersion nornale ent do 3 A 7 kmn stir la distance d'extinction
longiýtudinalo, chic pout Atro notablement r~duita si tine plus grando pr~cision est99

porte I a aeuro o istemprat-re (A OP*C >r'tl). Cottit :emarque ost d'ordre maths
skatiquc, car du point do vue des intdtoroiogiste- I seabla illusoiro do wseurer T I
mobns de 0,S0C. Do plus, tine seilleuire pr~cisir' ;ur lie vent no seablo pas dirninuor !a
dispersion, sauf pout-iw'rre daý:s he cas oil le- von., act 9o;-z.

U ~3.4. Inflhuence do ha direction dui vent stir Im focalisation sous trace
Le cas do vol choisi (a-11 000 _%, gngle do montte null, acc~lfrzation de I ra/s)

correspond d'uin point do vue- acc~lidration t. an 4,ion c!iaiairc, rais Ii pernet de aottre
en Evidence los offets do ila direction dui vent s r Is position de is focalisatahn sous
trace. Plusicurs cas do vant ont dtt tri-at6s nt de face or arridare tr~s fort, noyen

4 I or fai1lol, et los r~sultats sent A comparer vac la valour obtpituo on stzosph~re stan-
dard sans ve!nt. Les figures 9 or I' regrour. t les risultsts nu~riquos on proxttnt comae
enigine Ia Position oO i'svien nasso par N4-10

izY~k:: Par rpport I I& valour Wf en stiooýphzaro standard, on rernarque quo
leh vent arrif~ro rapprochhe wf do i'crigine, tandis quo I.c vent do face Ilea Gloigne;

los 4csrt3simxirtzux se-nt it !'erd re do ;10 km

-Ini conpossAte langisudinaic de Is vitelsse dui vent introrie-at dans V' prtac do
l6c-art Plus VL ost faible, plus on so rapprocho do It velour sýtandsrd do 'if.I

Gas r43tlratEs, bieA cite fragjawra ire s pr6cisaitt dEJ4 llinfluonce dui Vent sirT Is
:ocalisatiOfl seas txce. 11s straont compl)ts par l'Et'tdo do Is focalisation pour desK ~lois 4.e nant~e cor;.:pondmnat a c.llos d'un trarnsporteur supersoniquc.I

La prlnclp4;lo critique inh.Orento A ce travail rý6side finaloevet 6an.9 Is s~thtodo
;adoptie-, A savrdr Is ;~s'aind ac gtoa~triquo ot du calcul d'iatnst.no-
Let, 114tud gto i-trique A-* la propagaition des banigs at sis l'sccont stir do% dlntanco-s
d'Iostz 1ct ioulctiuiue at, latirales mnnraaleaofit 1engtaes, et ce phino*Ane poat gtre
p~r. ItaaM pour a.&triaaspartaurs su43ersoniq*ues comaerciaux. Bien qu'on puiss. Fr~roir

'quo doltai b~ngs %torut fafllit et distordlus, lentw esticAtiantes tat A faint, p-ar 1o
h.~J 1 dtattr deux part afin do connaltre hour signature et lour Affaib11~s.mstfa
40 ~1&ygo~td ott1 1 turbuboeco sarosph~rtquo. 11 exists naittebltbiex.Sat tin

t s3ait 411ratmr-siA (upeirot form.) ati-dessous duquel be bang sara Jui4 cc=e telf-
nabie at cnsoora 4'&-tro peru com tin bang vtritubio.

It<~..$tt y7A~~?~-- .-~.........- ~ - L



ADes exp~riences, r6alis6es en. France (r6f ,461) avec 40 Contrdlaurs Automatiques
de Nivono do bang Lo.:al (CANIBAL) r6partis clans tr-is d6part-~ents rolativenent frtquen-
tds par des avions militairos elk v-- supersoi~iquo, ant permi.. 1 tiror quciquos conclu-
sions int~rossantes quant A !a !.arbeur Ani tapis 'e bang:

La 1arg';)ur du tapis obse-rvE es±t sensiblement ia largaur norninala, at la probs-

bilit6 d'ontendre des ba~ng2 d~croit rn-yidement A :artir de 0,S Lois la largeur nominale.
0,34 -Les apparoils CANISA4 'yanc un s.2;iil ie c1Eclencheuent compris entre 0,2 et
0,4nosy (le bang moyan soits trace est ti .5'_ mbar), aucun bang supdrieur A cos seuils

n'a OtC5 mesuri6 A une disý:ance do la trace 6gaie &t 1,2 Lois ia demi-largeur nominate. D~e
plus, pendant toute la pclrtode des essa:\'s, rAucun bang W'e Wt pergo A cette s~me dis-

tanc parle personnel servant les CAkNVPAL. On pout don: on conclure quo ia probabilit6
"Id'onterndre" des bangs (5uuLpfrieurs -A? 2 0-,34 ubar) bat nulle (ou A peu pros nulle) A
uve distance 6galo A 1,2 Lois ia dems-,.arge'!r nominale.

Ca r~sultat so~ble donc en, ddsacccrfd avac les calculs de J.B.W. EDWARDS (r~f.
L5) qui donne, pour one distance do 1,2 rois la demi-largeur nominale (MH 1,6
z IS1 000 in), uno prababilit6 d'entendre le bang de 0,7 A 0,1 selon quo le vent oat dE-
favorable au favorable. 11 devient donc n~ces-saire d'olj.:cnir, par d'autres assais en

vol, ?es informations supplhmentaires sur l':nrtonsitE des bangs sur is gdriph6rie du
tapis, du point de vue calcul at surtout d'un rJint d.- vite exp~rimental.

4. CONCLUSION

12§.tude gdon~trique do ia propagation du bang en atmosph~ro r~elle met en Eni-
dence, dans certains cas, la d~forsatlesn impartante do tapia de bang par rapport A as
famse norsale en atmosph~ra standard extinctions longitudinple at lat~rale doubles oo
triples do la valour standard, variations inportante3 do ia focalisation sous trace,
suivant quo lo vent pr6sente tine cosposante elov~e longitudinalemant ou tranaversaleinent
Cfis.11). Do pius, one dispersion non n~gligeable, 3 A 7 kin, au niveso d'e 1extinctian

ost lide A la pr~ctsion des sondages in6ttorologiqoes.
4 Les cas anoruauz. saint relativemant raros, mass leur existence reste pdnalisante

~-4. A Ipour los vals suporsc'niquen at des coapl~ments d'inforuations rant n~cassaires, taint do
point do vue calcul. quo do point do vita expirimental, pcur d~terminer l'intensitE do
tols bangs qul, d'spr~s loS rares r~sultats d~jA cxnflus et cc'ntr8l4s, piraissant fitre
faiblas et pratiquement inaudibles.
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RECENT STUDIES INTO COCMORDE NOISE REDUCTION

by

R. Hoch R. Hawking
SNECUM Rolls-Royce (1971) Limited,

150 Boulevard Haussmann, Bristol Engine Division,
75 Paris Be, P.O. Box 3,France. Filton, Bristol, Engla•d.

SUNARY
This report summarises recent research which has been conducted over the past

two years by SNECOA and Rolls-Royce, as part of a continuing noise reduction programme
on the Concorde powerplant, The studies were aimed at (a) improving knowledge of
certain noise sources of the Olympus 593 turbojet engine and (b) evaluating potential
means for noise reduction either at source by alteration to the various engine compon-

- ents, or by addition of attenuating devices. Some of the recults of these studies have
been applied to the powerplant design standard intended for entry into service, others
are mentioned only for their technical or didactic interest, and others after
engineering evaluation, may lead to acoustic improvements tc- the Concorde powerplant
after entry into service.

1. INIURDUCTION

V •Until such time as considerable technological progress has been made, for instance,
in the field of variable cycle turbojet engines, the manufacturers of supersonic trans-
port aircraft will be obliged to use turbojets or turbofan engines of low bypass ratio
to power such aircraft. Compared with high bypass ratio engines, which have become a
feature of modern subsonic transport aircraft and which are particularly well suited to
a high degree of silencing treatment, thsee engines are, by their very design, noisy,
particularly at take-off, due to the high velocity of the exhaust gases.

:ii The manufacturers of the Concorde have, from the outs•t of the project,
recognised the necessity to make the aircraft acceptable to the public from the noise

$ ?:; point of view and the Engine Co••anies of SNEO and Rolls-Royce have carried out
intensive resa•ach in order to achieve, to the greatest possible extent

- the reduction of the noise of the high velocity jet of the Olympus 593
tuwrbojet engine at the supereritical expanzion ratios In the take-off
and flyover phases and

- the reduction ot engine internal noise which dominates the overall
noise in the approach phase.

I' This paper suarises some of the results obtained during the comprehiwsive
and integrated rsearch prograr• s which have been carried out by the two C<mpanies in
collaboration with universities and the national research ostablishrants in France
and Britain.

r The effective control of operational noise levela ha, bion a key objectiva of
S the Concorde a•nufzc^,ur* f-rca thu intepteon of -hN prograwne. Htoever, in seletng

q end developing the pcojnlslc systn and various silencing weana for Cw.corde, account
has had tO be taken of the peculitr charate.riatts of the S$T and the iat of any
perfornnce loasat o" weight inerases oo the viability of nMg rang- superfsonicS operation. T- a. t • 4p•ortant of these selcirl factors ad their influence on the
chokle•of poaerplaut and tse cons•quont aircraft noise levels ase examined in this

4 para-graph.3

There are fundavental differancas between the aircraft ecnfiguratlcn required
for afficient *opntion at cupnrse•ic seeds and that ntcesrary for. efficient stýb#oatc
cruisivq. The xroducrd *W.n and high eoe rausrtiot which are needed 'to give good f
suer.s*onic perfcar*u c-k rAult in Ils efficivnt low speed pra-tieos. C0nsquentlv•,

a suersoic ircraft reqgtres hish,*r twke-off wrA approach thrust at a g1veti O*'Or&-

P 'at*$ of flight. rt printcipta, tho• adv o e quence o• On craft noise cosdd be
iafliiatod by the u*4 of variable sw*ep wirgs. Howev•z, the state of t.e art is such
that t-te coavligsity, inc-reaed struoiturQ welight and love of ussille volnme ineurred by
their use ucild bW unaczcptsble in a long rabge supersonic transport aircraft.

ls payloAd which can he ca-rted by aupersonic air'craft is prcporti tately
atller than that of wI equivalent subaoic alrcraft. Vith Ccrcorde t aIt ate to Is
th~a IN of the marina tae-o-ff wqight. It follows that any- In-talled weight inerease

oran tsx~aibfulVo~h owltu fcetrut ose o peifcfuel comnuqpticsm-

:: \ _::. •- ,:<, - . .... .. ?,, ,• •, .:i.:, :- -'•-• •: ._-. . .. ..--. .•,- . . . .. , . -,.. . .. -, . .. . : • ,: -. , ... . .
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increases, will havre a large impact on the payload which can be carried. This has
important consequences on the choice of powerplant and silencing systems for Concorde.
For subsonic aircraft the evolution of the high bypass ratio turbofan for improving
performance and economics, made possible significant reductions in take-off and approach

velocity) is incompatible with supersonic operation. Even an engine with a moderate
bypass ratio would represent a serious loss !In overall mission performance throughIincreased installation drag and increased powerplant weight.

in In a Mach 2 supersonic transport such as Concorde, a substantial comnpression
ocusin the intake at high speeds and this component plays an importanit role in the
acheveentof ighpropulsive efficiency. Therefore the optimum press-are ratio

itseffciecy s hghand that the flow demands of the engine can be met at all flight
speeds, the intake must have variable geometry. The exhaust nozzle system must also
be variable to make the most efficient use of the available turbo-machinery at both
taIke-off and supersonic speeds. Consequently the weight of the air int~ake and exhaust
system in a supersonic aircraft represents a much larger proportion of the powerplantA weight than for a subsonic nacelle. Since this weight increases faster than the design

mass flow it is important to choose an engine of high specific thrust (high jet
vel~ocity) for supersonic transports.

From specific fuel consumption considerations alone, the optimum bypass ratio
Sfor a Mach 2 transport would be around 0.6 to 0.8 depending upon turbine entry temp-

erature (see figure 1). The specific thrust would be only about 30% lower than that
of a turbojet yet this increase in engine mass flow with the attendant increase in
pow-rrplant weight and drag would more than offset the potential improvement in engine
specific fuel consumption. The situation is not improved by using a low bypass ratio
turbofan with rehleat to give the sane specific thrust in cruise as that of the Olympus
593 -see figure 2.

Thus, although a turbofan would be-desirable to reduce noise levels at take-off
and landing) the supersonic transport requires engines of high specific thrust for cruise.
One possible method of meeting these conflicting requirements would be to use an engine
of variable bypass ratio. Such engine concepts are being examined and may form the
basis of future powearplants for second generation supersonic transport aircraft.

OypsThe type of engine chosen to power the MCACSMIAS Concorde is the RR/SNECM&
Oyps593 turbojet, a section of which is shown in figure 3. It is a twin spool

engine of modest pressure ratio which incorporates a reheat system delivering a thruct
boost of about 20% for take-off and transonic acceleration.

The Type 28 exhaust system with which the first production engines will be
equipped incorporates three majoi components in a single integrated design:

iA)a variable priviaxy nozzlie, in order to optimise the engine perfosmance
over a wide range of operating conditions, and to all!% for reheat opezation.

I The variable noasle has been used effectively to reduce jot noise during
climb and on approach, since by opening the nozzle with the twin spool
engine its mass flow can be increased (and hence jet velocity reduced)
whilst maintaining the same thrust,

vIb) 4secondary nozzle, closely integrated to the wing structure incorporates
two buchets which can be rotated in order to achieve optinura watching of
the secondary nooazle exit area to the pressure ratio impoed by the flight
Speed and the engine power. In addition, at large deflection angle-s of
the buckets attenuation& of sideline noise can be a-chievid at take-off.

& c} When fully closed at landing, the bucket. act as a thrust reverser.

c) ajetsilencer, incoi-porating eight "spadeg" which is- u!sed to reduce the
jet noise it flyovero at cut-bac& powear, and which can be xt-tracted into
the secondary nao~le structure to avoid internal losses during climb
and cruise.

LThe confIgurations of the9 Type 28 exhaust sy~stem in the main flight phases mro
W1ust~atad in figure 4.

7 ~3.* NOISE C1IAUCTEiIISTICS OF ¶ LTM~ MIUrCW !LMS 593

Rtavino ouatlined4 the aercdynawdc, pxojp.isiva and aconomical cxaziderations Which
led to tho choice of thq Olympus 393, a aheort descriptior' of the noise characturistie.
of this engine when fittQed with a convergeont prinary nozzle follows. Pimpuro 5
pros Qnta a wuwsary of the norraalise4 linear p"ak noiso levelsi for this aengine ccavýned

2, with thosg obtainwi with llfuxae" jet* at tho sawa velocity. At take-off coriditiens,
because af the h~oh spercif~c thruast of the angine (the 2xhUust velocitty is nearly

850 t~* J~tit the predominant rroise source. The4 ncisit. otigint tes from the
... claoic~al mix-Ingof the~ jet ith th aubieft air ^rd# in dlractlotia norual to th io-t

axis and An fte forward arc, from thoe inttraction of Mldie with the shOIC1a of the
uder xpaad*-d j~ A large ntumbr of modsladfl cl et ua~ houwn htin

noise iner~mewn rosulting from the raAoat boosat (figure 8) "ze predictably asnociated

S. . . .t
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."I with the velocity, density and nozzle area variations.

Concon:de, in common with most aircraft, will use a noise abatement procedure
during take-off and it is well known that the effectiveness of such a procedure
increases as the engine bypass ratio decreases. During climb at reduced thrust jet
mixing noise is still the predominant noice source in the rearward arc. Nevertheless,
a progressive increase of the noise level at high angles to the jet axis can beobserved. Thials increase is attributed to "interimal noise"f, which is examined in
detail in parigzcaph 4.3. Since this contribution of internal noise is most noticeable
in the high f,,:roquency part of the noise upectra, it will lead to greater incrsases
over pure jet noise when expressed in RNdB than the divergences in figure 5 would suggest.Under approach conditions, the internal noise is largely predominant over the other
noise sources of the Olympus 593, including the compressor noise radiating from the
inlet.

Also shown in figure 5 ars the peak noise levels obtained in flight presented
as a functiom of relative instead of absolute jet velocity. It will be noted that
thire is good correlation between static and flight levels at the highest jet

Nk velocities, although as jet velocity is reduced, progressive divergence of the data
from the static levels occurs as the contribution of the internal noise to the overall
noise inu-rea,•es. Furthermore, this divergence suggests that the internal noise
component is more dependent on the internal flow conditions of the engine than on the
relative jet velocity. These flight effects will be discussed more fully inJ)A paragraph 5,

!.he diLvergences between the overall engine noise and the threshold formed by
the pure jet noise (deduced from model tests Li an anechoic chamber) are illustrated
in detail in figure 7 which shows the differences in the rearward arc between the
engine noise level and the corresponding pure jet noise level as a function of the
exhaust velocity. 0 The differences can be seen to be maximum at low velocities and at
angles between 70 and 80 , being progressively reduced as the ekhaust velocity is
increaced. When the pressure ratio becomes supercritical, it can also be seen that thedifferinces are small in the rearward arc, but increase significantly towards the
forward arc, This trend results probably from the greatex level of shock associated
noise which is present in the engine compared with that of models for which the jet
turbulance level is much lower.

An uxamination of sound pressure spectra at low engine thrust provides a better
assessment of the contribution of internal noise to the overall engine noise. As anexample, the spectra shcmn in figure 8 highlight a medium and high frequency content
much sireater than that txpected from turbulent mixing of the exhaust jet with the"surrotuding air. Possible origin of this noise will be discussed in paragraph 4.3.
The corresponding perceived noisiness spectrum emphasises the weighting this noise
component puts on perceived noise levels expressed in PNdB.

Thlese characteristics of engine exhaust noise are not specific to the Olympus
593 bat with minor differences appear to be com~na to most engines.

4. IDBNTIFICATION AND SUPNESSION OF THME AIN NOISE SWJRCES

Before describing a nutber of investigationS carried out by the manufacturers,
we will outline tho solutions adopted and developed for the entry into service of
Concrrde.

4.1 Acoustic piroperties of the exhaust system designed for entry into servic'e

Although th04 overall design of the Olyspus 593 was frozen as early as 1965,the engine wanufacturors have progresiively applied all possibilities offered byavailable w-lq* re tion tchniqu-s co tble with the technological, oconoaical
MaWd operational constraints of the supersonic aircraft (i) (2).

Qncag the engine cycle scat appropriate to the Comcorde mission had been detined,
suppcearion technirqus for reducing ioise at Source VQ-Xe liited. Neve-theloss, thoOly2pus 53 angine cffered soza potentIal Coa source naive reduction other than At flil

1
A I pcsttrbecuseof Its twin spool layout. Opening) the pritny, liogsel to the maxdu~mp".oible aroa coptible with a safe surge &nrijin, while uairtJ.ining the thrust

constant by trcrnsing the low pressure capresor speed, will reduce txiside-ably the
<.' . jet v•. ky auda a a• consequence, the jet mixing foise. CausicdkribIle progress inthe directton has beenj achieved siincea the prototyp* ngn tests,; #itheut affectimgth, engine handll-g characteristic.. Prototype and prepr9ductio" ai.eraft flight tests

Sba'e demonstrQted .he validity of Is tl-chnique and the noise reduti:Ts already
desanstrated in flight art shown in figura 9 at Concorde ap~oatoh ail cut-hack r

*, • Otther !et no•tso reducticn tachniqaus arQe buiht into tha geosral dIstr oJ f the 4
enharwt systes beingi dcielopteu for entry in-to servicue, and which is dasignAt~ed the £-:Tpe 28_NOessle. The kmdeline n.,ase rtd.ctioat 9sk•woff 4. achieved by fishtailitg

oftejtb oaL4the hoc- atsat ana .Of about 30 as soon the allcraftis airtorna (3). The pe<:'ornsnce of thin device is tuxmar SlWI i figure 10.. At cut-
back, which providnt a •reds, rhcatctien of the orde r off I' a tihoO•p"a silencer is

intr-oduced into the jlet and the bucke.t angle t@ edu4ced to about 10 * t PtheprforMManCe Pft,



of this silencer, which is completely retractable, is shown on figure 11.

It is worth recalling that the take-off and climb trajectory for 4 given weight
is dependant on the installed thrust. Figure 12 shows for a given silencer attenuation,
the changes in flyover nolise, level for Concorde at maximu.m weight due to changes in
thrust (2). An increase in take-off thrust leads to an increased throttling altitude,

agreater height over the measuring point, and a lower flyover noise level, although
the optimum throttling distance from start of roll is reduced, The figure also
indicates the importance of reducing losses in take-off thrust by, for example,
avoiding the premature deployment of silencers.

Although actions and devices described are intended to ensure that, at the time
of entry into service, Concorde will not be noisier than most long-range aircraft in
service today the manufacturers are fully aware that this initial target, which corres-
ponds to a total reduction of the order of 20 EPNdB at the three measuring points
relative t~o the prototype Concorde noise levels, cannot be considered as satisfactory44 in the longer term. Because of this, close cooperation between SNECMA and Rolls-Royce
has resulted in many investigations being carried out aimed at achieving a better
understanding of the noise generating processes, and at exploring new silencing devices
to attenuate these noise sources. To ensure that no aspect of the problem is overlooked,
the manufacturers are using the assistance of several University and Research organisa-
tions in the fields of acoustics with the main objective of improving the systems

4 I designed for the entry into service, and evolving new attenuation devices.

4.2 Jet noise reduction

noise Two ranges of jet velocities are of major importance as related to the Concorde
nieproblkem t the low velocity range, corresponding to the approach power of the

Olympus 593, and the high velocity range (including the case of underexpanded jets)
,4. corresponding to the take-off conditions.

Until recently, there were some inconsistencies in the Jet noise prediction
methods at low exhaust velocities. This situation, which has lasted for a long time,
has made it difficult both to identify and to quantify the internal noise sources on
jet engines running at intermediate power. In order to solve this problem, SNECMA and
NGTE conducted, a few years ago, a systematic research prograasm on the effect of the
temperature of a jet on its noise emission (4), showing mainly that at low velocities
a hot jet is noisier than a cold one, the reverse being confirmed at high exhaust
velocities. From this work experimental values of a variable jet density exponent
were determined which, when introduced into the usual jet noise normalising function,
enabled a single prediction curve for jet noise to bu obtained, applicable to a wide
range of exhaust conditions. Figure 13 shows the jet density index which has been

* . introduced in the acoustic power normalising function of a Jet, the results of which
is to produce the jet noise correlation curve shown in figure 14. This concept of a
variable density index has been incorporated in the recently proposed revision of the

FM S.A.R. jet noise prediction method A.R.P. 886.I

In the high jet v'elocity range, research has been conducted chiefly on noise
generated by shock waves in underexpanded jets. The best known phenomenon is a
discretR tone emission, often termed "screech", but considering that it generally

4 ~ appears ontly on cold mode~l jets, it is essentially of academic interest. Of greater
importano.. wheb c'onsidering engines and particularly the reheateg Olympts 593, is the -

high frequency broadband noise which appears at angles around 90 to the jet and In
the forward arc and which is gpiterated when eddies from the jot mixing layer interactV...with the shock waves of the underexpanded jet. This interaction XecbanI*= and the
laws governing this noise emission were described by Fisher (5) who showed in particular
that the emitted sound intensity varies t) e tM square of the pressure Jump Across
the shock-wave. Ay using an adapted con-d'. noz~zle it is Poesible to suppress thisr I interaction noipe As shewn on figure 1S, but the mixing noise in the Peak noise
diecgion I howelr %;raine all designd Atotemps io usen ain id2ith wen-igt nze on a
enini ol aginehwva#riesvrall odeifind prttemts tPcmozse n widta wonight, novele on

C-. dimannionp, and the difficulty of achieving a varirble tbroAx area whilst Maintaining
a Smooth internal nozzle profilo. Resetarch, on c~oi-.dl nora-les war, therefo-re orientod
towardý. the posoible use of shorter nosslqs wit-h a onical profilo. As can bv seen
on figure 15, tba noise chAracteristics of the noarri deterioratoa as the length o-f
th-, divergeant part of the noxxlaI. isrctuced. Other device~s such az Porfoxrated eJactoxs, .
-jr slotted norles (6) have been investigated $ji an attempt to obtain a shock free

"-pnsion of the Jet.

In the 4!=ld of jet noise attonuatioo, in a~dditi~ot to evalutating MAny different
-Vsilencing concepts,' a m~ajor effort Msh~a ban directod naturally towards isprovinq
acoimtic proprties of tha Type 28 "t:haLit *yst*= dqf.1red foxr entry into servicea.
Several difforant approaches nAve boen explored an.d t1!oy are described fully inI7riefork-nce (7). Some of thvosc studieo are auntioned L-elow &nd basically consist Of

a) Using Internal a;W *xtvznal side platoi to re~,oduce in. the, flyover plane,
nois6 '-eductions cowparable to thwea a-ch~eved i-P the latexal ;,Aane7 by

I' ~lotating the Type 2-8 noaebuckats. The 6166 plat"~ vhich are dvvicost hInged In a vertica~l plane. fishtail the jet and givea di-rctional awilescing
under the aircraft.



b) Determining possible ways of improving the Type 28 nozzle noise attenuations

in the lateral plane by reducing the secondary flow, and therefore the
secondary pressure ratio within the nozzle.

c) Optimising the geometry of the thrust reverser buckets and deflectors. The
study of the Type 28 nozzle acoustic characteristics has shown that the
thrust reverser deflectors play a modest part in the sideline noise atten-Suation achieved by tlshtailing the jet with th,- bu~ckets. The likely actionof these deflectors is to produce an additional squeezing at the side of

the Jet which =agnifies the effect produced by the buckets.
Several shapes and sizes of detlectors have therefore been tested and, ~the performance obtainqed with the widest deflectors is given in figure 16."The problems raised by the use of such enlarged deflectors in the Type 28

nozzle (losses in cruise, mechanical integrity, performance in reverse
thrust etc.) are presently undergoing technological evaluation.

In view of the directional acoustic properties of the Type 28 nozzle with buckets
deflected, a great ar-unt of research work (6) has also been devoted to the study of
various types of nozzle designs capable of producing fishtailed je-cs. One of the
simplest and most efficient designs is a notched nozzle, obtained by cutting two tri-
angular notches in the sides of s convergent nozzle (figure 17). With such nozzles itis possible to achieve a wide spreading of the jet in the plane of the notches, as shownby the shadowgraphs presented in figure 18. Noise fields measured in the principleplanes of the nozzle are compared with that of a convergent nozzle in the same figure,
and a close analogy between the acoustic behaviour of these nozzles and that of Type 28nozzle can be seen. It is possible that the high noise reduction observed in the planewhere the jet spreads most rapidly, results from the high eddy diffusivity in thisplane. However, in a recent private comminication, Dr. Fisher suggests that the noise
reduction, noticed in the "silent plane" of such Jets, could result from a progressivedecrease in the role of convective amplification with increase of Jet spreading angle.

Yý IBecause of possible adverse interaction between two fishtailed jets when placed
in close proximity, as in the twin Concorde nacelles, this problem has been investigated) closely. One series of studies covered the interaction of two asymetric jets, viz jetsfrom a pair of notched nozzles each incorporating one and two notches respectively. The
nozzle centre-lines were parallel and separated from each other by 1.5 nozzle diameters.
Noise was measured along the two main axes of the nozzle group by symmetrically varying
the angle (€ of the notch plane relative to the plane of both nozzle centre-lines.S ' Attenuationa relative to a grout. of two convergent refecence nozzles, are shown by
fiwure 19, It can be seen, in particular, that, at right angles Vo the twin nozzle
/( = 900), the optimin attenuation is not achieved when <P = 90 , but when the two
fishtailed jets interact with each otiher at = 120 . Alsooan attenuation is observed
in the direction normal to the plane of the dotches ( 4) = 0 and 18) = 80), which is"not the care wiih a rngle notched uozzle (refer to figure 17). The optiuum attenuation
from this twin nozzle arrangement is t4e same as that obtained in the plane 0,

4 when the notches are coplanar ( = 0).

"Another u1roup of experimwntcs was related to the study of acoustic masking effects.
4:. A model of the -twin Type 28 nozzle arrangement in Concorde was used for these tests,

and measurezenta woge taken in the horizontal plane containing both nozzle centre-line8 .
The upper curves in figure 20 show noise fields obtaitnd at low bucket angles ( •' S
and 210) with the Typo 2-8 nozles both fitted with standard deflectors. The experimentwas then repeated but wit t . the buckets of the nozzle located nearest the microphone set
at an an.le of 300 and fitted with wide thrust reverser deflectors - a configuration
corresponding to ttw manimim possible attenuatiou, (cefer to figTtie 16). The buckets
of the standard rkizxle en the far Ade of the microphone were successively set at 5, 20

."HI and 10 It can be seen that the noise fields and spectra are virtually unchanged,
which suggests the existen%,.. of a nearly perfezt masking by the "quiet" jet of the
%djacent noisier one. Other twin nozzle confiouratins (Type 28 nozzle, notched nozzleia
etc.) hive been oýý,svrv• e to give identical *.fftcts whicix, although not yet fully under-4•• stood, o.sen the way to prowieinj poasibilities in the field of jet noise reduction.

In parallel with a-; Ais mn 4ovel vilencer desIgins, tho manuxsacturors are
proceeding with the evaluation of a ntutbr of known silencQu. concepts, with stress
being placed upon silencers caEablq of b•i•g fully retracted in order to avoid the very
severe penalty which would roeult troa thrust leosav in cruise. They include studieson multitube milen-zers similar to 'hose atudied by Boeing ard General Electric as part
of the Aserican SST prolrAwie (8). Studies are being 3-ade alto in cooperation vithSSo<'-ibft Bertin an n&_=_1a concopitg &.i illuatrat•d In fti re 21. Attc a to appy =uh
nozzles tc The current COncorde pow-erplant post eQtreewly difficult technological"pro.-len drbe to the very severe citironment 9xis-ting at the qngine exhaust. The need
to. incopozrate variat.Ae gooatry to adapt the nostle to tht various phwzoa of flight
and to rctraxt allencing elvzs.ts whre-vtr ponlbis, raisoe weight &rd drag penalties
which, being arch rare critical in a supersolc than in a subsonic aircraft, could

¶ prevet the uge of such silencing systems.

To ;.oIclud; this s:ccto, figuro 22 ahow ths poential rfornnce of roea filn'.
5.-'vetom invetivatod c© part of this -- - - - -h - - -k, but --- -- t- - aplicatin of such S

-or pr .... re



Vi } 4.3 Internal noise

When describing the acoustic charactaristics of the Olympus 593 (in paragraph 3)
the presence of internal noise was postulated and this component, which radiates at high
angles to the jet axis, oecomes the dominant engine noise source at low thrust levels.
Conventionally, "internal noise" includes any noise component emitted by an engine exhaustand wh-.ch is not pure jet noise. In this context, pure jet noise is taken as the dataobtained from exhaust nozzle rigs of high internal flow quality mounted in an anechoicchamber. Such data is given in reference 4. This definition of internal noise does

not include compressor noise (or fan noise in the case of a bypass engine).

Extensive theoretical and experimental investigations have been made to define
and characterise the sources of internal noise in turbojet engines, which first becomes
apparent as an increasing divergence of the total noise from pure jet noise as exhaust
velocity decredses - see figure 5. At very low jet velocities (about 200 m/s) the
total noise follows a law like (Vj) 4 rather than the (V1J) 8 law which is appropriate
to pure jet noise. Examination of engine noise spectra shows medium and high frequency

. contents which are considerably greater than those resulting from the pure jet. Peak
noise spectra for the Olympus 593 at jet velocities around 350 m/s are shown in
figure 8. The high frequency region of the spectra appears to be characterised by
broadband turbine tones associated with blade interaction phenomena in the H.P. and L.P.
turbine assemblies, The corresponding perceived noisiness spectra emphasise the serious
weighting of this noise component when deriving the PRdB levels.

The changes in spectra at 900 to the engine as jet velocity is reduced are shown
in constant band width format in figure 23. At jet velocities around 500 m/s (condition
D) where the exhaust nozzle is just choked, the low frequency part of the spectrum is
almost entirely accounted for by jet noise. At high frequencies the broadband noise
level is greater than that expected from a pure jet. As jet velocity is reduced thefine character of the spectrum becomes apparent as the broadband component of internal
noise falls. At low jet velocities (condition A) the tonal components from the turbine
can be clearly seen, being dominated by the low pressure turbine tone which appears to
have suffered considerable spectral broadening. The high pressure turbine fundamentaltone which appears at about 9 KHz is even more broadened. Tones are present also at
frequencies which are related to the differences between the high and low pressure
turbine tones.

Thus with jet velocities around 400 m/s internal noise in turbojeS engines is

essentially of a broadband high frequency character peaking around 70-80 to the jet
axis. At low jet velocities where internal noise is the domir.ant exhaust noise sourcein a turbojet, the spectra at high angle to the jet are m-eh wore tonal in character
although the tones are broadened considerably.

These general internal noise characteristics are not peculiar to the Olyxus 593.
Clearly the turbine assembly has a significant influence on the source character-

istics of internal noise at low jet velocities. Figure 24 shows the internal noise
component at 700 to the jet axis for two standards of Olympus 593, plotted as a function
of H.P. turbine ti spered. ce correlation, which coverk th rts ge of jet veloaitysb
from 250 to 500 ;7s, is reasonably good, and does not suggent any change in source
mochanism as thrust is reduced. If the H.P. tucbine with its essengoallj subsonic
bladinq were the main source of internal noise (ton aýid bxoadband components) then thevelocity exponent given by the correlation (vi: VP-ý) ls different frow that obtaine.d
from correlating subsonic compiessor and fan noise, suggesting that different generation

mechanisms may be involved. It is relevant to note that the nozrle cont):- L character-
istics of the twin spool Olympus 593 are such that over the thrust range indicated byfigure 23, th•rst and hence jet velocity are almost proportional to H.P. turbine speed,
so that aIternativg interpretatiGns of thir figure are ossible. However the bestcorrelation of data from different standards of OlyCmps 593 was obtained when internalnoise vas plotted as a function of H.P. turbine speed rather than jot velocity or other

I aero-thermodyuamic paramoters.

MaPbny diaguostic studies have been made, som at full scale usinul the Olyixpuv S93
and other turbojet engine&, in an attempt to determine the ivfluence of other parameters
on internal noise. They include the effects of major chanLges to the design of cotnuzsor,• turi ins, tur~bine diffuser aid tailpipe. Although in many cases Dnasurablu cha•gas to
he intral noiQ# copo~newnt were obtained and beneficial changes to the engine have

Sresulted (for exaaple see flgure 25) in none of them ha4s any convincing evidance been
found of any major change to the source of broadbarn Internal noise.

Since thore is evidencu th-it at least paxt of the internal noise of a turbojet
has its oriqgn in the turtb-:n asouebly it is rolevant to wanino possible propagation
paths an-d expected far field icoustic characterist'cs. For no!*se source* located in
the tailpipe:, there would be a propagation path throu.gh the nole exit and thence by
refraction and scattering thr-ug•h the jet shear layer to the surrouand-ing atmosph re.

ti Such radiatirn would peak in tMe rear arc. Theoretical studioi by VfowcaQWilliam at al
-. (9 (10 (111 suggaut that Soun,-i radiated in this manner wiould be expected to vary( : 1 with a typical velocity like V6 or V6 . the eawme xpwonnts should apply to noise
g.enrated by turbulence contained in a pipe with various end constraints. There are

• :,, "jI
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several aspects of the experimental results which are rot explained by this modelling
of internal noise. AlsQ the observed directivittes, and changes vith forward speed
which are discussed in the next section, indicate a much higher level of internal noise
at high angles to the jet and in the forward arc than appears possible solely by
considering noise refracted and scattered by the jet shear layer.

There is a second family of internal noise generation processes which involves
interaction of unsteady internal flow with the nozzle exit region. Interactions of
this type have been studied theoretically with several different mechanisms and lip
boundary conditions being postulated (11) (12). SeveraL such interaction mechanisms
could give acoustic efficiencies comparable with thax of the jet, and with jet velocity
dependence and pronounced high angle and forward arc directivities which are in accord
with experimental results both static and in-flight.

The unsteady exhaust flow, which may be regarded as fluctuations in engine mass
flow combined with fluctuations in axial and transverse momentum, has its origin
essentially in the unsteady expansion process through the turbine assembly with modul-
ations dun to fluctuations in turbine entry conditions and the flow about components
in the tailpipe, i.e. turbine exhaust diffuser vanes, etc ExpFeriments have been
carried out to study nozzle lip interaction phenomena and to ettempt to modify the
lip/turbulence interaction process by changes both to the character and intensity of
the unsteady flow approaching the nozzle, and to the acoustical impedance of the lip
and initial jet shear layer.

Figure 26 shows the changes in linear field shape produced by fitting art
acoustical lining to the Olympus tailpipe whilst the corresponding spectral changes
at 900 to the jet are shown in figure 27. The lining, which was designed to be most
effective in the frequency range 800 to 3000 Hz, reduced both the tone0 and broadband
noise. Theiaximum attenuation was in the rear arc centrea at about 80 . Very similar
results were obtained by use of a relatively small screen placed just downstream of
the nozzle exit *nd to the side of the jet, as shown in figure 28.

X. These and other diagnostic exhaust screening tests on the Olympus 593 which
indicate the presence of important noise sources other thcn those related to jet
mixing processes, are discussed in more detail in reference 6.

Attempts to modify lip sources by changes to the character of the unsteady
flow at the nozzle of the eng~nc included tests in which a honeycomb flow straightener
was installed in the tailpipe just aov-nstream of the turbine exhaust diffuser. The
honeyýobb, which had a rectangular cell structure of 3 x 3 x 15 cms, producc sign-
ificant reductions in the high freqtpency broadband noise in the forward arc - see
figure 2D. These results suggest that unsteady flow interaction with the nozzle exit
is an important mechanism in the generation of internal noise - certainly of the
forward radiated component. The investigation of this phenomenon involves the appli-
cation of advanced analysis techniques; in flow measurements, narrow band analysis,
auto and cross correlation etc., and major research progra.zmes are being carried out
by the Concorde engine canufacturors and their collaborators in order to understand
and to silence the various sources of internal noise. Several improvements have already
been effected and others, involving the lining o" the engine tailpipe and secondary
nozzle system are being actively studied.

½ 5. THE EFFECTS OF FORWARDP SPEED ON StI1NE EXJIALJST NOISE

The Olyzpus, having significantly higher jet valocit.es tha:Un tuzrbofan engines
representat~vs of today's. s~ubsonic transport aircraft has baan shown to pose peculiar

N silencing problems. One important aspect of the2. problems it the changes in noise
generation aund propagation •ehanivva which occur between static and flight situat-tions.
Such changes might be axpected to be different from those which are exOprienced b, •
engines whocu acourtical characteristics are dominattd by t urbo-machinery noise.
"Sieveral fundamental investigz~tJin of the influence of forward speed on jut ;id
exhaust noive characteristicu have been co:nducted in supp-ort of the Ccncorde ;,rcgrsma.,Sand although 1-hes tud $ %di arra not ý-4t coxplota,, gul'f!ie•nt work has 1ýean do:'Q to.•

high.ight the most iaportant chanrs wbich occur. Theso change's. are presented and
disýcussed in this -section,

I IIn order to study such chanpg l ytumatically it is. dRirable t -ke dirxect
cop"A-isun '-eteven th. static a-ad flight acoustlcal characteristics of a given engine, -

S.-?i Unfortunatt.ky acou2tical data from an aircraft flight p-ograu although appropriate
for establiahitg tN. noj .e lovels of tho aircraft, camnet be co"re-d directly with-.tt from sctiL calib~ratics of the cozr-spon$i rý ino. Tht aircraft Itself te-ds
to nick Aart~aaqntal qff4ect. associated salorly with forward motio-n. Attemnte to

j correc6-t for diffatnces In euvlroniuwntal effectsý includinq grwound teflection, And
specific aircraft/eýn-ao inu,-tallatin fzAatutes -partIcularly with a twlt1-eQngitre-d,snr4 level corr~ctiJns which are bi;-vr than the static

-• t o flLhtvh t t~2 • otl,.Ung test bNo and flight simd atlton I
Two z.ioz flight zimulation facilities whAch hav• been utsd to suweC-*rt theo

sest hd - a" figrn 30. The Rolls-Royce spining rig ia a gilated flight facility

S .,..- . .. -- :- :- - , _ - _ - - -. - ,-__ .



S98for the study of jet and exhaust noise at forward speeds up to 150 m/sec. The facilityis designed to spin model nozzles of approximately '/loth Concorde scale at the end of
a rotor of 10 metre radius, and is capable of reproducing j t stagnation conditions
up to a pressure of 4 atmospheres and a temperature of 1300o. By tethering the rotor,the static acoustical characteristics of a given exhaust system can be determined,and these data can then be compared directly with the acoustic characteristics determined
when the system is in motion. The Vulcan flying test bed which has now been withdrawnfrom the programme, was pwtered by four Olympus 101 engines and was fitted with anOlympus 593-4 engine and a type 10 (prototype) exhaust system in a complete Concordenacelle installed beneath the aircraft fuselage. The position of the secondary nozzle
system relative to the trailing edge of the Vulcan wing was different from that of theConcorde installation. Although this difference had a measurable effect upon theacoustical field shape compared with that of Concorde, it is considered that meaningful
studies of the changes in engine acoustical characteristics with forward speed werepossible. Usinj the Vulcan F,T.B. and the variable primary nozzle of the twin spoolOlynpus 593 it was possible to study the effect of in. teasing forward speed at constant
exhaust velocity and at constant rotlative jet velocity. The results from these tests
are summarised below.

The linear CIASfL field shapes at 305 metres altitude at forward speeds of 90 and
180 m/s are shown in figures 31 and 32 respectively. These field shapes, which arepresented as functions of noise emission angle, have been corrected for differences inaircraft attitude and for aircraft self-noise at the two forward speeds, and the noiselevels have been normalised to standard atmospheric conditions. :n general, increasing
the flight speed leads to a reduction in rear arc noise and an increase in forward arcnoi-e. The changes at a given jet (exhaust) velocity are shown in figure 33. Although
the trends in directivity changes with forward speeds at these jet velocities arebroadly in line with predictions of the effect of motion on jet mixing noise (13), the
-tent of the chang-.s at right angles to the j~t and particularly in the forward irc,are greater than predicted. At about 40 - 50 to the jet axis (i.e. the angular range

in which jet mixing noise would be expected to dominate) the reduction in OASPL withincrease in forward speed at the higher jet velojties (greater than 600 m/s) is approx-imately that which would be expected from jet relative velocity considerations. At jetvelocities below aboat 550 m/s the reduction in rear arc noise level with Increasing
forward speed is markedly less than expected. This suggests that "internal" noise

_-q sources are present and influential at higher jet velocities than would be suggested bystatic jet studies - see figure 5. Such a postulation is supported by the observed
changes in field shape with forward speed at high angles to the jet where a reduction
in jet relative velocity does not lead to a reduction in noise level, even when the jetA velocity is high. This result suggests that the source strength for the ;ngh angleradiation actually increases with forward speed.

In the forward arc there appears to be an increase in noise level with forwardspeed although with critical and subcriticai pressure ratios this increaas•e is s=ll.*:; The increase in forwyrd arc noise at high jet velocities (600 m/s) could be relatedSto the presen.ce of s.nock associated noise from the supercritical jot sin,:e examinationof spectra suggests that shock roise dominates in the forward arc un, r these.conditions. The increase !n Ot5t.5K in the forward art with flight :• .d at high Jet
velocities is weoll predicted by the fourth -r'oer of the Doppler rc:ctor (1-m cosexcept in the extreme forward arc where shock associated noise . probatlv effeclively
shielded by the aircraft itseilf.

At the lower jet velocities whera the changes in the forward arc are ;small,• j the lack of any -snifgcant attnuation at high anles- to the Jet suggoýst the prbsence.' of important non-convected disturbancee. which would also te expcted to suffer
4 amplificatlon in the forward arc with increase In forward- spee-d. From the Vuican flight

.test with th Olymp•s 593 ihut down, an irncreae in forwad arc noise level rolativeS~~to th~at a•t W-)0 to the je'. ýZai oberved, tieing 3 dO At 1,W to th e lo 2-xis. Thi-ý is• albt th4ý value . -•ted frca Doppler A49llficAtion of mmct.opole and dpole sourcrt

tk~in, wih te at-zaft -M~e vpqitwtalresults suggest there i.s A ran;ge of lept-- I "•ocitios around h critical valuid in whiv-h Mýn•-cwn-vecttd .'-vhan01t--. a vqi A WiRA),r
infltuenc-e-o forwar-d Atc field shape changne. Thsrneis border1Watt3 c highert velocities by the pre.sence of xh'ack associated noise and At the loer ve-T locitis teythe douinance of notrle based internal noise sources.

Connrison of the_ linear acomustic field s4hapes an~d of tao *pectra in diroectionsv
appro.xinatelv nor=!l to~ the Jot axis shcrs no aisiaschanges wish flight Speedfur zhe jet velocIty r'ng-e studred (350 < V7j 4 6510 mAs). This eb~rvesio- arparcntlv
applIzoL also to static-to-!iig~ht connapriscosz =1th other ergines &and tc rcesu-lts e'htaxneo-
froa Use spinning; rig, Whethenr this peoonnis, to 4o xtentfrtio', lnUthe ra-sult of the p-rnsral reduction with flight speedj of let mixing9 (Corvectvwi) noise
in the rear a•rc awl of the in-crcase wit'Z fioht speed of aircraft ani po'w-qplant "ace_
(:1:-on conVqcr-ed) noise in th4. forward Arc, irs not Certain, flrgtrev;Lr Zt uC'C- lik;-nZhat as exlhauast ve1locity Is redutcdte floi5P iztvels A, high tnle -) h jt1-fiSeceinrailydomtinated1 by n~oztle based; tkr-3- sailpi> r whic "p trzssto be or-czvtg p'leonomera. ~'isJh exhaustt V-elocities t-e!;cW about 350MW theseýýoa""he�min noise sources anr-d the in-fl.ght acoustical chAnges are then aociated nor:wih rýise sources attached to the ai•craft than vith oaures convected In te rearward
directio-n by the J.t. As a result of the above tt'ansitlon, the pak nDisee in flightis cbhsrvad to move. ptoqrnsively awAy fro* the kct axis to anglsa w.ere there are

Sessent1tlly ito changesv with flight speed - see figUer• 54. it it rvlp'tant to note tfat

.IA•."
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~ the Vulcan flights with the Olvympus shu, clown showed a general increase in overall
sound pre.psure levsl at all angles to the aii f when the flight speed was increased.

4. The increase at 90 to the jet axis was 9.5 dB which corresponded to a variation in
noise lp~el with airc;raft speed of V3.4 . Te inraei h oi -r was somewhat
greater with the peak noise occuring at 110 to the jet axis.

With engines other than turbojets turbo-machinery noise sources would make an
incre.asiqgly important contribution to the non-'nonve'cted noise sources as jet velocity
is reduced, In the preýsent flbitht studies however such sourc~es were found by n~arrow
band analysis to be relatively unimportant, (compressor noise cn the Vulcan FTB is
effectively attenuated by th3e intake), and are avoided entirely in the case of the
spinning rig. Thus, in considering the effects of forward motion on jet and exhaust
noise alone, three regimes cer. be idejitifisd. They are illustrated dl~agrammatically
in figure 35, and may be descrIbed as follows:

a) At high (supercritical) jet velocities ( >550 m/s) where Jetoixing noise
dominates, peak noise occurs wel., in the rear arc at about 40 to the jet
axis. The peak level in flight followc the trends expected frca. jet
relative velocity considerations. At high angles to the jet axis non-
convected noise sources appear to b-2 important, whilst in the forward arc
noise levels Increase with forward speed due to the dominance of shock
associated noise,

b) As jet velocity is reducced below 500 m/s sources other than of jet mixing
noise become inicreasingly important in the rear arc until, at intermediate
jet velocities (around 350 m./s), the peak noise characteristics are dominated
by non-convscted internal noise. In this regime peak- noise occurs in flight
at about 80 to the jet axis and the pea~k ncise le'7el appears to be only
weakly deperzdant on flight speed. The field shape chang.es in. the rear and
forward arcs follow trends expected from consideration of Doppler effects
although the magnitude of the changes in the forward arc are somewhat less

_5 than predicted,

c) Ultimately at very low jet velocities (<w 200 m/s), in the absence cf turbo-
machinery noise, the aircraft self-noise becomes tne dominant source. In
this regime the peak noise angle moves into the forward arc and the noise
level increases with aircraft forward speed like-,V)3.4.
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AEROSONIC GAMES WITH THE AID OF (ONTROL ELEMENTS
AN EXERALLY GENERATED PULSES

LJ.Poldervaart, A.PJ.WiJnands and L.Bronkhorst
Fluid Mechanics Laboratory, Paysics Department

Eindhoven University of Technology
The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY

With the aid of control elements one can generate the following modes of vibration of a 2-dimensional sonic
jet:

e zero mode

0 oscillatory mode, natural and forced
I pulsatory mode
* coupled pulsatory-oscillatory mode.

We have found strong evidence for the fact that the eddy does not play the role in the feed back loop given in
the Powell mode.

With the aid of externally generated pulses one can show for example how the information - near the nozzle
tip - is transferred from the pulse into the jet. The nozzle tip as a discontinuity proves to be a dominant factor in
the interaction process of the pulse with the boundary layer and with the jet.

The three items will be illustrated with a film and a video recoiding.

2. INTRODUCHION

One of our interests in the study of the self-naintained vibrations of two-dimenaioral urderexpanded sonic
jets was to know the posble modes of vibration foe such a jet, and in partuic•lr to find the fundamental mode -
ftl natusti vibration.

We were able to produce a atalsfctosy approach to this basic mode. Starting with this mode we could produce.

by chan&i only the acoustic part of the fedback loop, the above mentioned modes of vibtation.

That means that te nPatural vibration th-ms produced is a reasonable starting point in the study for instanm of
the ft'edbeck nawhanisns Rn this type of vibratiou a well.

Usin differnt type• of control elementg we rowwd that:
* feedbck on ony one side of toe jet ir suf-icit. The ioop can be interrut~ed on the other side.

a the vortax formd in the bounary layer m a teust of the acoustic .pulse ou,Pdauy layer in"cncteon is only
n:e resxlt of this itew,,ction that mast be -zeea into account in the study of fe•dback mecbmuvlmt

v without a ex th re Is sti• puts prod"ction

the Powell feedtick loop modd la• to be roSerjncd. from our exppauists,; some .. jCe'. iont for a new,
model c4n be gvenj

4l, ,•'y of feedW41-k me.danixw oa v nrt4, Jets Is ~Moper-ed by !A•e voy cothpk nz=ttr of tLtlh the flow

fildeW a Od the sfcs fice W saywns~oove in the case of s---uit ind'bratioaa oW is not free. to -mry fow LnsLzne
the umplttue, rise time of hie fmat. the sgk& of idenst, d-. of the pulsc Indpeadent cf (a) the pe.runte.e of P0
the jet, and (b) the aoustic c~oditions of t outer • of the feedbac loop.

So we ts•d to fied a monw suitabie v ct for fsulwmeet stu4im We chos the 9ik puLse tochniu. :
That mcans one tun a non rbratt&J jet, which as a . ter f fact does not p•ot. di-mete •lses ndc it

daces externtay ,erated p0uls in ordaer to sty the p4e -b d' layer iAt,--tio incit•i% thet result os this
intawtioo on the jet.

.n-



2.1 Experimntal ri
The nozzle, the air supply and the conditions necessary for a well defined stable oscillation and the requirements

for the fotonic registration are described in Reference 2. The pulses were produced as described in Reference 3. As
a pulse generator we used a Fischer Nanolite plus a parabolic reflector. The pulses were sufficiently flat and have a
diameter of about 10 cm. The rise time of the front of the pulse is in the order of a few m secs. The amplitude
can be varied between 0.003 atm - 0.1 atm. The pulse form is that of a N wave (FIg.13).

The angle of incidence can be varied from - 60D to +9QW.

2.2 Observation and registration technique

We used the shadow technique for the visualisation of the flow field and the discrete part of the sound field.

4' As a l;3ht source a Fischer Nanolite (Fr.Frilngel Hamburg) is used.

For observation and registration we used the synchro-strobe film technique in the study of the modes of vibration.

Strobe IV is used in connection with the 3g puse technique.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Modes of vilbation

Starting with the natural vibration - oscillatory mode (Fig.2) the non-vibrating or zero mode (Fig. 1) is obtained
if one fully intersects the feedback loop at both Aides.

The forced vibration - oscillatory mode is obtained b> introducing two reflectors at the same distance from the

nozzle (phase shift left -- right is zero) (Fig.3). The coupled ocillatory - pulsatory mode is obtained by using two
reflectors with a phase shift left-right of 9(t (Flg.4).

The phase shift between successiYe pulses generated at the right and the left side of the jet respectively is equal
to 1800. The phase shift of these pulses- after reflection against the reflectors is equal to zero, which means that

4• 15 these pulses introduce the pulsatory mode when they irte at the nozzle tip.

The pulsatory mode is produced if the feedback loop is partialy interrupted (Fig.5).

The modes mentioned here ae shown in the fdrm. Moreover the coupled oscillatory-pulsatory mode is shown
n -n animated film), as well due to the fact that a•Uroboscopic regstation does not offera smooth hnAge of the
process.I
3.2 Feedback loop mode

J
The cofigurationw of Figures 6. 7, 8 and 9 giv a contfution to the answef on the question whethe-r the

v•ortex tat is formed in the bosundary l-yer due to the inteactlon of an acoustic puLS with the bonasy layer
"plays a r6le in tihve foedback ioop as indicated by Powell' (Figifi).

Ou- anwer Is "no", bawed on thes expeimats and montorer confinmed by the c exte.-a pul&. techniqu4.

In Fi4ure 9 the ftedback loop on t•he riht sjid i fully intcrnupttd. Still theem is puls produc•ti on both
sidet of the jt slthotk;h there is no puisobouadsylyc-itrconathritsde

If (Fag.7) one AkiMs ofl the Wortex then is still p•se _production oan both Wsids Smer •esauits ar obtained

uith the configurations af Fipires & sad 9.

Figre I I (RtiL2) show the fetdbac1k loop& in the rtitual nd the fxcrd cut.

Our corui.chsq was then that, Ooacrn64- the plane throughout the loop, the [ow.dl zuael is a Posrsible
solution.

Figure 12 aitows our point of view in IIQ72 (G~tticngtn Then we knewm that fee~dback at oM. side is %%djicient!

for a "Cxdy tcilautioa. Only~ the 04e7 part (sý_nnicbal purt) of the feeb dbakw 4o i ins~zmcent with the Powell
model. For th mechanisms at ft- tip " d i the setuce of the PUw rww sIout-i "veha to be frrmut.ted. -
The sanne a• s (be the tur paut of the fecdts loxo betweme liUp La sowre and the r.cesy ampiilicatxto-

T .a



3.3 Sin&l pulse technique

The configuration for subsonic (and supersonic) jets is shown in Figure 14, and that for sonic lets in Figure 15.

InFigure 16 is indicated the way the angle of incidence a of the pulse Is varied betw"..r -601* rnd +940'. Ile'9 , configurationis of Figures 17 and 18 are used to decide whether the -region near the nozzle tip is importat in the
intracionproessor heterthe interaction is smeare out over the whole length of the boundary lay er.

From the corfiguration of Figure 17 where the interdistance between the nozzle tip and the. pulse reflector is
about 0.2 ram it proi-ed that the intaraction takes place directly near the lip. There is negligible effect observed
downstream of this rigion. Moreover in the case of no flow one sees that the lip acts as an acoustic line source.

The merits of thle external pulse technique combined with strobe TV (strobe film) as an observation and
registtution technique are obtiousi from the film. One can quickly obtain a survey of the results of the interaction
pulse-boundary layer over a range of pressure ratios, pulse amplitudes, angles of incidence and obtain an Insight into
the history of the tmnamnsitted pulse, the multiple reflections of the pulse inside the jet agailnst the two boundary

layers, fth outgoing pulse on the other side of the jet, the deformation of the cells, etc.

One can also use pulse at both sides of the jet, the phase shift can be chosen. The amplitude, the rise time

parametersoftej.

3.4 Rwiiluoti w

With th i fcontrol elements plus the natural vibration configuration one is -ble to produce the different

modes of vibration of a U.iniertsioaiui jet. These modes are shown in the film (16 nun, 7 mini. duration).

Moreover some insiht is obtained in feedback processes.

£ The configuration in 6 Is also shown in the ftilm.

From our experiments we get the imnpreviion that oscillation is a necessary condition for the generation of
putses. Feedback is nece~ssary for the ýtesiy oscillaions of the jet. The onset of oscillation is initiated by the
pub.e-boundazy layer interaction at 6w*i nosie lipý

One pulse is sufficient to start a comrplete oscuniatiun with pulse production on both sides.

The area near thie tip of the noute is dominant in the interaction process. It uweis that the acoustical Uip

i effect is rtspomisible for the fact that the inteeraý:tion is not confined to the boundary layer.

Theprcesesas given by configuratimns 14, 15. 16, [1 and 18 axe shown by means of a video recoirdin
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-j ON THE GENERATION OF JET NOISE

by

J. Laufer*, R. E. Kaplan* and W. T. Chu**
Department of Aerospacea Engineering
University of Southern California

'.os Angeles, California 90007 U.S.A.

The present pape. proposes that the rate of subharmonic production, that Is, the rate at which large

sUcale vrer ingI Ie strustures interact with ea~ch other, Is the primary mechanism responsible for Mott

j j of the nolise generation of a subsonic let. The Interaction consists of simulItaneous acceleration and
* deceleration of vorticity contoinIng coherently moving regions followed by a pairing process. This picture

Is consistent with Light~~ill's quadrupole like sources, as well as with the formulae-io.n of PowellI's "Vortex
sound" theory. IIssuggested that more direct experiments are necessary to examine the validity of the
above proposition,

~ ~ 1. INTRODUCTION

Search for a better understanding of the nature of the acoustic sources ganerated by turbulent shear
layers has been one of thie principal goals of aerodynamic notse research for the past twenty years. The
main stumbling block of major progress can be attributed t* an !nsufficient knwaledga concerning the
turbulont flow Itself. In recent years, on the basis of experimental observations, a new point of view
Is emerging in treating the *murbulence problem. The present paper attempts to exploit this vIsw In
excamining Its relevance to Via noise producing aspects of a turbuslent flow. First, howaever, a brief review
of some of the more Important proposals concerning the sources pertinent to this paper will be given.

After mathematically formsulating the noise problets, LighthillI (Ref. I) L..s spent conslourabie effort
In speculating about the nature of the noise sources- He argued that regions of turbulence that move more
or less in a coherent fashior- should be considered as a measure of then sourciA size. He logically chose
the integral length scale of tur-bulence as the quantity characteristic to the sli!e of 1hese regions. This
turned out to be a vary Judicious choice, on the basis of It he obtained the famous UO law, a result waiel
substantiated by experimens The fact t.ta th nerlsaerte hnassle n r~r cale or
Ko I nog-off scale) Is a more appropriate choice wili be further discussead in the following sections.

In addition to the scaling, Llghthili provided further Insight concerfming the sources. His itathe-
reatical formulation of the p~robleIm led him to conclude that they must bzc)meve as acoustIc quearupoics.

Conept lonially, at least on thqo basis of our knoixeldge of turbulence at the ,I**, this was most difficult

the vlctfilrltcsl that hv beiobserved. Hpfly h rpslavne nti

FloigL~IghthfIi's work several other specu4latons hove been advanced concerning the nature of
the sources. In particular, same ten years later Powell sugg~ested (Rtf. 2) that oero~dynoic rfoise
g*neratloii may be ex~plained av, a result of moving vortices or vortIclty In thea flow field anrd shjowtid that

Sthil# point of view Is conslsttnt with Lighthill's tfheory. It wml bo shown that Poqoell's theory of vortex
is-wnd adopts Itself qitelt readily to recent observations and -at least in the view of the authors - gives

a coosceptioeaily clearer ph~ysical pIcture of the sound generatioxi prcces3.

The Idea of orderly strtctures existing In turbulsft %hear layers wes 1uggasttd byV 4 number of
cotprtsent,31 worker-s (Refs. *1 and 4) and on tht basis of their wo~rk a detailld expeimeontal Invettiga-tiall
was undltrtt~ken by L~u. Fisher &nl Fuchs (Rof. 5). As a result of thoIr Pensuremei~t, they posttjlgztd a

4- model of the flow filoW canslItirtg of '43 array of evenly spaced discrtte vortices disposed lht the mipxing
region. saI3epng 8.ftmstroeof at a speed eulto about 0.6 of thle jet efflu" valccity". As will he teen,
thl, sodel predicts one Ivort.int featurt: the : lstance of a nor* or Its% cohmerent vortex notion in the
ClaqIne tre-iVNI. QthonWI2& 1 It is 1 anor-alsplifloo nodal sInc* It does not coeitain another inost .esintlii

letro: the average spirclin of these v~tcsIn' the slxlrng layer must Irbcrt**e I neary wth x*r
*q4.lvoleettly. the frequency, of flv4tutlstons assccl~ated with thm must 6*crea" as /)c in fact, theIr

'3 r~ft'v~ly. tha vark of C "'. anid rwn shcould be M&aC10'oed (tof. 6). They I'aVe very CozwlincInqly

ýs*At f t I-o-arStbioncJt.r ln4tri;oJ et by fttiftClally tr ln

4 1tr~t-so pcfcJfivrcy iihItrctsmgywt e*sr-trs nln~gtt al



described Indicating that these large scale structures are, In fact, randomly occurring quasi-orderly
mot 1orns. in the last section, conjectures are made concerning VIMe fAr field pressure field produced by
theso structures.

~ 2. 'THE ROLE OF THE LARGE SCALE STRUCTUKES

* In the study of free turbulent shear flows the principle of the Reynolds similarity proved to be a
useful concept. It states that at sufficiently nigh Reynolds numbers the direct action of viscosity Is
negligible In free shear layers and as a consequence, the neon flow development Is Independent of the
Reynlolds number. Indned, experimnuntal evidence Indicates that subsonic circular jets Issuing Into an
ambient volunm are geometrically shlalir: the whole flow field scales with tht diameter only. (An
excaption might be the region near the nozzle exit where viscous effects could change the effective origin
of 1chs flow field.) This simple, but powerful, argument together with the no,'on of the existence of a
double structur-e* In turbulence, leads to another imeortant conclusion. Since the size of the large scale
structures scales with the flow geometty (Independently of the Reynolds number), the flow development Ist j~evrned by the d!ynamics of the large scale structures. There Is growing experimental evidence to support
this contention, oil described In the next section.

1`ýA3. THE GENERATION AND NOTION OF~ THE LARGE SCALE STRUCTURES

A nwzber of visual observations (Ret'~s. 7-9) have been made In the past describing the large structures
In a free turbulent shear layer. With one exception (Ref. 8) they uvre made at relatively low Reynolds
nuiners, primarily because few visual tachniques exist that can be applied to high speed flows. Hot wires
on the other hand arc- difficult to use since simultaneous observations at many points are necessary. On
the basis of the Reynolds similarity principle, discussed previously, one may expect that the behaviour of
the large structures as abservYed at log Reynolds n~usbor will not be significantly different at high speeds.
Te NA tst remarkable, and per!haps surprising, aspect of these observations Is the relatively high degree of
coherence the 3tructures exhibit so that their generation and devielopmant In time can be described In a
quas I-deterministic fashion. It should be emphasized, however, that their occurrence at a given point In

The most complete observations have been made recently by Browand and Winant (Ref. 9) i n a two-
dimensional mixing layer. On the basis of oth~er supportive evidence- one may apply their results qualita-
tivety to the mixing layer of a round jet. Accordingly, the following four flow regime$ can be dIstInguished
during the development of the large scale structures (Fig. I shows schematically these four regimes; for
st:,piicity a two-diwansional rather than an axisywoetric view Is Indicated):

81 unstable ý,Jlether turbulent or not) and develops periodic oscillations (Fig, I&);

2. v ortciy ooncentratn as the aM ilitude of the osclll4!tIons Increases the vorticity tendsý to be
concentrated In seearata~d regions (Fig. lb) ;

3. fooa~ntion of vortsx-rinnIlike structures3: the concentrated reglon3 of vorticlty clearl dsly

tertng-lik structure as their scales approach the jet doinamtr (Fig. lc);

4. vortex Ineacin ilelgh.)orlng vortex-rlrngs interact with each Gther in the following marmer;
ona deceloraGe and the other accelerates, until the two pair with each other, doubling the size
of the vortIclty cotscentratlo,, region znd doubl Ing the spacing betweuen adjacent vorticity co-aacan-
tratlon. The rate of palring -,Ictermines the spro~dlng rate of the layer and, thus, the length of
the3 potential core. Incidantally, there Is some evlidence that the pairing process contin~ms -0

US, ~occur c.rnsidearobly beyon.-d the pozentlal coira, but Its detection is Increasingly difficult, Tho.
p Ir I proes i ieed to No the ikay to tha yr.derst~fidIng ft.tj~in mxn rc

and as i Ibe argued subsequently) to the nolse Vaneratlon aiL well.

Th51; ap 4liI~tiljj1 itd :frolr* cl tutrs In rgenerl, an of the paliring Pr*cess In par-
ticular. 14 a dIfficult taisk *etclally within thýe the~r layer. This Is mainly duv to tike fact that t.4o
energy In tho sv.wl' scale -tl~on at high Reynolds mxs~rs Is lsrý;er than ti..at In the large~ scales,
ct'lwnsemtly th* transeducer signal Is dmJirtzs-t-d by the s-nall scale fuatos, Cvtielfiltering

Is oe~sdeodIn~equte, nl sr*ekden ecniue, uc a t~acondItional sAW-lrng or VITA (varf~ble
Interval tima ri-eragin9) -Aethtod has a porisibillty of Providing the r&4z~ulr*4 ierforiwation, This twct1-niquot

isptesvetly being adopt-od ros jttui.

-Hwaver, s~me indir*ect ftissurwnt% are avaJIlable FrOM VAlc"h Certain lnf iaetico ca~n W- obtgafted.
It Is kroa that the ficw fIold lust outside of the turbuol-it &Near laycr is induced by tht lar5!4 lce1.
sotlc'ý wit'-In the sheeor lay-*-- Tlhorvforo. exIlto fthis rmap field should shad son light CA r4%e
problem.

throe prtisu.rt t,ý'4-nsavcrs were pl-ac~d Jtust outtiide of 0,-3t 'shear IaYor of a I" let at ststlefis x 3.1D.
4P, aftd 4.9-0. The jet velocity was"ee xll 100m/ses.. A %Wsaa of the ttaeno Sisg'-als are

CY doublo str'.ictro or* rafars haer to To%:-i.4end's SL"esIton tr-tat at suffile~fttly lor"e !'eymszlds rAAmber

t-" f~w fel cosirs o alaro saleietto%. ts "h -K~njo ath ordro tes~ ayrVik

neisa.- a irwsc~e w>tlwthr"grl~ess"3f AI0Is gvefwd y t* gjal~otltt at*afl Isstrnqlt4roId ioer&i-ct
Thi %%scr~4 tb r A oes-f'aqa*-&eIuai tU
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'~ lg ~.Th sipeof hedashad 1 Ines connecting correspondlnq peaks a Of the convac-

~ Ition velocity (analogous to the ,phote speed of amplitude crests). The most interesting aspect of these
traces Is the fact that the number of peaks oxhibited by the upper trace (upstream gage) Is higher than

4 that of the bottom trace. if otoe Interprets the signals as the pressure field Induced by a convecte4 row
of ring vortex-like struc~tures, the disappearing peakt, as Indicated by the arrowsare attributed to the

~pa I rairng process. it Is alsc t( be noted tihat from the position of the corraspondIng arrows one estimates
¶41 8 convection velocity that decreases with x ; this suggests that the structure decelerates before pairing

(dIsaiiawaring peak) takez place. The 4verage distance between neighboring structures, s , can be
estimoned roughly from the average period between peakis end from the convection velocity.

Actu~liy a more quantitative value of s can be obtained fraw two-poInt space-time or spatial
correlation mesasuremwents. In Fig. 3 values of sf0 versus x/D are plotted. The values of s were
estimated from a numbter of experiments (Refs. 5, 10 and 11) and are plotted in Fig. 3. togther Ith
Peterson's data. As expected, s varies linearly with x Independently of the let Reynolds number. I t
should be. pointed out that s Is not to be Interpreted as the size of the large scale structures or a
measure of "the compactness of the sources" as concluded by Fuchs (Reif. 11). The size Is more Ilikely of¶ ~ the order of the shear layer thIrkness end Is, therefore, at least 2.5 tOmes smaller than s

The visual observations of Becker and Massaro (Ref. 7) give further evidence of the pairing p.'ocess
in a jet. Th,-y artiffIcelly disturbed a low Reyrolds number jet by a sound field of known frequency.
Shear layor oscillations, vortex ring forwuttloo and pairing ore clearly evident In tOeir photographi..

It should be noted at this point that the fundamentally non-linear proceso Is Incapable of being
represented by a disparsivt wave system. Although space-time correlations (both filtered and unfilterid)
permit ths assignment of local frequencies and wave n¶.mberi to this phenomenon, this form of descriotion
Is not at all useful, for the following reasons. A fu-da~mental precept In the thc;_ry of dispersive waves
Is the princip!!s af "conservation of crests" (Ref. 14), 't Is clear from Fivire 2 that "crests" are lost,
causing the chan_ In appare~nt "wave length". Hence, the neiv "wve length' some distance dtcwnstream Is
not dAe to the chnge of aive number and frequncy slowly In space ei-.d time, but to an actual merging of

~-Itwo local naxirw. From this wes conclude that the concept of "phasei speeod" Is not helpful since phase
eafe.-encxi Is lost.

7 3.3 Artificila Excitation

.ff7 -A most effective and p.roductive means of ttudylng ~he motion of the large s ai strutesasad

by Crow and Chasnoa~ne (Rof. 6). They found that by Introducing sound disturbance- of certz.ln fr-quenacy,
thay Interact with the naturally proaznt larga structures. Speciflcally, they observed that the disturbance
amplitudes Increase with x and reach a max!-iur at a certain x depending on the frequency. For In-stance,
tic fre-que.-'icy that was a~qvilflod o-ver the largest distarice correspo7nded to a Strouhal nusber of approxi-
mately .3 end 2 wave length of 2.4D) and the arVil~tide of the dlstu;ýanca peaked at x - 3.80. Using 1

~ nighat frequency, the peak occurred closer to the Jet ex~t. NlottIng the measured wave lengths of these
disturbarcas ag,ýn5Z the x position %here th4 peak wcs iiiazured one finds that A Axhlbits the %ame X
dependence as s (Fig. 3). ThIs 7ast Interesting result may b,4 interpreted as follows: as the Jet Is
bein~g disturbe-4 by a perturbation, a "reonasnce" occurs at t_ x statlon W-hare the disturbance evtav liqngth
end4 the average separation distance bet'wean ~he naturally pres.ent vor1.ix-!IkAe structurea happen to coinclide.VThe reason that Crow and Chamiagqu fir-Is no resonance for frisqueancie, less tthgn .3Uj/D Is because,according to our picture, Ors rawmaanc* wooi haetrcu eodcep'nllcn br h ag
structures tacit the coherence necessary for O~e 4;rtificiaI and natural 6.isturbences to "l-ock In".

It Is quite c'ear that consIdaraby more work Is nzcv%-sary to clar-Ify the mat.`on of thze larcz ~trvc-
tores. nzwr ethe less, It is f~lt that sufficlent suppor~nq ovid~ncia is avslial~l pointing. to theltr
existence, te wer'aint zdditloaal work adto sclaeabout their affc: In the fnr fleld.

Fol low Ing the prev ioui d Iscul loni, I t is iqul te. natvr, I to Irn-111re to what *extwnt. I f Any, *;ar Op
genorativaxreitrsno ft- vort"rag Mm czt ieat- rev;*sible for the. for 'iold noilse. A
d.oc C>,r1Ots N-nto.o t h~sq;oslon :Fo4Lz$ %a mot dfficu t t ram diffic't-y 'tot

within a certaIn VCotme. "t woule, ttarefoare, -,A Jetlre~leo w "Ssure a ludtciouily Chelan quanrtity
s:.tiily aregod over a ývolume or over a stir ac) aor rtlatc It to t-.c rfidnos. 'le asu.

ad-its, %uc4r as u tw.o-.ont tpec,--tilae; corroatlaiio. of ,tw iseer ar-4 for filot prvssure,. an~d/ar ,oIocity
fl~tuol~tone are not 11ikely to b* he'pfui. alt o~j they have bo.-n tri-ed In the past (Acf. 1;'.

Fl lckinS dlrect ex~rnn~ %upport ui. Is. c'blige4 at this st*9o to present onyI IndiJrezt cy Id"c
t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J . Sr;l ttie A Wsnt, to ýV~port Qke ofa-ttn 'rsey t the dybfticl of thev large scolie structures

plays ggw #ssen-tial r-ole In t-&* gvioretc. of ii.-O_'1C let F. Jse.

V Frit of' all-. re-centmea seit (Rf. 11)1 of the nioise 9c.-wrattd b~y ihe varias regicne m the je5t
*s~tz-u:ýtt aolN, Itts axis clearly shoiw Z-hat !hte ;mst latt-it woife ý,rodvctlo-m occj,-s In the early stages of
*th* etz 4 cxan, -5CtIY I o rhe gic-~ %ol-rQ the large srcale sttvrzvres -.ýhIlbit strce.g(Oefr

S*condiy, there Is cvi6e-nca t?et* ;M oni ails c' OYJrail MOISr PCOOer SKeCt.Ue c1  Wit'% the JotV 4lmeter. This result, cs-.a~ q~t~ue toa tNe fart tsal the V-Olcue ;om-SIMI ng h TSO ~ ' lc.rtc
tciircos` Is gentrat*d 1by the larS-a sc-e.a strocture. tvi4 this volume scales with a slle, It-gth parawltet.
t ;I dlama:or. IM160ettatil. 0,14 r*sWt Is quit* r**AsrkabIg tin 1znt~rass! to O+e wall Llws fact that nso
slint* ChaZtsrcrifStit I~jt~h can sc-al* tile ~m yspsectrue withIn the aOe'. layer.

As IMir-ac~ted earl I*- the4SO 2ria~s-ra qwl Ttc:j yzeal cn ldl 7-,ct. There 's. he'we.'er, tt
ler"7ere~m-" that e.'e *1 qht eraw frou the cktz-v.6d I erafct! ao f the l;? sc-#le wt-.cin t-lat is Mot itr

as this result of a simult-cftAeos decolo.ttlan ee aceeatoAo t%,: nel'Ofl.1,_ vortex-rINs Mie s-r ct.rs

)T1
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Their motion produces a zero net change of momfentum; they each behave as a dipole with a combined
instAntaneous strength equal to zero. Hcwever, In the fir field they degenerate Into a quadrupole. Thus,
according to this picture, the rate of subharmonic production, that Is, the rate of the pairing process Is
capable of producing a quadrupole type of sound field.

Thi s descr ipti[on f Its very wel IIInto the f ramework of Powell'I s "vortex sound" theory (Ref. 2). Hev~1has aoproximated Lighthili's source expression and has written It In terms of the vorticity. According
to Powell the source term In the shear layer has the form. ý(( vx)A~IJ/ ait I It Is the vortI It inter
actIon term arising frrom the acceleration and deceleration of vorticity. The far field noise at a given
point wiil depend on the rate of change of the component of this vector directed toward the point of
observatiton.

Whether or not this formulation Is more helpfui for an experimental verification of the proposed
picture remains to be seen. Nevertheless, It Is an Interesting, m'w point of view that Is worthwhile to

I examine.
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ja) layer instability

b) vo-ficity concen~tration

c vortex structures

d) vortex pairing

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram Show~ng Vortex OevelopmIiet and Waring.
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t f DISCUSSION

Professor Michalke: On pages 2i -3 it is stated that the non-linear process of vortex pairing is incapable of being
represented by a dispersive wave system. This statement seemis to be misleading, samce it has been shown theoretically
by R.E.Kelly (1967) that the appearance of a subharmonic fluctuation component can be explained by means of

the non-linear interaction of waves. Therefore I think that, at least as an ensemble average, the pairing process of
the vortices can be analyzed by waves. However, during the pairing process the oantent of the fundamental
frequency component should decrease in downstream direction, while the content of the subharmonic component
should increase. as it is suggested from your Figure 2. Do you agree that this phenomenon can be measured using
narrow-band filters? The measurements of Crow and Champagne (1971) (cf. Figure 14) have at least shown a
strong decay of the fundamental frequency component downstream of its peak within one wave length.

Kelly, R.E. J.Fluid Mecdh. 27, 657-89, (1967).

Crow, S.C. J.Fluid Mech. 48, pp.547--91, (1971). V
Champagne, F.H.

Professor Laufer:

1. R.E.Kelly (1967) analyzed the problem of growth of subharmonic fluctuations due to non-linear wave inter-
action by assuming the presence of a first order perturbation in the time domain and identifying that it supports
a secular growth of subharmonic fluctuations (by appealing to the Mathieu equation) for a s;!ficiently large
amplitude of the fundamental. Kelly did not discuss the disappearance of the fundamental, for that is clearly
inconsistent with the notion of a weakly non-linear stability theory. In addition, Kelly's problem involved a
purely temporal amplification phenomena, and it has not been demonstrated (for non-linear waves) that the
relationship between temporal and spatial amplification is as straight-forward as shown by Gaster (1962).

2. We agree that the phenomenon can Oe measured with narrow band filters, but that measurement would yield
limited information. There is a i- -: ,y strong phase coherence of the generated paired vortices (subharmonic
in wam terminology) following a !.anglan path. Since these passages dominate the fluctuation amplitudes,
they would cause a filter to ring for a time inversely proportional to its bandwidth, and, hence, be phase
related to the subsequent passage of the vortex at a downstream station. If two stations are separated by Ax
this characteristic pamssge time is Ax/Uc . Hence, wide band filters of bandwidth B 0 Uc/Ax would be
appropriate, i.e., BAx/Uc > 1 , as has been required by years in turbulence research.

3. It is obvious that we interpret the measurements of Crow and C(bampapne (1911) in an entirely differert
manner. What they observed was not the dccay of the fundamental but the probability density of the time
between vortex passages at a fixed x station.

Dr Fua: Overall and narrowband space correlations in References 5 and i I sem to have described certain aspects
of the quasi-deterw-nistic turbulence nodel proposed In this paper. The energy of the large-scale ring vortex
structre and not that of small-sle fluctuations was found to dominate pressure traniducer signals. Would the
authors, please, elaborate on their statement on pp.21-2 that conventional filtering is inadequate and that only
canditional sampling has a possibility of provkting the required information on the formation of mutual interaction
of the vortex structures?

Profeso Lmufer: Part of on" ýesponse a, covered in (2) of my reply to Prof. Michalke. To elaborate further, let
us first emphasim thst w? view a Vpatially compact structur as the pr•3dominant feature of the turbulence. (This
is in eaential .•seement with L•ghthill's original postulate of the structure of the acoustic sou-ces, and with the
exeerle-r• o th4 past 20 years of Jet noise.) T1is "spatially compact" structure, hence, generates a broad spectrum

dthe-_-e- in .pace or space-time) with phase coherence among vaious components in the transform domain. By
isoir•ng these phas relationships between bands, one would infer from measurements of a fixed band, that the
structures are not compact, as Fuchs has in 1972. In particular, the measurements we ,ave made at USC with the
directional microphone systom (1973) and at D.V.L. Grosche (1973) both stroiwly s•u-est that by summing the

-r;!•,ssity of radiation from different "•s•cs" of the jet, one can recover the total radiated sound field at a point in
the Car fleld, which is not the case if the structures are not compact.

7"
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ERRATA TO PAPER 22

p. 22-2, Section 1.2, i, 3rd line: Tolimien instead of Tollmein

p. 22-3, 3rý line: Tolimiem instead of Tollniein
Section 1.3, 2-nd paragraph, line 5: Tollmien instead of Tolliein

p. 22-4, Section 2.2, 10th line from bottom: Tollniien instead of Toilmein

p. 22-7, Section 3.3, lines 3, 18 and 22: Tollmioin instead of Toilmein

p. 22-8, 6th line from bottom: ietfab nsadof identificable I

I
(Xin--xo) C = .(I

p. 22-11, Section 5, line 13: Tolirnien instead of Toimein
ISection 5, 3rd lne frmbto:icessinstead of increase

.4p. 22- 12, Referonce 30: November 1973 histead of May 1973

p. 22-17, Figue 31: Block No. 5 insteaes of Bloc~r No. 2; Daita points for Run
4, No. 272 are plotted iniuorrectly (see Table 111, coat. p.22-12).
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#1 AU M[PERDOMAL STUDY OF THE INTERITTENT' WALL PRESSURE BUJRSTS
DURING NATURAL TRANISITION OF A LAMINAR BOUNMDAY LAERI

by

Fred C. De~tz*

Mario J. Casaralla+
Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Code 1942,

Bethesda, Haryland 20034, USA, and Catholic University of America,
School of Engineering and Architacture, Washington, D.C. 20017, USA

The properties of the interriittnt wall pressure field have been meanured in the transition
boundary layer on a large flat plate in an anechoic wind tunnel. Natural transition was achieved with a

I) mild favorable pressure gradient at Reynolds numbers, based on downstream distance from the plate's lead-
Lag edge, in exceas of 7 x 106. The development of the laminar boundary layer prior to transition was in
agreement with numerical solutions to the laminar boundary layer equations and with stability criteria
for pressure gradient effects.

The temporal, spatial, and spectral properties of the transition wall pressure field associ-
ated with the natural transition process occurring on the plate are obtained as ý,function of the Inter-

y wittency factor, y. and compared with those of the fully turbulent pressure field. Specifically, the
mean-square pressure, spectral densities, convoction velocities, distributions of buret periods and buret
rates of the intermittent pressure field are computed from the data.
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SUB•.RIPTS

turb - fully dove-.oped turbulct boundary layer - undisturbed stream upstream of plate
lm - laminar boun*ary layrr x - based on streszmiie distance x
c - critical value 6* - baued on boundary layer displacement thickness
t - transition value or value at trailing edge of e - based on boundary layer momentum thickness

bursts y - value of parameter at measured or designated
L - value at leading edge of burst value of Y

t.t. - aend of tr n sition i - esurtio indent over N bursts
e - edge of boundary layer o - spatial origin
B - stre e rnfdrence position at x 8 ft, also m - measurement position

denotes burst properties max - ainum value
alp - experimental
cal - calculated by computer

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of an experimental study of the features of the intermittent
wall pressure field associated with a natural trausition boundary layer on a large flat plate in a mild
accelerated flow. Since the properties of the intewmittent wall pressure field are inherently associated
with the transition flow field, a brief review of gome of the knoun features of the transition process
along with the objectives of the preent investigation will first be presented.

1.1 Backiround on the Probles

The process of natural transition from laminar to turbulent flow on a flat plate has been theSsubject of intar.se research for many years, the most comprehensive being the systematic investigations
performed at the National Bureau of Standards (1,2,3]. Recent studies have been pursued to include the
effects of a largo number of factors such a pressure gradient, surface roughness, freestream turbulence
level and acoustic noise [4-7]. These studies have indicated that the various factors exhibit inter-
dependences betw;een each other. Consequently, a complete study of the transition process, as it would
occur in an operational environment, would be very difficult. Indeed, progress has been achieved only by
isolating these controlling factors and investigating their effects, both theoretically and experimentally,
for the =st elementary laminar boundary layers under controlled environmental conditions. In this man-
gnr, a fairly clear conceptual model of the transition process has begun to evolve from the investigations.

1.2 Conceptual Model of Tranouition Procus

The laminar flow under investigation is that developed along; a smooth, thin flat plate which
is parallel to a low turbulence upstream flow. For the case of a zero pressure gradient external to the
boundary layer region, a "Blasius" laminar boundary layer develope. downstream from the plate's leading
edge. With increasing downstream distance from the leading edge, the transition region is reached where
the AMn boundary layer flow features (characterized by the boundary layer properties of 6, P*, and 0)
undergo progressive modification from those of the theoretical laminar flow results, eventually repre-
senting those features for a fully developed turbulent flow (8,9,10]. Typical ratios of the fully devel-
oped turbulent and laminar mean flow praper ies are

urb turb-;sb•3.,turb 3 1.41, and ss 2.84.

If, on the other .and, the instantaneoua flow features of the boundary layer velocity field
Sare monitored with a hot wire anomoveter (or raser Doppler Velocimater), then as the monitor is wved

downstrem, three stages of a "natural tran.ition" proce can be observed:
i) A critical Reynolds nunbor, Re U x , is reached where amplification of small disturb-

c
ances, naturally present in the atrea•, generates detectable two-dimensional oscillations
ch,%racterized by the periodic Tolluein-Schlichting (T-S) waves which are predicted by
the linearized cheory of laminar instability [1,11]. With further increase of Reynolds
nuaber these oscillations grow in amplitude into a three-dimensional non-linear regime.

ii) The termination of the non-linoar development is indicated by the formation of intermit-
tont 'bursts" or "spots" of local turbulence which propagate downstream with the flow.
This portion of the boundary layer consists of an irregular sequence of laminar and
turbulent regions. te Reynolds nuaber at which this breakdown occurs is comonly
Stermod the transition Reynolds numaber, R

iii) The bursts grow in size and spread into the neighboring laminar flow until the boundary
l eyer is fully turbulent. The Reynolds number at which the boundary layer becomes fullyturbulent is known as the and of transition Reynolds number, R_.

•'The three stages of the transition process are ahorn schematically ;'Vhgure 1.

Schubaur anid Skramated [1] establiahed that in a zero pressure gradient environment, the
bounds of the transition stagsc are, for a turbulence intensity <0.Z1, given by

Re w .595 x 105
gt u 2.8 X 106

R .• 3.9 x 10 .

Furthermore, they were able to characterize many of the spatial and temporal features of the turbulent
bursts in the transition stage utilizing an 2lectric spark tech1ique.
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If a pressure gradient exists along the plate, it is found to hava a strong effect on the on-
set of the above three stages of the transition process, The effects of a strong tavorable pressure gra-

dient hayw been found to stabilize or delay the growth of the Tollmein-Schlichting waves and therefore
increase the values of R , whereas an unfavorable or adverse pressure gradient have been found to amplify
the laminar boundary laygr oscillations, thereby decreasing the values of R , causing transition to occurearlier.

Several reviews of the above outlined mean and instantaneous physical features of transition

theory and of stability theory can be found in the literature (11,121.

1,3 Hydroacoustic Aspects of Transition Process

Whereas past studies of the transition process have concentrated primarily on understanding
the mean and fluctuating velocity fields in the light of theoretical considerations, recently the hydro-
acoustic aspect of the transition phenomenon has been of interest. The unsteady flow in the boundary
layer region near the surface of a structure causes pressure fluctuations [13] which, when coupled dynas-
ically to the structure, can result in high structural and fluid borne noise levels, such as those
experienced inside aircraft or in sonar systems of naval vessels (14-16]. Heretofore, the hydroacoustic
aspects of boundary layers have been modelled solely from experiments with fully developed turbulent
boundary layers [17] which were conducted in wind tunnels and other flcu facilities. Now, however, dueii i to design and manufacturing improvements of modern aerodynamic and hydrodynamic vehicles, the flow noise •

associated with the laminar-turbulent transition re,ion is of particular importance since this region on
the nose of the structure can be a aignificant portion of the surface.

The experimental study of the pressure field in the transition region has been restricte' in
the past by the high levels of incident turbulence intensity associated with experimental flow facilities.
The high noise levels tend to mask out the fluctuating pressures associated with the transition and pre-

vent tle boundary layer from developing on the model surface in a "natural manner" [18]. "Natural
transition" is defined as the transition resulting from Tollmein-Schlichting oscillations naturally pre-
sent in the laminar boundary layer and not resulting from the presence of extraneous controlling factors

such as, for example, protuberances, excessive surface roughness, or freestream turbulence level.
The first known attempts to measure the quantitative features of the transition wall pressure

field were made by Blackman [19] at the University of Southampton who conducted measurements of the
transition wall pressure field on a small flat plate in an open jet wind tunnel. In this study, he was
unable to obtain "natural transition" due to limitations imposed by the capabilities of the wind tunnel
and the small physical size of the plate. The origin of the burst generation mechanism for hit experi-
ment appeared to be the leading edge of his plate. However, Blackman's enlightening experimental data,
along with the interpretation of the resultas are valuable in understanding those tranaition burst fee- i
tures which are independent of the burst generation mechanism. Furthermore, his experimental techniques
reflected a great deal of originality and contributed significantly to our experimental effort.

1.4 Ob ives of the Present Investi~ation

The direction of the present investigation was to determine tha properties of the intermit-
*tent pressure field for A natural transition boundary layer which includes the three distinct stages

illustratd in Figure 1. With the conatrw-tion of the new Anechoic Flow Facility (AFF) at the Naval Ship
Research and Developzent Center (NSRDC), auititbly low levels of background acoustic noise and freestream
turbulence intensity have made it possible to conduct a study of the flow noise features of a transition
boundary layer on a large flat plate whose qualitative flow features are included in Figure 1. The spatial,
temporal, and spectral properties of che transition wall pressure field are obtained as a function of the
internitteucy and compared with those of the fully turbulent pressure field. The convective
velocitiss, distribution of burst periods, burst frequoncy, burst growth rate, mean-square pressures, and
spectral densities of the intermittent pressure field are computed from the data.

2. APPARATUS AMD PROCEDURE FOR THE £•XPErI

2.1 Anechoic Flow Facility

X The Anechoic Flow Facility in which the measurements were couductad was designed specifically
for flow-related acoustic experiments. The general design features of the flow facility are shown in
Figure 2 and are described in detail by Brownell [20]. The tunnel is a reinforced concrete, horizontal
circuit of rectangular croos sections with corner fillets. The air in the tunnel is moved by a fan
around a closed 1oop, passing through the closed-jet test section into the anechoic chamber which provides

an open-jet test section. The facility has a maxzium design air speed of 200 ft/sec in the test sections
at atuospheric pressure. To minimize acoustic background noise, acoustic mufflers are located upstream
and downstream of the fan to attenuate fan noise and the tunnel walls are lined with acoustic absorption
material. To minimize structureborne noise, the tunnel circuit and drive machinary are built over a
solid rock foundation and isoletion joints are provided throughout the circuit. Turbuletce reducing

-I screens are used in the stilling chzaeber to reduce the turbulence level iv the tast sections.

An evaluation of the aerodynamic [21] and acoustic performance of the wind tunnel was con-
dotted. The freestream turbulence level was maasu;L n the "clean" closed jet test section with a hot
wire anemometer and was found to be approximately'___ x 100 - 0.09% or less over the range of flow161
valoci-iev. (It was assumed that the presence of the flat plate in the tunnel would not alter this level
significantly although this susumptiOn was not checked by repeating the turbulence intensity aeasurements).
According to the results of Schubauer and Skrametad (11, this value of the turbulence level should allow
the transition process on a siooth flat plate to develop in a "natural" manner provided that the back-
ground tunnel noise is not excessive (4].

The background acoustic noise levels were measured in the closed jet test section with the
wind tunnel in the "clean condition and also with the Flat Plate Fixture installed in ths test section.
The clean tunnel evaluation of the background acoustic noise level. was mAde over the range of tunnel

flow speeds as part of the Agoustic Performance Evaluation+ following comletion of the construction

MIport in pi-saEa-on by Mr. LW. Brown of NSMC.
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of the facility. Figure 3 shove the weasured leveli of the pressure spectral densities over the range
of flow speeds. The figure includes, for comparison, the wind tunnel's acoustic noise design specifi-
cations at each flow velocity. Generally, it can be seen that above a frequency of 100 HIz the measured
noise values are below the design values. For these measurezents a 1/2-inch Bruel and Kjaer (B & K)
Condenser Microphone, Type 4134, was mounted on a strut on the centerline of the closed jet test section,1
approxinotely 6 feet upstream of the anechoic chamber. The microphone diaphram wea covered with a Nose
Cone, Type UA 0052, which provided a streulined covering to reduce the wind noise generated by the air
flow over the microphone and produce a relatively flat frequency response for a sound field of random
incidence direction.

Measurements were also made of the free-field sound pressure opectral densities outside of
the plate's boundary layer, 2 feet from the plate surface, Comparison of these results with the clean
tunnel levels indicates that the presence of the plate increased the background noise levels by approxi-
mately 10 dB. Below I kil a peak was detected in the free-field noise spectra whose frequency depended
on flow velocity. This peak was found to be attributable to sound generated by plate vibration due to
vortex shedding from the plate's blunt trailing edge. These peak levels were as mch as 15 dB above the

free-field spectral levels.

2.2 Flat Plato Fixture

The large flat plate test fixture was designed to providt laminar, transition, and turbulent
boundary layer flaws over a smooth, rigid surface. The plate is mounted in the wind tunnel's closed-jet
test section in a vertical plane intersecting the centerline of the test section. The upstream, lead-
ing edge of the plate is mounted adjscent to the upstream edge of tit instrument trench. At this point
the flow has stabilized following passage through the flow facility's settling screens and contraction
section. A view of the plate is shown in Figure 4.

As shown schematically in Figure 5, the fixture is constructed in various sections "wich are
machined from 1-inch thick aluminum stock and bolted together to provide a maximum waviness of .020 inches
per foot. The sectional construction permits the variation of the itrearsise aistance from the leading
edge to the four rotatable test disks on which instruments are mounted. By inserting or removing the
•18 inch spacer section and rotating the test disks the streamdse location of any transducer can be
varied continuously from 1.2 to 13.8 feet. Although the Joints between plate sections were machined enly
-Ithin eaally achievable tolerances, the roughnessea which remained after assembly of the fixture were
filled with epoxy and smoothed.

The structural and aerodynseic performance of the plate fixture was evaluated to determine
the effectiveness of the design pertaining to the fixture's response to vibration excitation by the flow
and the boundary layer development, respectively.

"The plate was designed to be of sufficient mas mad rigidity to minimize its response to
vibration axcitation by the transition and turbulent boundary layers. This structural requirement was
necessary to -mximize the signal to roise ratio of the pressure trsnaducers which are used to study the
boundary layer presaure fields and which invariably have soar response to the plate acceleration. The
possible affects of surface motion on the boundary layer transition process are not yet fully uudfirstood
and therefore, it was desired to e-iminate, or at least minimize, this factor from the study.

Figure 6 shown the measured values of the accelaration spectral density utilizing a B & JZ
Acelerometer, Type 4344, mounted on the back of Disk 3, near the location of the flush mounted vicro-
phones used to make the pressure field measurements. The acceleration levels are atgon for tuo flow

•:.•velocities, that at which transition occurs on Disk 3, and at a fully turbulent velocity. In bo'.h spectra,

Ssped dependent peaks in the acceleration levels are apparent.•! The peak at 400 Uit for the lo'•.rarF 4poctrum, and the peak at 520 Ila for the high~er speed

case, both satisfy the common vortex shedding Strc. fal nulabr relation of fd - 0.2. Oare d is raken as the

plate thickness. This, to&ather with the free-fisld acoustic noise massurilnts mentioned above, indicates
that shedding from the blunt trailing edge of the plate fixture was a machanism of plate excitation.

' By covering the plate mounted microphones so that they could not sense the boundrsy layer
• pressure field, it was found that the plate's vibration field influenced the plate's boundary layar pres-

sure field measure-•nte at frequencies below I klan. Above I k•Ls, the signal to noise ratio which is ro-
presented by the differences in the levels of the uncovered and covered microphonsa, is geanrally in ex-
case af 10 dB for the interaittent and fully turbulent boundarv layer pressure fields. Hence, from the
standpoint of structural vibration, it is sssumad that above ,.Az, tho flat plate fixture serves as a
useful. model for studying the transition and turbulent boundary layer pressure field. The vx, ent to which
the plate's vibrations may possibly affect the actual transition procass of the laminer boundary layer to
turbulent flow could be investigated in future tests by artifically shaking the plat,.

Studies of the pressure fields assoeel¢ad with l-I-nar boundary layers, such as attempting
measurements of the fluctuating preseat.. associated with Tollsein-S-chlichtlng wasve, will require further
reduction in the plate's vibration levels through trailing edge otrrsalining and structural damping.
-ble- The essential aerodynamic rsq.irmaan of the plate fixture was that a prescribed. controll-

14.. able, laminar, transition, end turbulent boundary layer could be aechi*vd ever the surface of the test
•i:• disks. To sccomplish this, the fluid adjacent to the leading edge of the plate met not eacounter a suf-

ficiently large positive pi.assure gradient to caun# the stresamllne to separate from the plate surface,
in which case, the flow could irrzadiately become turbulent at the lesding edge [22). It van found that
a loading edge with a sharp nsymetric tapor of 5 degreae (see Figure 5) did not trip the boundary layer4 over the range of low velocities when the plate was oriented at a -1.5 degree attack angle to the flow.
With the plate fixture at this orimitatiun, a naturally developin,( transition boundary layer wva obtained.

2.3 Inntrurenatton and LteasureMent Frzoaedur

The inasrumntation "or the experitantal mreauremnts fall essentially into the three basic
categories of erodynamic, vibra•:ion, en acoustic, depending on the pAr,-tantore to be aassured. T•
vibratior Aeu frsee-field acoustic iustsumantation were previously discussed. This section eivea a bcief
suwmary ^i the instrtumntation used for the boundary layer measureuts end discusses tbh mesurtr*tt
and dat-. ýnalysis procedures.
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Aerodynamic Instrumentation

The flat plate me-an velocity distributions across the boundary layer were measured with a
modified version of a United Sensor Total Head Probe, Model BA-20~-l2-C-ll-650, rounted on a test disk
utilizinlg a Nash Control, Inc., Linear Actuator, Model DL 1326N22. The electroviechanical. linear actestor
functions as a remote positioning device and permits the positioning of the velocity probe (or hot wire

£ anemometer) at varying distances normal to the plate's surface. The linear actuator contains a DC motor
which positions an extending tube within an accuracy of .001 inch by monitoring a position indicating
potentiometer which is directly coupled to the actuator. The position of thd probe ou the pl-ate surface

f is changed by rotating the disk and re-slining the probe with the flow direction. The static reference
pressure is measured through a 1/32-inch diameter hole which is flush with the plate's working surface,1) adjacent to the probe tip.

The differential pressures b~etween the total head probe end the static wall hole are monitored
by a CGS Electronic Manometer, Type 1018-B, which utilizes a capacitive type Bari --el Pressure Sensor,
Type 538-3, with a + 1 psi range. Thir instrument provides digital differential pressure readings accurate
to within + .001 psi. The time constant of the system wes generally less than 30 seconds, with approxi-
mately 10 feet of tubing between the probe and the pressure sencor.

A dual channel Flow Corp. Constant Temperature Antenometer, Model 900-1, was utilized for mea-
ourin8 mean and fluctuating velocity components near the plate surface and for measuring the freestream

.. turbulence level.
ThAttcpesr rdetwsmaue ln tepaesraeuiiigasre f1 13

inch diame~ter holes drilled along the plate in the stremd~se direction. Pleastic tubing conrected each
hole in the plate to a large alcoho). manometer and the static pressures along the plate relative to

atmospheric pressure ware recorded visually over the rang of tunnel flow velocities.

Acoustic Instrumantation

The fluctuating pressures on the pl~ta surface were measured with B &K 1/4-inch Condensor
Microphones, Type 4136. and B & K 1/8-inch Condenser Hicrophones, Type 4138. Both size microphones,
through use of an appropriate adapter. were used with B A K Catlr)de Follower Preamplifiersf, Type 2615 or4. 2619, and with B & K Measuring Azplifiers, Type 2606. To facilitate the masurement oC the pressure on
the plate surface over as snall an area as possible, the microphones were used with solid protective caps
mounted flush with the plate surface in a test disk end in each of which was drilled e single 1/32-inch

Z,." diameter hole. The fluctuating pressure on the plate xurface was sensed through the 1/32-inch diameter
hole which led to a small cavity enclosed by the prott-.tive cap and the microphone diaphram. This micro-( phone system hes a resonance frequency in the response curve due to the fact that the combined hole and
cavity behave like a "Imtl Halmholts resonator.

The sensitivity 1,"vela of the microphoneo for the flat portion of their pro.isure ret ponse
curves were determined at 250 Hz using a R 6 K Pistonphone Type 4220. The frequencies of resonance of

3the 1/4 and 1/8 inch microphone systoem vare determined from the resonant peaks in the peiefr spectral
density curves of the fully developed turbulent pressure fields which occurred on the plate surfaca at
the higher- vind velocities. Frequency response curves near the Helmholtz resonance frequencies for the
1/4 inch and 1/8 inch microphone system , which were detormined weploying free-field calibration methods
in the anechoic chamber of the ý.tiud tunnel, areC giwen in Figure 7. The low frequency' roll-off was con-
trolled by t~he preamplifier and was determined from the manufacturer's response data.

Two 1/4-inch pinhole microphones are flush mounted in 4 test disk utilizin' a positioning device
which &llo"u the separation distanco between the transducers to be varied from 0.531 to 4.552 inches.
L~arger separation distances of up to approximately 10.75 feet in the streameise direction can be achieved
by mounting exicrophones in two separate2 25 inch test disks.

The analysis of the root-aean-square (WM) properties of the pressure field wit done employing
a Ballimntine, Moadel 320, True RMS Uletronic Voltmeter. A number of external capacitors were employed in
the macar circuit to increase the meter response time and dacre~as mater fluctuations during voltagae
measuremnts of the intermittent pressure field at low values of the intemnIttancy factor.

The powor spectral densities of the fluctuating pressure fig-Ids on the flat- plate ware deter-
mined by use of a Time Data Real-Time Analyset System. Type 1923/A.

The intakrmittancy factors, average -uret period, and burut convection velocities of tha

transition ýaesuro field were determined either visually fine oacillogreph records or by employing an
electronic device wbich autoceted the process (30).

Response Characteristica of Circuitry

for analysis) of the data of the fluctuatinS proesure and velocity fields In the flat plate boundary
layer is &hotmin Figure B.

The requncyand phase rouloase of the. eystem and the effects of extraneou noise soucso
the signal to noiss ratioo of the elignasl were evaluated. As. shL -a in Figure 8, a sins vava oscillator
or a Ohita noige source of known RLMS level can be connected to the direct input stage of the microphone
amplifiers sivaltsnactusly. end passed through the complete electronic circuit and recorded on the multi- _
channel magnetic tape recorder. When chase recorded signals are reproduced through the data analysia
systems. a calibration of eyotent performance can to obtfinad.

Figure 9 shows an x-y plot of tho frequency response (power spactral denesity) of the circuit
for a pair of date chaunels, through which uhite notese vas passed simultansously. This represento the
&pproxiuste foatures of the circuit response at the iapuit of the oacillograph, or ths intrmit tency "sa-
suring devices, used to cm_ýculat* y and tho ýother space-tine propertios of the turbulent bursts. The low-(
frequancy roll-off is due to the charactoriatics of the hi-psass filter in the circuit, while the decrease

* ~in response at high frequency ito due to the. decreasing tape recorder response abovqi 10 k~r. In addition
to the electronic circult respows uboom in Fig!4re 9. the. froquenay response of the pin-hole microphonesH wxat also b- rAa-- Into account in eassurements of the propartltý, of plits pressure fields.

Tho iroquency respoose of the galvanomaters used in the IRonsy'-.eU Visicorder Oscillogreph
~4odc U~ 11,et within + 1/2 d13 between 0 anid 3000 Hz. The 3 dB down pcint *I the upper frequency

'a .; ar's respotise oecurt-4 at. 3500O Hs. The turetn displayed on the
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oscillogroýpha consisted. therefore, of frequency components within an approximate 3 dB down bandvidth
between 2800 and 5500. Hz, which resulted through use of the Krohn-Hite Filters and the fluid damed

I galvanometers. It van found that burst frequency components, within this bandwidth, accurately delined
¼ ~ temporal features of the burst envelopes on the oscillographa, The inherent phase angle between thef ..... two electronic dats chinnels van founid to be negligible.

Cenerally, the procedure for the measurenents of the boundary layer pressure field was to

orally used simultaneously to permit simultaneous tecording on the multi-cebnnel tape recorder for later

deemnto fthe cnetivh n rwhprprisohepltemi ten bondar th ye r r prd ssure biurostos,

3. EXflRIKMEAL RESULTS OF TUE BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

This section evsjuatoS the usasured mean flowbonaylerpfisintmofhirc-
sistency with respect to well1 known analyticalprdcinbaeonvsusfwthre.Asrvosl

discussed, it van necessary to orient the plate'a working eurface at a -1.5 degree attack angle to the

I velocity above the boundary layer along the plate and therefore, a lazinar flow which slightly differs
from the Blasius velocity profile. The measured features. of the boundarvr layer under the conditions of
amildly accelerating external velocity along the plate will be presented. First a discussion of the
eaured external velocity gradient along the plate will be given.

3.1 Pressure Distribution Along the Plate

Figure 10 shows the pressure distribution along the plate's streandee dimension as measured
by static pressure holes in, the wall of the plate. The non-dimensional pressure coefficient,

-P P-PB is shown in Figure 1.Tereference pressure, p., and velocity. Ust are measured by a
2

(1/2)pUB
pitot-static tubt located outside the boundary layer 8 feet dou.nteao h lt' edn de h
fact that C collapasa at different frcestreas velocities all=*s one to establish a single semi-empirical
relationship for the potential flow velocity U Wz at the edga of the boundary Layer.

if the fluid is considered incompriseible and the density p - cbnstant, then the wmomatus;
equation can be integrated along a streamline in the X-direaction, to give

p + 1/2 (pU ) constant (1)
This is valid axlong ary str.earmline of the flow oufficiently removed from the body surface to bu unaffect-
ed by the thin region near the surfac6 dominated by Large viscous forces. The coo~tant of integration
in Equation (1) 1s taken as pD + (1/2) PU2, where p. and UBare the static preAeure and flow velocity,
respectively, measured on a streanline whfcb Is assumd to run along the outer edge of the plr te's
boundary layer. Equation (1) then bcoa

or

(3i) (3)
x II

"Als note that the upstream rsference v'elocity U. can be comiputed from Equation (3), or by extrapolation
of the Ua/V data11(x toI toe th 4 (2)tf

n~gr 1 o* h atoo tevloiyat th deowh onaylyr ot e vlocity

veoiy rdet eatea k e ru x ishw nFgr13 e dimsesioaless per-anwtrr, a,

Wi cflaamesrofteafcof'!*pres-sure g.dsto hIuinrbouw4dary layer (23]. Es=e.tI

soltios, efuredto s smilr lolutlors.s eCiat for flog.-s in which a -' con~taat alomg the streamline

A 49i-epircal quaionwenuged to modal the accelerated flow data as ;1v,=- below:

1.143 + 0.01740 tan tO.130 (w-7.2033))()

"a - sez (.13 (x7.2-- 3)]
l.10457 + 0.07740 te 0101-.031(5)

The comsprivans of Equations (4) and '5) with tha experlaeatal data are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Xqus-
-- f-Ations (4) atri (5) are sow to be In good agreamune with the oxparitmntal data and were chosen for use in

the numaric~a cu~utotioux1 schezms used to predict the laminar boundary l~ayer propertiea alous the flat
plate.

7- ~3. 2 Jiir~aar p22~nr -War Velocity Dietributiona

Coel~arison vith Blasius Solutioua

Downstream of the leadiva edge of the "olststhe boundary laytr which de-valopQs oa the surface
is initially that for lauina~v flow. Since the platv'zi masured qressure Cradirvit Veg S'ell, it Is in-
structive to compare the eaqirtivAntall properties of the laminar boundary layer region with the claslsical
result:. derived by Olasiua for the zero pressure gradient flow along a flat plats. Figurea 14 through 17
give the Liqgeriasntal laminar boundary layer velocity prorilea measured at four atreaswisoe locationsa on
the plAte hiurface to~arsd to the Blasiua profiles. The ratio of tha velocity U(y) to the freesttvam
velocity, t1U plotted versus the dlswsnsiooaass lenatb paraaatar, q if is -'%own in each of these

figures.S ~once the velocity distribution in the bccnjdraz is imiown, the' boundary layer thickness. 5, is
fdetermined as the dists.ncs from the %.A11 3t which U(y) ~'0.99 U

%S



Figure 18 shows the growth of the laminpr boundary layer thickness as calculated by the Bilasiussolution compared with those measured along the plate in the streagwisal direction. It ia seen that the
experimeatal values of 6,meavured on the plate in the mild favorable pressure gradient. deviate tror. thevalues predicted by the Blasius solution which iw based on the saro pressure gradient condition.

Corparison with Pressure-Gradient Solution.4It is de-nirable to ascertain the effects of pressure gradient on the laminar boundary layer.This was done by nuxosrically computing an exact solution of the laminiar boundary layer equations with a~ srami-evpirical equation for the exterior accelerating flow. A finite-difference numerical procedure pro-,.~ )posed by Pannelop [24] was uued for the computation. The aenui-empirical equation for the external flow*U (x), giver. by Equation (4), was used in the computatione for the velocity profiles at discrete locationsalong the plate's stresaiise direction. A comptiter program developed by Smith [251 was used for thesecomputations. Thie values of 6 which were calculated by this procedure are shown in Figure 18. The effect
of the accelerated flow can be seen to have retarded the laminar boundary layer growth along the platereatv to the growth predicted by the Blasius solution. The calculated profiles are shown in Figures

To facilitate this comparison between the analytical and experimental values of 6, the experi-mental data was put in dimensionless form and corrected to the proper externa elocity Ue(x) in order to
provide the results at the specific set of speeds and locations shown in Figure 18.The boundary layer displacement thickness, 6*, is generally accepted as a more accuratelydeterminable boundary layer length parameter than the boundary layer thickness,* 6. The experimental valuesof P~ are compared in Table I with the values calculated emloying the cenputer program.7 it is concluded that the qualitative featurea of the experizentu, data for the laminar boundary
layer are in reasonably good agreement with analytizcal results which take into account the favorable pres-sure gradient which existed on the plate.

3.3 Instabilityi and Natural Transition to nirbtj1elas

Am prev-iously discussed, the transition process can be influenced by a large number o' factors.F in the absence of a strong predominance of ont or more of thee* factors, the transitiou boundary layer~ which dcvellope~s along the plate is said to occur in a "natural" manneai and be charecterited by the Tollmein-Schlicht lug waves observed by the classical experiments performed at the National Bureau. of Standard~s.In the introductior,, It was explained that the natural traraition process bad three diazincte tase&. in this particular study, the primary objective was to experimentally determine the character-istics of the fluctuating prtsiture field associated with theme three stages of sn incompressible transitionboundar! layer on a flat plate. Attempts were made to ach~icire "natural" transition in tht. absence ofaforemenationed extraneous effects. This plan was generally muccesaful with the exception that it was neces-
gary to u'rieut the plate obtaining a mild accelerated flow (faverablo pressure gradirnt) condition overthe plate to prevent leading cdge tripping. This ftvorable pr-saure gradient has a significant affect ondelaying the initial stags of the transition process. For exsz~lo, the transition Raynolds nuaber for the
Blasius transition obtained by Schubsuer and Skramtad was Rt U U*x 2.8 x 106. In this study, lIninar

flow was found to occur at Reynolds numbeýr as high asq 8.7 x 106.
Although the favorable pressure gradient obviously delayed the onset of the transition proces3,it did not, It is felt, significantly alter the basic zachaniam associated uvith the bursting stage of thetransition proceass though it can alter the width of the travaition region.

Tollaiu-Schli.thting Waves

T-S waves wers not experinentally observad due to plate vibratio~ns and high assoclated acourticnoizo levle in the frequorncy range where T-S oscillations were expected. itow..var, it is show.n by the. authorsin Referentce 30, that coWarisous of the laminar flow data of 4, 6*, sn'W 0. with variouv stability criteriateA to aupport the b~elief that th-a Tollrtin-SchlichtinS wave stargs of the transition proceva wau presentI-Ibetween the laminAr and intermittenat bursting star," on tie plate. Th6- resu)Lta indicated thit the latzinorU ~~profiles at the 3,6. and 9 foot pogitioz-s, showns in Figure 18, 4re in the v-.netable roegion rf the ne-utral.stability curzes at a flire speed of 100 ft/sec. At the 1.1 foot lazation frern the leading edrs, hovaver.
tOe more pronount-ed favvrable pressure gra4leat causes the profila to f.-1I in the stable regioxt. StabilityIJ;-, -3 theory isplies, that onca Rc is reached, the T-5 wavwes citwuld be growing in the unstable re6.*r an~d, itthe oscillation azplitude.. cr. oufficiertly large, the @'tperiaenta.ly obtained boutdary layer propertiesshould exceezd the eompvzed value. for the lamnaiosi lutiou. It- the stable region. thia T-S waves could bedazzied out and the flow rest~bilizad to the lawirnar flow solution ag-sin [11. -Marefore a atuly of FigureaA 18 suagostst thst for that prescribed speed, tho T-S wav-s reo Initially disturbed, ý,ov to finite aiplitude,ahd then are. q&Wad out as the e~ffcto of the faý.rable pressure greadlnt b-tcoms more pronounced downstreas.

Hopefully. in the future, the plate's vibration levels "ill be improved in ithe low frequency
region where T-S waves are expected P.nd the T-5 pressure o-scillation. can- be aesaaurad mdP confirmd by hoLwire detection of the '&aimar cocillotionphnata For the iqrevant, the eesuzptio a ', the existence ofthe T-S waves prior to t1e onst of burstin.R. alr'~ijlb ilinuetoalsthe date in tbis studyto bo considered as representing that for a naet-d~ transition process.

Otteet of bursting

At f-w velocities 'n excess of 150 fat/t. the laminar boundary layer oventmall1 u.drvnt

transition at the 9 foot moasuring station on the plate. The onaset of bursting, which Identified 1F . waLsdetermined by Schubauer and Skrsastad with the us,% of hot wire sozemoeters positioned intebanay layrr.in the present experivant, bursting onset was observed with the flur-h mounted micropho 'ac. An prxstvalue of R determined by the ons-at of btirsting in the precsur-a field was b~etvten 7.4 to 8.7 a1tDaý.ailed measurements of the velocity profiles in the transition region ont the large plate wars 4not obtained. ('onAequently, the onset of bursting waR dete~alned solely through use of the microphonesand could not be coupared with that predicted by the abrupt decrease of the shape factor H.
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71J !4giuaing of Turbulent Flow Region

The value of the Reynolds number at the end of the transition process, R was also deter-
2 mined from the microphone siguals. Ibis Reynolds number wa~s takez. an that for whicheth& bursting process

became continuous, indicstir% fully developed turbulent flow. The measured values of Re. fell within
the range of results 8.6 x 106 < R~ < 11.0 r 106. t

4. MERWI~AL D.SULTS OF INIEITMS4TfI fLOW 4UTLTRE

4.1 Comparison of Velocity and Wall Pressure Bursts

1'In the present study of the intermittent wall pressure field during the transition process, the
level of intermittency was varied by changing the wind tunnel flow speed. The locations of the flush-
mounted pressure transducers were held in a fixed position elong the plate and could not be varied remotely
during the operation of the wind tunnel. In order to evaluate whether the burst generating mechanics of
the natural transition process haeu been noticeably altered by the varying speeds. the interaittency factors,
y, was plotted versim a normalized transition Reynolds number and compared with the kncwn cxperizental
data of Schubauer and X.lebanoff (26) on the interuittent velocity field bursts. Specifically, the question

j is whether the secondary effects on transition, such as 'he turbulence intensity, plate vlbrations, etc.,
are significantly affected by thp ;light change in the stream velocity.

The internittency factor y ise defined as the fraction of the tota~l sample time T toa that the
f low ii turbulent at any point P in the transitiotyegion end can be expressed as

Y(P) 1 .1 B-i (6)

Ttotal
-here TB denotes a bursts period and N denotes the cumber of bursts during thi total sample ie
Figure (d9) shmws the intermittency factors, y, of the preasure bursts measured at both dif ferent db
stream positions and f low velocities in torms of a uormalized Reynolds numZber P- Va. fl., is the
Reynolds number Cbhised on x) at whicb the 7510.5 of 'r Is measured, RN, iaythe lfinuber at which
the pressure field was turbulent half the tias, and £...,. g99 The quantity 5 is a measure of
the width of transition for a constant flow velocity andw"s ush by extrapolating the dateahn lt
ted versus Reynolds number, The fiLgure includes a Gaussian integral curve which has bean fitted to the
normalimed quantity adshows good agroemant vith the data. b'ith this limited data, it can be inferred
that the general charecteriaticE of the distribution of y for a well pressure fied In a1 mild, fAvorebla
preasure Sradient appear to be similar to that for the velocity field in a zero pressura grsdiont wher-
noruswlized with respect to tha width of the transition region.

To provide a move direct compartsen en4 verification that the bursts detect*d in the intar-
m~ittent boundary layer region are directly related end have the "me geocetric-al AMd cOnVective feature.
go buretT dztcctzd by an .idj'acent prneetura traneduzer amw-~d- of the wall. aimultansouaimesrtt of
the instantaneous velocicty 3Wd wail preaeure, fields are roquired. Some date which sha6,*d excellent ad~ree-
sant between the bursts were obtained but for a amellar prototype flat plats. ruture tests onthe larce
plat* will include hot wire interm saasuremtents.

4.2 Srsttisl and TM. ral Featurca of Tranait Ioz Sursts

Figurt 7t) illuAtretee the ahsap &Md grvwth 0~ a vvlDncity field buret ge&"rated by an electri[ 2spark b'r Schubhever ar4 [lebanoff [261. eaoults will be presented on the festvras .af thesis bursts as inns-

sured by one or morQ microphone poeitioaned on the pý,sat vWhch Neils these propagatinS borsto at differ-

ent ewel ofiota itteoy. omcillograph lec-ords of Przotagating bursts

NcIllogrephu of the inttxirrttaat praosure fielid are shotan le. Fivtro 21 for low And high values
of intorMitt&0CY. The oetlo-a hs 8ho sUult~ansc.a OUtplstV Of tht-se pinhole viCj-,pbonae sunted flush
with 01A" plate aurfac-a At increasing strecawiso distance, frmt e plat 'a leading edge. e ocl-

g;rsip.o clearly inlictat the tranzitiocu prcner-, Oiereby intarmittaut burate of local turbulence z-a formed
god pteop&Agte d~oumntrasm, 0rowiaS in lengthi &a they go, uutil thay merge forminS a tully deVelc-P*4 turbu--
lent I-Žedmtry lzaer. Adjacont to c,&ch trs:ý&duesr ins hownm the Rayuolds nmb-sr based "n downstreen diateace
frov i.be% plate's lcadirg. odge, the esnperation distance bet&ween tr~asduce-rs, &zd thle interlditteuacy faector.

Esch of ttA above cscillc'graphe was rsacorjde after paaeinug the sicrophoc eigaset
amplifier outp.ut through a 7500 Hertz (6 dilodnUu) hisgh-ýass filtar. Thisl fill-sting rasOxva-4 I~ r~uo

virtinAinlz which weres picked vp by the preateure crxnsuce-st -&T er rav-ioLsLly dlocu;ssed. The UP-p-2r
£rsitszcy colkwancts of the osilg hrecords were Ilmited by the sAlvavemeter r*epon-s4 w4'ich Var 3 dl
downm at 53M as. Conauriams of the filtered =nd uafilturad microp,-or,* ae~sil are ahov- i-n Figure 22. It

-- can I" seen tbhor the- temporal pr-aperties of the pressure bursts are more cle~r-.y illuatrate4 by Ifilcering
Q,. -;ha low-fraeqency noise -compo-ats. Vurther verificaetion thit the 1,-. frequan-. coapxonens in t1-c
uic--rvtzesa signal aria due to vibration of Li'e Ricropht-- 34 Mk;3Ating disk tit -,Ivan 'by Ficur* 23 Uhich cc*-
pares the pce-airldansitie.. of tho ixicrephona ai gtkls wlthout the Aigh pass filtering Vitt t~hose otf
the covered microphoce for the asma flow conditins. The closa armet inth e~cre 1e sa h
"peak troquae~-uiea belov 1500 Fa in-Aiosts that the ribraticon sanettivity of the prtorvre tr~an.-&ur* is euf-

( ficlant to detzwzt the plate's vibration mcodes at low frecuancias.
Figre 4 gve oetilgrabsOf the signals ftams two *i crorphonts, with a strrae s gsepro

[.1 ~~~of 1.62 feast, for a range of preasure, fi~ld ir-iteiesfrom y--O to *-t-. It i-3 noted thast bursts ic
pass the upestresa microphone aea Stnerally still idantificabla at the do-vostreas transducer. The growth in
langtb of the bu-rits during the trsainstico between the trasesducers I.. readily app~aitet.

'A-Avactiv* and Spatial features of Borate

* 1As illustrkted in Figuzre 24 the oisil~lographs, can be used to calcu~ta thes v6,ocitiae of thn
leading (downstreanaisnd trailing (upatre~an) e~dres of tbe burLtat. n-h. trawel time between the two stressj-
viUe trsanducars can be determined fxo the tim~ing honse 00 the OVCi11ftraphX. The Ptr*Siae1 V4locities
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of the -lwading and trailing edges of tho bursts are given by U Ax/AtL and U -Ax/At respectively, where
7x is the streswise separation distance between the transducers and AtL and A are the respective transit
times of the leading end trailing edges of the burst between the micronlones.

It was found that the propagation velocity of the leading edge of the burst is U.;s .971 while
the propagation velocity of the trailing edge of the pressure bursts is U .31M . A number of thele Cal-
culations are tabulated in Table II. These values differ from the values measured near the surface with a
hot wire probe by Schubsuar and Klebanoff [26] who obtained 0.88U for the teading edge velocity and 0.51)
for the trailing edge velocity for the case of a zero pressure gradient along the plate. This discrepancy
is related to a difference in burst growth rates which is reflected in the fact that widths of the transi-
tlon regions for both sets of extperiments were not comparable.

The burst growth rate, U., defined as the rate of growth of the length of the burst, and the
convective velocity of the bu-st, Uc' defined as the average propagation speed of the bursts, ore expressed

U ;dLU - -d U 1/2 (UL+1U (7)G L(trespectively. L' represents the 1Gnpi ~dinrLlenjh of &eo bursts. The experimental results obtained in
this study give U 7J.6611 (x) and UcP .6411 (x) as coqpareo to U Z.38U. and U s .69U from the Schubauer and
Klebanoff date. c

Figure 20 illustrates the reported geometrical shape of a burst along with the downstream growth
envelope. From the figure, one can easily derivs a relation between the half-angle of the growth envelope,
a, and the inLerior wedge angle of the bursts, O Wvea us

t a - (-ZI ) tan 8 (8)

AgaJ.n for coc•.arison, the test data gives tan as2t13 tan 8, 'tile the Schubauer and Klebanoff data gives
tan as.76 tan 0.

To exaaine more carefully the burst geometry along with the growth features, some za&aurenents
were ciade with two microphones mounted at the downstream distance from the leading edge but with a
spatial separation transverse to the flow. This was done in order to observe the width of a burst as well
as to coaute the interior wedge angle 9. Figure 25 shou- oscillographs for a range of intermittencies for
two pressure transducers separated in the transverse direction to the flow by 17/32 inch. It is seen that
Wfit bursts pass si,,-ltanecuzly over both flush rounted pressure transducers separated by this distance. A
few fairly short bursts are noticed to have passed over only one transducer. Figure 26 shows oscillographe
for a range of intermittenc•ee for two transducers with 1-1/8 inch transverse separation distance. For this

transverse separation slightly more variation is detectable between the bur-tr si&natures at the two trana-
ducars. Sam differencas art detectable between the arrival and departure times of the bursts at the two
transducers and sever.l ouruts are rated which pass over only one transducer. Figure 27 chews oscillographs
of the signals of tr-nsducers with 2-1/4 inch transverse separation distance. Nuw a large degree of indL-
pendeance is as$n bet.wen the two signatures.

By measuring the tim difference, Act, betvwen the detections of the leading edge of a burst as
observed by two microphmess with &s transverse stparation distance end at identical downstream distances,
the interior wedg eagle can be counred. The equation is

tean 8- 1 Az (9)
U At

Aroe data taker- from selected burst, cieerlV identifitd &a coinciden.al to both aicrophonsa,I-• tthe angle 0 was c•o t-d aa 1•tf<1545' and in rea"onable awrenec with Schubauir and Klebanoflf which ob-
served 015o.

By erauining Equation (8) for the angle a, the tzxiamx rlnvth angle is cimputed -en n 3Z0 coW-
pared to oill° frrom the earlier study. This cle.arly indicates a s-gealle width of transitiou than was found
in the Scbwhauar tcd •lebanoff experlients. This is 'n disagr-euant with thýe emirical reiscion establi'ahed
tby Dfue and Naraetta [8] which predicts inrneinr w-dth with in•reasing Laynolds riaber.

Probabillty Dstributions of th &arpt Period

~ae o-erigthei dic~trP~ictic of boost ws z~rtnds in ani occillngraph rec.-r' from ak mic-o-phoe at
pocitioa P. lta i=sl.ht ceoi be geined on the ipastlal origin Of thA burst form2tion at points PL minez the
conv*ctiv- =d -Srowth valc"itie-s stAS co=-stntasomting the dowustrree -sth. Tor an ieolazal butrt, a relation-
sbap can ,e derivod for the uvp-treat origin x 0,ich is

C1 t

-0(x-) - 12 Z+ ( U us% 10
wbire X is the microphao. pition. Y tnegoctins 'he slight variation in U (x), the burst period at -hs
centerlhas of thO burst (t ) is p-oprtio•r-al to 'he prLVfacion dieters txae the burst how trw-velled.
*serer, it shoud bhe moth a-~ts a burst with period dore'cted at p'oint F can 6e either.

a. An i-olste ouret origl.atIns excluAvela at point P
b. the me•regg sad interacting of two or uore ivrocs originatinz at differont apatzsl ;-siti•l-n,

or
c. the sp-eittera of tw-o or wmre bursts with -un-detectablo atp-srýiiý, tlne-i.Sr-._.enrare, by a-nrvtrg a cetilllo-x;rh rmer rh the e- 1ax ir tte-.t pre*sure field o"e can-ot s'ittnr-jish

4 ztNotf T,, the burst p-sied aloE) sa arbitrary secýticn of t t wed-a shaped burst. sad ft . the canter-
lice psrid.

Figujr;; IS end 29 show the- disrribuzrloe of the forcyof occtnrenccr ratios for b-.ýrsts of
dijferenJt periTod. VQ frequency rio.•, is d1Wirtd as the r!'ro of to e - uh er of .-urqte. n, of a gs•i.n
period, , w!th that of the total znuah- of b.rsts, N. oberved d-.sr•.g a finite tine sample T. In eachl
ftur zev-S lvar n were taburlated for a raznge of 'S¾' I.e., n values vvrt iteme'ar-s-4 for

j- -- t ~ tar Ax- .02 wao-oe.Th-e dictrrui-urn shee-n !z, Filoare 28 wee dexe~r-atne f-roe
a aet of tSLa45? L-er a conrir.ti 33.7 irr-ov:3 os-cllelgrasb record of the intermittent pressure frtd"
vtZch had " interuittaecy factor of .tr227. It v-as fo-und net subt-arc of *-!50 bursts pr-ovide'e rttncitt-bl
gcod approximatieea to theee distributions. Figure 29 thcws that 1.h•n the .nterulrttsry valve hlas m'r""than doubled to a value of y-.468, the general features of the distributions do not ch.artýa uignl!icsnrly..
At the higher interaitt•ncy levels a noticable In-rease ±n aoe large brert peri,--ds i. t-bsrvd possibly
indicated tore frOquent ccurerc e of merging ofbarsts, In both cases ahcsai, the digtribaution. of T
are cot ay�neric sbout the mean burst period, " In F'gure 26 ejuetiora of thi gtwerz l torn of a Poisson
and kayleigh distribution function are e,,own vibsh apprroximately fit the expersimental reualts. ,

A . ;"<
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Figure 30 shows the variation of averge burst period, T=, with intermittency factor, y. it
is noted that if one neglects some data points, T is approximately lonstant at low levels of intermittency.
(Howev'r, closer inspection of the data in Table I indicates that for those date runs with pairs of micro-
phones with e strea--se separation. T always Increases slightly with Inc.-easing Intermittency.) As y
increases above a value of y=-.7. Ta icreases rapidly towards the limiting value which equals the record
period since the boundary layer bec"ues fully turbulent at Y-1.

It should be noted that the length of the burst, L', is related to the burst period, T , by
the expression L'-U T . Therefore, the data also represents the variation in the average burst lelgth V-
at fixed position P. n

The measured values of the burst rate f are shown in Figure 31 for the range of y values.
Again, neglecting some data points, the number of btrsta per second, f , is seen to increase linearly with
increasing y. reach a maximum of about 30 bursts/second at y=0.7, and then decrease to zero as the bursts
merge into fully developed turbulent flow at y-1. Table III summarizes some of the results plotted in
Figures 30 and 31.

Using the definition of intorumittency, one can show that at some point P
y(P) -i- i- -

(11)

hence Ttotal 
Ttotal

Ts - y(MI(p). (12)

This equation leads to the interestingobservation that, when the burst rate varies linearly with the in-
termitteny, the average burst period T remains constant. At low levels of intermittency, the weak depend-
enc- of T on y displayed in Figure 30 End the approximate linear variation of f1 with y in Figure 31 is
consistent with this observation.

These results seem to give some support to the argument that during the initial stage of the
burst growth, prior to the merging of the bursts, new bursts are being generated at a uniform rate with in-
creasing downstream distance. However. until mere refined data is obtained, one cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that bursts are being generated at fixed locations on the plate, e.g., where slight protuberances
exist and that the burst rate increases with increasing speed.

Measurements of Mean-Squara Pressure of Bursts Signals

Figure 32 show.z the ratios of the mean-square values of the intermittent pressure field to the
reference level at which the boundary layer Just becomes fully turbulent (y-1). The signals were passed
through a 1500 Hz (6 dB down) high pass filter before the RMS values were measured, to remove vibration
induced noise components. However, the RIS ratios shown in Figure 32 did not change significantly when
the measurements were repeated without the high pass filters. This data can be seen to satisfy, reasonably
well, the relation 119],

p (y) - Yp (Y-l) (13)

4.3 Probabilistic Model of Transition Bursts

Emas [27] has developed a statistical theory related to the prediction of the intermittency
y(P) measured at a point P due to velocity burst formation at points P upstream of P. Assuming the existence
of a source density function g(x 0 ,Z 0 ,to), Emone (27] and Staketee [28? derived the relation

Y(P) - 1 - exp [- g(Po) dVo] (14)
where dV - dx dz dt and the integration Is performed for all points lying in the cone which defines the
domain a? depe~degceovolume R of point P. Emnms considered the case when g-Constant. Narashimha [291
assumed that burst can be generated in a restricted region along a line perpendicular to the flow and as-
sumed g(x ) can be approximated by Dirac's delta function. Emons' statistical analysis allows one to
predict tie numbers of bursts per second and average burst period along with other burst features.

Inherent in Emmons' analysis is the requirement for experimental data on the propagation and
geometrical features of the bursts. The data presented in this paper partially fulfills this requirement.
The authors are currently attempting to use the Emmons' model, along with experimental data to resolve the
question of the nature of the spatial distribution of the burst formation, or more explicitely, to derive
or confirm an expression for the source density function g.

4.4 Spectral Features of Transition Bursts

For a stationary random process the mean square of the wall pressure p2, ,shown versus y in
Figure 32) is related to the pressure spectral density 2W(f), by the relation o2 (
integrate over positive values of f requency f. - 2j., 0(f) df, where we

Measurements were performed of the physically realizable power spectral density denoted by
20(f), employing a digital spectrum analyzer.

Spectra of Intermittent Pressare Field

Figure 33 shows the power spectral densities of the wall pressure field,maasured with the flush
mounted 1/8 inch pinhole microphone for some of the data runs of Table 1I1, over the range of internittency
factors from zero (no turbulence) to 1 (fully turbulent flow). These power spectral densities were deter-
mined for an averaging time which included many alternations of the calm and turbulent burst regions in
the intermittent flow which passed over the measuring point on the plate surface, These results indicate
that once turbulent bursts occur, even though comprising a small fraction of the total averaging time of
the data sample, the power spectral density of the pressure field jumps some 30 dB, or more, above that of
the laminar boundary layer. As tha interaittency factor increases, the spectral densities increase system-
atically to the maximum value at the fully turbulent condition.

To obtain a measure of the stationarity of the process associated with the intermittent pressure
field, the spectral density computations were repeated for four or more different, non-overlapping, 3.2

• nC PY
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4 ~second time periods for each 'talus of the intermýtteucy factor shown in Figure 33. At each value of Y,
the maxima spread, Ai, in the values of the spectral density determined for the different data samples is
shown in Figure 33.

Spectra uf Turculent Burst Region of Intermittent Pressadre Field

k NY Figure 34 indicatee the range of the apectiaI densities measured for the turbulent portion of
Nt the intermitttnt pressure field over the range of intermittencies from 0 to 1. These spectra were deter-4 m~ined by thr. digital analyzer which triggered its sw Vling process on each of 64 consecutive bursts of

the intermittent pressure field and graphically displayed the average of the 64 individual power spectra.
41 gEach of the 6-4 spectra vas determdned by the analyzer for an averaging time of .0125 seconds*. Since this

averagin tins is significantly less than the3 average burst length (see Table III, Chan 6-data, the spectra
in Figure 34 represent the frequency distribution of the enerfiy in only the turbulent regions of the inter-
nit tent pressure field. As can be seen from the figure, the spreakd in the spectra was less then 2 dB over

4>i ~ '1the range of intermittency factors. This result, together with those of Figure 32, indicates that the

aven~ge fLuctuation ew1irudes in the tutermietent wall pressure bursts remain eseentuelly constant after
burst generation end equall to those fn the fully turbulent heaindary layer. In addition, Although the pras-
sure barste hmw b-tn. found to gromr in streaflise tength as thoy con-vect with the tlow, there is no apparent

~ 1 change in the frequency distribution of the energy with chpnging tuatermittency factor. Yutu-e iqr-ovenenes
in the plate's low frequoeny vibration levels baelw 1 kL-- and in the equi,,nt high frequency response
ahould permit detectir-n of sany subtle chunges in shape of prersurc burst spectra "s well as say low Ire-
luane:' periodic oscillati-os in the calm regions between bursts.

CThe fully utwbulent well 1presazra -spectral dansiti.es eoapared well with thowt of other inve-sti-
I gatra whn no -Umotorns~ed in teat-n of p, P~, and b0,, and displayed as a funation of a Strouhal mitear

fltrlaet1s2fxtr was carefully deigne to provide lazOzni'rbul t m flw m e
trolled etwironrent In- N Uawly cecPlnred Anachuic Flow Fr&Uiity. Uniqus massurercmntc vere nado onu the wall

pressure fluictrations to gine infilght On th ~natlr trans3ition process &ad exlted the pioneering work per-
fo~rmd at. the Vptiual BUrasu of Strenar&i The primary effort of this inveatigatiov *ma directed in oh-

----- . .. . . .T" Isainar tinyV slvn$ tW-, flat plate, prior to wne transition process, was natsured sad found
___to fra itn areacant with thit predicted by the bourndary leyov oquAtioos for the c"_- of a TAMd tfavor-Ablie

a ~~pressure gradient. Thea piwesark gradiant oignificearly delayed the onset of tranmition ;&nd resulted in the
-- zarattion Raynolds tuniter thr-e ttse, latte~r than tW-se In a :tro pressoc~a gr-4±snt Wi w~LsuiMtt T\rthet-

Zvi ... .. .. .. srtr, it appeared that thu fivst utaga of the transition peocess wAs noticabi, affected by the pressure
gradient. For this stage, at 1cm flow speeds (UJýp 100 fps) t~he :tIOdArV layer COqrjtartvLne, spotdb

s4~~. ,w.&t~ttow stability consideratiotis, tuditceres that tbs oinanSh:bi vnvee crat initlafUly disturst-d, grow
te finite ar~lltude, and than danped our fn~rkbt loawtrvas. At: higher f tow speeds kIUA 160 ipo), the T-S
vain grew to Uflnit a litu i nd ubaseuen~tly tsece the& brst g"nerati4&DA r aiSM, 71hAr4cterltstie Of

7- Yx ah s-ods-a of erenaivciea, to occur enuzinta the cgclste naturtl transition process.
~ -- ~ ~-The detalead features of the% pronagating burnt.m errptizg In tha boundary lay-er r-arr oocetlne4I~ ~ k by aeLuroneota 0f the wall pressure signatures. C ila rep rcords of the nicrophores. after filtering

-the piete's wibratictL below the 2500 Hz rang,, clearly dtskplsye theL Inatermvittent nature 'v' tha 1¼rsto,.
1' Setflan uue -qco-rdA are lacluied for mirjheapositioned both in the longtudinal end! treasrarse

~~ PoOitt;.ar*, the cjowt~toes at ab patia fea-tures include the cvr'r vtlo city.', tcrat grawth rcte,
U ,groth ~le 0,n'e maer edg ms 0. e. T an rv iL a li ie sgrc-aestn vfc the data obtained

Ms, 6!~Sfr eM hexeta in the valocity field sibling for differences which egist since the pr*fltata Sv44151¶t
I .rwVireom.-e for birta eraperimnsa k-ru not idceelcta.

tM bun-t Tvie , 9Mend f"1W f %sq-aac per7oT*d. SnwA ialmbtji V

bo~s-Aft on hd t-at Mi o 4;t of the wacact fbnation but further amajyelcal sad aaiprimeotal work It

T '(*A wkwUSots 0% oltQe m*n-ejesxje prrsre of tnsrj~c asignelaVT wer eas Iflrtdraia A Itneer
nelatitmc With the !Atsr4'o!-1i (ctor of Cth fert, 0 () ecF (a-1). Po-wer pectral denslties of thea

ni 9USeUr ujentMtrcnt Lft-.1 wad for WOtA the toral inwottuteut atignale and f or Vthu FUiwidcal burttz.
The senta ndicte intant theeithtet $tfraic- ofeuŽ~isa beareotar, thil r-oenr Opectral danatfy

"C' Jc-Wat some t4 as C~ow thev -0the latSOU2 fl0V Vith e4asntA~lly litt~le ci'.an&e lin tVe 7r4equcY distr~btilon
S- I- Ž-' -o _b tnettttA Iter'tt t. aruthnsrxvý. t.e tptetttt Of tin Irdividwal bqwMr ub'sr thot tAP SweriltA

4V festir of both theaaiia a ijrqjytsrfo i sieo*atially rt~in zovintvrt owne the ['til rants

ca. ' frfZsc tal U;.t. fxstei, siaa Ttsdxasxy Layar frAbdiiy =4 ~a~eo afa lt,

r.tA T&1 4igwt P. k P X!,4M
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c'F10. 1. BOUNDARY -LAYER DEVELOPMENTli
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ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN A SHOCK WAVE AND A VCIRTaX F~IEL-0

A. NAUIMANN E. HEAMANN~S +
Aerodynanhisches Inst itut dar Tecivi. H-ochschule Aachen

SIJ.MARY

In a double side shock tube the flow pattern produced by the interaction
of a weak shoick1 wave with a vortex field is observed by rnemna of Mach-
Zeiwsder lnterfervograms; the vortex ci rcul at ion and the proenSure ratio
of khe shock are varied. The evaluation of the intep-ferogramn.. give the
time dependent dansity fields. The deformation of the Interacting shock

~ij lssfts to a discontinuity In slope of Its front and to the for-mat Ion of a
secondary wave, from the sharp bendfing point. With the assumptlion of
linear superposition the flow patterni can be explained In a very good

agreement between the theoretical and expe-Mmontal results.

Introduction

Since Lighthill I]1, Ribnor 2,~3] and Kovasznay r5] havo ptIlishad the first s,'stemattc: In-
vestigations on the noise gonerated by flows, many Interw-ting wo.-k has been done by several aufthrs
trying to explain the physical features of thbe noile 9,maea'tlon. Inside of a turbulent mixing zone In-.coherent density disturbances ere interacting with each other rwih avs produce by tedsu~
batices themselves. Stsch fields of pressure dlsturben~as can be genaeaied by velocity or teiimsttrdtur.
Inhonuogenelties too. Ribner ( 4] showed that the Interaction produce, secondary pressure v~avas,
th. m. sound~c waves. In total these emitted pressure waves or density waves reso. rep resent the -,oise.

The process as a wtiolo In a very colr1licaled one; so It neeffe to be useful to study sys'%M-
aticafly the details. This paper reports abo.':- one wxample, namely th* time deptodent fiatracýtion
between is vortex field and a pressure wave of wý-efk Intensity I I). We. feel this mey be m*i -YIe-
ment In the manyfoid noise generation phenomena.

Withotjl Corng Into details we remmnter to the enalogcous experlnts Iate and thoortilcal nei

gallons of Rtbner C3,&3.5, Noiitn-worth &-ni Richards 6~, 7], Oowtjh and Weakz 0. 1), 1] :6~.

The exp*ertmmnt*l *cv~pwent Is a &wubte side ý!%oc tube (fig. 1). int the ffft4Nind Mh-~pcl"eisure
part HO( it a &Nock wave is oxcitod by the buirstlng of the Oai rtam Wi. 1I; !he wvvev priawtes
a kind 61 utsitlart" vorle" at ths trafling edge of a romfile In ý.tt. test chanter. Thai Itit the edeptoO
mzmens the Intorwctktg shock *t-v*, *4iidh I* e*c Ie~d In tho right-4tend high peeýw Pert 1.0 iý i
runni~ng from rlf.ýt to left into thistlev~rfe Voeld.
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Fl'. 2 shows the vortex ad Its drift from the trailing edge; on the left the tralling edge of

51r.• 2 hw t- we n tsditfo

the profile can be seen.

In order to observe the flow field and to evatuate the deni-ty field we used a Mach-Zehnder
interfe-ometev,. The inte,-ferograms were taken by a high speed camera constructad in our Institute.
The :amera is a multlple spark camnera similar to the wel! krovm Cr-nz-Scherdin system; it gives
series of ei3ht pictures with a frequency of 1 MHz; the pictures have a diameter of 5 cm each. The
development and the o'ptical and electronic calibration hav,; ibeen carried out bmy former cowor-
kers Dr. Hermojnns and Dr. Schultz [11, 12,13, 14, 151. A small parallaxis of the light beams cros-
s ing the test chamber and the d;sposition of a high voltage circuit with an elactrical enorgy of 200
wattseconds [ 14] are very inrportant preconditions for the use of the camera. it if. clear that the
electronic control Is oine of 'ho deciding features for the success of the testing prccedure. This

contro, concerns the exact tWggering of the bursting of the diaphragms as well as the triggoring of
the spark camera.

E~eletal results

f Frorm the gr-eat numtor of our interferograms a first example is shown in fig. 3. The pressure

ratio of the Inteacting shock is 1, 20. Again on the left one sees the trailing edge frovm which the
A vortex has been starterd. The shock wave has produced the vortex and is rvn out o' tha pictrire on4 the rl1ht side. Coming from the right the Interacting shock wave reached the test.i-t; rLg9i,'n; it is

nearly plan yet. About 100pusecs later (c) the wave becomes curved Immediately before It -reach"s
the vorPtex center; this happens In fig. 3 d, This moment is chosen as t - 0. Then only a few micro-
secontds later a discontinuity In stlope of the shock front oc-curs and from hare a secondary w&y. is
formed. This wave is consi1dered to be a sound wave. Then this secondary wave becomv.s str•nger;

As- the region into which it radiates, defined by the (not exactly determinabla) spred•ng anglef en.
larses. The fig. 3. hos been taken 42 psecs and the fig. 3g 72 psecs after the shock had reached
the vortex center. The intensity of the secondary wave has Its highest value at the discontinuity

point, decreases gradually and disappears flnally at the spreading angle • dependent on the inter-- ),acting shock intensity and on the vortex strength.

The characteristic experimental paranmter-s are the streongthes of the vortex and of the inter-

acting shock wave. The first ont. can be varied by the producing wavel but till now It was not pon-
-4. sible to find a good matNd to mnvar exactly the vortex circulation (se (16] ). The Intensity of

Owe interacting vhock can be veqleented by its prossur* ratio or by the shock Mach nunter.
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The spreadinq3 w'qle if %scams to bamainly depeod~ng on ihoý max,ýnum speed -n the vortoa-ýfield. The amplitude of thie seconda'y (sound) wave dependia mainly on the str-ength of the inter-
acting shock w.,ave. So it was inecessary to combine various vortex strai-gtheis with various shock
wave str~ngthas.
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Fig. 4 shows another exarrple gained with an higher vo-:rtex strength and a somewhat hihe

shock intensity. Here the pressure ratio of th,4 snock wave is 1) /p I, 2-7- wet havu the case of

Aa weak wave in the interact ion with a strong vortex. tn fig. 4b the shack has reached the vortlexjcenter; in the following pictures the samne history of the development of the secondiary wave can be,
seen as in fig. 3. Without going into details it may be pointed to the muich greater spreading aniloý

4 of the sound wave; e.g. fig. 4ie and g compared with fig. if and h.
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The quant itat ive evaluat ion of the interferograms is a hard work, because no proper device
;ike an optical equipment combined with a digital computer was available till now. The density distri-
bution Is gained along. the direction of the radii r for different azimuth angles tf(fig. 5).

(IIV

Fig 5 ottin
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~~t p~Ia~wsprl otea.i %-9%m 900 (f 19. 5), Oni Ove bending point (2) !,ones with diIfepro'jit don-
sty levels come together, produe-ed by the strong fr'ont (1), which runs aga~inst tii.ý ve'oc~ty of the

gas particles, and by the weaker wave (5) which runs In the tIrection of the flow of the wirtex field.
The maximumi of the density discontinuity occurs at the bending point (2).

Fiall th, corresponding to the pictureig 49j, showsthe state 80 ,zsecs ltrthsn fig. 7. Now
the mxmmofl the density discontituitly takas place as & distinct pa-ak, from which the sound wave

hstsorigin. Between the vortex center and the wave- (5) a saddle is formed In the density relief.
Fialy h ratio of the dniyjmsothfrts()ad(5) M th crossing pit()Is nearly
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Physical exolanation j
In order to give a physical inter-

reation of the observations a graphic-
numerical treatmet was used. As the

Ott first stop this was a purely graphic
method based on lHAygens pi-McIple;
this gives no quafttitative determinat ion
of the distribution of the wave insericity,
but the position and the form of the shock
front can be well sasen as the envelop
of the cylindrical eliemsntary waves
(fig. 11). Starting from an observed
Initial shock taken from the photos the

/ fronts can be designed step t~step.
The small circle x - y - 0 Is the posi-

tion of the vortex center.Kr!~ I A me"e quantitative treatnmnt be-
comes possible, %whn the propagation
of a wave element and by this the tlrmg

dependent defopration of the wave form
Is gained as the vocat't-ltI& sum' w of
th*wave stewi cand theloaspe

ocassumes nopmbibeaou
of the air ond *; low (fth m. acoustic)I wave sIrsqd, so that the linear super-

/p psvsion Is adpnlasibie. When the and
E points of t9-A pathas uf tfw adjacent wove

front ademente are deuigned using the
~'ig ' )si~ing f th w~cureooc41di s peede, the positi-on of
Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h Dsgigo hwaefvrq*Wave frnt Ame to tile time' ehivnwnt

uj!tr% Nutys*"e prtncpte I + t~ Is feun

An enamv'mus nuntot- of vecto~ata
addttlw It. necovacry; In ord-or to oby-

J-k~tain 6i "Afflcýnt ac-~uwaey this czould be

k&io by tse of a com¶w~er v T, a hiah

~.eoyonly.
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Fig. 13 gives an examplte caliu-
Hated for the case of fig. 3; the initial
varlues for the wave form were taken

from fig3d, (the vortex field from ameaurant C 16]+ .So we hawse the)
"aime Initial situation as In fig. th. Tdie
tit" step* we 0, 25 ,pio; In the dia-

gram only each fortieth wowe front and
1each ftrth path are plotted. Already
after 10psees the shock front shows a

discontinuity in slope and two reversing
points. The region between the tWo
front sections is growing with increa-tiasing time; the divergence of the stream-
Ilnee is equivalent to a ecraee ed
the conver•ence to an increase of the
pressure amzlitude of the wave front
element.

For oxotarlson the observed shock
frt form after t - 40 ps•" has bean
drewed In; the differeces ars relative-

ly small and may be cwused by the
lprlifiostions mentloned above, natmely

the assumption of constant entropy and
constant teapermture In the vtoio field.

'9.,,-, - 1 Il

Pig. 13 Propgation of the wave front in a vortex field
(cocresp. fl. 3)

I v -70 cm/s c -335 m/

21
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INVESTIGATION OF THE INSTANTANEOUS STRUCTURE OF THE
WALL PRESSURE UTIDER A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

by

1. Emmerling, G0 E.A. Meier, A. Dinkelacker
Max-Planck-Institut far Str8mungeforschung

34 Gdttigeng BOttingerstr. 6-8, Germany

S. ... SUMMARY

An optical method was used to investigate the instantaneous structure of the wall pressure under a tur-
butent boundary layer flow in air. The optical apparatus consisted basically of a Michelson-interferome-
ter. One mirror of the interfermeter was replaced by a reflecting flexibte wall, which was also part of
the wall bounding the flow being inveetigated. The turbuWent wait pressure fluctuations cause the flexible

/ wall to be displaced by several tight wave-lengths. The instantaneonsly occurring fringe patterns were
"rerorded with a high-speed film camera. The wall area observed was 48 mm x 29 ram (10. 5 6'x 6. 5 6r).
and the flow velocity outside the boundary layer waa U., = 8. 5 mr/sec. The optical method used made it
possible to determine the inýtantaneous values of the wall pressure distribution, the convection velocity
and the wall pressure gradient.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Sa radius of a circular rmembrane D diameter of the flexible wall

d pressure-sensitive diameter of pressure H characteristic measure of the flexible wall
Stransducer (see Fig. 6)

e dWance between the circular membranes Ree Reynolds number, referred to the momentum

j frequexty
fE resonance frequency Tu = -r turbut~nce intensity

I di1stance botwe#n the rovw U free stream velocity

p insta•n•nous valuc of the wal pow~iae US. hear strees velocity

r_4 P*. m, aY nue of the wall preseur fMe-
tustions

p criteal praew'e tat jrewure dif'fereaco
twit t 4-44Mave wetwen Uth ptresur. traneducers

7 tusttion nv¢i.,eto veocity

a cou 4finaainc dln"urlo of the five itm~ veot
y D &&La" narintto thye tthlclawwqu~ o s~i

tntd--•oUwf v-u t thi ae of 0 e r-ary la-yer...

~Ww thawalt
x m h1into In~f 1hq~ d~* tio ofV 40thio ft; tJ t8
offaw~rl- 11amo to th won a % ri-bt~m ft-w

or4"t Uwr U at n)W4

Bosdtr lat pesreieu•ia aradircto in•rc w•.&.ce of • '. rn ._ebnkl st
tiy .T& tut h OI or " M* W t.0b: fuo a meof Marfl mebiw lsees

ord•-• to ostem) Ali

Baatnkz fik~ran *wofu tts tkux *ran ed 1 ettt to satta the $t nort"i M,*tAatl ao *WU" -.

In rMcst Lzvnstltioa toa4sry laysr nsreNAr fMCtzationc were mftd.asn4Wtfth0 het f lctr
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surements mean valueo were formed, in particular the r. m. s. value of the pressure fluctuations, fre-
quecy-pecraand - where Fieveral transducers wereo used -correlation functloi'W. Table 1 gives a

survey of these inventigationa.

"N~tam4
NOWw Plo 11/u 4 

0  
U, 7" I.1 Ax;-

W@la"[Iso (0/01 (nul 1-1. 29 Ir fu8/s-I V

H yto(2#I6)tfl Air so 1.1 2.6 1.2 0604 1.2 244 3.61 .'0 2.01

W11Uar% (11600 Air L 1 0.435 13-10~ 5.51' -.t*
mav&i5tV. Wa 6 1.5 LS3 .3 2 1 0.024 0.29 2710 17 -*10' 1.0-10 0.77

VA~ddl (IWO0) 131 __ _ ,

&. 21 2.0 4.021 4612 SGS 11 -to' 0.6-10' 1.4N3 . . 0.7 -0.85 1.20Wi..m (19b1? to] 9 .6.15 4.1 0,031 0.11 6I4 4.32le 5-10 ~ 10 L ___a_

Wol~zttu". U4 All 611 0.04 4.1 12.6 0.02 0. RM L 03 02 64 e 3016 I.S*1O 2.64 k0.4L61-63 0.20

I LS 4.634 0.0 644 00.10.
*efmi zAG)I i oo a 3.e ?.I

2.2 0.5 It.3 .0 T4O n2l@ . 3

vil1waatb W~ Air M 62.2 8 L 1&$ 0.1122.W" .6 M0 .103 L.4-14 2.64

Sl~ (IN?) Ai 0.2 2.0 I.36 0.6 01 4.. 1. to'0* 2.46
S ~12 2.44 A.03U7 1.1Z4 131 .2 I

2.1 0. 14 0.033? 2.52 212 19.10 *..610 2.14

W1 I"T Ai to 0.8 0 7 .6 0.10 0.006 0.65.2

M e(S10)(5 Air 22 7.1 Lit t 0.101216 43 6.31016 10.6.20:: 2.6 4523-0.0 0.20
r LI 67 17 -10 1.6.1*

0611 -_ __ M If - -

lMMMolia(1912) A< 06 2 3.1 4.4 0.40 10.154 0.24 47 1.10, ICI0 1.69 0.16.0.6 IS
L. 9.41 201 IL 3- W j 1.6

Wrtibous flSfoiWtf1~s of ftMrkUJM W8a pr*S6Mt ffuzcuatMoS on WWM iAf VJO1t2 with VIWY Wiao

In the work reported here. a new melhod is described which made possible the visualitation and mea-
surement of the instantaneous atructure of the wall pressure field using a mc~hanical-optical flush
mounted transducer plate consisting of severtt hundred small membranes, the displacement of which is
measured with the help of a Michelvon-interferometer.

Te objoctives of this investigation were:

(a) To obta.in insight into~ the mechanis~ms of the generation of boundary layer wall pretseure fluctuations.
(hI To use thig insight for better understanding of the structure of boundary layer turbulence.

2. L E IME.WAL ARHANGEtMxT AND PRIOCEDURE

2.1 The methdzo
Fvr the Investigation desi~r11;W here an optical teebnique was used for the raeauraeouent of walt pes-sure
flucatuations under a tutlbulevit boundaty layer flow. The avrrngenisat cair be seen hi Figure 1. Botwdary
Lpayer flow occurs in a 'wiad tu-nnot which is driven by isuctimn The optiiýat appAr~atuv corwl'tr' ýtllet-l

of aMich!.ontite-H -nelor, wie mfrraor of which is raeptaoee by & light..raftecing flexibLo will ftush
. . . .. .. . wcuate !a a watt of the flow duat. TA Ato investigaton reperted he 'e this ft~xlbte walt ccnsixted of an

arra~nomant of 650 stnoitl taltvtw-.ptatgd rutber mvm~iruries *e4ch of 2ý5 iAw WiAmeter. The displcoeoiit
of those weenibroeis is, for a vieA range of condftions. !_ývotlcata to the la)C&L ifttantanodus WRII
$wessure, This, displacernot produces in the int~erfarometer a fringe rattern which can be photagrjh~d

1 W04 a high opoad ca~ert at about 7000 fraxni* per svcout. The evaluktio4 #,)- the ffiimu tt" been done to
&-e by hnrA -d W~ I very time tc-nauming. Unpovanient of Ithe dvatuation techniqus is pti4nd by digitizing

of t4! 14 -%404 *4mwl Me a crii& tectkio of 20 a x 400 nrA aW a Wakth of 1, 4 ~U) to the
fl&pht of ta4 tuawel t"o sto of drinkiag strawn "W140 Wrtangliv a* a hoscao~nb, T1- flaw~ Is dirivea by

pucu coby.kt!4 cW1vW y nozzL- r Q cara "as take toi ratonot*and vibratiow nin tM wh*

j pk*goW1g hotas in the Wzimot w~Ala, Wih A Pltbt UlzQ &W With a bat.-wik* .0rVbo. Itt fl13I4&A5Us~t of-th
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The4- coordinate system usd here is -tae ota trigin Ue in~ the 41 t ofA1 th fleibl wall Th

psitive x-axis points in the streamwise dir~ti;tepstv y-~d ixtnd awayu1 a&i.
to the flexible wall. The z-axis is perpendicular to the x-y p~lane, forming with them a rFigt-hand system.

2. 3. The optical apparatus

¶ The arrangement of the optical. apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The individual parts of the Interferometer
are mounted on a stable steel frame. The face of the beami splitter facing the light source reflects approxi-
mately 50 O/o of the incident light in the' direction of the pressure sensitive flexible wall section. The un-
reflected part of the beam passes through the finite glass thickness of the beam splitter on its way to the
reference mirror wheie it is reflected back toward the beam splitter. Because of the small coherence
length of the light used (approximately 100 pm), the reflected part of the beam must pass through a cotm-
pensation plate with the same thickness and refractive index as the beam splitter in order to yield high-
contrast interference fringes. For the same reason, a comipensation plate is also required for the ttunnel

Theow A 100AWatt super pre ssure mercury tamp served as the light source. Passing through an iris,

Sine thjeractivo e inprduexdfi is depedn tphdnitsfiietylre pressure estv lxl LwsW oed blutuati ons cand

As can be seen in Figure 1, one part of the interferomneter beam passes through the turbulentflwtie

~ change the optical path of the beam indicating a pseudo displacement of the membrane. It can be shown
~ .~ [121 that at a flow velocity of 8. 5 in/sec. this disturbance is completely negligible.

/ i ~Photographs of the interference patterns wore taken with a high..speed camera (Fastax WF..4 i). Using
120 mn film, the maximum possible frame frequency of the camera was about 9000 frames per second.
The frame rate at any point on the film can be determined with the aid of timing marks (I meec) on the
edge of the film. For all experimental runs in this investigation 30 m long 16 mm filmns (XT.-rwgative
film, Type 7220, Kodak) were used. With this film length, a maximu= frequency of 7000 frames per
second was achieved which corresponds to a run time of about 1 see.

.1'2. 4. The pressure sensitive flexible wall

2. 4.1. Manufacture

A schematic view of the flexible wall is shown ini Figure 6. A thin silicon rubber f1041 (approximately
35,am thick) is stretched across a rigid base constructed of brass
which his about 550 small holes of 2. 5 mum inner diametor. 'The

~c 4JJ~IIIVA surface of the base was lapped so that the deviation from flatnrags
- -- across the entire surface was reduced to the order of enly 1 Am.

The main problem in producing these plates in obtaining it thin
foil with a smooth surface and uniform thckieai. accurate to
within a fraction of a light wave-length. This extreme accuracy
Is necessary because, even without flow, a dense interferenrce
fringe picture would otherwise appeor which would xaake deter-.
inining the displacement of the membr~ne practically impos ible..

~ The foils used here were produced with ýilicon rubt-4r (for detaidnL
see [121). To make the rubber foils light 'refleeting they were
silvered with the help of a vacuum coating device. The, thickness

, of the silver laver was ssmaller thnn 0. 3 pu, tho light rzflection
factor about 70'0/0, The reflacting 1yer~ wiaa also not daniap~d.
whan the memnbrane was strained. by 201 /0; .*1ei pres~iure sensitive
vectiou waa fixed io a metal ring and. Oogctbr -with it. xmminted flush
In th. wall of the tunnel, in the sy,.n~ietry axileo this riag and

040"i 2k-zn tortnal to the diriartion of flow. smtkth~lt b We re drilled (0 4 Inm0,
_-Z Y 655 to allow for pressure equaliratfonibetwv~n the wind tunne~l atid the

I NZ680Mchowber bithind the manbranes.

Fvs~vre 6i. Saetch of the flexible wall

Static cvitibr*W4v ot the flexible wall wax dine hy applying a static preaeuria diffarenco to Mhe uxvnbraýn**.
Figure I shows thAt the ntumber of interference fringes {Nsually conteotric rings-a occurelzbg en a memw
bran* o is roportionsl to the istatic pretsure ahd. for the motnbrattesuse Uthor vvi ex:L-c~n-to "llor0ted
here, to equal to-I Spb5abr par fAine rlin. 1the oqualtity of the Individual metubrarsacs can be, 4ooitad tt
theg same wayiia facet the membrane~s dt th* plate usedl had astooishingly low, inqualites*.

j Dnaiceabrtia vt cu~aU~-4with a ptidaeker and tw-.' tralthi-ex irs a.ir ~iShow.. J
the frequic~Trteyrepoia 600 Figure 0 *hoew# 00 ph~xase l41 betwton the Cxei-*tioti fox'cz Audlthe Mmen-
brano displatieiant. It thouWW La iod tWa the relatively flat freqweacy ronse a liueS a tl

M .
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Stati ___uedifrneonf ebrn

Figure 7. Relationship between the static pres-
,j sure difference and the displacement of the circu-

lar membranes0 M4 fW
_____________ Resonance f 6CI1hef n y

- of the moniburm

Figure 8. Frequency response of the membrane
displacement for the flexible watl with the additional

70 damping of a silk cloth admiglyr~ikcoh

0 so achieved after paigadmiglyr(ikcoh
~ f 40at the rear side of the base plate (compare Fig. 6).

IWithout this damping themebasshwdvr
.... 'Arsharp resonance peaks.

An additionial probterm encountered wax that teOi
ruber ois toa thirtension atrperiods o

0*------- month or s.For thie reason, before each run the1 MO
~ I Erxiftion ofstatic calibration of the membranes had to be re-

Figure 9. Frequency respoxese of the phase angle
for the ftabe wall with the addittona dampinE of
a silk cloth (calculated using data from "Pigure 8).

2.4. 3. Eva luatonof fringe patterns

With the method as described above it was not pocuible to determine whati er fringe ringa are produced
2 ~by tocol over pressure or uxoderpressuioa. To aotablieh this a base frioge pattern was produced by turning

the refertuce mirror of the !4ntcrferovneter sligltly. It was adjuoted so that with no pressure difference
on the membrane approxniately two Ltrfarv,,cr fri-gn, extending lengthwise in the x-direction., appear/ ~~on eac'h circular miembrane. Pltvre 10 Oisutow-a this baue fringe Patte-ra (produced witho~ut flcw) ,and in
Figure 10a a typical fringe pattorn with flow ic *howan, In evalouatng tho pattoers, the differvace between

dthe two has t6be taket.

w, q

............................ T

a. *i~ t&OW Uk the wh 11- 8,~ 5 = 4 , t4 O~ (liAinw S4~ ~a~ kaetr4ai aru
d* - t.8 an e ,-rams fryt~w y atw O I",a

L 'U" to iO U I Ieert rAa of thu at~ ~~nlcn~ t UW tM ircuAur MkswloS5
(ifumf~m =uib w L4=aw2. = 'ditance bettwe. the te-. m~ u =
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It can also be seen in Figure 10a that some of the fringes have an S-shape. This results from an over-
pressure and an underpressure occurring simultaneously over different areas of the same D..embrane.

Important in the film evaluation is whether the phase shift between the excitation force (pressure) and the
membrane displacement is of importance. As can be seen Figure 9 the phase angle, A , increases nearly
linear with the excitation frequency up to about 900 Hz. Thus it follows that, up to 900 Hz, the displace-
ment follows the watt pressure with a constant time lag of about 0. 2 msec. For the investigation reported

Shere this lag is unimportant, but if the instantaneous velocity field is studied in connection with the wall
pressure field, it wilt be necessary to take this fact into account.

Another important question for the evatuatlon it whether the observed pressure pattern on the "flexible
wall" is the same as it would be on a rigid watt It can be assumed that this is so, because the displace-
ment of the smatl membranes is orders of magnitude smaller than the thickness of the viscous sublayer,
defined with y"' 5.

2. 5. Insulation of noise and vibrationsI!
The whole flow arrangement is extremely sensitive to noise and vibrations and therefore several pre-cautious were necessary:

(a) The tunnel is of heavy construction with walls of cast aluminium about 20 mm thick. All the parts lying
within the dotted lines shown in Figure 1 are rigidly connected and elastically suspended on springs. The
fundamental frequency of this system is lear than 1 Hz.

j (b.) The sonic nozzle was specialty designed in order to produce low noise levels. The outside casing of
the nozzle is construct3d with inner and outer walls, mnd the space between is filled with sand to reduce

Ssound radiation. A sound absorber is mounted downstream of the nozzle (absorber B in Figure 1). Thestatic pressure in the sound absorber is always less than critical so that the flow downstream of the nozzle
.' A is supersonic.

(c) hi principle a sonic nozzle does not radiate sound upstream, but in practice it stilt produces some
noise in that direction (flow noise in the convergent area and possibly transmission in the flow boundary
layer and in the walls of the nozzle). To eliminate these influences the sonic nozzle is connected to the
test section only with a soft rubber gasket and a specialty designed sound absorber is fitted at the end of
the test section (absorber A in Figure 1).

(d) The high speed film camera, Chich is rather n-isy, was put into a double walled sound insulation• .::z' ]housing.

.I Using all these precautions,it was possible to reduce outside disturbancea at the pressure sensitive
flexible watt to a level tower than - 0. 2 fringe widths.

• 3, 3 XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3. 1. Measuremlents with the pressure sensitive flexible wall

With turbulent boundary layer flow and the pressure senWe.ive flezible wall desacribed In the previo,"s
ection rever al films of interference patterns were taket- Ini Figurea 11, 12 aid 13 same of the r*ults

from one film &" presented.

j- Figure 11 shows 6 two dimensional pictures (x-: plame) of a wall proesure diatribution as It dave*ýOr in
:::•.•. tim~e. The pictures wyere t•btated by evatuatlg 6 fr-ies l where each frame conta-ae h iformtionI:•:'!• abthe f4I•splacement of 12:17 -3smbrtieu covering a wall area of 29 ram x 48 mnm or 6, 5 6- 0q lO.5K.
".--te rto-m indeted by at~d ot lresus te arione indJcato c by d.ed
tints ard a.ne of local uwder-esa•ur. The typo of cross-hatch!ig danotas the a-atr•ttudo of th* dLwiatioa
froai Ow. mnuii pressure. 12'lur. I1 seems to indicate that the spaulwise ettwwinn of the pre-ensur pattlczs
is 4;oajantat larger than the etre&rmwlse fleaioariwws wimr~nn

Fltle 12 *bows the temporal development of the pressure f•eld This fijrm w obtatned b- d•verMili
the"disv-ac. ment of 1? memwbrTaes (row no. 5 of Fiu-re 11) for 140 coasec--aii, afltd- u of the 111W {ba
time 1;ternls betneon two ccnncutive frames was Cl. 144 miwat. The zerao tinaes in V.14-ure 11, 1t 13 arc
Idaenticl), Frt±le P rim bere 0-50 show how a bh1•gr ampltudo wall preosur. srtuiair, traveler vejms ý-t
ctrcutozr tii*braane in the sU*wtrea* iwigse~or4 A fter that, tfolonv a -tE-ts interval irtranio numnbsr
• ! 51-10•) tz wtt. practic•y Only low-amp•ltude wall prelure rtts o r over 1e rtabrt.
In thus phasero* oa'r there sre wall pressure ext rams whi1ch movv In the 0lnm&Vx* dtiretioA.
"In frames nurnbenr 104-149, a bigh-amptltude wall pressur Struecture a-i- traveol across the m•ebranec
The'•,•w 149 irn'. so In Flupre 12 raprernant o0Zly a vry sbhort sectIon a- o tj fitm (A *0 frames). It
turnt out, however, that the sLoutace described above is characteristic of alt. the films evazateC, wereby

*t1 nuencae is repeated at ranýom tine intervals.

¾;. 5],:°L
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_48m- Figure 13 shows some nelected points in time for the
Ioccurrence of zones of high-amplitude wall pressure

Circdao tnombr fluctuations over a row of 17 circular membranes
N- ylying behind i.ach other in the streamwlee direction.

•mm 2No clear connrction between convection velocity and
the structure of the pressure field has been detected.

Flow direction

:V PFigures 12 and I1 show that the pressure extrema
,; have a lengthwise extension of the order of 0. 5 SO

(50 . and that these extrema can be followed

nom /_am downstream over dist.ences of about 9 641900
Both values shou°d be understood as limits only.

,r v ~~~~0. 5& disAbout the resolution longhofacrur
membrane of our flexible wall so that the pressure
extrenia could possibly be even smaller, and dis-A a tances of observation (9 P) are partly limited by the

20 113 0 borders cf our flexible wall section, so that it might
well be, that some extrema can be followed over

% 072Larger diatances.

rP rom Figure 12 one can calculate the convection

A velocity, Uc, of the pressure extremn. For the

8m ''ratio U/U ,values between 0. 39 and 0. 82 were

found. Tbe convection velocities of the prf qsuz'e
extrema changed along tha path - some were in-

89 ~.c523 " creasing and some decreasing. No clear connection
89 s/ W between convection velocity and the structure of the

pressure field has been detected so far (see Fi-
gure I.".

Pressure extrema with peak values up to 24 jubar
12 ms V2(corresponding to 0, 055 q O) have been observed,

Thc wall pressure extrema within the zones of high-
amplitude pressure fluctdatione often have rather'

steep flanks. Values up to -R = 0. 09 <lo/Phave

been observed. Because of the limited reeolution
1 3sm• 99 0 -of the circular membranes it might well lie that the

really occurrin•g gradients are sometimes larger.

1-73m MW O 0

U.Lk- 0.58

r 4-
~ 12

a5500

Figure 13. Several time points, taken from 0 to 20

a 30 m flmn, for the occurrence Time intenv2! bot*eefý ev*, s IMsac/
of high-amplitude wall pressure

V fluctuations over 17 circular Figure 14. Ristorwn -of tUre ofiterval betwe.n the
membranes lying one behind occurrence a! zonev cn! gih-amplitude
the other in the streoanwise wall p s•Oure MuctuM.ons
direction (data as in Figure ii) (UCo 8. •, m/-ec, J' 6 r8m)

. .- . . .....

"Z ...
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The time which etpaee between the occurrence of two zones of high-amplitude wall pressure fluctuations
was determined for 55 consecuave such zones, The reunlte are given in Figure 14. T'his determination

'T was done by evaluation of geveral thousand consecutive frames. The definition of a "zone of high-amplitude
wall pressure fluctuations" has here been made for practical reasons so that in a certain surrounding
at leac, one pressure amplitude with modulus larger 9 phar occurs. The mean frequency so obtained for
the• occurrence of such zones was 67 Hz.

3. 2. Measurements with wall microphones

For yurposes of comparison the walt pressure fluctuations have also been measured with microphones
mountes. ftluh in the watl Figure 15 shows our results for three effective microphone diameter (9. 1 mm,
2. 1 mm and 0. 8 mm) compared with iwh resultt of other authora. Our measurements were made using

Sconder: or microphones (Br4el and ICaer Type 4138 and 4134). The smallest diameter measurements were
made by arranging a motalAbheld with a pinhole in front of the microphone diaphragm. Some of power
spectra measured with a i/3-octave band filter (Bruel and KMaer Type 2112) are shown in Figure 5. For
tfe plot in Figure 5 the 1/3 octave bandwidths have been transformed to constant bandwidths using the
asoumpt•ýn that tWe filtered fluctuatýng siguala in each band is random.

- mEmman 11972)

r f~ 007

" I0 I 8 L•

SWtitP uit can6 b)em

•it (b) Aigure a th5 t th-e so rs of wcat ra~ur• .m e flcutosuc.c the w atl ve rag--. aut• uthe Wal• dniea to

to) Th suggetedto sva lag with VIU isl st.ro•~, sup rted by Fi tzn1 Maty alt r--i a. vi to o-fCmy I

4-: (4) The fact th the r. m. a. ,v •.at.i acos n Soo * ,d WI' btosns r:n¶Wr tM• tOE t•ntn I-

coos~eraby smaler hea tis Wgth.With he eatine in~cor ( u aS Lath i U.nUa

I o V.S.: 4 ..- 1
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tini 10. a - 10' was measured. This value ts higher than most values given in literature (corn-

pare Table 1).

~*'~(e) Figu~re 5 shows tshat with a large transducer not only the high frequency components of the spectra are
lower than withl a Bsniall transducer but also the low frequency components.This can be explained with the
help of Figures 12 and 13. According to these Figures especially the zones of high-amplitude wall pressure
fluctuations supply the. pressure amplitudes for the large wave numbers but simultaneously the cyctical
occurrence of these fluctuations gives contributions to small wave numbers, So transducers, whi .h do not
fully pick up the high wave number extreme. because of limited spatial resolution, wilt also produce too
smal ofeucy components. Similar results as in Figure 5 were reported by Geib ([131. Figure 2L.
ha bee fo. (.mpr .eto 3. 2.) Thi fr.ec is in goo agemn wit remult oow othebudr

f)orthe occurrence of the zones of high-amxplitude pressure fluctuations a mean frequey of 87Hz

layer investigations.
2Black [14, 151 found that boundary layer turbulence should have a fundamental frequency w =0. 056 Uqfr

With the i-alues of our investigation this formula yields a value of 67 Hz. With another point of Black's
theory our experimental results do not agree: According to Black- two basic pressure phases occur. There
occurs a weak negative pressure over a larger region and ti.en a high positive peak occurs locally (caused

t by an eruptive jet in the vicinity of the wall). Figures 11-13 show, however, that positive as well as nega-
tive pressure peaks occur.

Visual observations of the flow near the watt by Kline et al. [16], Kim et al. [17], Corino and Brodkey [18]
and Nychas (19) show that events, which have been described as 'burat periods", actually do occur in the

i wall region. Furthor, during such occurrences it has been shown that the instantaneous velocity profile
deviates considerably from the mean, and that, instantaneously, very large shear stresses arise. In addi-

g. - tion transverse and longitudinal vorti~ces are formed in the wall region. The question arises ,which process
in the flow produces the zones of high-amplitude w*lt pressure ftactuationii. Kline et al.. [16], p. 71-4) n
Kim et al. ([201, p. 122) found the non-dimensional frequency of the burst periods, W~ -. V /t 5 , to be
ahout 0. 06 (with Rbem 103). When this value of ed is used for the flow studied in our investigation, a
burst frt-quency of 72 Hz is obtained, which is in remarkably good agreement with the observed value of
67 Hz. This Indicatep strongly that these events are related to onie mnother.

According to Rao at al. [211 and also Laufer and Narayansui [22 j,the mean occurrence frequency of the
"burst periods" scales with the flow velocity outside the boundary layetr, U, and the displacement thick-

- r ness.

Rao determined a burst frequenacy few U~ /3216. With the values of tho flow investigated here thi formu.

I& leada to f 58 Hz which agtin ts not far from the observed frequency. These conaiderations essentially
it,__. support the model of interaction betweer evens An the inner and outer layer of a turbulent houndary layer

MUggIpstolt by- L~auLfeer 1,1211, F'igure 10). -According to this "oel a presvure gradienit in the diretion of
flow iis induced as a result of the interacttimi between large-scate tturbuttent nmotion eknd non-tibu le-At flow.
This prevaure gradient cause& periods of irstability in the layer near the watt &nd, "n a renulIt, the occur-
reace of small-scale "bursts". Xychas 1191'ato eoncludesa from his viattat obarv-ationa that the large
scale trikniversia vortices he observed induce conditionw in the wall region which lead to the occurrenee of

"Iejections" (bursts).
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Nois is produce of propulsion system end the umt of weespomi,, and althoghj~ its effect on theIinoxeaaingl4- to Investigating the effects ofnise on -aadI.ttmtn oPrvn hnJ4 omS Is vibration. *Mhch is de~al yteo no ot nteinner ear; niei loey u
;=iantly, defined as unmated woud.

r'g~t~r may 55 be unwanted.
1. Because it to lan end bats end piqsoaloly or mtetaly distressing.
2. Dusow. it Interferes with ocafioation by rsoech or other auditory siiualu; Inturfere=*e4 ~with Intermittent conmio tlon 640Ms Mt 70DB, anm with *iniml ccmuiaatima at eam.
3. It my reduce working effioisaq.II my be harafo to tr. ear to the szttht of causing debafses.2L hm factors may operate togther whot one considers noise In aviation. In loam terms one iscaoemnsd with the efftots of noise an airorse, cm Cwmmd mapport staff, ed em those wh, Work ot live in

- c~lose proximity to noisy airfields, tile for all the"i mpsap the coates of the moise, namely the
aircraft na~mes Is the eaams - sad wile the peisolples of inneatistin sand protection will reidn the
seas, the soluticas will vary according to the ponp wader ravise.

ii ME SM (W NO= IS LW NEC
£ IGood hearing is eseential foreabers of sisw.e Zgatrutious must be heard clearly Sails wide74 1 ~training end later during flight. Accuate reosrtia of sp"s givens is essential; end thin may beMuird uW Por lstal" oudLOUS Inbl Sl~dst oeftit doise, end whm genral end WAditoryfatigue ean also exerising man eftweee sfoot am the -hearing.

Intens noise may damag any or all of the pw~a el&v parts of the hearing masobenia- nd the extent
and oaseiuler WSyem will resuit fron e4Ilosiwo Wals and blast. fte hair cells of the organ of Corti

it ~in the inner ear are duawged by suadc impulsive moles, or by prolonged erpom to intensive noise.It is thide latter whiaichommonly effects the hearing of aivaes sithough blast or explosive diams tothe tearing smy be sieen
Originally te.ý sort of daimege was deecribed an "aceostia trtains but it is mmow alled noise-Inducefthearing losu, The effects of m010h exparet MY be teesprer, end rOOoverable (1eporey threshold shift,

Ml) or perasent bad Sn-ncovyoNse (Pwsnent th5i3o14 shift, M)

fthr kod F~it is a cartW ten ffet follooing exosure to noise. Theue is a chanage
recovery of heoizig to th orgna lewd coouru

The extent of WOB an canoaeaut dave. of reomyty will dicvsd on severel facotors, ag4*4a) the intiwidual saucptibility of the wabect

b) the tiWabet's age

a) Qnotresm ad Intensityof the noise

e) presence of provica ue ag to the cochlea
rj the moftor M4 :OS. MAtUIat 4rpr0e Ite OWm

Ocoasicanahj recovory of the heariu* Wa be deloe&, Wisa the condtion Is teaxid persiuteat threshold
uhft bt4uS Nia l reoceery ou be w a~ted 110 e.()

threehol8 tkhift As the hearig lose i4 n6W Wsotbi;;d it It ttersd to onaieIdcdhaiglose,
sieb a hooring Ioes will have dawl~op ealo4 aovertbc t ~e- n ore rteu O+A dtaurt tio

wil the npontvollo byd the freoutta of ttei ocnzno. Gearaly, It
Isdtyattt determlo te tins OT teatt At the strt the hrnLw4 1 bel &av $g ith

will $Iow a $Jarsterhtlo Viattsen at lse, the gtataeut uppeettv- 4'*k a~t4 l64ea4v a VAVAi

eesr-ity at 6 At 0 -MU. Au the loan wornau 3W*.a ad hn34 en mowjvv h a

Wine
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In general, once started the hearing loss has a relatively rapid initial grwth, the rate of changediminishing over a period of years - and latterly the physiolog-ioal effects of presblci3is are added,
ino asig the overall heprino los

tao=s tibili to noise afrom person to person, but repoated work has failed to find a
aottne . of msoeptbility owhich is reliable for individuals.
Pai~n will occu aft,4r noise exposua but the level at whicoh this appears vwrie- ham perso to person,

SthoughMe onset of Pain is a aya m which should not be inored. 3n smom discomfort can occur withexpostm to noise of 1100B, and this would inliate undue vaeptibility to notre* detage. an average,
pain will be experienced at 1300•.

Jbr those working in noise, the need to prot and prsere the hearng is obvious, and hea
conservation calls for three streaightf•'•ward requtremast-

1) a knowledge of the noise exposue elite control
2) the umares=t of each person's hearing before eployment, and at roeglar intervals during

employment
3) the provision of ay necessary protective devioes
Such principles call for the co-operation and oo-orination of effort of workers in several fields,

bat with the alose mWdoal supervision exercised over airor" this presents no organisational. problm
with regard to this group. Opinions vary as to what constitutes hauerdwe noise and at what lsnLw
ocfseation should be tmdertakea. As yet there is no complogs scfermnt. However, all ideas are
ewe 'n the oanpt of an eight hour working day over 5 days pet week, VreaA o•er a working lifetims,
te British "Code of Praotice" (2) con3iders 9Z0d14be the level at which protection should be gien,
while 9=(A) quoted in Stasn No 3437, (3) r4eating to exposire to hazardous noise, has been genorally
sees" for military aviation. The adoption of noise control and noise lisit- to protect the hearing or
to maintain voie coomioation will also take care of the problem of noise-infduce performano decrement.

11E M EMS SW orHAZARD W• tM

"the first step is to s asur end aalynse the win under the conditions in which the worker is
exposed to it. In general, full octave bAd analysis will be required.

o spossibility of a hazard to the hearing from a given noise is determined by comparing the spectral
mnalpids of the noise spainet a ohosndma m result tritaricnj(DM), which has been defined (4) as the
P irnm ound presme leml of a noiof a fction of f ueny to whioh persons m be exposad
if the risk of a aiptificant hering lose is to be avoided.

Several daft* risk criteria are in favou, and essh differs only in detail from the others. •'•t
owl, a.yed in the Roa Air For and the Royal Navy7 in we modified ft• D• a Litttler. (5)

A omprison of the spectral analysis of the noise sid the chosen DM will detaiorns if noise levels•:-{ •in szoma oi" tb safety limits* it this is the ca" subtraction of the attonation Values of mWy

sstemou protect=r anfjt.." wecodly latt tia be w heen ther aicafte andit th e air throu

fte engines of the afrorft are the priasry source of noise, s•d this should include the tranamission

flying - sereiell asrodanaito or byounary layer noise cmwed by the rush of tirbal nt air ovtrswtfaea, edge and projecticas of the aircraft; and thirdly, aubaidlary sources of noise such asinte.nal POIW ga"mator, Ilqunio *•oyn esto. ()

Differnmt ftes of aircaft preset different problem and pattems of noise, and thoe are
"o"at aaetefl,.

lWWe trul'M oe is als a factor. Ultttofly, an4 PUrtoulorly in U&gh aircrat, the
ngi.a ut rake a Upe oonbtri, tis to the nois and vibation , but exterall th noise

31 fran the eshswts sad progelore is dnaimt.

Il. . -4-w W -m" heetwa

b)exera noise ft-m jet aircraft is one of the lergast problemstheaare t aardAna aileviattima from 1a&rclm neak in dat~~ n
aoncstisid t-mata~wt of the turbine enine, tQ4 problam i-s likaty to noreen so Wircraft -got
bti~er, with W"r powerftl engitwes, s&W with Prelifdrnticu In thes mber of uMxrf apU. e
Hevver, the intaU4 end pr*Uanore le s $4 the Jet aitrorft during ilitt are lowr sit

sWt oeo Aar.W to the besdng of th# air-OvewJ'so t n Wn tePropwior-Grivu Raircaf.
The ýýtte aftount of Wnois Is barV d Wn sU * 1tart ni an

VU Ourfnat40dt A broa & k noise ranulte Clean the oclla Ion Ai coflape of ""Wesa gmorated
hAfte ihat at-nViiwt Mfs af tejet six with the UttIcar?& ashiet 91r, W Wn fronthe U O'6csa400

in t~gh, b~d~'isyr raise Is th Prianipl n oiebara, AsASie the 4Abn ameylt
aircaft, f1 4aji a~t M60 prueI44a U G l Atita w.1 WxVsAe6t of tVW ýnia. ow istters wit
0OtflhOa&a W V*1 An tlubeia a haa to the wproteel bearifg.

Soon fre4t~~~4st or ceqUMl towr but then" I W
/+-# ewfanaoee. iw l the Csbini-tat e 2" ait th tCIMt OW" MAI

4A4 Vetw 'A =IW4 iWVt
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Y4POL AfloRM

A variety of fixed wing aircraft have been designed to take off or land vertiaally, or in a very
short z'a-o, or to hover or msnoeore slowly at low altitudes They can operati without airfields or
Sprepared run•sika and so bave a greet military potential.

Their prinolpal disadvantage Is the noise created inside and outside the aircraft. For the aviator,
his situation accuwtieally is that of the crew •a in a conventional aircraft tit take-off, except thaut
in the 7-Stol aircraft the noise is more Intense end the meant more prolonged. Tho engines are working
at full •neve, end ty reflection fras the ground the noise is re-inforcad. There is serious threat tothe hearing ns sound presare levels in the cockpit my exceed 125 dB.

ROPATM! WUd M

I, the helicopter, the trasimaian system conveying power to the main and the tail rotors is the
important sourte of internal noise, and produce. peeks in the range 300 - 2,00 BI, and this has a bearing
on speech interference ard hw,,rd to the hearing. Piston engined helicopters and their ehauts e mit
noire copareablKa to that of &Inilar engines in fixed wing alziraft. the sin rotor of the helicopter,
although it does not work undew the eame power or at the mane tip-speeds as an aeroplane propellor, emits
appreciable noise - and "blade-slap", a chopping noise resulting fto the passage of the main rotor
blades through vortices left ty earlier passages, can be prominent. This ean ressehlQ machine-gun fire
and in a tactical situation can ask the sound of this weapon. The Internal sound in a helicopter
arises from the irensailgion 4eytm and this is asupented by otar noise which will change with the power
setting and the angle of atteok of the blades of the rotor. Althouh many helicopter flights are brief
the noiese hazard mn, neverteless, be serious.

AIR GiSMoi VflCLES (ACV)

The noise of an •CV Internally or externally is generated by tho Angines, the tranmission system
and the propellers and so resembles that of a propeller driven aircrgft. The eines are powerful
and the structwure relatively light so that internal noise levels are hih this makes speech oomanioatiwi
difficult, and can be a hazard to the hearing.

Having considered the source of the noise - we now pass to the qusation of conservtion of the hearing.

:~~ AIJDIOMMR

The mesurement of each person's herring before employment, and at regular intervals during
employment, Ls the second prinoiple involved in hearing conservation. The routine use of pure ton
audiceetry presents no practical problems in the management ef airorew a national regulations for military
personnel, end interr,,tional regulations for civil personnel, require the use of adicetry as pert of the

4 , ~initiel medical enalnatioa. Regular audiometric checking, perhaps o= the occasion of an annual edidal
exam4iption, is well recognised.

Those with wnsual or uimooeptble patterns of hearing, generally ombined with a history of hearing
loss, will be weed"d out on eftry - or accepted and followed closely.

Difficulty may be experience when at same tine In the Individual's career a hearing loe. is
discovered. For the purpose of this paper we will aes that all other possible causes of horeig loss
have been excluded, and that ce is dealing with a noise induced hearing loss. IU my be that Ve hearin"falls below the accepted standard, and the aviatort' sM ftes to OnMtMin flyin. is qu-estioned

4 • " It is useful to bear in mind the following fa•tsewhwm akinga declsoni
DIn practice, en avistor is uniL*ily to make use of a ra. of speech frequa•eies gr•etr than

Sto 3 k~z* Ie my need to hear audio signals, which have nat xceded 3 Mui to date. Da a itioa, 1-
normol ear telephones In use have little siiificoat response aboe 3 s.•.

thile it is attractivo to isljor* lo~aaae at A LEM and aboe, th diVotca popodatiovleo
such losses shuld be borne in mind.

4-The funtion of spoeb discrimaination in a beokt'vu*Aw of noise may be tested =4 oavasard. A
varioty of tectmiq~us have been dswlsad to do Whi, tut ygovidt fwaotiveul off ica=y in sailnt noise
r"eJns, it is esfe to permit unrstrioted flying. Meht spjsh dis"Urnntica ran -in sabient neisa-
It is likoly that rsarutiaat of hearing is coccuring. WebIs r. acharactearistic of de'ffnce In which the
cODObeer Qd - crjju i1s lnv'aYd, adt Is manifest by' a U4MUUnmtc Of hearU'Uo l02. VIVA incresing sitealoudnss."-

noits levels, or 9fr premature qaoi, or boo, WIl the higher frt•uanoies are imoV*4 i•nitAly,.

nmtwaly 0louse 111l spread dew to the Fspeech wetVa. Uf the progress is rapid, taereai by nesn4t agftw~ta bV ftwie axpwuv to uo•iso - tho Ubat polb oý bo to adoite * •.t b& "e
both n th terest th invidual and of air War-.

It Is a point of pri otieal ieptw'taaoa tMt it ivs %he bi-orin 09 SIMI. qaged aRorsuw Which elvvs- I%#
dreatest 0=06e for ftmcern Uh militay *avicat the ofalcruaity for Rative, operstional flYin 4 iatvmh
after the age of 40 with the ax_*ot*Ateh -of Oka~ s64d ft~af posts0. h~a lvil -aviation tJ~s u*%ýtruc or
an active fly-AM coreer is longer - ps~xbap to0 s'V 34 tuough the Sra W~ have to conaten th*di

disbiitis ssoiaedwith inoessing zp -4Ab Whilch Sn thaewvss ut be of more icaa imw~t tdu-4
hearing loss.t
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PROF.I4ENOU OF THuE HWMR

Protection of the hearing 15 the third principle invoked. This in achieved by

1) attempting to reduce the noise at source
2) by enclosing the Individual to reduce the ambient noise frox cuticide sourcee

3) by fitting and wearing individual ser protection
4) t 0rduig the duration of exposure
Mte rduction in noise at oouýoe Ii aftoraft engines is a contiuilng, but merginal, benefit frau

improved estipi - but In this context the benefit is largely the bounty of those outside the alxonsft4
Improved design will also reduce aerodyna=!c noise.

Pressre" cabins are themselves efficient exoiudere of noise and additional reduati.an in ambient
noise can be achieved by suitable cladding In the cockpit and the orew Woaes. However, secondary power
Vosters in the alvcraft can be troubluisax, porticUlarl,' cockpit oonditioni~n and oxygen ystefs which
may ngeent aer~ncyamio noise which eaters the cockpits

Personal protection of the save is provided for airwme- a~noat univeraally - by come fcau of fluid
seal ear ouft. There are mawy patterns of these, all of cooaerciel amaufacture.

The basic pattern is a pair of ear cups (7) generally of Plastic materiel, which fit, over the ears
and are held in position by a tensile headband. The rim of the cup ix fitted with a fluid seal of
plastic or rubber, with suitable tenmion iu the head bands This provides a close fit to the side, of

*the heads the Inside of thecup is filled with sponge rubber, whichin the ameof the deeip wpplied
to alrorew, supports a telephone receiver.

* The attenuation provided by a fluid teal muff is better than axy other aingSle ear protector, being
*of the order of 17 dat 63andl125Hs and40 dBor moveat 2000 and 4000Es.

F1or civil aincraw and for military airorew employed in transport aircraft such a muff, fitted with
a boom michnophone provides good protectionV.

ftr other military alrorew the sas protective device is inoorporoted into a crash ehlest - the
"Zcne-dcine"' the padding an& the fibreglass pholl of tL. *oeta ,as vel as the scupoes of fit,
provide overall protection against noise, and so protect the hearnig from wcnd truaauitted to the cochlea
via the cranial bones. The attenuation of such a helmet when worn with an oxygen mauk ts en average of
41 dS and this, culdwith the sealing effect of the presmare cabin,, will 1provide adequate protection

leather flying helmet - which, as noise, levels become, louder, devaloped larger and thicker circansural
~ 3 padding to protect tho hearing.,

~ ADDTTIKAL PAM=

There remain additional facets wcrftb of mention. The first is the problem of noipase ocwmteed
in comamication aystsm when high ambient noise can be picked up by the ore member's m~xophono while
he z s traossitting - and so mAsk the msage. Odis is particulavry the case in military aircraft
flying at blIt speed and low altitude, when boundar layer noise aq enter the cockpito Dk helicopters
ongine end ttwuossidon noise can be a lasilar problem In this respecto T some extant this mW be
alleV~.atsd by the use of a "~iecoli 'Microphone; automstio volvi., control may also be helpful.

Sacondly, both %Ulitav, sad olu-il aincrew may be exposod to other sources of hasardous noise,
particularly that from veaPLWn. It Is not silMWs for civil pilots to ~lasvg In gems, clay plason,
or target sh~ooting as a hobby, end for militar airore peromnel training In the use of pesonal weatpos

U - -~is universal * Cmr should bor Uabrn that ainrewso know the risks of such expoomft, and that thoy aret
We~ab suitable Aung* wr Wf whom w~a U weaon oiese.

~ I efrailarly, the effect of voites ibon z~aircra eOgrationa 14all'n M or-Ow ro= and crews oleeping

~avtora should be reeat&ev*4. DistwMAe sleep end rest will potgatiato the fatigaing effects of Caiso
and f.-thr doze~awaridg ofiolwy rs, such a problem. existo it Iway bo eased by the 'as. of

do;bl5 galeing in brick ocnsatnYW tad bu241ags

(1) B=1 W.rm pia l. 1kn.
(2) Dip"satat Oi NOOIQyistf dsto w~t for. '2f~fý U4e

(3) mI~tary yNO for Sndordiatican, w C 1

(4) ufi.a(a

(5) Unavan .ttlew. v S Iseduis 4go ta Bag
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ii UARENT SoTRVCTURAL VIB1RATION PROBLEMS ASSOCATED WIT H NOISE

Nt4oWna Aeronautics and Spacai Administration

Hampton, Virina 2W65
USA

1. INWODUCFIC

As the performance of aeoipace vehicles MBs Increased, thre nolse generated by the propulsion system and byItheopwW gof the whide dough ft ar has also nregd,w sothat rw&it is *ssiblefor thbnoise to damage the
aIrcraft/spacecrat structures, and to penetate the structure causing; dbacmnfv-tt to pamnngers or maiftmnction of
expcnwshe payloads and guidance eqjuipment. Further incease in perfbonnnce are now underway forpae vehicles
such as the space shuttL, vehie (FitgIl(t)) and for short distance takeoff and bwUsti (STOL) aircrft (Fi&Ig(c)),

4 ~~and arbe ng pwat'ud for supersonic aircraftf(PIgAfb)). In this pepe the flight profiles and design features of
fthse hltjpcrformznce vehicles wIW be iviuwed and an estimate made of selected nc'iae-vduced structural vibration
problems. As appropriate. considerations for the prevention of acoustic fetwrae. nose ftrasmIssion, and electronic
instrument malfunctio will be discussed.

'~ 2. STOL AIRCAFIT

The clas of aircraft under consieration is suggeted by the Wolowing table of peformance feature: j

.~ IWeight class: 200000 INs (890,=0 N)
Cruise qwed: 500 sajis (224 rn/a)
Landing sped: 85 knots (44 rn/a)
Payload: ISO pawwngw~
Rang: 1,000nmL (161.0 kmn)

Thlese aircaf st also rcwiulmed to appwoacb, and takeoff at niepffr anglen tharu current conventional aircraft in order
4 ~t) roduce the nokWn eixpoaur on the suntounding community, and are satukd to use short runways, pemk'ps kess

tha 830 meters (2667 ft). The key to this performance with an aicrft of thi sl w io the Uwo~ pousveLf
aiumentaion Owacepbs smd as shown tn Fig=u 2.

114 Fov

E l) 3 j7 24k tfw y hc deflect the otr--= by cz~ Wu~ hidwe 4`- w orve a

4Ln
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the structure are different in each of these flow regions. The type of loading action to which any part of the wing-
flap system is exposed depends on the geometric arrangement of the configuration (such as the engine location and
number of flaps) and upon operating conditions (such as angle of attack, forward speed, and engine power setting).
Thus, a great diversity of loading conditions is likely to be encountered during the operation of blown flaps. Clearly
the prediction of the dynamic loads for structural design requires a knowledge not only of the jot turbulence/noise
mechanism, but also of the effects of interaction of the jet with the structure. Research in this area has been

Sstimulated recently by proposals to use blown flaps, but recent reviews have indicated that additional research is
I needed before design laads can be predicted confidently.

S')me experimental data Is available, and sample results will be discussed in the next few paragraphs.

4 23 xApeahnmntualstles of jet ft

4/ Three recent experimental studies of jet-flap interaction have been carried out in an effort to obtain data on
* realistic aircraft configurations. Photos of the models and test setups are shown in Figure 4. These tests covered

ranges of the parametes jet diameter (model size), jet Mach number, jet temperature, forward speed, aircraft angle
of attack, and flap angle settings. Fluctuating surface pressures were measured with flush-mounted transducers
located aong the jet centerline of all three inodels and at several spanwis locations on the small scale cold-jet
rmodeL Results from these tests confirmed the complexity of the jet-flap interaction phenomena by showing

complicated relations between the measured pressums and the parameten that were varied (such as jet Mach number,
angle of attack, and geometric location). Consistent results were obtained for several gross features of the surface

eanres ftm thme series of teats, however. For example, Strouhal number (jet diameter x frequency/jet velocity)
was found to be an appropriate non-dimensiondl parameter for relating spectra of the fluctuating pressures from the
various tests. Another exmmple is related to the overall prmasus, as desAWbe In the next figure.

N 2.4 OyuAnlc pressur coefficimnts
In Figure 5, dynamic pressure coefficients are shown for the three models shown in Figure 4, for a wall jet

and for a free jet, Dynamic presure coefficiant is defined as root-mean-square of the fluctuating component of the
surface prsure, Prms, divided by the dynamic pressure of the jet exhaust stream at the jet exit, q1 . ThM hatched
area.in.Wdicate the range of vaues obtained for the various tests, the two circles are two individual data points
obtained front the hot-jet model. With the excepiln of the two cirhl data points, the maximum values of dynamic
pressure coefficient obtained for the various tests fall in the range from 0.10 to 0.15. Thus, for preliminary design

one might u4 an upper bound value of .15 for Mach numbers up to about one. TIs value is about the same as
the naximum inasred in a wall jet, and is about three times the maximum values for a free jet.I Additional understanding of the jet-flap inteoction behavior is r.eeded as indicated by the differences In the
maximum coefficients obtained for Wa and small jetb, for hot and old jets, aid for different Mach numbers. No
10!Li data Is available as yet on dynamc loading of upper surface blown a or on the augmenter wing concept.

24 Sound prone lWeas w. akrtuft

.. -. It L dwrabk eto expr•osthese STOL flap loadsl n dB in orde to pLace themw in context with other typ of
dynmi-c la and point out posible hnpllcatk•n of th. load lovel obwvcd with regard to the design of
extmaliy bulown flaps. Fig•e 6 preemts a comipamto of repraentative sound presu•r levels o several sourmce
of acoustic Ia•s .. n ahrc•aft structure. Bated on Mat exprMience, it is known that sonic fatigue becomes a
cnsfltOaOna. in Wicrft st rtural desi when the leml be& to excd about 130 dB. This lower lirit is not

-t .. baut~m• Idk•• ated by the vertIcal attedt between th. holmrntsl.bars, Smikf- (et becomnes *at or desn
conulsdeation as t1e levels apptah "-160 dB, -Th top fou. kc* ýctos haxv bmen ausociated with sonic fuitre
in the past on Blrmfr ft-istum. Sinrc fl loassre a een toe• o a• a bidordcvof m•itde (and hae abroad bow-d't mu¢L.m cs+ryize of excitins many stpwtui mot• ia shown to .the refa, imk) it nu~y be concluded

thr $low ftwaa~ nay alsoo be abj&ct to sonic fatisa which =wa be cVas&*rd in the desips of the Wwin flap

2.6 Ata1 *,A"L

Now in the pnno- bt haw 4 av f t fcoff

%acoerunce.,k As .4J pointif einalatina die0 W1~ thet.4 ='-ae sitastkLos tin tvla k U4*to doai ceuldcr-
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The forward-and-in-board engine location, however, brings the noise-generating exhaust jet closer to the
passengers (along with other noise generators such as those described in Figure 3). Therefore, for a given engine
and structural design concept, the interior noise problem could be expected to be more severe for a STOL design

and thrust, reverse thrust mechanism, characteristic spectrum, and wing shielding effects (suggested by the front¶ Aviews in Figure 7) enter the interior noise level problem.

Av atemp toaccount roughly for engine thrust level effectq and to measure numerically the engine location

yr ideas suggested by Figure 7 has been made and the results are shown in Figure 8.

2.7 Normalized engine location

In Figure 8, the geometric location of the engine exhaust igplotted in plan view relative to the location of th,:

passengers. The fore-end-aft location is plotted relative to aircraft length, i.e. the distance from aircraft no-- io
engine exhaust has been divided by aircraft length, while the spanwise distance has been divided by eagine thrust in
an attempt to account for differences in engine thrust. Considering first the data for four engine aircraft, indicated
by the circular symbols, it is seen that the STOL engines are Indeed farther forward and closer inboard than the
engines of conventional aircraft. The same is true for two engine versions ot STOL aircraft. These considerations
suggest that considerable effort may be required to obtain noise levels low enough to be satisfactory to STOL
aircraft passengers.

. ...... 2.8 Summary of aero-acoustics for STOL

~ 1;. The current situation regarding fluctuating surface pressure loads and the resulting structwuiJeffects for STOL
aircraft are indicated in Figure 9. The thoughts expressed in Figure 9 are derived from the experiments described
in the references and summarized in Figures 4 to 6, from a review of relevant litiurature, and from discussions with
some of those having a practical knowl~edge of the acoustic/struct, ural design situation. The main thought that
comes through is that design of 3TOL aircraft to have acceptable sonic fatigue life and interior noise levels requires
Improved ability to predict fluctuating pressure levels for STOL configurations and to modify confi~gurations to
obtain lower levels or to withstand the high levels that preliminary estimates indicate. Research programs to develop
such prediction techniques and to develop noise resistant structures are underway in the United States.

From the fluid n.echanics point of view the STOL situ~t;- is snyi it '-9!"pat for two raos
First, the interaction between the engine jet and the wing/flap surfaces changes the )et flow field, and results in a
complex flow field whose steady components are not yet fully predictable. Knowledge of the steady components
would seem to be required before the turbulent, and resulting fluctuating surface pressure and acoustic compmrents
could be understood. Seooond, the region of interest in the flow field is within the turbulent region where pseudo-
sound or hydrodynamic flows may predombiate rather than In the acoustic far field or newr field. Turbulent
regions of flow seem to have yielded slowest to understanding of their behavior.

Direct interaction of an engine exhaust Jet with adjacent structural Surfaces is of Interest riot only for the
STOL speed range but als for supersonic speeds as discussed in fth foillowing paragraphs.

3. ADVANCED SUPERSNIC TRANSPORTS

The outstanding acoustic feaiture affecting the development of a %Upersonic trasot his been the sonic. boom-
In the US this ff*Wnr has edipse4 all other consid,-tations. Nevertheless, there arc other important problwr~s
assoiated with the acoust"c of supersonic al.craft, sowe of the sources ame indicated in Figukre 10.

3.1 AcoAtlc souroEa for aupxwaso skwcat

Te fluctuating surface preuzues Isseciated with the Uacousti &Iurme Indica"e In Figure 10 must twa comsieved
in designing eniponnage structure to withstand acoustic fatigue. rnd in deigni ftwsplg stiucture to kctep out nrise.
Current Indicatiors ame that the considtrabto efforts that weut into the struct, ural of~ curretly operatiotml
supersonic trannaorti have beep. successul. The nukse sources idia~ted in Figur 10 nriA als br conmidervd iM
design of tev &dvan*-,d supersonic transport mw under ownsierstion fot flight at speeds in the 2.7 karh nunrbty
mran. In addition, ho-wem.. cumret design cinsiderations wu~at that egine exhatat Impinvsnt load w'AY be
lznfortat as indicated in Mattre 11.

3-2 Fwdlk~ wza ow,11=ons for owrs~cuJ "W~ ftapoita

The setches In Fi~ui I I Lhow tuv of the enghs 6o'Ition configur~atin under 4tvntidova fmr eod
genraio speronc s~Uviorts. Th* bene'ift of thms ersgizo locations ane U43uwa aft th owr W ef If$tx 11.

Co~mnunlty noWe keiluc0on could ocur by the shkilding effect of the wing, which wo*A. rclkle eatin't \M_-
51$dto thus aw-y from~ th aom h on ftgo Lift 44MUU AZ 'lO ýMd OOLt~ eL5

circutloat 1nduced by tbo flow of oine txhwgs ovw the top wuit(" of that Win at 6ha 0&ie ha~ivtw ý.v
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turbulent engine exhaust would be imposing large fluctuating pressures over very large area of wing and fuselage
structure, increasing the difficulty of designing fatigue resistant structure and quiet interiors. It would be valuable
if it were now possible to predict the fluctuating staface pressures for these engine-Impingement areas so that the

penalty, if any, associated with thzese designs could be balanced against the advantages listed, but to Othis writler's
knowledge this engmne loading situation has not been investigated for the engines, exhaust velocities, ~ad forward
speeds associated with supersonic flight.

A Again from the fluid mechanics point of view the change of jet flow field due to the interaction with the wing,
and the central interest in the turbulent region of the flow are features which have not been studied extensively in

Ithe past.

I4. SPACE SHUTTLE

4.1 Aeuo-coustic load sowores

~k I'Te major sources of fluctuating pressure loads on the space shuttle vehicle are indic~ated in 'igure 12. At
launch the sound pressures originating in the engine exhaust radiate, and arie reflected from the &~ .. d, upward
along the complete vehicl~e. These loads subside as the vehicle picks up speed, and the loads-associated with ascent

Sincrease and reach a mnaximum near the time of maximum dynamic pressure and Mach 1. During supersonic flight
Ifluctuating pressures associated with shock waves are important. Later the solid rocket motors and the liquid

propellant tank are released and the orbiter vehicle proceeds into orbit. At the time of re-entry from orbit separ-
ated flows and boundary layer noise may occur, perhaps near the time of maximum h,-aiing. lit th,ý next few
figures the magnitudes and distributions of the fluctuating press=r loads will bW discussed for each of these times

II 4 ~ of flight.

4.21 Shuttle engine launch noise

The magnitudes and spectra of the cngn-,induced noise loads at lift-off of shuttle are iri;ated in Fm 13.
The overall SPL is shown to be 168 d8 af the base of the vehicle, decmasing to 1604,11 at _ nnse of zhe orbiter
and 158 dB at the nowe of the liquid propellant tank. The3 spectra indicate that the nmaimuum_ erergy in the szzŽund
occurs at frequenci-'s from abiout 30 to 125 H7z. Thus., these noise 1kvels ame high ernough that ý xperiencv- ste~sts
they will constitute a significant design L'onsiderat ion, and the. spectra thow large err ýy at feue,-cim~s whereCz
structure can be expected to have rusonances. In particular, the hig-h mr~is lewlki~ urro~wid the iwiixs iý;btter
which his a uniqu'e thermal-protection stiucture that will be dewsribend latcat. The, iwvteirior o(f the paylzjýd -ay is
"K"covered with intense low frequency noise- that may be difficult to kcep fromi d.nn delizate. g~si~tific py

-4-3 S*kuftk ~t 1066

Flucht-t~ing p-ssm loadh dtwing ascenl. art shown in leikrue 14. 1the skvhetc!; d.h um'es nght indicate4 dhut
inte-ns pmsuts wxst on tha extexna wagl of the, psylod hsky, zý tVey did tit Ln',O, Ilthus. h:-h p,4yudl noise
ttvels rnsiy exist for long tir=s +w744n lasinch amid ascent. Waa fro~m Mr. t1hrc Joco on1-how;% ini'lCO at

Wýthe lower right ame gaphed at the left as' th,- llmrie. Thtw dista inalicatcd that tOe nuit~ env o ncentratc~d 4t

.~~ low- gructurdk~tsonant, f~ece~ and that the ytoisW leviss rmmain at faxiry h~ih vzkvi - kerv raup-ýefo

4.4 Shu - rowy Vkumg ^m

Ruciuating -- it'- NTr an I'ariy w'!on of the strut* L1rodwtet zrs ~i Fit~ 15 l km tize F
enwrv tph=. '-f 1 Aij ' Wh the 41eciss still kiN-3~aft ttwýr at (&r bhek~w ~ni~~hc t¶

hl e expect.Ni, tli' -a~ll fi utn rsrlk'ikJAPlaesýe~a s be -rte
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temperature ranges. The materials are designed to be re-used for as many as I00 missions. The surface areas of the
orbiter are covered with rectangular tiles that rest upon a high modulus strain arrestor layer and upon a low modulus
str-ain isolator layer. These layers are intended to pre-vent strains from occurring in the tile mater'ial when the sub-
structure flexes due to loads or changesdimension due to temperature. The acoustic loads may thus be the only
loads limposed on the tiles. The tile material is a fibre reinforced siia ceramic material for which little basic design
information is prescn:! L.,i 2z!e. Preliminary indications are that the material is of low density (less than 0.24
specific gravity), low mrodulus (0.006 that of aluminum), and low strain to failure (lissa than 0.1 percent). The
design proceass intendi4 to prevent acoustic load failures of the TIPS is indicated in Figure 18.

4.7 Structural acoustics of TI'S

Five major activities indicated in Figure 18 are needed to assure a satisfactory thermal protection system. Early
definitions of the loads (due to acoustic sources) and structure serve to support design life predictions that lead to
approximately the correct struct=r. Early definitions of loads and structures have been presented here; damping
tests are underway (Ref. 13) and analyses are being preparet4 (Fig. 19). Figure 19 indicates that advanced and detailed
structural analy-is methods are being utilized to obtain detailed stress and strain distributions. Once candidate
designs have been obtained mission lifetime tests are carried out to help choose between candidates and to demon-
strate the capabilities of the best design. A facility at NASA Langley Research Center used for such test.; is shown
in Figure 20. Finally, for both the test phase and for routine inspection between missions, methods must be

? . developed for detecting failures using non-destructive tests (NDT) and for solving dynamic problems as they arise
either by re-design or by temporary "fixes". As indicated by the word "noise" in the left-hand margin of Figure
18, three of these activities require, or could benefit from, effort and developments in the field of noise me-chaniisms.
Data already presented has shown that aero-coustic technology has provided estimates of fluctuating press=r loads.
Mission lifetimie tests depend for their validity on accurate simulation of flight fluctuating pressures; therefore
continued efforts by aero-acouistic specialists are required to assure accurate simulation and to develop new siinula-
tion techniques. Finally, developments such as acoustic emission techniques for NUIT caa be valal contributions.
while dovelopments that would reduce the applied !oadirp either by frequency shifts, re-irection of the noise, or

A-ý by reduction at the sources (as is being attempted in the community noise area and in the aerodynamic drag' areA)
could greatly ease the structural design problem.

4.8 Swumvzy of aer-acoustics for shuttle

A swkntary of the aero-coustic considerations described in this discussion for shuttle is presanted in Figure 21.
~~ Tbemstic m ints.e

(I ftat ýz subgtantial effort is required to assure thiat the the.rm2al protection system does its job without
failure dues to u-ousti-type loads and withoui weight penalties to the shuttle vehikle, and

('4) that ntiai -portunities exist for advances in aero-coustic technology to contribute to the shuttle
deveoj~eentin the area3 indicate-d in the figure.

U. 14.flt, VLA. Pyn:tkf lawdbs of oacrmit srwfices durr ro let exhautt imf~piomren In.AGARD
ci onferetnc V-seprint No.l113. Syrnpiouun on Acoustic Fztigit. September 19772.

D.L ~.~jjE a~lw fL-p dymil bxjj L-$630, -STOL Te~iIIO~c;Vy Cotifeirenoc- NAS-A

3. ribs'-vl i-f -lV~ ommd~' *ii~ for pcr-ohr4 STO0L ivhkidex ICAS NWp~ -1'ý-5) rint.
tctttD. Ceotin. of Acro. Sci Sib Coni,).

a; S Eirt. ýL. AMST Lnw fi'-I ~erff4- Av. Weck xrnd Spacet Teicý!. May 7. 19,73.

6. 9-sown. DJ.. P '~nl ce kv ro Mi-L Av. We--' %tid Space Tccih.. Mutch 6. i9122

. crwn, 1)K -trA-e SST rt *erpmr vi-~i. Av. Wee's ad SP&., Tch.. lzn 17, 1072.
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October 1973.

14. -NASA Space Shuttle Technology Conference: NASA TMX-2274, April 1971.

DISCUSSION

Prof. f.E.Skiddn inqulvrd about the s,;.ius of some rew, work on the use Vf porous structural s~ufaces to reduce
radiated noise. O~r Mixsn replied that the Langley sponsored work with BBN was cvmplettd, and that significant
noise, reductions had buen observed, but that the effects of the porous surfaces on the lift and drug of the atro-
dynamic suriaces had not been comnpletely evaluated. Dr Mlxson went on to point out that the porous-surface
work was one exa; plk-Of at-udie6U- iUL nivi V -f- 1hirhulent flows with non-rigid structural surfaces,

*and that this are holds the opportunity for fluids and structural specialists to coopwAUt enn solutions of such
important problems as the reduction of turbulence drag by appropriate fluids/dr'nanics design of the structural
surface.

Nr A.Db*Itcacker then observed that he and his ooeagT~s had been working for about ton year on such methods
of turbulence d&ag reduction but had not been able to progress to th4 solution. The paper co-authored by Dr
Dinkelac~er was mentioned as his latest effort in tlis a~rea.

Jng.Geii.RXLevadre pointed out that the acoustic fatigue problem mentionced in the paper was not a new problem,
but had occurred and had b~een solved during the dovelopnn'nit of the Caravelle Aircraft.
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RESOLUTION OF TURBULENT JET PRESSURE INTO
AZIMUTHAL COMPONENTS

by

H.V.Fuchs

DFVLR-hzqftut ofIr Turbulenzforschung, Berlin

(presented during Session 1)

1. INTRODUC'ION

Ten years have goae by since the first AGARD Specialists' Meeting on Noise Mechanisms was held. The meeting
. was dowumented in AGARD Reports 448-469. Many of the problems and ideas first discussed at the 1963 meeting

have stimulated rsearch in various fields. Among these problems were the following:

(a) Is there any chance of measwing fluctuating prewsure accurately in the stream itself by inserting a probe?
(References I and 2 pp.8-l 1)

4 (b) How do we interpret nirrowband time- and space-conrelatloti? (References 3 and 4)

(c) Is turbulence in a jet more coherent than was believed previo.any; and, if so, would a coherent emitter
not be much more efficient than random. emitters? (Reference 5)

_oThese questions could be seen to originate from an uncertainty pmesent in aerodynamic noise research, namely,
-k: how tv find the most appropriate turbulence model to be introduced into ihe theory. Sears' described this conti-
.. nouday tstisfactory situation in his evaluation report on the second AGARD Specialists' Meeting In 1969:

"For the turbulent jet, indeed, fundamental understanding is maer ... Ccawly, we arn suffering from our
incomplete understanding of turbulence itself and it is commonplace to- recommend once again that fundamental
studies in that area be encouraged."

To question (a) it was argued by Ffowca-Wlliams in 1963 in the dlscusron of paper' and also in the round table
dicunusion 2:

"I think it is possible, even in p•inciple, to geo at the preautt by simple probe measurements... By inertin
the probe one chanps the flow at the probe position by elnhauting the ttrm Jpu. This, by al accounts, is
laWV, so I doubt whether it will eer be pomble to meast attic prew-t in. this way."

l;ap efforts have nirvheksa = expe•n d•ed wnd cosideraWb pmomsa ha been made s-ace 1963 m neasufing
fluctuatin prawu within turbuent flowc.

Fuch••i d Siddoal havt shown Independently that thro amre flow mor"ilg-tions where the error mentioned by
Frowz*-W1d1ams do" r.t impair the pmeire mcau•meents. In the core vt~o. of a ubwrdic jet, for InstLsae, the
ratio •Mll (where ��and 13 repreient r.m,*. VresW" and vtlocity) exoeis t3e fcrittal value ow!. by or,-en of
nmagnitude as ny be seen fa Flgure I which wit tatn fkom Refemino 9. Satic pcro probea ate now -womfully
u~e~d in jts by r x-vh troupi afaLtz- with Schuton =a4 tee-.bým (13BN Inc. =4i Uredrity of Califonia,). at the

p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a 0211iEori o (cr 43 adOthers), and at eýTmsyhymla -State Unlve_-4ty (Am-It wid comt-worke). Further'.
woea Wiouo connatewd whir Nakramsu (Oa~ks Universitiy) usft the pteau&ej~rbe tohnlqut for measurements in

tAutieI duct flows.

The m utement of turbulent jet pteswar appmt to W6e ta stimulated the ciiscundn of the Structure or
1ft~utubo-ue *-het aecmnicz bctwzen tlh- sI1rt4l of az Inserted if4crooMna aidl *- but wire probe wzra

fOr Mcatepod by Lau, Fhher and FucLO 3 . After t"i proj ,&twu complatd.. L&u't davelopd, a ntw k" of cn-di-
tioW u * wn WI L ~b ua i4 orde to seta;bettor un~nandm dng of bow btdestKýce bcha-a in a crUwkr j.The
pneew au*-tl., oi the other a9 tu 4MVN•, d -ro 4 " crrekl6o as a eafs of iaw Iwrtap-t -0%Stin* Anu of th tturlnt ptesaw fWd in mom dei.

b y S bt rýk i WO HWA lk-* ;• 
.i....

(b) nocen~ he 1te~ekm f fiz~edtise- Ld a~c* wraltlon wa ahedy du.--in ,6
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`Mhe time correlation of the received signaW i 6. function oi the fiftre only, and is entirely indeperident of the

& ~~turbulence. The transition to the powezr sVpe-_tun1 has elimiaftisd the phawes; the lliwitý,tton to a narrowb~inJ
iass elliminated all 0tse romaining properties of the tUhruleace, All statistical phenomt-fia Whole spectrilm d~n.i
not r'.,ry over the received bt~sdwidl!i will therefore Iave the same tinw,.rreiatloi f-unctlon.. .If the iurbu-.
lence were frozen, spacae and thime would be Itrhneb.Time delay r wotald then bex equivaleiltto the

*~ jcoordlnit~e change Ut in the direction of the flow, which is equtll to the distance- trAvetle by the tw~euicn
T ~~during the time interval r ; and the spaiec- and tim*-4Norrelation ' furctiona wýMud bs the sin~it. But thir

4 turbulpnce is not frozen; the eddies deform, decay, ard b04l up. again; Aý .1,E as con!< jumice, srg~c-, tlifm
correlat'on functio r s am. dlifferent. 'i he two functions hasve a ,,onilar shape, but the of,-instons of the qp~.ce-
correlation functions usually decresse at i, m=6h higlier rate ftan those of tke tlime-mittlrC on funttt-rn ..
Thus, the space-correlation RmctWý ~a a mcasue of the-deformation ar~d of the re b.~iing of the turbulent

si is noted that this lnite.:epretation of xittred space correhations agrees with th'mi given in tlez 4iscussion of
euiations (A.6) anid (A.7) of Refei.xoce 12. A strong satifstical coherencc was fotind in 1eference 12 fo certbin

. .. .. .frequency bands of thi oressure in planes normal. to the jet wrds for 6- teral as well au for circumferential prohre dis-
-- placementg. T'he correspo~nding -trrowband, loyig4tutiiaal space correlations indicated that these cohem'at frequency

I ~ component~s travel, d'nmstrream in an ainost vtve-iike riwimmr Other frequency bands of the pressure field were
found less coherent in the longitudinal 21 well as in the 4teral and circumnferential directioas.

A-If the flueossting prem~uive in the Jet is underctood as bting Ii.ue bth aemhniswicarrspn-
sibit for the soý_ -d generation process one arrives at the above mentioned qeestion (c) which was raised in 1963 by
MoUo-Chrisen: n-1 (in connection with his strongBi. coherent, tow frequency, near-field prem-ue patterns):

I "Of course, correlation necasures only the coherent Trart, whici' may be - smial traction of rthe total energ in
the fiuctua cng field. On the other hand, a coherent emitter _a ,uch more efficient than a radomn emitter.
Even if it is weak, it miiy emit more sound then a much mzore im~ense rantdom n'

This question (c) coald well modify LighLil'li's 'indepeaýdent-eddy-.o~cacept" wbich still prevails airtong aero-
acousticians in their picture of how noise is gererated aerodyiamically.

Teimportance of cohc~rent structures for jet noise e. on the basis of sc-nat new c.%,r:rimental pressuym data,
become more than pure specuftfion since Mictialke " has Jevvkipad his expaesic'n schemt for noise from cii cular
jets. This scheme not o'-tv considers. natural symmetmy conditions wt'ch4 arm v ical for circular t3, but. 1a also most
capable of taking into ac,-iunt Iarge..ca!e coheren~t phe-nomnena of.!-rt tiusbaen". wh. re these are n d. The theoary
readily prdicts the relative acoustic efficiency of axisyntma ic 4n ote arim u tsource wponent Linder
varyinS co~iditions. The obvious dominance of the lower-rder azimuthal o.mpou , of the :wur soure
Wings us to the mnain topic of this discussion contribution.

I. 1EXPIERIMMNAL ANALYSIS OF THE 1IJRIULENr MET MMURifE RUDl1 .:ITha hith.--rto obtained results from oveamll ~ad num~wban cftlat~ot%-0"~ pndded ka Only frw Ulilttive ides
~ / of tha coherent naume of the fluctuatin%~ pessre Ai. a jeti.t a6-- -~ -tane oi nzatittlcai nte epeisdeasn overT

distan=e srcjining the whole noisavouclrg regeon was indeed vftý -ted and sbrtUn. "e. quion alout its
relovamce to the noise- problei.nev~ces ~qle eeqatr�.RWl fh'~vsrn I Uthtuin ery
L-or insance) the l'Wtsafa cohetent part is relative to the red of uka oýy =*isuuvd tw~tsier~i quantity.

- Is the cotresnt structure. perhap an ilmost aneghgibi qcatiltv wil olony bedetcced by sophisti
cated and obscure correltovn techriti~gs?

- Is it msxýbL to normalite corretation fumncioua by loca-' Utt ies avt th-me vvy by a fwwtr of t=n ad
VMor Witzina "cOwT fiw~ Volumies"?

-~ ~ ~ C -. anv v4-Tg cortuld bera sound essu~o f~ro wave~ke d iI.JIOMD wl,'ch wsw tand deaay wWile
traellngdsteai nb~onlCaIy?

ywith these. Ind othtr POW-ihl illct as M an ni oVery simple Ww4e& is propaea bone whzich is baemd &Man
Axljuste4 to uiskugu ezain.~ Is.

litis set of qxperinsa-ra -ie- wW. for tgmplici rrattic oua.m to the Utu~blwAatptseidi

pian norMal to the je~ axiso

rof a &" Litantt of tue ht' rrmum.re a rwus r frow Ott jet a-rka~ig % w ith 0 ia A&Cth a -**y thuS1
it mc~tsRuf irm3W c -atat tow rau~dcý the dibution -_say be ten t~h It is tb=~. of cavu~re

W-41ii to anawys shia ia1tnowPrewi in 't~o 2a aC~k P Wrdiftre of tit *aiiigha COPO.WWLeas The



phase character of the lower o. der components (mn 0, 1, 2) ik iiiicated "o Figure 2. The in 0 component
may be called -axisymmeti-ic since both magnitude and phase of this component are constant or, r, i.e. independent
of v' - At some instant later the wiagnitude and phase will have changed in an unprediclable manner, but again
there will be no variation circumferentially. For the m rýI component the sign of the pressure may be positive
on one half-circle and negative on the other simultaneously. The m = 2 component changes sign four times, and
so on.

It is noted that magnitude zO~ phase of all the individual azimutital coinoonents may v%.y wit'l r and x
Certain specifik features of a circular jet, in panui,-ar, enable the f'ollowing assumptions to be made:

-*0 tK(i) For symmetry rtzson- the magpitude and phase of the various azimuthal compornents fluctuate wit! no

~ statistical coupling .-tw,. different components. The axisymnietric component in paitficular, is
uncorrelated with the remaining azimu~thal cowponents (cf Reference 13).

(ii) Mce pressuic on the ax~s of -a strictly symmetric circular jet consiss of only the axisymlnetric component
with all the ctheis vi~n~hsng there.c

(iii) The axisymmeti~c pressure component at a given radius is assumed to be ideally correlatcd with that
on the jet axis except for z constant phase shift in the time development of both fluctuations.

MYv Thith correlation func-tion of two circurnferentially di5!paced probes (Fig.3tc)) is independent of the (Irect.on
of the displacement (Ap > 0 or Ap < 0) .

Some of !he above assumptions may still require further consideraticn, but here they are taker, for granted and
may help to qwuantify circumiferentially coherent turbulence components from th-ree different correlation techniques.

22ý Extpezlment Techn1ues imd Rtfults

fa) In the first swt of experiments three probes wtre arranged as in Figure 3(a) with the prcs~ure p. detected
-4 on the jet axis and the other pressure signals p, and p, cal-en at r = 0.5 D (diametrically opposite

'ocations in the central mixing region). Three different conelations were ev-aluated. nimely pep,,
* ~(p + ID apd 1)p.,(p T, - the coefficients of which awe givvn in Table 1. TI-t lrs~t one is partiz-ularly

MOig when the signalIs are both passed through narrowband filters at a Strouhal number of about 0.45. An
een ~h'r co~herence, narmely 0.83, reults when tht sum of pt n ~i aitial oprdt

Thes vadues indicate a strong axisyntimetric pressure component, w'hich was artficeialty incretased by adding
? W p, and- p, in the mixing rck-ion.

When, on the othier hanid, the axidsymmettic and all eien aj.mufthl cc~inponcnks artf artificialy eliminined
from the mixing region .-gri by subtracting p, fromr pV. a very low tohernoz is found- This list
rtsult rn-rvs. thit iýs m - 0 comký.-iznt on the a"ii i, to some degree of ,i-xaracy, uncornclated With
all-4~d otzirnuthp.l comjpantits in the differvnce signal p, - R, k-an-pared with assumption, t0).

TAB)LE I

NO-&H4 CnCtticr FUn1CtiOi!S With Ptessawe Pr'O&,- Air3g aS hOW-i

~adeti in Teh~ I r rr11 the filfesndn at S~tt f. -4 e 5;eirc ~ h

az~ ~~4 e0ýdbyc3r5

th cff~et,~ 0.03)~ k'e (0.11)n~ ha

~~+Q5 0.43$~~te ~msedte iaiI ctsetsai~ t~le ~itaed~ecrsma tn to- iess4 re0) a
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(b) Th'e second correlation technique, used only two microphone probes which were radially displaced by a

vrrible r as shown in Figure 3(b). From these lateial space correlations one can calculate the axisym-metric cornpor.int contained in the signal at the displaced point using the assumptions (I) to (iii). The
details of this procedure are given in Reference 14. A typical result is depicted in Figure 4. Apart from
the directly measured spectra at r = 0.5 D and r =0 the coherence Sp,,between the fl~tored
pressures at the displaced points is also plotted as a function of the filter frequency. From these
experimental data the spectrum of the axisymmetric pressure component at the displuced point was
calculated from

and plotted as curve (d).

It is possible by this method to map the speztra e-f the axisymmetric pressure and velocity components
hiroughout the iet by varying r and subsequently changiag the plane x =const in the measurements.

One set of these results is shown in Figure. for the plane x =3 D

So far, we were only able to sept 'site the mn = 0 component from the other azimuthal components. The
distribution of the fluctuating energy is probauly best seen in a plot like that in Figure 6. A comparison
of the curves (a) and (b) shows that for Stroulial numberms from 0.4 to 0.5 about balf' of the cisergy is
concentrated in tike axisym-netric component, whereas both sides of the spectral peak much more energ
is contained in non-symmetric componenits.

(c) To further analyse the non-symmetric components of turbulence (curve (b) in Figur 6) still another
correlation teahnique was employed which more rigowusly breaks down the turbulence into a series of
azimuthal components.

The third method is based on circuasferential space correlations with r and x held constant for one set
of correlations. (Compare Figure 3(c).) A curve like that in Figure 7 for which pressures in the mixing
region vvere corrd~ated. for example, at St = 0.45 is Fourier-analyced with respect to AOp , and the
corresponding Fourier coefficients R.,,, for m 0 0. .. 16 are depicted as vertical columns in the
same figutre. For A=O0 the Fourier series

- W PWiP,2  m0 ()

reduces to the siuni cý thse fluctuating enerides contained in the various azimuthal pressure components:

R,,,(0) 16 (3)
m=O ~m=0 Pc.

A number of 16 Fourier &~efficients was deemed sufficiently large, since most of tht energy is stored In
the lower order azimuthal components from 0 to 3 or so, at icasl for the pressure at Strouhal numbors
about 0.45.

Frons the corresponding narrowband circumferential corro-lations at tither ftNqueackes one may find the-

power spectral distributhes of any sL.-Sle azimuthal comnponvvnt of the prvesiure sccoding to

* Fiere 8 shows a stv.wrposition of ibe mn 0 to 3power gpc'trl deWn&,tieS { ) suitably normalizd as

AfDfU0

where U0 is the jet exit velocity, D the not-len exit diameter, *0 the rHtsiry rud W the bandwidth
oftefilter.

Thle upper solid curve is the PSD me--sured directly it x 3 13 r 0,5 D) antd Ue lower sotid curve
represents the PSD of the aV'ymmeftic turbukeit fluciuations obtainied from &curinferentisl corre-Utions.

The lttermay-a compared with correspn4-Pj f-cults ftom the lateral cormlao wethod; the oe
ln iue late mary h D~ r lte!rtor upioiin ted nzc toInth o, cornpoe
circles at curves (a) in Figure 6 Indicate reasonable Agmmiwnet betwwee I se two li%&pdopnnt sets or reszlts.

is p~ ap~tand the other conwawrmvis aw- wen to Peak In iotlily !be irme Vug of StrouhaI nutbasa
althoug~h thah anerg-y is cprsad mot-e evenly with increating m.

.... ..-. .. -..
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The tesm4t prented so far are only the first stage of a continuing effort to fuMy analyse the turbulent pressurefield with respeat to the jet noise problem Wuhmr nomtonI eurdIving tMe ore general cross-
correlationi functions (cross-spectr density distributions in the frequency domain) with all three dispacments:

~4 I longtudinial, lateral and circumferenthil.

51 ~~The analy&Si technques employed havc already proven useful. noe prelimintary rssults have motributed to the
queton of oxActly how strong the coherent part of the pressure fieldis in aplanie x 31) nortmalto the jet axis.

4-Future reseach will also have to compare the structure of the tubulent prumem filud with that of the turbulent
velocity field.

I ~~~It is hoped that investigations along these fines will finally eniable utoIrdueaelitic turbulence model
into 8 theoty like that proposed by Michalke 3. Three polntt will be summarlivd at the end, which are felt toV support our belief that this is a prouising approach to the jet noise problem too:

. I(1) PMlchalke's expinsion scheme predicts that, for small Strouhal numbers, the lower-order azimuthal turbu-
I !-ence components play a domhi~nt role In the noise penerating mechanisms provided such components

arn present in the source region at all.K i id) The experimental analysis of the turbulent pressure field at low Mach numbers seems, in fact, to indicate
that considerable turbulwn energy is s&ored in lower o.-der azimutha cowponents and, in particular, in the

-- hlarge-scale coherent axisymmetric type of fluctuation. This "onfir=s earlier experimental results by Crow
I ~and Champagne', Who showed how orderly structures develop in thie turbulent region of an externally

excited jet.

~ A(IHl It would still be feasible that all the coherent phenomena (it) toGether with their being efficient sound
I emitters (i) occur in a rung of frequencies or Strouhal numbers which is entirely unimportant with respectA

to radiated noiss. In this context it may be worth mentioning that it is very roughly the same range of
Stroulial numbers between 0.1 and 1.0 where a strong radiated farfield coincides with dominating orderly
stractures in the turbulent near-field.

3 ~~~Some of the suggestions put forward in this papeor are far from bigconclusive. Ther is AtiM the question ofI ~how c-lose we mr to the real turbulznt sound sources even when analysLbg the pressure In the mixing regioni. Some
jclarifying inforrmtion may probably be obtained from wo-called causality correaktions which were intiated in several

research groups ',y Skidon"'. Results from comtelting the acoustic presure with the pressure in the jet by Scharton,Meecharn and others"" ndicated a ralatively high maximm Ioeato cefint (pto 0.5) whenbt fluctus
tions ae filtered in the elvant tange of StuW numbuvý.
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SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON EXCESS NOISE

by

A.D.Young
Department of Aeronautical Engineering

QUe Mary Collate
(University of London)

(presented durin Session I)

It will be of interest to participa. at this stage of the Meeting to hear a brief summary about some experi-
mental results on excess noise obtained by a student of mine, Mr K.K.Ahuja', usi a teat installation at the National
Gas Turbine establishment.

~•s/1 ~EXPERIMENS

Compressed air was ducted from a 12 in diameter pipe through a diffuser into a plenum chamber 24 in in
diameter and 4 ft long followed by a contraction leading to a nozzle from which the air emergd into the atmosphere
in an anecholc chamber as a jet. The plenum chamber contained a honeycomb and gauze to help reduce the flow
turbulence and the exit nozzles had diameters of 1.52 in, 2.4 in an 2.84 in so that the contraction ratios corres-
pondh ,y ranged from 130:1 to 250:1. TIa resulting jet were thesefore very teady and with low turbulence
levels. Noise measements wem made at a distance of 6 feet from the nozzle exit.

In addition to the measurements on the budc jets, variou modificationr were introduced upstreia of the nozzl
4,•i I exit to produce various Intensities and 6ca"es of turbulcent c or overall disturbances there and the cosuequnt effects

"Y-"n on the nois cnaracteuialitk ae measured4. Thms modl&fictons included:

I (a) Insertlon of I ft,2ft and 3 ft length of pipe of sam dkieter as nozzle.
(b) Cylindrical obstructions of circular (I diameter) ad rectangular section (0.4 in x 1.0 in) l rtod 4 in

4 upstream of the nozzl exit (wee Figure 1(a)).

(c) ght radial jets of air from • in diametoe pies Impki-in• on the main flow hi th4 naule (see Figure 1(b)).

(d) Four tangntial jets from 4 in diameter pp lhntl, on the main flow in the noule (Wce Fture I1(c)).
Thes introduced a swir as wel as turbulence.

(a) A guide mvi In fth (amn of a plat spnin fth plenum chambe and twisted through 18O' along its

"Thm tutbu'ea Intra ucd by (a) wia typicAlly bo•W=y ayer twiutno-ce of ekti"ly sra Wee but with an
WclntUy Cchln., a MXIn MUM arU tW wall Of tO Wdr of 10%. Th- obotructlo (b) introduel edie of sire
comparable to their dacgsoauo and with faiLy nil deflno fteqwinda. The radia jets (c) Intrduced W90~ sctal

wulemx wth wt inteoiry that aled btm• S*o 15-and $%wIM The turbulence .-troduced by Use thnent a.l jets
(d) W,• ako ms•or w stsl owpm wts t the Intenstyr was 4lkv"d to bo evim WW thu. with thý r-dic Jets.
relabl mmzuretuots %tor wt: po.v4b! became tbe'hat wdna reuztkd bruise The swirl a .produced by tue

j Thus tbwise plwe (a) Wwdace Mawge of swirl of tho order of 1W~.

Theman ettVOW VWa 4WW tOEtWa 2WZ aEd 1000 ftl/ TheU auxilary Yaia m a W- gcU "At dsrive4 from te was sawce as tba wks it W4n 1Wi -f thfteNe1a dapedu to nWM 'W"a CO Wh MAIII W" sped. At

T.. .a MW mrul.s foethe nosLad Pok ovuWz u.dtan n kv, uAs d &W 4344tWd ki, t 2.

t •• :-\ . ". . .-
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The curve for the clean jet follows a power law varying between V$ and V9 down to About 300 ft/s; at
0 = 900 the law is very closely VO but the index tends to inease' from 8 to 9 as the angle 0 1s reduced to the
peak OASPL value (0 = 20*)*. However, it is found that the acoustic power watt levels follow a V81 Nw for the
same speed range. Below 300 ft/s the index decreases to a value between 6 and 7. Detailed examination of the
spectra shows good agreement with the predictions of LWghthill's theory9 for low frequencies, but for the higher

, frequencies the predicted convective amplification close to the jet axis was not in evidence possibly due to scattering
and refraction c Ifects by the jet turbulence at these frequencies. Similar results were obtained by Lush5 .

It it cloar from these result that if adequate care is taken to eliminate upstream sources of turbulence the
dominant noi sources associated with a jet remain the clasical quadripolfs and the Vs law is closely followed
down to jet speeds as low as 300 ft/s. Figure 2 shows for comparison the spread of results (shaded area) obtained
for various engines and it will be seen that marked departure from the V8 law has occurred for them at jet speeds
of upwards of 800 ft/s. Ths illustrates the marked amount of excess noise to be found in practice on current
engies. ,

If we now consider the circular and rectangular cylindrical obstructions we see from Figure 2 that the former

shows a noise increase of about 30 dB, over the speed range tested, of which 4 dB can be associated with the discrete
tons chaacteristic of the obstruction, whilst for the latter the increase is about 5-6 dB down to about 600 ft/s
and at 300 ft/s the increase Is about 20 dB. The discrete tones for the rectanguar obstructdon account for about
2-4 dB. It is, however, surprising to note that the curve for the circular obstruction tuns more or less parallel to

the 'clean jet' curve down to 300 ft/s whilst that for the rectangular obstruction is similarly parallel down to about
500 ft/s. One would expect that the pressure fluctuations associated with the s.parated flow past such obstacles to
result in a strong dipole content in the resulting noise generators and a consequent V6 law. A possible explanation
Sis that the variation with Reynolds number in the fluctuating lift forces on the obstructions is such as to raise the
effe•tive index from 6 to 8 or more. Evidence in support of this can be derived from experiments of Gerrud".
1The angle relative to the j•e,.,ls of pezk overall sound premure load with the obaructions present was between
450 and 60P, as compared with about 200 for the clean jdt.

The pipe Insertions of up to 3 ft in length upktream of the nozzle exit produced no slgificant change in the
/ noise chanctertstice and intensity as compared with the clean jet. However, it will be seen that the large scale

eddies enpndered by the radial and tarngntiza tubes were s ated with boIt a marked icrease In noise bitensity
pofticularly at the lower jet speed- and aso a mwark reduction in the index of the velocity law tor the peak overall
sound pressure level (0 = 600). In more detai, it was found that at values of 0 between Wa0 and 900 the velocity

r law bde.x was b0twn 5 and & for law frqueci but it prog•es•vely reduced with Increavo of frequency, whilst
at anges less tfan about 30Q the 14kI frequeny nolse was •huply vrucd, aain possil because of scattering and

S •rfract.'on effects by the jot tu.bulenWivc.

Th• •wl prowdued by the twitte, pla-t in the pl|num chatmer produced no slgeilicant increase of turbulence

• In thje jat d It Mu In a smnll'M4U1t*ioof about 24 da, in, nm atoTity at the sin je speed tested

II)

fer e) , ht call W d4WA fromn tho•n. Mi-,i.s: .

1/4 1j I)Exces!-, jatn dka no rt Waris ftwo S=4sl W03t tUrbion&Co but Iff Ulargly ssaoelaied with the development
of rkootpe•-r. with W.- nowe dhnsmr. Tus the Pipe extealsons Produced no effect

(2) S .irl y in .U iii.oiiio of kw U411 t -4v*ca. AUY 1A &t sedan th. .W inteity rxthe

-.4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TM IWes coesnedsaz~6&L oivjjfkn tbwm ttct avvert,' Otvimted In th41 wrirsm t ofer bnW1esrfiiv-ts, Wit bis the
Vh U toftr..,UP autti/ sfl4thiwdv ti l9gat/kl- Thlsvwe -40 my O) i t ftha lat,4 $ý481 Oetjie Woukla be zssocate

wih bulb fth vydna W o oril wtdi 1Vse faITw* fw that' ~fa Wj4}-Nto wgrjKtC4 'wou giw rws to mwmvcl
4wthh4. ~ W CLtl$ W Ab M4R'd twlt WW-upl . k4ýU UW ito *a 4 o gtwV ruti to odwet4• w .•1 4 u , lul v, ,ft. • • ,."-

V ~ ~ ~ SANI W C lffh Iircls W4 3r~ fet U1. tt 04 AVhe4 kvsM wd o h 4ece oouarb
14,iavt klro ~~ 'bswds~jj ' to 4esw -Wne~. - . --.. , . . .. tit-" -- 90

j•h 'eofs'M154•~ ei atbi4 " e a rualeiwioc ndhnete'~m1 h

VWeQ~ -a fi-4, '~ fl*fW'Z 4$ P ihbt 1-0~ Y0Zed4-&t4A .f3 ___ -I"'% dOWUW W 14hn h ,,wi

_IP4 o "40 ttel a a-j!$ •4itg coq nit .. , "1 ." .
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These aruments sugget that excess noise may be minimtised by suppressing as far as possible ali sources of

lare scale turbulence, whilst by the use of a suitable swirl significant overall reductions of Jet noise may be obtained.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Chairmanu, Prof. Ffowcs WiI~gami: I have decided not to have a round t~able. but to hold a discussion without the
establishment put up in front, because the last thing we want at thi- stage in the development of the subject, I

think, is to declare whu the establishment is!

There has been a clear change in the way of thinking about the noise problem since the last AGARD meeting,
and 1 would like to be ant impartial chairman, putting some provocative observations to you experts for discussion.
Perhaps I could start by observing that during the last 10 years we have talk-ad much more about how to measuze
the location of sources, Now, I would like to take the blackboard and make some comments on whfat we mean by
a source. The people that were brought up on theory are accustomed to reading lighthitl's paper, and there he says
that the pressure squared can be given as a volume integral of something, and that something we call the source
strength per unit volume, but mar~y different things can integrate to a common resu-It as long as the pointwise
differences balance out. hi particular, Lighthill encouiages us to reg-rd the contribution to c9 fiomn unit source
volume as being the simsple integrand; the noise source Q.

f2 
= QdV.

However, the integral is completely unchanged if we add to it "plus the gradient of anything", because th'1 t gradient
will d~sppear if S is zuro at infinity, i.e.

=f(Q +VS)dV .

Are we then to regard this different integrand as the noise source? Clearly it would be stupid to do so. Yet this
ambiguity is inherent in thý, formal definition of one of the source location proceilures that we have heard about
during the meeting. I am cleariy being provocative and I hope you will respond.

Correlations hav been established between measures in tne flow and the sound outside. Amnongst those
-'co!Telaretions is the pressure inside the turhulence. Now, at the 1963 mieting he.e, there was oine s~lni arii

by -Strimsberg firom the David Taylor Modecl Blasin, as it thcen was, who proposed to measure the pres-sufe in a
turbuxlent water flow, by obszrvias zhz sound radiated by a bubble driven by the turbulence Zo radiate seiund.
Howev, that camei to a full stop because i the discussions that involved! the experts then asse.nbled. it was said
that it was raither difficult to work out what the prssure would be when the bubble had perturbed the flow. Wt

were ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~, teiddo w ~er.oeb o~~ in, who considered one limnit and Toomive w!4o conwidered the other
where tha piutaene of (b'e probe disturbed the pre-ssurt by -4py2 and + ipp' resjpecri-afy 1 think that it is js
root cle-ar wbzat the pressur is on a probe whten it is put into the stresni to bring the flow Wuoealiy to r"s. What is.
the nicamin& therefore, of corrlating the signal meaured by the pombc in the turbulence with 1he sound ou t"de

Let rie be even mme ptvc2iv The fsvt that the Lunti~tin 6 high seetnus tore. in itself, to l-- no grea
i ~. point in favow. For earnipik, it you were to measure the sound proetxetd by my viiict at lips of INrof-

KU,Žý-zin wad at the eans of sonmebomly beycnd hinm you would find that the oeati< wente 5 rsue
*-u perfect. Yet is Prof. Kochernann talkins o riam I' Th.ý film s-howa by Dr PM4i i- r-rti todiy s!K1ws how beAutifull
the subject can be whtn we concentrate on the individual1 event rajtthr than on the st;atiitis of thc riucess. is it
time to d"Mpiiw Ouat suatiical apVC3aces in fav,>ur of a mre, d terrninialic view?

We me throw that at a debating paint to yu

iRu-i UpeBOoWa: It y be: (Tue thst a signifikant poort -(on of thle surc fluciution tha inmesutr at a
fixed Point in the turb-ulnce-Z is of the type whic-h cosntrnbutts reuitiv~ely fittle to tthe far-fleld souund. lowetn-r it is
equs-lay true. that flu~rtuatiena of Mti type Wi0l not contributteleo th~e cesorltiuof far-ik6d mickrophon me and

iflaw Pcobe OFiah aad lthrLifre do not Contminate mesrnCU nt-M* of Joa ore nt.Te a.~v
14&m "iartly rcduoe the kwvl of rmsin tvjffrpdn that nsrght otNerwise, haw-t Uteen ObMsIncd zre therefore- ,=kc
a ret'bao estimate of soure sire -Vh diffiricit to obtain

AmrfudmW rtldgcl~-i htta pmuiion of the source flu-ctuation. which dot.; xatntuc Zo the

w-cd fied maty itv.1f -he nontamtsaed by the vou-od radtatled fmrtn ot1her s frae4pirt. of t2ýc ttubulncme.
(Cker-lyi the rettine 00nrnintion is- large. utich ¶inigat be the ;.%= whem the prea~ure is cNasen to represent t N.
so.-ce- fluctawtimns, it then becr'%ne- w-ea i~ng~e to 1hink 1:1 termsT- of ;OWi W.tIv" stt Mtth.

0.kaa I ara v,*t pivpcn :eill 1ocsyo dtbaie it dir~iul in the tuie., , amh r4 t 0
,,Voke a debate &arwonpt membentb of the stcetr but Icl me- takc up ytkir Point. Wz do hii'm a theory tha 's



that the source of aerodynamic sound ia qvadrupole. That means that for every positive source element there Is
guranteed to be a negative element oppcwsiug it, and evei, ,-h dipole combination is adjacent to an opposite
combination somewhere else. Therefore,. it would be absolutely the height of `'olly to -oncentrate too much on any
one particle, i.e., on one region of flow. In isolation that region would generate very much rnore sound. than it does
in ite natural environment, where it is surrounded by all the other elements that destroy the sound.

Mr Harp-r-Bourne: Yes, this is very true, but in practice we believe that we avoid the first difficulty by measuring
the quadrupole stress rather than a quantity which is related to its constituent monopole elements.

I feel that measurement of local statistical information should not be entirely dismissed even if the results are
sometimes of uncertain value. For example, if we integrate thi necessary space-timc stat tics for the stress fluctua-
tions about a fixed point in the shear-layer, making due allowance for differences in ret&;tded times and phase due
to convection, the result we obtain is the contributkin to the far-fli sound intensity from unit volume of turbulence

at the point under consideration. This is a finite and positive quantity. Furthermore, it is exaetly this quantity
which the correlation scheme can, in principle, measure.

Chnuamn: Obviously, I agree with you, but it is bad for me to agree when I am trying to provoke a discission.

Prof. Siddun: Professor Ffow-s Williams has opened the discussion by raising, in a rather provocative manner, three
criticisms which reflect on the efforts of several groups of researchers who are trying to dievelop practical experimental
Mnelhods for noise source localization and strength estimation. These efforts employ the so-called pressre-source

model for alternatively the Lighthill-Proudman model) coupled with a quantitative real time means of correlating
local murce disturbances and the overall far-field sound, In order that tiie implications of the chairman's remarks
are rot nis-understood by others present. I should like to lend my point of view on each of the three questions:

(i) On the matter of measring static pressure fluctuations in iurbulenr flows. Prof.ssor Ffowcs WiLliams has
today repeated his opinion, first stated at the 1963 Brussels Round Table Discussion', "ha it 11
"impossible, even in principle to get at the pressure" (because of the inevitable pr'essure error arising from
4'interaction between the probe and flow). He will recall that others at that meeting expressed the optimistic
counter-view that "it should be, in principle, possible to determine the pressure that would have been there
(at a point in the turbulence) in terms of the reading that the- probe gives when you put it there". Ribner
likened this to the well known, method of measuring static pressure in a supersonic flow; even though
the probe producem a bow wave which substantially modifies the flow field around it, the effect can be
calibrated out.

hideed in the intervening period since 1963, the present speaker and others have shown that in certain
casas the probe/flow interaction error can be suppressed using specially iakped probes which minimize
sensitivity to incidence changes in the approaching flow, or probes which actively rom-einate for the
intei.Ction error in real time.,',4 This research has extezved our knowledge of the origins and magnitude
of turbulence interaction errors. While it is true that the errors, of order 1/4p (v2 + w3) or less, may be
as large as the inherent pressure fluctuatio.s ir isotropic turbulence (p / 12pu 2) the pr .sure flutun-

.tiens characterizing the shear layers of turbulent jets are much l.rger, of order puU (References 2, 5
and 6). Thus in many circumstances a relatively uncontaninati measurement of static pressure fluctuation
can be made with a simple uncompensated pressure probe.3' 6 ,7

(ii) On the validity of various source modc!s a I aerodynamic noise generators, the chairman h3s rightfully
pointed out that one can arbitrarily add in the divergonce of anj contrived source distri:uutac.a function
to the integrand on the right hand side of the Kir&.ofl solution, or one of its dcrivativv forms, without
modifying the answer for p2 on thu left hand side. However the intent of his comment is Somewhat
obsc.te. No one, to my knowled-o, is pulling invented source terms out of the sky vnd tacking them
onto the solution integral Indeed if Mx Chairawn 1; questioning the credibility of the Ribner/4 echsm-
Ford dilation formalisma as an alternative to the LirChthill turbulent stress tensor model for low sped
flows, then I wish to iemind him of the demiustiated equivalence of thew sourct modeLs, as acknow-
ledged by Sir MJ.Lihthill himseVf. In fact thl work of Bat.holor'0 shows us that the Ribnei assumptiot

•. •apu; u;SV p(O) 2 becomes exact 01 the !-icomprc-sible limit.
ax; ax;

It has been suggested that the distribution of statistical quadrupole --ttrnetigh might look .. mvwhat diff-rent
than that for pressure sources, even though tlt, both Intozrste out to thn saUM anwer foa. ;-. Pertonatly
however, I expect f unique source distribution on titne aver,4,e, irrespective of the axpernmental mtethod
used.

The dilatation method separates the pressure fluctuation iton two parts p - p(r) + ph). In the source
region the pseudosound p(e1 (inertial in origin) is K 4 to domtL'ate ovw the aconstdl fiation p() ; the

05



converse Is true In the acoustic far-field. That the first assumption holds for low speed jets can beI confirmed by ; dmple expe-iment. If one plots the radial distribution of fluctuating pressure from the jet
j ~centerline outwaids to larg distance, one gets a pictuze as shown in the figure on page A-4. If we

UT assume for the moment that ,all of the acoustic power of the Jet is radiated by one equivalent point source,
than by extnapolation of the free field line, into the source re4- on (dashed) we must conclude that the net
acoustic pressure level of that one scurce will fall well below the overall jet pressure level, by 20 deczibels
or more, for most pontn~s within tht turbulent region. Indeed if the total jet acoustic power is viewed as1 : coming from a large number of uncorrelated sources, their individual acoustic fields will be even less
significant with respect to the total jet pressure fluctuations. Thus the inertially induced pseudosoundA ~ pressures may be viewed as a causative mechanism for a major portion of the far-field sound.

(III) 7the Chainnan has questioned an apparent ambiguty in the causality correlation methods presented by
myself elsewhere in these proceedings. (Paper 7.) Using a simile inwhich he and Prof. Lilley are imagined
to be carrying on a conversation in this hail, he intimates that if a microphone were to be placed near
each speaker and cross-correlated, the resulting correlation functions could not distinguish the cause from
thme effect. This is not the case; in fact the time dea etueoasaiycrelations works to advantage.

Te cross-corretation functions will maximize at either positive or negative time delay appropriate to the
separation distance, depending on which person was source and which was receiver, Furthermore, if both
talked simultaneously, the relative magnitudes of the correlation "bumps" at appropriate positive and
negative time delays would tell us who was doing the the most talking.

4j I It is important to point ont that the causality correlations, if normalized by the individual root mean
square values of the partner vaiables, will eive an erroneous impression of the source distribution. For
example, two mi.-rophones both ih the far-field 6f, but on a radial line from a complex source will give
a maximum correlation coefficient of unity, when normalized in the foregoing manner. In contradistinc-
tion, the un-normalized causality functions (Equations 8 and 9 of Paper 7) yield legitimate distribution
functions, which quickly drop to zero outside the source region, as depicted in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
These functions are integrable; validation by integral closure has been obtained in several instances.

Chmainma: I think Prof. Siddon that you are making your point very woli but it really won't be a diacuscion if I
don't stop you here to allow time for other contribution5.

Prof. Siddon: Think you for allowing me a longthy response.
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SChirmtn: Does anybody else have anything pertinent to say rearding the question of how we can produce poitiveI'dMtifications of the sources, or whether or not we can in principle do so?
If not, perhape we. hWe worn that subject out already, and I can go on to provoke somebody else! One of the

items whi•l lniprewta me greatly during the meeting, and I wil now choose my words with steat care, was the
paper given ,y MaWi, who dl•- seed the exact influence. that the flow woud have on the linearized acoustic equations.
lie %howed that the effect of the, jets surrouding a source was to completely destroy the convective amldification,
which Is the principvl effect of hib speed A-dy motion on the sound generation. It account. for the forward radia-
tion and tee. inc, ea-d powek about u' And this sort of thing. Mani showed that if you take into account a simple
model of the flew, tno.n you oistzoy the convocAive amplification, and this is conmt•ent indeed with the expeimenital
evidence timt Lush lua put &tward in the pxqt. flow should we go about trying to icrporate the effect of mean
flow In a amNe genertl way? Mani's slug flow learly exhibits instabilities, aid if the instailitis are driven, then
thrre is a very difficult prbrn to cope with .i that set of eqquatiorns. Do we think that the real problam shmoid

M be described by a smal pertulbvtion, an acv'utlc perttmibation about a mean flow? Or, do we think now that thereun likely to be essential non-!=- aspocts of i!t proble which make the linear modi o? the source ot the
wins d generat•on aspe rather trivial. Doe anyone want to take up that aspect?

1r Bore: May I ask unother qwstion which is •optly related to 1--urs? It would -sem that there are two influences
Sthamt have received littol dicussion heye: the effects of almraft motion in reducing the relative velocity of the jet,

anti the point that Roy Hawkks rmined - V-t; shielding Af noise from one jet by another jet nearby. If in fact a
tuybulent Layer can bsborb or seW noise from another layer then to what extent can one shield a jet by a jkt of
int•rmediate velocity round it or partly sur-ounding it? These practical sorts of effect could be extremely important4 from an enaineor's point of %iew, and als fronm the theoretical view point of transmission of noise from "noise
souresm " deeply immused inside jet turbt.lene.

KMr Bor coatrtbtad: Since th11 konfance. an ext•nive report on co-axial jets (but still exhausting into a stationary
atmos-here) has come 0 hawd, by EBdrad et al: FAA-RD-71.101. This appears to supWort a simple iecharism of

Srelativa-veoclty noise generation in the various shear layers, wittout significant shielding effect of the outet jet in
the sanse of opacity to noise. Does this imply that shielding only occurs with a completely separate jet?

Dk LuA: I would like to make a cowmieat on the shielding effects of Jets. There seem to be two dinticct
m.echanims involved here. The', is the meci.ewlwn in which the pread rate of the their layer Is atificially increa ,
thereby reducing the oonvectiv amplrication and inatasin refraciton to that the pe .k nois. lavel is reduced. For
imtance this mechanism premunaby occurs In the fluh'tsil nozzle which iicreses it jlet pread rate In one plane. It

sy • his found that the peAk noi can be reduced by as much as 10 dB in thi plUe but not the other.

The second me Lhanism Is the rWi-tion in the actual source stength whm.iL can be detctd by meaasrcment.
at 964 to the jet whtee conveteIon and rtefrcitin am abeent, Thh m•ch•.hom lm been obsvd In ie-eAwenmeats
of the noiw from co-nial Jets, wham for -a content cone vlWty the nois l|yvel e&u24%,7 roduciz when the annulusflow is pr�sent. An annulus flow of wid.. %tal to ab-ut t vr con diLa ter, with a cl-ty of .- ou3 4O% of the

cowe velocity vUl give ak rcduiou in OASPL of about 5di ad% wW mewhat more at highi froquepit*.

Ch--.u.a: Weln, lot Me develop thdi•U l ;ea Wkt futther. Wh ww th1in of atu-xa? 4 the In r i
linea~zed : cquationu abo'it the stuedy mean stat• a the way t atvW4 .tlky dtsebad duyi-ag Wt. !ecs Dd we
consd.ro that u bein g a doctipglon a what •te flow actually Wks Ue. or is it bit•edod to be ordy 4bA his aon

I

ttatisticei seis? If it is Iantedd to boo a de llrctpt•iae fow. -an 4i evty bc r& to mndi the pictur•ea •ut wesaw this rooming-, whexe vortices prow on shcrw layers sad bocosne nosvthrerVW ry, Mar n"di Ae tvte~
p~wature'on theorics about a mean obtat cmnWPatitw with ith Usimr observatkon thAt thtere"o IAre ouall gict Pseroet
in the jet whidh reprent anything but smAll pertubation about Mthmen?

Rkot !,rdfe: I thiznk it would be too mauch to hope that a Upo1 aPproach coQuld "alp us comupktcl solve theMWolm. On the othe bamd, I VtAd & an ppcach oftbttyeenbesmlyhpf. Avry g ood cxam i6
the beuntdary layer trsasblaw, -pnubtem. Certanly tetwSltion c4ý2 Oqmc&LeS,&S .psukn dJo" not eziwin
bcunady laycw trtnitlon, but it hel. s in east wi01th Th WiW phWs, isit ow thbW Ue4 ow -becrWe utubý.
After t.iat, we Umw to uac, corns msdallnt or atake scen good oengieerin gucea, to' &ciratt Ott 1e0 h of the
transition point itrwi As you knog, certin guaAnt acc to be v wottn wtl. To tal 4*out ow ipcW



? r probiwn of the jet flow, the linear stability caictilatlous help us in Wiling us what mode of disturbances are most
lieyto occur. In adadtion to that, they can also give us anq idea about the most unstable frequencies present.

However, say predictions basd oa linear theory concerning the rMe at which the initial vortex rings actually appear
mutbu aknna By t mrean e seion

C~ku : Bythat you w nprdctions ofthe ftow state? It may be that the linear theory Is not intended tofrr ~ predkct the flow state, but rallier some pertinent inormation about how sound is generated In the mean or some
statistical sense. I would like some opinions on that.

Prof. Lmufer: I was mainly referring to amplification rates and such quantities. I do not know what you mean by
a statistical sense.

Otakuan: I was merely making the observation that clearly any linear perturbation would not describe the vorticas

agremetwoeths prdicedlorrlatonupruturnthouguliearstailiynaalyis nDte dveringsheralyertha wesiwwilngBpuityoroflmtnden DoPoderaurhsnilmBuhoetheoter and threismpver eIm sisiv

wvuldlbe very loth to suggest that it is irrelevant, but I don't quite know what the relevance is.

~ (*sulwnau: That is fighting talk.

ft hM. Lerndr: I Wish to have the opinion of the assembly on what I said in my introductory spevech on the relative
displ-aeuent of vortex rows. The mechanism I suppose is not very far from Prof. laufer-s but mrwe adequate. forAi Vv*ellestabllakwd turbulence. If the velocity inthe jethit V, and the veoclty outsdel s V.,I. magine, to start with,$1V + 42V+ V
two vortex rows Witvlctis3 and +V 2  I made a rough calculation giving the order of

V I tuapitufe of such a sound source which is not a noise soutica, -since It would be necessary to put In the scheme
unite mpfdornew and certainly more than two vortex rows, I found an energy much greater than what is known,
bcamuve I did not take into acoosunt the oscillations of the vortice around their mea-n traectories but It seems to
me that &deeper toGvestilgtion would give a physical suppor for the calculation of I4Aghl's quadrupole Intensities.

)t1  (2~~k~ulmn: I antoreminded of calculations that I think w=s done by Prof. iHeld oftesund radited by vortices
mroving hin '0invW raths. If my memory sarves me correctly, one bas to be extremcily careful to be sure that the
p~th t~hat Jalt vrortices pamd to be following actually satitfies the eqatm-ioas of motion, becuse if it doa=-t1 one
is ium ta h,,lat ono has a foice actually driving the vortex in that pah .nd the forc" makes&sud

-q"hIW~e? Folldwina- on what Mi. LeG-undre said, I think at this point wz should just rcsnnd ounolve s aa
of Owhi lrown wad Rosliko t~und, becauwe I Whnk tkhat it is StiO the most impiessive ddosninof r%-danty

In~~~ ~ ~ ~ the flu eC-3. ~ ms aveystl .ttwWaae of the riin they Uotaken. 9Site pWouco
.jP&# ~ en %-t d lar-t andwet thurouh 'he llm frame by faeadmd a p~oit heetecnroft tortex core

happeted to be at any 0w'Va time. It was very tay to ide-ntif wher the come Wer, sad the outcome of it wVs a1
snunr d~'n harallel:T that is, tlit core wene 211 ming'" at about the ftame speod (Ace ige opposite). out

I ~~~not all of thms iimns eornrhiud. Some did ep further thman otm4$ At any Oven timne, there wcxe a wber ofcoe

t~~X h~avevo to appl y ez as e*&4nw zsl' ""-I i ld. : 71t o tsz 'ithrw tM 3W to beyftM hid tiz- p hysicalfoom Ru
istWre by f" wu tkij#.abt~rv M ia ud mwr 11 mnw dJsixwsct fo w.-I& Yoýaug toam thou at eh is no~t

sf, \5'\2 L-twr ~ 'ýltue t UpitIWntt k.i "ba2a h '*A udte mI" "
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~~e j by eithe means if you so wrish. It )pcsean to ms that first thtig to acc~ount for is realy the rtnan rw-paal zudae of
the theu flow. That does limit the ampliftuWe als. Another question. naturally is, what listhe inwtal anwphtude one

~ j would put? This we do not know. What axe tOw am*-uaoteol uts h xo noil ta- h various

* I ()Ch4vna That is not the only quetion in tOat respec. Lt an& does sa anaysis of the type you described this
Worning. the waves prow because the system isutzlle- ad they movo e Ino regon where they ame no lowgr

~~y I tWWU so they ame contstoa W1 gaZin. *A* amplatude of th1w wave is detenubawl by wmni initial oonditlon. fiut intwbnlnoe ill dm4 be Condnouafy extiftin the waves, too. isIt itClear that the
exitallon at Umw initia coeditloc 6 wmo pttinent thin tho contlnuow ecutation of the wassthytn down-

orthbe dift'ulwyactuliylHo.I ldo ikaokw W "htw& to thlmiqtnion. but I thii.tk In ftheLshtaothe so-mied

jO5fiS~~.tt_'rW'i 7 I & 2 < ot -e- W~dcn Wacsbmuch §.I tUZCofa tnk Z 7H Mazrsomeý

f*butin -tstio snuoia !hai ou;4f tid *wre~ wta weobsawho

are~~ ~~ we vD~ttnWa4 ak het audi* th u e shaop be As_ to woat the (s-Ie now.iath oa

mrel wesdwi mate? VkW e a t

Qwt w: ( 1ooWr~thtat in anotbtr way. is It raonaxbke to egxpe thu we '%ouM cvw be abeto compute
Iaerwhin tarW4 I WcoMpute tau at o%"qat?



I" " EProf Karamehet: In the light of the experimental observations, the pictures which have been seen, what is the best
one can do so that we could get as much of the Information as possble?

Chairman: Wi.t othar views are thnen hero on this point?

Prof. Ulley: All these views and these various approaches must be very helpful. The important thing Is that we are
all trying to search for the appropriate structure of the turbulent flow. If we go back to some of the measurements
that Prof Laufer and others made earlier some 20 years ago, we find that they gave a picture of thn turbulent
structure in jets which has gradually been improved as more and more experimental data has become available. In
his book on Shear Flow Turbulence, Townsend described a deterministic structure for the very large•scale eddy

motion which was based on the measurements of the two-point velocity correlations at large separations. Further
understanding has awaited the more reccut measuremente involving the advanced techniques bas6d on conditional
sampling methods. However, paralleling these experimental studies theoretical work has displayed a connection

a between the large eddy structure and that described by stability theory. We have now found that linear stability
theory applies to the turbulent flow in a jet mixing region does In fact describe a most unstable wave packet at
each downstream station which to some extent can be argued to be representative of some of the deterministic or
coherent structures which Prof. Laufer and others have in fact recently measured. Others of us have been trying to

Ssee how we can piece together these various pictures of the flow into an appropriate model from which we can
estimate the noise generated. Of course, I agree with Prof. Laufer that we cannot expect a completely linear theory

to cope entirely with this problem of the 12rg scale structure. Clearly, non-linearity has to be included in the
problem and plays an Important part in our work in determining the limiting amplitude of the wave packet. How-ever, as Prof. Kareacheti has said, liner theory goes a long way in explaining many interesting features of the large-
scail motion. It is therefore essential to see how far linear theory, allowing for flow divergence, predicts the main
featum of the motion as compared with experiient. David Crighton now has some detailed results for jets allowing
for flow divergence and this complements some of the results we have obtained by a different approach. My own
feeling i, after workmg on tese theoreical appIacags for a number of years, that in aerodynamic noise studies it
is entitl to get as good t modrl of rha tubulent flow structure as is possible. The pioneering work of Liehithill
in which noW generation was dowdbed in terms of the stress tensor Ti has indeed been very helpful in giving us
a picture of the naim field wnd the general properties of the sound radiation. However, it is now clear that only a
limiited picture of sound geneanUcon is obtained by the use of a theory based on the concept of an acou-ic analogy

. I and a dMibutlon of equivakt acoustic gources. As more and more detailed metasuremnents of the unsteady flow
p pertic in Jet be-come av•aible, including measurements of velocity, pressure and density fluctuaton, so we

kzf,- need to incudei th•m wifth a theor.etical firmework so that the gretst possble opportunity is established forJet!iAg closer to the tr"u mechanIsm of wound gSe--ation. By u•as a theoretical framework based on the cenvected
wve equiaion for dO ta-ces withWn the flow I believe we have a powerful model which goves the generation

I:• prpopaptioa and trmaistoit of sound within and outside the flow. Even ih low spee flows it scens to me eenti
ta includw the cwprezeblity of the fluid both inside as well es outside the flow if the complete interaction between

'0 t ,e mua and the flow, which generates it, Is to be conideted. I believe descriptIons of the pressure in the near-
field at s p deudow.in and desehinla the flow as if it we•• ncompmssible ae Unhelpful concepts. The essential
diftiulcey, x3 vec-Ped ýmy LlgthilI, ia that in any theory of jet noilse tho noise generated 6-y Wtr tubuenoa has an
c.zs w ry smal •cmpared with the kinetic ewiW of the turbulencae and hence emr in Its tit-o. can be vsuyl

U growhW~trd Th~sis 1ýaravsted if as wev srppoa mIuc of the noWs genveration oatmet frona the largar ddies which
i may oN ttn litt e •tYd .tM• nca, And whos desititon Is mot known precisely. T e m•thod we are evolvir4 at

tV. pment time makes the bet ue of the currem t infomation on jet uut urwe and it is only a matetat of convenience
'lit we hma- u-d 0 1lnear theory, acked up by certain non-linela effects, for te- description of what we have judged

Sto bW the "Vor iM.uortant noise a0aw40 tin o .-ChVsn 0.n Impo.tant feature of these models was also refienedto y in Kruri-ithi this morning. it is clar tha eves in wtry elementary calculet~osc i o t noi siwhc
. .eo.t4 rnm)el fur the turbuknt sduut•rc Is includ!e, th•a t W r- noise is very depeatdeA on the chara•ctetiWdc
frequancies in thle turbulence that are atwoite with eahCw nsam cino the jt. It sw sth rforz that
in rh fows the flow divergaece is hmp-rtant to dwmtd tine ehacta-ic frquaencie and once calculated ther ~~~ ~~~inatn detaWe description of thie tubuen struture is aot impcctat in praviin an etimraRte of the farr-"M

law WS &"e

:• nabe nt•_L~~tlso. to .the fr•t uret of sot g*cention. ••a#R•eoft•os'eM l~~k

Ch-fra.a: One thig tfht ihy msz4z-d eAvatny toa rather ahvjw-4 t# d wbher vcawts wuo,"-w up or-- a#n,
or pair with aCe anoher. EuutheswCcc it is WAesad, I think, that thAt evetnt is pw-bit4y violent eWou'ht to be a
"e..' mtpavr"ssve sot* of rotld. is it Ridy that Emu saility teory Will era sea Ayswbre nU tbz hoart of
thatraMN=?

Pit.[Aly: 1mw theery alone of course. ==a~4. Wr I behest the root of thU, ot the ai-4.di elecMar ofI
the birth pecace of thowse tnicua wWl inue. out of a howa stuY.-'---i-



D Qighton: I think perhaps the best documented evidence on orderly jet structure is the well-known paper of
Crow and Champane. In that paper there are measurements of filtered signal corresponding to the fundamental
and first harmonic of what appeared to be the most rapidly amplified disturbances. It was never found that more
than the fundamental and one harmonic were needed to almost completely describe the energy balance in the first

½ six diameters of the jet. Despite this, Crow and Cnampagne sema to be rather obsessed by the non-linear aspects
of the mechanism that decides what is the preferred mode. They have a lengthy discusgon of the reasons why it

Is non-linear mechanisms that give you 0.3, essntially, as the preferred Strouhtal number, the one that is mostrapidly amplified. I think that it is rather odd that they should have fixed on that idea In view of their measure-
ments, which show that non-linearity Is not very strong. I do not believe that it is a controlling influence. In fact,
on the contrary, I would like to refer people to a paper by Pfof. Michalke which shows that, whereas no proof has
yet been given to show that non-linearity gives this preferred Strouhal number, linear stability theory for the right
(i.e. the measured) velocity profile does it, and very nicely, too, to within a few percent.

Chairman: What is it predicting? Could it possibly predict the sort of flow structme that we raw clearly visualized
in the films? Is it important that it should?

Dr Crlghto: No. But let me ask if there Is any ote theory bedde5 the one that I have been w~ong on, whicobviously agrees very closely with what Prof. Karamcheti was descrbing fth morning which would lptdict, in

pretty good numerical agmement with the Crow and Champagne experiments, that a 1% forcing of the exit plane
could be magnified to 15% in five diameters, and therafter, decay. This is the sort of thing that can be predictedSand asrmes very ckw#i with the metrn tz.

Chairman: Could you predict the gteamline pattern that we saw in Prof. Poldervurt's film?

Dr Crithton: No, certainly not. But I believe that the tre certain aspects which are predictable by linear theory.2 1 You seem to be asking for a non-linear theory to predict tomothing far bler. There are some thing which can be
4 predicted very cloey indeed, and not In the dB sense tither. I am talking about algebaic terms. I think what's

happened o far strongly gives support to the view that liuea theory highly adequate for the moment. I am
" not saying that it is not a non-lierapro.cest It is a different ma•ter to say that noc-linearity is there than to ssy

U:.•!• that non4iacasity h thi controW.i4 roA on eddy growth, for example. %bat I•n saying, is that that is not the
donmthit proce", sad thwt is to a large extent borne out by the Crow<ampn experimets. I think that you
will shortly fiad a lot of very careful mcaitmnts, very well supported by the theories of Prof. Karamcheti and
others

Prof. Laufer: Bin g an exoperiments5st, I must suony disgree with our LW~t-tcicas. I doubt v-y much that a
1mw st-ability thezory can tr"at the vortex fonuttioc teemio VA the vorte interactio r#ov~z Whilie a~dmodl a
wAve like desciption of the fz w field, sia=mti of Wcal wave iurrain s ii popibk- Lincipk, I quation its us.-

- -,, •:.:.fulnes. It is cler from our obari~ons that wve caress are lot causing a chsrea In apparent "Wall lenth". ibi
new "wave kvh' is ac" duo to chanp of froqueacy in sjsce dt bu W
at-Va. CoosiqUezulY. the concept Of "PIsas spOWd is 71ot heW lpful -snephas refernc is tOrt.

N C&ljrOn I would jug Mk-- to say tha the rhecxc ntkl obviowW -o on Whzt hs happening. ai A s gUsIV
that the Cpiex tlass toxtwh& The Qowthmanipa -.erI'r containts detailkd oezn fl o

13 wave-tlike proccsws of ani altownhcr fenhie kbd. t wuloadj jUst lk to sat DE [aides bow he vie,4tat tile!
pkieco exlmcdninz Wcrk, which tan a tial overa W,4th the wink of D~r Fuchs,. Dr PisbT&M. Sri asý' owf~e cdtvdcs
P60Ak wits do ive nes-tike stmcuram, who cin doliria pb.sa mtkb"V,ý andwnleja amd "wos mnawruman
of that quantities do Wfre with tabWiiy theory.

Prof 1.utucocriiS: octn 3 (papa 21-3) of toy pape diwcQl awwm this qun;zoa

troti~awbet thik tha I Would U4 to Wd a ittl U hit to thisý- MWbt I &-iam wih terfli-r-ts I inruhY sayIs 1n ePbimmnaralg amd wheni 114 wa ith eXPW=r~na~ts I nvY tht I 4z a tbocrttlUS. to the ",- ia nacrw
Ovenc I ant Uith acQOWWdss I iay I w**a in rnew t4gs dynr~cs, cr4d Viota ver. I thik it iz a malta of i'tw S
preufatin for after sa, the diatwbesce Cie* is inded iotx fiel 6d. I think C40 ccu4d mskn thstyp 1XOf pvure
rvetrAct tNe flow d*ai-icnqt: As a mattes of fact Landau ha pi-habl ved its eW4 tima ag Alt. I inrfl Sy
tbe idea ofbsxtipttLwnanpam hl ahesz ftova isntvtdb*xceisect, not by theOay. 10bul~ th1A*Ozt

Wnmnt werte tkying to study tuey crefuly may izdted pi-ove wktw ast saese of tbwe effectsm of te diversjng
&hewa flow. SO UUis notomplet, but In fact wtner~ ftoý :a Aw on ymr exwoimcts to sboiw this Offect
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tPWOEtMicknika: Concerning the controvery whether the poking Process of vortices as shown by Professor Laufer
ca be dewilbed by a linea or non-linea stability theory, I agre with Professor Laufer. I amn convinced that the
pairing of ccenscutive vortices arnd their coalecnc to a bi gnr vortex, which are welt-known phenomena In the

laL-4urt-ulsa traso o. dircular Jets (ocf REt-eferlmce I anid 2), is. alK" non-linear poesdu to th m utual
'~~ Iniluctlon of the vorticity concentrated in the voitice. On the other hand, Professor Laufer argued that in his fint

flow regin amenable to a laca thaWs is also very r, tricted. In my olpinion this is not Strictly true. What. we

SaW~~~~~ Intefitweesralnn. A couple. of yemar o IF calculated the steekllne patter of a distrbdfesha
layer usingd~ th slton of the leneaizd instability psobloOa. I found that the calculated strealdnes showed the
rollin-up proces of the shear layer wftki was in good agrement with expiwuinatal esutdta Thi seems to indicate
that even the non'cnutaodaI deformation of the shea~kiu gand thw foramtion of voitices can be doedrbed by llaeur

t ~theory - at leas tosa certain degre.
Another question is: How Important U fthe orderly wave or votex structure with respect to the jet active

radiation? In a clsvzulrJet, rin vortices may develop due to the Insability of the turbulent jet bounda-y and ureter-
'4 ~~~ go pairing processes like that observd by Pxclvor [aufer In the plane slumr layer. lie omphasized that the pairing

1 ~pmoces iay be'a Wrong source of nclac and I s,-,rce complvetely. Q1 fth other hand, evian if no pairin process wore
pmeset and the ring vorlice wou,1d only move downstream in the Jet with constant spoed, yet gVowing in Intensity

t 4 and decaying &pin further downstrem, whyl olahstp fodel tutr o ait sound? It is well-
known thAtS frozn pattern MOving With coWstAnt' $Wsuboic convection speed does niot radite any sound,, since.a
moving firame of refwrnce thmen azts In which the pattarn Is stationary. But, whten we ao~nsldss thte case of a jetA ~~~emerging fromt a nozzla, a niovig frame of Wrefee= In wbF*h the vortex motion is stationtary doesn't exist be"Use
Oftevre rot iddcy Therfon e, Ves If the ring vortices in the jet would Move With cOnstat speed
and witout* pairing they should alwasys radiata souad.

4 A ~~Finaly, if we adopt tke Instbility of the. turbulent jot boundary laycr u the cause of the existin ring vortce
and as a source of noise, then we sould ahe consider tiut a circi'lu jet Is also unstable with respec to non-

I ;frr) ~axirynmttric disturbances Thes azim uthal disturbances should lead to a typ of helica vortices. In fact1, the
contrfibution of Dr Fucbs b"a sbown that, apa-t from the axlzymmetdic turbulence comporesnts, there L% among
other also ra relatvely uiaroeg &ZIU alnuhdCOmponeat for Stnwhal numbtzrs 04... 1.0 in a. low Mich numnber
jot. It may, however, be intereatlr4 to notet her that for Uacar nwnben bove 0.7-0.8 the firs azmuhal Lnabllty

_____ morde can ba mret Wistabl than the axisyrumetuic mode as wsa diown theoretically ha Rzfeywnce 4. This implies
ftht th- strucr of jet turbulenc may posilyd* ag ah& d that the content of higher anzuthul covponnab may

_ ~ v suoar YAwith a jet Mach number.

I. WWlaW &ihslgr rrf=w anwsgooAjuWL#&P ttuhkla. Z. Rugwiss, 11, pp.222-fl3, (1963).

2. Preymuta, P. Ot PrwdflaN to a SqGwwed 14m114 FuY J ou4y 1.y . RUW khj b 25, p S83704,

K .3. Micak;,k T. he IýaNV~Sy 04d Ows ktSo#O-r atIS4I.rs in a FAw &iwsaduy LOyt%'. GRSew )tfwa r iondrs i &pw-4 blows, pt 1i, pp,57S-359S, (19664-

4. Mkbalk, A. innbt iV fe koatprssWU" nmden PniW?4t;b unrnr & ttCfsjaq<k: dosEthrz

&.Ui~.*4zIn the Mnttnta=44mgk- fors Sw uaw -fo U* in R-;tui~rn ltAlbers, tiS'tiwit' azd uyselffk - t hav la owe Msauo Jsvrcntyo 1aincn With 1t he lp of gn intcwzlý iehoti, I think the, restaa
fit*t Lw te U-vmpmtncnu4 by 1k terre this snosnt. For tW-s rtXAoe I womM like to report brifly ann

- ~~~~The natlsci usa WtnýW-sceis of sc-isa by turbuncnz 6g a uxise=4 ofa wtttn the turbuknct. Thet
experimosu4 urnamnarrt cz, b-e %t-i to Fir4rc I opfoi4k.- A tanell Nb4-n e. continuous wwOu tavce Otppic beaM

diameer3Mm, typica oU A fie-weacy- 4-J Mz) is eeit Wtxý4 the M-1iz meý-) a 6 t.~a4 e "W ater Jet. The
Qgow otL4 Pl*,t tevetiomib is te Won bam. Thne-' $a"aep ~ ibiuac c wtdd 01e tof the r of -, few

szwrk ~ ~ ~ ~ b dctCWr s~d nawtal' the UiN"iic$ tr rat Of tOreof sIV4uati y Wtzr~srwn I rhiz
carpt-ttd.in tpe 4lseof firkw& Ir ntaeut, With maft~tk t=;r a;1te- Thwza¶t &-ad~tfe~d of

Ate CW ra. t0OWss. ti~ efwU"- - t~ e ut " Isg t o a S aa -Z $O p4pit ou m by a A mmpoAA t7ý
~~t ~~of t:W kc4I wAOxity !K! k) and the a"w. rixiy 4. T1" %oii A "tic wasO (t uW by Gi-a'yto ih

1916 in a ptoo o- wad pcovW#sion tl* sheatsqhwe - k69W to

*(t)v~ -:d-r
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A Fig.I ExperImental wnamngnet for the iniestigation of turbulence in a
av*tergd wnter jet with the help of Udtrasound

Here 4s is the sound frequrjicy a-t thi, £nnsnitter, I is the sound path and underlied symbols represnt vectors
Accoidlr4g W this fomula the meagsued fluctuations 0(t) ame pcoportional to the intcgmted flow Velocity Iton,%
zhc Path of the soaw4 beai. A-- this method gives a space avetngd turbulence signa it sems to be espcizilly usifu

feet tho detwcilon of buýe sczc stuctre in turbulence.
(X ~For the nteazrcaments rponadw in FI~ur 2 (oiexleaO the wand be-4m wzs diitcsed throu,-.h the axle of the Me

at a ri4ht mnik. l7% meatn4 fluetwtiaons 0(t) tre analysed With re-spec? to frequencies. Diffeust ctrrv
crnodto different dstsnccax, betwsen nozzli aM sound beam. As ca~n be sees the frecweaey spccfl of
ch) Ane with incrc-ar4 M&dw t xi so !hat the ph "- (I~ucttiims heoew-at WW and sisnultuneouwy the

ruiac-f the isn~ 4Wtou.twr vhsc~4b Lntesereted as ta --vrea i the =c of the
6"Mie WM -nnd with a decksei in theVC recisnc Crqec Qie die t 3 xonK PC;. 413l)shste
ocfll kxs i, fo va uctatioas 4 sat fxac.ioc of the dLKENzace .liadtotoIoms-mnta
cnlcukcd aw one -4- V-4tz 1-WitcArims to rtttel hr tWs 4mv The mk-v-'%tfon wag done on the- basis of a

0'M 14Co4M PCwiANY Le exjtiAe tV'y the exi4U;,r of t4ýh wrnituion of tW v-Jocity fhrctuAwrans
Fi~~~~~~~~wt~~IV 4 opp~ 1)gte rs x'tincisgined wuith ft he4 Of tMo SOwi4 bCamsl ttnt

mikcdic~i4 q"~ the ckexstec of WVrg scle anurtzw i the jet.

I rst-t riiwa heme have sziUl a pm-&'tiwy cteractu. Mere detail MUb .~4Wdý-yi w ect
of the ac ac~atttf -Am~tnc~g C -tlp.

Ia caliaa:Vin wauaia. t~a yo~thebane a amubuti~oa to Wa~ W 6 tiUtM?

c&L-zidect *ith We6- Skroutis Pak Of tow fsNk DioC sprctnzi a - -2 4))). If We kWk 1ius ~tira .ý;,o ai-

Mstlwt~ys rayowtk#'C of diretoas -dt. o x=i* tte da-4 of CtIMe We Laite of cit" yt~a w
WwA~~onWn~k Meti~)irAthe dats which Dr Gqoah* rrQMed a, Iedsniy atseta h rqece

crnaci-afntan theSt'x1 paik see to bee cm:;*a firm diswas of II to 15 diazueer dorntr a UKth twi~
jet. t~iuttc o thequt of this reloia is wtit~ broad. but wwtaiim. the oa'- ~ is &Mt ors&UitatWlth tim

-4 ~ ~ C119~ WW t WOf the MULAd power s&.Ad be o (MM fro ie r2 dwam o M kaea -
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teSecondly, in the context of coherent structure models for jet *urbulence I seem to detect the suggestion that
A thecoincidence between characteristic frequencies of passage for vortex rings and the corresponding peak frequencies

in the jet noise spectrum may be more than accidental. Is there an explanation for thi. ui terms of the phenomeno-
logical picturs whlca Prof. Laufer and others have given us today?

Prof. Laufer: Actually, we find that the peak- occurs closer to 8 to 10 diameters, as far as the total energy is
concerned. I think s-ane of the curves that you ho~ve seen corresponded to just one particular frequency. Th at

might explain one of the questions. As to the othe-r one, I am not sure whether I understand you correctly; that
the frequencies that you see in the far-field, at least where the maximum energy occurs, are different from the
frequency of passages of thewe structures, is that your question?

Pro. Sddoa:No, in fact the frequencies of vortex passage and of peak noise emission ar ater sitziilar. This
would suggest that your notion of vortex breakdown, through pairing, might indeed %old the key to the basic noise
generation mechanism. It was interesting to note in your film strip earlier this morning that as the vortice paired
there was an almost catastrophic "explosion" of ordered vorticity. The smoke filaments suddenly distorted and
broke apart, appearing to generate turbulence of Al scales in a regon beginning at approximately the end of the
"potential core". T'his annihilation of organized vortices may occur quasi-regularly, at the vortex pairing frequency,
almost as if they were being sLinmed against a wall. Noisze of all frequencies, but modulated at the Stroultal
frequency, could result, much as in the faraiLa case of waves breaking and crashing at the sea shore.

(bairmn: Time is getting on. We ou*ghi not to intro~iuce ariother topic that will take as long again. I. will remark
a little on the way the meeting has gone. This meetind has concentrated very much on jet noise. That .eally was
rather unexpected judging by the topics discussed at the ineeting 10 years ago. We have heard how there has been
some progress evidently in the suppression of the high speed jet. We had a hint that the situation was likely to be
different when the nozJle was tested in fight, all coming from the presentation yesterday afternoon. Does this
mean ihet we are go~ig to ha.ve to put much -more effort on simulating flight effects in searching for jet noise
suppression in tjhe future? What are we going to do about that? Do we need perhaps an acoustic wind tunnel of
the type we heard described this morning from the Naval Ship Research Deviclopment Center? It would really t~e a

vey seultoltohaein thearnuil ol. mntaatta there is an acoustic wind tunnel program,
but it looks to me as if there ought to be one.

The shielding of a noisy jet by a quiet jet is again something that is very striking inJ~med. It goes quit.) against
the w-ay o-pa likes to model these things in any f-otmr of 3source analogy, when one looks at the source and piresutmes
that it propagates without change thro-mgxh the flow. This is done in all forms of the acoustic analogY. It is striking

that it is possible to shitld a very noi-sy jet by t small quiet jet. Surely, that will bec in area which wifl demand
mudh more attention in the years to come.

Nr 1X*&skdafs: I wo*ld like to szctwnd the ststemn't of onet o; the prevous sp-eakcrs, who vsu;;sle4 doing more
Aerk on shieldihg flow roire. I think fht' the possbilitica of decieAs~rn jet noist. by different swii3 of shielding

havwe not been eaipiord eaotgh. We ttav-e mcetly doea oxperimnents *ith ")&xis jetx with different Pas teropemlrftue
~7s'~ and to s*Me "itnt atso with c-ombusti-of llmsn c.?rii-wnm show that =21l1 ch.nges in the flou' ca-n ctung th

ircivzty retttn Cft noi= radia tio reesarkbly. 11, w nm that tOmr ec ts are partly d e to fraJ jek oin
the int-_ idt hy tive outer one anA partly due to fiow Witetatitori "etween the twoJets. Cea~r differentition
bct"4en the-se tvto me'i sseries to be impmrlan?.

P-ro. K~esMwn A vrty quack qutsttionUTr Ctssit-irsan. yali have %tione4 yourself th~st v.e haid concentrated
very maudih on jet rxxas. If yw~ histe to ii'o va-rtil'-i3i ft-nm the- l'Iical Pinei &-J the S-ttm~!ut Pael, shey

#034a oo 4C4I of innftw liion fmi'er J4 04 4; Mir-~-nturc conccrnsing otitier A 'a timoe- Was tM3 jus
Chm -1C, or wAsL it th i &tnton that the Mr~rn turne ou it did? We haVU, for insnCe, no-t ritetioned intaC

nois AI all Doft that nman thAt It Lsn't iimportant )abyoire, CT Viar i;s chince U40t it wX, kft out i

I do n~ot thiftk it ''lu CL-. .- I I~~the net was ca&z Pmetty Widely. &nd UT ha.Vt today the sckl:tono
*of the papal that stre 3itWzd.

W~ IA~eftk@-. Youa c-ou~l not. Protciaa KZilc -Ann. take -ur in t0& G-141 sec-tiovn of psPzMs It aacoftsdmd
pgvfciSbmL- to leavw the vu4t;, c4 intake now thi~e Pi Mao fi Trmeruk N, -anL

D& P-" YM Uk a d~m quectsc'n, &nd I sfink'.u dcvsrw a da-ect repty, You sl."wwMl it be.'em

to hs-T **Wst wr u~~eac 2ad Makt C4eip-~aiins with a mzjvnz stream', 3--b I think the smwier cia ottly be- Yes.
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This is the process we are now in. There are obvious problem3. Acousti6 wind tunnels are expensive, and nwd to
* be large. Therefore, there are likely to be only a few tune.ls in which definitive experiments can be made. If

anyone has some millions of dollars available, I wouhl earnestly ask them to put ft towardj a good acoustic wind
tunnel, prrferab!y in Europe. Having said that, I have been struck at this meeting by the neglect of forward speed
effects by the theoretical and experiamental acoustic expert.. Roy I-wkins trailed his coat earlier with the first
reference in the meeting to the effect of forward speed. Cliff R3ore attempted to intervene earlier and was brushed
aside. We have had a very entertaining and hi'hly sophisticated bout of infighting on the mechanisms of what one
is measuring, or indeed whetner one is measuring anything. But thL. does not give me great faith il trying to go from
these results, with static surrounding air, into the cases where, (a) the jet exhausts into moting air, and (b) i- sur-
rounded by a distorted air field due to the presence of the airfrnmi,-. If one is being a coarse engineer, which I think
is the phrase Cliff Bore uscd, how is one to interpret and asses existing theories and experiments? Will it be simple
to move from our present knowledge towards tli-' real problem, or are we still in the situation which I seem to
rmember hypersonic aerodynamics was in 20 years ago, where every meetdog l ever went tv was concerned with
the discussion of esoteric points of technique and philoiophy, and the real problems were brushed aside. Hence,
can anyone asure me that it is but a simple step towards the jet in a moving air stream?

Pruf. Ulley: The answer to Rogers' question is (.learly "No". There is obviously a complicated picture to be
unravelled of what happens in mne static jet which will be helpful in our understanding of the jet in a moving
stream. flowever the atructure of the iet in the moving stream wifi lif"erent and work is in progress to establish
these differences. It is quite clear that there are certPin effects, as lawkins and M.Hocn have demonstrated
in their measurements, that have displayed .npMtant differences between static andi forward flight noise characteris-
tics; these cannot be simply explained at the present time. It is clear that mt.se and more ,iePaqirerenxs are
urgently needed of the noise field from turbulent sources of sound in motion, and couplec. * such measurements
it is essential to add the more difficult job of studying the tirbulent field itsll. A number of fcilitiets ib studying
the noise generated 'in-flight' need to be developed.

Chairman: I might tell you that many people here have been tlhoroughly involved in trying to urderstand forward
speed effects and are having great difficulty.

M. Hoch: I want to emphasize the probleris of flight effects on jet noise. described yesterday by my colleaguw
Roy Hawkins. Every time we, engineers, make in-fiight measurements, care is taken in order to get good data. In
spite of this, it happens that, even with simple convergent nozzles or with some types of silencers, we find a lot of
unexplained differences from one experiment to another, from one te-t vehicle to another. We do not fully under-
stand the reasons for these differences nor some unexpected phenomena, c "npletely tnpredictable from available
theories. Therefore, it is obvious that I want to stress his view that an enormous effort is needed to study in-flight
effects both in the theoretical and experimental fields. This means that, besides the classical neasurements on air-
craft with all the difficulties' implied, we need some in-flight simulation facilities more .uitable for research work,
i.e. ground vehicles, spinnitng rigs, acoustic wind tunnels, etc... Obviously a lot of problema have still to be solved.
For winr, tunnels for instance, how can the results be interpreted i.e. what correction should be applied •o the data
to account for th.- complicated propagation effects through the coaxial outer flow and its shear iayer, how can the

* / results be transposed to a real flight situation, etc ... ?

For all these reasons and because of the practical importance of the flight effects c- jet noise and other engine
noise sources, my colleague and I would like to suggest the idea of having a future specialists meeting on these
difficult ".oblems.

Dr Dinkelacker: In his comment Dr Roger. has raised the question whether a large wind tunnel specifically designed
for aeroacoustic investigations should be b It. In my opinion such a facility could become a vtry helpful tool for
further research in aeroacoustics. I fear, however, that more detailed planning will show that such a facility, if it is
to be useful for a wide range of experiments, has to be large and will be very expensive. The crucial point in the
planning might weil be the "low-frequency linit" of the facility i.e. the frequency down to which acoustical free
field =onditions can be simulated. The lower this frequency limit has to be, the larger the dinensions and hence
the costs will be. I do r -)t think that one should compromise here too early, e.g. by declaring that frequencies under
100 Hr are unimportant - My opinion is - if such a general purpose facility is to be built - It should be large and
especially the low-frequency limit siould bo ,s low as possible. . ,.r this purpose it seems to be reasonable to solicit
money from different countries and to do the , ork in internationai coopelmtion.

Chairman: That is a fine note on which we can close this round table discusaon. I thank everybody who took
part, and I am glad that I was able to promote a discussion. I think that possibly most of the points were resolved
in the difiussion, but I apologise if I have omitted topics that members might have preferred to discuss.

M. Legend.c thank you for the excelleiA way you led the discussion.

..... .... .
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Report 514 The production of intense slhar layers by vortc: stmz1t•ch and convection
By J.T.Stuart. May 1965. (Report prepared for the. AGARD Specialists' Meeting on
"Recent de%-ilopmjnts in boundary layer research", May 1965.)

AGARDograph 91 .T1h theory of high speed Sun
By A.E.Seigel, May 1965.

AGARDograph 97 Recent developments in boundary layer research
(in four parts) AGARJI Specialists' Meeting, Naples, May 1965.
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By Ione D.V.F , May 1965.
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Report 525 The pitot probe in low-density hypesonic flow
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By Sheldon Weinbaum, May 1966.
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By R.Hawkins and E.G.Trevwtt, May 1966.
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By B.Cheers, May 1966.

Report 548 Sepmrted flows
(Round Table Discussion), Edited by J.J.Ginoux, May 1966.
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By J.B.French, 1966.

AGARyopyph 113 Freeflght teating in W&, qp wind 19n6.
By B.Dayznan, Jr, W96.
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Conference Separsted flows
Proceedings 4 Specialists' Meeting, Rhode-Saint-Gen6se (VKI), May 1966.

S (two parts and one

supplement)
Conference The fluid dynamic aspects of ballistics
Proceedings 10 Specialists' Meeting, Mulhouse, September 1966.

Conference Recent advances in aerothermochemistry
Proceedings 12 7th AGARD Colloquium, sponsored by PEP and FDP, Oslo, May 1966.

(in two parts)

1967

Report 558 Experimental methods in wind tunnels and water tunnels, with special emphasis on the
hot-wire anemometer

By K.Wieghardt and J.Kux, 1967.

Advisory Report 13 Aspects of V/STOL aircraft development
(This report consists of three papers presented during the joint session of the AGARD

FDP and FMP held in GOttingen, September 1967.)

AGARDograph 98 Graphical method in a'rothern-odynamics

By O.Lutz and G.Stoffeis, November 1967.

AGARDograph 117 Behaviour of supercritial nozzles under thee-dimesional oscillatory conditions
By L.Crocco and W.A.Sirignano, 1967.

AGARDograph 119 'hermo-molecular pressme effects in tubes and at orifices
By M.Kinslow and (; .. -rney, Jr. 1967.

AGARDograph I 21 Techniques for measurement of dynamic stability derivatives in ground test fka6 ties
By C.J.Schueler, L.K.Ward and A.E.Hodapp, Jr, 1967.

AGARDograph 124 Nonequilibrlium effects in supersonic-nozzle flows
By J.Gordon Hall and C.E.Treanor, 1967.

Conference Fluid physics of hypersonic wakes
Proceedings 19 Specialists' Meeting, Fort Collins, Colorado, May 1967.

(in two parts)

Conference Fluid dynamics of rotor aad fan supported aircraft at subsonic speeds

Proceedings 22 Specialists' Meeting, Gitfingen, September 1967.

Conference As above - with supplement
Proceedings 22 - S 4
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AGARDograph 132 rthe eletro" beam flumr&wcenc technique
By E.PMuntz, 1968.

Conference flypeainic boundary layea and flow fields

Froce•cd•." 30 Specialists' Meeting, London, May 1968.

Conference Supplement to the above.
Proceedings 30 Suppl.

Conferenco Tramonic WrodynWics
Proceedints 35 Specialists' Meeting, Paa•, %optember 1968.

Conference Supplen~ont to Lhe above.
Proceedings 35 SuL &.-,.

S1969

Advisory Report !7 Technical Evaluation Report on AUARD SpeciAlists' Meeting on Truaonc aerodynamics
By D.KXlchemann, Apr,1 1969.
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AGARDograph 134 A portfolio of stability chracterlstics of incompresuible boundary hyers
By H.J.Obremski, M.V.Morkovin and M.Landalil, 1969.

AGARD(graph 135 Fluidic controls systems for aerospace propulsion
Edited by R.J.Reilly, September 1969.

AGARDograph 137 Tablec of inviscid supersonic flow about circular cones at incidetu ' Y 1.4
(in two parts) By D.J.Jones, November 1969.

Conference Akoaft engine noise and sonic boevi
Proceedings 42 Joint Meeting of the Fluid Dynamics and Propulsion and Energetics Panels, feld in

Saint-Louis, France, May 1969.

Conference The ae odynics of atmospheric dhear flow
Proceedings 48 Specialists' Meting, Munich, September 1969.

1970

Report 575 fweet m for numerical mothods in transonic flows
By I.C.Lo-k, 1976.

Advisory Report 22 Aircraft vn*i no ise and conic boom*
By W.R.Sears. (Irechnical Evaluation Report on AGARD FDP ani PEP Joint Meeting on
"Aircraft engine noise and sonic boom".) January 1970.

Advisory Regoit 24 The aerodynamks of atmoap ic shear flows
By J.E.Cermak and B.W.Mas.hraer, May 1970. (Technical Evaluation Report on AGARD
Specialists' Meeting on 'hlie aerodynamics of atmospheric shiar flows".)

Advisory Report 30 Blood clrculatiop and emapiratowy flow
By J.F.Gross and X.Geitsen, December 1970. (Technical Ealuation Report on AGARD
Specitlists' Meeting on the above subject.)

AGARDog•nph I38 Balic range technology
By T.N.Cahning, November 1970.

AGARDograph 144 Fziglneering analaysb of non-Nwtona fluids
By D.C.Bogue and J.L.Whlte, July 1970.

AGARDograph 145 Wind toanl prc•i•we imv rnent to-iqWue
by D.S.Dynum, R.L.Ledford and W.F..Sxnotherznan, Fcmcnbr 1970.

AGARDograph 146 The nuneical solution of oRtWo iffemential eqatlodns Soverting coavectlon
By H.Lomax, P.Kutler and F.B.FulleT, November 1970.

AGARDogrnph 147 Non-mactIng wd chemically irw-eft vksou flows over a hyperbolold at hypersonlc
condition
Edit4 by C.HLewis. (M.Van Dyke, J.C.Adctns, F.G.Blottnae, A.M.O.Smith, R.T.Davis

"and GL.Keltnor were contributors.) November 1970.

Confwencae Numerlc metods 9w Awow flows

froceedings 60 By R.C.Lock, November 1970. (Abstracts of papers p••sentfd at a Seminar hold by the
F-'DP of AGARD at the NPL, ToddiuSton. UK, 18-2, Septem-iber 1967.)

Wnfeirence fteUroiuffiy dwftln asp"eoarf www~y aieaft
Poceedinrs 62 March 1970, AGARD Fklt Mechanics wnel Meeting hed In The iogue, The Netherlands,

Septembor 1964.

Confer-ncz F1d dynmmics of 14nad cih-clation and tx sttry flow
Phoceodgs 65 4pecialists' Meetin, 14ples, May 1970.

Proceedings 71 Specialists' Meoting, Silver Sprihgs, Maryland, USA: Septemnor 1970.

&.v Liao A&Wory Rsp.t 26 bv J.O.Pwo mJ oan Ju 1970. ARbbhaz dw same titl nt AR22 but s sp•oduced by the
Pvopulstouand a*izpgtlco Fand of AAPARD wn deal. -th w ean m.
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1971
Report 588 Aerodynw-ic testln at high Reynolds numbers And tr %n pebib

By DXKtchamann, 1971

Advisory Repott 34 Aerodynamaic Interfeivnce
B3y D.L.Peake, May 197 1. (TechnLAl Evalu~tlon ReW.r of the. Specialists' Meeting on
"Aerodynmiric interferenw", Septemb~er 1970.)

Advisory Report.35 Pibport of the hiah Rroyuotas number wind awmna study group of the Fluid Dynamics

April 197!I ~~~' Advissory Report 36 Report of the AGAIU) Ad hoc Cosnmdttwe on xth~ineurne lnerere am wanl

correction& in transonic wind tun"e tests
Edited by A.Ferri, F.Jaam-na and R.Monti, August .1971.

Advisry Report 37 Facilities and te~nques for aerodynamic teating at trw-worlc speeds and hi&h Reynolds

By R.C.Pankhurst, October 1971, (Tethnical Evaluation Report on Spec alists' Meeting
held in Gatthingen. Germany, April 1971.

AGARDognmph 137 Tables of~ invisd sapenonk flowv about cutcular conin at In ~i&ce, -Y I lA
(third volume) Part 111, by D.J.iones, December 19,71.

AGAARfogrmph 148 Heat tmsazfer in rocket oe~ugi
By H.Ziebisaid and RCI~arkhmsn, SeptenibT* 197 1.

Cone 83-, Fac&tis and todaques Ifor aero~ywaluc testing at vtrenacu eoeeds and high Itaynulds

*Auuswt 1971. Spe!Allge heeting hold hi( r-Gftzn, Gum~ny, April 1971.

£Cordkirence Wrets and nozzite for aerospce wq31es0
Proocedinps 91 December- 197 1. ?eIO~Z~ 641d hir Sandetjord, Nowww' -Septernber 197 1.

1972

Report 598 Experimnist ws m~&nwak wowd ofrelan W609r~

EdH.HJuradwict, Mard 1972.2

By H.i'oshihara, February 1972.

AGARograp~h 161 Abaiofie

AGTARDagzaýh ~I Q ~son""Wk jti
Ed. J-1.Ginoux, November 1972.r

.AGA.Ri~o~ra¶A 164 BOUrdmry bye? effacU &i hbmnl

Ed. J.Suru~je, December 19712.
Conernc Tubui~t ~liarfiws

Proceedng 93 January 1972. SpecciUlW ','ln~g haei in E4is, WigAn, toeptenbta 1971.

Conernc FWnW (syasmia we *lCrfdt GtbiN",
~~ P~ro:Ceadiigs 102 November 1971, Swo~iilsts' Noetin8 Wel in WImab, Portula%, 197- '2.

Advisory Report 46 Turbulent slsezr Rows
By R.Nizhel, July 0972 (TecbnkAl I~vahwipr Report of OAe MN-tins on4
"Turbulenut Shtar Pb-w&", Wetotubav 191 A.

Advisoy Rq~ort.49 Fluid dynaanie of d-adri~ MWI&og
Ry RC.Pakhuet iTehnical Evabus;ou 141port an P1uid Dynamics ftne1 Spcllist's

%,otlug) November 1,072.
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Advisory Report 50 Energetics for aircraft auxiliary power systema
By R.H.Johnson, C.E.Oberly and R.E.Quisjley, Jr (Technical Evaluation Report on 39th
Propulsion and Energetics Panel Meeting), November 1972.

Advisory Report 60 The need for larg wind tunnels in Europe
Report of the Large Wind Tunnels Working Group, December 1972.

ILecture Series LS42 Aerodynamic problems of hypasaonic vehicles. (Two ",olumes)
Ed. R.C.Pankhurst, July 1972.

Lecture Series LS48 Numerical methods in fluid dynamics

Lecture Series LS49 Laser tedinolc-y in aerodynamic mneasurements
Ed. R.C.Panhurst, March 1972.

Lecture Series LS53 Airframe/engine integration
May 1972.

Lez.turo Series LS57 Heat exchangers
Ed. J.J.Ginoux, January 1972.

1973

*Report 600 Problems of wind tunnel design and testing
December 1973.

Report 601 Prablezra in wvin tunnel testing techniques
April 1973.

Report 602 FluW modot. jŽoblems in wind tunnel design
- - - -- -April 1973.

Advisory Report 58 Technical Evaluation Report on the Fluid Dynounics Panel Specialists Meeting on
Aertdyrnanic Drag
By SV) Riuder, September 1973.

Advisory Rke~.ort 61 TechnicAl Evaluation Raped on the Fluid Dynamcs Panal Specialists Meeting on
Acerd YniWcs of Rotary MinM

AGAR~ojaph 165 By N.D.i'lain, March 1973. hpiol

0 11AGR~pap 15 edt-bamler menaumcnents ka short-duratlon hprm facilities

B1y Dl.'L,,cbWtz and T.Vjones, Februmry 1973.

~~ / AGARDoic-aph 106 Effect of Mxmreauae curvature on turbulent flow
By 7.~adhw., Editei by AXI.Yowig, August 1973.

Air.1,RDoaraph 17 1 M~u tiw tAtc of sa-Wbity rotstijii bodies

-~~ liDy l.A .waabson. Edited by P.F.Yspggy, November 1973.

AGARWD-grAph 172 UYmIIcad atall
By P.Crniva. Edted by P.F.Yagy, November 0973.

AGAR ogah 173 AWynmic nI*-nce Lnduced ?In reaton controls
lky F.W.Sp~id, L.A.Cassl and R.EMWion (Editor), November 1973.

AGR-lgypA 7 4 DidAa ctxni*u4 ia turbulence recmadh
Bly C.H.Cibsoi. Edited by P.A.Libby, rieceniber 1973.

Prond-a 1-4 Fck.izery 19?3, Specialists' Meeting haid in Marsllici, France, September 1972.

Chisfefence AaroyPar&Ox Mag
Pd .124 Octebc.r 1973.

Uzive ýlerics LS56 Alrcr4ft performance -- Vi-aklcon iatbo& and "pthmioato
&I. J.WlllimL-, Murch 4973.



Lecture Series LS64 Adnamc in numericd al l dynamics
February 1973.
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